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. HOW THE COMMISSION DID ITS WORK
I. INTRODUCTION AND MISSION SUMMARY

Throughout the history of Federal/Indian relations, there has neverbeen a comprehensive or consistent approach by the Congress and the
Executive that dealt effectively with Indian problems and, at the sametime, sufficiently fulfilled Indian needs. Inconsistent Indian policy hasled directly to a situation of deep devair and frustration amongIndian people documented by countless alarming statistics reflecting
deplorable living conditions of Indian people. This frustration has
been physically manifested in events such as the occupation of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs headquarters and the modern siege at
Wounded Knee in 1973.

On July 16, 1973, Senator James Abourezk (Democrat-Soath
Dakota) .mtroduced Resolution 183 to establish the first Indian staffed
congmssional. Commission to review American Indian policy. Resolu-
tion 133 wasreferred to the Committeeon Interior and Insular Affairs,
and after brief hearings on July 19 and 20, 1973, and on December 5,
1973, it was considered and passed by the Senate.

May 13, 1974, Congressman Lloyd Meeds (Democrat-Washington)
introduced an identical resolution, House Joint Resolution 881, in the
House of Representatives. Hearings on the resolution were held before
the House Subcommit teebn Indian Affairs, and was passed on Novem-
ber 19., 1974, along with an amendment providing for the creation of
investigating task forces responsible to the Commission. On December
16, the Senate concurred on the House amendment and on January 2,
1975, the resolution became Public Law 93-580, creating the American
Indian Policy Review Commission. Additional amendments were
passed entitling the Commission to franking privileges and to accept
volunteer services from both the private and public sectors.

The American Indian Policy Review Commission, was mandated to:
Conduct a comprehensive review of the historical and legal developments

underlying the Indian's unique relationship with the Federal Government inorder to determine the nature and scope of necessary revisions in the formulation
of policies and programs for the benefit of Indians.

This study was to be conducted by an 11-member Commi, zion com-
posed of three Senators, three Representatives, and five Indian mem-
bers selected by the congressional representatives.

The actual investigations were conducted by .11 task forces working
within legislative, defined subject areas, Two task forces were added
later by Commission action. The task forces were each composed of
three members selected from among the leading authorities in their
respective fields of expertise in Indian affairs.

In the development of their reports, task forces utilized research,
reports, studies, questionnaires, hearings, and site visits. This process
involved a continued eMphasis on direct consultation. .The recom-
mendation of each task force was structured to comply with the man-
dates of the legislation.

. p2.
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Overall, the task force reports have provided : A study and analysis
of the legal relationship of Indians to the Federal Government; u
comprehensive review of existing Federal programs for Indians and
projeetions of future needs; an examination of Federal criteria. for
granting recognition ; and a study of tribal governments, including
recommemlations for strengthening govenunents at both the tribal
and national levels. Other substantive conclusions were arrived at in
the course of their 'investigation. Each final investigative task force
report was due to the Commission within 1 year of the task force's
day of appointment. The 11 final task force reports were completed by
September 1976.

The development of the final report which has provided the basis
fir legislative proposals and administrative practices designed to meet
the needs of Indian people, has also involved the creation of supple-
mental reports which reinforce the conclusions reached in the final
report. In addition to the 11 task forces reports, the Commission has
compiled special reports on pressing issues in Indian affairs written
by authorities in these areas:Individual tribal reports discussing con-
cerns analogous to task force investigations as independently perceived
by tribes and organizations; a comprehensive bibliography and library
on Indian Affairs; a detailed table of all Federal Indian programs;
and a complete record of individual complaints, deputations, testi-
monies, case studies, and recommend&tions related to the areas of
study submitted by all sectors of the Indian community. Finally, the
Commission designed and maintained a unique accounting syste,a
which has insured internal accountability through the establish= it
of a monthly review of costs and.expenditures. This system will facili-
tate the development of cost benefit analysis.

The final Commission report, a product of Indian participation, rep-
resenting "a compendium of information on a scale heretofore un-
available to the Federal Government," was submitted to Congress on
'May 17, 1977, representing the most comprehensive review of Indian
policies and programs ever conducted.

IL ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMISSION

On 'January 2, 1975, Public Law 93-580 which provided for the
establishment of the American Indian Policy Review Commission,
was signed into law. It was a joint congressional commission com-
posed of three Senators, three Members of the House of Representa-
tives, and five Indian leaders. On January 27, 1975, the President Pro
Tempore of the Senate appointed Senators Lee Metcalf, James Abou-
rezk, and Mark Hatfield to the Commission. On February 13, 1975,
the Speaker of the House of Representatives appointed Congressmen
Lloyd Meeds, Sidney Yates, and Sam Steiger as members of the
Commission.

BRIEF PROFILES OF ME CONGRESSIONAL COMMISSION MEMBERS

SENATORS

AMES Anonazu (Democrat, South Dakota) was born and raised
on the Rosebud Indian Reservation. In 1970 he became the first Dem-
ocrat since the 1930's to win the Second Congressional District seat
in South Dakota. In 1972 he was elected to the Senate, where as chair-
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_pan of the Indian Affairs Subcommittee of the former Interior COM
Mitt 110 sponsored and obtained the passage of a large quantity ofIndian leila including Public Law 93-580, which created the

:American Indian o i sw Commission. He is the chairman of
the reently establish Senate Conunittee on Indian Affain.
He is also chairmtm of the Adniinist i-Prac4tc and Procedure

_Subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee; chairman of-theParks and
Recreation Subcommittee on Energy and Natural Resources;
member ofthe Budget Committee.

Lee Merrene (Democrat, Montana) was elected U.S. liepresentative
from Mentana's First Congressional District in 1952. After four terms
'in the House of Representatives, he ran for the Senate in 1960, when
he served until his death. He was a member of the Indian Affairs Sub-
conunittee on Public Lands and Resources of the Committee on Energy ,

and Natural Resources and chairman Of the 'Joint Committee on Con-
gressional 9perations. Additionally, he chaired the Subcommittee on
TReport<Accounting, and Management of the Governmental Affairs
Committee. He died on January 12,1978.

MApit HMTIELD (Republican, Oregon) served as Governor of
Oregon for two terms before being elected to the Senate in 1966. -He
has been instrumental in the passage of the Umatilla judgment fund
legislation, the Mcquinn Strip Act, the Klamath Forest Act and the
Comprehensive Indian Health Care Improveinent Act, which he oo-
sponsored. Senator Hatfield serves on the Select Committee on Indian
Affairs and is ranking minority member .of the Public Works Sub-
committee of the Appropriations Committee. He is also ranking minor-
ity member of the Public Works Subcommittee of the Appropriations
Committee. He is also ranking minority, member of the Energy Re-
search and Development Subcommittee of the Energy and Natural
Resources Conunittee, ranking minority, member of the Rules and
Administration Committee and is a member of the, Joint Committee
on Printing.

REPRESENTATIVES

LLOYD MUDS (Democrat, 2d District of Washington) has served in
the House of Representatives since 1964. When he was chairman of
the House Indian trails Subcommittee of the Interior and Insular
Affairs Committee, lie was closely involved in the paasage of the Alaska
Native Land Claims Settlement Act, The Indian Education Act of
1972, and the Menominee Restoration Actfor his work on the latter
legislation he received the 1974 National Congress of American Indians
Congreasional award. Congressman Meeds is also a member of the
Subcommittee on National Parks and Recreation, Territorial and In-

,. sular Affairs, and chairman of Water and Power Resources, all of the
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee.

SAM STEMER (Republican, 3(1 District of Arizona) was elected to
the 90th Congress in 1966 and was reelected to the 91st, 92d, 93d, and
-94th Congresses. A member of the Interior and Insular Affairs Com-
mittee, he played a key role in resolving the Hopi-Navajo land dispute.
Mr. Steiger also served as the ranking minority member on both the
Government Information and Individual Rights Subcommittee of the
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee and the Public Lands Sub-
committee of the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, and as a
member of the Commission on the Review of the National Policy



eToward Gambling. Ile ,was unsuccessful in a bid for election to theU.S. Senate in the 95th Congress. His vacancy on the Commission wassubsequently filled by the app&ntment of Congressman Don Young.Dori YOUNG (Republican, representative-at-large of Alaska) waselected to flee 93d Congress, m a speeial election March 6, 1973, to fillthe vacancy created by 'the death of Congressman Nick Begieh ; andwas reelected to each succeedMg Congress. lie has served as the rankingmimity member of the Indian Affairs Subcommittee of the Interiorand lnsiihir Affairs Committee and member of the Ad Hoe SelectCommittee on the Outer Continental Shelf, and the Merchant Marineand Fisheries Committee.
Sinx R. Y4vms (Democrat, 9th DistAct of Illinois) was electedto Congress in 1948 and has served in the House of Representativessince that time except for a, 2-year period when he served as U.S.Representative io thellrusteeship Council of the United Nations. Con-gmssman Yates is chairman of the Interior Subcommittee of the HouseAppropriations Committee and a member of the Transportation andLegislative Subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee.

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING t;

On March 5, 1975, the congressional members met for their orga-nizatimutl meetinp,;. At that meeting, .Senator Abourezk was electedchairMan 'of 'the. Commission and Congressman Lloyd Meeds waselected as vice-chairman. Both served as chairman of the Indian AffairsSubcommittees of their respective Chambers of Congress. The Com-mission then adopted a set of rules under which it would conduct. itsmeetings. These rules were based on existing Senate rules, which wereconformed to the requirements of Public Law 93-580.
Following a brief discussion of office facilities and equipment, theCommission movekfer the selection of the Indian Commissioners pur-suant to section 1 (c) ot the act. After a review of numerous recom-mendations receivedcfrom Indian organizations, tribes, and legislators,the congramional Commissioners chose, by a majority vote, the Indianmembers for the categories mandated in the act. From federallyrecognized tribes, the members selected were : John I3orbridge, Tlingit,Alaska ; Ada Deer, Menominee, Wisconsin ; and Jake Whitecrow,

Quapaw-Seneca, Oklahoma. From nonfederally recognized tribes;Adolph Dial, Lumbee, North Carolina. 'Urban Indians were .repre-sented by Louis Bruce, Mohawk Sioux, New York.
Pursuant to section 6(a) of the act, the Commissioners then ap-pointed Ernest L. Stevens, Oneida ; as the staff director and KirkeKickinghird, Kiowa as the general counsel. Staff consultants werealso appointed to aid in the development of investigative programs,procedures, budgets, and organizational plans.

flaw PeokuRs OF INDIAN COMMISSION MEMBERS

FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED MIRES

ADA Dv= served as chairperson of the Menominee Restoration Com-mittee. Mrs. Deer, a trained social worker, withdrew from law schoolto lead the fight against termination and is credited as the single most
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important force behind the success a the Menominee Restoration Act,
winch returned the tribe to Federal trust status. Under her leadership
the Menominee Restoration Committee developed and submitted plans
te Congress for the return of tho tribal assets to Federal protection
and, also, a new modem constitution was written and adopted by the

JAKE WHITECROVIT, a former Quapaw tribal chairman who served
on that tribe's business conunittee since 1953, is the director of the
Inter-tribal Council of Northeastern Oklahoma, which represents the
Eastern Shawnee, Seneca-Cayuga, Wyandot, Quapaw, Ottawa, Peoria,
Miami and Modoc. The Ottawa and Peoria Tribes in Oklahoma were
terminated in 1956. Ve has served on the Muskogee Area Indian
Health Advisory Bona Mr. Whitecrow is a member of the Quapaw
and Seneca-Cayuga Tribes, which are both federally recognized.

JOHN BORIBUDGE is president of Sealaska Corp., one of the 12
regional Native corporations established under the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act for which he lobbied extensively while serving
as president of the Tlingit-Haida Central Council. Mr. Borbridge is a
member of the Executive Committee of the Rural Affairs Commission
of Alaska and is a member of the Financial Advisory Board of the
American Indian National Bank.

URBAN INDIANS

Louis R. BRUCE, Moho wk and Oglala Sioux, received his honorary
doctorates from Clarkson University and Navajo College, and served
as BIA Commissioner from 1969-72. Over the years, Mr. Bruce has
served on Presklent Roosevelt's and President Eisenhower's Advisory
Indian Committee and was chairman of President Truman's Advisory
Indian Committee. Mr. Bruce has also been active in the formation or
early development of the National Congress of ttmerican Indians, the
National. Tribal Chairman's Association, and the American Indian
National Bank. Following his tenure as BIA Commissioner, he served
as senior fellow for the Antioch School of Law and aided in the
formation of the Coalition of Eastern Native Americans, and is pres-
ently the president of Native American Consultants, Inc., and con-
sultant to the Department of Housing and Urban Development on
their Indian programs.

NONFEDERALLY RECOGNIZED TRIBES

&warn DIAL, Lumbee, is chairman of the American Indian studies
Department of Pembroke State University, a member of the Amer--
scan Indian Advisory Council of ILEW's Office of Civil Riglits and a
member of the Board of Directors of the American Indian Historical
Society. In 19729 he received a grant to research the history of the
North Carolina Lumbees; which resulted in the recently published
"The Only Land I Know : A History of the Lumbee Indians,"
coauthoreci by Mr. Dial.

FIRST BUSINESS MEETING

The 11 Commissioners were sworn in by Supreme Court Justice
Byron White at the commencement of the first business meeting of the

Jj
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Commission on May 2, 1075. The staff presented for discussion andapproved the operations plans, anti tentative schedule and budget forthe following 2 years. A subcommittee, chaired by Lloyd Meeds withLmds Bruce and Adolph Dial as members, was appointed by thechairman to screen applicants for nominations to be members of thetask forces and to study the need to expand the number of task forcemembers and the manner in which those task force members wouldconduct their investigations. The subcommittee proposed, for con-m'deration, the creation of two additional task forces at the Commis-sion meeting held on June 13, the professional staff assistant wasappointedMax Mchtmanand o»e half of the task force members
were voted on and appdnted. The Commission also created two addi-tional task forces pursuant to recommendations of the subeommittee
which was set up to rely iew the need for additional task forces. These
two additional task forces were: No. 10Terminated and Nonfed-
orally Recognized Indians, which was separated front the Rural and
Non-Reservation Indians Task Force. At the Commission meeting onJuly 11, the remaining task force members were appointed and a re-view of the plan of Verations, tentative schedule and budget of the-Commission was conducted. In the following 22 months, the Com-
mission held a series of nine meetings to review, markup, and finally
vote on the final Commission report.

IIL ,THE INVESTIGATING TASK FORCES
At the May 2, 1975 Commission meeting, the Commission voted to

create a Subcommitteee on Task Forces composed of Vice-Chairman
Lloyd Meeds and Commissioners, Adolph Dial and Louis Bruce. The
Subcommittee on Task Forces met twice between May 2, (And the next
Commission meeting on June 13, to review applications for task force
positions and letters of recommendations concerning the applications.
A list of nominees was presented to the full Commission by the sub-
committee on June 13. Additional nominees were brought to the atten-
tion of the Commission by individual Commissioners. Each task fora
was elected by the Commission separately and all nominees were dis-
cussed prior to voting. At the completion of this meeting, one-half of
the task force members had been elected. The remaining task force
members were elected at the Commission's next meeting on July 11.

The act required each task force to be composed of at least two
Indian members. Subsequently the AIPRC elected 31 Indians to the
available 33 task force positions. The members represented a cross sec-
tion from all areas of Indian country. The task force members not
being full-time employees were authorized to hire full-time specialists
well versed in the type of work to be performed.

Between July 20 and August 10, the staff director, the general coun-
sel, and the staff miistant divided the task forces into groups of three
and organized briefing sessions. These briefings Lok plaec in Denver,
Chicago, and Washington, D.C. and the determination as to locatign
was based on the cost for bringing the various task force members to-
gether since they resided in diverse parts of the country. General
plans and orientation mrterials were prepared and presented to the
task forces to provide a systematic approach for analyzing problems
and procedures, which the staff anticipated the Commission would

14



want to consider. The briefing session consisted of two major areas of
discussion, a scope of work, and a plan of operations. Tim scope of
work format provided a specific description of the work to be accom-plished. A. sample scope of work and plan of operations were pre-
molted to the task force members at each of the sessions. After lengthy
discussion, these models were refined and finalized, and the task forces
were instructed to refer to these nuxlels in developing their activitiesfor the following year. Furthermore,,,a format was developed which

_ standardized the quarterly task farce reporting process required by
Publics Law 93-580.

TASK Foam PLAN Ob' OPERATIONS

The initial work of the investigative task forces involved intense
planing and work coordination. The task force Was composed of a
chairman and two task force members who, together with the task force
specialists, Zormu:ated the basic plans of the task force. The scope of
work and the plan of operations were the two basic documents which
described the objectives, tasks, and weighted &torts to be addressed by

task force group.
I

The scope of work wai described in the Commission manual of oper-
ations und,er "Proposed Scope of Work Outline" and examples were
provided to indicate the bask requiremehts which constitute a scope of
work. This material was to be thoroughly reviewed prior to formulaV.
ing the final draft for the Commission.

The plan of operations was discussed in the or;entation package and
the document provided information and guidelines for the plan of
operations. A definition of the plan of operations in tho context of the
Commission's work was as follows:

A statement by the investigative task force group proposing specific studies and
methods of accomplishment identified by priority from the Scope of Work.

Each task force statement. was to be carefully evaluated to insure
maximum coordination and support for each taSk force group.

The schedule was amended in order to provide an overall acceptable
schedule of field activities: (Use coordination was required to obtain
substance and continuity in the total effort of the Commission. There
were other activities which required changes as the work progressed,
and those changes were submitted for further coordination. Basically,
the plan of operations submittal was divided into five separate catego-
-Ties as follows: Narrative; schedule ; process (benchmarks) ; budget ;
and reporting system.

Eech of the categories played an important role in the overall devel-
opmeot of the Commission's goals and objectives. The task force inves-
tigati ee groups had 1 year, by law, to complete their work. The Com-
miss' on compiled all reports to formulate substantive recommendations
and oonclustons in a final Commission report prior to January 20, 1977.
This extended to May 17, in subsequent. amendments to Public Law 93-
PO. Therefore, great importance was placed upon the development of
the task force reports.

Since the American Indian Policy Review Commission's investiga-
tions were to be accomplished by a task force constituted body, it be-
came very important that the selection of the members of these task
forces be accomplished in a mannr which would assure the AIPRC of

-
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a working gyoup which could accomplish hearings, research, and in-
vestigation in an efficient, accurate, and publicly credible manner to
Indians as well as to Congress and the American public.

In early stages of the planning aml administrative hnplementation
of Mlle Law 93-58O, it laecame readily apparent that it would have
been very valuable to have known the problems encountered by other
Commissions and investigating bodies. There was little record or evi-
donee about the orminizatimm, and functional problems enemmtered
by many of the previous congressional Commissions or the past efforts
of the investigating bodies of the executive branch, however, what has
come to beknown as the Moriam report of 1928 provided some valuable
information and insight on the constitution of task forces and the
peculiar problems related to their selection and, operation. Some of that
report's self-criticism became valuable.

The Meriam report critique was very useful in considering the disci-
plines needed in the seleltion of task tolve personnel and staff.

The background, disciplines, as well as the credibility of the prospec-
, tive task force members had to be evaluated in advance in order to

attempt to predict technical an4 professional quality. The proper mix
would result in a report which would be acceptable to the bidian pea-

_

and'Congress
Paramount in the consideration of task force constitution was the

C.

issue of what type of candidates should be considered. There seemed to
,be at least two clear and distinct possibilities :

1. A majority of the members conld be ch6sen purely on the basis of
academie, technical, and professional background. These candidates
could have been chosen on the basis of their professional and ttchnical
experience and background. For instance published authors in
anthropplogy, ethno-lustory, law, public administration, economics,
and sociology, who had established professional reputations in the
field of Indian affairs. These individuals might have been Indian or
non-Indian. The accent would have been entwely on professional and
technical excellence.

2 The members eould have been chosen from tribal leaders or other
leadership and professional Indians who specialized in specific areas
in Indian Affairs, primarily in the policy development area. This
group would include elected-leaders and professionals, mostly of In-
dian descent itho were well-known people who had the confidence of
Indian tribes and their members.

. In assessing tbeAeed for integrity and credibility in the final report,
the Commiasion's professional statt recommended to the Commission
that an effort be made by the Commission to incorporate both qualities,
however, it was recommended that Indian community credibility
should lie the prime consideration. Subsequently, in May and June of
1975, the Commission approved a plan of operations which provided a
means to provide the constituent and technical representation that was
necessary.

The Commission believed that Indian representation and input was
absolutely necessary.

The members elected by the ComMission follow :
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BRIEF PROPMES or Tus TASK FORCE MEMBERS

TASK MOE TRUST RESPONSIBILITY AND PEDERAL/INDIAN IIELATIONSUIP)
INOLUDINU TREATY REVIEW

Chairman: Mak Adana ,

HANR ADAMS iS a member of the Fort Peck Tribas of Montana,
Assiniboine-Sioux. He brought to the Task Force on Trust Respon-
sibility a wide range'of skills as a writer, lobbyitt, tribal and economic
consultant, and paraprofemional legal assistant. He has worked vigor-
ously to prevent the termination of various( tribes and has argued
treaty rights, Indian hunting, and fighting rights, State jurisdietioe.
State taxation and civil rights cases, while making effective use of the
news media, through a newspaper column and numerous published
articles.

Member: John BehiShawk,

' Jour Ecuounwic is a Pawnee Indian from Oklahiinia.-}te. has been
electzd by the Board of Directors to servo as director for the Native
American Rights Funds as of October 1977, having previously served
as direetor from 1973-75. Mr. Echohawk's tenure has earned him the
respect of many Indian members of the legal profession and gave
him a broad understanding of the legal issues confronting Native
Americans. He received his B.A. and his J.D. degrees from the Uni-
versity. of Ne'w Mexico and is a member of the Colorado Bar Associa-
tion, Mr. Echohawk is married and has two children.

Member: Dauglaa Noah

DOUGLAS NASH is a member of the Net& Perm Tribe. He had been
employed as an attorney for the Native American Rights Fund
(NARF) and later entered private practice specializing in Indian

'le received his .13:A. from the University of Idaho and J.D. in
1071 from the University of New Mexico School of Law. Mr. Nash is
married and has two children.

TASK FORCE 2 : TRIBAL GOVERNMENT

Chairman: Wilbur Meitty

Wirannt ATOPPPY is a Navajo. For 4 years he served as director of
the Office of Administration for the Navajo Tribe and then for 2
years as executive-administrator to the chamman. His position gave
him a first7hand opportunity to observe tribal government and its
interaction with the Federal Government. He has also worked with
the Office of Navajo Economic Opportunity to provide management
and budgeting requirements tot reservation housing projects. Mr.
Ateitty was married and had three children but, unfortunately, he
was killed in an auto accident in May of 1976 and not replaced on the
task force.

93.440 f) 38 3 17
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Member: Alan Parker
--ArAw-PioTictR "4- a el iiipewa-Cree, and formerly the attorney-direc-tor for the WasOngton, D.C., Office of the American Indian Lawyer

Training Prey= and the American Indian, Law center at the Uni-
, versity of Ne Mexico School of Law, He :s presently chief counselfor the Sena (Select Committee on Indian Affairs. He has worked
as an attorne in the Solicitot's Office at the Department of the In-
terior and for the Indian Civil Rights Task Force. He organized and
initiated the publiCation of thandian Laav Reporter, a comprehensive
monthly ref ort on developments in Indian law. Mr. Parker is mar-

, ried =dila' Avo childien.
g

!?f Member: Jerty Flute
v.

JERRY Fun has been the tribal chairman of the Sisseton-Wahpeton
Ttibe since jimmy 1975. For 4 years prior to that, he was the tribal
secretary. Mr. Flute is also chairman of the .United Tribes Training
Center in Bismarck, N. Dak., and is a former secretary-treasurer of
'that organigatioh: 1re has alio Served en nummus Indian boards and
task forces and is a member of the National Congress of American
Indians and the National Tribal Chairman's Association. He has
attended the National Indian Training Center in Utah, taking a spe-
cialized course in tribal government development. Mr. Flute is mar-
ried and has three children.

VASK FORCE 3 : FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION ANDiSTRISOTURE OF INDIAN
AFFAIRS

Member: Ray Goetting

RAY Gomm is a member of the Caddo Tribe and currently the
treasurer of the National Congress of American Indians. He brought
to the Task Force on FAideral Administration and Structure of In-
dian Affairs 15 years of administrative experience with the Bureau
of Reclamation, Department of the Interior, and 16 years of experi-
ence as the owner of a business management consulting firm assisting
Indian tribes and organizations as well as local businesses in New
Mexico. In the Bureau of Reclamation, he served successively as a
regional procedures analyst, regional manageMent analyst, and re-
gional r dministrative officer. As a business consultant, he aided ranch-
ers, small mining companies, manufacturers, and oth.er business con-
cerns. As an NCAI officer, he has been extremely active in regard to
Federal-Indian programs and budget processes and served as a con-
aultant to the staff of the Commission, prior tx; becoming a meinber
of the task force.

Member: Mel Tonaaket

MEL ToxAsawr : President of the National Congress .of American
Inaians, Chairman of the Colville Business Council, Colville Con-
federated _Tribes. He has also served as chairman of the Reservation
Subcommittee of the Governor's Indian Advisory Council for the
State of Washington. Involved in the development of the surplus
lands at Fort Lawton in Seattle for the United Indians of All Tribes

.



Cultural Center. On the Indian Advisory Board for Gonzaga Uni-
. varsity and Eastern Washington State College, and the Water Com-
mission re: Indian Water Rights.

TASK FORCE 4 : FEDERAL, STATE, AND TRIBAL JURISDICTION

ehairman.: Sherwin Broadhead

SHERWIN BROADHEAD presently residing in Reardon? Wash., is
working wi.h the InstNte for the Development of Indian Law on
treaty rights involving four tribal groups and is serving as consultant
to various tribes, lie is an attoniey, having graduated fram George

i. Washington University with a J.D. degree n 1961 and is a member
of the Idaho Bar Association. He formerly served as congressional
relations officer with the Bureau of Indian Affairs and speoial assist-
ant for Indian Affairs on the staff of Senator James Abourezk, chair-
man of the former &mate Subcommittee on Indian Affairs. He has
long been an active advocate on Indian tribal sovereignty.,

Member: Judge William Roy Rh,odes
-

Judge WILIAAM ROY RHODES, the chief tribal judge of the Gila
River Indian Community in Arizona, is a Pima Inoiian, married end
the father of five children and three foster children. Judge Rhodes is
president of the American Indian Lawyer Training Program, a
member of the National Indian Court Judges Association, and pres-
ently a member of the Arizona "Governor's Task Force on Police/
Community Relations. Prior to being elected chief tribal judge at
Gil- River, he was involved in law enforcement activities in Mari-
cops County in the Bureau of Indian Affairs and in the tribal police.

Member: Matthew L. Cake

MATT CMAAO is from the Rincon Band of Mission Indians. He has
been on the Business Council of the Rincon. Band and has also been
area vice president of the National Congress of American Indians.,
He has served as the executive director for Americans for Indian
Future and Tradition, which performs legal, social, and hes th sere-
ices, as well as job placement and training programs. He airs the
ad hoc Committee on Public Law 83-280 for 29 southern ifornia
reservations and directs all of the Inter-Tribal Council of' alifor-
nia's efforts relating to Public Law 83-280. He has also been active in
other important tribal and California Indian organizations. Dir.'Calac
ie married and has four children.

TASK FORCE 5 : INDIAN EDUCATION

Chairwoman: Helen Sehierbeck

HELEN SCHIERIIECK is a member of the Lumbee Tribe, and is cur-
rently involved in several projects relating Indian education. She
is serving as director of the Special Project on the History and Financ-
ing of Indian Education for the John Hay Whitney Foundation and
us service coordinator foi three major Indian education orgar Izations.



From. 1966 to 1978, she was closely associated with Federal programsand efforts to improve educational opportunities for Indians. Ms.
Schierbeek has published several articles about Indian education andhas received numerous awards..,She is a docthral candidate at Vir..ginia Polytechnic, InStitute.

Member: Earl Barlow
EARL BARLOW is a member of the Blackfeet Tribe. He received his

BA, degree from Western Montana Colleg9 in 1947. He also holds amaster's degree in education from the University of Montana. Mr,
Barlow has served as superintendent of schools in both Hot Springs
and Stevensville, Mont. In 1970, he became directly responsible for
all JOM programs in Montana. Mr. Barlow is presently superin-
tendent of schools on the Blackfeet Reservation

Member: Lorraine Maimed,
LORRAINE ML l'AszEKI an enrolled member of the Colville Confed-

crated Tribes, served as an elected tribal council member for 4 years,active membership on the Board of Directors of Advocates for Indian
Education-Northwest-Thbesi-served-raran-adeisoty comniittee mem-ber for Spokane's Education TV Services a trustee for Fort Wright
College of the Holy Names, and a. memger of the National Indian
Education Association. She holds a B.A. and 'a masters degree from
Gonzaga Univerhty, Spokane Wash. Areas of employment have
been mainly in the education field; most recently as acting director of
the Advocates for Indian Education Northwest Tribes whose maingoal is the development of an educational Center which will serve the
four noi;,hwest States in the, areas of technical assistance, materials
information center, and training assistance for education personnel
ultimately improving educational opportunities for Indian youths.

TASK FORCE : INDIAN HEALTH

Chairman: Dr. Evemtt Rhoades

Dr. EvEnwer RHOADES is a Kiowa. He has had extensive experience
both in practice and in the teaching of medicine. He is presently the
chief of the infectious disease section of the University of Oklahoma
Medical Center. He is a member of more than a dozen societies and
organizations, including the American College of Physicians, the
Association of American Indian Physicians (of which he was presi-
dent and founder in 1974), and the National Congress of American
Indians. Dr. Rhoades has published some 40 articles in professional
journals. He is married and has five children.

Member: Luana L. Reyes

LUANA REYES is from the Colville Reservation in Washington. Now
*executive +Director of the Seattle Indian Health Bor d, Ms. Reyes has
been active in local and national Indian health committees for the last
15 years. She has also served as the Commissioner of the Seattle Indian
Services Commission, which houses several Indian programs and has
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--been active in other community affairs. As a child, she attended sehools
On or near the Colville Reservation ; she has also studied education
and business at the University of Puget Sound and the University of
Washington. She has one child.

Member: Lillian McGarvey

N MCGAIWEY is an Aleut from Alaska. She is currently di-
rector of health programs for the Aleut League, a nonprofit ()inas-
tion for the Aleut region. As chairperson of the Native Service Unit
Board of the Alaska Native Health lioard, she is'Alaska's representa-

., tive on the-Witional Indian Health Board. She also serves on the
Board of Directors of the Alaska Chapter of the American Public
Health Association and is helping the Comprehensive Health Ad-
visory Council of Alaska to draw up a State health plan. In addi-
tion, 111s. Mcerarvey is tlw Secretary-Treasurer gf the Aleut Corpo-
ration, one of the 12 regional corporations set up under the Alaska
.Native Claims Act. She has twO daughters and five grandchildren.

Tem-FORM 7-111ESERVATIOWID RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT4NDPROTECTION- -

Chairman: Peter MacDonald

PETER MACDONALD has been chairmnn of the Navajo Tribal Council
for 5 years. After graduating from the University of Oklahoma with
,a degree in engineering, he worked with the Hughes Aircraft Co., as
an engineer and a member of the technical staff. He returned to work
for his tribe first as director management, methods and procedures,
then as director of the Office of Navajo Economic Opportunity.
Mr. MacDonald has also been ver3r active in national Indian affairs
and State affairs. He is married and has fivechildren.

Member: Ken Smith
HEN SMITH is a member of the Wasco Tribe from the Warm

Springs Reservation. Having graduated from the University of
Oregon in 1959 with a major in finance and accounting, he has worked
for the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs for 16 years, originally
as an accountant and now as general manager for the reservation. In
addition to having served 3 years on his tribal council, he has been
active in other civic groups and Indian organizations. He is married
and has two children.

Member: Phillip Martin
PIIILLIP MAmIN is an enrolled member of the Mississippi Band of

Choctaw Indians. A member of the tribal council since 19577 he has
twice been tribal chairman, first from 1959 to 1965 and again from
1971 to 1975. He has not limited his energies to the tribal council, but
has also been chairman of the board of the Choctaw Housing Authority
and executive director of the Choctaw Community Action Program.
Mr. Martin has been president of the Board of Regents of Haskell
Indian Junior College since 1970 and has also been active in other
Indian organizations, having served as president of the Board of
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United So atheastern Tribes tir two terms and also a member of theNational Tribal Chairman's Association and the National Congress of
American Indian& Mr. Martin is married and has two children.

.

TASK FORCE 5, : URBAN ANA) RURAL NON,RESEUVATION INDIANS

Chaihnaw:41lfred.Elgiii,

THE LEVBREND ALFRED ELGIN is a Porno Indian from California.
Until recently, the project director for the Indian Centers Develop-

S'avices, which works with numerous urban Indian organize-dons, le is now-acting. executive director for the American -Indian..Comnrmity House in New York City. He has also worked as executive,direetor for the Intertribal Friendship House in Oakland and as acounselor for the. Oakland A.ierican Indian Assoeiation. He has been..a leader in ieveral California Indian orgaiiiiiitions such as the Inter-tribal Council of California and the California 'Indian Education'' Association and hat served as the Board Chairman for the United
-Scholarship Service and° as a board inettiber for the 'Native American

--Lerd-tiefense-and- Education' Fund:-Mt-Eigiii in exe-getical theology from Bethany Bible College. He is married and haschildren.
Member; Gail Thorpe

GAn, THORPE is a member of the Sac and Fox Tribe. The eldestdilughter of the famous athlete; Jim Thorpe, she was born in Okla-
homa, attended Haskell Indian Junior College and Chilocco Indian
richool and later graduated from business school in Chicago. She is
csurrenily employed as office manager of the regional office of the Girl
Scouts in Chicago. Active for many years in Indian affairs, she is now
president of the Indian Council Fire and secretary of Descendants of
'Jim Thorpe, Inc. Ms. Thorpe has served as an Illmois delegate to the
Governor's Indian Interstate-Council and is the president of Tipi, Inc.,
an American Indian speaker's bureau.

Member; Edward F. Mouse
,

EDWARD F. Morrss is a Creek-Cherokee from Oklahoma. Now execu-
tive director for the Creek Nation, he has also worked as the manager
of New Enterprise Development for Oldahomans for Indian Oppor-
tunity and as a consultant and staff researcher at the University of
Oklahoma. He received a BA. from Oklahoma State University in
science management in 1985 and then went dn to get a masters of busi-
ness administration from the University of Tulsa in 1970 and a master
of regional and urban planning in 1973 from the University of Okla-
homa. Mr. Mouss is married and has two children.

TASK FORCE : INDIAN LAW REVISION) CONSOLIDATION AND CODIFICATION

Chairman: Peter S. Taylor

Ansa S. TAYLOR is a resident of Arlington, Va., was codirector of
the Indian Civil Rights Task Force in the Office of the Solicitor, De-
partment of the Interior. For the past 4 years, he has worked exten-
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eively on the revision and consolidation of Indian law. Mr. Taylor is
a 1968 graduate of the George Washington University School of Law
and is a member of the Virginia and District of Columbia Bar Asso-
ciations. Prior to his service on the Indian Civil Rights 'reek Force,
he practiced law in the District of Columbia for 7 years.

Member: Ywonnolfnight

YVONNE KNIGHT is a niember of the Ponca Tribe of Oklahoma, has
been a staff attorney with the Native American Rights Fund since 1971.
She is currently drafting a tribal constitution and bylaws for the
Menominee Tribe and her work 'has been praised as a model for the
development of tribal constitutions. She has been the recipient of nu-
merousgrants and scholarships and is a member of six distinguished
professional organizations. Ms. Knight received her J.D. from the
iTniVersity of New Mexico Law School in 1971 and is a member of the
Colorado Bar Association.

er

Afember: Browning Pipeatem

Sito*Nitio Pirzsmi is an OtOti-MiSSOUria mige Indian frOm

,
man Oklahoma, and a tribal council member of the Otoe-Missouria.
Mr. Pipestem a graduate of the Oklahoma State University Law
'School is a paAner in the law firm of Pipestem, Rivas, and Charles. He
is married and is the father of two children.

TASK FORCE 10 : TERMINATED AND NON-FEDERALLY RECOONIZED INDIANS

Chairwoman: Jo Jo Htnit

Jo Jo HVNT is a Lumbee from North Carolina. She graduated cum
laude from Pembroke State University in 1970, and received her de-
gree from Duke University Law School in 1978. After legal experi-
ence as a law clerk with a Washington, D.C., law firm and with the
Washington Office of Pine Tree Legal Assistance of Calais, Maine,
Ms. Hunt was hired as a counsel for fhe Indian Affairs Subcommittee
in the U.S. House of Representatives. She has also been active in Bev-
_oral national Indian organizations.

_111enthAr: loitn. 'Stevens .

JOHN STEVENS is a Passamaquoddy Indian from Maine. He has
been Commissioner of Maine's Department of Indian Affairs for the
past 4 years. He has long been active in tribal affairs and was em-
ployed as director of the Passamaquoddy Community Action Pro-
gram. He also worked in the never mills for 16 years, during which
time he was a union leader. He is currently active in a large number

iof local and national Indian organizations, n addition to serving on
several State councils.

Member: Robert Bojoreag
ROBERT BOJORCIAS is a member of Klamath Tribe. Formerly a coun-

selor at Central Oregon Community College and at the University of
Oregon, he was, until recently, business manager and education chair-
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man for the Shoalwater Bay Tribe. Mr. Bojorcas is currently workingwith CETA as title III coordinator. He has been very active in theaffairs of both the terminated Klamath Tribeserving as a tribal
council Memberand of Northwestern Indian organizations. He has
attended college and is a graduate of the Indian Manpower Training
Center in Phoenix. Mr. flojorcas is married and has two children.

\ ,,e\ , REUBEN SNAKE is a member of the Winnebago Tribe. He is currently
the education project director of the Sioux City American IndianCenter. Prior to this,he was a national field trainer for Indian edu-
ation training in which position he made 80 field trips to 27 States.H0 has also been educational director for the Nebraska Inter-Tribal

Development Corp. Mr. Snake has organized a number of conferencesana;
-

orkshops on alcohol and drug abuse; he has helped in develop-- ing rojects to deal with these problems and has also helped in caul-lishing an alcohol recovery house in. Winneb,go, Nebr. Mr.- Snake is
active in the Native American Church, is married and has six children.

Member: George Hawkins
GEORGE HAWKINS is a Southern Cheyenne from Oklahoma. After

years of intermittent work due to drinking problems, Mr. Hawkins en-
, tered a rehabilitation program in 1966. Soon hired as a janitor, he left

that job to become director of the Cheyenne-Arapaho Alcoholic Re-
habilitation Center. He is now executive director of the United Indian

._ Recoveq Association, which he, organized. Mr., Hawkins has been
involved in several other State and national organizations relating to
alcoholism and has been active in Oklahoma Indian Affairs. ,

TASK PCIICE 11: ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE

Chairman: Reuben Snake

IV. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMMISSION

How THE WORE WAS ACCOMPLISHED

Between the Commission meetings in March 5 and May 2,1976, the
staff concentrated primarily on the legislative interpretation of Pub-
lic Law 93480, drafting proper policy and procedural and admin-
istrative guidelines for the preliminary study review.

The principal subject discussed by the Commission at its May 2
meeting was related to the functional duties and delegated authorities
of the organizational components of the AIPRC: The Commissioners,
the task fovees, and the staff.

The Commission members decided to meet periodically to establish
review and approve policies and procedures for focusing and refining
the objectives of the act which created the Commission.'

The Commission, at the May 2 meeting, determined that the Direc-
tor, General Counsel, and staff assistant would conduct the adminis-
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trative, operational, and task forces coordination duties on a day-to-
day basis under the general supervision of the Director. The functions
that were necessary for the staff to perform were to: Secure services,
facilities, and necessary equipment ; secure qualified and adequate staff
to perform necessary studies; review and process task force quarterly
reports and forward them for study and comment by the Commission

'

-

ers. develop initial research, bibliography and historical materials as a
reference tool for each task force subject area ; develop adequate ad-

. ministrative, financial, procurement, budgetary, and equipment con-
trols to assure compliance with rules and regulations of the Congress;
plan coordinate, arrange and conduct meetings, hearings, and re-
searCh, arrange communication contacts with Indian tribes, organiza-
tions and individuals :Ls necessary to achieve maximum input from the
national Indian community ; plan, coordinate, and arrange meetings
with governmental units of the executive and legislative branches to
provide access for interrelated elements to be considered by Commis-
sion staff and appropriate task forces.

"The task force members as provided in the act shall consist of three
members, a majority of whom are of Indian descent." The act required
such task forces to make preliminary investigations and studies in
various areas of Indian affairs, including but not limited to nine listed
general subjects. Sec. 4(d) required the Commission to provide ade-
quate staff support, in addition to the regular Commission staff which
is charged with the supervisory and task force coordination responsi-
bilities. The Commission determined that the task force groups wOuld
operate within the administrative policies and procedures provided
by the Commission ar i would perform the following functions: Plan
and devise the manner in which such investigative work would be car-
ried out to fulfill the scope of work ; utilize the services of task force
specialists, teelmical consultants, clerical personnel and such other per-
sonnel which may be required to provide a professionally and techni-
cally adequate support group for presentation of conclusions and rec-
ommendations on the subject matter before the task force; review the
scope and anticipated problem areas of each subject, and evaluate the
elements in such a manner as to determine whether current activities
are adequate. Review such problems on a national basis to determine
whether changes in national policy are needed and what specific
changes should be recommended ; report to the Director to assure co-
ordination and adequate supervision of the task force by the Director
and the staff of the Commission ; devote the amount of time required to
perform the duties for which the individual task force members have
been selected. When task force members are unable to perform their
dut ies for health or personal reasons, they shall be replaced with inter-
ested and qualified candidates; attend and review Indian meetings
which pertain and contribute knowledge and information to support
.the conclusions and recommendations of their task force.

The following is a graphic illustration of the inter-relationship of
the various components of the American Indian Policy Review
Commission :
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'V. a THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMIS-SION : ITS OBJECTIVES, FUNCTIONS, AND OPERA-TIONS

Within the scope of the Commis§ion's approved direction, the admin-istration, operation, and planning processes necessary to implementPublic Law 98-580 (the American Inclian Policy. Review Commission),were necessarily complex. In order that to misunderstandings ariserelated to the purposes, goals, and objectives of the AIPRC mission,the Commission established specific guidelines which were extractedfrom the legislation and from other adopted procedures in order tosummarize the planned implementati& of the law. This was dis-tributed to all Commission members, staff, tensultants and task forcepersomel."
I. PLAmnasto PHILOSOPHY

The philosophy of the planning approach was extracted from the---- joint -resolution itself in which the ConunisSion's organization andpurposes were rather explicitly defined. In its initial findings, the
Congress, in its joint resolution, said that :

(a) Administrative policy has traditionally shifted and changed without ra-tional design and consistent pals to achieve Indian self-sufficiency ;(b) There has been no comprehensive review on the conduct of Indian affairssince the 1928 Merl= report ; and
(o) To carry out its responsibilities and plenary powers, the Congress con-sidered the review as imperative.

2. PLaNxxxo APPROACH

The planning approach was deemed necessary after review of pre-vious reports,_ _investigations, various task force studies, and oversightreports on Indian affairs. In reviewing these, particularly the Mariam
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Report, the professional staff determined that there were two elements
substantively missing from all previous reviews:

Indian participation and options, and -

Documented proof of conclUsions.
There lid been cosmetic attempts at soliciting Indian opinionbeforebut never in a meaningful manner. It was determined that these two

= missing elements, would represent the hallmark of AIPRC's review;and investigatiobs.--
Indian participation and opinion was to be in the form of docu-mented an-d verified records. Indian opinion recorded previously meanthistorical records were to be officially reviewed *hid included. Thesewere in the form of previous hearings, complaints, resolutions, studies, 0-.1...et eetera. Current studies beingmademustbe documented in Wee seineforms, that is: testimony, hearings, complaints, resolutions, tribalstudies, and other documented Indian input. These supportable factsthrough Indian participation were intended to provide these two

missing elements.
B. ORGANIZATION

The act, 'prescribed the general organization"with sitiff and -1777duties to perform. An organizational relationship plan between the
Commission, professional staff, core staff, consultants and the task.forces and their specialists was approved at the Commission meeting
of May 2, 1975. In essence, it provided that :

The staff director would coordinate the task forces.
The three-member task force would supervise the activities of

the specialists.
'The task force central core and administrative staff would relate

,to the task force but would, be supervised by professional staff./ Technical core staff would supply assistance in legal research,
/ technical writing, program and budget analysis, and clerical/ research.

" A mix of consultants, task force personnel, support staff, in-
terns, and professional staff would accomplish the work.

Subsequently, the above was restated in the original budget request
° and supplementary appropriations request. In addition to the duties

of the staff director; other sureervision was delegated to the staff direc-
tor by the Chairman of the Commission by motion, and procedures
were adopted., The Commissioners voted to become ex officio members
of all task forces. =

4. ADMINISTRATIVE IMPLEMENTATION

The unique nature and mix of the Commission created several oper-
ational and administrative problems since it was literally the first
joint-congressional citizen commission in the history of the country.
Early logistical problems in the administration of the Commission
were resolved by the staff after consultation with the Senate Financial
Clerk, Senate Sergeant-at-Armstthe Office of the Speaker of the House
of Representatives, and the staff of the Senate Rules Committee and
Rouse Administration Committee.
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The professional staff decided that a minimum amount of 'funds
should be expended On early organization and administration in order
to make a maximum of funds available for the very important task
force work. With the approval of the AIPRC, the staff, with the
aSsistance of one management specialist and an intern, completed the
entire logistical and administrative support preparation by June 1.
Although time was of the essence it was thought that more careful
preparation would, in the end,' better serve the intents of the
Conunission.

It was initially established that :
(a) The Commission staff was to avail itself of office space in

the Subcommittee on Separation of Powers while tack space was
baingpepared Houle Annex-No. 2.

(b) It was necessary for the staff to subniit budget requests to
the legislative Appropriations Subcommittees in the House and
the,Senate for fiscal year 1675, fiscal year 1976 and fiscal year 1977.
The budget request for this period was in the amount of $2.6 mil-
lion. This budget was reviewed and discussed and approved by

Ake.Commissionat its.meeting on May 2.
(e) Administrative o_perations : Procedures were necessary to

satisfy the rules of the Senate under whose funding_the Commis-
sion operated. Meetings with the Disbursement Office personnel
were held and a pamphlet was prepared on employment, travel,
expenses, and supplies for the use of the Commission members and
employees.

(d) A manual of operations including functional statements,
delegations of authority, administrative policies on employment,
and accounting was produced which eomplied with Senate rules.
Additional details were necessary to provide for the peculiar
organization of the Commission.

(e) A separate double entry accounting system was established
within the Commission to provide for a separate chart of accounts
for each section including each task face. This provided the staff
with the capability to closely monks expenditures in a timely
fashion.

A manual which included functional statements, delegations of
authority, administrati,--3 policies on employment, and accounting was
produced which complied with the Senate rules and legislative require-
ments. Additional details consisted of provisions which were necessary
for the administration of a joint congressional citizen's commission
participation. The following charts illustrate the flow and organiza-
tion of the AIPRC activity.
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VI. HOW THE AIPRC FINAL REPORT WAS WRITTEN
The last of the task force reports was filed in late September 1976.

However, prelithinary work -on.developing the AIPRC final reporthad begun in September.
Two special consultants were engaged to aid in the editorial work

and write papers of their own : the late D'Arcy McNickle, a notedIndian historian, under whose direetion a concise history of Indianaffairs was developed, and Charles Wilkinson, professor of law atthe University of Oregon, who authored a paper on major conceptsin Indian law. The McNickle paper appears as chapter 1 of the reportand the Wilkinson paper as chapter 8.
The first step in the development of the final report was amdensationof the 11 task force reports and two special studies the AIPRC hadonerated in its first 18 months of operation. Special reports submit-ted bj Indian tribes and their findings were included in references tothe Commission..A gross subject matter ouVine was prepared. Then,each report was carefully studied and examined to extract from eachthe findings and conclusions. These were summarized with appropriate

reference to the report from which the finding or conclUsion wasdrawn.
These findings and conclusions were then organized under the ap-

propriate headings of the gross subject matter outline. In addition
to this, and cataloging of findings and eonclusions into a single com-prehensive form, the staff developed a set of principles which ap-
peared to underlie the findings and conclusions of the various task
force reports and studies. These principles served as a focal point
for discussion of the main body of the final report.

The first substantive meeting of the AIPRC Commissioners andstaff wtt.s held November 19-23, 1976. Over this 5-day period, everyfacet of he report was discussed. The chapter on the role anti legal
character of tribal government generated the, °Most discussion. Thedebate and discussion between-all elements of'the Commission wereconsidered to be the most stimulating and exciting activity of the..Commission up to that point. The chapters oti Federal administra-
tion and economic development were found to be weak and in need of
basic development. There was general agreement on the findings and
recommendations in matters of social services. However, there werenotable questions with respect to delivery of services to Indians inurban areas and to general eligibility of Indian tribes to qualify, for
Federal domestic assistance programs available to State and local
governments.

Fromilecember 1976, to March 1977,all effort was bent toward plac-
ing the report in legible and comprehensible form, and filling in the
ma)or gaps which had been identified. Commission meetings were held
January 6, 7; February 4, 6; February 24, 20; and March 4, 1077
to review the work of the staff, refine the language of the report,
and sharpen the recommendations which were to be made. The pri-
mary area of controversy continued to center on tribal government.
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Oitiffurdr4;197/,"a1entlitive ibuttdraft. -report; vas premted -by ---
the staff to the 11 Commissioners. Eleven hundred copies of this tenta-
tive draft were mailed to Indian tribes, intertribal orgenizations, in-
terested congressional offices, Federal, and State agencies, and other
interested parties, both Indian and non-Indian. Comments were re-
quested by April 21, to allow time to make modifications in the report
prior to its final presentation to Congress on May 17. The major area
of concern highlighted during this period was the continued inade-
quacy of the chapter on econoinic development. As a consequence of
this criticism, this chapter was completely rewritten.

On May 12, 18, and 16, 1977, the Commission met for the last time.
Those chapters or portions of chepters which had not preViously been
-voted on and a proved were reviewed and adopted. The most notable

these_ w chapters_onYederaLadmintstration_and economic
development. A foreword and a summary of recommendations were
adopted, sepluste statements of Commissioners were accepted, and
the report was submitt.ed to the Speaker of the House and the Presi-
dent Pro Tenwore of the Senate onllay 17.

The Commission formally expired on June 80, 1977.

VII. ADMINISTRATION

Funding in the amount of $2,600,000 was authorized in Public Law
98-580, as amended, for the financial muirements of the American
Indian Policy Review Commission for the period January 2, 1975,
through.June 80, 1977. This period of time covered a portion of fiscal
year 1975, all of fiscal year 1976, the transitional period of July--
September 1976, and a portion of fiscal year 1977. Budget requests for
eaeli fiical year *and the transitional period" *ere prepared and de-
fended successfully before the 'Houso and Senate Appropriation Com-
mittees. In addition, _two supplemental requests were secured. The
total authorization of $2,600,000 wall appropriated with the exception
of $87.68.

It was evident from the beginning that the Commission had tre-
mendous responiibilities complicated by a compressed timetable of 1
year for task force reports and approximately 2 years overall.

Funds appropriated were disbursed under Senate rules and regu-
lations through the Financial Clerk of the U.S. Senate.

Each task force was delegated the entire administration and con-
duct of its report and each supervised the disposition of its own funds
in order to further guarantee the independence and integrity of the
final task force report.

Because of the complexity of the Commission organization which
included 11 separate and distinct task forces, a central staff, and sup-
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ort staff to the task forces, ti budget and accounting syitem-was
esiigned and pstablished to provide controls and financial information
ar beyond the requirements established by the Senath Financial Clerk:
The double-entry system consisted of a general ledger, an expendi-

ledger, a task force cost ledger, and- a petty cash, expenditure

Mgets were prepared for each of the il task forces, the task force
support unit, the central staff and Commissioners. Based on these
liudgets, funds were allocated to each of the task force chairmen.
teing the cost accounting system established, eich task force chair-
:man was furnished each .month with a financial status report reflect-
ing, by expense item, the budgeted amount, the amount .expended
for the current month, the accumulated expenditures?. the balance

&fee;
cent expended- The term of the task force *as computed on a per-

....centage basis for comparison with percentage of funds expended. On
a .quarterly basis, and more often during the last quarter of task
force operations., the director and the professional staff wisistant re-
viewed and analyzed these financial reports and made adjustments
within and between task forces to make certain that all funds were
being expended in a timely and appropriate manner and, most un-

'portantly, that over obligations could not be incurred.
Additionally, (1) a balance sheet was prepared each month reflect-

ing the cui rent status of funds available from appropriation warrants
and cash advanced by the Senate Disbursing Office for petty cash, and
(2) an expenditure statement reflecting total expenclitures by ex-
pense items for the entire Commission . for the current accounting
period.

Each month, due to the time lag between submission of vouchers and
payment by the Senate Disbursing Office, a statement was prepared
reconciling AIPRC expenditures with Senate Disbursing Office ex-
penditures.

The accounting procedures also included provision for accrued ex- =

penditures or obligation of funds immediately upon commitment. This
was extremely important, since statements based solely upon cash
expenditures do not reflect a true status of funds available for future
use.

On at least two occasions, during the life of the Commission, a re-
view of the financial statements indicated that a continuation of the
then current expenditure rate would cause an overobligation and steps
were taken to curtail expenditures. During the last 8 months oi the
term of the Commission, precise projections of expenditures for each
remaining month were made.

The following statements reflect the financial status of the AIPRC
as of July 81,1977.

93.440 0 t8 3
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AM9RICAS,INCIAN 9041CV C01911961

""' .1849 Cr J(.321'31,,"1977

Asseis
aie in link

hiancass hentuale

PettycMh.

Ihrds Autlahlet
:Hfl 1978 Woos from 'Senate Onrstimera anti 51,084.32Was lbouSiturse 51 084.32
. . WM Aisscrgiatksas

:.1.140,isii.coli .

NV 197fArteripaatione
LW"

Pi 1377 34831tcristicos
DWI lawavilitures .

Authalutian Avellablo P.L. 93-580 (as anarded)

a

1975 Wawa tam Senate Contizonny Turd
1976 Ageoceietice '
1976 agoommatat

Ifficcolattors
- 197T iholoasntal

1977 Agergelathet
1977 Itagointal

. -Samuel .944oditeces
1976
197T
3977.

CCM ASSEM3

LiABZLITM8 AND MD EIRIAICS
pawn for anctabowsoss .

Alma foss Senate for Petty Cash
lust Itcerditures

322,710.00IN
316,142.37 5,867.63

1/278.61
366,000.00V
344,721.39

3,600,000.00

51,084.32
3,508,000.00

395,169.00
' 300,000.00

710.00
263,000.00
1004000.00 2,599,962s 32

6,542.98
948.00
384.00

$ 7,874.98

7,92044

3748-
, ,

7.874.91

815,832.90

-0- $ 7,874.98

101AL LIABILITIES Am FUND mum
$15 832.90

leith:risation P.L. 93-580 (u amerded) 3,600,000.00rout equditures
1975 51,084.321976 1,859,394,00197? 316,842.37'1977' 364 721.39 2,592.042.08 7,957.92

y Reflects transfer of $25,000 authorized batman FY 1971i anl FIr 1977.y 8aflects transfer of $3,000 authorised baboon IV 1972 Anil FR 1977.
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4g4018LEAN INDZWPOLICT itEYIEW CONN/$112014..
111953(OITURE STATMENT

: AE OF JULY 31

EXPENDITURES

194 7

1976 4 197? 10/1178.8/30/77
12(9ENDIVISTfi

1977 -

BALANCE
1977

711175.9/30478 -was 197T
1. Salary and Ompensatian -------

a) And/an onatissionirs --420000.00 $ 41,525.70 $ 4446.93 $ '46,172.83 5(4,17243) "6 23,454.00 5 22,256.67 $1,197.331:4 Regular Staff 159,300.00 128,737.29 32,555.25 159,292.54 7.48 54,987.00 54,986.93 . .07cq investigatirq Task Perm'. 353,708.00 319,809.54 30,292.71 350,102.25 3405.75
Suppart to la and Cans. 342,200.00 256,816.99 88,54547 325,382.88 180837.14 121,980.00 1190890.92 2.088.08c0 Interns 23 000.00 5 841 81 12 807.13 18 511 94 4 488.08

'F,TALs SWAM AND C0MPENSATIC61 920,208.00 750,531.33 148,910.69 899,442.02 20,765.98 200421.00 197,134.52

IM.1111101M.MINIP

3,286.48

2. dansultants
a) Task Force Specialists 219,203.00 "202,632.25 208,877.09 223,509.34 (4408.34) +b) tisk Force Consultants 142,878.00 1430438.35 35483.00 179,101.35 (36,223.35)

°
c) Task Force Researchers 20,100.00 - 14,052.00 5,918.31 19,970.31 129.69d) Staff Consultants 78,000.00 70,011.31 14,118.91 84,120.22 (6,128.22) 51,747.00 54,245.20 (2,498.20)e) Ct)ntracted Studies-Oare 128,000.00 80,331.23 44,314.40 104,645.63 21,354.37 24,459.00 24,45844 .16

15k100100- ---45r 191.28 15 791 28 (691:28) .
.-

soma cavsumwis 601,281.00 .506,256.42 120,889.71 627,146.13 (25485.13) 78,208.00 78,704.04 (2,498.04)

3. Administration
Pgency Contribations 37,500.00 29,307.44 8,527.30 35,834.74. 4,885.26 .--.---7,349.00 7449.08 (.08)

1)) Toavell
Dalian Commissioners 24,000.00 22,061.56 1,783.11 24,824.87 (82447) 11,844.00 12,145.07 (301.07)
Congressional Omanissioners 2,000.00 1,118.53 834.30 1,752.83 . 247.17 .-
Regular Staff 25,000.00 24,034.00 720.51 24,754.51 245.49 5,950.00 5,753.41 196.59
staff Consultants 57,000.00 48,813.29 5,308.09 . 54,121.38 2,878.82 28,838.00 29,228.05 (590.05)
Tank Farce Mothers 207,403.00 187,544.84 11,155.75 198,700.30 8,702,81
Task harm Sfecialista 100,392.00 89,917.09. 875.05 90,792.14 9,599.88
Task Force Consultants ' 76,401.00 58,338.09 5,43448 83,772.77 12,828.23

' Hearings-core 6,000.00 50875.12 1410.25 7,885.37 (1485.37) 7,971.00 8,282.65 (311.65)
(1) Hearings-Task Force 52,706.00 5248540 208.30 68,273.90 (3,587.90) -
Eq.. office Supplies 28,987.00 28,221.14 4,078.88 32,300.02 (3,313.02) 13,585.00 12,669.90 895.10
f) Caanunieations 29,000.00 43,310.22 7403.78 50,314.00 (21,314.0Q) 9,430.00 8,543.19 886.81
(7) Newspapers & Magaaines 3,000.00 1,854.71 60.14 1,722.85 1,277.15 209.00 209.01 (.01)h) Printing & Repo:Action 12 000.00 12,887.80 1 401.83 14,289.63 (2,28941) 5 086 47 (669.47)

.werALI AMINIsTFATIC6)
.

661,389.00 609,149.23
.

47,989.97 857,139.20 4,249.80

-if1112Sk
89,373.00 890286.83 106.17

SRPIYOTOTALSt $2,102,878.051/$1,865,936.98 8317,790.37 92,183,727.35 $ (849.35) $366,000.0011 $365,105.39 8 894.61

soflmts transfer of 83.000 authorised hstueen FY 197? and Vf 1977.
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AMMAN INDIAN Pews .Rxvitw Moues:oil

=CONCILIATION VIDOAL'un 1016

July Si, 1817 .0

PRO expenditures.. $1, 859, 894. 00
Ihees outstanding vouchers.... 1, OW 28

Total ............... 1, 857, 454. 72

Senate disbursing vouchers 1, 858, 445. 48
Less posted as increases to aPproPrAtion. 900. 70

Total 1, 857, 454. 72

AMMAN Imam .Pouov-Ilxview Commission

=CONCILIATION DUCAL INAS LOTT

July 32, 1917
AIPRO expenditures $810, 842. 87

Senate disbursing vouchers 817, 102. 87
Less poited u increase to appropriation 280..00

Total 810, 842. 87

ALUINICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW POIMAIIION

asoonaziavion rum YSAS 1571

Mg al, 2977
AMR() expenditures $884, 721. 89

Less outstanding vouchers 888. 98
Less correction , 70. 00

Total 888, 884. 48
Senate disbursing vouchers 883, 684. 48
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.
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627 Staff
474 94eff Ceneultants

634 nearing 141101103
637 00fi0e4u9(311of
639 '03ffsinioaticne
444 Owspepere,megaltNW
643 Printing a loolcdtetilen

Team

78,000.00

126000.00

37,500:00

24,000.00
2,000.00
25,000.00
57,000.00

44,124.22

104,645.63

24,124.67
1,752.63

24,754.51
54421.38

6,000.00 7.663.37
28,487.00 32,300.02
49,000.00 50,314.00
3,000.00 1,722.25

......134U00 14,199.61

9 494,987.00 9945,713.62

MAME
MI '376

Ion

9(4471.63)
7.46

16037.34
441846

MOST sIPENDITURES
10/1/76 lot 1/76.
ft/ 0/77 6/30/77

BALANCE
PTAUL.

010197.31
.07

i,ose. oe
.

rt.

I 23,434.00

15
56987,00

., 121,emu)
.

4 22,296.67
, 54,966.93
119,690.93

.

(6.121.22) 41,747.00 54,245.20 (1,446.20)

21,314.13 24,459.00 24,456.84 .16

(424.67) ' -11,844.00 12,145.07 (301.07)
.247.17 -
245.49 5,e50.00 5,753.41 196.59

2,679.62 28,639.00 29,226,05 (590.05)

(1,645.17) 7,471.00 9,282.6i (111063)
(3013.02) 13,565.00 12,669.90 695.10

(21,1(4.00) 9,430.00 0.543.19 416.81
1,277.15 209.00. 109.01 (.01)
(2,249.631 4 417 A 00 660.47

9 9473.30

...J......

0366,000.00

LIM
9365,105.19 694.61

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION
Task Force 1 Trust Responsibilities and the Federal-Indian Relationship

Financial Statum Report for Month Ending july 31, 1977
Task Force Term July 21, 1975 to July 20, 1976

Amnia
Number Expense Item

605

613
615 .

629
630

631

635

The term

Salary 6 Compensations
Task Force Heiberg

Consultants:
Task Force Specialist
Task Force Consultants

Travel:
Task Force M4mbers
Task Force Specialist
Task Force Consultant.

Ne.ring expenses

Total

a.

35,520

22,050

8,300

13,558
5,430
1,466

4,884

91,208

eri.'913 ir
41' iP

.044: 4:4139 04P-46 bP

o

-o-

34,194.78

22,304.07

96.31

101.02

1,325.22

(254.07)
,J11 8,268.84 99:62 31.16

-0 11,543.85 85.1% 2,014,15
4,917.t5 90.6% 512.55
994,4 67.82 ,471.53

-0- 5,788.57 118.52 (904.57)

-0- 88,012.03 96.52 3,195.97

of T F SI is 1002 completed and 96.52 financially expended.
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Account
Kuebor

605

613

615

629
630
631

635

AKSILICAN UMW POLICY 111912V COMMISSION
Task fpree,Ok Tribal Co:aroma!

'financial Status teport for Month fading July 31, 1911
lash force) TonlJuly 21, 11175 to July 20. 1976

moor'

8sPeose len

Selcry 6 Comensationt
Task force Members

Consultants)
Task force Specialist
Task force Consultants

Treoeli
Task force timber.
Task forcs Speciattet

Yank fore. Consultunti

Sestina Ibtfnmett

to%

33,800 -0 33,092.82 91.92

19,234 -0.. 19,447.31 101.12 (213.31)
21,000 .0- 24,465.42 116.52 (3.465942)

13,475 (88.73) 17,074.57 92.41 1,400.43
12.130 4- 10,545.25 86.82 1,604.75
6,450 .0- -5,344.84 62.92 1,105.16

5,000 -0. 2,273.09 45.51 2,726.91

Total 112:4-3,30 941:72 4.:ILE
Seduction 5/31/76a

11,442 (88.73) 112.243.10 100.71 (801.30)
the tern of If 02 is 1002 coepletet ind 100.72

financially,espanled.
*More of cost of Historical Indian loritiee and Polivise 1900.1975 project

t.

pinioned by Task Fore f3.

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY RIVICW COMMISSION
;ark fore, 01 fedora! Administration 4 the Structure of Wien Affairs

financial Statue Newt for MOnth tiding July 31, 1977
Task force Term July 21, 1975 to Jul 20. 1276

Account
limber lipase teen

605
Wary 6 Compenestiont
Usk force 144abdre

Consupentst
613 Task force Specialist
615 Task force Consultant

629
630
631

635

Travel:
Task force %tubers
Task force Specialist
Task force Consultants

Hearin Irvenae.

Total
Increase 5/31/789

focal adjotted

The tors of Tail' force

25,500

40,790
6,80(

20,00(

12,80(
9,00(

5.00(

- 0

- 0-
-0-

-0-
-

.o.
-0-.

29,188.24

38,294.23
23,143.88

23,563.90
13.194.18
15,555.71

3.536.02

114.52

93.91
340.38

117.82
104.72
172.81

70.72

(3.688.24)

2,495.77
(16,343.58)

(3,583.90)
(394.18)

(5,555.71)

1.463,98
119,69C -0- 146,475.88 122.41 (26,785.86)
..23.334 -. -0- -0- +21435.00
143,021 -0- 146.415.88 102.41 (3.450.86)

03 Is 1002 =plated and 102.42 financially's:vended.

*Transfer !woe other Task Forces for share of cost of Riatorical Indian
Prioritise and Policies -.1900-1975 project.
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AMIRICAX Nom Num atv:sa mama

liikeirtnatighaTus Report for Month ending July 31, 1917
federal, Stets 4 Tribal Jurisdiction

Task forc Tarm.July 11, 1973 to July 20, 1976

605

- 613
-615

610

. 629
630
631

635

Salary 6 Compensations
Task Force Masbate

Consultants*
Task force Specialist
Task Forts Consultants

Contracted Studies

Travels

Task Ypres Mambos*
Task form Specialist
talk Force Consultants

22,900 24,08149 105.12 (1,161.69)

29,20C -a- 29,149.72 99.82 50.28
10,750 .0. 5,878.10 54.72 4,671.90
3,10C -4,110400- -100.31 ---(10:00)

20,95 (88.73) 23,194.81 110.72 (2,244.81)
21,43C -0- 20,012.75 93.42 1,417.25
. 1,71 4- 1,485.45 83.22 234.53

6. 4- 8.600.50 12.330.50)
116,40C(88.73) 115,333.04

_136.12

99.32 848.98
-4.86 .0 - -0- .0- -41887.00
111,73 (88.73) 115,533.02 103.42 (3,820.02)

Hearing talmoiles
Total

. -
"eduction 5/31/76o

Total adjusted

lbs term of Task Fovea 04 is 1002 completed and 103.42 financially expended
*attars of cost of Historical Indian Priorities A Policies»1900-1975
project pariorsed by Task Force 03

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY SWIM COMMISSION"
Task_Forcs 03 Indian Education

'171nancial Status-kapott tor Month ending July 31, 1977
Tmsk Pores Toes August 18, 1973 to August 17, 1976.-

4,
4> 4'

Abeount
Number Expense Item

Salary and Wspeusationi
803 Task force Members* 47,713 -0- 45,619.77 95.6/ 2,093.23

Consultants:
613 Task Force Specialist 29,764 -0- 28,880.31 97.02 903.49613 Task Force Consultantb 5,212 -0- 8,928.80 171.32 (3,71.4.80)
619 Contracted Studies 12,000 -0ft 12,681.28 103.72 (681.28)

Tramel*
629 Task Force Members 19,207 85.27 17,401.90 90.62 1,805.10830 Task Forel Specialist 240 -0- 4,870.35 186.82 (2,17035)-631 Task Force Consultants 3,248 -0- 2,842.38 81.42 803.62
635 Bearing Expanses ,41.. 8 587 61 1 1.7 3 58 .6

Total 124,6 . 129,390.10 103.82 4,748.40

The tom of Task Force 05 is 1002 =plate& and 103.82 financially expended.
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AHFRICAN ?AIM ?OLIO RIVItEW C04451$9100 .

pima Polcm.Li Indian Health
'Financial Statue Report for Month indins July 31, 1977
leakloice Taal Ausust.4097 t. 4.1i rA 2 IA

4" 41

'F. Norte
0111101'

Expanse Item

Salary and Compensatimml
Task Force *obese.

Consultants!
613 Task Force Specialist-'
615 Task Fore, Consultent,

Travel!
629 Task Force *fibers
630 Task Force Specialist
631 Task Force Consultant

20,300 (192,5 214559.80

633 Rearing Ripeness
Total

To replace funds Cohen in
excess

92,1100 :689.04

The term of Task Force #6 is 001 completed

Account
Number

603

613
615
617

" , 629
630
631

635

106,21

16.000. 'Or 34.191.22

24,700 499,48) 22,952,74
5,900 3,132.98
0,20Q .0. 5,791,45

070 44
80.1 689.04 95,704.63

wO
213,724-

92.92
53,11
70.62

61

(1,259.80)

.0.

(18,197.22)

1,747,26
2,767,02
2,408,55

95,7 4, 3 1 o6 I

and 103,91 financially expended,
4

KMRSICRN IMAM POLICY MINN COMMISSION
Task force 07 Reservation 6 Resource Development 6 Protection

Financial Status Report for Month endins July 31, 1977
Task Force Tema Minot 4, 19

Reponse !tea

Salary and Compensations
Task Force Webers 11,105 -0- 13,427.54 120.91 (2,322.54)

Consultants!
Teak Force Specialist 24,937 -0- 25,047.70 100.41 (110.70)
Task Force Consultants 27,297 -0- 19,706.23 72.2X 7,590.77
Teak Force Researcher 6,2011 -0- 6,751.75 108.9X (351.75)

Travel!
Trak Force Members 11,54%312.00 15,260.39 132.22 (3,715.39)
Task Force Specialist 11,310 -0- 9,256.27 81.92 28053.73
Task Force Consultants 16,64f -0- 19,085.69 114.62 (2,439.69)

Hearing Expenses 6.3014, -0- 466.46 4.22 6.033.54

Total 115,34C312.00 108,802.03 94.31 6,537.97
Reduction 5/31/76* _tha,(41, -0- -0- -4 667.00-

Total adjusted 110,672312.00 108,802.03 98.3X 1,870.97

lte term of Task Force 07 is 100X eocpletei and 98.31 financially xpended.
*Share of cost of Historical Indian Priorities and Policies - -1900 -1975 --
project performed by Task Force 03.



AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION
:as Force 88 Urban and Rural Non-Reservation Indians
financial Status Report for Month Ending July 31, 1977
Task Forct.Term August 18, 1975 to August 17, 1976

Aosoust
Mains Upsusis Item 0'0
605-;

alary 4 Compensations

Task farce Members

Wonsultantss
613 Task force Specialist
615 Task force Cnnsultants

Travel.%

629 Taek force Members
630 Task Force Specialist
421 Task force Consultants

Hearing Expenses

Total

44.228 -0 45,410.01 \102.71 (1,182.05)

16,986 -0- 17,883.14 05.31 (897.14)
6,652 4). 6,652.35 190.0% (.35)

27,871 48.48 26,942.64 96.71 928.36
8,047 7,587.73 94.3% 459.27
1,951 -o - 1,592.03 81.62 158.97

4,140 -0- 4,911.69 118.61 (771.69)
109,875 48.48 110,979.63 101.01 (1,104.63)

The term of Task force te is 1001 completed and 101.01-financially expended.

AMSRICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION
yask_force tl Indian Lam Revision, Consolidation & Codification

financial Status Report tor Month Ending July 31, 1977
Task fon* Taro August 18, 1975 t Av- 7. "/

Cr 4P

Account
Number Sevens. Its*

605

613
615
617

629
630
631

Salary & Compensations
Task Fore Members

Consultants:
Task Force specialist
Task Force Consultants
Task force I:mance:sr

Travel:
Task force Members
Taak Force Specialist
Task Force Consultants

37.300

18,103
15,000
14,900

4,500

1,60(

*AO
toP,F

14,468.43 91.71 3,011.57

18,606.45 102.71 (503.45)
11,327.35 75.5X 3.672.65
13,218.56 95.12 681.44

6,355.87 75.71 2,041.13
3,625.17 80.52 874.83
1,419.25 90.62 150.75

635 Hearing Expenses 5.00c -0- 773.98 15.52 44226.02
Total 104.000 -0- 89,845.06 86.42 14,154.94

Reduction 5/31/7(0 -4.661 -0- -0- -0- -4.667.00
99,33: -0- 89,845.06 90.42 9,487.94

1/21e term of Task Force E9 is 100X completed & 90.42 financially expended.

*Share of cost of Historical Indian Priorities and Policise--1900-1975--
prolect performod by Task Force 83.
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'AMMAN IND/A2 POLICY 1129422 C0111015206
Joey fave,640 Terminated and Nen-hdarally Recognised

linancial 6tatus Report for Meath Ending July 31, 1977
!Task force- Ters August 46, 1975 t 167

'Awash
Ihaeker

405

613
60

029
630
31
63$

Issue item /
Salary and Compensations

Task force Members

Consultants;
Task force Ipsclalist,
Task Poses Censultants.

Travels
Task force Members
Neel Force Specialist
Task fOrcs Consultant*

Marti* Insures
total

14. -0- 50,292.67 92.52 4406143

18,10 -0- 18,107.23 100.02
6

(1.23)

.0..- 20,086.44 309.02 ' (13,586.44)

26.7 (290.18) ,20,977.74 78.68 1,722.26 .
4,97 48.41 5,754.51 115.72

111:ti4,9 48.41 5,382.97 109.92

5. -0- 8.074.67 161.42 0,071.67)
120.3 191.92) 128,673.63 106.72 (8438.63)

Tha toms of Task force 610 is 100 completed and 106.72 finenciel.y impended.

AMRAICAN WWI POLICY IMP COMMISSION
leek forc 611 Alcohol and Drug Abuse

financial Status Report for Month Win& Julf 31, 1977
Task force !muftis's% 4, 1975,fp Neu t a. 197

Account
Number :Isom. nes

605

613
615

629
630
631

63$

Salary A Compensations

Task Pores Members

Consultants:

Task Force Specialise
Task force Consultants

Travels
Task force Minbers
Task force Specialist
Task Force Consultants

Matins Expenses

Total

18,000

5,809
17,766

e.

-0-

-0-
-0-

.12,700 .20

10,5A0(598.30
5,00C

3.504

73,321

-0-
(598.0

18,766.26, 104.32 (766.26)

5,808.98 100.02 .02
16,449.22 92.62 1,316.78

13,431.98 105.82 (711.99)
8,095.50 76.72 2,454.50
4,468.53 89.42 591.47

5.313.67

72.334.14

151.81 (1.1913.67)

98.62 . 990.86

The term of Task force 611 is 1002 completed and 98.62 financially expended.
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PENDIX B

BIBLIOGRAPHY 0 MATERIALS USED BY THE4
C MMISSIO

, fCompiled by Cathe ne R. Romano and zAzine Alm]

TRODUoTION
This bibliography rpresents some of the major researc , . ocuments i.

used by the =IMMO and its task forces in the invest' 'on, -of,/their respective subject reas and in the formulation of recominiiidic
tions to Congrets conta* ed in their final reports. In many instancesthese materials comleflient those footnoted in the reports. Under-taking a comprehensiv bibliography was far beyond our capability.This is, rather, a selecLted listing of the more easily obtained .docu-

., ments used, which has been compiled from items in the Comnussion's
'central reiearch .files; the list of itema borrowed from the Library ofCongress and from cçrtain bibliographie s. included in task force re-ports. The folloWi aterials were-also chosen for their availabilityto the researcher in ndian affairs and can be obtained by the public
as published docutn nts or through organizations or, from Govern-
ment agencies by in ns of the Freedom of Informatioii-Act. Entries
are arranged alpha tically by general subject categories. We foundit useful, however, o list in separate sections all U.S. General Ac-
counting Office repbrta, Federal court cases2 law review articles and

. congressional doeiflnents. An additional section on bibliographies andbibliographic servces is included as an, aid to the researcher.
During its stud

I ithe COmmission recognized the lack of a centralmeans by which t dentify and locate information on Indian affairsand, further, ha realized the crucial role of historical policies andrelationships tha span 2 centuries in forming a perspective for Fed-eral decisionmaking on Indian issues. Accordingly, the Commission
formally recom ended to Congress that the Library of Congressshould compile or publication in several phases. a collection of na-tive American s udies resources.

Permanent records of the Commission including its research files,unpublished earings transcripts, and administrative records uredeposited in cord Group 220, lqatural Resources Branch of the Na-tional Archi es, Washington, D.C. 20408, and are available tosearchers.
The Commission wishes to express its thanks to Nina Meiselman,intern, and Deborah Pope, clerical assistant, for their valuable as-sistance in preparation of the bibliography.

(30)
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REPORTS ISSUED BY THE GPNERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE, COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE U.S.

Administration of programs for aid to public school education of In-
dian children being improved, B-161468, 5/28/70.

Administration of withdrawal activities by the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs, Dept. of the Interior, March 1958, 8/58.

Assessment of Teacher Corps at Northern Arizona Uni%;ersity and par-
ticipating schools on the Navajo and Hopi Reservations, B-164031
(1),15/13/71.

Better overall planning needed to iinprove the standard of living of
White Mountain Apaches of Arizona, B-114868, 8/12/75.

Bureau of Indian Affairs contracts for automatic data processing, man-
agement services, and contracts awarded to the Colorado River
Tribes, B-114868, 12/8/73.

Changes needed in Revenue Sharing Act for Indian Tribes and Alas-
kan NatiVe Villages, GGD-76-64, 5/27/76.

Coordination needed in the, award of financial aid fo Indian students,
B-1144368, 9/8/75.

Effectiveness of the Bureau of Indian Affairs land management activi-
ties on three reservations in South Dakota, B-114868, 6/4/75.

Federal assistance to Quechan Indian Tribe for controlled environmen-
tal agricultural program, 13-130515, 5/13/74.

Federally owned submarginal land within the Bad River Reservation
in Wisconsin proposed to be held in trust for the Bad River Commu-
nity, B-147652, B-147$55, 5/23/72.

Federally owned submarginal land within the Fort Totten Reservation
in North Dakota proposed to be held in trust for the Devils Lake

' Sioux Tribe, B-147652, B-147655, 3/24/72.

Financial and management activities of the Lumni Indian Business
Council, Marietta, Washington, B-120214, 6/4/71.

Follow-up letter to Chairmen, House and Senate Interior and Insular
Affairs Committees on selected contracts, purchase orders and grants
awarded to Indian tribes and organizations during fiscal year 1971,
B-114686, 1/2/75.
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. Follow-up on certain matters discussed in our report 'entitled "Im-

,Drovements
Needed in the Assessment and Collection of Penalties.-

ederal Coal Mines Health and Safety Act of 1960," 13-170686,
12/22/72.

Funding of programs benefiting Indians, fiscal years 1972-1973, B-
114803, 7/11/73.

Funds prwided to the. National Tribal Chairman's Association by
Federal agencies in tiScal years 1972 and 1973, B-114868, 1/18/74.

Inipaet, of grants to Indian tribes under the Emergency Employment
Act of 1971, 13463922, 3/14/73.

Improvements achieved in the, management of supplies by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, B-114868, 7/31/68.

leproving federally assisted business development of *Indian reserva-
tions, 13-114868, 6/27/75.

Increased income could be earned on Indian trust moneys administered.
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, 13414868, 4/28/72.

Indian natural resourcesopportunities for improved nmnagement
and increased productivity, Part I : forest land, rangeland, and crop-
land, 13-114868, 8/18/75.

Whin natural resourcesPart II: coal, oil, and gasl.hetter manage-
ment can improve development and increase Indian income and em-
ployment, 13-114868, :3/31/76.

Ineffect ive HUD monitoring of Indian Housing Authorities activities,
13-114868, 10/4/74.

Information in federal programs which benefit American Indians, B-
.

114868, 8/28/75.

Information on federally owned land in Oregon set aside for use by the
Burns Paiute Indian Colony, 13-147652, 11-147655, 9/12/72.

Information on federally owned sublearginal land within the Black-
: , feet Reservation in Montana, 13-147652, 13-147655, 12/19/72.

Information on federally owned submargina ;. land within the Chey-
enne River Reservation in South Dakota, 13-147652, 13-147655,
1/26/73.

Information on federally owned submarginal land within and adjacent
to the -Crow Creek Reservation in South Dakota, 13-147652, B-
147655, 2/15/73.

Information on federally owned submarginal land within or near the
Fort Belknap Reservation in Montana, 13-147652, 13-147655,
10/12/72.
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Information on federally owned submarginal land within or adja-
cent to the Fort Hall Reservation in Idaho, B-147052, B-147655,

11/3/72.

Information on federally Owned submarginal land within the Fort
Peck Reservation in Montana, 13-147652, B447655, 2/15/73.

Information on federally owned submarginal land within or near the
Lac Court° Oreilles Reservation in Wisconsin, B-147652, 13447655,

2/15/73.

Information on federally owned submarginal land within the L'Anse
Reservation in Michigan, B-147652, 13447655, 9/8/72.

Information on federally owned submarginal land within the Lower
I3rule Reservation in South Dakota, B-114868, 2/13/73.

Information on federally owned submarginal land in Oklahoma set
aside for use by the Cherokee ,Tribe in Oldahoma, B-147652, B-
147655, 2/2/73.

Information on federally owned submarginal land within the Pine
Ridge Reservation in South Dakota and Nebraska, 13-147652, B-
147655, 2/7/73.

Information on federally owned submarginal land within the Rosebud
Reservation in North Dakota and South Dakota, 13-147652, B-
147655, 2/13/73.

Information on federally owned submarginal land proposed to be held
in trust for the Stockbridge Munsee Indian Community in Wiscon:.

sin, 13-147652, B-1476551 10/27/71.

Information on federally owned submarginal land within the White
Earth Taervation in Minnasota proposed to be held in trust for
the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, B-147652, B-147655, 10/27/71.

Land leases entered into by the Navajo and Hopi Indian tribes, B-
177079, 1/29/74.

Land leases on the Fort Hall Indian Reservation in Idaho, 13-114868,

5/31/74.

Land management activities on three Indian reservations in South
Dakota can be improved, Bureau. of Indian Affairs, B-114868,

6/4/75.

Letter report on selected activities of Indian Health Services, B-
164031 (2), 7/9/70.

Medical research activities and sterilization of American Indians, B-
164031 (5) , 11/4/76.

Monitoring HUD investigation of the Pueblo of Laguna Housing
Authority, 13-176794, 7113/73.
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The native enrollment and village eligibility provisions of the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement ACt, 13-180940,12/13/74.

New Navajo construction activities on the Navajo and.Hopi Joint-Use
Area, 11-114868,3/4/74. -

Non-discrimination provision of the Revenue Sharing Act should be
strengthuied and better enforced, 13-146285,6/2/76.

Opportunities for itv,reasing effectiveness of iederaily assisted busi-
ness and cominercial development efforts on Indian reservations,
13-114868 6.27/75., , .

Opportunity to improve Indian education in schools operated by the
ilureau of Indian Affairs, B-114868,4/27/72. .

'Possible irregularities in the use of federal funds in the administra-
tion of thol Chemawa Indian School in Marion County, Oregon,
B-114868, 11/20/72.

Possibilities of increased use of federal hospitals by Indian Health
Service-Portland Area Office, 13-164031 (2), 8/1/70. .

Progress and problems in providing health services to Indians,
11-164031 (2) , 8/11/74.

Review of Bureau of Indian Affairs contracts for Automatic Data
Processing Management Services, 11-144868,12/6/73.

Review of certain matters involving the disruptions at Wounded
Knee, South Dakota, B-114868,5/7/73.

Review of programing, budgeting; accounting, and reporting ac-
.tivities of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of the Inte-
rior, 13-114868,11/19/58.

Review of proposed legislation for conveyance to certain Indian tribes
and groups of submarginal land administered by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, 11-147652,13-147655,6/72.

Review of the Bureau of Indian Affairs use of band analysis in deter-
mining the amount of Johnvin-O'Malley (JOM) funds distributed
to Indian tribes in Arizona, 13-161468,4/25/75.

Review of the construction of housing projects built under HUD-
supported programs on . the Blackfeet Reservation, 13-114868,
12/27/74.

Selected activities of the Indian Health Service, 7/9/70.

Selected contracts, purchase orders, and grants awarded to Indian
tribes and organizations during fiscal year 1971, 11-114868,7/7/72.
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Settlement of accounts of accountable officers at the Aberdeen Area
Office-Indian Health Service, B-164031 (2), 3/29/71.

Slow progress in eliminqting subsondard Indian housing, 2.i14R68,
10/12/71.

Slow progrws of federal and state housing programs in meeting hous-
ing needs in rural Alaska, B-118718, 9/24/74. .

Spending for Indian programs . in . fiscal year 1968 and increases .

through fiscal year 1973, 13-114868, 5/7/73.

Study of health facilities construction costs, 13-164031 (3) , 11/27/72.

Survey of the Depptment of Housing and Urban Development's low
rent public housing program at two Indian housing authorities . .
B-114868, 10/4/74.

Survey of federal efforts ,in Alaska to meet the national housing ob-
jectives, B-118718, 9/24/74.

Update of information concerning funds 'provided to the National
Tribal Chairmen's Association (NTCA) by federal agencies in
fiscal years 1972 and 1973, and since July 1973, 13-114864, 1/18/74.

Vocational training eontradts awarded .to Engineering Drafting
School, Inc., Denver, Colorado, B-169333, 8/18/72.
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APPpNDIX C

FORMAT FOR PROPOSED ANNUAL REPORT
ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

RECOMMENDED IN CHAWER Two
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PART IINDIAN TREATIES, AGREEMENTS, AND EXECU-
TIVE ORDERS

(This part would be based on Kapp lees Laws and Treaties
Royce's Indian Land Cessions, and the National Archives'
List of Documents Concerning the Negotiation of Ratified
Indian Treaties. The organization could place the treaties,
agmements and executive orders in chronological order with
the maps and lists of related documents with the pertinent
treaty.)

PART IIHISTORY, LEGISLATION, AND CURRENT CON-
DITIONS ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS

NomThe following would be a "form" report filled out by the
Federal Officer in charge each year. It is based on a "questionnaire on
a reservation profile" drafted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs a.few
years ago. Some changes have been made.

A. NOMENCLATURE

1. Proper name of tribes.If u gnized, the generally accepted
name.

B. y LAND

1. Location.Describe the reservation's geographic location within
a State or States and county or counties. Describe the proximity of
trade centers, identifying the same and giving a general statement
concerning size, population

,
and industry.

2. Climate.Stitte the length of the growing season, the length of the
tourist or recreational season, and give average temperature ranges
and average annual precipitation.

3. Historical.Give the initial date of establishment of the reserva-
tion and groups and/or tribes for whom established, and citations to
treaties, laws, and executive orders and original and present land area
of the reservation.

4. Ownership.(a) Tribal (trust and fee separately), trust al-
lotted, Government-owned (totals as of June 30, last fiscal year). (b)
Characteristics of ownership. Show the pattern of ownership, whether
it is checkerboarded, scattered or contiguous. Make a brief comment
on the possible improvement in the characteristics of ownership by
unitization, syndication, etc.

5. Present Land Use.Include the major categories of land use on
the reservation with an average by peiTentage of each type, e.g. farm-
ing, grazing, commercial, etc. The percentage of Indian and non-
Indian use of Indian land should also be given. The various categories
of use should include a breakdown between individual Indian trust
land and tribal lands.

( 161 )
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6. :Heirship.Number and percentage breakdown of allotted trust
tracts belonging to a single owner, 2-10 owners, over 10 owners. Num-
ber of probate oases completed during the last fiscal year and the num-
ber pending. Total acreage in heirship status. Describe tlie heirship
problem on the reservation.

7. Pot,ential.Give brief statement on reservation land potential.
Descrilk tribal land acquisition program, if any. Indicate income from
tribal land purchases macle during the Iasi., year ane the purchase
price.

8. Transportation.Describe the major highways giving access to
the reservation and the intra-reservation roads. How many miles of
roads are there on the reservation? ,How many miles of roads are
Bureau maintained ? What jurisdiction (s) maintain the balance ? In-
dicate commercial airports and railroads nearest to the reservation.
List by percentage use of transportation, such as truck, ear, horse,
public, etc. Does the present adequacy or madeqUacy of the road sys-
tem hinder or help economic development of the reservation or the
Indian's_work opportunities?

C. POPULATION

1. Resident Total.(a) Give the total number of Indian residents
on the reservation, number of families, average number per family,
average age and other pertinent data. (b) Provide shnilar informa-
tion for Indians residing adjacent to the reservation, i.e., service area
population. (c) State briefly population trends. (al) Provide total
number of adults (over 18), subdivided by sex, and the total number
of minors. (e) Provide the total number of Indians residing on the
reservation who are members of tribes other than those in residence.

2. Tribal Membership.(a) Give total membership of tribe at pres-
ent time. If an estimate, mdcate, (b) Date of latest tribal roll,

D. TRIBAL ADMINISTRATION AND GOVERNMENT

1. Goverthig Body.Give history of the tribal governing body, its
functions, and membership.

2. Budget.Give income and expenditures for the last fiscal year
differentiating between tribal and other funds.

3. Member Crimie Participation.Describe the interest and activity
of tribal members in tribal or social affairs and off-reservation, non-
Indian affairs.

E. DIsrosrrIoN OF JUDGMENT AWARDS

1. Past.Describe and ovaluate the use of any judgment awards in
the past.

2. Current.How does the tribe prop ,3e to use funds from the cur-
rent award ? (Attach any resolutions or program outlines.)

F. ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES AND POTENTIALS

1. Reservation Development.Indiente both resources development
and industrial or commercial potential for the reservation.

2. Labor Foree.(a) List the number of resident 'Indians employed
on or near the reservation. (b) List the number of unemployed under
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the heading temporary, seasonal, and permanent. A breakdown by sex
should be included. Also distinguish between those residing on the
mervation, and those adjacent to.

3. Employment Opportunities.(a) Briefly state the livelihood
source history of the Indian population. (b) *Discuss the livelihood
sources for non-Indians on the reservation and in adjacent areas.

4. Ineome from, Reservation 1?e8owe8.(4) List the total income
from surface leases of all types, both to the Indians and non-Indians.
If free use, or less than fair market value, is approved to Indian opera-
tors, calculate the rental rate on the average income from non-Indian
use. (b) For grazing permits, use the same as above. (c) For timber,
give the gross dollar income from stumpage sold; give estimated value
of free-use forest products harvested. (d) For minerals include in-
come from leases, bonuses, royalties, etc. (e) For commercial recrea-
tion, give the net profit from Indian and tribal recreational enter-
prises. (f) Under business enterprises, list the net profit from tribal
enterprises other than recreation.

5. Ineme from Employment for Reservation Residents.(a) This
should include a breakdown of those self-employed, and the Indian
operator's income, less economic rent for land,and operating expenses.
(b) For those self-employed, other than in agricultural operations,
calculate tlie disposable income from the business. (c) Other than self-
employed should include all income from wages for Indians living on
and working on, or living on and working near the reservation. This
should include all types of employment (Federal Government, tribal,
industrial, and

i
private business). A breakdown of maj rsor employe

lyy skilled, semi-skilled, or unskilled workers should be ncluded. (d)
Estimate the value of services received from the Federal Government
that a non-Indian in the surrounding area would have to pay for.

6. ln,ome from Resources. and Employment.For the purposes of
comparison, the total income from resources and employment should
be divided by the number of families on the reservation to indicate the
average amount per family that can be expected from these sources.

7. Median Effective Family Buying Income in Sumunding Coun-
ties.Include a comparison of on-reservation income per family with
the income of non-Indians living in counties surrounding the reserva-
tion. This appears to be the best measure of income that should be ex-
pected for Indian reservation residents. A national or state income
level is too general and has less application to the program objectives.

G. HEALTH

1. U.S. Public Health Service.What facilities are provided by the
United States Public Health Service ?

2. Adequacy.Are these facilities adequate to meet the health needs
of Indians ?

3. Use.Are the facilities fully used by Indians ?
4. Needs.What are the major health needs of the Reservation?
5. Water and Sanitation.Describe briefly the availability of water

and sanitary facilities to meet normal needs for both family and com-
munity.

6. Compariwn.How do each of these services compare with those
of non-Indian families in the surrounding areas?
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H. WELFARE

1. General Assistanee.Give the BIA general assistance for the last
fiscal year by number of cases, persons, and amount, and a breakdown
of high and low months for such assistance.

2. Other FinanekdAydatance.Any Federal, State, or county assist-
ance to Indians received through county Departments of Public Wel-
fare. Include types of cases, total cases, and total number of persons
involved.

3. Commodity ProgramsThe numbers involved and the cost of
any commodity program.

4. Summary.Give total of tribal members receiving assistance and
indicate categories.

5. Attitude&What is the attitude of State and local officials re-
garding welfare to Indians?

I. EDUCATION

1. Level.Give the average educational level for the following age
groups in terms of the highest grade completed.

Male Female

18 to 25 yrs. Inclusive
26 to 45 yrs
46 yrs and over

2. School Ago PopulationsGive the numbers of resident tribal
members in the following age groups.

Male Female

1 to kyrs. Inclusive
6 to 13 yr
14 to 18 yr
19 to 21 yr

3. School Facilitie8.Give the following data regarding school fa-
cilities on the reservation (last fiscal year).

System
Number of Grades

schools Capacity served Elementary Secondary

Indian enrollment

Public schools
WA schools.
Mission schools
Other schools

4. Spedals(a) Describe briefly participation of Indian parents in
school affairs. (b) What is the attitude of tribal members toward edu-
cation ? (c) Special problems related to school attendance, dropouts,
etc. (d) Special services such as counseling, adult education, etc., avail-
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able or needed in local schools and communities. (e) Scholarship aid
(if any) provided by the tribe.

5. If available, provide the same for 1, 2, 4 (a), and (c) concerning
the non-Indian population in surrounding area.

J. HOUSING

1., Es/riding Conditiona.(aY Briefly state the adequacy of exist-
ing housing. (b) Give the percent of Indian homes with electricity

. and telephones. (c) Briefly describe the availability of water and sani-
tary facilities. (d) Provide the same information for non-Indians
of surrounding areas.

2. Homing Authority.Has the tribe established a housing
authority V

3. What are current plans for (a) new homes, and (b) repair of
homes . .

K. RELOCATION

1. Employment Aasistanee.List the number of units and people
assisted in placement in direct employment through the employMent
assistance programs.

2.. Retitrnee8.Estimath by percentage those who have returned
from relocation and the maim reason for returning.

L. ,IIEADINESS OF INDIANS TO MANAGE THEIR OWN AFFAIRS

1. Problem'Areah.Evaluate the capacity of the members of this
particular tribe to manage their own affairs. Discuss any major prob-
lem areas.

2. Cu2tural Isolation.This entails an evaluation of participation
by Indians on or off the reservation in what may be described us dis-
tinctly Indian culture (including language usel religious or secular
ceremonies, social mores relating to an older Indian culture, etc.) The
proportion of Indians (irregardless of degree of blood) contained in
the core" of cultural Indians constitutes a good measure of the de-
gree of acculturation experiences by the tribe.

3. Non-Indian Community Evaluate the relationship d this tribe
or reservation to the non-Indian community,i.e., local, county and
State. This includes not only attitudes but abilities of these govern-
mental units to carry any economic services necessary for future
development.

4. Bureau Appropriations.Provide breakdown of appropriations,
by activity, for three fiscal years: (a) Actual expenditures last fiscal
year; (b) Funds programmed current fiscal year (or expended where
applicable) ; (c) Funds progranuned next fiscal year.

M. OTUER GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

1. List all other GoverIunnt programs in operation on the reser-
vation or assisting the reservatioh, population.

Briefly describe each program, the number of participants, etc.
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PART IIIFEDERAL GOVERNMENT INDIAN imoTtAms,
ALL AGENCIES 1

This pare would be based on a form annual report for all agencies,
bureaus, and departments, in the Federal Government responsible
for any aspect of Indian programs. The reports would containas
indicated in the outline belowspecific. information on the program
and expenditures. Should the Program Information Act (H.R. 3860,
Representative Roth) become law, Section 11 would prohibit all other
compendiums of program information "in order to make the catalog
the exclusive source of such program information both for the public
and for the program officers. 7 In developing a proposed catalog of
Indian program information, every possible attempt could be made .`o
incorporate the findings and recommendations of the Roth Study int
determinin 0. the information to be incluid Mid the format as well.
This coulebe expected to result in an efficiently organized and ex-
tremely useful compilation with a mibimum of unnecessary duplica-
tion of effort. If H.R. 3860 is enacted, this part would simply be an ex-
tract of all Indian programs from the proposed Catalog of Federal
Assistance Programs.
A. Identification of organization

1. Full legal name of program.
2. List each administrative level between the program and the high-

est agency or department.
3. Enabling legislation.

B. Funding
1. Actual expenditures for the past fiscal year.
2. Appropriations for the present fiscal year.

C. Purposes
1. Briefly outline the programs.
2. Are there any plans for expanding or reducing the programs ?
3. What has been the reaction of the Indians or Tribes ?
4. Are there any other Government provams closely related to this

one?
5. What are the eligibility requirements for participation in the

program?
D. Offices

1. List headquarters office, contact officer, and telephone number.
2. List all field ( ffices, contact officers, and telephone numbers.

E. Personnel
1. How many employees were there on the last day of the precedini

fiscal year ?
2. Of this number how many were full time and how many part

time ?

t The idea for this part came from the Roth Study entitled Listing of Operating Federal
Assistance Programs as Compiled Outing the Roth Study by the Honorable William V. Roth
(Congressional Record. June 25. 1068. pp. 11544 1-5585 ; and House Document 390, 90th
Congress. 24 session). This catalog hns been an extremely useful reference tool and the'
writer has benefited not only from the information contained -but the -quick reference
organization and indexing of the report itself.
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3. What were the total man-years expended in the previous fiscal
Srear?

4. What was the total administrative overhead of supplying, equip-
ping, and servicing those man-years ?
F. Publications

1. List all reports published during the past filical year by author,
title, and pagination.

2. Provide a brief summary for ( 1 publication. .

PART IVSTATISTICAL COMPILATION ON
INDIANS AND INDIAN RESOURCES

i

di. Population
1. Total Indian population in the United States (Bureau of the

Census).
2. Reservation population (Bureau of,Indian Affairs) :

(a) Living on Reservations.
(b) Living on trusklands (not on Resei4ations).
(c) Living near ReElervations.

3. Service population :
(a) Total "service" population and definition of same (Bureau

of Indian Affairs).
(b) Total "service" population and definition of same (Divi-

sion of Indian Health, Public Health Service).
B. Health,

1. Infant death rate compared.to non-Indian.
2. Life expectancy for Indians as compared to non-Indians.
3. General statement on the Indian s health today in comparison

. with the non-Indian.
4. Programs.

(a) How mane hospitals there are (location, number of beds,
personnel service pcpulation, etc.).

(b) How many health centers (location, personnel, service pop-
ulation, etc.).

(c) How many health stations (location, personnel, service pop-
ulation etc.).

(d) How many beds are airailable in community hospitals built
through Public Law 85-151 (name of hospital and location).

4.1
Co Employment and ,unemployment

Total population :
1. Between the ages of 18 and 55 able to work ;

(a) On the reservation, male, female.
(b) Near the reservation, male, female.

2. Working full time.
(a) On the reservation, male, female.
(b) Near the reservation, male, female.

3. Working part time.
(a) On the reservation, male, female.
(b) Near the reservation, male, female.
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4. Between the ages of 18 and 55, physically able and wanting to
work, now unemployed.

(a) Comparison with non-Indian labor force in area.
D. Education,

1. Level.Avqage educational level for the following age groups
in terms of Oie highest grade completed :

Male Female

III to 25 yr Inclusive.
26 to 45 yrs
4.6 yr and over

2. &hoot Ag Population,.Number of resident tribal members in
the following age groups :

Male Female

1-5 yr incluiise.

Ptolityr
19 to 21 yr

3. achool facilitie&On the're.servation.

Enrollment

System Number Capacity Elementary Secondary

Public
BIA
Mission
Other

E. Land
1. Total acreage of tribal land.
2. Total acreage of tribal fee land.
3:Total acreage of tribal tru8t land.
4. Total acreage of individual trust land.
5. Total acreage of individual trust land in heirship status :

(a) Number of tracts.
(b) Number with 2-10 imners.
(c) Number with more than 10 owners.

6. Total acreage of Federal lands on Indian reservations.
If' Law,and Order

1. Number of reservations under State law.
2. Number of reservations having :

(a) Traditional courts.
(b) Courts of Indian Offenses.
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PART VSTATE AGENCIES AND PRIVATE ORGANIZA-
TIONS IN THE FIELD OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

A.. State Ageneies I
NomGeneral statement on each state agency, operation, staff,

budget, programs, publications, etc.
B. Private Organizations

NoTE.General statement on each private organization, officers, op-
eration, budget, publications, programs,etc.

PART VIPUBLICATIONS AND REPORTS IN THE FIELD
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

NoTE.Those published on a continuing basis by all levels of Gov-
ernment concerned with the Indian problem, the private organization
publications, tribal newspapers, etc. The intent would be to annotate
each publication indicating content and providing thereby a compre-
hens:ve list of publications containing current information from all

over the United States.

13 6
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Name of Program
1u1xse/N.36re Eligibility

of Program Requiremients

DIMIZIIMENP OF AGRICVLWRE

Service Delivery
Method

Authori4ing
Legislation

livlulatiuns/
Guidelines

Funding
History

-

Indian Land Acgui-
sition Loan Program
(under FMHA)

,

Ma assist Indiani
in the purchase of
land within reser-
vations and Alaskan
Indian cannunities

Federally recognized
Indian and Alaskan
Indian mut:unities

Insured loans Public Law 91-229

(4/1/70)

FmHA fact sheet -
Indian tribal loans
for purchase of
lands." Feb., 1973.

72-$2,000,000
73-$3,300,000
74-$9,850,000
Estimates:

75-$10,000,000
76-$10,000,000

Sat-Asides: DEPARIIONT OF CONMERCh

&encode Develop- T3 develop Indian Indian reservations Cne year, renewable .:alic Narks and Literature of the 72-$ 871,182

ment Planning As- tribal planning with substantial project grants. Economic Develop- Publications Divi- 73-$2,971,475

sistancm (EAXW011ic capabilities tO need for planning rent Act of 1965; sion, EDA, U.S. 74-$1,128,668

Develowent Admin.) assure effective assistance. P.L. 89-136, as Dept. of Camnerce 75-$3,200,000

utilization of re- amended by P.L. Estimate:

, sources in creating 90-103, 91-123, 76-$4,000,000

full -tbna permanent'
lobs.

91-304, 92-65,
93-46; 42 U.S.C. .

3151(b), 3152;
and P.L. 93-423.

Economic Develop-- Ma provide intre- States and local Project grants. Public Narks and Ne regulations; 74-$31,232,000

ment - Public Wbrks diate useful uork subdivisions and Econordc Develop- literature. 74 set-aside-

Dnpact Prajects to unemployed and Indian tribes. ment Act of 1965; $ 6,780,000

.-.
under-employed P.L. 89-136, as 76-no funds

persons in desig-
nated praject areas

amended by P.L.
92-65, 93-46; 42

sought.

U.S.C. 3131, 3135,
3161, 3171.

1 E;



11are of Program
Purlose/Nature Eligibility

Requirementsof Prcgram

Dr 'clfr OF 0244GRCE (cont'd.)

Service Deliv,ry
Method

Authori.Aing
Legislation

Rislulations/
Cuidelines

Minding
History

Eixxxviic Develop-
ment - Technical
Assistance

To solve problems
of economic growth
in areas of sub-
stantial need.

------.--------
Indian tribes

. ___--
Project grants and
contracts; dissemina-
tion of technical
information.

- _ - _
PublicWorks and
Economic Developr
ment Act of 1965;
P.L. 89-136, as
awended by P.L.

No regulations;
literature

74-$17,94-2,500
74 Set-aside:

$ 1,450,000

.

90-103,91-123,
91 -304,.92 -65,

93-46, 93-423;
42 U.S.C. 3151,
3152. .

Economic tevelopr To assist in the Indian tribes, for Project grants; direct Public Works and None. Literature. 74-$142,744,0C

ment - grants and oonstruction of the benefit of un- loans. Economic Develop, Indian:

loans for Public public facilities employed and under- ment Act of 1965; $22,478,000

Works and Develop- needed to encour- employed persons. P.L. 89-136, as

ment facilities, age long-term °co,
namic growth in
areas where such
growth is lacking.

mmended by P.L.
90-103, 91-123,
91-304, 92-65,
93-46, 93-423;

.

42 U.S.C. 3131,
3132, 3135, 3141,
3153, 3171.

Office of Minority To promote and Indians and other Project grants, re- Title III of the None. Literature. 74-$41,449,03C

Business Enter- assist the expan- ndnority groups. search grants, advi- Public Works and Indian:

prise-Coordination,
Nanairment and
Technical Assist-
ance.

sirm of minority
enterprises both
in number and size.

sory services and
counseling, dissemina-
tion of tedhnical
information.

Economic Develop-
ment Act of 1975,
as amended; P.L.
89-136; 42 U.S.C.

$1,800,000

3151; 15 U.S.C.
1512; Executive
Order 11625, Oct.
13, 1971.



Name of Program

DEPARMENT OF HEALTH, MENTION AND WELFARE

Purpose/Nature Eligibility
of Program Requirertents

Service Delivery
Method

Authoriving
Legislation

Priillations/

Guidelines
Minding
Hisuzy

Indian education
grants to local
educational agen-
cies (Office of
Education)

,

To provide finan-
cial assistance to
local educational
agencies to develop
and carry out ele-
mentary and second-
ary school needs of
Indian children.

Indian children en-
rolled in LEA's
which have at least
ten Indian children
or where Indians
constitute at least
50% of the total
enrolLment.

Formula grants. P.L. 92-318, Title
rv, Part A, 86
Stat. 334.

45 CFR, Part 186,
Federal Register,
Vol. 38, No. 129,
July 6, 1973.

73-$11,500,0(
74-$23,800,0C
EStimates:
75-$22,700,0(
76-$22,700,0(

/ndian education
special programs
and projects (Cf-

TO plan, develop,
and implement pro-
grams and projects

Indian children. Project grants. P.L. 92-318, Title
rv, Part 13. 20

U.S.C. 887(c).

45 CFR, Part 187.
Federal Register,
Vol. 38, No. 141,

73-$ 5,000,0(
74-$12,000,0(
Estimates:

fice of Education) for the imprevurent July 24, 1973. 75-$12,000,0(

of educational op-
portunities for

76-$12,000,0(

Indian children.

Indian education -
adult Indian educe-
tion (Office of

TO plan, develop,
and implement pro-
grams for Indian

Indian adults. Project grants. P.L. 92-318, Title
rv, Part C, 20

U.S.C. 1211(a).

45 CFR, Part 188.
Federal Register,
Vol. 38, No. 141,

73-$ 500,00(

74-$3,000,00(
EstimateS:

Education) adults.
July 24, 1973. 75-$3,000,00(

76-$3,000,001

Indian education-
non-local educe-
tional agencies.

To provide finan-
cial assistance to
schools on or near

Schools on or near
reservations which
are non-local edu-

Project grants. P.L. 81-874, Title
III, as added by
Title TV, Part A,

45 CFR, Part 186,
Federal Register,
VOl. 38.

74-$1,200,00l
75-$2,270,00(
Estimate:

reservations to de-
velop, implement
and maintain ele-
mentary and second-
ary school programs
designed to meet
special needs of

cation agencies. Education Amend-
ments of 1972.
86 Stat. 834 (20
U.S.C. 241aa- '

241ff)

76-$2,270,00(

Indian children.



;Aare of Program

...

Office of Native
American Progrmns
(Office of the
Secretary)

Purpose/Nature
of Program

TO promote the ma,-
mimic and social
self-sufficiency by
providing direct
support for self-
determination pro-
grams aimed.at imr
proving the health,
education and wel-
fare of Native
Americans both on
and off reserva-
tions.

DEPARMENT OE HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE (cont'd.)

Eligibility Service Delivery
Requirements Method

Tribal governments, Project grants.
Alaskan Waive vil-
lages, regional
corporations, public
and private non-
profit agencies
serving /ndians,
Alaskan Natives, and
Native Hawaiians.

Authorizing
Legislation

Regulations/
Guidelines

42 U.S.C. 2781, et

seq., Economic
Opportunity Act of
1964, as amended
P.L. 91-177, Title

Funding
History

In the process of
revision; availabde
upon request fran
ONAP headquarters,
Washington, D.C.

72-$23,300,0(
73-$22,300,0(
Estimates:
74-$30,900,0(
75-$32,000,0C
76-$32,000,0C

Indian Health
Services

To raise health
standards of Indian
through a full .

range offcurative,
preventive and re-
habilitative ser-
vices and to make
communities capable
of maintaining
their health pro.
grams.

Indians who live on
or near a reserva-
tion, or who axe
recognized as In-
dians by the /ndian
communities in which
they live, and who
are within the fund-
ed scope of the
Health Care Delivery
System.

Provision of special-
ized services; advi-
sory services and
counseling.

42 U.S.C. 2001-
2004(a), P.L. 83-
568.

Publications of the 72-$185,500,0
IHS. 3-$217,900,01

74-$204,545,2.
75-$239,424,0(
76-$269,541,0

Indian Sanitation
Facilities

To alleviate gross
unsanitary oondi-
tions, Lack of safe
%ater supplies and
inadequate waste
disposal facilities

Indian tribal coun-
cils for the bene-
fit of /Miens and
Alaskan Natives who
live on or near
reservations.

Provisions of special-
ized services.

171

Indian Sanitation
Facilities Act;
Pnblic Law 86-121,

Pnblications of the 73-$34,297,0(
/HS. 74-$38,230,0(

75-$40,305,0(
Estimate:
76-$48,968,0C



Name of Program

Putwse/Nature
of Program

DEPARINENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELDPIM

ea

Eligibility
Raquirements

. .

Service Delivery
Method

.Authoriv.ing
Legislation

,

Rugulations/
Guidelines

Funding
History

Set Asides:

Housing and am-
munity Develppment
Act, Title II, As-
sisted Housing

Loans to public
housing agencies
to help finance or
refinance the de.
velcpment, acguisi-
tion or operation
of low income hems-
housing projects.

"PUblic housing
agencies" includes
Indian tribes, bands
groups and nations,-
including Alaskan
natives, Aleuts, and
Eskimos.

Loans

.

Public Law 93-383
88 Stat. 633.

,

Indian Housing
Handbook

/ndian set-
aside
74-$53,671,2

Housing and Comm-
nity Development
Act, Title rv,
Comprehensive
Planning

To assist the fi-
nancing of compre-
hensive planning.

Indian tribal groups
'CT bodies.

Planning grants. PUblic Law 93-384,
Title rv, 88 Stat.
633, amending
Housing Act of
1954, 68 Stat. 590

Indian Housing
Handbook

Indian sa-
aside
74-$1,636,0(

Indian accounting
services for tribes

Tb provide an audit
service for tribes

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

The Snyder Act of
Nov. 2, 1921; 42
Stat. 208; P.L.
67-85; 25 U.S.C.

13.

None

.

73-$186,000
74-$215,000
Estimates:
75-$236,000
764250,000

Applicant: An In-

BUREAU CV INDIAN AFFAlir

Direct services:
advice and counselingdian tribe

Beneficiary: Tribal
officials, employ-
ees, and members



Nome of rrt:gram

ndian Education-
federal schools
(Indian schools)

PullAxaOlttan.
of Projno

TO provide educa-
tional opportunitie
for eligible Indian
children %to do not
have public educa-
tion opportunities
to meet,their needs.

, DEPAIMENT OF THE INTERIOR (conede)
BUREAU OF rNDIAN AFFAIRS

E1igibilitY
4quirei'nU:

Survi(!o ivry
Mottrd

Applicant and Rene- Direct services;
ficcary: Children oil training.
1/4 or more degree o4
Indian blood who re-
side within the ex-
terior boundaries of
Indian reservations
under MA jurisdic-
tion or on trust or
restricted lands
under BIA jurisdic-
tion when there aro
no other appropriate
sehool facilities
available to them.
Enrollment may also
be available to chil-1
uren of 1/4 or more
degree of Indian
blood who reside
near a reservation
when denial of such
enrollment would have(
a direct effect upon.
the Bureau programs
within reservations.

i z i
n 1 at_ if

s..11 .3;

Guidolinoti

[The Snyder Act of 62 IAM

Nov. 2, 1921; P.L. 25 CFR 31
67-85; 25 U.S.C.
13.

F6ding
Illetory

73-$133,488,N
74-$117,362,0i

Estimate:
75-$134,450,0f

76-$78,379,00(

Indian Employment
Assistance

ilb provide vocationl Applicant and Pene- Project grant"; ad-
al training and em- 1 fici : MeniEd visory services and
iployment opportu- ! tr 'le, tend or group counseling.
nities for Indians. 1 of Indians whose re-
1 ' sidence is on or ncax

1

1 , an Indian reservatio
1 under BtA jurisdic-

Ition; and for voca-
tional training
grants, must be 1/4
degree or more Indian.

The Snyder Act of
Nov. 2, 1921; 42
Stat. 208; P.L.
67-85; 25 U.S.C.
13; Indian Adult
Vocational Training
Act of August 3,
1956; P.L. 84-959;
70 Stat. 986; 25
U.S.C. 309

25 CFR 34 73-$42,427,00C
74-$34,219,00C
!Estimates:
75-$33,791,000
76-$34,061,000

1



144118 oP Progrme

Indian education-
contracts with In-
dian s hool boattla

Purpw,iiiitturo
of Pruqran

TTo encourage Indianl
Iparticipation in 1

local school affairn
and to provide for !

!operation of schools
:by local Indian
!people.

DEPARIMENT OF ME INTERIOR (cont'd.)
BUREAU OE' LNDIAN AFFAIRS

Ii
Require:lion :3

Applicant: Tribal 1

corporation or Indian
school boards as de-1
finod in 25 CRR 52. 1

Beneficiary: Indian'
children of 1/4 or I

more degree of In-
dian blood who re- 1

side on or near re- 1

servation areas
under the jurisdir I

tion of the 8LA. '

SerVioi Dk.livury
EctlEd

Direct payments for
specified uses; use of
property, facilities,
and equipment.

Apt": r i ng
'Legislat ion

t-n. Funding
History

R344M0G066-
74-$4,435,000
gatinetes:
75-$5,206,000
76-55,700,000
k$48,723,000)

Johnson:61411alley--.20 BIAM 6
. _

Act of April 16,

1934; as amended
June 4, 1936; P.L.
74-638; 25 U.S.C.
452; 25 U.S.C. 13.

Indian education-
dormitory opera-
iticos

:'Ito provide housing

:for Indian children
;attending public
:schools in selected
:districts on or ad -

,jacent to their
'home reservations.

Applicant and Bene-

ficiary; Children 1

of Lttor more de-
gree of Indian blood
who reside within the
exterior boundaries
of Indian reserva-
tions under ALA jur-
isdiction, or on
trust or restricted
lands under 8LA jur-
isdiction when there
are no other appro-
priate school faci-
lities availdble be
them. Erirolhnent
may also be availabl
to children of 1/4 o
more dugzee of Indi
blccd who reside nea
a reservation when
denial of enroll-
ment would have ef-
fect on WA programs
within reservation.

Direct services; boardy
ing, feeding, and °puny
seling services to 1

allow eligible /ndian
students to attend pub,
lic schools.

174

The Snyder Act of
Nov. 2, 1921;
P.L. 67-85; 25
U.S.C. 13.

62/AM
25 CFR 31

73-$5,300,000
74-$5,972,000
stimate:
15-$6,000,000
176-528,480,000



Napa of Program

Indian education
assistance to non-
federal schools
(Johnson-O'Malley
Program)

Purpose/Nature
of Program

To assure adequate r
edUcational oppor-
tunities for Indian
children attending
public sehools.

Eligibility
Requirements

DEPARIMENP OF THE INTERIOR (oont'd.)
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Service Delivery
Method

Applicant: Public
school districts
which have eligible
Indian children in
attendance; provide
educational services
meeting established
state standards;
maintain a reasonabl
lccal tax effort;
have established
Indian advisory
school hoards.
Beneficiary: Child-
ren of 1/4 or more
degree of Indian
bleed whose parents
reside on or near
Indian reservations
and who are other-
wise eligible for
federal services
as Indians.

Direct payments for
specified Uses.

Indian education-
colleges and uni-
versities

To encourage Indian
students to con-
tinue their educa-
tion and training
beyond high school.

Applicant and Bene-
ficimz4mZ/4 or
sore of In-
dian, Eskimo, or
Aleut blood, muler
of a tribe serviced
by the Bureau, en-
rolled or accepted
for enrollment in an
accredited college,
have financial need
as determdned by
institution's fi-
nancial aid office.

Project grants for
expenses directly
related to school
attendance.

Authorizing Regulations/ Fending
legislation Guidelines History

Johnson-044alley
Act of April 16,
1934, P.L. 74-638,

62 IAH 3; 25 U.S.C.
33.

73 -$25,3i2,000

74-$22,079,000
Estimates:

25 U.S.C. 452. 75-$27,952,000
76-$27,952,000

The Snyder Act of 621,045 73-$20,956,090

Nov. 2, 1921; 25 CFR 32 Estimates: '

P.L. 67-85; 25 74-$22,756,000

U.S.C. 13. 75-$31,956,000

76-$32,148,000



Nine of Program
Purpose/Nature
of Program

DEPARBARM OF THE INTERIOR (cont'd.)
BUREAU oF xhwAN AFFAIRS

Eligibility Service Delivery
MethodRequirevents

Authorizing
Lenislation

,

Regulations/
Guidelines

Funding
History

Indian agricultural
extension

-
.

TO provide assist-
ance to individual
Indians, families,
and groups on prob-
lems oanomming .

splicant: State Direct services;
advice and counseling;
funding contracts with
state universities.

The Snyder Act of
Nov. 2, 1921; 41
Stat. 208; P.L.
67-85, 25 U.S.C.
13; memorandums of

None. .73-$2,284,251
74-$2,328,000
75-$2,474,000
76-$2,375,000

t1veruity extension
programs serving-
federally recognized
Indian organizations

farming, ranching,
f..mily econmnics,

oansumer education,
home-making and
youth development
through yofth org-
anizations.

and individuals.
Beneficiary: Fed-

-
;agreement of March
1956 between BIA
and U.S.D.A. Ex-
tension Service.

.

erally recognized
Indian organizations
and individuals.

Indian education- To pravide general Applicant and Ilene- Direct services The Snyder Act of None. 73-$2,074,000

adults instruction for ffci : Generally through training by Nov. 2, 1921; 42 74-$2,104.000

' Indian adelts in limited tn persons .BLA employees or Stat. 208; P.L. 75-$2,666,900

literacy and high 18 or cader residing contracting for teach- 67-85; 25 U.S.C. (estimate)

schoal equralency. on trust land who ers thtungh BIA. Fed- 13. 76-$2,6133,000

are 1/4 degree or
more:Indian blood,

eral, state and local
progrmns must be uti-
lized first.

($40,914,000)

Indian forests- TD provide effec- Applicant and Bene- Advisory services and Ite Snyder Act of 25 CFR 141.21 73-$3,700,000

fire suppression tive maans Zor the ficiT: Indian counseling; provision Sept. 20, 1922; 42 74-$7,109,000

and emergency suppression of wildr triand indivi- of specialized ser- Stat. 8571 P.L. EStimate:

rehabilitation fires in Indian dual Indians under vices; dissemination 67-315; 16 U.S.C. 75-$ 800,000

forest rangelands BIA jurisdiction.
and the rehabili-
tation of burned

of technical informa-
tion.

594; Act of May
27, 1955; 69 Stat.
66; P.L. 84-46:

76-$5,897,000

over lands, as
needed.

42 U.S.C. 1856.

176



Name

Indian forests -
age:sent, protec-

tier and develope
t.

l,sH,tur..
of Pri...11.vm

To wotk with Indian
to protect, developl
utilize and improve
the Indian forests
to yield the highest
sustainable economic
and social benefits
for the Indian own-
ers.

DEPARBIEW OF THE TNTERIOR (cont'd.)
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAaRS

El ixbi I i ty

nquircmTits

Rene-

tribes and individua
Indians under KA
jurisdiction.

Servic, nolivory Al:thorising
:Method I.11::1311on

-
Provision of special-
ized services; advisory
services and olunseling
dissemination of tech-
nical information.

Act of June 25,
1910; 36 Stat. 857;
P.L. 61-313; 25
U.E.C. 406-407 as
amended by the Act
ofApril 30, 1964;
78 Stat. 186, 187.

is/

Ondeliavs

25 an 141

Fwal I ng

History

_
173-$5,943,000

,74-$6,969,000
Estimate:
175_Si, 277 ,000

76-$S, 78,000

Indian housing
development

TO eliminate stib-
standard Indian
housing in the
1970's in accord-.
ance with the joint
plans of HEW, HUD
and Interior, in
conjunction with
the Indian 1iousin4
Improvement Program

Applicant and Rene- Training; advimory
ficiary: Indraiirail services and oounsel-
other persons uto ing; dissemination of
meet the income
criteria and other
rules and regulation4
of the legally esta-'
blished local Indian
housing authorities.

The Snyder Act of
Nov. 2, 1921; 42
Stat. 208) P.L. 67-
85; 25 U.S.C. 13.

HUD's guidelines 7 -$2,394,373
4-$2,516,000
stimate:

,75-$2,506,000

76-$5,067,000

Indian lames-
irrigation, con-
struction, main-
tenance, operation,
and related power
systems.

To develop irriga-
tion facilities and
to expand and re-
habilitate distri-
bution facilities.

plicant and Bane-
f ciary: Any land-
owner and/or user
within Indian irri-
gation projects.

Provision of special-
ized services.

The Snyder Act of
Nov. 2, 1921; 42
aat. 208; P.L.
67-85; 25 U.S.C.
13.

25 CET 191-203
25 CFR 211-218
25 CFR 221-233

73-$18,414,000
74-$20,830,000
Estimate:
75432,008,000

76-$24,887,000

)-4.1 I
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Nam of Pix)gram

DEMI:WPM THE /NTERIOR (oant'd.)
auw-Au OF INDIAN AFFAIPS

PurPose/Niturc El igibi 1 ty

Heqpirementsof Program

Servico Pelivery A%thorizirm RoguLittons/

Method Guldelin,s
FundIng
History

ndian lands -
eal estate apprais-
1

i

'Ito provide profes-
sional real estate
appraisal, mineral
and petroleum val-
uation services:
landscape erdhi-
tecture and urban
planning services.

licant and Bane- Provision of special-
ized sarvices.

------
The Snyder Act of
Nov. 2, 1921; 42
Stat.,208; P.L.
67-85; 25 V.S.C.
13,

25 CFR 121.12
25 CFR 161.14
25 CFR 01.5

73-$2.049,98
7442,192,00
Estimate:
75-$2,913,0C

76-$2,318,0C

c : t bj,n
Indian or Indian

% tribe. .

-

Indian lands - real
estate services

To maintain the In-
dian trust or re,

tfplicant and Bane- Provision of special-
ized services; advisory

The Snyder Act of
Nev. 2, 1921; 42

25 CFR 1.4, 2, 15,
16, 17, 120 thru 132,

73-$7,863,0C
74-$7,920,0C

adiary: Applicant
striated land es- mmst h.I.ve land or services and counsel- Stat. 208; P.L. 67-. 161, 171 thrti 177, Estimates

tate and generate
from it the great-
est income to In-
dian owners.

in:f., est in land

held in trust by the
V.S. orownnd in a
restricted status.

ing. .
85; 25 V.S.C..2,
5, 9, 13, 379 and
405; 5 V.S.C. 22.

a

183, 184, 251 and
252; 43 CFR 4,

7549,675,0C

76-$9,555,0C

Ney be tribes or izr.

dividual Indians.

Indian lands - soil lia assist the can- ApPlicant and Bane- Provision of special Soil Conservation PIA Manuals 73-$8,290,0(

and moisture con- ..

servatien .

ers and users of
Indian lands in

fiei : The ownera services; advisory
services and counsel-

Act of April 27,
1935; 49 Stat. 163

74-$8,333,0(
75-$9,373,0(

of Indian tryst

conserving the soil
and water, and to
increase production
on India.: land.

land and/or users .

of Indian trust
land.

ing; sale, exchange,
or donation of prop-
arty and goods.

P.L. 74-461 16
U.S.C. 590(a).

76-$2,621,0(

,

1.1 175
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0

0, r
r!

Indian property ac-
quisition transfer
of Indian sal
properties

rsirpriste:i Ituro-
Proqram

_

Tb convey cersaLn .

federal school pro-
perties to local
sdhool districts or
state or local gov-
ernmental agencies.

Indian rights pral-
tecticn

DLI4ARIMEN: CV THE INTERIOR (cont'd.)
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Eng 11>11 i ty
Fbqu;mrents

1-APPliCani:

'-ii-at;;-O'i

r 1L:il sCial ::!'
; tricts.
Beneficiaury: Indian

1 children.

Servico Delivuri
Meth-xi

1-Sale, exchange, or
donation of property
and goods.

I .

i '5 1

TO gather necessary; Airicant and BenefiA Provision of special-
technical data re- ' c ry: Federally ized services.
quired to assert ani recognized Indian
protect Indian , groups and tribes..
natural resource ,

rights. .

C.).

Leg:s1ation
RtglulaLiona/ PundIng
Guidelinvs t History

74-N/A
'75-N/A
:76-N/A

Act of 13Ge 4, 1953 NOne.
67 Stat. 41; P.L.
83-47, as amended;
25 U.S.C. 293(a).

The Snyder Act of
Nov. 2, 1921; 42
Stat.-208; P.L. 67-
85; 25 U.S.C. 13;
DOI Secretarial Or-
der of Jan. 10,
1972.

Nene. 173-$1,743,600
174-$1,756,000
75-$2,643,000
76-$6,390,000

Indian roe is-
maintenarv e

To maintain Indian
reservation raads
and iridges.

Applicant: Indian
tribal roverning
bodies.
Beneficiary: /ndi

Provision of special-
ized services.

25 U.S.C. 318(al;
45 Stat. 750: 42
Stat. 208; 72 Stat.
885; P.L. 85-767.

25 CFR 162 .73-$6,386,0f:0

74-$6,536,000
!EAtimate:

75-$8,694,000
! 76-$9,585,000

India:. roads -
reservation roads
and bridges

TO construct and Applicant: Indian
approve the federal tribal governing
aid Indian road bodies:
s stem. Beneficiary: IndianS

Provisio. n of special-
ized serVices.

9

The Highway Cbdi- 25 CFR
fication Act of
August 27, 1958;
74 Stat. 885; P.L.
85-767; 23 U.S.C.

s 4*.

162 73-$7,863,000
74-$56,748,000
Et timate:

75-$60,500,000
. 76-$59,016,000



/time of Pnogram

Indian social ser-
vices - child wel-
fare assistance

DFI'ARTMENT OF ITIF INIERIOR (coned.)
BURFAU ItIF INDIAN AFFAIRS .

Purpose/Nature Eligibility

of Program Muirements

Tt provide foster
home and appropria
institutional care
for eligible Indian
children when such
services are not
available from state
or lor,a1 public

agencies.

Aeplicant and Benefi-
skam: Depehdent,
neglected and handi-
capped children who
live on reservations
or under BIZ. jqris-
diction in Oklalicei,

and Alaska.

Indian social
services -
counseling

Ib help Indians bo
secure welfare as-
"sistance, cope with
family problems,
and other serk.Nus
social problets.

licant: Indians

tiving on reserve-
tions, including In-
dians in Oklahana'anii

Alaska. Other In-
dians who cane to
BIA agency offices
where services oan
te provided at the
office.
jaeficiary: Indian

tribes and camoni -

ties.

Indian social
services general

assistance

Tb provide assist-
ance for living
needs to needy
Ingians on reserva-
tions including
those in Oklahoma
and Alaska, who.
sudh assistance is
not available from
state or local
public agencies.

Applicant and Bene-

451Wy: Needy
Indians living on

reservations or
under 8/A jurisdic-
tion in Oklahoma and

Alaska.

Servive Delivery
Fiebhod

Authorizing
Legislation

Regulations/ FLnding
Guidelines Pistory

Direct payments with The Snyder Act of None. 73-$5,400,000

unrestricted use. Nov, 2, 1921; P.L. 74-$6,922,760

67-851 42 Stat. Estimate:

208; 25 U.S.C. 13. 75-$6,480,000

76-$9,720,000

Advisory services and The Snyder Act of None. 73-$7,327,000

counseling. Nov. 2, 1921; 42 74-$7,356,482

Stat. 208; P.L. Estimate:

67-85; 25 U.S.C. 75-$7,988,000

13.
76-$6,993,000

Direct payments with The Snyder Act of None. 73-$42,060,00C

unrestricted use. Nov. 2, 1921; 42 74-$45,389,21,

S.lat. 208; P.L. Estimate:

67-85; 25 U.S.C. 75-$49,095,000

13.
76-$53,298,00k



Nam of Program

IlEvARIMENT OF THE INFERIOR (coned.)
BUREAU OFINDIAN AFFAIRS

Purpose/Nature Eligibility Se .ice Delivery Authorizing
Method Legislationof Program Requiremeets

Regulations,'
Guidelines

Minding
History

Indian technical
assistance

iprovide techni-
cal assistance and
training to Indians
and Alaska Natives
in the fields of
nstruction, opera-

ion, repair and

Applicant and Benefi- Trainingk acivisory
services and own-
soling.

.

The'Snyder Act of
Nov. 2, 1921; 42
Stat. 2081 P.L.
67-85; 25U.S.C.
13.

Federal contracting
requirements and
program publications

73-
74-$3,400,000
Estimates:
75-$4,522,000
76-$15,617,000

ciary: Applicant
must be an Indian or
Alaska Native.

intenance of
uildings and uti-
ities, as well as
eeded skills for

.

. rcial enter-
, rise.

o

Indian tribal To assist tribal Applicant and Benefi- Advisory services and The Snyder Act of 25 CFR 41 to 74; 73-$5,346,258
government opera- governments to ciary: All federally courseling; provision Nov. 2, 1921; 42 83 SIAM 7446,422,000
tions carry odt their recognized Indian of specialized ser- Stat. 208; P.L. 67- Estimate:

responsibilities
to the tribal

tribes and members. vices. 85; 25 U.S.C. 13;
Indian Reoreniza-

75-$8,843,000

membership.
, ticn Act of June

18, 1934; 48 Stat.

1,1.. 76-$9,250,000

984; P.L. 73-383:,
25 U.S.C. 476; Ok-
lahoma Indian Wel-
fare Act of June
26, 1936; 49 Stat.
1967; P.L. 74-816;
25 U.S.C. 503;

,

Alaska Native-
Claims Settlement
Act of Dec. 18,
1971; 85 Stat. 688;
P.L. 92-203; Alaska
Act of May 1, 1936;
49 Stat. 1250;
P.L. 74-538.

'

lsi



Name of Program

Purrosepliaturs
of Program

DEpiantoar OF THE INFERIOR (oant'd.)
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Eligibility
Requirements

Service Delivery
Method

Authorizing
Legislation

Requjations/
Guidelines

FWIdinq
History

Indian Business
Enterprise Develop,
merit

J

TO create both jobs and
income. 501 Indians

'

Applicant: Corpora- Provision of specialized
services.

,

The Snyder Act of
Nov. 2, 1921; 42
Stat. 208; P.L. 67-
85, 25 U.S.C. 13;
Indian Adult Voca-
tional Training Act
of August 3, 1956;
70 Stat. 986; P.L.
84-959; 25 U.S.C.
309.

25 CFR 34

.

74-$2,378,000
7542,400,000
76-$11,901,000

.

tions or associations
with existing 0,J-T
programs which are
recognized by Indus-
try and labor as
leading to skill
jobs. Individuals
are not eligible but
tribes and Indian
groups are.
Beneficiary: Indians

Indian lands- Tb provide environment- Applicant: Tribal Provision of specialized The Snyder Act of D.M. 516 COuncil on 744503,400

environmental
quality services

al examination of pro,
posed activities to

organization.
Beneficiary: Tribal

services. Nov. 2, 1921; 42
Stat. 208; P.L. 67-

Environmental Quality
GUidelines

75-$688,000
Estimate:

comply with N.E.P.A. people or tribe. 85; 25 U.S.C. 13; 76-$797,000

National ail/fro:ment-
al Policy Act of 1968
83 Stat. 8527 P.L.
91-90.

Indian Axts and Tb encourage and pro, Indian, Eskimo, and Advisory services and An Act to promote the 25 CFR 301,-304, 73-$682,336 .

Crafts Board mote the development Aleut individuals email counseling; use of pro- development of Indian 307, 310 744720,000

of native Indian arts organizations, state party, facilities and Arts and Crafts; P.L. 75-$742,000

and crafts. and local govts., egdpmentt investigation 74-355, 25 U.S.C. Estimate:

non-pmfit organiza-
tions.

of complaints. 305; 18 U.E.C. 1158-9
42 Stat. 891-2; 62

76-$741,000

Stat. 759
. .

,



Nois o Pr.Arr.m.

Indian law enforce-
nent services

uqx e..;e/N itur.

of Prugram

To maintain crimin-
al justice systems !

within /ndian re- :

servationS, Indian :

country, or depend-:
ent Indian carouni-:
ties, where the
states have not
assvmed such re-
sponsibilities in
conjunction with ,

the tribes affected:

DWARaille OF THE INTERIOR (ennt'd.)
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Requirom.loA

efi-ederally
reooTnized Indian
tribal governing
bcdies where civil
and criminal juris-
diction has not teen
assmned as a state
responsibility.

SerVIco DlliVery
Method

Advisory services and
counseling: training;
investigation of oom-
plaints.

AA:;.ort:Ing
tigEdltien

'TIM-Snyder Act of
Nov. 2, 1921: 42
Stat. 208; P.L. 67-
85: 25 U.S.C. 13:
18 U.S.C. 3055;
Interior Appropria-
tions Act of 1939.

huguiatioLr/

-25 -CFR 11

Indian loans -
claims assistance
(expert witness
loans)

Indian property
acquisition - trans
fer of fe4era11y
owned buildings
Mier:moments and/
or facilities

Tn enable Indi m
tribes or identifi-:
able Indian groups
without available
funds to obtain ex-
pert assistance in
the preparation and
processing of clajjn
pending before the
Indian Claims Clour
!mission.

Applicant and 0enefi-1 Direct loans.
ciary: Aa Indian
organization must
have one or more
pending claims of a ,

nature and in a stagy
of prosecution re- 1

guiring the services
of expcxt witnesses.

Eicert asaistance 25 CFR 91.21
loans; P.L. 88-168; 47 LAM 7.21
25 U.S.C. 70n-1.

Funding
Hiutory

. ....___
73-$8,260,717
74-$12,396,559
!Estimate:
75-$10,115,000

76-$18,482,000

;73-$ 92,500
-74-$ 92,500
;Estimate:

175-$500,000

76-$668,000

1

1

Upon request by a
itribe, band, or
group to transfer
to it title to any
federally awned
buildings, improve-:
ments or facilities,
located on Indian
or SLA lands.

Applicant and Benefi... Sale, exchange, or
ciary: An Indian donation of prcT..÷-
tribe, band or group, and goods.
including Eskimos
and Aleuts.

S3

Act of August 6, None. ,73-$400
1956: 70 Stat. 1057

't

i74-$600
P.L. 84-991; 25 Estimate:
U.S.C. 443(a). !75-$1,000

1

176-$59,832,000



Name of Program

Indian Housing
/Improvement (HIP)

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR (cont'd.)
BUREAU OF INDIAN APPA/RS

Cliqibility Scrvif2 Delivcry
4.1q.t.vram' Rxtulrents Mdthod Iegls1,111.rn iJijjkj

To eliminate sub,
standard housing in
the 1970's in con-
junction with other
federal housing
programs.

Applicant and Benefi-1
ciary: Indians in
need of financial as-4
sistance to help re-
pair or renovate ex-
isting homes or who
need a now house and
cannot be helped by
any other federal
program. Indians whe
have the financial
ability to provide
their own housing are
not eligible.

Fun:ling

History

.. _ .

Project grants. Snyder Act of Housing Improvement '73-M083,731
Nov. 2, 1921; 42 Program Criteria and .74-$10,390,n00
Stat. 208; P.L. Administration fEstimates:

67-85; 25 U.S.C. 13 175-$10,462,000
76-$11,210,000

Indian investments -
trUoal trust funds
and individual
Indian monies

TO invest Indian
tribal trust funds,
Indian monies, pro-
ceeds of labor, and
individual Indian
monies either in
!commercial banks or
U.S. Govt. public.-
debt obligations
.and securities.

Applicant and Benefil Advisory services and Act of June 24,

ciarx: Individual counseling for IIM, 1938; 52 Stat.

Ealans and tribes impL, and tribal trust 1037; P.L. 75-714;

having funds on dd- funds. 25 U.S.C. 162(a).

posit in the UM or
tribal accounts.

25 CFR 104
25 U.S.C. 162(a)

73-$140,000
174-$150,000
!Estimate:
i75-$170,000

176-$145,000

Indian lands -
range menagenent

;TO conserve and pro-
!mote Indian use of
;Indian-cwned range-
;lands by Indians.

Applicant and
ciary: Mat be In-
dian owner of trust
land or a user of
trust land.

Provision of special-
ized services; adviso
services and counsel-
ing; dissemination of
technical information.

1.S1

The Snyder Act of
Nov. 2, 1921; 42
Stat. 208; P.L.
67-85; 25 U.S.C.
13.

25 CFR 151-152'

55 Bum
55 BIAM Supp. 1

,73-$2,243,000
74-$3,969,000
75-$4,422,000

i76-$12,608,000



Name of Program
Purpose/Nature
of Program

Eligibility
Requirements

DFPAR12211 OF JUSTICE.

Service Delivery
Method

Authorizing
Legislation

Itygulat ions/
Guidelines

Funding
History

Indian Civil Rights lb eaforte the Civil All American Indians. Provision of specialized P.L. 88-352, Civil 28 CFR 0.50 liot separately

Office of,Civil Rights laws of the services. Rights Act of 1964; identifiable.

, Rights United States as they
apply ba Indians. ..

,
Iltles II, III, DI
and VII; P.L. 92-2617
42 U.S.C. 2000(a-c,e
and h-2); P.L. 90-284
Civil Rights Act 1968
Iltles'II and VIII; 4
U.S.C. 1301; 25 U.S.
C. 1302; P.L. 89-110,
Voting Flights Act of
1965; 42 U.S.C. 1973
as amended by P.L.
91-285.

Law Enforoonent
Assistance Mani-

'lb dononstrate that
the crimes specified

Federally reoognized
Indian tribes which

Grants. Public Law 93-83,
as mended by Public

None published. Indian set-asides
74-$4,041,363

stration - Indian in tribal penal codes exercise crhninal Law 93-415, 88 Stat. 75-$3,674,522

Criminal Justice
Programs

can be redwood through
special lad enforcernent
tmphasis on Lndian
adults and juveniles
through special im-
proved facilities and
services.

jurisdiction Over
tribal matters for
offenses identified
in the tribal Fenal
pode oocurring within
the reservation.

1109.

.

.

(-,

,



Name of Program
Purpose/Nature

of Program
Eligibility
Requirements

DF2ARMIP OF LABOR

Service Eelivery .
Authorizing

Methad Legislation
Regulations/
Guidelines

Funding
History

Comprehensive Err
ployrrent and Train-
ing Programs

'lb provide job training
and Employment opportu-
nities and to assure
that training and other
services lead to maxi-
mum employment opportu-
nitios and enhance
self-sufficiency.

Unarployed Indians
living on state and
federal reservations.

Formula grants; project
grants.

Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act
P.L. 93-203, 87 Stat.
839. 1he Onergency
Jobs and Unemployment
Msistanco Act of
1974, P.L. 93-567;
88 Stat. 1845.

29 CFR 94-96 and 98;
29- CFR 99.

Indian set-asides
74-$6,654,238
75-$50,560,000
76-$50,560,000

,

SNI1NSONIAN INSTITUTION

American Indian To assist Indian personsAmerical Indians nan- Use of facilities; pxovi- Short term grants None. t available.

Cultural.Resources involved in tribal inated ,,y their sion of specialized ser- frmn the BIA and the

Training Program history projects to do
research in Washington,
D.C., using Smithsonian
resources.

trital yovernments. vices; advisory services.

N....

National Endowuent fsr
the Humanities. .

" .

DEPARIMENr OF TRANSPORTATION .

Indian Highway Safe-Tb promote highway Federally reoognized Matching fund grants. Highway Safety Act of t Indian set-asides

ty Program safety on Indian
reservations.

trites. 1966 § 402, as amend-
ed by the Highuay

74-$381,205

Safety Act of 1973.
.

Total for states
in 74 -
$80,000,000

ISc
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APPENDIX E

COMMENTS RECEIVED ON THE TENTATIVE
FINAL DRAFT REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

INTRODUCTION

The letters and comments which appear in this appendix relate
to a workpig draft of the final Commission report which was given
wide public distribution prior to preparation of the final report. As
work on the development of the final report commenced, it was recog-
nized that much time and attention had been given to eliciting the
opinion of the public, both Indian and non-Indian, on the problems
affecting Indian people, but an additional opportunity was necessary
for the public to evaluate and criticize the findings and recommenda-
tions the Commission proposed to make as solutions to these problems.

In early March of 1977 some 1,200 copies of the proposed Tentative
Final Draft of the Commission Report were mailed to all Indian
tribes, including federally and non-federally recognized tribes, Indian
groups and organizations, both rural and urban, Governors and agen-
cies of various States with an interest in Indian affairs, interested Con-
gressmen and Senators, and numerous Indian and non-Indian people
and organizations. A request was made that they review the tentative
draft and supply comments by April 28, 1977, in order that their com-
ments could be utilized in the completion of the final repórt.

The comments included in this appendix were reviewed- by the Com-
mission as the final draft was developed. Many of the suggestions were
incorporated into the final report and many of the criticisms resuited
in substantial revision of both text and reeommendations. The chapters
on Federal administration and economic development were particular-
ly affected by these comments. Other comments were not incorporated
into the final report. Some of these comments, particularly those relat-
ing to problems in Alaska, were seen to be substantive and meritorious.
However, time and manpower simply did not permit a koadening of
the report to address the additional issues presented.

Finally-, many of the comments simply represented a general opposi-
tion to the findings and recommendations of the Commission. Some of
these comments raise substantial issues that deserve serious considera-
tion. Most of these issues have been addressed in the final report. Other
of these comments reflect La emotional attitude that can only be
described as anti-Indian per se and not worthy of consideration. All
of these comments are included in this appendix.

(197)
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,

recognize that you may not be able to thoroughly read and evaluate all parts
f this Report within the tire allowd for =sent. }lawyer, in order to

include your came:its in our Final Report, this questionnaire must be caupleted
and returned in the enclosed envelope poshydrked no later than April 16, 1977.
Cur Final Report trust be ccepleted by May 15, 1917 for final Cannission approval.

(Arizona Indian Centers, Inc.)

MaAfftliattgn of Arizona /ndian Centerg_ ADOPESS2721 N. Central Ave.
#908

TRUE/ORGANIZATION Indian organizations Phoenix,. Arizona $5004

'A. PLEASE CIRC/E ONE T3 INDICATE YOUR =any ASt

Tribal Chairman

Ratter of Congress (0;ganizationaT. Governin.gEo

State Official

Tribal Governing Bozly

Private Citizen

;

Indildual Indian

S. PLEASE EVAUATE THE Skil ' BY CHECKING= BLANKWHICH run NEARLY

PEPRESENIS YOUR OPINIGNI

\
v. Excellent

The report as a whole, jai ,k7:
il

I. History

legal Concepts

III. Conditions

IV. Pederal-Indian Relations

V. Tribal Government

VI. Ftderal Administration

VII. Economic Developnent

VIII. Social Services

IX. Off-Reservation X

X. Terminated Indiarm

XI. Non-Recognized Indians

XII, Special Problem Areas

XIII. Ceneral

. 1 2

Good Poor

t1
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C. HAVIN3 READ THE RECCtiMEMNICNS AT TIE END OE EACH =TIM, PLEASE AMER
,111E FOLIO/MG QUESTIONS..

1) VAich recalvendations should be given priority status? Why?

SEE ATTACHED

2) Are there recannendations with which you disagree? Why?

AAP Ail' garliPd

3) Are there recamendations you soulli iike to ha. ve added?

_gee attach

4) Do you feel the content of the re(art provides an accurate, useful
picture of the situation?

see.attached

5) Do you have any additional cements?

see attached

F. SPACE IS PRWIDED CH THE FOLWWING PACES FOR YOUR SPECIFIC BECCMANDATIctIS.
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We Affiliation of Arizona Indian CentetrooRESS 2721 N. Central Avenue

#908
1111213E/0RGANIZA1ICN Indian organizations Elsoenix.,-,Atizana-11,41)14-

FECQ.442413ATICIS

Chapter ( 9 ) .
Paw ( 3o) Paragraph 2 )

In the section beginning with the words "

." it is suggested that the following addition,

deleticn or change in wording be made, or the following concept expressed

differently:
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The members of the Board of the Affiliation of Arizona

Indian Centers (Arizona Indian Centers, Inc.) did not

have time.in the short time permitted them.to read the

entire report but as A.A.I.C. is an organization of

.Urban Indian Centers that give direct service to Urban

off-reservation Indians they directed the time they had
9

to the section of the report dealing with off-reservation

Indians.
6

The Board of A.A.I.C. strongly supports the recommendations

of this section. They offer the following additionc to 'the

recommendations regarding Urban Indian Centers; Funds

available for financial support of Urban Centers should be
_ .

based on need not popUlation.

Also Urban Indian Centers in order to properly serve the

Indians in Urban off-reservation areas chould be eligible

for certain Economic Dcvelopment Funds for facilities

and give Centers the option and ability to develop businessee

along with our Centers.

195
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20250

Senator James S Abourezk, Chairman

American Indian Policy Review
Commission

. Congress of the United States
House Office Building, Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Senator Abourezk:

IVA)" 1 1 1977

IN REPLY REFER TO: 7160

Indian Desk

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Tentative Final Report of

the Anerican Indian Policy Review Commission. Three areas discussed in

the report are of particular interest to me. These are: the inclusion

of the U.S. Department of Agriculture's (USDA) Indian Desk in a separate

. n fan department or agency, consolidation of all Indian land acquieition

programs, and the effectiveness of USDA nutrition programs.

On pages 128-9 of Chapter Six on Federal Administration, the repot.'
suggests that secondary consideration be given to placing the Department

of ggriculture's Indian Desk within an independent Indian agency. ,The

purpose would be to "consolidate programs from federal departments which

are a part of a separately established Indian service structure which

exists because of the unique status of Indian tribes." I do not disagree

with this objective. However, our Indian Desk does not administer any

programs for Indians. Rather, it promotes Indian participation in USDA
.programsgenerally available to all citizens. Such an advocacy function
within the Department will still be needed even tf a separate agency
administering Indian programs is created.

Regarding Indian land acquisition programs, I support the Commission's

recommendation (chapter 7, page 35, number 8) that Congress mandate the

Executive to study the feasibility of consolidating the Farmers Home

Administration And Bureau of Indian Affairs tribal land acquisition

programs. While the Farmers Home Administration has provided most of the

funding for tribal land acquisition and offers considerable expertise on

the agricultural utilization of such land, a larger and more flexible

program is needed. As noted in other recommendations (pages 7-Sk and 7-

35). consideration should be given to increasing appropriations, revising
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loan procedures to facilitate tribal purchase of key tracts of land,
and broadening.the category of eligible lands:

...

The section on Nutrition (chapter 8, pages 43-48) clearly describes
.nutritional deficiencies, experienced by Indians and the inadequaCies of
the USDA commodity and food stamp programs. Unfortunately, there are
few specific suggestions for improving these programs other than.the
broad recommendat4on (page 74) that: "USDA should review and revamp its
food supply system to insure consistent delivery of nutritious, health-
giving foods to the Indian people, with particular emphasis on high-risk
groups ... and to inSure the combined, simultaneous use of both food
stamps and donated foods for.those tribes desiring it." `

Alsov.I question several statements about USDA food programs. First,
°the report asserts on page 8-45 that "-USDA foods, by any standard, lack
'adequate nutritional value" and that "USDA's standard commodity distribu-,
.tion list represents a nutritious food balance." Besides.the apparent
contradiction, it should be noted that the Family Foed Distribution

: Program (commodities) is designed as a supPlementary food source. I

realize that for many Indians, commodities constitute the major part of
their diet.* .A redefinition of the commodity program is perhaps in order.

-Second, the report asserts that USDA programs for high,risk groups are
inadequate because of'unrealistic eligibility requirements and inappro-.
priate tiets-(pageta45)v.-1-assume-that-the'referencels-to thelpecial
Supplemental Feeding Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC) which
requires that a competent professional-authority determine the nutritional
need of recipientb through a medical or nutritional assessment. This does
not seem unreasonable since the purpose of the program is."to provide
supplemental nutritious food as an adjunct to lood health care during such
critical times of growth and development in order to Orevent the occurrence
of health problems" (Child Nutrition Act of 1966, Section 17). The
supplemental foods provided include iron-fortified infant formula, milk,
cheese, eggs, cereal and juices, all of which are nutritionally appropriate
for program recipients.

Finally, the report maintains that "for those who cannot surmount these
obstacles [of the Food Stamp Program], there is no alternative, since USDA
does not want to operate a commodity program and a stamp program simulta-
neously in the same community, despite Indian opinion that such flexibility
is needed in order to meet diversified needs" (pages 8-46 and.8-47). In '',

fact, though the Department has strongly encouraged the use of the Food
Stamp Program, Indian reservations are the only localities whore dual
operation of the Food Stamp and Food,Distribution Programs has been allowed.

.y
P
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I want to commend the American Indian Policy Review Commission and staff

for the work you have done. I hope that these comments will contribute

to tt effectiveness of the Final'Report and the ultimate implementation 0

of much needed chahges for Indian people.

ceie4y.- .

Director

o'
ta
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UNITED *ATER DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

WASHINCOONo D.C. 20250 iwAy

IN REPLY 7160

REFER TO: INDIAN DESK

o

Honorable James S. Abourezk, Chairman
American Indian Policy-Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office 'Building, Annex No. 2

P Weets, SW. .

Washington, D.c.,lost5

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed are comments of the Food and Nutrition Service

on pertinent sections of the Tentative Final Report of

the American Indian Policy Review Commission. Although

I realize that the Final Report was submitted to Congress

on May 17, 1977, this information may still be useful.

Sincerely,

Director

Enclosure
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UNITED ETATES.DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE

WASHINGTON, DC 20250

MAY, J t. ail
Tentative FinalEepori'orAmerican
Indian Policy Rtiview Commission

Stuart Jamieson, Supervisor
Indian Desk

Attached are our comments on the American Indian Policy Review
Coomispion's findingp on nutrltion.from thoir Tentative Final
Report.

We regret. the inadvertent delay in providing these comments.

A. Scurlock, Dir or
Civil Rights Staff

Attachment

95.440 0.78 15
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'FOOD AND NUTRITION SERVICE CONSENTS ON TENTATIVE FINAL REPORT OP

THE ANERIpAN POLICY REVIEW OMISSION .

We share the concerns of the Commission nf making a nutritious diet

available to Indians. Following are comments on the distribution

of foods to Indians (Reference pages 8-45 and 8-46 of your report)

and Food Stamp Program (Reference pages 8-46-through 8-48).

DistributIoe-of Foods te Indiana

USDA's commddity list consitutes a nutritious food balance. All

tmenty-two food items are made availeble to the states. It is the

State s option to select'the foods for distribution to its recipients.

It ma54select all or only a portion of the items io distribute. The

variety of foods IA not always accepted by the states, foods accepted

are not always distributed, and food distributed may not bu accepted

by the families. The nutritional goal of the USDA Food Distribution

Program is to provide-100 percent of the Recoamended Dietary Allowance

(RDA) to reciPients. If.foods are used as recommended they provia the

RDA for protein, calcium, iron, vitamins A and C, thiamin, riboflavin,

and. 652 of calories needed.

The Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infanta and Children

(WIC) provides funds tr supply nutritious food supplements to persons

.risk groups (pregnant women, infants and children up to 5

.
years of age-Whii'are-detdtMilied-by-tompetent-profesaionals_ta.leAL
"nutritional risk" because of inadequate nutrition or income). We ".

.
consider this a viable method of certification because it provides

the opportunity to reach more than one problem., It enables persons

who have nutritional deficiency to get a dietary supplement and

because it requires certification by a competent professional, other

health problems can be identified and remedied.

Food Stamp Program
: ---

The Food Stamp Division if the Food and Nutrition Service Sponsorc'd

a national workshop on "Food Issues Affecting the Indian Population."

.About 60-80 Indian Representatives from various tribes were invited

to attend. Many of the Tentative Final Report concerns were addressed

during that workshop. The indefinite continuation of the Food Distri-

.

bution Program to all areas where the Food S amp Program is not meetinh

adequate foods needs was one of the major concerns. This action would

require legislative changes in the Food Stamp Act.

A bill has been introduced which provides tor the simultaneous

operation of the Food Stamp and Food Distribution Programs on Indian

Reservations.
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AKWESASNE April 29, 1917

Senator Jamei S. Abouresk, Chairman
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2d and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Senator Aboureak,

In reviewing the final text of the American Indian Policy
Review Commission, the St. iiegis Mohawk Tribal Council wishes
to comment on the findings.

First and foremost is the recognition of the treaty
rights of all Native Americans. Native peoples signed these
documents in good faith and now the United States Government
should honor them.

Any reorganLzation of the B.I.A. that will improve ser-
vices to the Indian people should be done, since the primary
function of the B.I.A. is service for Indian people, their

needs should be Of utmost importance.
If it is felt that the Bureau has mismanaged tribal trust.

lands then this ehould be brought out so that all Americans
Iiight-Uhddretend-the-hardehips-that.,Native-Amorloans. andure........._ 4

in their fight to control their own destiny.

On the subject of sovereignty, all tribes have felt that

they are nations within a natioa, and the St. Regis Xohawke

are no exception. Congress must act on the issues At hand

relating to sovereignty of Indian tribes.

geitajaigtd rt, Sr.

-19/4114.-irlema,.A.O.0
Charles T. )errance

a\f/k5Litt.t
Leonard V. Garrow
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- ALASKA OEOERATION OF NATIVES INC.
kW*. hie61.HPUVA Proem

April a,' 1977

Ernest L. Stevens, Director
AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streets, S.W., Roam llAB
Washington, D.C. 20515 .

Deer Mr. Stevenss

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft
final report of the American Indian PoliOy Review Commission. We
are primarily interested in the areas affecting Alaska and in
pommel the Olicy affecting Alaska Native °tribes".

Ws wholeheartedly endorse the reorganisation of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs with the transfer of authority and responsibility
to the local level. We also concur with the organisation of an
independent agency concerned totally with Indian affairs', end which
would include the various Indian-oriented agencies presently in
existence under the umbrella of various agencies. A better coordina-
tion of Indian Programs through the various agencies is needed and
would only serve to inorease the efficiency and effectiveness of
these respective department...

We are pleased the Commission weed to include in its
report, a special seotion concerning Alaska's we concur with the
COMmissiOn'S mommandatiohs outlined in this section.

- .

Thank you again for the opportunity to present our views
and recOmmendations. I would, at this time like to take this
opportunity to express our appreciation for the fine work done by
the Commission and hope your final recommendations to the Congress
will be given the proper recognition they deserve.

If you have any comments or questions, please do not
hesitate to contaot me.

BINste

z

By n I. Mello t
President

550 WEST EIGHTH AVENUE ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99501 PHONE (907)274.3611
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I. THI 03InUME REPORT ON ANNA SPECIFICALLY DIRECTS THE
IMMETARY AF TM INTERIOR 'AND COMMA OF ALASKA TO
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114111
the alaska native u ation

St5 "tr Street el Anchorage. Alaska 09501 s 2744638

May 11, 1977

Mr. Ernest L. Stevens, Executive Director
Anarican Indian Policy Review Commission
House Office Building, Annex No. 2
3nd Avenue and D Street, S.W., Room 3158
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Stevens:
,

I have reeeived your tentative final report which arrived
only a few days prior to your deadline for comments. It is
unfortunate that coRies were not circulated far in advance
to geceive maximum ad:manta from the 70p000 Alaska Natives.
I suppose, however, the same comment,about more time has been
your major criticism. c3

-In reviewing the tentative final report& I find the only'
area mentioned as a problem area in Alaska is in "Land Claims."
I must admit, there are subgtantial problenó concerning the
implementation of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.
However, the report fails to mention our problems in the area
of education, health, social services, justice, and others.
The implication that our only problem in Alaeka is land claims
may result in legislative and funding backlash towards Alaska
Natives. Such a situation would be unfortunate as the unmet
needs in Alaska are substantial.

Early in your administration we suggested that you and
your staff utilize the 2(c) Report of Federal Programs and
Alaska Natives completed by the Department of the Interior,
two years ago. There is much valid material available in that
report which could have been incorporated into your final report
to the United States 'Congress. We once again make that suggestion
and urge you to at least odtline the 2(c) recommendations and
conclusions in your final report as a very important addendum.
The Department of the Interior should have piles of copies laying
around somewhere in their offices.

S ncerel

11(
don

c.c. Alaska Congressional Delegation

Alaska Federation of Natives
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"
'09e s 1st

4580 N 90°444. .Hatmitiao Chlesso.111.618340 (312)728 1135

Willard E. Ls Mere
111111C011/11 MOTOR

gitY 6, 1977

Senator James S. Abourezk,
Chairman
American Indian Policy Review Commiselon
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2 C
2d and D Ztreets, SW,
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Senator Aboureek:

We substantially agree with the report Ceptives Within
A ftee Society: Federal Polloy And The American indiulA

........ - - -,prepereaby- your-commission. -Ths.recommendations.are . . .....

good and would do muoh to Improve the status of Indisas
if oirried out. The emphasis placed on political eel" -
detertination and legal jurisdlotion of the tribes le
proper, Since economic and social oonditions are dependent
on these factors to a large degree. Inter-tribal self -
determination for American Indian urban communities is
equally important.

The seotion on "Economic Development" should include
urban Indian development, sinoe it le likely that many
Indians are in the oity to stay. Tribal enterprises may
involve urban as well as reservation Indians. /f got
inoluded here, then the economic development of urban
Indians should be discussed in "Off -reservation Indiana".
Some of the issues concerning urban Indian development
.are discussed in the enclosed "American Indian Business
Association Proposal" (AIBA). Although urban Indians do
not have the Material resources of the reservations, they
do have htenan resources and access to technical assistance,
also, the cal4"al for business enterprise. Off-reservation
Indians not deserve the same social services provided
for reservations, but also the same economic development
opportunities. The report should recommend not only
oupport for urban Indian centers in providing social services,
but also support for Indian development organizations such
as the American Indian Business Association. QNAP has
neglected their responsibility to foster Indian urban
foonomic development. Alsoi HUD, though funding reservation
housing, has done nothing with Indian contractors to improve
the poor housing oonditiens of many urban Indians.

Dedicated td the creation and development of tnclian owned Business.

Tim woo won onkel di ubtesion Iff bred wo torformed pursurn to unmet 11451173, *Ka Os Oceanfront
et Comma for en Orrien of lakority Itunnos Entertain.
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Reservations can develop light industry and other labor-
intensive businesses. This should be discussed in the
tteconomic Development" section. Non-Indian corporations
and the SIA have recognized this potential. Unfortunately,
the DIA stresses employment as the only goal of reserva-
tion industry, and many of these enterprises are neither
owned nor managed by Indians. Tribal enterprises are
.often managed by non-Indians due to lack of skills on the
veservation. The American Indian Business Associatioh
(AIBA) has found a need for basic management training,
not only specialized technical assistance as mentioned
by the commission. The report, rightly, puts a high
priority on business education. This should exist not
only on a professional level, but should be disseminated
as widely as .possible, as AIBA is doing through its
management training workshops and consulting relationships.
Furthermore, it is essential to tribal development that
tribal goverment positions be paid. \Volunteer council

-present3,y do..not have the time. o energy to .....
...effectively plan and develop business en rprises. .

Indians have historically been .cluded om self-
management experience end need ,technica assistance and
management training, preferably pro id by Indians.
The sections on technical aesista ce i Chapter 4) and
business education needed (in Chapter 7 contain good
recommendations in response to the eitu tion.

?hank you for the opportunity to make our suggestions
and comments known.

Sincerely,

ar re
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.

Enal: AIDA P-ropottak

WEL/rl
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THE AlorgICAN INDIAN BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

The American Indian Business Association (AIBA) is an

American Indian organization funded the past two.years through

the CoMmeree Department ln order to create more Indian-owned

business:es and strengthen existing (nes in the region: Illinois,

Wisconaip and Michigan. There are very few Indian businesses

in proportion to the size of the Indian population.

Why should Indians enter the business world? First of

ell,.it benefita he individuals putting their skills to work

for theirewn_profit. Secondly, Indian business benefits the

American Indian community as a whole. Money spent for.gooda

and services can stay within the community. As economists

understand, -a eingle dollar'multiplies its effect as it cir-
,

culates from on hand to another within a community. For

example let's say a dollar passes betweeh an Indian buyer

and an Indian seller: the buyer is satisfied with one dollar'S

worth of Shdian goOds or services and another Indian has the .

dollar to spend. That dollar is now spent again for a dollar's

worth of Indian goods or services and another Indian has the

dollar,-te spend. Each one has gained goods and services or

another dollar of purohasing power. Thus the same dollar can

benefit many Indians as long as it stays within the community.

Now, the dollar usually benefits rndians once, only until it

enters the white landlortl's or merchant's pocket, and it does

so immediately after pay e v. Without the existence of Indian

business and the circulat-on Ltfect, economic progress iS

impoosible for Ahe Indian community.

2 o
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The goVernment hastOinOolllionS of dollars ta_heip,-

indsan. but with little effect. 'Tniamoney goeS,in 'One hand

and out the other. isn't it better to teach someone how.to

fish than ta give them fish? The Indian'iiommunity needS.to

make money and indian.enterprisa, not Just employment,is the

answer.. The budget oe the American Indian Business Association..

l4184) represents mon less..than 116 of ell the government money

spent on Indian pnograms in the region, even though it is the

most efficient way to help. Indians. It is pot spending, but

inveutmen4 in Indian development.

A184 oiler% many services to its clients and the Ind4an

community. prospective business people are helped in deeel-

% 0P4a8 a business plan, getting loans, ehooaing a site, setting

up record keeping systems, and marketing. Existing Indian

businesses era helped to expand, procure more sales and contractS

and improve thdrerganization. AIBA offers management training

workshops end technical assistance on speeifie problems. The

AlBA staff keeps abreast of current opportunities and resources.

There are now mare opportunities than there are Indian entre-

peneurs es pursue them. AIDA encourages Indians to enter the

business World. tt Jots as a cabilyst for Indian economic

development 4n the region.
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Association on American Indian Affair.; ING

MU NIM

The Honorable Jesse Abouresk
American /Indian Polioy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex Nee 2
2d and D Streets, S.W.
heshingten,,D,C. 20I5

Dear Senator 4oures1c.

432 Park Mauve klub

New York, N. V. MI6

Ohm I. Prnlim
,t932.1363)

Altai* Oath. Pk.O. PinWna
Ilsolamin C. 014111m, Via Prvihmt

14n. Item S. Tuba. Ittrela,
S. Tinile, In. Trmnoft

intim aft% dawn Dimas,
Mhos Lump, h., Maui ScMfte. Celina CliNfi

April 20, 1977

Thank you for the opportunity tO comment on the utentativeu final

report of the Americin Indian Policy Review Commission.

We would like to reelgiaour comments to two matters onlyr child

placement and waterrightla... .

. I. Ohildplacement. (pp. 8.10 ... 842). Apparently some of the

copy has been fnadveriintly omitted from this,section, as two of the

pages end in mid.eentence. We urge that the Commission's final report

adopt in their entirety ths recommendations regarding child placement

made by Task Force Four on pages 87.88 of their report.

II. Water rights. (pp. 7.37 ... 7.42). This section is disappointing..

A vague recommendAtiOn is made thet Congress 'Investigate litigation in

several areas. NO mention it:made of tho concept of congressional eettle

sent of Indian water righta.

As tribes inoressingly seek to assert their water rights and develop

their resources they come into conflict with competing non-Indian interests.

At present the parties rely almost exclusively on the courts for resolution

ratherthan on negotiation, The decision of the court in turn may result

in serious hooial unrest, as evidenced by the recent oBoldt" decision

upholding Indian fishing rights in the Northwest., /n many instances a

negotiated oongresslonal settlement would be in the beat intereots of all

parties. We suggest that the AIM indicate its elipport for conflict .

resolution through legislative settlementiclien a tribe expresses its

willingness to accept this alternative to litigation. (S005, the Central

Arizona Indianititmil Water Rights Settlement Act of 1977, which was

introduced by Senator Kennedy =BArch 4, 1977 it the tribes' request,

21 0
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The Honorable James Abouresk

218

mmy sem ea a model el such oongreesional settlements.)

April 201, 1977

Im a pre-election,statement, President Carter indicated his support .

for the concept of such congressicnal settlement!), 'Indians have a historic,
legal, and moral Tight to a sir. share of available water resources.
The Ultimate roiolution of conflicts concerning these rights, and the
rights !plethora in the tOuthwest will almost gertainlY be decided
by the courts. In disputes concetning water rights, all sides must
be assured full and cappetant legal representation. Legislation
however may be necessary to speed the resolution of these conflicts,
as an alternattgas to protatoted litigation." (Indian Affairs No. 92)

V. hope theso momenta will be of value to3 you, and we look forward
to.seeing the final roport.

SU,gm
Eno.

21 1

Sincerely,

Steven Unger
Editor

WM. M41,
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neciver
milifflowns

We recognize that you. may not be able to thoroughly read and evaluate all parts
of this Repoftwithin the time allowed for comment. Hommmr, in order to
ineltide your =rents in our Final Report, this questionnaire trust beccupleted

,and returned in the enclosed envelope postmarked no later than April 16, 1977.
Cur Final R6portmust be completed by May 15, 1977 for final Commission approval.

NAME Syd Beane. Executive MAectot ADDRESS 4025 Nonth 2nd Meet

1121BE/ORGANIZATION Phoenix Indian Centek, INC. Phoenix, AZ. 85012

A. PLEASE CIRCLE CCE TO INDICATE YOUR IDERPITY AS:

.Tribal Chairman Tribal Governing Body t Individual Indian 1

Membax of Congreas Organtmltional Governing Board

State Ctficial Private Citizen

B. PLEASE EVAUtIVIVE SECTIONS-BY CHECKING 'NE BLANK Mai MOST NEARLY
,REPRESENTS Y OPINION.

Excellent Good Poor

XXThe report as a whole is

I. History

. II. Leval Concepts

III. Conditions

IV. Federal-Indian Relations

V. Tribal Government

VI. Federal Pdhdnistration

VII. Econchic Development

VIII. Social gervices

IX. Off-Reservation

X. Terminated /ndians

XI. Won-Recognized Indians

XII. Special Problem Areas

XIII. General

xx

XX

XX

212

XX

xx .

XX
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HAVING READ THE REOWIENDA.TIONS AT THE MC OF EACH SECTION, PLEASE ANSWER
TIINFOLIDWOND.

1) Vthich.reconsendations should be given priority status? Why?

Recommendation III. A.od the Fedemt-Indian TkuAt RetationA Aeation, paw

4-14 6 15, Reconnendatiot1 1. - page 131, od the Fidehat AdminiAtution

Section, Odd-hezeiwafrAon Indian Section aeconnendation4 aetoted to Litban

Indian Centem. TheAe kecommendationA Mac to the detiveky od AwviceA

to Indian peopte under& the Feder:at-Indian ketotionAhip.

2) Are there reccosendatione withwhich you disagree? Why?

=141.1141MININO

3) Are there recamendations you would like'to have added?

Odd-kehavation Section: dand4 6hoatd be attocated Oh the devetopment oi

. mban Indian centert dacititieA and tegiAtation enacted id nece44myto

attourIndian Ceatem to dilmetty keceive Auch dunde.

Do you feel the content of the report provides an accurate, useful
picture of the situation?

Yea:

5) Do you have any additional comments?

I woutd tike..to commend the CommiAaion and stolid don. theiA 40444 in

devetoping thiA excettent aepolct.

F. SPA,CH IS PROVIDED ON THE FOLLaATING PAGES FOR YOuR SPECIFIC REOWENDATIONS.

213
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Benton Palate Resetwation
U to Uto Gtoafto Paiute Teibe

106 Sooeb MOW Steeet, Room # 7
P. 0. Box 1525

Bieloop, Caliçoanfa 93514 ,

(714) 873-7449

29 /larch 1977

American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building, Ames
2D end D Strets, SA.
Washington, D. 0.

, Dear Sir(s):

Benton Patine Reservation,' s Resolution NR. 77-05

Inclosed herewith please find our above captioned
resolution regarding the establishment of the
Alerican Indian Development,Authority.

We sincerely hope thts will be a help!
,

Sincerely,

Patti B. Wermuth
Staff Secretary

pew
one.

214
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Benton Paiute Reeervation
Resolutionifte 77-05

Sublects To support the Amorioan,Indian Development .4uthority

a (an) as recommended by the American Indian Policy

3 Review Oemmission.

4 Whoreass The U tu Utu Gwaitu Paiute Tribal Ocuneil recognises

the need to establish economic development on the

8 Benton Paiute Reservation; and

9 Whereass The economic.development of the Benton Paiute

8 Reservation will be dependent upon capital development

9 grants and management and technical assistanoe.

10 BOW, =REP= BB IT MOWED that the 11 tu Utu Gwaitu Paiute

11 Tribe of the Benton.Pakute Reservation supports the establiehment

12 J of the Amerioan Indian DevelopmonfAuthority.
,

23 gESZIEIggili9.1
14 We, the undersigned, as the duly elooted Tribal Gouncil,members

16 of the Benton IIiute Reaervation, do hereby certify that the

18 foregoing resolution was adopted at a

17 meeting, duly called and'convened on /,3 J714014) ISPY7

18 1977, at which a quorum was present, by a vote of L.V

19 oar againat, and .0er ,abetaining, and thst this
. _

20

21

ge

23

24

25

SO

27

28

30

51

52

resolution has not been rescinded or amended in any way.

atWarOgas

seph 0. Baulque, Tri

gdihaieLlim .
Mike 34 Keller, Tribal Vice-Ohairman

lo.b2ed

Gerald Lewis, Member

DOB: 2
ATTESTs

111=110
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We.recognize 'that you may not be able to thoroughly read and
evaluate all parts of this Report within the time allowed for
comment. However, in order to include your comments in
our final report, this questionnaire must be completed and
returned in the enclosed envelope postmarked no later than
April 16, 1977. Our Final Report must be completed by
May 15, 1077 for final Commission approval.

0 .

_NAME Bernice Hedrick . ADDRESS Box 82A, Berry Creek, CA
95916

TRIBE/ORGANIZATION Berry Creek Tribal Council - Maidu

A. PLEASE CIRCLE ONE TO INDICATE YOUR IDENTITY AS:

Tribal Ch_airra

Member of Congress

State Official

Tribal Governing Body Individual Indian

Organizational Governing Board

Private Citizen

"FriA1-20sASE EVALLYZAreg-THE
SJETSCTY1OUR-BOYPICCOENCKING

THE BLANK WHICH

Excellent Good Poor

The report as a whole Is

I. History

U. Legal Concepts

111. Conditions

IV. Pederal-Indian.Relations

V. Tribal Government

VI. Federal Administration

VI. Economic Development

VU. .Social Services

IX. Off-Reservation

//"'""

141 a4.c ..44,4v;Lowt.ta-e-d10

93440 0 18 - 18
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X. Terminated thdians

Xt. NonrRecognized Indians ,-

224

VIROMM11.111=117t1&=10 3*-

.SPecial 'Problem Areas.

xtu. General 1,7 A 2 40044 ee

C. HAVING READ THE RECOMMENDATIONS AT THE END OF EACH SECTION,
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1) Which recommendations should be given priority status? Why"?

t 4_.

46,-.06,- sc-e.de-tege.44110-0*.
2) Ara there recommendatiodb with which you ditiagree? Why? _au,

.7; -,-7x-r.v.02%,

3) Are there recommendations you would like to have added?
-

,

eAd"vir

,

) Do you feel the cdntent of the report provides an accurst% useful picture
of the situation?

,

217
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6) Do you have any additional pomments? 117
_Le eow

;

ded"

F. SPACE IS PROVIDED ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES FOR YpUR SPECIFIC
RECOMMENDATIONS.

. CHAPTER (3 ) PAGE (3-44 PARAGRAPH (0,014

In the section beginning with the words "

it is suggested that the. -.- , . ,, , , - . .

a

icalawing acidition, deletion or change in wording may he made, or the rabsvithg

9.oncept expressed differently: yee.24;abgagi.../..,....4......6.4.A......e.tieddid....

A 101.,gt. .....(21.4.4

6
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d stoxr.n.5/.
.

..e..4".21,96447 tlt
est.L.eatt. oid.Lc.-747.9 efts,/I4t.4.4U14 I at

..t4d

4 47,11414411,' C1 .4;4," 4.,; (.4 ,c 2.4:94.. /4:.11 17. 4.
4 ha4. "?..-4.1-*- , ,;

';* aft-- 'eeee ;tic, eta. b.-14e ye

ii.i,tigne;a4s.e -et 11.4 c2.4".ag -441(44°

4,...,4 04.414.1,,a4A11.7 I

dt. r .d 6tdai.Ca 41. .171.0'0644, 4.1%.-!"74 ..+44+

Mr. 4Z id," ...Sit*
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We recognize that you may loth, able tretharoughly read and evaluate all parts

of this Report within the time allmsed for camemt. Horaver, in order to

include your currents in cur Final Report, this questionnaire must te completed

and returned in the enclosed envelope posbnmdeal no later than April 16, 1977.

Cur Pinal WAN:must be ocopletedby May 15, 1977- for final Commisabms approval.

'Nam CiiWtcs ADDRESS
cries

TRIZE/ORGANIZATION r

.31+1 L-11 7740

'A4"11IDIA. PLFASE an= az to =AmYOOV4ITTX% ASs

Tribal Chaisson Tribal Governing Poly Individual Indian

!Utter of.Congress Organizaticrial Governing Hoard

State Official L.:Private Citisien-

B. PLEASE EVAILTAYE 'THE SECT= BY OM= THE RUM WHICH MOOT NEARLY

REPRESENTS YOUR OPINECN.

Tbe report as awtole is

I. History

II. legal Ccocepts

III. Conditions

IV. Federal-Indian Relations

V. Tribal Goverment

VI. FederlAdhsinistratico

VII. Economic DOVelOtrent

vIII. Social Services

Ix. off-Rsservation

X. Terminated Indians

XI. Non-Recognized Indians

XII. special Probbm Areas

XIII. General

Excellent Good PoOr

211 )
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C. SAVING ROD ME RITDIENDATIME AT TIE a? am HEM AMER
taGICWItn VAESIT.ctis.

1) tftiCh recommit Mims should be given priority status? ifihy?

r, f 4.çC :1* ..E .FI 64 07 . t)c . r Klit7

hi AO.:' L, el, h'41. t-

101 t,
t. tit -, r'in%t n (, 4. 1

2) Are there reoccarendations with which you disagree? Wlw?,

3) Are there recromendaticas you would like to have added? ' 116.1
,,i,.."00111111P"'",' p. ( 't h... r . v t J ,t fr(

hit t :t" 40' IV je

1;1 i , Af / I '1 /./ (i f://' 4.

, Agifi,f 1,,%..t A( ( r.

4) Do you fee). the content of the report provides an accurate, useful
plots= of the situation? vr;-:

5) Do you have any additicnal =rents? 1Y7 I

P. SPAM IS PIM= QV THE FOLIOM13 PAWS FOR YCCR SPECIFIC RECOVEXDATICS13.
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.4:)t 3. lb

Chapter ( ) Page ) Par

in the section beginning with the

," it suggested that the folloaing addition,

dettiat or dienge in vairding be,ausie 'or the Zollogingoonnegt expreesed

differettlys
iAi lpH pqh-r. 7.c tiE taai..--'reC.Sr 4,09054 if 41,0e 7 tVe

5k.'64$5774415 Mike. 'WO: ref Mar MCeE pleccil /IA Rd

C.14.) 170 (Metnt; le(remit . 1E trt41701 fttM5 i1 pI.y iEvheM

. Aft% IN Mt dtlr 1.4-1,1 geWil'A 6;740111t cemil? emeew-s jp

IT MAY Az /ilk T1a4 cAh., ei* svefelfitc: liv;r7d 1i WRtizt

e5Ifelh4.v. PLC tkOe.Y it-aul,t'Ae. v.: Ws fr, (Neje txacAt etc

ov;:t7kamio; . vjam43 g avow( LIMA: WA ueo Etym.

trik.fth- ...dee/4 cou P.(seloc ( rpok Aregyi

. MY -tow; pec,e4A4 certfft fkr rfle A't1W/f4.

10,1 frt, ICkWttil it/15 Ptat'e, f.1654' otx; -14," < n0'1 g Pc 'eh., i)11#

714E TIN'S?" (CMCW- t4 4a2/6LA C:ec. Pt": 11(' v. /5. re' OSP. IT IS

. E.P. 776y7 LA, Ai PAisiestoott i peel 71(11.A 04%4 UN PO, AVVictetcni/4")'.

l'ue (twat:kJ (Trfe thlkukta Ni ir i t.' is-T PC,2r1ittg 4 ihmy ,4e044..

Twr ept-(4,1E5 .40 0,,(0,,,x

)
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AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMUNION
coNams OF THE UNITED STATES

HOW OMNI NUM AMU N. a
ONO Mgr%

WASHINGTON. D.C. 1011t1
POEM 21.40084

May 4, 1977

Senator James Abourezk, Chairman
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
'Rouse Office Building Annex No. 2 0

2nd and D Streets, S. W.
WashingteA, D. C. 20515

Dear MI. Chairmans

I am enclosang for consideration by the American Indian
Policy Re4iew Commission at its meetings of May 12 and
13, 1977) a provision which was discussed at previous .

meetings of the Commission, but never stated in specific
language. I recommend inclusion of the followings

After the first paragraph on page 12-14 of the Com-
mission's tentative final report add the followings

Although their problems, and consequently their needs,
do not, differ markedly from those of their brotheri
in the lower 48, the vast size and severe climate of
Alaska, coupled with wide dispersion of the Alaska
Natives and limited transportation facilities, render
it considerably more difficult and costly to meet the
needs of the Alaska Natives than to meet the same
needs of Native Americans elsewhere. Regardless how
often articulated, the fact that it costs a great deal
more to do almost everything in Alaska than any other
place in the Nation, and that dollars don't go nearly
as far in Alaska, are not really understood by many
people.

If it costs $25 thousand to provide a decent modest
house in South Dakota for an Indian family of four,
the cost of providing a comparable house in interior
Alaska for a Native family of the same size might well
be $80 thousand. The real magnitude of the difference
between the costs of doing things and providing services
in Alaska and elsewhere in the United States is seldom
accomodated, even in programs where it is ostensibly

223
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Senator Abouresk .
May 4, 1977
Page 2

taken into account. And general standards, for example,
-of feasibility that must be met to qualify for the
.. benefits of many programs are simply impossible to meet

. in Alaska..

Until the real magnitude of the difference in costs
betweekdoing things in Alaska and elsewhere is recognized
and accomodated by those in Congress and the executive
branch responsible for the design and -funding of programs
for Native people, the Natives of Alaska, when not com-
pletely foreclosed, are not going to receive benefits
fram.such programs.comparable.to.those received by other,
Native Americans.

After the first paragraph on page 12-14, strike the first
two words "But they" and substitute therefore the words "The
Alaska Natives."

Sincerely yours,

GML6slare

n Borbridge, Jr.
ommissioner

2 2
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AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION
CANOMMI OP TIC UNITRO STATIOI

Nem Ovrio Num Amax Nw
Ms as 1:1 irmars, SW.

WM010461004 U.C. awe
MOM 11114854214

-Way 4, 1977

Senator James Abouresk, Chairman
American Indian-Policy Review Commission
-Congress of,theUnited States
House Office Buileing Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streete,'S. W.
Washington, 0, C. 20515

Dear Nz. Chairmans

The enclosure contains my comments regarding the Native
Anarican Rights Fund (NARF) critique of the American
Indian Policy RevieW Commissiowreport on Alaska. The
critique was-the subject of a telephone conversation on
Miy 2, 1977, at which time the gist of the enclosed
document was conveyed.

I appreciate the opportunity provided to:comment on the
issues raised .by the Native American Rights Fund in re-.
gard to the Alaska section of the Final Report.

Attachment

225

Sincerely yours,

40614, 4"441.°4r3)11.
John Borbridge, ix*
Commissioner
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AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION
COMMAS Or TM UNITCO STATES

Noss Com Rome Awed NP.111
la NO 011111121114 SW.

WASHINGTON. D.C.
MOM Selkialhilia

The following constitute my comments relative to the statements

regarding Alaska contained in the document prepared by the Native

American Rights Fund, (NARF).

Alaska Natives

Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act

NARF takes the position that the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act

(ANCSA) adversely affected the sovereign powers residing in the

Alaska Native Communities.

The Commission has concluded that historically the relationship

between the Alaska Native Tribes and the United States is the same

as that between the Indian Tribes of the lower 48 and the United

States; that historically the Alaska Native Tribes possessed the same

powers of sovereignty as are possessed by the Indian Tribes of the

lower 48; and that the Settlement Act did not essentially alter the

2 2 6
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status of the traditional Alaska Native Tribes or their relationship to

the United States or diminish their powers. Most of the comments

made by NARF in opposition to this conclusion are ultimately irrelevant

and betray a profound lack of understanding of the Alaska Native

history and circumstances.

Although the Settlement Act provided for the c.vation.of new entities

to accomplish its purposes, it largely left the traditional native enti-

ties alone, neither adding to nor detracting from whatever rights,

powers, privileges and immunities they possessed before its

enactment. While it is true that the act expressed a policy against

creating any .new racially defined "enclaves" or institutions or trustee-

ships, it did not, except in a handful of cases, undertake to change

any existing institutions or relationships. Except in the case of

those few native groups for whom reservations had been created, as

far as the traditional native tribes are concerned, the Settlement Act

changed nothing.

The Commission recognized, because the traditional Alaska Native

Tribes by and large, _were not involve c. with reservations , that

they had no occasion to exercise some of the powers of sovereignty

exercised by other Indian Tribes over defined territories (Indian
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. reservations). Alaska Natives insist, however, that other powers

traditionally exercised by tribes that were not powers exclusively

associated with or derived from land ownership, were among "residual"

tribal sovereignty powers appertalqng. to their .status. It is nonsense

to suggest that the basic relationship existing between the Tlingit

and Raids Tribes, for example, and the United States was altered

because the Settlement Act, for example, provided for state taxation of

native lands. The simple fact is, with few exceptions, that the tradi-

tional Alaska Native Tribes had no land tax exemptions to be affected

by the Settlement Act. And, what the revocation of the applicability

of the Indian Allotment Act has to do with the status of the traditional

Alaska Native Tribes and their relationship to the United States, is

beyond me.

Indian Self Determination Act

NARF takes the position that the Indian Self Determination :Act is

better administered by small native entities rather than large ones.

The Commission has tentatively concluded as a matter of policy that

for the purposes of receiving benefits under the Indian Self-Deter-

mination Act larger entities should generally be given preference over

smaller ones and tribal type entities should generally be given prefer-

ence over other types of entities.
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NARF's objections to these policy determinations are not representa-

tive largely of the Native feeling in Alaska. NARF reflects the role

usually assumed in Alaska by "outside" bureaucrats who decide that

they know what is best--thus obviating the necessity of elici4ng

comment directly from.the people. As.it is a matter of policy it is

for the Commission, guided by responsible representatives of the

Alaska Natives, and not for others who are unaffected by applicable

policy, to decide aucth a basic question. While the appeal for village

autonomy, , such as suggested by NARF, has a nice democratic ring,

the plain facts are that the larger the entity the better it is able to

cope with a swollen bureaucracy and to insure benefits are received

where needed as opposed to placing authority in small, unsophisticated

entities scattered through Alaska which are subjected to being divided

and conquered by the bureaucracy. The irony derived from the

current administration of the Indian Self Determination Act is that the

/3.1.A. has used that legislation to erode tribal governing status in

Alaska - a result neither desired nor contemplated by the Act.

Tlingit and Heide Central Council

NARF contends that Congress has not recognized the Central Council

as the general and supreme governing body of the Tlingit and Heide

Tribes.

229
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This contention, on the whole, simply ignores the legislative history of

the relevant acts of Congress regarding the Tlingit and Heide Central

Council. partioularly,those of August 19, 1965 and July 13, 1970.

While it is true that the Act of August 19, 1965 (79 Stat. 543), which

provided for the organization of the Central Council under rules of

election approved by the Secretary of the Interior, stipulates that

this body "shall be the official Central Council of the Tlingit and

Haida Indians for purposes of this Act," it is not true that the

authority of Council was intended by either the Congress or the

Department of the Interior to be limited to matters related to the

Tlingit and Heide claims against the United States.

Nor is it true that the status of the Central Council as the general

governing body of the Tlingit and_Haida Tribes rests solely on the

1965 Act, although, in light of its legislative history, that act would

suffice to establish it as such.

Two subsequent acts of Congress, together with their legislative

histories, establish the status of the Central Council beyond any

legitimate doubt. These are the Act of July 13, 1970 (84 Stat. 431),

providing for the disposition of the Tlingit and Heide judgment funds,

and the Act of December 18, 1971 (85 Stat. 688), providing for over-

all settlement of the Alaska Native Land Claims.
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Three times in the last six years Congress has been called upon to .

address issues involving the organization for purposes of self-

government of the Tlingit and Heide Indians of Southeast Alaska.

In 1965, it was advised by the Department of the Interior of the need

tp.provide for the organization and recognition of ,a .tribal governing

body, truly representative of these Indians, with which the Department

could deal, not just in connection with matters relating to their claims

against the Government, but .generally.

Congress responded by passing the 1965 Act, which it had been in-

formed by the Department would accomplish this purpose. The reports

of the Interior, Committees which underlie that act show beyond cavil

that this is what Congress understood and intended to be its effect.

0
qp.

Thereafter, the Central Council was organized in accordance with the

requirements of the 1965 Act under rules of election and a constitution

which expressly established it as the general governing body of the

Tlingit and Heide Indians.

These documents and the operations of the Central Council since its

organization have subsequently been laid before and considered by
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Congress in connection with the enactment of the Tlingit and Heide

judgment fund distribution act of 1970, and the Alaska Native Claims

Settlement Act of 1971.

In their reports accompanying the .bills that became the 1970 act

the Interior. Committees of both houses of Congress unequivocally

stated their understandings that the Central Council organized under

the 1985 act is "the goversdng body of the Tlingit and Heide Indians."

.And, in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Ac; of 1971, Congress

assigned the implementive and organizational responsibilities for the

Natives, of Southeast AIaska exclusively to the Central Council.

In the light of these acts of Congress, and of their legislative

histories, I submit that no conclusion is sustainable other than that

the Central Council is the general governing body of the Tlingit and

Heide Indians of Southeast Alaska.

0:24
n Borbridge, Jr.

Commissioner

93440 0 . 17
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Bwarning
SCHOOL DISTRMT NO. 0

23sown4es, ciNonbana §9417

April 21....1977

American Indian Policy Review Commission
House Office Building Annex 112
2nd and D. Streets, S.W.
Washington; D. C. 20515

Rear Sires

Please find enclosed a copy of an A.I.P.R.C. Workshop report. The report is

the product of a two day workshop as hosted by the Montana Inter-Tribal Policy
Board. Contained within are A.I.P.R.C. "Tentative Final Report" chapter
presentations and recomendatiOns as generated by workshop participants.

The workshop participants hereby respectfully submit their recommendations
and input for this historic,study.

Sincerely yours,

45`
Tom Thompson IJ
A.I.P.R.C. Workshop Recorder

TT/er

cc. T. Pablo
E. Barlow -
R. Blakeslee
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AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION

MINUTES &.RECOMMENDATIONS

PROM AN A. I. P.. R. C. WORKSHOP

AS SPONSORED BY

IC MONTANA 7.NTER-TRIBAL POLICY BOARD

MONTANA STATE.UNIVERSITY

*. BOZEMAN, MONTANA

APRIL 14-15, 1977
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INTRODUCTION

On April 14..15, 1977, tho Montana Inter-Tribal Policy Board sponsored a

workshop relative to tho American Indian Policy Review Commission. The primary

objective of the workshop,was to generate comments for,80mission to the A.I.R.P.C.

per its April 23, 1977 deadline. Tho seven Montana Indian reservations and the

landless were to report on and make recommendations regarding two (2) of the

chapters contained in the A.I.P.R.C. "Tentative Final Report." (For further

information, see Appendix A.)

Thursday, April 144 1977

Mr. TOm Pablo, Chairman, M.I.T.P.B., called the meeting to ordor and introduced

the workshop participants (see Appendix 11). It was noted that several tribes wero

not in attendance and that those tribal council representatives present were not

prepared to follow the original format of the workshop. After a brief discussion,

Mr. Pablo introduced Berl Barlow, A.I.P.R.C. Task Force #5 member.

Mr. Barlow gave an overview of the history and purpose of the American Indian

Policy Review Commission, P.L. 93-580, and stated that tho Commission report would

probably be a key factor for several years in shaping governmental policies and

programs relative to Alaskan Natives and American Indians. (For further information,

see Appendix C.)

Mr. Barlow then turned the meeting over to Mr. Dwight Billedeaux, workshop

moderator. Mr. Billedeaux in turn introduced Tom Thompson, workshop recorder. Mr.

Billedeaux reaffirmed the fact that savoral tribal representatives were not in

attendance and that in general, the workshop participants were not prepared to follow

the original format of the workshop. Mr. Billedeaux then asked for suggestions.

After a brio discussion, it was tho consensus of the participants that the intent

of the workshop was extremely vital and of much importance to all Indian people.

The participants agreed to divide the A.I.P.R.C. "Tentative Final Report" chapters

and to report and make recommendations on the &allowing day (April 15, 1977.)

1
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Thejollowing represents the revised list of presenters.:

Chapter 1 °History of United States» -Indian Relations" - Dwight Dilledeaux

Chapter 2 - "Legel'Eencepts in Indian Law" - Rana Blakeslee'

Chapter 3 - "Contemporary Conditions of'Indians" - Unassigned (Participants fu.t
that ths roport/recommendatione would be obvious.)

'Chapter 4 "Indian Trust Relations" Ray Dupuis

Chapter "Tribal Government" - Roland Kannerly

Chapter 6 - "Federal Administration" - Teo Whitford/Ivan Raining Bird

Chapter 7 "Economic Development" Vicky Desonia

Chapter 8 - "Social Services" Ron Sullivan

Chapter 9 - Off-Reservation Indiana" - Pat Morris

Chapter 10 - "Terminated Tribes" » Karen Fenton

Chapter 11 - "Unrecognized Indians" - Karen Fenton

Chapter 12 - "Special Circumances--Alaska--Okfahoma--California" - Unassigned
(Participatns ft ,t any recommendations would be inappropriate in
that Indian/Alaska Natives from the three states effected should be

tho respondents.), 0

e Chapter 13 - "Miscellaneous" - Earl Barlow

Chapter 14 - "Dissent by Congressman Lloyd Heeds" - Earl Barlow .

tMr. Bil edeaux urged the participants who were not responsible for chapter

presentations to independently read one Or more so that all participants could

participate in the second day of the workshop. mr. Billedeaux urged all presentors

to prepare notes and to submit the same to Mr. Thompson. The workshop/M.I.T.P.B.

meeting WWI recessed at 12100 Noon on April 14, 1977, until. 9:00 a.m. April 15, 1977.

NOTE: 04r. Henry Old Coyote gave a brief presentation to the participants

and informed them thas he, along with two other Montana indians, A. Parker and

E. Duchoneaux, were recently appointed to the U. S. Senate Select committee on

Indian Affairs. Five (5) Senators are currently working/investigating matters

pertaining to American Indians. Mr. Old Coyote stated that tkree Indian staffers

were chosen from Montana since it (Montana) was the "hot spot" in matters such

2
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48 jurisdiction, sovereignity,,ete.)

friday, April 15, 1977

Tem Pablo, Chairman, M.I.T.P.13., called the meeting to order and promptly

aigseit the workshop Moderator, Mr. Billedeaux, to preside. Mr. Billedeaux then asked

each presenter to prepare for his/her presentations. The following represents tho

"essence" of each presentations. It should be noted that the recommendations

accompanying each presentation do not reflect the thinking and/or priorities,

of ell members of the M.I.T.P.B., nor do lha reflect the Etiollelm of all of

Montana's Indian people,.but rather are the thoughts, and priorities of the

workshop participants either individually or collectively.

Chapter 1 "History of United States-Indian Relations" Dwight Billedeaux

-Comment:

"The first chapter is broken-into three parts: The Formative Yearn,
The-Strategy of Assimilation, and the Right to Choose. It is entitled
"Captive Within A Free Society, Federal Policy. and Tho American Indian."
It prepares or sets the stage for the American Indian Policy RsWiew
Commission's study. It presents the historical facts by defining the
issues, giving examples and causes and effects. It is the basis that

will sot the discussion, recomMendations anciresolutiens for this meeting.

The first section sets /ndian polici through 1871 and discusses the
following, Colonial period as it parallels that saMe Indian period.
Treaty making, War of Independence and the punishment of the Indian
tribes that allied with the British. The Conquest Theory, Secretary
ef Hay, Henry Knox's declaration that tribes were to be treated as
foreign nations. Also discussed was President Thomas Jefferson's
treatment of the Indians (neglect, take, ateal, bribe, and ignore)
so called "civilization" of Indians. His gradual process of civiliza-

tion failed. The Indian Removal Act - 1830, Intercourse Act - 1802,
Cherokee Nation v Georgiz - 1831, Worchester v Georgia - 1832--all
landmark decisions ignored by Jefferson. Removal treaties, effect of
the railroad on Indians, Mexican Session 1848, and gold discovery 1949,
further Open Indians to exploitation. Department of Interior formed

1849, withholding of annuities, were also afforded much discussion.

The second part discusses-policy develepment from 1871 to 1920. It

discusses the beginning of Indian education, Ex Parte, Crow Dog decision
1085. 'congress passed the Major Crimes Act, Great Land conspiracy,
General Allotment Act or the Dawes Act, Burke Act issues "certificates
of Competency."

The third part is "A Policy of the Future" whieh we are attempting to
analyse.

3
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In general, the chapter provided en excellent overview of U. S. policieeL
relating to American Indians,"

Recommendations,

Mr. tillodnaux stated that since the first chapter is purely informational,
-that recommendations would.be inappropriate.

Chapter 2 - "Legal Concepts in Indian-Law" . Rena Blakeslee

Comment:

"As stated in the opening Paragraph of this chapters This Commission's
charter from Congress, reflecting two hundred years of legislative and
executive action, aptly describes the relationship between the United
States and American Indian tribes as,"unique" and "special': Such word0
have repeatedly been emphasized by tho United States Supreme Court in
opinions stretching aerOss almost one and one-half centuries. ,The
unequivocal message from all three broncos of our federal government is
that Indian law and policy is a field unto itself.

It is almost always a mistake to seek answers'to Indian legal issues
by taking analogies to seemingly similar fields. 'General notions of
civil rights law and public land law, for example, simply fail to rocolve
many questions relating to American Indian tribes and individuals. This

extraordinary body of law and policy holds its own answers which are often
wholly unexpected to those unf4miliar with it.

There were pc summaries or recommendation in this chapter. Chapter 2

did, however, cover tribal sovereignty, trust relationships, Congress,
broad constitutional authority over Indian affairs, and the questioni
'Who is an Indian?' Indian tribes are governments. Because of their
sovereignty, they inherently possess all powers held by a government.
No tribes exercise the full range of their powers but there is a definite:
thrust of tribal policy for a greater use of those powers.

The United States has a special and unique duty toward American Indians.
This duty has always been recognized by tho courts and has been charac-
terized as a trust responsibility. Tho United States has the-obligation
to provide services and other appropriate action necessary to pretect
tribX, self-government. The Bureau of Indian Affairs, the primary agent
of Congress, is to provide administration of trust responsibility, and
it has been proven that the D.I.A. has used the trust doctrine as a
means to develop a heavy-handed.control.over the day-to-day affairs.
of Indian individuals and tribes."

Recomendatiortsi

"I made no recommendations on the Plenary Power of Congress on tribal
governments but I have made a few on the others:

1. All- tribes should be accorded full jurisdiction over land, people,
sec., including non-Indianst

2. State and Federal courts should be compelled to recognize tribal

4
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law and judgments of tribal Courts;

3. Political science texts should state, recognise, and teach tribal
governments;

4. Protection should bo vested in the tribal courts to enforce tribal .

laws;

5. A separate Department of Indian Affairs should be. created and the
Indians Should be able to assist in the planning;

6. B.I.A. funds should go directly to the tribes:

7. There is a need fur immediate attention being given to Indian claim .
against the government0,

8. A policy is needed to ensure trust protection and enhancement;

9. Financial'aidond legal remedies must be available/provided against
federal violatiOns of true! protection;

10. If Federal and state governments appropriate funds to determine
jurisdiction matters, the same amount of money should bo set
aside for tribal governments to use;

11. There is a need for tribes to determine a reliable definition of
"who is an Indian." A universal definition would be preferred."

Chapter 3 "Contemporary Conditions of Indians" - Unassigned

As indicated earlier,,*the participants felt this chapter should be

unassigned Since comments and recommendations would be obvious to
most Indian people.

Chapter 4 - "Indian Trust Relationships" - Ray Dupuis

Comment;

"Federal-Indian trust relationship has had a history of being aMbiguous.
Actually, the trust responsibility by the Federal Government to the

Indian has always been present. It is the interpretation of the respon-
sibilities where weaknesses are found. And those interpretations have

.resulted in varied and inconsistent policieep

Throughout the history of the trust relationship between the Federal
Government and.the Indian, there has been a conflict of interest within
the Department of Justice and the Department of Interior when legal
services were required to protect, enhance, or enforce the Indians

rights. The conflict of interest arose when other Federal Government
agencies, i.e. Bureau of Reclamation, Bureau of Land Management, Bureau
of Fish and Wildlife, and the Corps of Engineers, became involved in
making policy decisions which resulted as a direct conflict between the
responsibilities to the general public and the responsibilities to tho

Indian people. Generally, it was the Indian who suffered.

The Indians7inherent right to sovereignty must bo protected, enforced

5
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and enhanced to eliminate any further deletion of the Indians' sovereign
right.to self-government."

Recommendations .

1. "There has boon an eroding of the.trust responsibility relationship
which exists between the. Federal Government and the Indian people.
This erosion has occurred through varied and inconsistent policies.
(Which have been a. direct result of interpretations of where the -

trust responsibility begins or enda.) Halting the erosion is a
--mandate and poiitive policy must be adopted to insure pretection,

enforcement and enhancement of the trust responsibility towards the
Indians by the Federal Governments

2. There is a need for legal representation for Indians. This would
help eliminate the conflict of interest issues (State and Federal);

3. The Congress should establish an Office of Trust Rights Protection
whose duties could include but not bo limited.tot

a a. Inventorying Indian trust property;

b. Assist in management of that property;

c. Advise Indian/tribes in legal matters;

d. Represent Indians/tribes in all litigation and administrative
proceedings,

e. Etitablish field offices at axea levels for easy access by the
'Indians/tribes;

4. The Congress should inqiate a study to determine how Public Law 280
hhs affected the reservations within states who are considered 280
states;

S. There is a need for a study on Federal-Indian trust responsibility
relationships to determine if direct tribal representation is
desirable at the Congressional level;

6. There is a need for a closer working relationship between tribes
and the'Office of Management and Budget;

7. finally, there is a definite need for follow-up by a committee to
monitor the status of A.I.P.R.C. recommendations and to determine .

if any have influenced or have been adopted by the Congress."

Chapter 5 - "Tribal Government" - Roland Mannerly

Comm nte

"As stated in the chapter overviewe 'Tribal government today in at a

crossroads of history. Simply put, the question is whether tribes Are

going to be permanent, on-going political institutions exercising the
basic powers of local government or whether they are to bo transient

6
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bodies relegated to mere "service
delivery vehicles" for Federal

assistance programs: mere "Federal
instrumentalities" for the control

Of the social behavior of their own tribal membership pending their

ultimate assimilation into the dominant society which surrounds them.

This is the fundamental question for the future of Indian tribes'and

the fundamental question which the Congress must resolve in thn fermnIa-

tion of thejuture cuurse.of Faderel-Indian policy.'

In addition, Indian people are
concerned about tho role of the Bureau,

of Indian Affairs in regard to tho implementation of the U. S. trust

responsibility to Indian tia6Ple: Moreover, Indian people have registered

numerous aliegatiune and have charged the B.I.A. with;

Op

1. Directly interfering in tribal elections.

2. Usurping ono of the most basic powers of self-governmentthe

right to determine membership, by
conditioning OZA funding on BIA

determined membership qualifications.

3. Playing off one tribe against another in competition for funding.

4. Conditioning lith funding,or delivery of services on the lev61 of

of cooperatien between
tribal membets and agency or area office

employees.
1

S.. Failing to respond to tribal requests for.legal assistance.

6. Failing to respond to tribal requests for financial assistance.

7. Failing to respond to tribal requests for technical assistance.

O. Failing to assist tribes in asserting their sovereign powers.

9. Entering into leases or contracts on behalf of the tribe without

tribal approval.

10e Specifically acting to diminish tribal exercise of powers of self-

governmenti

11. Terminating tribal employees from area office employment without

notification to tribe.

12. Allocating judgment.funds without approval oftribal. council.

13. Displaying nepotism and favoritism in agency office hiring practices.

14. Withholding information on tribal trust resources from tribe.

15. Advising tribpl members to sell their land to qualify for state

welfare.

16. Failing to act upon tribal requests
for Secretarial approval of

contracts.

17. Failing to act upon tribal request for Secretarial approval of

7
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tribal ConStitutions, constitutional amendments, ordinencea,
resolutions. charters.

le. Mismanaging teibal trust sse:e and, resources.

19. Obstructing tribal.negotiations with Federal,agencittS.

O. Discouraging tribes from contracting Federal programs which would
obviate Bureau services.

21. Distributing Federal program monies in antarbitrary manner, relying
upon the broad discretionary power of the'Secretary."

Recommendation:

Mr. Kennerly indicated that he agreed with the report in gcneral and
found it to be both concise and valid. He also indicated concurrence with
all findings and recommendations as listed in the chapter. In addition,

Kennerly was adamant about the need for protection, preservation
and enlargement of the Indian land base.

_

Chapter 6 + "Federal Administration" +3Tont Whitford and Ivan Raining Bird

Comment: (Ivan Raining Bird)

'I generally agree with the statements and recommendations in the chapter.
I do, however, feel that the following should be deleted from page 12,
3rd paragraph: 'and administrative regulations..which require tribal
governments to come under state jurisdiction'

litf

eel that the content of this chapter provides an accurate, useful
eture of tha situation. In closing my comments I will road a prepared

statement from our tribal council:

'We, from Rocky Boys Reservation aro opposed to the recommendations made
by Senator Heeds. The Chippewa Cree have pending treaty ciaims. We
should request to extend the lifetime of the /ndian Claims Commission
until,such time that all Indians are satisfied.

Today the Montana Tribes aro confronted with Joint Resolution 35. This
again.is one goal that Senator Meads in pushing for (state jurisdiction). .

There are many good things that the Policy Review commission have recom-
\mended. We believe.ar a.group we should supporethese in_every way
possible.'"

Recomendations:

Mx. Raining Bird indicated that he endorsed all of thetsecommendations
in chapter 6, but offered on additional recommendation:

"The Congrens should have all monies meant for Indians go directly to
the tribes and not be channeled through states."

.
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Chapter 7 . "Seonomio Development" - Vicky Dosonia

Cement:

' "Conflict of Fedeal trust responsibility in economic development in
a rojor detriment au evidencod Ly gra management Of Indian forests,
lease lands, governmental discouragemont of land acquisition and con-
solidation, and insonsistencies in state and federal taxation. Lone
range tribal planning is impeded by the funding systems on which tribes
depend which are basically short-term. Exploitation of Indian natural

6 resources by now!Indian interests dees not result in economic development.
The goals of Self-determination and a high standard of living'Oan only
be realized if Indian people maintain control of their land and resources.
Government should encourage Indiaw.controlled programs.

2 am going to ask Mr. Lucas, from our Office, to submit a separate copment
and list of recommendations."

Recommendations:

Ma. Desonia agreed with the context of the recommendations in the
chapter but offered the following additions:

1. "Congress should encourage individual as well as tribal economic
development with continuation of the Indian Finance Ackwith
roappropriation of funds and full implementation of the loan
programs;

2. Indian.heirship problems need to be resolved in order for effective
administration and economic development. Congressional support
and funding fol)investment capital for ec&homic development is A

real,need."

Note:

Mr. Barney Old Coyote stated that he felt the economic development
chapter was not "harsh" or "direct" enough in terms of its statement
and subsequent recommendations. He felt that the chapter was too
"grant oriented" and not more appropriately "capitalistic" in view
of an approximate Indian.land base of 295 million acres and billions
of dollars ih resources. He closed by stating that Federal policies
promoted "big busieess" in terms of the investment of "Indian money."

Chapter 8 - "Sodial Services"'- Ron Sullivan

Comments

"Indian welfare recipients face a bureaucratic logjam. They must contend
with a poorly defined threo tiered system of programs on the Federal,
state and local levels. The confusion arising from these overlapping
and at times conflicting programs has led to inefficiency and abuse
in the delivery of Indian welfare and social services.

Social services programs that relate to Indian people are both under-
funded and understaffed. Whose responsibility is it? State? or

. _
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Federal? in terms of the PrOVision of Indian social services? This

needs to bo determined. This year, as an example, the Montana State

Legislature has turned down all bills relative to Indian educational

and social eórvices."

Recommendations:

K. Sullivan stated that the recommendations as outlined in the chapter

were good, but in Closing, he offered thelollowing additions:

1. State legislatures should recognize tribes as "local governments"

thus making-them eligible for this direct receipt of Federal funds.

2. Congress should endeavor to clarify Federal/state responsibilities

in relation to the rosponpibility in providing education/social

services to Aderican.Indians and Alaskan Natives.

Notes

At this time Mr. Tom Thompson stated that there was an obvious dichotomy

of purpose in ter= of tribal sovereignty/Indian self-determination vs.

educational and social programs that in general are "compensatory" in

nature. He further stated that as long as tribes are not semi or totally

independent financially, and as long as the Federal and state governMents

'contifelled the funds and programs, that these would always be "strings

attached." Mr. Thompson recommended that the Federal Government be asked

to formally recognize its basic legal obligation to provide Indian

educational and social services.

Chapter 9 - "off Reservation Indians" - Pat Morris

Comment:

I. Introduction

..."Indians who remain in cities and those Who migrate to and from

the cities have special needs and their fulfilment is based on

certain Indian rights which must be recognized"

II. Major policy idsue

. How far does trust responsibility extend:

Historical Overview

Government has not recognized their responsibility for the creation

of off reservation Indians through assimilation programs.

'Government view is that to move off the reservation in

to break trust status and move toward assimilation

examples: (a) Dawes Act/Goneral Allotment Act of 1877

(b) Off Reservation Boarding Schools

(e) Relocation Programs
Result is the movement of Indians from tribal lands into cities.

10
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-COnelusion

"Federal government after creating Urban migration has failed
to provide adequate services and address the special needs of
Indian people, partieularily in the areas of housing, health
and employment.

HistoricalWthe executive Branch has tried trust relationship to land
Yet, no court, act of congress or constitutional provision etataa
trust rosponsibility "stops at the rOsorvation gate'

IV. In Brief

Government View:

Indian trust is equated with land
assumption that if Indian loaves the reservation he is
'Consciously forsaking his heritage and tribe.

Indian-View

Indian trust includes land and individual people of tribe

Indian leaves reservation because of government proding and."...
lack of housing, employment and education programs on the
reservation.

Indian does net forsake his/her heritage. The overwhelmine
majority of off reservation Indians continue to be tribal
menOorit'

Failure of reservation to support all tribal members is a
function of government planning.

Yet
...the Federal Government refused and largely still refuses

to recognize any overall trust responsibility to provide
services to off reservation Indians"

Recommendations:

Rearionse

Recommend:

Federally funded urban Indian Centers which aro the focus of
Indian managed urban human services related to housing, health
and employment.

1. emergency situations
2. personal and financial counseling
3. referral and non-reservation orientation
4. insure flow of public monies

t,2 4 6
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Row the Urban Indian Centers would be organized

1. Redirect Federal, State and local programs to Indian
Centers for adeinistration.

Only programs for which tribes would not eligibha
would be involved. i.e. Urban program funds

2. At no time would tho Indian Center "take,' over the
relationShip between.the tribal government and the
tribal member

3. Tribal government would be a viable alternative. Tribes
could assist and monitor funde for urban Indians."

At the end of Chapter 9 is a list of recommendations concerning Urban
off-reservation Indiana (9-19) to which Mr. Morris'indicated a general
concurrence.

Mr. Morris clo6ed by calling attention to page 9-9, paragraph 1, second,
sentences "...that the exclusion, of non-reservation Indians..." Re
further stated that "non-reservation" had a distinct difference in
connotation from "off-reservation" and that A'non" should be changed to
"off".

Chapter 10 - "Terminated Tribes" - Karen Fenton

comeones

°Termination refers to an entire ere of Federal-Indian relations, it was
an era when the U. S. extended its assimilation philosophy to diminish
'ell in some instances end Federal responsibility to, and protection of,
Indian tribes. Some of the indicated explanations for that particular
era are:

(1) notion that the way to cure poverty among Indians was to integrate
them into the dominant society;

(2) Indian and Congreseional disguSt at bIA oporations;

(3) preceived inadequacy of law and order on or near reservations;

(4) desire of non-Indians to obtain valuable tribal lands;

(5) Federal Governments desire Up shift its economic expenditures
"burden" to the states.

In a technical sense, termination refers to those 13 legislative acts
which authorized procedures for cessation of the Federal-Indian relation-
ships of particular tribes. Not all tribes slated for termination were in
fact terminated. There is a current question as to the legality of some
of the terminations of the California Ranchnrias. This question has been
raised because of the failure of the Federal Government to follow
statutorily mandated procedures. Non-compliance raises many legal
issues including the potential liability of the U. S. for unlawful
termination. many view that court action against the U. S. would be
favorable,

12
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The termination era waS an out-growth of a century ofaseimilation
policies.

'41,tecommendations:

Ms. Fenton closed by stating that abe was in concurrence with the .
chapter recommendations.

Chapter 11 "Unrecognized Indians" - Karen Fenton

Comments

Ms. Fenton began by quoting from tho chapter introductions

"The Executive Branch of the United States fails to administer Indian
programs to a number of Indian tribes. With the singular exception of
specific termination acts, there is no legal basis for the Executive
Branch's exclusion of tribes from its general services to Indians,.and there
4s no legitimate foundation for administrative discretion in identifying
the Indian services population. Through a number of historical circum-
stances or coincidences, tribes wine simply ignored or forgotten.
Because these tribes ha"e been forgotten, their rights to land and self-

'determination'have been o\'erlooked as well an their rights td federal
' Indian programs. 'May, mrny of these tribes have land title problems,

jurisdictional questions, poor health, few educational opportunities,
and economic difficulties; yet,the Bureau of Indian Affairs offers them
no assistance in these areas. Many state and county governments are
perplexed by the nebulous political status these tribes hold."

Recommendations:

Ms. Fenton stated that in general she disagreed with the recommendations
of the dhapter unless recommendations such as the following were contingent
upon increased,Congressional appropriations commensurate with non-
recognized tribal memberships

1. 4hejederal Government should extend its Indian programs to all
---Armaen tribes.

2. To dispel administrative hesitations and to clarify the intention of
Congress, Congress should adopt in a concurrent resolution a statement
of policy affirming its intention to recognize all Indian tribes as
eligible for the benefits and protections of general Indian legisla-
tion and Indian policy; and directing the Executive Branch to serve
all Indian tribes.

Chapter 12 - "Special Circumstances--Alaska-Oklahoma-California" - Unassigned

As indicated earlier, the workshop participants felt that this chapter
could be addressed boa: by American Indian/Alaska Native people who
reside in the aforemeAtioned states.

13
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Chapter 13 "Miseallaneousl - Hari Barlow

COmmentt

"There is throughout most levels of American society a substantial
lack of knowledge concerning the legal, aocial, and 'political ntotes
of Indian people and tribes and their history on this continent."

Recommendstionst

.Mr. Berle, indicated a general concurrence with the recommendations
of this c. apter including the initial recommendation as listed on
page 13-1:1

"Congress by appropriate legislation should provide funds for the
develops-int of educational programs concerning Indian people." .

In closing, Mr. Barlow offered the following additional recommendations,

1. Appropriate federal officials working in cooperation with rep-
resentatives of tribal governments should study tribal governments
and formulate a process by which such governments will bo periodically
reviewed by Indian people and recommended changes voted upen'by
eligible tribal electors.

3. The B.I.A. should be studied and restructured if necessary in order
to make it more responsive to the needs of Indian people. A greater
proportion of funds end services should bo channeled directly to
the people. Overhead or administrative costs'of the 8.I.A. are too
high and must be redaced. Also, the high ratio of B.I.A. and
employees to Indians must be reduced. I

3. Indian preference for employment in the 8.I.A. and I.H.S should be
continued and fUnds provided tor training and recruitment of Indians
to fill vacated positions.

4. An adequate land base is essential to the survival of Indians residing
on Indian Reservations. Population pressure and a dwindling land
base are two factors which have forced Indian people to migrate to
urban areas. A program to maintain the current land base and expand
the haPe in the future should bc assigned a high priority.

5. The heirship policy which governs the inheiritance of Indian allotments
is unrealistic and should be changed. In many instances there are
so many heirs that none benefits from the land. A funding proaram
should be sat up whereby the land can be purchased for the benefit
of the tribe.

6. The value of tribal natural resources has be estimated at nearly one
hurdrad billion dollars and yet the material poverty of Indians is
the worst in the nation. Most economic development plans benefit
non-Indians more than Indians. Economic plans which will benefit
Indians and which aro consistent with tribal desires should be de-
veloped and implemented.

2 9
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Chapter 14 "Dissent by Congressilan, Uloyd Maeda" - earl Barlow

a

COMMUlts

"Congressman Meads states that since he had "serious and subetantial
'disagreement. with the Commission'e findings and recommendations" he
retained through the Commission, Frederick J. Martone of the Ariatina
bar to work with him in evaluating the Commission's report. HO charges
the Commission was now.objective and the Majority Report is the product
of one sided advcsearsy in favor of American Indian Tribes. He stateS,
"Congress will either have to autherice another commieSion to ascertain
the views of nen-Indians, tho states, and the United States or perform
that function on its own."

He admits that because of the Commission's schedule that he had "neither
the time nor the resources bOi adequately evaluate, critique, and .
recreate the report."

However, he challenges "unwarranted findings and conclusions" in tho
report. Those include tribal sovereignty, lerisdiction, trust respon-
sibility, social welfare programs,sovereign immunity, assertion of state
claims, regulatory power of tribes over off-reservation webers, and
definitional problems associated With the wOrds "Indian" and "Tribe."

Legislative Rocommendationss (By Reeds)

1. Congress enact legislation directly prohibiting Indian courts from
exercising criminal jurisdiction over any Person, whether Indian or
non-Indian, who is not a member of the Indian tribe which operates
the court in question.

2. Congress enact legislation prohibiting Indian courts from exercising
civil jurisdiction over any person, whether Indian or non-Indian, who
ie not a member of the tribe which operates the eourt in question,
unless the non-Indian defendant expressly and voluntarily submits
to the jurisdiction of the tribal court after the claim arises upon
which the suit is brought.

3. Congress enact legislation providing that states shall have the same
power to levy taxes, the legal incidence of which falls upon non-

Indian activities or property, on.indian reservations as they have
off Indian reservationsA

4. Congress expressly prescribe taxation of non-members or property of
non-members by Indian tribes.

Public Law 93-580 clearly, concisely, end explicitly sets forth the
congressional findings of the Federal Government's historical and
special legal relationship with hmerican Indian people and declares
that two comprehensive review of Indian affairs be conducted. The law

specifically mandates that five of the eleven Commissioners be Indians
and each investigating task force shall have a majority of whom shall be
of Indian descent.

lc
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Tbe ems created nmd prgeniied aS specified by P.L. 93-500
and the majority teteart fully reflects the intent ue the law.

Generally, at the outset, Federally recognized Indians residing on
reservations were critical of the Cemmission because in their Judgement
too much representation waS given to urban and non-federally recognized
Indians.

Congressman Mead's findinge and conClusion are inadequately decumented
and exhibit sstrong anti-Indian Mee. His dissent is not objective".

Recommeedakiops;

1. Congressman Heed's Minority Report and especially his legislative
recommendation should be totally rejected..

2. The use of A.I.P.R.C. resourcee to retain Frederick J. Mareone
should be investigated'by Congress and determine if this action was
in keeping with the law.

3. His contention that "American Indian Tribes lost their soveignty
through discovery, conquest, cession, treaties, statutes and
history" is indefensible and flies in the faCo of the ideals to
which this nation subscribes. His contention should be vigorously
challenged and buried forever.

4. He cites as fact "that American Indian tribes were conquered nnd
subordinated to the will of the peaple of the united States".
The supposition of "might makeS right" and " two wrongs make a
right" is inimical to concepts held Sacred by American citizens and
must be rejected.

Conclusion.

At the completion of all chapter presentations and recommendations,
the participants were asked to inform their Tribal Councils of the
workshop proceedings. The participants were then informed that the
workshop data would be compiled and mailed as soon as possible. The
workshop meeting adjourned at 1:30 p.m. Preday, April 15, 1977.
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APPENDIX.A

MONTANA INTERTLTBAL POLICY BOARD

MEMORANDUM: A. I. P. R. C.

APRIL'6, 1977

I.
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April 6, 1977

MI MORALNDUM
TO;

FROM;

SUBJECT;

All Tribal Chairmen
All MITPD Delegates
All Interested Individuals or Organizations

Ttiomat E.'Pablo, Chairman
Montana Inter-Tribal Policy Board

Emergency Board Meeting April 14-15, 1977

As Chairman of the Montana Inter-Tribal Policy Board,
I am calling an EMERGENCY MEETING April 14-15, 1977,
which will be held at the Presidents Conferonce Room,
Montana Hall, on the Campus of Montana State Univers ty,
Boseumn, Montana, starting promptl; at 9100 A.M. oCh day.

If you need further directions, plasm, call Mr.\4; hart
Peragoy, Director, Native American StUdies at 994 3S 1.

The purpose of this meeting is to roview and make
recommendations on the tontativo report from the
American Policy Roview Commission.

Because of Mt. Earl Barlow's involvoment with the
Commission, he will be tho Coordinator of this mooting.
Two membors from the Commission will also attend to
provida the Tribes with assistance.

',there are 13 Chapters and a Dissent by Congressmen
Lloyd Needs in tho tentativo final roport of tho
American Indian Policy Review Commission. Tho Tribes
havo until kpril 23, 1977, to make their commants
known to the Commission.
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.
MITPD MEMORANDUM
April 6, 1977'
Page 2

To facilitate a review of the'report on April 14-15, each Tribe

is requested to be prepared to make a presentation on 2 chapters

of the report. Bach Tribe should be prepared to make

recommendations on their assigned chapters.

BLACKEEET

Chapter 1 History Of United States - Indian .Relations

Chapter 2 Legal Concoipts in Indian Law

CROW

Chapter 3 Contemporary Conditions of Indians

Chapter 4 .Federal - Indians Trust Relations

FLATHEAD

Chapter 5
Chapter 6

Tribal Government
Federal Administration

-FORT BELKNAP

Chapter 7 Economic Development
-1Chapter 8 Social Services

FORT PECK

Chapter 9 Off-Reservation
Chapter 10 Terminated Tribes

NOWHERE CHEYENNE

Chapter 11 Unrecognized Indians
Chapter 12 Special Circustances - Alaska-Oklahoma-California

ROCKY BOY

Chapter 13 Miscellaneous
Dissent by Congressmen Lloyd Seeds

LANDLESS

If the Landless have received copies of this report, we are asking

0 you to consider any of_the chapters that are pertinent to you and

that you be able to make a presentation.

25 4
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MITPD MEMORANDUM
April 6, 1977
Page 2

Summaries of the completed workshops and recommendations made
by the Idaho Inter-Tribal Policy Board, along with evaluation
forms to be used at this meeting will be submitted in the next
couple of (Jaya.

We would like to extend an invitation to all interest and
involved individuals or organizations to attend this meeting.

Agenda attached.

p/s 'AS National Association of Counties-Indian Task Force will
be meeting in Helena, Montana, April 26-27, 1977, at the
Colonial Inn in the ExecUtive Room.

--April 26th they will be making a presentation on the tentative
final report of the Anerican Indian Policy Review Commission.

April 27th they will probably draft recommendations adverse to
:the Commission's findings.

Looks like a MOD effort. If you can, please plan on attending.
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MONTANA INTER4MIDAL POLICY BOAAD

AGENDA
April 14-15, 1977

Prosidonts Conforence Room
Montana H411

Mentana State University
Bozoman, Montana

APRIL 14, 1977 ORDER OP BUSINESS

9100 A.M. Call to order by i'homas E. Miablo, Chairman - MITTS

Ceremony prayer

Roll Coll

Introduction of Tribal Chairmen and.any delegation present

9430 A.M.. Overall Review of the American.Indian Policy Review
Commission by Mr. Earl Barlow.

10400 A.M. Presentation of reviews and recommendation by the
individual tribes.

12400 le.M. LUNCH

1430 P.M. Continuation of recommendations'.

5s00 P.M. Recess

APRIL 15, 1977

9400 A.M. Call.to order by Thomas E. Pablo, Chairman - MITPB

Ceremony Prayor

Roll Call

Introduction of Tribal Chairmen and any delegation present

9830 A.M. Cempiling and writing of recommendations.

12800 P.M. LUNCH

1830 P.M. Closed Executive Board meeting.

2830 P.M. Adjournmont
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APPENDIX B

A. I. P. R. C. maw? PARTICIPANTS
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WORKSHOP.PARTICIPANTS

1. Ray Dupuis. " B.Z.A. Ronan, MT

2. TomPablo Confederated Salish fi Kootenai Dixon, MT

Council Mambos

3. Bonny Morigeau

:

Confodoratod Salish I Kootenai Dixon, MT

), Council Member ,
n

4. Ivan Raining Bird Rocky Boys COuncil Member Box Elder. MT

5. Vicky Desonia Coord. of Indian Affairs Office Helena, MT

;

6. Joe W. Show Blackfoot Tribal Council Member .
Browning, MT

7. Roland Konnorly Blackfoot Billings, MT

p. Earl Barlow A.I.P.R.O. Task Force 95 Browning, MT
4

9. Barney Old Ceyote ,.. .N.T.C.A.
Washington, DC

.. .. .

10. Urban Boar Don't Walk M.I.T.P.B.
Billings, MT

11.. Ron Sullivan Montana Indian Legislative Office Helena, MT

12. Tom Whitford D.I.A. Billings, MT

13. Rona Blakeslee M.I.T.P.B.
%flings, MT

14. Karen Fenian
Confederated Wish I Kootenai Tribes Dixon, MT

15. Dwight Billedeaux Browning Public Schools Browning, MT

16. Henry Old Coyote U.S. Senate Select Staff Washington, DC

17. Aurice Show Blackfoot Browning, mT

18. Donnis Bear Don't Walk Crow ,Billings. MT

19. Tom Thompson Chairman, N.A.C.I.E. Browning, MT

20. C. Petricca Morris NAB. M.S.O. Bozeman. MT

21. Robort Van Gouton NAB, M.S.U. Bozeman. MT

22. Carmon Taylor Student, M.S.U. Wiseman, MT

23. Mauford King Studont, 14.8.0.
Bozeman. MT

24. Walter Haoing Student, 14.8.11.
Bozeman, MT

25. Edna Hioth Student, M.S.U. Bozeman, MT
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APRENDIX C

H.
AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION

P. L. 91-t580
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American Indian Policy Review Comaission

Throughout the history-of Federal-Indianieveldtions there has never

been a compreheneire appnaath by the Congyess and the executive that

dealt effectively witb Indian problems anil, et the lone time, efficiently

fulfilled Indian needs.

As.a result, Indian policy has been shaped by a fragmented, piece-

Deal approach which served to inhibit,.rathem,than promote Indian

dowlopment and has directly led to the deep despair and frustration

vented in the occupation of.the Bureau of IndianAffairs and the siege

, ..
'offtunded Knee.

Forty seven years-110e gone by since the last comprehensive stbdy

of Indian Affairs was conducted. It has come down to us as the Mariam

lisam'which was conducted by the Institute for cmarnmentjtesenrckin

1921, The MeriapiReport helped foster a climate of Congressional aware-

.

mess of tribal concerns which in turn led to widespread reharms of the

l930's, including the 1914 Indian Reorganization Act. -In the inter-

vening years the original intent of these reform policies has been com-

promised and dirtorted.through administrative ignorance and neglect.

Now, finally, the urgency of the problems and the confusion as to Indian

pals and methods of attainilg them have led to the creation of the

-- American Indian Policy Review Commission. Consisting of three Senators,

tht...22.22reaeres, five Indian members, and supported by a dis- .

tinguished'usk force of 27 specialists, it will have the power, quali-

fications, and. Indian participation to explore all et thp major problem

.. ems. 7he Oammission will be able to submit recommendations ftoM which,

the Congress may legislate meaningful approaches to fulfill the present

Aind fUture needs of Indian people and chart the course of American Indian

history for the next century.

v' .....17I
i Aric 7 1977 !

11

4 l.:777-i ..:A-77...1111
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Public Law 934110

CONGRESSIONAL EINOINos

The (ongress. after earful review of the Federal Gawerninerit's Itistoriral anal special legal relationship with Amer Irma
Indian prople. finals that

(a) the pole y imialranradltag II 1i. ttbliallislalp ha% shifted and thawed with attain:nig ailmenstrations anal piesina
years, witlinut apparent rational airmen and %Munn a ronvistent gnat is arlalete Indian self.auffirienrs,

(b) there 114. been nu general romprrlariona. retie« of rimilmt of Indian albite, by thr I m1141 !Wk. Mg
cohere:at int roe:ant:I raf the mans prolalent and ism. liii a,Ia au iii lii. a imilitrt ol Indian :titans suite the
Milan Iteport "oldie tril las the liotione for r in Its and

(r) iii varring mil ti, smalvf at. plena, InaUvr allrt Indian 411.1als. II as illtjarratalr 1101 llir 1:tinte.
thlw mope writ a ompradtrnehe rviw or 3frair. hike rombirted.

IlECI.AHATIt c rh.' nun ISE

Congress &ChM; that it is timely and etimilial to minshart a emnprefiensite retiew of the hist al anal treat alealInil.
ments underlying. thr Indians unialtir relatimiship with 11w Federal tinerrnment in order to determine the natter and
Me of necessary revisions in the fnrmulation of policies and programs for the benefit of Indians

Resolved tav Mt Senate and House of Reptesenmtires of the United States of -Wooled in ConMll assembled, That
(a) In order to carry out the purposes described in the preamble hereof anal as further set out herein. there is hereby

created the Ameria..in In lien Naha:), fir Commission. hereinafter referred to as the "Commission".
(b) liar Commosi an shall be comp, d of elmen members. as follow

(I) three Nlenthers of the Senate appoinred hy the eresident pro tempura of the Senate, two (rom the majority
part) and saw hum the ntir ttttt parts:

(2) three %lembe-s ant the House of Representatives sppointed Ity the Speaker to( the House of Representatives.
two from Oar majority party and one from the minority party: anal

(3) fits boban members as provided in stdoectimi (r) air this reetinu.
. (c) At its organisatimi meeting, the members of the Camtmission apj teal pursuant to section (14(1) anal (b)(2) so

this section shall Aryl hum among their member, a Chairman and a Vier Chairman, Inintraliatels thereafter. such ntem.
ben shell select. lay majority tide. lite Indian -111,11111PM of the Commissinn from the bialian minium:ay. as follows;

(I) three memben shall lac selected foam Indian tribes that are recognized hy the Frueral Government;
(2) one member shall 6 effected to rrp..sent urban !earflaps: and
(.1) One member shall ' «has is a member or an Indian grnup not remising! by the Federal Government.

None of the Indian menther shall be entpinyees of the Federal Gmenintent concurrently with thMr term of service uh
the Commionnit nor shall thane be more than unr numther hont any one Indian tribe.

(d) Vacancies in the m.maiirmliip of :he Commission shall not affect the power of the remaining members to execute
the functions of the Commission and shall be filled in the same manner as in the case uf the original appointment.
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(e) Sin member. of the Commission shall emotitote Immo. hot a smaller manful, at tleiermineil by the Cononts.

sloth may eloodnet In alitt.'s: Pent toted That at least 11111, rongretsional menthe, ust he'pretelkt at me! Catimmoototo hearing.

(1) Min hers of the Conoes.. wino mt tommbers. f the Co tttt mission shall ',roe ithoot ono compensamoil other 111,111

(hit royhili for thijr wnit rt. ga Umber. uf ErsrigtMe. WI they nosy snitnimrsed for trawl, suloisteiter. god other

necessity orrows Unlined by them in the prithantattre of duties vested itt the I:111811181.11.11.

(g)'fbe Indian ittentiones ot the l'autunissitio shall serene ettnipetontiout for ench tlas twit itzetolo ro Oar uipigoil iii air

ind prrfolnimirt. ol duties sestrti ill the Commission nt a :lath, rate not too s enell the olly slitinds°111 1.1 II" nus

annual nottipensat ttttt that m.a im paid to rtnpiti)ens of tin. Lotted States hurh.mich titeuttocr 1110 I

ftimblitarif fist travel espenses. including per diem in lieu of 'Moistener.
Set 2. IL shall 14, 21s. stuiti tlf the Cominisoion iii tunis jt, riltil M41141.41. ilivestwation end stud) tof Indian affairs

Sind the seq. of sorb ditty %hall izssiznhs. Intl shall mot he I led too

all) a .satit oas of the f:latotinotoo, =ins, ',Wide, 1211114A s otIkr too

determine the attruoutes ot the ilsn relationship bet mean the Vrulsiai t bite .111 41111 1111114111 Ifliss...11111

11111111 and other riarirMrena they possess:

nepLa smiew stwates.... mud a....plsas. of the Federal aglx.ies titan:ell with prothrtile: Indian

resources and proo Wing sentety to Indians; i'reluied, 1 hat such rnt 15w shall include a management study of the

Bureau of Indian Affaim utilizing experts from the public and pritate sector:

an autiatipn of the stajks and auttLfro, fur insamitsp Feilerid recognition and estentling srvices tci

!Aliso conzamities Juisi
af(3) the eldkaan and roxantput of date necessary to undemand the extent of Indian needs which presmoiy

exist or will exist in the near future:
(5) an Aublyairn a the feaoilidoe of iljaLatice cr Ilalks which could fully represent Indiais . at the

xstional !rid of Gusernment to provide Indiana with aximum partkipation in pulley formation and program

development:
(6) g itinsilleratiwit or allemativ suing: to Ltjal,Ibm Imo grjuutuat so that tile tribes might fully represent

their menthers and, at the VAMP tone, guarantee the in:illuminei n:hts o( mohniduod lothatts: and

el?) ihe reetimtnendatiun sin+ ...lification of etigaimlaws, proveilures, retulations, 12k.4191. Intl EatiwA

tri Will. in the judgment of therutontisstom beat serve to carry out the pultry and sleelaratnnl of purpuses as set

out above.

POWERS OF TIIE COMNIIFSION.

see. 3. (a) The Commission or, on authorization of the Commiminn Ale r 'tier of two or more members is

authorised, ha the purposes of carrying out the provisions of this resolution. If sit and ant at rush places and Immo

during the sessions, rceesscs. and adjourned perimls of Comm, cULafr I.v (he attendanee iii

such witnesses and the production of such books,
papersand documents. Iii adutonoter sorb sunlit, and alfiroint s. to

take such testimony to procure such printing and hinding. and in make inch expenditures, as it deems advisable, The

Commission may make such roles respecting its organisation stud procedures as it deems necessary, except that no reeun

mendstion shall be reported from the Commisaiun unless a majority of the Commission assent. Upon the authors:anon

of the Commission subpenas may be issued uter the signature of the Chairman of die Gommitsion or of any member

designated by him or the Commission. and may by served by such perom or prsons as may tor 'designated It, such Chair.

man or member. The Chainnan of the Commission or any member thereof may administer Oaths or affirmations to

Witnesses.
' (h) The provision* of seething 19:: throiagb 194. inclusive, of title 2. United States Cude, shall aply in the Capt.

of any Isamu iii .my witness& to comply with any sulopeon...ohro sum ttttt tied under this sction.

(e) TheLogollylou is 1intlioriied to =4; Iron: any epartment. agency. ist inrtrsszuisuuiahii of the ezectoisr

imam+ of the Gmerument any information it deem, iweemary to carry out its finietinsis under this resolution and each

sub deparbnent, agency, or instrumentality is suthorized and directed to furnish such information to the Comm:won

sad to eonduct such studies and surveys as may be etquested by the Chairman ur the Vire; Cita:man when arum: as

Cullman.
(d) If the Commission requires of any witness or of any Government agency the prodmiion suf any material.

whkh have theretofore Innen submitted to a Government agency on 'a confidential basis. and the confidentiality uf those

materials is protected by statute, the material so produced shall be held in confidence by the Commission.

2 62
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INVESTIGATING TASK FtHICES .
or

Set. 4. (a) As soon ss p c skald. after the oryanisation of the Cositnumion. the Coninowion ihll. for the piopl.-e

t f detrivia (al. and Howl 0 , i ilizr431) weeny out its rennouabilitira inirguant tip Persson 2 of this roalistisus,
1 .appoint ±_rmr.h...dm . tali (21: 0 br umipsnrd of glue eaves. smia.111 of «hum shall be of Wien descent. Stott

.. *Muth itivViling. lost not Minted 1.

(I) triot reeporwilsrli4 told Freirrai.lodian rrhadonaliip. inriuding treaty miry:
. (2) tribel gliternsuessu

(3) Federal eilionliatUlion and Manure of Indian affairs;
(4) Federal, Slaw, and triiieljunsdietiont
CILLAiliztjglagn,,,

ci
(6) Indisn.hralth;
(7) nun anon development;
09 urban, noel nonresensation, terminated, and nnufedually recognised Indians; and
(9) Indian law revision, consolidation, end codification.

(b) (1) Such tut forges shall hive such powers and authorities, In urrying out their reaponsibilities,-ar shall hr

conferred upon Om by the Commiesion, eeeept that they shell lieve=power to issue subpenas or to administer 1,ftns

ot affirmations: Provided, That they may call upon the Commission or any committee thereof, in Threommiwion't
dlecretion, to mist them in securing any testimony, materiel., documents, or other Information neeeseary for their

investigation and study.
(I) The Commission shall require each talc forte to mile paten onetsrly reada to the Commission on

the pnasmof the lash hares end, in the discretion of the Commission, snag, przagatisi detail watt. In order to

fame the emulation of data in the final report and recommendationi of the Commtssion, the away-a um CgagLis.
&gal cominete ihe lagradent tarts pi te telt fgre gam.

(a) I mke comisqon nay Aie the co/Dentition of the members of such task forces et a este not toexceed the

daily equivalent of the higheet rate of annual compentaan Diet rira7.1aeliehfto employee* oftfiTgliTMG7;irssate

. generally. V/ A 0.
(d) The Commission shell, puteuent to section 6, insure that the teak forces ere oroyided will:LA[1=w staff' .

=Igo In addition to that authoneed under section 6 (a), to carry out the projects aligned to them,
im(e) Ed teak forte appointed by the Commission 64 within to yen from the date, of the appointment of its

slam, Lgbait ITIrantmluion its ilnal report Of investiestion and study together with ucommendatine ;heron.

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION

Sev. S. (e) Uppg,the report of the suit forces made pursuant to section 4 hereof, the Commission shell review
and compile such reports, together with its indepengro rindinii, into a final report. Within fie months after the reports
of the investigating task torus, the Commission shati gypati its Nei tenon, together withreroMmegstations thereon, to

the tryggent of the Simla and'rha SpeOr of the House of Repteauustives. The Commission shall cease to exist sic
months after submtuion oi said final report but not later than June 30,1977. All records end papers of the Commission

shall thereupon be delivered to the Administrator of the General Services Administeation for deposit in the Archives of

the United States.
(b) Any recommendation of thu Commission Invol.tig the Rogow of legislation shell be referred by the

Pruldent of the Senate or the Speeker of the House of ilepruentatives to the appri_Innate sjandipg committee of the
Senate end House of Representatives, respectively, and such committees shall make,ode. port thereon to the respective

hoses within two years of such Wm], "Ivs
COMMISSION STAFF

Set 6. (a) The Commission may by record YON of a majority of the Commistinn members, appoint a Director
of the Commission, a General Counsel, one prufeultmel staff menthe.. and three Costal watantA. The Commicion

.oluill proscribe the duties and responsibilities of such staff members rid tie their compensation at per annum groA rates
noels excess of the per annum rate, of compensation prescribed for employees uf standing cumuli ccccc of the Semite.

(b) In carryina out any of its functions under this res.........on. the Commission iv authorised to utilize the
undue, Information, facilities, and personnel of the Litecutive departments and agencies of the Government. and to
procure the temporary oe intermittent unites of experts of COnsidtants Of organinuuns thereof by contract st rati4

*. of eompenution not in estess of the daily equwaJent of the highest per annum rate uf compeneation that may be paid
to employees of the Senate generally.

Sae. 7. Then is hereby authorised to be appropriated a sum not to exceed 12.500,000 to any out the pro,
Ketone of this resolution.

_trot I ye ofr .te# th.; r ta CIIMPS;CS854. 'Pk. i pa garrt t recas.e....6 ar. s s .1
.

col,,,,,,...: 4 0...,Ti , .li e I am:, fr.' 4Nsi rtio4.1' I r4goame Sir 46 + 'pa teem. rt Se..14#3,44-
..: (.. 415.0.; r cokkm...).

.3 pg. Ift. p.-fi T *.o 4rer
C.,,,,,,:tt. , ltf.0- t% p a 1....f s'y f.. itsse. 1,,:r1iss x yee.b.

2 3
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DATE: April 20, 1977
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AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVICW COMMISSION
Comonrss or ma LINITIEO STATES

Mina Orraes Swam Arca M. a
la me ID Stmts. SW.

WASHINGTON. D C. Win
MOM 11014134U0

Montana Indian Tribal Councils

FROM: Earl J. Barlow

REs American Indian Policy Review Commission's Tentative Final Repert

I have enclosed a copy of the report of persons who participated in t

workshop sponsored by the Montana Inter-Tribal Policy Board. The purpose

of the workshop was to give tribal representatives an opportunity to review

the Tentative Final Report of the American Indian Policy Review Commission

and formulace cortoonts and recommendations for the Final Report.

.Since the report had to be sent to the Commission postmarked no later than

April 23, 1977, it was impossible to wait for fetdback from tribal representa-

tives and individuals. Therefore, if you desire to make comments, I suggest

you comonnicate directly with the Commission prior to April 23, 1977.

Anerican Indian Policy Review Commission
Nouse Office Building Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20515

Telephone: (202) 225-1284

G5
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53oanthz43 cAttia Slafioots,
SCIOOOL, DISTRICT NO, 0

Zooming, cOnoniana 59417

April 21, 1977

.Ancrican Indian Policy Review Commission
Mouse Office Building Annox #2
2nd and D. Streets, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Sires

Please find onclosed a copy of an A.I.P.R.C. Workshop report. The report is

the product of a two day workshop iS hosted by tho Montana Inter-Tribal Policy

Board. Contained within are A.I.P.R.C. "Tontative Final Report" chapter
presentations and recommendations as genoratod by workshop participants.

Tito workshop participants hereby respectfully submit their recommondations
and input for this historic study.

c

TT/er

cc. T. Pablo
E. Barlow
R. Slakoslee

Sincerely yours,

Tom Thompson ()
A.I.P.R.C. Workshop Recorder

2 66
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
Nome Agency
P.O. Box 1108

Nome, Alaska 99782

April 8, 1977

Honorable James S. Abourezk, Chairman
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streets, SW. .

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Senator Aboureaks

I have just completed my review of the American Indian Policy Review
Commission's tentative Final Report and would like to make the follow-
ing comments as pertains to Chapter 12, Special Circumstances - Alaska:

1. Under Findings Number 5 and 6 and Recommendations Number 2, I find
that the situation in Northwestern Alaska is exactly opposite to the
Tlingit-Haida attitude that the Regional entity is the tribe. my
recommendation is that any reference to recognizing the Tlingit and
Heide Indians as a single tribal entity should be omitted or the
villages within the Bering Straits and NANA Regions should be added as
recognized tribal eoverning bodies. Congress should not enact legis-
lation prescribing the order of preference in which applications for
benefits under federal laws will be received. This should be the first
decision made by the Indian groups in fulfilling their desire to attain
a full measure of self-determinatien.

2. I have read the entire report and someone did a great deal of work.
I fully agree with all other Alaskan recommendations, particularly
those that expedite conveyance of lands to Indian entities and reserva-
tion of essential easements.

CC:

Sincerely yours,

Gary T. Longley, Sr.
Superintendent

John Borbridge, Jr., Sealaska

2
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DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
921 Tenth Street, Sacramento, CA. 96814
(916) 446-4776

2.75

lOA0010 0. $10,01 J. Gnaw

April 18, 1977

VIM

The Honorable Sidney Yates
Chairman, Interior Subcommittee
House Appropriations Committee
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

Dear Congressman Yates:

This Department, through its Indian Assistance Program, currently provides
technical asSiStence and a range of services to Indians living on or near
trust lands. These activities of the Department are designed to assist
tribes to meet their housing and community development needs and to use to
the greatest possible benefit the State and federal funds available for that
Purpose. Over the lest two years, the Indian community has expressed to us
their concern about the funding provided by the BIA to its Sacramento Area
Office and we have accordingly been carrying out research into the nature
and level of this funding. We have found that there is in fact serious
underfunding which in our view requires remedial action by Congress and
the BIA.

An examination Of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (111A) Budget data since 1969
reveals that California Indians have not been receiving a fair share of BIA
allocations based either on the service population or on the needs and that
action is required to rectify the present inequitable fundfng levels. Table I
shows that BIA allocations to the Sacramento Area Office Of the BIA (encompass-
ing the State of California) since Fiscal Year 1969 have ranged between 0.8%
nd 1.9% of the national total despite the fact that the BIA recognizes a
population of 36,255 Indians on or near reservations in California, which ts
6.7% of the total estimated BIA service population.

House Concurrent Resolution No. 108 of 1953 which declared federal intent to
terminate responsibility for Indian services in CalifOrnia initially served
as justificatton for the low funding levels accorded the Sacramento Area.
However, the federal government has long since repudiated the policy of
termination and withdrawal of services. Congress formally enacted such a
policy of self-determination and continuing assistance with the passage of
the Indian Self-Determination Act of 1976 which states, in part:

"Congress declares its commitment to the maintenance of the federal
government's unique and continuing relationship with, and responsi-
bility to, the Indian and to the establishment of a meeningful
Indian self-determination policy which will permit an orderly tran-
sition from federal domination of programs providing services to
Indians to effective and meaningful participation by the Indian
people in the planning, conduct, and administration of these pro-
grams and services."

.2 68
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Honorable Sidney Yates
April 18, 1077
Page Two

Despite repudiation of the termination policy and although there have been
some increases in BIA allocations to the Sacramento area over the last
decade, California Indians living on or near reservations will receive only
$346.16 er capita in fiscal year 1978. compared to a national average
(including California) of $1,199.32.

According to Mr. Conger, Chief Statistician in the BIA's Washington office,
funding for areas is based on a number of criteria which vary from program
to program. There is apparently no existing formula for allocation on the
basis of population although he informed us that service area population is
a major consideration in determining allocations. Obviously, certain funds,
such as those for forest protection and utilization, go only to Areas where
forests exist. But in comparing Area allocations to Area service popula-
tions (see Table II) it is difficult to conclude that tim BIA has adopted
fair and rational formulae. It is possible that consistent criteria art
applied in determining funding. If indeed they exist, they certainly merit review. If
=tare used, as seems to be the case, then the BIA should be required by
Congress to develop a system of allocation which provides to California
Indians the funds they need and deserve.

The BIA, in defending its present system of allocation, may point to three
factors crucial to its justitication of funding levels.

First, it may argue that the Sacramento Area's on-reservation population
(6,240 as of 1973*) is not sufficient to warrant substantial changes in
future allocations. But according to William Finale, Lhe Director of the
Sacramento Area Office, very few of the BIA's California programs serve
exclusively the6,240 reservation Indians. Table III lists those programs
and amounts expended on such programs which serve the 36,255 Indians both on
and off reservations and rancherias. The figure of 36,255 includes all rural
Indians living within counties containing trust land.

Table III-A shows the total amount expended on such programs as a percentage
of the total Sacramento Area allocation in Fiscal Year 1977 and 1978. As you
will note, approximately 60% of the total allocation is being expended to
serve the service population of on and near trust land Indians.

Table IV shows that even fur those programs that serve on and near reserva-
tion Indians, California Indians are severely underfunded. With 6.7% of

the total estimated BIA service population, the Sacramento Area will receive
in Fiscal Year 1977 only 3.1% of Aid to Tribal Government funds and 0.1% of
Social Services funds. California received only 0.002% of funds allocated
for school operations because the BIA.operates no schools here. As a result,

the State must assume a commensurately greater part of the cost of Indian
education.

Source: "Estimates of Resident Indian Population and Labor Force
Status", BIA, 1973.
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Honorable Sidney fates
April 18, 1977
Page Three

While the BIA may contend, when making its allocations, that the on reserva-

tion figure is appropriate, as funding criterion, we note that the Department

of the Interior in submitting to the Congress its Fiscal Year 1977 budget

Justification relied on the figure of 36,255 (6.7% of the national total) to

support its budget request. In that justification, the Department referred

to the 1973 estimated BIA service population of 543,000 Indians on and near

reservations "including all rural California Indians in counties including

trust lands."

SeCondly, the BIA maintains that it computes current budgeti by using past

budgets as data bases. Rather than significantly re-evaluating allocations

each year, the BIA relies on past allocations to determine current ones.

Area offices which are underfunded in one Fiscal Year are likely to be

underfunded in subsequent years. The result has been that while Sacramento

Area's share of the total budget has increased somewhat from 1969, it has

not increased suffitlentiv to reach an equitable level.

.

He have been informed by the BIA that its Fiscal Year 1977 budget provided

for the first time an experimental "equity adjustment" fqr underfunded

Agencies. All Agencies received a standard 1.6% allocation tncrease, but

those Agencies selected to participate in the "equity adjustment" received

an additional 6.4%, making a total 8.0% increase. The Southern California

Agency in the Sacramento Area was selected to participate in this program,

but the Hoops and Central California Agencies were omitted. Even for the

Southern Califoreia Agency, 6.4% was hardly enough to alter radically

the present unbalance. Nevertheless we were informed by Mr. Conger that the

"equity adjustments" were "ill-received" and may not be continued.

It appears to us that the BIA already has the power to readjust its budget

increases to provide more equitable funding for California. According to

Hr. Finale, the Office of Management and Budget sets a target percentage

increase for the Department of Interior, which in turn adjusts the figure

upward or downward for the entities within its jurisdiction. Once its target

has been set by the Department, the BIA can, within statutory constraints.

allow different rates of increase to its Areas and their constituent

Agencies to offset inequities between them.

Thirdly, the BIA may contend, in justification of present funding levels, that

the relatively small land base of Califollia Indians and the wide distribu-

tion of Indians in the "near-reservation" category entitles the Sacramento

Area to less program activity than is provided to Areas.with more trust land

and sizable numbers of Indians living in close proximity to such lands.

To an extent this contention is a valid one. We have already referred to

allocations for forest protection and utilization in this regard. However.

the argument does not hold for the range of educational, community development,

and related funds,provided by the 81A since the need for those funds is not

related to the poitession of trust land but rather to the population to be

served. Indeed, because the treaties to which the California Indians'and

Federal commissioners agreed in the mid-nineteenth century were never

27o
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Honorable Sidney Yates
April 18, 1977
Page Four

ratified, trust lands in California are extremely small, and in most cases
insufficient, both in area and quality, to support large on-reservation
populations. It is grossly unfair to base fundinn on the size of trust lands
since non-ratification prevented establishment of large and more viable
reservations.

The DIA in determining funding levels should take properly into account the
reality of history which created the unique dispersion of California Indians
throughout non-trust lands. We note in this regard that, according to
Mr. Finale, the BIA continues to fund Oklahoma Indians living on now extinct
reservations in that State as if the abolished reservations were still
trust land.

In conclusion, we strongly believe that California Indian communities are not
now receiving their proper share of the funds allocated by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. California is underfunded not only in terms of total allo-
cations but also in terms of those programs for which a service population of
36.255 is clearly established. At the very minimum, California Indians sho. Id
receive funding far such programs on a basis commensurate with their recognized
service population. The needs of California Indians are great and those.
needs for services demand attention.

We urge the Subcommittee to seriously examine current BIA funding practices
as they relate to California Indians. We hope that you will see fit to take
some action with respect to this year's budget to assure adequate funding
for California Indians and that you will move to see that BIA allocation
policies are more equitable in the future.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. If you have any questions or
need assistance with regard Zo resolution of this problem, please get in touch.

Sincerely,

rnold C. Sternber
Director

Attachments

cc: Members of the Subcommittee
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fel) huiR 4 vi

March 111. 1977

It gems to me that Americans have a tendency to want to solve world
prob ems but pay little agtention to problems existing in their owe
back yards!

We ha a Federal Law on the books whith has integrated our school
syste why oh why .. is the segregation system permitted to
start a the Hayward Area? I cannot understand why the citi sena and

Ithe leg statures are permitting the Chippewa I odt ass t o est up a egregated
e bbed yetem with oar tax dollars?

It appea s to me that we are going backwards and permitting prejudices
to exist instead of going forwards by integrating and lessening prejudices!
It seems immoral to perpetuate such separatism with our taa dollars. W
must not flak, the same mistakes as our forefathers who really believed
t he c rest i of reservat i ons sot vett probl ems/ Thi s eel y created a t eon ng
ot separat vesessll How loos most future generations beat their chests in
"MIA CUL An fashion and live with the guilt teenage?? Let us all
integrate - work tor a living and suppotrt oar government alike through
the tax dol r earned noA bssasdlll

Sincerely

Rose Cammack

1' . /
Re 4 - Hayward, Wisconsin

2 72



April 22, 1977

RESTED STATES DEPARTMENT OP COMMERCE
Economic itavolopmant Administration
Washington, MC. 20230

Mr. Ernest L. Steveds
Director
American Indian Policy Review Commission
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streets, S.W., Room 3158
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Ernie:

We appreciate having the opportunity to provide comments on the
tentative final report of the Commission. ln this regard, we
enclose statements containing our comments on two chapters --
Numbers 6 and 7 -- which, we feel, are of special interest to us.

We look forward to having the final report when it is published.

Sine ly,

closures

st'

ER
sistant
Affairs

273
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AIPRC PROPOSED FINAL REPORT

Chaptar 6 - Federal Administration

The AIM has been charged with di iaportant mission in Chapter 6 to assist

Indian people in partiMipating in the services and programs of the Federal

Government to the fullest extent possible. The EDA Indian F%sk shares this

concern and offers the folLoiing summary comments to help make a good report

better;

Clearly, this chapter on Federal Administration reflects the l',edicated

efforts of many hands. Perhaps some consideration should be given to
editing for brevity, style, tone, and balance to bring out the most important

findings and recommendatiams, particularly when much of the material is also

discussed in other AIPRC reports.

Sone thought should be given to reassessing the organization of this. Chapter.'

consisting Of seven parts covering 137 pages. Seventy-nine percent of

Chapter 6 discusses essentially four Federal agencies (BIA/DOI; IRS/DREW,

and MAP/DREW) included in Part V on Federal Delivery Systems and 72'percent

of this part diacusses only BIA. There'are many other Federal agencies

offering vital programs to Indians in categorical and block grants,.procure-
mant and contracting, and so forth that may well be included consistent

with the intent of this chapter.

While the findings of this chapter disclose some revealing issues regarding

Federal policy, program management, organization, budgeting, and standards,

we note that there appears to be no consistently applied methodology in

looking at each Federal agency and program. This is important as Federal

administrative requirements often vary with the type of program.

Part V, item 6, discusses Federal teihnical assistance to Indians. While we '

agree that this is an inportant program area, in which EDA also participates,

we question why technical assistance is singled out.as a specific program area

fovreview, particularly When a small percentage ofIthe Federal dollar is

expended in this area. We feel this area should be part of the discussion

on BIA in Chapter 6 since BIA is the principal providor of technical assistance.

Part V, item 7, discusses access to Federal program information and the

difficuleptribes have experienced to obtain this information. We agree that

access to information-on Federal domestic assistance programa is important

for all Indian tribes, but note that much of this problem is alleviated as

EDA-funded tribal planners gather Federal program information and perform

Federal, State, and local government coordination activities as required as

part of their responsibilities for the tribes they serve.
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Part.VI, B, Indian Contracting Preference, discussei the use of Federal
'contracting and procurement and to enhance Indian economic development and
Promote Indian enterprises. We do not agree that limited success in the
field of Indian management amd economic development is due to the failure of
Federal agencies to implement PL 93438, at least as it applies to EDA.
We agree that:Indian preference in contracting merits consideration, but

. .wish to note that successful tribal enterprises, providing employment and
income to the tribe, are found only where sound management and business
praCtices ere also emploied and freely supported by the tribe. Accordingly,
contracting may be an alternative to enhance Indian economic developement
and promote Indian enterprises but has no foundation as a reason for the
limited progress among American Indians as Part VI, B,implies.

-4
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AIPRC PROPOSED FINAL REPORT

Chapter 7 Economic revelopment

Generals

Since the greater part of the chapter is devoted to protection and developmers0
0

ornatural resources,'-it would seem more appropriate that the title of the *
chapter reflect that emphasia., There are a few, short glimpses of economic
development in senses of that term, but a great deal nor: analysis should be
presented to carry a chapter on that subject. It might have been appropriate
to devote an additional chapter to that subject.

The general otganization of the chapter, we found, wa. haphazard, with the
presentation taking twists and turns- that cause the render to loose the impact
of what is being said. Part I, for example, is purported to be a Summary of
Moir Findings. It is neither a summary nor does it present only najor
findings. It contains 67 separate, unorganized statements, all of which are
scattered throughout the text.

Mich of the diectilsion and many bf the findings are not backed up by concrete

'facto and analysis. For example, the recommendations on manpower devAlopment
start with nine "Congress should enact legislation." These recommenuations
do not identify present laws that could be amended; do not set priorities; do
not suggest funding levels; and do not provide a time table for implementation.

While the study presents what are perceived to be needed and desired changes
InVie foliols available for economic development of Indian areas, it fails to a
large ciceenijto even recognize that there are builtin barriers to such

develoOment. We feel it must be recognized and accounted for that tribal
policies of 100 percent Indian ownirship will restrict available capital
resources and management expertise. Thie is not to say that Indian ownership

is bad. Iris not. But the study should recognize this point. Further, the

lack of continuity in tribal development policies brought about by frequent
-changes in tribal administration is another barrier that must be recognized.

Planning and Development Strategies,:

Certainly a study examining the need for, and recommencing ways to accomplish,
economic development, must list planning very close to the top. The chapter

makes nnlv passing reference to this need. Similarly omitted is the need for
longrange development strategies for local Indian communities to make them
bestir Olaces in which to live..
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Commercial Development

One of the very pressing needs, generally, in Indian country is that for
commercial development, yet the study makes only a passing reference to
the lack of goods and services on reservations with no recommendation on
improving this situation. In this same category, but converse in nature, is
the marketing of Indian products and resources off reservation. The study
should recognize that many tribes do not have the knowledge and skills to
exploit markets for maximum economic and social impact and that programa
should be designed to meet these needs.

Indian Control

Indians should seek self reliance and self government. At the same time,
however, they must accept and assume broad ranging responsibilities. We
agree that a Federal mandate should be designed to relieve Indians from Federal
dependency, but the study fails to recommend in concrete terms the parameters
of such a mandate. Indians should formulate and control their own economic
development; they should exercise full control over their own resources.
However, the study again, either by design or omission, fails to consider in
any depth the full ramifiCations of these points. No mention is made of
Indians using their own funds in economic development; no mention is made of
the possible efficacy of Indians becoming tax payers -- taxes, for example,
that tribal members pay into tribal coffers. In another vein, the study
points out that Federal economic development programs foster private
enterprises that are foreign to traditional Indian ways. Perhaps some
Federal programs do just this; however, since some tribes prefer this type of
development, the Indians, themselves, should make the determinations and
the programs should be designed to react to such determinations.

Water

The section on water resources is disappointingly scanty. It deals principally
with the Winters Doctrine, which established water rights granted by both
treaties and executive orders. With both water and land being the most
crucial issues in Indian country today, a great deal more coverage should be
provided in both these areas as to the impact they have on the full range of
economic development.

Land

The study quite properly points out the very serious problem of fractionated
land ownership. This is a ma;er drawback to future development uf Indian
lands and it would seem that a mnre thorough analysis of the problem and
suggested solutt.ns would hive been presented. Additionally, the study gives
the impression to the uninitiated reader that now that the land in Indian
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ownership has been reduced from 166 million acres to 52 million acres, the
present land is submarginal. This statement should be balanced by a showing

of setnnik*deve/opment potential of these lands.

Estero Resourcee

This subject is especially Important today in light of increasing energy needs.
It has, however, been given broad-brush treatment in the study, where specifics
should be examined. Of course, Indian interests must be protected but at the
same tiMit economic needs of tribes must be met. Consequently, the study
should examine closely and recommend broadly Federal policy lathe development
of tribal energy resources.

Timber Resources

That timber resources appear not to have been managed in the most desirable
fashion is clearly spelled out in thestudy. What is not spelled out so
clearly, however, is how.to better manage and at the same time preserve the
trust of caring for another's property without being continually l'able for
failure to act in the best interest of the property owners. The Study falls
abort in making concrete' recommendations in this respect.

Information Bank

A clear need in economic development appears to us to be that of dam on
population, labor force, employment, unemployment, and income. At present

there are no truly satisfactory sources for this information and the study
does not recognise this need.

Summary

While there are.shortcomings in the study as noted above, overall it appears
that the study does make many good points. If the-e can be any one general

criticism, it would be that the study lacks balance. Broad statements are

made without adequate supporting evidence. Some Yederal programs are bad --

ergo, all are indicted. Same tribes and individual Indians perceive their
needs to be along given lines, hence, all tribes and all Indians have the
same needs. These needs are not the same for 4!.1 and they cannot be

generalized. This factor, alone, calls for the analysis of, and provision
for, a multiplicity of routes to follow in attaining the full ponntial for
the economic development of Indian lands and people.

2 "7 8
3
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STATE OF CONNECTICUT *:;:;-

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
dugs OVVI= ZU1IA110 Hamm, Cameron OW

=IAN AFFAIRS COUNCIL - ROOM 248

April 21, 1977

Sanatar Janes S. Abouremk, Chairman
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
Nouse Office Building Anne? No. 2

2nd and D Street., SW
Washington, D. C..20515

Dear Senator Aboureskt

I wish to offer the following corrections to statements made in the
tentative final report of the American Indian Policy Review Comadesion.
On pages 34, A statement appears that the Mohegan tribe has no "official
recognised relationship" with the state in %ftich they reside, vis.,

Connecticut. This is not correct; the Mbhegan tribe is one of the five
indigenous Connecticut tribes recognised under sections 47-59b and 47-63
of the Connecticut General Statutes, Although they do not have a reservation
today, State law provides for and they have a representative on the
Connecticut Indian Affair. Council.

Concerning the information chart on pages 11-13 ff. The Sohaghticoke

reservation is located in the town of Kent, Litchfield County, while the
Eastern Pequct reservation is located in tho tam of North Stonington, New

London ;aunty.

If you have any questions about my comments please ao not hesitate to

contact ma.

BSK:Jp1

Sincerely,

ndan S. e1eher
Indian Affairs Coordinator
(203) 566-7026
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Ernest L. Stevens, Directos7
American Indian Policy Review Commission
COmjesss of the United States
Mi042141 Offic, guilding Annex N. 2

24 and D. Streets, S.E.
Washington, D. C. 205I5

Dear Ernie?

&ma firAso
A.A. Sir.

Enclosed herewith are the ucmments and recommendations of the Creek NatiOA
to the Final Report of the American Indian Policy Review Commission. Our

staff has attempted to coneume the entirety of the proposed final report,
analyse its content and to compile comments and recomeendations which we
feel are significant to Idaian people as a whole.

It has been a great pleasure to have participated in the review of the proposed

final report. If your office should have any questions regarding the attached.

please do not hesitate to contact our offrice.

Sincerely,

4144,4_ 46(
Claude A. Cox
Principal Chief

CC:se

.A(.6. cur icoaw CAW. - Jay rs Arse - 0! et 01. - 4.44 eird. war - MOH

26 0
23-440 0 - 75 - 90
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FINAL AIPRC REPORT

The Formative Years: Policy Development through 1871

There are several different approaches that can be taken to the study of
Native American history. Curiously, this one has chosen to leave out
the inadequate description that is needed through the Colonial period
from 1607 to 1776 or indeed-until 1783. A more detailed discussion of
the environment from which the United States and the Indian nations
began co-existence is needed to demonstrate the historical relationships
involved. The historical section leaves out a discussion of the concept
of Colonialism that is very necessary for a study of the United States
and Indian relations. The settlement of North America did not happen
in vacuum. It happened as a result of the Colonial policy of Great
Britian, France, Spain and Holland and it was a policy followed there-
after of unlimited immigration which allowed these colonial states to
support themselves. This is a poor issue in the study of Indian history.

The tribal governments have to be viewed in the context of the span that
has existed in the process of federation which occurred throughout
the Atlantic Seaboard and occurred again and again inside the interior
of the continent. It is something that has to be viewed as a phenomenon.
In fact, various philosophical arguments concerning the Indian contribu-
tions, both to the.world's conception of-a-federal system of government,
and to the world's conception of democracy,and limited government. We
must remember that the culture was pointed to as example of government
by consent, and is an example of limited government in claims which justi-
fied originally a serious democracy. We've got to remember that models
from Tribal Governments were used in putting together many of the American
state documents; otherwise, as far as details go and as far as the text
of the Historical Chapter, it ts very well done and deserves high praise.

There are a couple of small things that I think are important. On page
1-7 the report discusses, at the very bottom of the page the very last
line, the proposals for organizing "Indian Territory". These continue
to surface from time to time The tribal nations remain separate and
unequal. I think that it is important to know at this point that the
reconstruction treaty wherein the United States received concessions
from the rive Civilized Tribes under the theory of their conquerment
although all tribes had split during the war and that no tribe remained.
united. The United States imposed a general council of the Indian
Territory and provisions for that cotmcil were written into the Treaty
of the Five Civilized Tribes in 1667. Furthermore, tribes which were
removed from areas in other parts of the midwest and were relocated
in Oklahoma, many of thon had it written into their treaty as a result
of coming to live in Oklahoma. That they would be allowed such repre-
sentation were also often written into great detail. Congress appropriated

2 1
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funds for this from time to time and the council met on a regular

basis. The council has nevor been repealed and is a very important
historical institution.

Another concept which remains to be discussed in the earlier sections
of the repoxz, Section 1 & 2, is the treatment of the Indian Governments
as Nations in several other important senses. The first of these is that
when the Five Civilized Tribes were placed in the Indian Territory under
their removal treaties they were placed in such a situation ihat they
indeed existed as border states between what was considered Federal
Territory and what was considered the Territory of the Government of
Mexico. This clearly indicates that the United States felt the Tribe
.had some attributes of sovereignty to be placed.on the Spanish frontier.
Of course, one of the Tribal Towns of the Creek Nation migrated from
the United States into what was Mexican Territory and later became a
reservation of its own in Texas.

The other important factor concerning the, treatment of the Tribes as
nations is the United States did not intervene in the civil wars of the

Five Civilized Tribes. Until the erection of the Territory, and State
of Oklahoma, the United States in no way ever intervened in a civil

war of any of the Five Civilized Tribes, notably in tho Creek Nation.

It is important to know that in the Civil War itself, both United
States and Confederate States were very anxious for the loyalty of the

.Indian Nations and they treated them as Nations. The region where they

were, geographically, was of some great political power. This is why

the tribes were torn assunder, they were given promises from the United

States and the Confederate States. This can be evidenced by the
Confederate Treaties involved, and also by historical research of the
time; at the end of the war the United States promises were not kept
but rather very harsh reconstruction was forced upon the tribes. The

offer of the confederate treaties also included offers of representation
in the Confederate legislature.

Also in the historical perspective, we must not forget trade patterns.
These are also very definitive in the study of the United States-Indian
relations and its history. The tribes traded with each other and they

traded across long distances they migrated. Many tribes were migratory

in one long movement and still other tribes were migratory in a sense

that they wandered in no particular direction, but they treated each

other always as a Nation able to co-exist upon the land or able to

determine the limits of the lack of such co-existing. They always

treated each other as Nations.

It is only this question of historical perspective that I want to insert

at this time and I believe that on the whole, Chapter I, II and III are
excellently conceived, developed and written and other than a few

philosophical holes in them, I believe that they are an excellent

presentation for the American Indian. Chapter IV, we believe, the

priority should be given a statement and policy describing the trust

responsibility and we favored the middle ground taken by the position

which is a partial description of a very general concept of trust
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responsibility. In support of the trust responsibility and statement
of policy we would also like to give our support to the recommendations
for a Indian Trust Rights Impact Statement. The Section which favors
legal representation for the Indians is well developed in good detail
and seems to protect the rights of the tribes and the right of the
individuals and protect the tribes for the first time against the
inherent conflicts of interest% involved in,most ftderal departments
and their administration.

In Chapter V of Tribal Government we support the recommendation that the
support and development of Tribal Government should be a long-term
objective of Federal Indian Policy. It's been reversed, rather, which
has been the policy of the federal government to this point. We support
the recommendation that Congress take no legislative action in relation
to triba l. jurisdiction over non-Indians. But in future questions
relating to tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians, wheTe jurisdiction is
being retroceded,- Congress should neither limit that jurisdiction to
solelr over Indians and it should commensurate with such plans of concurrent
jurisdiction as it could be worked out between the tribe and the state.

Chapter V is very well developed, and as a whole, looks like one of the
most comprehensive chapters and one of the easiest to comment on. I

can whole heartedly supportevery recommendation under the Chapter on
Tribal Government with one single exception. Because of the discussion
in Chapter 12 concerning the special circumstances of Oklahoma I believe
that it is.necessary that at some point in here, perhaps that in a
separate rdcommendation, reference should be made to these same principles
of retrocession being applied to the Indian Tribes of Oklahoma at their
options; I believe that enough narrative should be inserted into the
text of the report in Chapter V to report on the possibilities of
litigation and legislation regarding the Oklahoma Tribes so that
legislation is not forced upon those tribes who do not want it so that
the long road of litigation is not forced upon those tribes to whom it
would not help. Retrocession in Oklahoma is necessary and is a proper
topic of Chapter V.

I heartily support the recommendations in Chapter VI on Federal
Administration. They are detailed and comprehensive in nature and
deal with a great many subjects, only one of which I wish to expand
upon. I do support part of the recommendation saying that Congress should
mandate the Bureau of Indian Affairs through the independent Indian
agency to make available to all Indian Tribes copies of all operations
and procedures manuals used by the Indian agency in its administration
of /ndian Affairs. However, the second half of the recommendation does

not go far enough. Whereas, it states that Congress further mandates
the Bureau cc Indian Affairs for the independent Indian agencies to make
available to all Indian tribes a copy of Title 25 of the United States
.Code, it should read, to locate in 411 agencies or sub-agencies a
complete and up-to-date copy of the United States Code annotated and
a complete copy of the Code of Federal Regulations, and two appropriate
copies of Public Laws of the United States and of the Federal Registers.

253
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Regarding Chapter VI we most importantly, support the recommendations
to create an independent agency for Indian Affairs and that it be cmnposed
of the appropriate fiinction withis the Federal Government starting with
the cores of Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian Health Service and
Department of Interior and Justice legal staffs and moving on to other
appropriate prograns and functions.

Moving to Chapter VII wo can also give our whole hearted support for this
section of this report, overall, it is developed'well and many of the

concepts are well outlined except for a few minor things which we would
like to refer to below. There is one additionpl concept which we'd like
to recommend inclusion. This would be the finding that the Federal
Government has funded comprehensive planning for the Indian Tribes, yet
the Tribes find themselves faced with a system which is not geared to
implementing the comprehensive plan it is geared toward federal grants-

manship. The subsequent recommendation which tongress devise the
appropriate review process for congressional consideration of comprehensive
plan implementation.

Basically I agree'with the report; however, in some areas it does not

go far enough. These will be dealt with in Section II of this report.
The area that seems to be lacking from the report is long tern
consistency in the Economic Development of Indian Country. Peihaps some

type of trust council, elected from Indian Country, by Indians for
long term (20 years) with Indian policy and effect review and comment
authority over all legislation, executive policies, and judicial activities.

Another area which was omitted is any provision for the modification
of all legislative activity which has kts real effect ramifications
which deter the economic development of Indian country.

Comments on various sections of the report are as follows:

Page 7-1 - 7th. paragraph - This statement is not necessarily so.
Page 7-8 - 4th paragraph - This statement is a good point.
Page 7-10- 2nd paragraph - Item 7 - Good point.
Page 7-13- Item 4 - Interest rate should be tied to some varying scale

or escalator such as the prime interest rate.
Page 7-13- Item S - All trust monies invested by various agencies

should have 100% protection.
Page 7-13- 2nd paragraph - concerning bond issues excellent point and

good tool for funding hardwqre projects.
Page 7-18- 3rd paragraph - The entire paragraph boils down to

Comprehensive Planning.

Page 7-36 Last paragraph - Added to the entire section should be an
evaluation of the following possibilities
for tribal government use:

1. Revised inheritance laws
2. Tribal power of eminent domain
3. Land use development plans
4. Zoning and development regulations
S. Tribal condemnation of land
6. Extraterritorial jurisdiction for

development controls.

25 4
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Page 7-42- Pollution of surface and underground water has an effect
on water use in Indian Country and should be investigated.

Page 7-57- An addition to this section should be consideration of
timber by-products and the use of non-millable or scrub
timber.

Page 7-67- This section should include an investigation of the effects
of 200 mile fishing boundaries.

Page 7-85- Holding funds in tribal trust is not in efficient
utilization of money. Using trust money as leverage for
capital investment is a better utilization of trust money.

Page 7-90- Item 5 - All trust monies invested by Federal agencies should
carry a 100% iniprance factor.

Editorial changes are as follows:

Page 7-7 - 1st sentence last paragraph - apparently a word is left out
of the first sentence.

Page 7-9 - Element line - word misspelled.
Page 7-39 - Second paragraph, fifth line, word misspelled.
Page 7-55 - Sixth line- a better phrase for "forward linkages" is

"vertical integration".
Page 7-64- Last sentence is incomplete.
Page 7-77 - Sixteenth line - word misspelled.

One minor point would be the second recommendation regarding the
availability of investment capitol in Chapter VII. One of the directions
that Congress is suggested to give to the BIA is to consider applying
the average daily balance concept just using a consumer credit operation
to provide an interest rate for rapidly changing balances in some Indian
Trust Funds as opposed to non-payment of interest. We would like to
note that we oppose the non-payment interest. Any methods of computing
interest is preferrable. One method as utilized by banking institutions
as in our region is the transaction is only dated on the 5th day or on
10, 15, 20,25th or 30th. The interest is thus computed on those days,
so those is not doubt as to the balance it any given moment.

Chapter VIII concerning the Social Services, it is one of the most
important chapters of the entire report.

Social Services are t4e essence of the government as Western Society
has come to understand it. Making preper provisions for the general
welfare of our people is a necessary part of the role of the Indian
Tribe. As a service delivery mechanism an Indian Tribe can truly serve
the best interest of government both for its own people and for the
role of federal trusteeship. Subjected to proper audit requirements
and proper programming administrative requirements, Indian tribes are
unequivocally the best mechanism for delivery of seTvices to their
tribal population and to their reservations. In many ways this area
is going to be important to the 'future of Indian Tribes all across the
country.

) C r.
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In accordance with the findings of the AIPRC, there also exist within

the Creek Nation a number of agencies authorized to providefwelfaro

services to the Indian population. As is also the trend on the national

level, many Indian people do not receive the full benefit of the various

programs. There seems to be a reluctance on the part of many Indians

within the Creek Nation to apply for welfare services provided by the

Department of Institutions, Social and Rehabilitative Services; the

State agency charged with the delivery of such services in Oklahoma.

In addition, there has bean no recognizable effort on the part of this

agenq to work through tribal entities to identify and serve the Indian

people in need of assistance.

It is agreed, as we stated in the A/PRC Report, that mechanism must be

developed by which the Indian people will share in the assistance to which

all people are entitled. These mechanism must be deVeloped and implemented

with input and assistance for tribal governments with sanctions against

those agencies refusing to cooperate in the attempts to increase needed

services to Indians.

The other recommendations made in the AIPRC Report are acceptable.

The Child placement situation within the Creek Nation is such that

concurrence with the following recommendations is made;

a) That the removal of Creek children from their homes, culture and

society be halted.

b) Federal funds be made available to tribal governments for the

development of Indian foster care home and institutions.

c0 Statistical information concerning the present system be gathered,

d) Congress must address,the problems and issues of Indian child

placement.

As with other social service areas, it is imperative that tribal

governments provide input into the development of a new system, and

also be considered as the primary services provider with the acquisition

of adequate funds and expertise.

In our health area, even though many of the statistics and conditions

outlined in AIPRC Report primarily described the health'situation

on reservations, the health problems facing the Indian people within

the Creek Nation are equally severe.

The recommendations made in the AIPRC Report that referenced reservations

must be revised to include catchment areas served by tribal governments

similar in status to the Creek Nation. Since the Creek Nation is presently

implementing an ambulance, mobile clinic, and emergency and inpatient

facility system for the pupulation of the Creek/Nation, it is important

for.future eevelopment that Oklahoma Indian Nations be specifically

included.
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The special trust relationship between Indian tribes and the Federal
Government has created a responsibility for the Federal Government
to educate Indian people, but due to the fact that the COnstitution
of the United States delegates the responsibility of education to the
states, a void has been created by the lack of recognition by states
of Indian tribes and their educational needs. A conflict has been
created when the States will not recognize Indian'tribes and their
ftducational needs.

1) It is necessary that agencies be established at the federal level
to carry out the responsibilities of providing technical assistance
to Indian tribes. For example an agency to accredit educational
systems of Indian tribes.

2) Federal Funding for development of tribal education system.

The Creek Nation can whole heartedly support the recommendations in
Chapter IX on Off-Reservation Indians.

The delivery of services to Off4Reservation Indians is consistent with-
lb

the federal obligation to all Indians. Urban Indian services are
,necessary for the future of thd Indian people and in no way does the
'Creek Nation want to argue against Urban Indian funds and Urban Indian
centerso however, we would appreciate one small qualifier being inserted
within the recommendation. Thh Congress should take notice, legislative
notice, of the unique situation of urban areas existing with the reservation
boundaries, and in its notice pongress should uphold the policy that such
urban areas are within the jurisdiction of the tribes and therefore
the primary vehicle with services delivery is the tribe. The Creek Nation
supports the recommehdations of Chapter X to restore full federal
recognition to all terminated tribes. In principle, the Creek Nation
recognizes the necessity of giving proper federal recognition to many
heretofore unrecognized tribes, we believe that the policy of recogni-

i .tion is too lax and will cause fraud and the resulting decrease of
services to heretofore recognized tribes. In the unrecognized tribes
area there is a very, serious Auestion gs to how the historical accidents
of separated bands of tribes shall be fteated. We believe that the problem
of separated bands should halite priority over completely unrecognized tribes,
however, we also believe that) heretofore unrecognized bands should be
dealt with in coordination with the tribe involve& If you will use
the report itself as referencie and use the chart of available information
on non-federally recognized Indian tribes at thd'end of Chapter XI, you
will notice that in Alabama it has qsted the Creek Nation East of the
Mississippi, in Florida it has listed the Appalachicola 'Tribe which
claims treaties rights without reference to the fact that the Appalachicola
Tribe was the Tribal Town of the Creek Nation. In Florida, it also
listed as the lower Creek Trilx) of East of the Mississippi. In Georgia
there is listed two groups who claim to be the Creek Nation East of the
Mississippi. So here we can Wainly see that there are six organizations
claiming to be the Creek Natipn East of the Mississippi, or some component
thereof.' These are separatedlbands, they are products of bloody, and
bitter removal and these people that are Indians deserve to have their
rights protected. But only in a manner upholding finest traditions of
the federal relationships andinot in some hap-hazard manner that's going

1
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to recognise some illegitimate so called tribal government.

In Chapter XII, it would be inappropriate to comment on the Special
circumstances in Alaska and California, so my attention will be
concentrated on the special circumstances in Oklahoma. On page 12-39 where
it talks of the jurisdiction of government ttf all persons and property
of the Choctaw Nation and that no part of the land granted them shall
ever be embraced in any territdry or state and it says that Similar
provisions may be found in the removal treaties of each of the tribes.
It must also be noted that these guarantees have never been litigated
and that the meaning of the terns at the time wore a part of the consi-
deration for a contract between'the Tribe and the United States and
this consideration has never been dealt with by a court of law.

On page 12-40 where it discusses the 1867, not 1866, t eaties concluded
by each tribe in the civil war, the five tribes did no, fight the -.

confederacy during the Civil War. In fact, the Seminole in no way ever
sided with the confederacy in the Civil War, the Creeks and Cherokees
and to a lesser degree the Choctaws and the Chickasaws were all split
in different factions,, did different things, and because of the turmoil
in Indian Territory!at the time it'is impossible to tell who was siding
with whom. The 1867 eaty also contained a promise by the Tribe that
the United States Cdgress would be able,to exercise the general
jurisdiction over thp., ribe for the benefit of the tribe and that tribe
would be able to maiViiin their form of self-government and their right
of self-government. '1

In tho following section of the removal of Midwestern Tribes, it is
important to note that a general council of the Indian Territory was estab-
lished in the reconstruction treaties of the five tribes and was written
into several if not most, in fact if not all, of the treaties of the
Western plains tribes and the midwestern and southern plains tribes
that were moved into Oklahoma. The staff of the commission should
survey these treaties and find out how nsny of them included general
council of the Indian Territory and should also give history of the
appropriations which Congress gave to fund this and should cite examples
from Senate reports and House reports with or without federal appropria-
tions, however, this council continued to function for some time.

The discussion beginning on page 12-48 and concluding on page 12-50 dis-

cussing the dismantling of the Five Civilized Tribes and the effective
state jurisdiction is wholly inadequate. In error the section has done

an inconclusive legal ano:vsis on the extent of the state jurisdiction.

Therefore, attached for the consideration of the commission is the
memorandum written under the ccntraot to the Creek Nation and the
judicial and legislative decision of importance are also attached along

with it.

On page 12-59 the commission uses the'definition of Part C, Section 1151

of Title 18 United States Code as being applicable to Eastern Oklahoma.

The commission should re-examine this,on the other hand, the Title 18,

C.,
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41,

Section 1151, Parts A, B, and C are all applicable to Eastern Oklahoma
in different senses and to narrow the construction of this nature is
not going to help the tribes in Eastern Oklahoma. The recommendation
supporting the reservation status for the Eastern Oklahoma Tribes
should affect the legal status of the tribe in addition to making the
tribes eligible for ct.tain federal domestic systems programs.

The section on Trust Lands from page 12-67 through page 12-69 does
not even discuss the situation of the Five Civilized Tribes: All
the statistics given are applicable only to Western Oklahoma, although
there is some application to Eastern Oklahoma.

The section on Indians on page 12-70 through page 12-71 is hardly a
'good discussion on water rights at all, in fact it uses the discussion
of the Choctaws, Cherokees, Chickasaws' suit against the State of

- Oklahoma as an example,of water rights, while the suit in fact dealt
',With only title to lands and did not mention water in any way or
in any form.

Over all, however, the Creek Nation can support Chapter 12, in its
recommendations concerning the tribes of Oklahoma in general and the
Five Civilized Tribes, and the Creek Nation in particular. We hope
that this provides an atmosphere of independent retrocession on the
part of each tribe so that no tribe feels bound to any other.

It is very important to point out that this would not infringe on the;
treaty of any of the tribes involved. Any tribes which would rather
not follow the process of retrocession but instead would rather prgcede
with litigation.in,a court of ,law mould be entitled to do so, and woulci
be able to procede in that manner without it infringing upon its own
-rights.

In Chapter 13, the Creek Nation support the recOmmendations given
concerning the National awareness toward the Indian issues, alternative
elective bodies representing National Indian interests, consolidation
revision of codification of Federal Indian Law in creation of Native
American Studies Division in the Library of Congress.

2
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IMPORTANT
RIMIMMIN

We recognize that you may not be able to thoroughly read and evaluate all parts

of this .Report within the time allowed for current. However, in order to

include your cements in our Final Report, this guestionnairemust be =plated
and returned in the enclosed envelope postmarked no Later than April 16, 1977.

Cur Final Report suet be catpleted ty May 15, 1977 for final Ccomissial approval.

NAME Claude A. Cox. Principal, Chief ADDRESS P.O.Box 1114

TRIBE/ORGAZGZATICLI Creek Nation Okmulgee, OK 74447

A. PLEASE CIRCLE ONE TO INDICATE YouR IDENTITY AS:

'Pribal (hairman)*

Member ofCcmgress

State Official

Tribal Governing Body Individual Indian

Organizational Governing Board

Private Citizen

B. PLEASE EMI= THE SECTICNS BY CFBECIGIC STE BLANK WHICH MST NEARLY

RVIBMENTS YOUR OPINION.

Excellent Good Poor

The repczt as a whole is X

I. Bisbory X

II., Legal Concepts X

III. Ccoditions X

IV. Federal-Indian Relations X

V. 7Yibal Government X

VI. Federal Administration X

_VII. Economic DeveLopment X

V7II. Social Services

IR. Cdf-Reservation

X. , Terminated Indians

RI. Non-Reoognized Indians

XII. Special Problem Areas

XIII. General ___1L____
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C. VDG 1122ID TSB REMPEMATICHS AT THE ea DP MI WICtia MEM ARAM
TIE MEMO=

1) Which recamandatione should be gismo priority status? Why?

See attashed comments and recommendations

2) Are there recormendatices with which you disagree? Why?

See attached comments and recommendations

3) Are there reammandations you would like to have added?

See attached comments and recommendations

4) Do you feel the content cif the report prcvides an accurate, useful
picture of the situation?

. . .

See attached comments and recommendations

5) Do you have apy additional consents?

See attached cnmments and recommendations

F. SPACE IS PROVIDED ON TUE MIMIC MSS S3RYCOR SPECIFIC RDXFMENDATIcAIS.
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NNE

muswaRGAruzAracv

ROCCNCEMATICIIS

Chapter ( ) gage ( ) Paragra )

In the seotice beginning with the%sards "

," it 'is suggested that the following adition,

deleticn or dame in wording be nede, or the following concept cocressed

differently:

See attached comments and recommendations

,
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May 4, 1977

Senator James Abourezk, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs
Direksen Office Building, Room 1106
Washington, DC 20615

Re: Report of Indian Policy Review Commission

Dear Senator Abouresk:

As you may recall, we represent several Tribes (Spokane and Kalispel
Tribes of Washington and the Coeur d'Alene Tribe of Idaho) and have your
letter of April 6 1977 asking for out commenta on the reports of the
Indian Policy Review Commission. Of primary importance at this time is
the volume entitled "Tentative Final Report" which includes the
"Dissenting Views" of Congressman Needs.

I have attendedseveral regional meetings where this tentatiVe final
report was discussed and to say that the Indian delegates were dismayed
by Congressman Meads' "Dissenting Views" is an understatement. The
general reaction ofeve:yone present at each of these meetings was
his "Views," coming as they do at the end of the report, practically .

nullify the entire report. Onanswered, it would seem that his "Views"
as expressed brings to naught the entire process of the Review Commission
and the Task Forces. A

Every Tribal Attorney I know has been asked to frame some kind of reply
but each has shrunk from this task because as a practical matter, it
would be of doubtful expediency for any tribal lawyer tW file an
"answering brief." The consensus of everyone is that that task almost
from necessity must fall on you, the Chairman. To be persuasive and of
any real effect in neutralising the content and thrust of Congressman
Moods' "Views" a counter draft from you as Chairman should appear.

Congressman Moods, on page iv of his "Views," acknowledges that he
retained attorney Frederick J. Martone of the Arizona bar to assist him
in his critique. What resulted was a legal brief by the Martens law
firm, a kind of brief we as practicing lawyers would expect to receive
from opposing counsel in a tribal tax or water rights case. It is
highly partisan and adversary and cries out for a reply. Might we
suggest that you retain the assistance of legal counsel to in effect
prepare a reply brief which you, as Chairman, could adapt in your
reply or "Answerimg Views."

2J:3
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Senator James Abouresk
May 4, 1977

Consressman Me..ls begins by stating that it hod been hoped that "Congress

would have before it an objective statement, etc." He aim describes
the "majority" report as being "one-sided advocacy in favor of American

Indian Tribes."

Assuming Congressman Meads is correct in his description summarized
above, one would think that he would have made a special effort himself

. to hew in the direction of "objectivity" and would not have filed *hat

everyone versed in Indian law will recognize as an extremely biased,
one-sided dissenting reply. He has made the very misteke he accuses the

Task Forces of. . .

4

Tribes tre taken by surprise over Congressman Meeds expectations of

the Task Forces as being somehow "neutral and objective." He should know

better than anyone else that there was not the slightest pretense of

staffing the Task Forces with neutral people. Everyone was an Indian

leader or well-known advocate of Indian causes. They were, in truth,

expected to be Indian end Tribal advocates.

Thi hearings I attended were impartially and well conducted. To have

expected true neutrality however, *mould have been expecting the

impossible. If the Commission expected such, it should have so appointed

the Task Force representatives, balancing them as arbitrators, one

against the other. This was not done because neutrality was not intended

or expected. Rather, what was expected was the gathering of facts and

arguments to express and document the Tribal and Indian views. It was

the job of the Commise.on itself to take this material and forge a

realistic final document properly placed in the spectrum of reality.

Congressman Meeds' legal brief, called "Dissenting Views," poses a

serious problem for the various Tribes and participants in the Review

Commission. It is a copious 100-page brief in which are interspersed

his editorialized conclusions and comments. Without thote comments,

it is a brief almost identical to briefs from State taxing agencies and
others involved in litigation against Indian Tribes. For example, I am

just finishing our Reply Brief in the Spokane Tribe's Chamokane water
rights caw, against the State of Washington. I have before me the

briefs of the State of Washington. They cite many of the cases cited

lb-by Congressman Meads-. In comparison to ithe Meads brief, they would be

considered moderate. They do not leap to the same extreme conclusions

'from the cited cases. Their stated positions are comparatively profes-

sional and detached.

To cope with the Meads' brief, replete as it is with unsupported con-
clusionary satements, would require someone such as yourself, backed

by a professional attorney's brief answering Congressman Meads' basic

points one by one.

How does one deal with Congressman Meeds' conclusion wherein he states

with conviction that the Report "is neither legally nor historically

(accurate . . . and springs from initial erroneous conclusions re
sovereignty, jurisdiction and trust responsibility?"
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.Yet, in analyzing his brief,, we find his own conclusions questionable.
We find a one-sided lawyer's handpicking of cases and dicta'to fit a
preconceived pattern of legal thought.

Let us take one example:

We find on page 2 his statement regarding Indian Sovereignty that "They
are not sovereign." He then follows this thread to his conclusion
tbat the Tribes have only such sovereign governmental powers as Congress
allows them to have and "A tribe's power is limtted to governing the
internal affairs of its members . . ." And he says on page S: ". . .

the extent American Indian Tribes are permitted to exist as political
units at all . . . is by virtue of tho laws of the United States 4nd
not any inberent right to government, either of themselves or of others."

This "put down" to tribal governhental powers permeates the whple
treatise.

Congressman Heeds' "Views" make only oblique, disparaging references to
that classic statement of Indian sovereignty powers found on page 122
f Felix Cohen's Handbook of Federal Indian Law:

Perhaps the most basic principle of al). Indian law supported
by a host of decisions hereinafter analyzed, is the principle
that those powers which are lawfully vested in an Indian tribe
are not, in general,'delegated powers granted by express acts
of Congress, but rather inherent powers of a limited sovereignty
which has never been extinguishe-d. Each Indian tribe begins its
relationship with the Federal Government as a sovereign power,
recognized as such in treaty and legislation. The powers of
sovereignty have been limited from time to time by special
treaties and laws designed to take from the Indian tribes control
of mittors which, in the judgment of Congress, these tribes could
no ldhger be safely permitted to handle. The statutes of Congress,
then, must be examined to determine the limitations or tribal-
sovereignty rather than to determine its sources dr Its positive
content. What is not expressly limited remains within the domain
of tribal sovereignty.

,

The acts of Congress which appear to limit the powers of an
Indian Tribe are not to be unduly extended by doubtful inference.

Cohen then went on to say on page 123:

The whole course of judicial decision on the nature of Indian
tribal powers is marked by adherence to three fundamental
principles: , (1) An Indian tribe possesses, in the first instance,
all the powers of any sovereign state. (2) Conquest renders the
tribe subject to the legislative power of the United States and,
in substance,,terminates the external powers of sovereignty of the
tribe, e.g. its power to enter into treaties with 'foreign nations,

2 95
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Senator James Abouresk
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but does not by itself affect the Internal sovereignty of the

tribe, i.e., its powers of local self-government. (3) These

powers are subject to qualification by treaties and by express
legislation,of Congress, but, save as thus expressly qualified,

full powers of internal sovereignty are vested in the Indian

Tribes and in their duly constituted organs of government.

What Cohen stated to be the law in 1940 is the law today. Since then

almost every court case dealing with tribal governing powers has quoted

and affirmed these classic definitions.

They are ignored in the "Dissenting Views."

The writer has before him some of the well-circulated diatribes apinst

Tribal rights and sovereignty. Some of them, as you know, originated

out of MOD (Montanans Opposed to Discrimination) based in Polson, Montana.

But have you seen ARE WE GIVING AMERICA BACK TO THE IND/ANS that has no

named author but is circulated by an anti-Indian organization described

c:1 as the Interstate Congress for Equal Righta and Respouibilities? These

diatribes and attacks remind one of the antl-Semitic literature so

prevalent a decade ago or of the Birch Society attacks on liberals.

Stated in plausible language from an alleged patriotic rostrum, they are

indeed scurrilous attacks against Tribes and Indians.

We find in that literature sentences that read very much like some of

Congressman Meads' "Dissenting Views." Let's read a few:

Page 8: " . . . the Court examined the legal impact of European settle-

ment and concluded that discovery gave title to the continent to the

European nation which made the discovery ." (Note: This view was

repudiated in the famous Worcester v. Georgia case.)

Page 15: ". .Reservation Indians would have all the benefits of

citizenship and none of its burdens."

Page 16: ". . .
non-Indians would have all the burdensof citizenship

but none of the benefits.. This is a strange scheme to behold."

Page 18: "American Indian tribal governments have only those powers

'granted them by tongress." (Note: Moss of the governmental powers of

tribes are held to bt implied and inherent. Except for the skeletal

grants of power for IRA tribes, Federal statutes are practically silent

on any grants of governmental powers.)

Page 18: "To the extent tribal Indians exercise powers of self-government

in these United States, they do so because Congress permits it."

Page 20: ". . .
tribes may govern their own internal relations by

the grace of Congress."

29 6
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Page 25: ". . When these relationships culminated in peace treaties,
it is simplistic, to say the least, to assert that the Indians reserved
anything to themselves . . ."

Page 25: " . . . I also reject the broad assertion that tribal Ihdians
have reserved to themselves inherent.rights to self-government and
property rights . . ." (Note: This comment flies in the face of
settled law that'they did reserve basic governmental powers and many ,

property rights, i.e. Winters water rights.)

Page 52: "4 s there it noreason why Indians, any more than anyone
else, should receive favored tax treatment from the Federal Government."
(Note: What happed to the legal principles affirmed in the famed
Cappoeman, Nicodemus and Stevens tax cases?)

Page 94: " . . . It may be seriously doubted whether Indian tribes
enjoy the power to tax." (Note: See Felix Cohen's statement, page
142, of his famous Handbook wherein he says: "One of the powers
essential to the maintenance of any government is the power to levy
taxes. That this power is an inherent attribute of tribal sovereignty
which continues unless withdrawn or limited by treaty or by Act of
Congress is a proposition which nas never been successfully disputed."
Bach of the tribes the writer represents has taxing ordinances.)

Page 84: ". . . an Indian reservation created by executive order of
the President conveys no right uf use or occupancy . . beyond the
pleasure of Congress and the President." (What a horrible distortion
of,the lawl)

Page 92: ". . . an /ndian tribe is above the law . . ." and as to
contracts with tribes . . ."the agreement is enforcible only by the
tribe " (This is a gross exageration.)

And finally page 102: "Doing justice by Indians does not require
doing injustices to non-Indians . . ."

The foregoing are trigger phrases addressed to a growing anti-Indian
bias. They should not be in the concluding chapter of the report of
the Policy Review Commission. We hope that you as Chairman can make
arrangements for a dignified, suitable reply.

'Respectfully yours,

4 ROBERT D. DELLWO

Attorney for the Spokane, Kalispel
and Coeur d'Alene Indian Tribes

RDD:fb

cc: Spokane Tribal Council
Kalispel Business Committee
Coeur d'Alene*T-ibal Council

%my
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Senator JaMes Abouresk
May 4, 1977

cc: Area Office of Indian Affairs
Superintendent, Spokane Imdian Agency
Superintendent, Northern Idaho Agency
Mel Tonasket, President, National Congress of American Indians

a
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atome MORI APR 9 677
$229 NORTH OA= PCS%
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3329 Y. Oakley ave.
WM Omens 0. Dabney moms Chicago, 111.60518

TRWCIIPailipana; Chippewa; Alliaewe a Mariam Indian Oslatiosen, Inc

mtkvamms

ChPter ) waga ( Fangio ; )

In the edatite bocci:sling with the wecde

g ," it is sugneeted that the following addition,

deletion or Ohanga in wording be sada, or the following concept expressed

differnftlys Save received several overall tentative cognisable

volumes re Policy of Task litmus invaatigations.

Preeentkv I have reporied the Metropolitan (Urban)

Indiana situation in this area.

So I epologised for not ossuitting syeelf.

GEORGE C. DELONEY.

wow, mum mut
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Mr.Erneit L. Stevens. )444.J02.509saY72
Amer-Indian Policy Review Commission
2nd and D Sts. SW.
Washington,D.C. 20515

Sen. Jim. S: Aboureak.
Cong. Sidney Yates.
Mr. Louis R. Bruce.
Mr. Kirke RickingRird.

Gentlemen and Mimbeirs of the Commission:

Theta one "ELL" of a bibie that the 'commission submitted for individual
real positive American Indian to scant.through in such short time for
his ocmdants.

If this report wanders-off frau real expected subject ihat the Urban
and reservation Indians would reveal or should tentatively report.

Try to compreheid the anguish, that the War and the BIA commission have
render to the reservation Indians.
Especially to the reservation that'had been allotted to individuals.

.-----7vSince the Wheeier*Howard Act, wee vrammea upon the "ALLOTTEES" without
their exception. They realized the reservation live was doomed.

ft.

t
u I an a Allottee from the Bad River Reservation located in Ashland County

Wisconsin. Which I still possess but;pay Taxes on my U.S. grant

After the Tribal Council was effecting the individualism of the Allot-
tees. I applied for certificate of pompetency for removal of restrict-
ion, whioh I received,.

.

When the Wheeler...Howard was being substituted for the SIA operation.
The Indian Agency officials had connived or manipulatee that "non-
allotted" Indiana to vote for the none voting allotted Indians for
"Self...Government.

With this structure or elements of Indian Treaty Rights on allotted'
reservation. It began a conflict between the Allottees and the non-
allottees for existence.

Presently the only inhabit Indiampshould benefit for our Treaty Righta
would be the "Inheritance or direct Devisee Indian" from allotments.

If the said allotment had not been confiscated to Tribal property.

301
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The urban atmosphere for the American Indiana in the Chicago area.
Have mes with overwhelm cognate set-back or defeat.

When or it some Indians are unlawf141 they are severely penalized, while
their comrades are cited .or restricted for being in accomplishment.

Several Indians have been murdered in this area by non-indians.
3uilty perSons that sdmit the motivation would have'the case continue
out of existence.

If another Indian comit the same crime, he or she is placed on five
(5) years probatigeAp be serve on their home reservation.

Pertodical some Indian ii raped or found naked dead. Or otherwise
murdered. The City officials will not extent their efforts to invest-
igate for the culprits'. When the victims are American Indiana.

The Urban Indians have no,protection for being victimised in this area.

The State of Illinois Children and Family Services are the only legal
structure that ellows protection for Indian Children.

I hem appeared before Task-Force in relatien to the American Indian
Policy Committee hare in Chicago.

I related my circumstances of how the.Children and Family Services had
Kid-napped our grandchildren.
Maybe they had conspired warrant to barge into our home for one (1) of

the oldest grandchild.
Who was unfortunate to be born out-of wedlock.

This Whole plot was generated by the supposed parents of deceased
married son who may have genesis with our un-married daughter.

When our grand-daughter was apprehended in this invasion the officials
also had taken into custody her youngest sister wha had no relationship
in this conspiracy.
This infraction was construed Janruary 19teen 1970.

Since that date I hLve spent 10 to 15 thousands of dollars engeging
attorneys for the recovery of our grand-daughters.

Last August 17teen 1976, we were fortunate enough to be consider the

return of out-oldest grand-daughter.
Who is now in our stable custody in our home.
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shortly after the Children apprehension. The caseworkers for the Chit&
ran and Family Services separated the two sisters to different Adopt-
ton Centers.
This action was instigated by the Children and Family caseworkers,
while our case was still pending in Children Juvenile Court.

In absent of parental or Juvenile Court supervision rights, while the
CourVwas atilt analysing our case history, with court continuances.

This Adoption Center had conspired with the Children and Family Service
to a1lo0 our youngest grand-daughter t6 be edopted With-cut our rights.

When we were notified of this adoption, we engaged another attorney
through the reoommandation of Bertram E.Rirsch.attoreey with the Assoc-
iation on American Indian Affairs of New York City.

This local attorney had applied to the State Supreme Court for review
of our Indian Child adoption..Whioh they denied-our Indian Civil Rights,

Hesitatingly we cannot appeal our court situation as we cannot fare the
expense for Indian children protection. Or to gain other protection.
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The metropolitAn (Urban) Indians have highly skilI craftsmanship.
Thetis regarded by their employers and unions to be out-standing.

Societies are no unbias concern, if the Indian is willing to prove
that he's capable of his mastership of his Tradition.

We have excellent Indian construction workz" in all major crafts.
Welders, Riggers, Carpenters, Steel or Iron Workers, High idndow-
washers, Tteak-Drivers of all sorts, Deep-sea Divers, Cement Finish-
ers, Boiler-Makers, Heat!-Treaters, Ship-wrighters, Watch-Makers,
Wood.cravars, Furniture...repairers, Pier and Mari Beilders, Auto
Mtchanica, Crane-operators, Interior Decorators, Heat-Butchers,
Mason-Tuck Pointers, Pipe Pitters, Taxi Drivers, Bus Drivers, Bar-
TWeders, Cooke, Painters,"Roofern, Gardeners, Tree-Trimmers, Type-
Writer repairers, Pactery*Workerti Black:Smiths, Cabinet-Makers,
Boa.:43uilders,_Carpet and Rug Layers, Millwrights, Stair-Builders,
Caulkers and Pile Drivers, Display Erectors, and Electricians.

All of those mentioned craftsmen, are Union members of Chicago.
Also we have retired Indians from reservation whOhave earned a
pension .. for their union stabilities,
Which means they may return to their reservation with this income.

White I =mentioned the Onion Indian craftsmen, wit also have many
professional Indians in this area.
Accountants, Office-Wpists, Office-Controllers, Short-Hand Writers,
Social-tftrkeri, X-Ray Technicians, Nurses, RecePtionists,'Artistu,
Executives, Teachere, School Directors, or Principals, Librarians,
..end University Standards. __

These Indiana that compose in these different categories, are the
-inspired Indians that were raised on some Indian reservation.

Host of them had hard knocks before they became familiar with the
metropOlitan diversion.
They had to earn and prove to realize themself that they had the
stability to exist from their native traditian.

Still the majority, hava the impulsiveness for their home reservation,
which they vieit frequently.
Aa they are all Tribal members,. and *till claim their Tribal rightsi
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There are several American Indian Organizations here in the Chicago
vicinity, And few more others in the neighboring locations. (Cities).

The principal inaudible faction that the relationship exist between
these Tribal societies.
Which spirit them that they are connoting the same ideals they have.

This maybe the adversity that metropolitan Indiana have relinquished
for the lack of full co-operetion.
It a understanding fact that every other Indian native has different
view on their tribal tradition or custom.

Soma will not contribute their craftmenship for employer, unless the
company or contractor engage. another native of his same race.
Other successful craftmen (Indiana) uill admonish'to the company per:.
sonal or non-ind crews thet they have number one (I) citizen to
content with. sh often proves that everybody cen be familiar.

The female anx ety appears that when they ire employed without any-
other of their same lineage (Indian).
Tha.b they complain that the non-indians are criticizing them. So

The newly Indian trainees that have no ,experiences in special safety
precaution such spacial work.dress gears. Oclothes and safety belts).
Complain that they have no credit or expense to obtain this equipment.
Or how they will manage to afford to join.the Unions.
So they_too get discourage.

Basically most reservation Indians that arrives in the metropolitan
are* want to become imply* in the indian atmosphere.

---Twtotay-tn-government 'offices; -and-Indian-organisations.- -----

While I am only whitling down the character oç some of our inexperi-
ences young Indian Leaders of to-morrow.

I must phase that bm have had successful Indian policemen, fire-men,
and independent Businessmen from Indian reservation.
Some atil.lowntheir apartment buildings, here in Chicago.

So without any drawbacks or discouragements most of these American
Indians could become a prominent independent number one citisen.

But they need plenty of encouragement and assistanoea.
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CUrrently I will expedite my measurements of infiltration with off
the reservation activities.

I first committed myself with paid tuition to attend a Milwaukee,Wis.,

Vocational School. (1927).
Which / had to familiarized with other race elements.
As a scholar I commented that what these students could master.

I could excel better.

When high-way road building began in the 1930ts, I became a highway
road cement-finisher. Which I firat worked as a Union member on permit.

This highway work was sparingly or seasonally.

Next I became familiar with the stevedore labor in the Mi.waukee Ports.

Which this Union utilise stable members for wharehouse activities.

From that experience with loading trucks and semi ..trailera.
I final declare that 1 bould operete any tiuckvehicle iti the city or

on the highweys.
.1 applied and received Union truck -operator'a certificate for Driver.

-... This certificate allow the holder to operatn city taxi cabs also.

During world-war two, the government was building ship-yards, and

building some kind of war-ships in the Milwaukee area.
So I join the Pile-driver Union to become a ship-wright builder.

Vinnally the general contractor, Raymond Concrete Pile Company of

New York City with whom I wasemplefed.
. Ned me transferred to Chicago where they had several building contracts

oPeratioA.
So I had to transfer my Unitia-iffiIiiition-te-I-was.in-chargeof-operat- -. 7--

ion. Plus I had to move the family without any future plans.
4

-With that move from reservation to be responsible of building action
in becoming Foreman and Sub-superintendent.

Waa a Ireativenture for undeVebope Indian without no education or
.experienct Of building Wigh-rises,-churchs, and Bank buildings.

If I had more knowledge or modern Wilding experiences I could still

be engage in a swivel chair.
As it is now I am in the semi-retired classification.
Have te accept pension and aocial.security for having the guts to leave

the Indian reservation.
#nd raise six boys and four daughters In the metropolis.

z
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Nancy Evans
Window Rock, Arizona
May 5, 1977

Response to:
American Indian Policy Review Commission

Final Report

SOCIAL SERVICES & FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE-
FOR INDIANS

Soci.al Services and Financial Assistance programs for Indians present
unique case. Addinistrative authority to deliver these services vary di..
vereely for those Indians living on reservation under the authority of the
federal government to those ledians living in other setting outside the
authority of the federal government.

A number of specific recommendations can be made Vised en the tradi-
tionil federal...tribal relationship and for those Indians in other settings
where varying degree of authority-are shared by tribes, states and the

federal government.

Financial Assistance _Programs

1, Social SecuritvAct FinanciaiAlsietance Proarams: Financial Maio-
taece.preerame under the Social Security Actas the-Aid to the Aged, Aid
to-the oisahlia;Ifit-to the BUitdWMd
ministered totally by the State until 1973 when.parts were-placed under

federal agency.. These assitance became available to Indians mainly
in the 1950.'s after many disputes with states as to whether Indians are
eligible.

A .
. .

Sven today eligibility criteria are often not to the benefit of
Indidms where questions of"resources and income prevent many people from
receiving regular financial assistance.; and the amount of assistanCe_
often ere lower for Indians residing on the reservation.'

2. Snyder Act Financial Assistance Proerams BIA under the authority of
the Snyder Aat made available to Indians on reservation financial anis..
tame celled General Assistance. Although the eligibility criteria are

simple: (1) that one must be an enrolled Indians; (2) that the Indian
must reside on the reservation and (3) that one must be in need; the
Interpretation of eligibility.varied from ode area to another and
practices varied from one caeeworker to another.

1,

-.

Up to 1973, the 66 IAN was the
guide for praviding this assistance

ulto:1711:1leg
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published in November 1975. Comments which were".eceived were reviewed

and incorporated into the final regulations in the spring of-1976. A

number of critical issues remain. unansWered although attempts were made

to clarify these during the writing of the regulations.

a. Definition of "on or near:" the Tribal governmental units are
asked to define this jointly with the DIA officials.

.b, Standards of Assistance (amount of grant) still follow the
respective established state 8tandar4.: so that nonuniformity of

asaistance continues.

c. Clarification of what is meant by "availability of assistance"

versus "actually provided."

After the final Regulations were drafted the Tribes were asked to

eecommend an "on and near" definition for determining eligibility for

aisistances for their own tribal membeis. BIA is now in the process of

updating its manual to reflect the published regulations.

Recommendations for Financial Assistance

'1. There must be a national uniform standards of assistances applied

in all states so that these cat' be reflected in individual services and

assistance.

2. There must be clear indication that financial assistance is mode

..,-.......--available.to_prevent.dieintegration of fami/y units and ,not to employ

standards which. provida assistanen only to broken and dependent families .

or individuals.

3. Because the level of poverty in Indian land is severe, continued BIA

General Assistance funding is needed until such time that a federal pro.

grab nation wide is established that will meet the needs of the unemployed,

and underemployed which the BIA program preseatly addresses On Indian

Reservation.

4. Because SIA, General Aseistance is not uniformly available to all

Tribes and Resereation,, the need for BIA General Assistance for Indians

residing on reservation in the Ple280 States be evaluated. If inadequate

financial assistance programs or severe,poverty are found, BIA should

consider making BLA General Assistance avatlable to the Indians in these

areas.

Social Service Pro:mama'

Issues related to social services for Indians- are extremely important
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for two reasons: (1) many social services involve legal and jurisdic
tione4 matters requiring Tribal guvernment to establish Tribal legisla.

tion stendards and conduct of services, and (2) since social services

deals with human values and human value 4ystem as child--earing
practIces and familyproblem solving, it is essential that Indians and

Tribal organization maintain close surveillance over social services

for their tribal members.

1. Pociaf SecuritvAct Social Service Proems; Since 1963 the

Social Security Act has provided funds to States (and states only) to

administer certain social services for people. This worked well as

long ah theStates directly provided services and as long as Indians
traditional practices and values were not jeopardized. Conflicts

arose when question of who has jurisdiction to make decision for

Indian familia:: and Indian children wore challenged. This challenge

ii carried into who should administer social service orograMs for

Indians. With the Indiana determined to maintain jurisdiction over

its tribal members these conflicts mushroomed and remain (qtresolved

today.

, In the interest of Tribes the ideal situation is,where a Tribe

can receive all funds available for social services: where the Tribe

can establish the codes and standards for services; and where the

Tribe can administer and provide thc,services to its tribal members.
This ideal situation is not possible unsler the current funding
mechanism because Indian Tribes must first4fight with the State to
,get any social servites fud under the Social Security Act. States

are reluctant to contract vitk Tribes because of uncertainty in

enforcing eligibility and othek federal funding requirements. The

Tribeacontjnue to be reluctant to deter any matter of jurisdiction
to States fófIiIf erod'ing ri:b3 -government 'authority. .........

There is widespread support that all federal funds should be
evailable directly to Tribes, rather than designating States as

passftthrough channel. Inter-Tribal Council of Arizona in October
1975 summarized the crux of the issue with the following statement: .

"There have evolved over the years fundamental and essential prin..
ciples that'ere adhered to in Federal-Tribal relationships. The

State and its subdivision coordinate and cooperate within the frame-.
work of laws and regulations formulated over a considerable period

of time. Given the special character of the Tribes and the reserva-
tions as defined by the Tribes and the Federal Government, it cannot
be expected that the tribal structures can suddenly developed a re-
lationship with the State structure without some special adjustments
on the part of the State and the Tribes. In order that the tribes

can relate to tha State, they will want to maintain the necessary

and desirable relationships they have with the Federal structure."
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The difficulties evolving arinind the jurisdiction and legal pro..
blems cannot be tesolved through negotiation between two parties where
throe are actually involved.

2. Snyder Act Social Servkce Programs: Again BIA administers social

services as provided under the Snyder Act. Again, BIA has continuously
looked to States for guides resulting in lack of uniformity in programs

or practices.

Up to 1913, 66 IAM provided the only guide for BIA programs. With
the Morten.euy. decision the Regulations were publishqd and are finalized.
A number of iesues require review and monitoring: '

I. Clarification of "availability of services" versus "services actually,.

provided." Because various BIA office continue to maintain "availability
pc: paper"es synonymous with "actually provided" there is lack of
uniformity ikservices provision. -

'

2. That other social services as arq provided by the Social Security
Act funds not jeopardize BIA funding'for social services. Because the
Social Security Act funding is limited and there is.caution against
"supplanting of progrsms,"these issues should be reviewed in terms of
needs in Indian settings. Joint funding must be explored as answers to

gaps in funding needs. The level_of funding through BIA to fill gaps
-should be maintained until service needs. in Indian lands are =Wood
to the revel of Social Service needs nationwide.

Recommendation for Socialprvice Program

-That,all Social-Security,Act Funding- mechanimprovidelottribes
to receive (unds directly from the Federal Government, so that Tribes
can administer and provide social.services for their own tribal Members.

2. Because the amount of social service needs for Wien is great and
that the kinds (definition) of services needs are undefined that the
level of funding through the BIA be equivalent to the amount needed to
fill tha gaps in funding as available through the Social Security 'Act
funding.

3. ThakBIA review needs for social services by Tribes residing in
the Ple.280 States. Because many times availability of services to
Indians are on papers dilly, actual provision of services muet be
determined and funding through the BIA channel be explored for those
tribes not currently receiving funds for service needs under the
Snyder Act.
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4, Met contracts with Tribal Government units to administer and pro.

Nepe social services be a prime objectives for all social service funds

ing source,

So That coordinated funding from Mummy saurus be promoted ft' the

development of comprehensive programa vithout the label of "supplanting

programs," This will require that Tribes be permitted to develop the

kinds of services needed by utilising all funds available through the

Social Security Lot, the Older American Act, the Indian Health Services

Programa and the Sureau of Indian/Weirs.

6, That provision be made so Tribes con develop legislation end

standards of services which reflect Tribal uniqueness and needs.

OVERM. RECOMMENDATIONS

gemlus In support of Tribe's rights and wish to develop their own

social services programs, Congress should amend all federal legislation

which prevent-Tribes from receiving federal funds directly. Many

federally funded human service programs require that funds flow through

"single state agencies",and because of jurisdietional conflicts between

Tribes end States, this in most cases prevent Tribes from receiving.the

funds or service.

Sifice politics between Federal Regionar

Offices and States prevent realistic implementation of any federal funding

requirement that a strong Central Office be maintained so that if Federal

Funding Require9ents are to be implemented at all that this office will

not only spell out guidelines but also compliance procedures.- The results

-of noncompliance-should_clearly define.whether (1).penalities will be ---

imposed or,(2) that technical assistance are provided together with (3)

incentives for.good behaviors. Up to now all regulations, guidelines

have been on papers eiren findings of non-compliances have been On papers

...no withholding of federal funds as penalities have resulted enough

to impact compliance.Nwith gederal requirements.

Tribal Governmental Units: That a National Tribal Governmental Organise..

tion be established so that thie can (1) monitor funding sources; (2)

call to surface need for national legislation to protect Tribe's develop..

sent of social services and (3) provide technical assistance to Tribal

Governmental Units in the areas of Indian uniqueness.
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Is Motive, "bolsi Services," pages 5-43 to 1-41 esd 1-74 vermin io
maritime', mods is Ladies country. We susgsst time peraittits, that
the resebt Somata Select Committee es Wuritios ind Mums Weeds' airport,
"Reoddatiess for Improved food Programs es !Ulm Reserratices,"
April 1977, be mistimes& is the body of the fisdlegs or es en annotation.
soseas,.. mese straggly that ths gristle/se embodied la the Wolin
(gala 5410) smdlromtp(1.11111) bills shesld be part of the mccemenda-
!limo espy 11-74. IS mderstend thet-Indles people dithave largo
imput Into drafting them idatical hills. West important ars the
remmenadatiamthat tribe/ adataistranos be ea optios.of the tribes,
that Seehmicel assistants end funds be made available to the tribes to
develop =putts* is administrative es well as to develop transportation
sm4 distribution systems, and that food steeps and/or oomottuas be an

sotto of the tribes.
(continued)

51440 0 n SI
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Senator Janes Aboureur
22 April 1977, .

Aonid not some mention be madaof the relationship of a proposed

6 Federally funded national health care system (via inaurance) end the
. ,

.-existins-heelth system for Indian peoples?

The two final cOmanta we offer are on matters beyond our experience

or time for analysis. First, we simply wonder if the status of Native.

Bewailing can be addressed aomm4unmLin the final repOrt.

Secondly, we urge that consideration be taken now, in Chapter 2, "Legal

Concepts in Indian LADO," of the April 4, 19774 Suprema Court decision,

Rosebud Sioux Tribe v. Rust Governor of South Dakota et. al. We

VeirtrailiFirligarit ve recaBU-Eiona are naa 11itlay to

resolve this matter of allotuent lands in a manner more satisfactorY

than the majority decision CA this case. We know.that we are joined

in this concern by mny An Indian country.

With stroncapprociation of the work, politics, and love which went into

the Comnission's work, we-remain

DR/slui

.1

C.
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Since:41y yours,

1)-11.6.40

Don Reeves
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GALLuo-matino cumn, NIL( SCHOOLS

GALLOP, NEW MEXICO 17301 -

JACK SbICIOOOD, Upset, madam
OPP WI OF THe suyescrieneeas

April 6, 1977

Mt MTN OtAROMAN DOW
P. O. BOX MI

Tete OM 711.31$1

Rho Honorable James Abouresk
Chairman, American Indian Policy Review *Commission
'Congress of the United States
House Office Euilding Annex No. 2
24 and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Senator Abouresk,

Thank you very suoh for your\interest in the Gallup-McKinley
County Ochool District as evidenced by yourssolicitation of comments
on the "tentative" ?inal Report of .the American Indian Policy Review
Commission.

I would first state that Congressman Need's dissenting opinions

take a great deal of courage. Even though his views are probably
=popular in this particular reportv I personally think his opinions

are cogent and should be heeded by those who purport to help the

Indian.

One area of the report that demands emphasis concerns educational

building needs. On the one bard the federal government has taken the
position that state and local governments should make a special effort
to educate the Indian, but on the other hand bas-providedx pittance
for construction of educational facilities.

Another point I would like to mention is the use of P.L. 874

funds as they apply to reservation areAs. The federal government
states that the LIA is entitled to this additional funding to meet
the unique educational needs of a given area. However, the federal
government then turns around and allows a state like New Mexico to
take 95% credit for those funds in their "equalisation" finance
formula.

Agefin, thanks for your interest and best wishes for the success
of youricomtission.

J6sed

Sincerely hours,

%04.9141
Dr.Jack Dwicegood
Superintendent
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TRIEB/COMMUTICII

ISCOMIDEIRTIOIS

"VI= ) P&P C ) Paws* )

in Os sioticn beginning with the wards

it is suggested that ths following edition,

dalstial or change in lording be We, or tbs following Qum* a:pissed

difficultly&
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a->ir-Zr : -1P.Sum,

415i 41" hipbone 715.4342423
ROUTE 2. BOX 335 HAYWARD. WISCONSIN tA543

q1'440

5raito
,
R.60,1

A,

awn= Indian Polioy Pries Omission
gouge Offio. Ann= So. 2
2nd and *DP Streets, SU.
liesbington. D.C. 20515

Dear Seas

dtarcas 22, 197?

an writing this letter to implore your halo to poteot
41112.--A0114 4. resca4 4n4-campground amp szi Lao Dart (Pavillon

\ vetch is loested en the =ppm Indian beervation -- at least as tar
as they aro enseezned. 'Ws particular band ef ChiPpows Indians is
etteepting to octane a 25-Page Codes and Isplatichs goventinll
property mere on the reservation, ineluding nen-Indians. Yet we
cb nct here any voice er voting Kitts in their tribal preempt.

SY PmPerdta (15 acres of land) we pereliaged free the Indians
in th 19204 with a clear title and deed signed by the President et
the United States... Dm this not Inoue u,s of our civil tights to
abide by the laws of the State of bIsbandh and th United Statbs of
sasboa rather than a 25-pap beak ef Indian rules and regulations?

PLUSH rember that re are altisans f these United States
am well as the Indians on the moseseatione also, I feel that the
PIMP( s) of Indian leserections is *Deplete and theme Indian people
should be gloved to feet for themselves the may as the other ewes
living in the Unitd States.

I hops, therefore, that you mill o3nsider the RIGHTS of ILL
1JIil2CASS ua cabal upon any future leglaation or rem.

Thank pp

anoarely your.,

Calvin Homan
TRAIL'S WI) (=IV

:31s
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BAC
Eaugai Asmara oounau lact 1828 L Rowe 11.W. Sum roe laahogton. D.C. WOW coon &Mem

March 31, 1977

The Honorable James Aboureak
United States Senate
1105 Dickson Senate Office
Suilding
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Aboureski

The Housing Assistance Council recently received a copy
of the tentative final report of the American Indian Policy Review
COMMisslond

We have reviewed the report and found that the housing section
was not included. In June, 1976, Robert Leatherman after a
substantial effort, submitted a report for the Commission titled
°The Indian Housing Efforts in the United States." Our staff
assisted with providing information and also dentacted a number
of Indian tribes.

The failure of the Commission to include the hoUsing report
seems to be an unfortunate omission wtich could be misinterpreted
or a lack of interest in hoising matters by Indians, we know that
this in not the case.

We knOw that you, in the past, have shared our concern about
the terrible housing problems faced by Indians. We urge, therefore,
that you reccniider the exclusion of the housing section from the
final report of the American Indian Policy Review Commission and
b3 do what you can to see that it is included.

RC/lh

3 ID

Sincerely yours.

Roland Chico
Indian Housing
Coordinator
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The Honorable James S. Aboureak
Chairman

Congress of the United States
House Moe Bldg. Annex No. 2
2D and D Streets, OW
Wuhington, D. C. 20318

Dear Senator Abouresk:

Thank you for sending me the American Indian Policy Review
Commission's "tentative" Final Report.

The report is indeed a comprehensive and far-ranging one It contains
a wealth of information and many exoellent recommendations. There is
very little that we con add to the report.

As you know. the Indian population of Hawaii is quite smell. In the
spring of 1978, a 3-peroent 'ample census of our state found 1,893 American
Indiana living outside of military barreoks and institutions. They thus
mounted to only.9.2 pereekt of the total.

Notwithdanding this small'Indian population, we ere deeply interested
in the wOrk of the Commission, and wish you all nooses in your work.

With warm personal regards, I remain.

Yours very truly,

320
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DEPARTINENTAWHEOWTH.EDUCKTION,A4ODNAWWRE
AminctiortoucATION
WAINFONOTON.MC. MUM ,

APR 12 tan

Honorable James S. Abouresk
Chairman, American Indian Policy
Review Commission

Rouse Office Building, Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streets, S.W. .

Weshington, D.C. 20513

DesiSenator Aboureakt

:This is in response to,your esquest.for me to comment on the Eddcation
section of the tentativil'inal Report of the American Indian Policy
Review Commission. .

I recommend the following nlarificatims and corrections:

Page:H.49 In paragraph 3, "The primary agencies controlling Indian
education are: (1) The Office of Education under H.E.W.
which administers. .", add the following, "the Indian
EducationAtt of 1972, Title,IV, Public Law 92-318," end
"the Indian set-aside in the Education for all Handicapped
Chilaren Ant (P.L. 94442). .

Pages 8-93 In line 3, champ "between".to "among."

Pages 8-104 in paragraph 2, the figures of 140,000 and 100,000 are
questionable unless the sources are indicated.

From the Indian Education Act, Public Lew 92.-318, the
Office of Education provides supplemental funding for 302,000
Indian students in public schools menift A above. In
addition other Indian students are assiseed:through ether
legislative authorities such as Title I (P.L. 89-10),
Handicapped legislation (PA. 94-142) and Pert E of the
Indian Education Act.

Pages 8-104 In paragraph 3, line 4, the term "JOH" should be deleted
as this Johnson O'Malley program is administered by.the
BIArInterior rather than USOEHEW.

321
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Page.2 -lonorabla James 8,:Abouresk

!
To this reViewert-the findings on pages 8-76 to 8-78 do not-appear to be

.
related to the recommendations on 8420 to 8430, The rcommendations do

not appear chat as to meaning and format.

On page 8.103, in enumerating VSO's specific involvement in Indian education,

no mention is made of: (1) Public Law 94-142 (1973) which has sethitaAde

funds tor Indian handicapped Studeate, and (2) Public Law 94-482 (1976)

which has a set-aside fund for Indian adults from the Vocational Ant of 1963,

as amended. -

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

Since

1
ly

S. Oabe Paxton Jr., Dad.
Acting Deputy Commissioner
Offile.of_Indian_Wngtion

.
-
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- Tis limas Alliance, lee.
NT. 6.00X 881. .

NOIPO. LOUISIANA. 70360

April 19, 1977'

Senator James S. Aboureak, Chairman
American Indian Policy Revink Commiseion
Congress of The United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streets S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20515.

Dear Senator Abourisks

We, the Native Americana, welcome any help we can get from the
American Indian polity Review Commission. We believe that you are

---headiog-to"the-right-direct-ions-in-adopt-ing-a-national-polioyzfor--:...--.....

Indian peep,' regardles0 of their status with the U. S. Govern-
ment. At this point we had all but lost hope that-anything would .
be done in behalf of Indians in this country. We firmly believe
it comes at the right time in history.when our President is con-
cerned about human rights in other countries.

You speak of a workable solution within the frame wOrk of government.
If you look closely at your information you will see that Native
Americans pay taxes, served in the Armed Forces, and died in defense
of America. 'Yet we've lived seperated from the white way of American
life. We-believe there is a lot of work to be done in the fields
of education, econoMie,development, and health care for Indians. We
as Americans have been denied all these'things. -We also believe
that you will not find in anrother minority group the true patriotism

'shown by the Native Americans.

Hunting and fishing rights for Native Americans is a way of life:
we firmly believe that this in our natural birth right. We believe
this to be a priority item to be re-evaluated.

4

In one way or another our land has beendisposed of. We no longer
awn any amount of land in Louisiana. Through tax manipulation the
whites have found ways to acquire Indian lands. On March 2, 1849
Congresssaw fit to award to Louisiana lands'belonging to the
Houma tribe. The Houma tribe in Louisiana has been left landless.
In the wake oV white settlement the Houma tribe was cheated out of
these lands.

We would like now to quote Chief Joseph of the Nee Pere& Tribe on
how Indian laritl were acquired.
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Page .2"- Senator Abouresk

'Suppose a white man should come to me and say "Joseph, I like your

horses, and 2 want to buy them." 2-say to him. "No, my horses suit

me, I will not sell them." Then he goes to my neighbor, and say to
hims "Joseph has some good horses. I want to buy them, but he

-7-7"--------re1uses-torsell-c&-i4y-Imeighbor-answers,-"Pay-meLtbe_money._and.I....__
will sell you JosqpIhrs horses." The 'white man returns to me and
says, "Joseph, / have bought your. horses, and you must let me have .

them." If we sold our lands to the government, this is the way they

were bought.'

We believe that Congress at this time should be able to Solve the

problems which it faces with Indian tribes and nations. It is

hopeful that this issue will not be left alone to be resolve by

another generation.

Sincerely

Howard J. Dion
Chairman
The Houma Alliance, Inc.

324
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DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
REGIONAL OFFICE

Exemprik TOWER 1405 CURTIS STREET

DENVER. COLORADO 110302

Mal?. 4. 1977

Honorable James S. Abourezk
Chairman, American Indian

Policy Review Commission
United States &Mate
°Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mx: Chairmanl

,:1111

SOF

Thank you for the copy of the Commission's "Tentative Final
Report" and for the opportunity to cOmment on its contents.

T-he-report obviousLy-involved..a-tremendous--elf-fort-on-the-part---
of the Commission to develop a definitive essaY on the status
of Indian-policies in this country. It contains excellent
material, particularly those chapters on trust land and tIlhal
government. We were, however, disappointed that housing
received scant attention. Only three pages out of the total'
report.mentioned housing to any degree, .and then only in very

p

general-terms. ,

The unfortunate part of this omission is that housing is one
of the basic needs of Indian people and therefore deserves
greater attention. Housing incorporates or transcends many
of the subjects addressed in greater.detail in the report.
Housing construction provides opportunities for employment,
economic development and Indian entrepreneurshtp. Tribal
sovereignty is an important part of the Indianvhousing effort.
The status ot trust land, on which most Indian housing is
constructed, poses unique and unusual problems that must be
resolved. A great many subjects in the report are touched in
some way or other by the varioustousing programs, particu-
larly those administered by the Department of Housing dud
Urban Development.

While the Departnent has made giant strides in meeting the
housing needs of Indian families, there is general agreement
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// "that a great deal Ad work remains to be:done.' Therefore, that
- the Commission sale fit to offer only a.solitary recommendation
on this subject, with which we agree, (see page 8-73), offers
little assistance to the Indian housing effort. In 'slew of the

- . comprehensive housing keport provided to the Commission, a more
extensive ;OViOlf Of .;0441.4_1194.40.412 AbOuld.have. been included in.,

-.....____. . .. . _ ......._ _
the report. ,

Sincerely.

-A4r,/('7#44;1144
-- Gerald J. non

Acting Reiionl Administrator

0 326
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INDIAN CLAIMS COMM [MON
R10010.1. MALDINS, STN FLOON

N WNW' NW.
WAINDOTON, D.C. SAM

Apri1 20, 1977

Honorable James Abouresk,
United States Senate
Chairman, American Indian Policy

Review Connission
Washington...D. C. 20510_

Dear Senator Aboureak:

.1 thought the report of Task Force pc). 9 contained a key to

the vexing question of Treaty Indians vs. Non-treaty Indians, etc.,

and attached is a copy of my letter to "Chuck" expressing

personal sentiments about it.

With kindest regards and best wishes, I iemain,

Enclosure

BB:ild

327

Eincerely,

Brantley glue
Commissioner .

I
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INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION
Pant& WILDING. FLOOD

urso m um= mw.
WAIIHINsToN. D.C. MOS

April 20, 1977

Mr. Charles Trilible
Executive Director

t National Congress of American
Wane

1430 K Street, N. W. Suite 700

Washington, D. C. 2a005

Vast Chuck:

It has been awhile since we talked. In the meantime, I have

personally agonized over the existing cleavagea.betwein-Reservation,
Non-Reservation, Treaty and Hon-Treaty Indian groups. It has been

especially troubling to me for years now, since the lanWbees" have been

' dist in the role as being the symbolic group that exemplifies all of

these cleavages. There is imam that tho cleavages will cause me to

-------- ------
treaty, groups. There is no way

for me to fan to support ihe
groups in Waral concern. However, t saddens me deeply to see such

intent, straiiitietng made tome. and exclude nonresereation and
non-treaty groups from all Federal programs.

Chunk, I think I gleaned an answer to this 4spasse upon reading

the task force report submitted by the legal task force of the American

Indian Policy Review Commission. In effect, it said, "non-reservation,

non-treaty Indians (Lumbees specifically being pointed out) should share

in Federal programs,.but not at the expense of Reservation,. . . treaty

Indians". The task force made clear end I agree, that the shoring of
the's!. group should in no way diminish the funds of the other group.
Isn t this a concept and a ehilosoPy that all Indian groups could and

should unanimously rally around and support? I.ponestly believe so, I

fervently hal so!

This principle could unite Indians. Row desperately that is needed.

How much your leadership could unite all Indians during this critical

period.

Chuck, I know that you will give these thoughts earnest and prayer-
ful consideration as I have done. Our People . . . Alla them . . .

AMO the beneficiaries! TWA you for letting.me share some of my think-

ing with you.

3 28
11111440 0 NI Si
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With kindest regards and best wishes, I remain,

Very truly yours,

P#44444T
Brantley Blue
Commissioner

. P. S. Chuck, Indians are being challenged today, from all sides; there
has been nothing like this in mul years. It is a time for togetherness
in order for the Indians to stand just a fair chance of receiving just,
fair and honest treatment at. the hands of a just America. Permanent and
yitg decisions are about to be made by Congress. How crucial!

Copy to;
Peter S. Taylor, Chairman,

Legal Task Force No. 9, AIPRC;
Hon. James Abourezk,
United States Senate,
Meissen, American Indian Policy
Review Commission;

Hen. Lloyd Mee4s, United States
House of Repilmsontatives,
Chairman, American Indian Policy
Review Commission;

Adolph Dial, Commissioner, American Indian
Policy Review Commission;

Louis R. Bruce, Commissioner,
American Indian (Urban/Nonfederally Recognized);

Ernie Stevens, Executive Director,
American Indian Policy Review Commission;

Mel Tonasket, President,
National Congress of American Indians&

Wendell Chino, President, National
Tribal Chairmen's Association.

BB:ild
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REACTI4TO THE SUMMARY OF EDUCATION
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE

AMERICAN iNDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION

Compiled at the:

18th Annual Indian Education Conference
Center for Indian Education
Arizona State University

Tempe, Arizona

Submitted by:

Dr; John W. Tippeconnic, DireCtOr
Center for Indian Education

330
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The 18th Annual Indian Education Conference, sponsored by the Center
for Indian Education, Arizona State Uhiversity,.was held in Tempe,
Arizona on April 13-15, 1377. ApProximately 500 individuals were in
attindence. The as$or purpose of the conference was.to provide groups
(i.e., tribes, Indian organizations) and individuals an opportunity
to react to the educational findings and recommendations of the American
Indian Policy Review Commission (AIPRC).

The rationale for the,conference was based on the fact that the ,.

educational findings and recommendations of AIPRC have been disseminated
to a select few. Thus, the conference programAeas developed
(Appendix A), whereby every individual and group 4n attendance Would
be informed of the educational findings, discuss them, then react.

REACTION DESIGN

Presentations:

Workshops:

Reaction:

AIPRC:

1. AIPRC History, Functions, and Activities
2. Educational Findings and Recommendations
3. Expected Influence of the Report

TO further discuss and react to the findings and
recommendations. Topics included:

1. The Delivery SystemD/A
2. Higher Education
3. United States Office of Education
4. State Rnle in Indian Education
5. Tribal Control

1. Workshops
2. Groups (Tribes, Organizations)
3. Individuals

Submitted to AIPRC for inclusion in the final report
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PROCEDURES

Mr. Ernest Stevens, past Director, AIPRC, Mr. Ray Goetting, AIPRC
Consultant, ant Mt. Charles Peone, AIPRC Consultant, orally
presented the educational findings. In addition, the educational
summary was made available to all cOnference participants.

A list of tea (10) General Findings was developed for 'conference
participants to react to in workshop sessions. (Appendix B). In

addition, specific findings in higher education, BIA, tribal control,
state role in Indian Education, and the U.S. Office of Education
ware developed.,.(Appendix C). Open-ended responses were also
solicited. An Individual Reaction Form was provided to record
reaction. (Appendix D).

Individuals and groups were also encouraged to react outside the
workshop format. (Appendix E).

4.
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rEsquiscr RESPONSE TO THE GENERAL flEDIRO8 Of AIM

GENERAL FINDINGS Of AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW CONMISSIOW

1. Shift all Federal education programs from OE and BIA to one administrat.%e

agency.

2. Shift control of Federal funds for Indien education from state and local
governments to tribal governments.

3. Establish training programs for indian teachers, administrators, counselors
and tribal advisors on education.

4. lb. consolidated Indian agency would bo required to design, in conjunction

with Indian people, Education programs it establishes to respond to the

needs of Indian people.

S. Ibis agency and programs would require more efficient administration and an
accurate funding mechanism to assure that target monies reached the tribes.

6. Gm:green will enact legislation th. . would aid tribal governments in
assuming the responsibility for control of education in accordance with
their desires.

7. Amendments to P.L. 874 and 819 such that: (1) the dollars directed to aid

chools educating Indian students be funneled through a tribal monitoring

system, than to the school, (2) a set-aside provision is made to cover costs

of tribal adminietration.

8. Amendments to P.L. 638 such that (1) a duly elected Board of Regents may

be recognized as a unit representing tribes and tribal opinion to contract for

and administer post-secondary schools with a multi-tribal population;
"secondary schools, a duly elected

e representative from each tribe, be

tribes and tribal opinion to contract for

(2) in case of multitribal elementary
Board wf Regents indluding at lea
recognized as a unit represon
and administer those school

9. Anendments to P.L. 638 an JON such that: (1) any dollars contracted for

the educaton of Indian ehildren through P.L. 638 and JON would pass through

tribal'conitoring system C) in utilizing this contract or monitoring

powering with P.L. 638 or JOM tribe may decide the extent to trhich it wishes

to control the educational system affecting its children. This decision runs

the gamut from total tribal ownership and control to utilization of the

tribal government only as a monitoring system, (3) if the tribes' option

to set up an orginizational unit to monitor funds, a sot-asido provision

should be made available to cover costs of tribal administration.

10. Amendments to all Indian education legislation such that: (1) the state or

local government not in compliance with agreements and contrects for Indian
education can be sued by the tribe in U.S. District Court or in a state court
of general jurisdiction, (2) the court may grant the plaintiff a temporary
restraining order, preliminary or permenent injunction or other order
including suspension, termination or repayment of funds or placing any further
payments in escrow pending the outcome of the litigation.

:3 3 3
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AM1S 121118CIDED 27.1622E6 USW=

1. 23 2-4. 23 a 6

2. 30 19 11 17 4

3. 51 24 2 6 0

4. 35 34 12 1 0

5. 47 30 9 0 1

6. 19 30 11 3 4

7. 19 31 24 2 2

8. 11 26 23 9 7

9. 21 29 14 3 0

104 28 20 21 2
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OPEN NEACT/ON TO THE TEN CENERAI, FINDINGS

'TEDIUM

1. Shift all federal education programs from OE and DIA to one administrative

agena.

REACTIONs

1. The transfer of programs to s new agency should be accomplished if

Indian people and their tribal governing bodies approve and design

transfer process.

2. (a) Agree to one agencysinca there would be consistency in the program.

Would like to see an educational movelent with more emphasis placed

on the education of children.

(b) What guarantee is made, if s new agency is established, that the agency

will see more input from parents in their concepts of goals and direction

of education.

3. It needs to be defined who will be eligible for services and how the

agency will be implemented. If properly managed, it would be a good idea.

. A.. Shift some Federal education programs from OE and ALA to one administrative

agency.

S. Athift all Federal education programs and funds to one administrative

agency.

6. Shift all Federal eduesilon programs and funds allocations from OE and BIA

to one administrative agency.

FINDINGs

2. Shift control of Federal funds for Indian education from state and local

governments to tribal governments.

5EACTI

1. Tribal governments may desire to participate in the shift of control on an

optional-ability basis. Some tribes may not have the skilled manpower to

IMMO total control and therefore the transition will be affected by this.

Urban 'Indians may have to group themselves Into FAC-type groups; and since an

accurate count is not available, reservation tribes may have to assist in

the identification end even the servicing of those whom they recognise as

tribal members.

3 3 6
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2. What about Indians who are not under tribal government? .

. Browill'this recommendation affect those Indiana living in tbs
7-trben_ares educational system?

b. How would urban Indians applycfor education funding?

c. Is the seem:mend:Mica only,for tribal governments/organizations?

PIKDINO:

9. Establish training programs for Indian toachers,-administretors, counselors
and tribal advisors On education.

REACTION:

1. Establish long-range training programs for Indian education personnel

in areas of: (1) teaching, (2) school administration, counseling,

(9) tribal advising. Also training programs should be developed in areas oft
tribal accountings economics, financing, management and other technical

areas needed for tribal control.

2. Personnel involved in the education and training of Indian children should
be specially trained. Pstricularly in viewing their personal concepts of
Indian children, learning of the people to whom they are to serve, their
customs, traditions and religion. Be more aware and respectful of their

way of life.,

3. Establish training programs for Indian tribes, administrators, counselors

and tribal advisors. Programs that lead tewaria degree or certification.

PENDINC:

4. The consolidated Indian agency would be required to deiign, in conjunction
with Indian people, education programs it establishes to respond to the

needs of Indian people.

REACTION I

1. The Indian people in conjunction with a consolidated Indian agency will
4 design education programs to respond to the needs of the people.

2. .Agreei but need to involve many educationaI designs would greatly depend On

the tribal structure and needs..

a. Sous felt the sentence should state, "and consult" rather than the
.wording "in cow:suction."
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PCIDING:

3. This asency and programs would require more efficient administration and en
accurst* funding mechanism to assure that target monies reached the tribes.

1. The Indian people, the agency, and the programs will require more
efficient administration and accurate funding mechanisms to assure that
target monies reach the tribes and the students.

2. They must have other targets as well.

3. This agency and programs would require more efficient administrative
distributilon and an accurate funding mechanism to assume that target
monies reeched the tribe.

!DICING:

6. Congress will enact legislation that would aid tribal governments in
assuming the responsibility for control of education in accordance with
their desires.

3EACTION:

1. Congress will enact legielation that would aid tribal governments in
assuming the responsibility for control of education in accordance vith
tha desires of tribal governments. In off-reservation areas with no
tribal jurisdickion, federal funds must be admIffiktered by an Indian
parent comsittee with full policy and program control.

2. Meaning is unclear:. -if emphasis is on aid, will agree."

3. Question is not clear, no explanation given.

4. Congress will enact legislation that would.aid tribal governments in
assuning the responsibility for control of education in accordance with

needs.

FINDING:

7. Amendments to P.L. 874 and 815 such that: (1) the dollars di:ected to aid
schools educating Indian students be funneled through a tribal monitoring

.system, than to the school, (2) a set-eside provision is made to cover

' costs of tribal administration.

RUCTION:

1. Amend by addition the following: "We recommend that both laws be fully funded

to meet the urgent needs.
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2. Ibe laws do not pertain just to Indians (set-asides?)

PiNDING:

8. Amendments to P.L. 630 such that (1) a duly'ilected Boara of Regents may

be recognized as a unit representing tribes and tribal opinioe to contract

for and administer poet-secondary schools with a multi-tribal populations
(2) in case of multi-tribal elementary and secondary schools, a duly
el:Mt:id Board of Regents including at least one representative from each.

tribe, be recognized as a unit representing tribes and tribal opinion to

els:tract for and administer those schools.

REACTION:

1. Amend by addition of: "There meet be assurance that all tribes involved

are duly ratified and involved i6 all transactions."

FINDING:

9. Amendments to P.L. 638 and JON such that: (1) any dollars contracted for
the education of Indian children through P.L. 638 and JOM would pass
through tribal sonitoring system (2) in utilizing this contract or
monitoring powering with P.L. 638 or JOM a tribe may decide the extent
to which it wishes to control the educational system affecting its
children. This decision runs the gamut from total tribal ownership
and Control to utilization of the tribal government only as a monitoring
system, (3) if the tribes' option to set up an organizational unit to
monitor funds, a set-aside provision should be made available to cover

costa of tribal administration.

INOTION:

1. That's the way it is now--Nhy is an amendment necessary?

FINDING:

10. Amendments to all Indian education legislation such that: (1) the state

or local government not in compliance with agreements and contracts for

Indian education canbe sued by the tribe in U.S. Diotirct Court or in a
state court of general jurisdiction, (2) the court may grant the plaintiff

a temporary restraining order, preliminary or permanent injunction or other

order including suspension, termination or repayment of funds or placing
any further payments itPescrow pending the outcome of the litigation.

RUCTION:

1. It's already that way--why the amendment?

13 ttj
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I. yel. Delivery gystem--BLA

mxgcs

1. Congress will initiate legislation for the funding and administration under
a consolidated Indian astncy for programs:

A. To study and establish standards for Indian education and develop en
accreditation system for Indian schools.

D. To train now*Indians who teach and vork with Indian children as an
interim measure until there are enough Indian educators.

C. To educate and prepare the tribes to organize and operate their own

'ftw.aasme4 educational aystems.

D. To subsidize a long-range effort to train and certify Indian educators

for Indian schools.

I. To certify Indian programs for curriculum development and library

development.

Y. To provide for a professional clearinghouse to keep education
intonation, i.e., teacher availability, new curricula, and spacial
infornation flowing from school to school and tribe.to tribe.

G. To give professional Indian aducatorp the opportunity to give regular
input on new educationalmethods end resources to the triUoc, the tribes
in temp can utilize these suggestions if they choose.

11. Congress shall provide, under the umbrella of the consolidated Indiadagency
appropriate legislation for the administration and funding of improved off -

reservation boarding schools.

12. Fundins would be used to define the goals and objectives for each O.R.B.S. Create

and academic emphais that fits the particular goals of each school.
A. A, vocational/technical school
2. A school for the gifted with emphasis on academic training.

3. A school for special learning difficulties (Issic skills emphasised)

13. Juvenile corrections should bathe responsibility of the tribe(s) and not

ths 0.1.2.8.

14. Hire sufficient diagnostic staff, a program and development specialist, and
curriculum development that is responsive to studeat needs both psychologically

and academically for each O.R.B.S.

15. Choose teachins and guidance personnel on the basis of ability to do the job

rather than rank in civil service.

16. Give parents and community the opportunity to contribute ideas and participate

in school procedure.

17. Give the sdhool advisory boards reel decision power.

3 1 I
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1$. Set Mp ty)ding structures to separate 0.161.8. from other DIA funded schools.

19.---1tandardise accounting procedures end fiscal reports.of all O.R.S.S.

10. Imams post-secondary schools run by the DLA frtm O.R.D.S. states so they

have the option to controls Staff, budget, programs, enrollment, and

student body.

21. Organise an elective process for advisory boards and boards of regents for all

1I4 schools (Dssbell, SIaI, I4I4)

!SAMOSA

Participants strongly agreed with all the findings with the following commentss

a. Dumber 14. The question arose, "Would it be practical to hire all of .

the mentioned personnel, and would they be all Indians?"

b. Dumber 17. What training wou}d the advisory board receive to prepare
them to exercise wise authorative power.

ADDITIONAL COMMSDIDs

1. Organise an elective process for advisory boards and boards of regents
for ell DIA schools, including post -secondery schools.

2. Funding tructures and accountability procedures should be standardised
for fast and efficient accounting and'ior educational research purposes.
Schools should follow the same elective proqess for advisory boards, and
board of regents. Schools should work togeOher 4146aningful research,
for example, student dropouts, new curriculum, c.al follow up studios
on students who attend institutions,of higher lemming.

3. Many times people insthe educational field lose sight of their original
objectives and begin to conceptualise, "What can I get out of the
system for self-gain?" Too many times the person tends to look for
personal'isains rather than to view what is the best way to reach the
Indian youth.

.

-at
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11. Organise an *lentos proms for advisory boards and boards of ragouts for
all SIA schools (Raskin, LAIL, SIPI).

12. Gensress, through spatial) legislation wilt provide funding for enholarships

in three academie areas)

1. Vocational
2. Libaral arts
9. Graduate level.

13. Graduate level scholarship should take into account extra expenass such as
books, lab fess and the greater possibility graduate students will be married.

14. Scholarship funding is directed through both Indian organisations and tribes
which would distribute the money, to eligible Indian student,.

15. Each student who meets the requirements of eection 411 (A) (1) of the
Higher Education Act of 1965 shall be entitled to a grant in an amount
computed under subsection (a) of subsection (1).

16. Congress must enact legislation which would, under the consolidated
Indian nanny, carry out a program for fundins sod administration of Indian

post-secondary schools.

17. Legislation such to include funds for more Indian owned and operatsd colleges
ouch that higher +education is available to all Indians who &sire it.

16. Legislation such to include funds to establish a nueber of institutions of
higher learning for interpreting and sustaining the culture, langueses and
traditions of Indian people.

19. Legislation such to include funds provided by the Federal government to any
institution'of higher learnins that is educatins Indian students (similar to JONI).

20. Accreditation for Indian post-secondary institutions should vs providod by an
Indian designed and organised board.

.--nr "-or
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STRONGLY AGREE AGREE UNDECIDEII DISAGREE STRONGLY DISAGREE

11. 4 11 7 2 1

12. 10 11 1 3 1

13. 10 11 4 1 0

14. 6 3 3 3 1

15. 5 . 11 1

16. 6 12 5 2 1

17. 10 11 1 4 0

18. 12 8 5 1 0

19. . 4 6 6 4 6

20. 6 10 3 4 1

93440 0 -78 -24
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HIGHER EDUCATION/ADDITIONAL REACTION

As a student enrolled under Pine Arts at Arizona State University, I
strongly agree to granting money to students who wish to enter a
profession not Usually funded by tribal or government scholarships.

III. UNITED STATES OrPICE OP EDUCATION

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

'1. Concern for the education of children in urban areas.

2. Explicit definitions in funding controls.

carol 7- "'V 1
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V. Tribal Control

11. Tribal control at minimum could entail utilising the tribal government
as a monitoring system for federal funds targeted for Indian education.
Dollars targeted specifically for Indian children, for example, JOM, would
not *ay pass through the tribe but the tribe could also direct how those

dollars ware to be spent.

12. Where a local school system rejects tribally determined educational priorities
for JOH and other target tunds, those funds should be available to the tribe
for use in a program of its own.

13. In recognition that one year's funding may be an insufficient base to
establish an independent program, there should be provision to allow
for carryover of previous year's funding._

14. To facilitate the move toward Indian control of Indian education, trained

specialists will be needed. Programs for Indian people to direct Indian

control should be established.

15. Monis, should be provided for programs to educate and prepare tribes to
organise and operate their own education .(to the extent they wish).

16. Monies should be provided to subsidise a long-range effort to train and
certify Indian educators for Indian schools.

17. Monies should be provided to establish training progrsms for teachers of
Indian students.

18. Monies should be provided to subsidise programa for curriculum development and
library development for Indian schools.

19. Monies should be provided to study and establish an accreditation system
for Indian schools.

20. Monies should be provided to study and establish standards for Indian schools.

`3 6
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STRONGLY

ABEL AGREE UNDECIDED DISAGREE
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

U. 9 7 3 0 1

^.:

12. 6 7 3 1

13. 7 11

14. 9 12 0

15. 8 9

16. 9 9 1 0

17. 10 7 2 1 0

18. 10 9 1

19. 6 12 1 0

20. 6 13 1
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TRIBAL CONTROL

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

1. Money should be provided for basic school operations.

2. Accounting systems should be sei up for the tribes to account for
the monies they receive.

3. Congress pass a law that the Federal government pass in legislation
that Congress will continue te fund programs for Indian tribes if
they contract under P.L. 93-638.

-
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REACTION BY GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS

sa.
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MA. Ida L. Jose, Chairperson
Papago Education Committee

Ma. Joie represented the Papago Education Committee and the following
comments represent the opinion of her committee after their participation

in Workshop 0, Tribal Control.

The issue of Tribal Control is of main concern on the Papago Reservation.
Tho problem is as follows:

The Papago Education CoMmittee is authorized by a Tribal Resolution to
be responsible and accountable for Tribal Education contracts. There

are two (2) main reasons why this is impossible to do;

1. The Bureau of Indian Affairs (Procurement Branch) has their own
"unwritten" rules that cannot be abided by anyone, which also conflict

with tribal contract statements.

2. The state does not recognize Tribal Sovereignty;

.Our recommendations are:

1. That PL 93-638 be amended to insUre Tribal trol of all contracted

programs.

2. That tribes be given full authority and responsib
their own direction and policy, without interfer
Federal bureaucracies.

y to determine
of the state and

3. That Congress assure the Tribes of adequate unding for their

determined needs.

THE PAPAGO EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Ida L. Jose, Cfiairperson
Minuel Osequeda
Tony Chico
Willard Juan
Archie Hendrick, Sr.
Sr. Kateri.Cooper.

o 0
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Hs. Lena Essay
Central Curriculum,Coordinator
Flasajo Economic Opportunity Childhood Development Program
It. Defiance, Arizona

Maimain questions which should Se asked regarding the establishment of
the AIPRC aret

Who appoints the Commission?
Why can't we be involved right from the first instead.of at the concluiion?
What impact will our recommendations have on the Commission's Report to
Congress?

The geueral findings were very vague, and they need to be clarified.

Pertaining to General Finding #1, Shift all Federal education programs from
OE and BIA to one administrative agency; what one administrative agency
are these programs to be shifted under? Who will be involved in the
shifting of these programs and who will haini the control?

Pertaining to Finding #2, Shift control of Federal funds for Indian education
from state and local governments to tribal governments; is this to be

- -done with approval of tribal people or individual groups?

A. to Finding #3, Establish training programs for Indian teachers,
administrators, counselors and tribal advisors on education; who would
establish these training programs and where will the monies come from?
Wa must have assurances that the training programs are not funded for
one or two years aad then discontinued. What we need instead of what
we have gottenin the past are long.-range training programs to insure
that the benefits of the,programs will begiven the Indian peoples.

On Finding #4, The consolidated Indian agenty would be required to design, in
conjunction with Indian people, education programs.it establishes to respond
to the needs of Indian people; what is meant by "consolidated" Indian
agency? Is this in reference to the superagency in General Finding #1?

As to Finding IS, This agency and programs would require more efficient
administration and an accurate funding mechanismCo assure that target
moniesteach the tribes; this funding mechanism needs to be controlled
according to the needs of the tribes or the individual groups of people
sehiare requesting the funds.

. Findings 6-10 are already in existence it appears butirhat we need is
a reaffirmation of these findings. Finding #10, such a law is already in
existence but we need to work with the law now and we need to have it
enforced.

Of definite concern is the need to define "Indian."

We are making our recommendations, but we'need the support of the American
Indian Policy Review Commission and of all the Indian people.

3 51
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Mt. Virgil Free, Higher Education Director
Johnson O'Malley
Winnebago, Nebraska

The area which the Task Force of the Commission did not seem to get into

vas funding accountability. We must be kept informed of the amount of

money that is going out and we need to be kept informed of where it is

going. We must abide by regulations and guidelines but OE and BIA do no

accounting to us. We must demand that OE and BLA report nationally to the

tribes at the national and the regional levels. We Ask AIPRC to demand

that accounting also be done at the area and agency levels.

Mr. Albert Sinquah, Director
Education, Mop/ Tribe
Oraibi, Arizona

My main eoncern is that there is no existing organization or group of
people responsible for seeing to it that the government is meeting the
requirements and guidelines of the programs. There needs to be an office

or a Concerns Bureau that we can contact for interpretation of the existing

laws. The interpretation of the policies vary at the local, area, regional,

and national levels. It is difficult to know or see what we are doing
because of this. The AIPRC should recommend the establishing of an
organization strictly for the interpretation of the laws.

'"Ns



Ms. Cynthia Cardona
Osborn School District
Phosnizo.Arizona

360
44.

WorkshoP #3, "United States Office of Education."

My main concerns center around the amount of confusion, misunderstanding, and
learning process involved with the various programs.

It seeMs that information is not received with sufficient time to study the
literature. Procedures are someimes somewhat intimidating. In many instances

one is unclear as to how to utilize funding in the proper "legal" way.

The Public Laws and Acts are unclear to the majority of the participants
here at this session and to the participants within the different programs.

How is this and other legislation to affect the urban Indian? There is
too much confusion in this area as it appears the urban Indian is not being
recognized.

We need to see statistics concerning the operations of the progrems. Hew is
the money appropriated and how is it being utilized? Howinch/Of that money
actually trickles down to.students?.

353
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Ms. Carol Kirk
Arisona State University Student

, The following commentswere made by Ms. Kirk after her participation in
Workehop 04, "State Role ImIndian Education."

Concerning General Finding 01, Shift all Federal education programs'from
OE and BIA to one administrative agency, the members of the workshop
isay have been indecisive or negative because of two main concerns.

1. There was not enough information as to how OE and BIA were to be
*unified. Perhaps the intention of the members was to either
agree or disagree and then make comments as to how either decision
would be implemented.

2. As pertaining to nearly all the items the participants tended to
disagree with the printed statements as the participants all
recognized tribal authority but did not specifically recognize
urban Indian groups.

The main concern with Items 7-10 was that these or at least some of
these General Findings were identified by participants to already be
aiisting policy. Negative or indecisive coutments were made because it
was noted that the policies were already in effect.

My concern: Was the purpose of the questionnaire a reaffirmation or a
negation of general policies facing tribal sovereignty or was it intended
to address for specific changes in existing policy7 The confusion
arose because it was unclear as whether we were disagreeing with the conditions
of the exizting policy or recommending something new.

VP w T -- wee. 'am
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SMART

The reaction presented above represents that of individuals and groups
compiled in the procedure described. It does not necessarily represent

a consensus of the conference. No effort was made to interpret any of

the data or change any of the comments. It is raw data compiled within

limitations of a threa-day conference.

However, the reaction does represent a sincere effort on the part of
th4A responding to be heard. We trust that the input will be valuable
to the American Indian Policy Review Commission and that it will be a
vaFt of the final report,submitted to Congress.

111
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APPENDIX A

18th ANNUAL INDIAN EDUCATION CONFERENCE PROGRAM
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18th ANNUAL INDIAN EDUCATION CONFERENCE
---AP1117737,147/757-7977

MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING
Arizona State University

Tempe, Arizona

THEME:

"AMERIUN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION"
SUMMARY OF EDUCATION FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SPONSOR'..

CENra FOR INDIAN EDUCATION
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY

TEMDE, ARIZONA

DIRECTORS

DR. JOHN W. TIPPECONNIC, DIRECTOR, CPNTER FOR INDIAN EDUCATION
MR. GEORGE A. GILL, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION
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PROGRAM

Wednesday Afternpon Session, April 13, 1977

12:00 NOON Registration, Memorial Union Building
Arizona Room (Continuous throughout Conference)

1:00 - 5:00 p.m. Workshop 4L1 NIEA Project Media, National Ind4an Education
Association; Minneapolis, Minnesota
Ms. Rebecca Murray, Moderator
Cochise Room East, Memorial Union

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Workshop 02 Reapportionment & Census - State of Arizona
Legislature; Phoenix, Arizona
Representative Benjamin Hanley, Moderator
Cochise Room West, Memorial Union

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Workshop 03 Bilingual Education, Division of Bilingual
Education, State Department of Education;
Phoenix, Arizona
Ms. Gay Law:re:Ice, Moderator
Arizona Room, Memorial Union

2:00 - 3:15 p.m. Workshop 04 Native American Mhterials Development Center
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Mr. Cam Pfeiffer, Moderator
Arizona Room, Memorial Uhion

2:00 - 3:15 p.m. Workshop 46 Indian Education Training, Inc.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
4r. Fred Garcia, Moderator
NS. Laura Tillman, Moderator
Cochise Room West, Memorial Union

3:15 - 3:30 p.m. BREAK

3:30 - 5:00 p.m. Workshop 46 Native American Materials Development Center
(Repeat) Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mr. Cam Pfeiffer, Moderator
Arizona Room, Memorial Union

3:30 - 5:00 p.m. Workshop 07 Indian Education Training, Inc.

(Repeat) Albuquerque, New Mexico

Mr. Fred Garcia, Moderator
Ms. Laura Tillman, Moderator
Cochise Room West, Memorial Union

, :3 5 8



Thursday Morning-Session, April 14, 1977
\\

7:30 a.M. \\

8:30 - 10:00 a.m.

10:00 - 10:15 a.m.

10:15 - 11:30 a.m.

Registration, Memorial Union Building

Presiding: Dr. John W. Tippeconnic, Director
Center for Indian Education
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona

Welcome: Dr. Morrison F. Warren, Director
I.D. Payne Laboratory
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona

Keynote
Address: Mt. Ernest L. Stevens, Director

American Indian Policy Review Commission
Washington, D.C.
"Introduction To The AIPRC"

Conference Procedures: Mr. George A. Gill
Assistant Professor of

Education
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BREAK - Reconvene in General Session for Education
Summary and Findings

Mr. Raymond C. Goetting, AIPRC Member and Consultant
Laguna, Mew Mexico
"Findings and Recommendations - Education"
American Indian Policy Review Commission

Mr. Charles Peone, AIPRC Member and Consultant
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
"Findings and Recommemiations - Education"
American Indian Policy Review Commission

11:30 - 1:00 p.m. LUNCH BREAK - Reconvene in workshop of choice at
1:00 p.m.
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ThurSda0 Afternoon Session, April 14, 1977

1:00 3:00 p.m. WORKSHOP SESSIONS

Workshop 01, "The Delivery System - BIA"
Mr. Garrison Tahrahkera, Moderator
Mr. Ray Goetting, Resource Person
Cochise Room East

Administering Educational Programs, Funding and Policy,

Educational Facilities, Curriculum, Student and School

Statistics.

Workshop #2 "Higher Education"
Mr. Ron Houston, Moderator
Mr. Ray Goetting, Resource Person
Cochise Room West

Administering Educational Programs, Funding and Policy,

Educational Facilities, Curriculum, Student and School

Statistics.

Workshop 43 "United States Office of Education"
Mr. Guy Archambeau, Moderator
Mr. Charles Peone, Resource Person
Coconino Room

Administering Educational Programs, Funding and Policy,

Educational Facilitiqs, Curriculum, Student and School

Statistics.

Workshop 04 "State Role In Indian Education"
Dr. Larry Stout, Moderator
Mr. Ernest Stevens, Resource Person
Arizona Room

Administering Educational Programs, Funding and Policy,
Educational Facilities, Curriculum, Student and Sdhool

Statistics.

Workshop #5 "Tribal Control"
Mr. Jack Gregory, Moderator
Mr. Ernest Stevens, Resource Person
Pinal Room

Administering Educational Programs, Funding and Policy,

Educational Facilities, Curriculum, Student and School

Statistics.

3:00 - 3:15 p.m. RREAk

305 - 5:00 p.m. Workshops #1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 reconvene in sare rooms for

finalization of reaction reports to findings.

6:00 p.m.

93440 0 -78 93

RECESS - Reconvene in Arizona Room for final General

Session, Friday, 8:30 a.m., April 15, 1977.

3 G
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Friday Horning Session, April 15, 1977

8:30 a.m. General Session
Arizona Room

Presentation of conference workshop reaction position papers
, and recommendations to be submitted to American Indian Policy
Review CommiSsion, Washington, D.C.

Presiding: Mr. Emerson Horace, Director
Bilingual Education
Sacaton Public Schools
Sacaton, Arizona

Mt. Guy Archambeau
Tuba City Public Schools
Tuba City, Arizona

10:00 - 10:15 a.m. CREAK

10:15 a.m. Reconvene in Arizona Room for continuation of
presentations.

12:00 Noon ADJOURNMENT
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GENERAL FINDINGS OF AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION
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ASU, CENTER FOR INDIAN EDUCATION

GENERAL FINDINGS OF AMERICAN LNDIAN POLICY REVIEW 00HHISSION

1. Shift all Federal education programs from OE and BIA to one administ ative
ageney.

2. Shift control of Federal funds for Indian education from state and loc 1
governments to tribal governments.

3. Establish training programs for Indian teachers, administrators, counselors
and tribal advisors on education.

4. The consolidated Indian agency would be required to design, in conjunction
with Indian people, education Programs it establishes to respond to the
needs of Indian people.

5. This agency and programs would require more efficient administration and an
accurate funding mechanism to assure that target monies reached the tribes.

6. Congress will enact legislation that would aid tribal governrents in
assuming the responsibility for control of education in accordance with
their desires.

7. Amendments to P.L. 874 and 815 such that: (1) the dollars directed to aid
schools educating Indian students be funneled through a tribal monitoring
system, than to the school, (2) a set-aside provision is made to cover costs
of tribal administration.

8. Amendments to P.L. 638 such that (1) a duly elected Board of Regents may
be recognized as a unit representing tribes and tribal opinion to contract for
and administer post-secondary schools with a multi-tribal population;
(2) in case of multi-tribal elementary and secondary schools, a duly elected
Board of Regents indluding at least one representative from each tribe, be
recognized as a unit representing tribes and tribal opinion to contract for
and administer those schools.

9. Amendments to P.L. 638 and JOH such that: (1) any dollars contracted for
the education of Indian children through P.L. 638 and JOU would pass through
trital monitoring system (2) in utilizing this contract or monitoring
powering with P.L. 638 or JOH a tribe may decide the extent to which wishes
to control the educational system affecting its children. This d ision runs

the gamut from total'tribal ownership and control to utilizati of the

tribal government only as a monitoring system, (3) 4-18ii tribes' option
to set up an organizational unit to monitor funds, a set-aside provision
should he made available to cover costs of tribe administration.

10. Amendments to all Indian education legislation such that: (1) the state or
local government not in compliance with agreem nts and contracts for /ndian
education can be sued by the tribe in U.S. Di rict Court or in a state court
of general jurisdictien, (2) the cour ay grant the plaintiff a temporary
restraining order, pteliminary ox-p-diienent injunction or other order
including suspension, terminat# or repayment of funds or placing any further
payments in escrow pending thg outcome of the litigation.

3 ; :3
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1. Consress will initiate legislation for the funding and administration uoder
a consolidated Indian asency for progress;

A. To study and establish standards for Indian education and develop an
accreditation system foe Indian schools.

2. To train non-Indians who teach and york with Indian children as an
intarlasmasure until there are enoush IMdian educitbrs.

To educate and prepire the tribes to organize and operate their own
educational systems.

To subsidise a long-range effort to train and certify Indian educators
for Indian schools.

C.

D.

7.

To certify /adieu programs for curriculum development and library
development. v

To provide for a professional clearinghouse to keep education
information, i.e., teacher availability, new curricula, and spacial
information flowing from school to school and tribe to tribe.

G. To give professional Indian educators the opportunity to give regular
input on new educationaleathods and resources to the tribes, the tribes
in tuen can utilise these suggestions if they choose.

11. Congress shall provide, under the umbrella of the consolidated Indian agency
appropriate legislation for the administration and funding of improved ofi-
reservation bearding schools.

to

12. ftnding would be used to define the goals and objectives for each 0.2.5.8.
and academic 'aphids that fits ths particular goals of each SW2001.
1. A vocational/technical school
2. A school for the gifted with emphasis on academic training.
3. A school for special learning difficulties (basic skills enphasised)

13. Juvenile corrections should boz.the responsibility of the tribe(s) and not
the 0.7.11.8.

Create

14. Hire sufficient diagnostic staff, a program and development specialist, and
curriculum development that As responsive to student needs both psychologically
and academically for each 0.7.11.8.

13. Choose teaching and guidance personnel oa the basis of ability to do the job
rather than rank in civil service.

16. Give parents and community the opportunity to contribute ideas and participate
in school procedure.

17. Give ths school advisory boards real decision power.
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Tribal Control

(See first 10 General Windings)

11. Tribal control at minimum could entail utilising the tribal government
as S nonitoring system for federal funds tarsetod for Indian education.

Dollars targeted specifically for Indian children, for ample, JOM, would

not only pass through the tribe but the tribe could also direct how those

dollars were to b. spent.

, 12. Where e local school systole rejects tribally determined educational priorities
for JOG and other target funds, those funds should be available to the tribe
for use in a program of its mu.

13. In recognition that one year's funding nay be an insufficient base to
establish an independent program, there should be provision to allow
for carryover of previous year's funding.

14. To facilitate the move toward Indian control of Indian education, trained
specialists will be needed. Programs foriIndian people to direct Indian

control should be established.

13. Monies should be provided for programs to educate and prepare tribes to
organise and operate their own education (to the extent they wish).

16. Monies should be provided to subsidise a long-range effort to train and
certify Indian educators for Indian schools.

17. Ebnies should be provided to establish training programs for teachers of

ladle* students.

16. Monies should be providi6 to subsidise programs for curriculun development and
library developsent for Indian schools.

19. MOnies should be provided to study and establish iltA accreditation system

for Indian schools.

20. Windom should be provided to study end establish standards for Indian schools.

6 6
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"Linker Education.

(See first 10 )

11. Organise an elective process for advisory boards and boards of regents for
all S/A schools (Haskell,

12. Congress, through specific 'legislation will provide funding for scholarships
in three academic areas*

1. Vocational
2. Liberal arts
3. Graduate level.

13. Graduate level scholarship should take into account extra expenses such as
books, lab fees and the greater possibility graduate students mill be serried.

14. Scholarship funding ie directed through both Indian organisations end tribes
which would distribute the money to eligible Indian students.

15. Each student who meets tho requirements of Section 411 (A) (1) of the
Nigher Education Act of 1965 shall be entitled to a grant in an amount
computed under subsection (a) of ubsection (1).

,16. Congress nest enact legislation which would, under the consolidated
Indian agency, carry out a program for funding and administration of Indian
post-secondary schools.

17. Legislation such to include funds tor more Indian owned end operated colleges
such that hieher education is available to all Indians wbo desire it.

16. legislation such to include binds to establish a number of institutions of
higher learning for interpretiligNand sustaining the culture, languages and
traditions of Indian people.

19. Legislation such to include funds provided by the Federal government to any
institution of higher learning that is educating Indian students (similar to JON).

20. Accreditation for Indian post-secondary institutions should be provided by an
Indian designed and organised board.

367
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IS. Sat up funding structuxes to eepsiate O.R.S.S. from other SI* funded schools.

15. Standardiso accounti-g procedures and fiscal reports of all O.R.S.S.

20. Immove post -soconiary schools run by the DIA from 0.2.1.8. states so they
have the option to controls Staff, budget, programs, enrollment, and
student body.

21. Organise an elective process for advisory boards and boards of regents for all
\ SLI schools (Haskell, SIPI, IAIA)

3 68
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(See first 10 General Findings) .
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INDIVIDUAL REACTION FORMS

Recommendation:

1 SA A

2 SA A

3 SA A

4 SA A

5 SA A

6 SA A

7 SA A

8 SA A

9 SA A

)0 SA A

11 SA A

12 SA A

13 SA A

14 SA A

15 SA A

16 SA A

17 SA A

18 SA A

19 SA A

20 SA A

eitonments:

ORGANIZATION

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

U D SO

U D SO

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

U D SD

0
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APPENDIX E

PROCEDURES TO BE ODSERVED DURING THE REACTION PRESENTATIONS
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 30853

INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE

The Honorable James Abouresk
Chairman, American Indian Policy
Review Commission

United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear. Mr. . Chairman:

Thank you for extending to me the opportunity to comment
on the Tentatilie Final Report of the American Indian
Policy Review Commission. My comments are addressed to
several broad areas within which fall in the recommendations
associated with the health section of Chapter 8,
Social Services.

The scope and direction of the Federal Indian health
program are molded in large measure by laws (including
appropriations acts), regulations, policies and other
guides made available by the Legislative and Executive
Branches relative to Indian health probleis, and to
professional, support, and.community self-determination
activities in the health field. The role of the Indian
Health Service is to administer the program consistent
with these guides. The majority of the recommendations
in the health section relate directly to actions by the
Congress and/or the Administration, and, therefore, are
beyond the commentary purview of this organization. Those
that recommend Executive Orders, Congressional consideration
of budgetary parameters,vtongressional establishment of
organizational entities, and those pertaining to other
Departments are illastrative examples. Even though these
types of recommendations are beyond our commentary purview,
Senator Abourezk, please be assured that the IHS will
always do its best to carry out its legislative, policy
and other mandates. In so doing, we shall, worki.ng in
partnership with the Indian communities and their leadership,
endeavor to be imaginative in administering the health
program in ways calculated to obtfc..n maximum value from
all resources with which IBS is entrusted in order to
combat the massive health problems confronting American
Indiana and Alaska Natives.

t 1 ,
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Some recommendations pertain to recent public laws. I

am happy to report that we have, in fact, made every
effort to involve Indian people and Indian organisations
tin working toward successful implementation of Public
Law 94-437. Recently, in testimony, I indicated that,
up to that date, /HS had some 110 meetings with Indians in
about 50 locations throughout the Nation regarding PL 94-437
activities, including regulations. Intensive communications
will continue regarding regulations'and their implementation.
A similar format has been followed in connection with
Public Law 93-638. It is my personal conviction that these
close, cooperative efforts are indispensable ta any and
all aspects of program management, as well as being
consistent with the fundamentals of self-determination
as outlined in the mandates contained in PL 93-638 and in
PL 94-437.

One recommendation specifically pertaifis to alcoholism
projects. As indicated above, INS will continue to do its
best to assure that its work is carried out to the best
of our ability, appropriate to the needs and desires of,
the Indians, and within the framework of our authorities
and resources, present.and future.

Again, I thank ibu for the opportunity to read the
Tentative Final Report, and for your invitation to comment
thereupon.

Sincerely yours,
... 1

Emerrqt. Johnson, M. D.
Assistant Surgeon General
Director, Indian Health Service



INDIAN RIGHTS ASSOCIATIO

EVALUATION OF THE TENTATIVE FINL REPORT

of the

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION

NAME: Bette Crouse Melo, President
Elaine p. Lariviere, Administrator

ORGANIZATION: Indian Rights4-Association, founded 1882, non-
° profit organization

ADDRESS: 1505 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102

pRIOR/Ty RECOMMENDATIONS

We support the following recommendations becaube we believe the
survival of American Indian communities depends on such correc- .

tive.measures. -

1. TRIBAL GOVERNMENT
Chapter 5, Paragraph 1, Page 5-29
In the section beginning with the words "That the long term
objective of Federal-Indian policy should be the development..."

2. TirBAL GOVERNMENT
Chapter 5, #2, Page 5-52
In the section beginning with the words "That Section 16 of

the Indian Reorganization Act..."

3. TRIBAL GOVERNMENT
Chapter 5, #3, Page 5-53
In the section beginning with the words "That Section 2 of .

.Title 25, U.S. Code, should be amended..."

4. FEDERAL - INDIAN TRUST RELATIONS
Chapter 4, III A, #1-4, Pages 4-14, 4-15
ln the section beginning with the words "in order to clarify
and improve the administration of the Federal trust..."

5. FEDERAL - INDIAN TRUST RELATIONS
Chapter 4, /II B, #1-4, Pages 4-15, 4-16
ln the section beginning with the words "/ndian Trust Rights

impact Statement. Before any agency takes action..."

6. FEDERAL - INDIAN TRUST RELATIONS
Chapter 4, III D, #1-6

a In the Section beginning with thO words "Legal Representation
for ludians. In order to diminish the conflict of-interest."

3 7 t3
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7. FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION
Chapter 6, Page 131, Entire Page
In the section beginning with the words Zlie Commission rec-
ommends that: 1. The President submit t 'Congress..."

8. FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION
Chapter 6, Page 137, Last Piragraph
In the section beginning with the words "The ComMisgdn
recommends that: ,Congress establish permanent stem ng or
special select committees foiljndian affairs..."

9. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Chapter 7, Paragraph 1, Page 7-34
In the section beginning with the words "Congress should appro-
priate sufficient funds..."

10. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Chapter 7, Pages 7-635, 7-36, #1-5
In the section beginning with the words "To provide solutions
for the debilitating problems..."

11, ECONOMIC DFVELOPMEET
Chapter 7, Paragraph 4, Page 7-41
In the section beginning with4the words "The Secretary of the
Interior should allow the tribes to develop..." .

i3ECOMMENDATION8 If= INDIAN RIGHTS

ASSOCIATION DISAGREES

1. WATER RIGHTS
The issue of water rights is an urgent. issue. The recommenda-
tions of the American Indian Poli6Y-RiView Commission aro in-
adequate. More inplit is needed from water experts, and more
emphasis must be placed on the importance of water to the
viability of Indian reservations.

2. WATER RIGHTS
Hydrology reports and water resource inventories should be
scrutinized for partiality. lie believe that all are prejudiced
and do not consider Wili*ers Doctrine rights, present water
flow, and future needs of Indian communities - with perhaps
the exception of the Morrison-Merrill report done for the
Navajo and suppressed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

3. SEPARATE DISSENTING V/EWS OF CONGRESSMAN LLOYD MEEDS

We disagree with the following recommendations because they
remove from Indians the power to control territory under their
legal title, to administer justice, to levy taxes essential to
self-sufficiency, and to use resources that are legally theirs.

i
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Page 42, #6
In the section beginning with the words "I recommend that
Congress enact legislation directly prohibiting 0'

Page 57, #5
ln the seeion beginning with the words "I recommend that
Congress enact legislation providing that states shall have
the same power to levy taxes..."

Page 88, Paragraph 2
ln the section'beginning with the words "I would resolve all
doubts by recommending to the Congress the enactment of a
statute of limitations"

ADDITIOM COMMENTS
by Bette CiFIFF1Rile

The Indian Rights Association, founded in 1882, and having
advocated the Dawes Act in order to assist the Indian people in
surviving a disastrous period of colonization anl its attendant
greed for land and destruction of Indian peoples, acknowledges the
destructive impact of the Dawes Act and the allotment of Indian
lands on Indian survival. The plan did not work out and has led
to serious problems of jurisdiction and exploitation. Having
gotten what they wanted back in 1887, the non-Indian came to be-
lieve that Indiansikre an expendable resource and that what is
Indian is rightfully theirs. That mentality prevails today in the
form of backlash organizations all fired up to press politicians
for what they consider rightfully theirs. The climate today is
the climate that prevailed in the 1880's when Congress acted under
pressure of popular public opinion instead of fulfilling its
trust responsibility to the Indian people by protecting them from
encroachments on their lands and fulfilling treaty obligations.
The time is long overdue to advocate Indian Federal Policy instead
of Federal Indian Policy. We see the purpose of the Commission to
°present the Indian position in the effort to correct the present
inequities that Indians suffer as a result of long neglect of their
legal status.

iQZ FZELTE c rintrifirT wrigialp g ACCURATE M Orr
01111

Yes, it provides an accurate and useful picture, considering the
time and financial limitations under which the Commission worked.
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

MAY 4 - 1971

Honorable James Abourezk
Chairman, American Indian Policy

Review Commission
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

\Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for furnishing this Department, and particularly the

Bureau of Indian Affairs, with copies of the draft of the final

report of the American Indian Policy Review Commission. We are

also grateful for your invitation to provide input involving our

reaction to the draft for consideration by your Commission in

arriving at the completed product.

In response to your request, we have given the report wide

distribution among the Bureau's field staff, and they are

currently studying it with the request to forward to us their

thoughts and reactions.

After due deliberation, however, it has been respectfully

determined by this Department to decline to provide official

comment on the report at this time. This position is consistent

with that which has been recently presented in testimony before

several committees of the Congress. It stems in part from our

desire to in no way inhibit the Policy Review Commissiin in

reporting its findings as it sees them. . It also admittedly

reflects our desire for additional time to fully measure the

contents of the report and not
prematurely react to it while we

are still in the transition process and do not as yet fully have

this Administration's Indian
leadership on board. This is

particularly true in respect to the vacancy of the proposed

Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs. Further, we would like

at this time to avoid taking an official position which might in

any way preempt tribes across the country from arriving at their

independent judgment; concerning the report.

In closing, we are grateful for your consideration in sharing

the draft with us and shall be appreciative of your understanding

3 t9
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of our position in this matter. We look forward to working further

with you in responding to the finalize. report.

Sincerely,

James A. Joseph
Under Secretary

3 0
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Meeds Attacks
Move f r ore
Indian Powers

By W. DALE NELSON

WASHINGTON (AP) ,Over a
vigorous dissent by, Washington Rep.
Lloyd Meeds, a ctingressional com-
mission will reco mend this week
that Indian tribes qventually be given
increased legal tio ers over both In-
dians and non-Incli ns.

"Indian tribe-N xre governments,"
sdys the report kby the two-year-old
American Indian Policy Review Com-
mission. "The federal policy must ac-
cept the position that the supervisory
authority it asserts must be limited
and flexible,"

In his 100-page dissent. Meeds. vice
chairman of the commission, calls the
900-page report "one-sided advocacy"
seeking to "convert a romantic politi-
cal notion into a legal doctrine." He
adds:

"Doing justice by Indians does not
require doing injustices to non-Indi-
ans.

"American Indian tribes are 'rot -
third set of governments in the
American federal system. They are
not sovereigns.

"If Congress should ever think it
wise to give Indian peoples experi-
ence in government by letLn.;" them
practice on non-members, I pi'edict
we will swiftly be set straight by 'he
vast majority of our constituents."

Before his election to Congress in
1964. Meeds served as deputy prose-
cutor and prosecutor in Snohomish
County which includes Indian reserVa-
tion land.

The commission, created by Con-
gress in 1975. is made up of five
Indians and six members of Con-
gress.

Its report, due Tuesday, says tribal
powers -spring from the tribe's own
inherent sovereignty and can be di-
minished only by express federal,
not state. action." It says Indian
sovereignty is "of the highest legal
standing."

Meeds argues that this "doctrine
of inherent tribal sovereignty" has

Back Page. Column 1
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Weds Attacks Proposal
For More Indian Powers

From Page A4
been rejected repeatedly by the Su-
preme Court.
, At a meeting Friday, Sen. James
Abourezk, D-S.D., chairman of the
commission, argued Meeds was dis-
senting to things which the report
&es not say. Abourezk said no one
denies that the sovereignty of the
tribes is linfted by the power of
Congress.

The commission recommends that
federal policy be aimed at "aiding
the tribes in achievement of fully
functioning governments exercising
primary governmental authority with-
in the boundaries of the respective
reservations.

"This authority would include the
power to adjudicate civil and crimi-
nal matters, to regulate land use, to
regulate natural resources such as
fish and game and water rights, to
issue business licenses, to impose tax-
es, and to do any and all of those
things which all local governments
cwithin the United States are presently
doing."

The commission recommends
against "a broad legislative solution"
to Indian jurisdictional disputes at
this time but adds that "the growth
and development of tribal government
into fully functioning governments
necessarily encompasses the exercise
of some tribal jurisdiction over non-
Indian people and property within
reservation boundaries."

disagree, as I think the vast
majority of the American people

3 5

would disagree," Meeds said in his
dissent.

"I recommend that Congress enact
legislation d4rectly prohibiting Indian
courts from exercising criminal juris-
diction over any person, whether
Indian or non-Indian, who is not a
member of the Indian tribe which
operates the court in question."

The Washington congressman made
a similar recommendation with re-
gard to civil courts, except when a
non-Indian defendant "expressly and
voluntarily submits to the jurisdiction
of the tribal court."

The report says the Bureau of Indi-
an Affairs suffers "a notable absence
of managerial and organizational ca-
pacity" and the Department of Jus-
tice has conflicts of interest which
"preclude adequate legal representa-
tion of Indian trust interests." It rec-
ommends a cabinet-level department
or independent agency incorporating
all government programs affecting In-
dians

It proposes that control of Indian
education be shifted frbm state and
local government to tribal govern-.
ments.

In a proposed section to be voted
upon tomorrow, it would also call -for
exemption of Indians on their reser-
vations from state gasoline taxes and
exemption of leased Indian lands
from state mineral taxes.

The same proposed section would
provide that 'all federal programs
designed to benefit Indian people or
tribes be given liberal interpretation
in finding the intent of Congress to
exempt them from federal taxation."
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The Honorable James
Chairman
Select Committee on
1105 Dirksen Senate
Washington, D. C.

Dear Jim:

393

Zfaies Zonate
WAINIMITOP4 C MOW

June 1, 1977

Abourezk

Indian Affairs
Office Building

It was recently called to my attention that the American

Indian Policy Review Commission has recommended to Congress that all

native American tribes who have yet to be federally recognized

receive such recognition.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my support for

the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe of Marksville, Louisiana, and the Houma

Tribe of Dulac and Galliano in their bids for recognition. I hope

you will take My iupport into consideration and that both tribes

..will.be.successfuldwachieviAg recognitiQn!,,

With kindest regards,

JBJ:Hbb

Sincerely,

/

7ite
nngJ. Be1-, ohnston

U d States Senator

386
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

NAME AMERICAN IMES
1415 DWINILLS HALL

Senator James S. Aboureek
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Andes No. 2
2d and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Senator Abouresk:

SILILIZIL11L CALITOMIA MUD

April 22, 1977

Thank you for the opporitnity to review the tentative final report

of the American Indian Policy Review Commission. I found the report

very informative. It compiles a significant amovat of factual material
that sheds light an the historical background of the relationship of

American Indian tribes to the United States government and the con-
temporary status of those tribes.

There are several specific poidts in the report that I would like

to comment on. One concerns the status of the Indian Zivil Rights Act

of 1968. Many Indian peoplo- and also nonnIndian lawyers that I have
talked to consider that the Indian CWil Rights Act of 1968 is an in-

fringement on the concept o! tribal sovereignty. The report suggestt

that limitations be placed on the exercise of feueral court jurisdiction

.
in cases brought under the Civil Rights Act, and if the Act is to con-
tinue in force, those limitations must certainly be adhered to in order

to protect the integrity of Indian court systems. I would emphasize

the point made in connection with the-discussion of..tribal.courta--.
that they are in a state of evolution and Are becoming increasingly
sophisticated in areas of administration cf justice where they may have

been less prepared in the past. Indian people must also be recognized

. as being able to exercise sound and intelligent judgment as other

Americans are given credit for that capacity. There are no inherent
cultural limitations on the exercise of full judicial powers to assure

justice in an Indian community. I would urge that as part of a long

range policy,(Congress look to the repeal of the Indian Civil Rights Act

of 1968.

In the area of education, I have personal concerns abOut the

recommendation's of tFe Commission in section 8 of the report. As a

teacher in a University setting, specifically in the Native American

Studies program .t the University of Califnrnia at Berkeley, I am aware

3 7
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of many of the strengths and also of the limitations of higher education

in relation to Indian piople. The recommendation of the Commission in

the area of higher education - -that funds be allocated for the
develop-

ment of more Indian controlled colleges on or near reservations ft-seems

to ma an unproductioe use of funds unless the nature of those colleges

is very clearly defined. I say this not because I feel ihat Indians

should not have aceess to college
level education but because the feasi-

bility of establishtng a network of Indian institutions of higher edu-

cation' is very low. Even in a long range plan; Indian people 'would

probably not find it poseible to obtainithe staff necessary to operate

.such colleges. The teaching of culture and language courses can certainly'

be done by community people who do not have the typical credentials

demanded by a non-Indian institution. But the skills that.Indian people

usually demand from a college education are those at a professional

level that will allov those people tb interact effectively with agencies

of the federal government and with non-Indian professionals. Since

.
Indian people with professional

level college training and skills are so

few in number, it would be virtually impossible to attract a-large

enough number of them from professional employment into teaching in order

to staff high quality professionally oriented programs at Indian colleges.

Even if those Indian colleges are certified by an,Indian controlled -

accreditation agency, as i suggested, that accreditation would not

necessarily be accepted by general
accrediting agencies, and the degrees

from those colleges would not allow their holders to interact effectively

with the non-Indian world. If there is any way to Make college education .

more accessible to INdians, it is in the area of financial aids, i.e.,

more scholarships and more effectively administered scholarship programs

in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. I must poiat out that I am distinguish-

ing college iducation4rotepurely vocational or purely culture-oriented

education. 'I think that Indian controlled colleges can exist where they

offer training at the vocational level for career opportunities.and where

courseL in language and culture are offered at the personal improvement

level. I do not think that Indian controlled colleges can truly pro -

.gress to the level of offering four year professional degrees that will

equip their graduates to deal effectively with non-Indian communities so

as to obtain the greatest benefits for Indian communities.

Another point raised in the report is that Indians are often forced

to seek services through federal domestic assistance programa that.are

'adadnistered through state agencies --thus subjecting Indians to rules

and restrictions imposed by states. I have been a lumber for the past

two rears of a government advisory committee, the hational Community

Education Advisory Council, which advises the U.S. Office of rducation on

the implementation of the Community Schools Act (a special amendment to

the Elementary and Secondary School Act) that was passed in 1974. The

Act provides funding for programs above and beyond the.regular school pro-

gram. Those programs are intended to meet specific community based needs

or desires. The Act designates Local or State Educational Agencies (as

defined in E.S.E.A.) as eligible applicants. Since Indian- tribes and the

Bureau of Indian Affairs do not fall under this definition, Indian controlled

schools are excluded from the provisions of this act. The sum of money
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available for the Community Schools Act le stall ($3.5 million in fiscal
year 1977) and the number of applicants possible is very large. Some

people (notably Congressman Heeds, with whom I have corresponded about
this matter), feel that adding Indian tribes and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs as potential grantees would simply be adding move people to an
already too large pool of potential applicante. Another argumentthat has
been raised is that /ndiens vhwattend public chools can be served through
thelelocal schools (altheigh local public school districts are not always
sympathetiC to local Indian pidOle). If Indian people in communities that

are predominantly Indian sake requests through local public school districts

they face Cho situation of being bound by state regulations or procedures
that sight affect the succesi of their request. Given the inadequate bud-
get of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to meet all of.the basic educational
needs of Indian people, it would seem that Indian people ought to be
-eligible for whatever aupplemental funding they can generate. The Com-
missioner of Education and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs have agreed
in principle that it would be eesirable to include Indian tribes and
the Bureau in the language in the Comnmnity Schools Act that defines
eligible applicants. The Bureau could certainly provide some of the
matching funds that the community Schoolsact requires of,its grantees.
and Dr. William Demmart; director of Education for the Bukeau, told me in
apersonal conversation that the Bureau was making some commitment to
community education by including,facilities for community meetings and
activities in its plans for new school buildings. I would point out that
the matter of the Community Schools Act is an example of the way in which
Indiana are overlooked in the process of drawing up legislation in the

Congress. I would suggest a policy to Congreser-that it consider whether
Indians can be included im the language defining recipients of benefits
of all social service and edumational legislation. This policy would
certainly seem to be consistent with the intent of the Indian Self-
Determination and Education Improvement Aet.

Finally, I feel compelled to comment upon Congressman Maeda dissent-

ing view to the Commission's report. He accuses the report of taking an
advocacy position in regard to Indians because it operates from the
premise that Indian tribes are sovereign entities. He denies the legiti-

macy of the report becauee it works from this basic premise. He denies
the validity, of that premise by simply interpreting much of the same
evidence presented in the report from his own viewpoint, rather than

, offering significant'new evidence to contradict the findings of the Com-
mission. He is proceeding only from hie own assumption concerning sover-
eignty.' In the past American Indians were subjected to policy that was
based upon the assumption that Indians were not distinct entities from
the United States. The fact vat overlooked that Indian tribes were not

signatories to the U.S. Constitution. If Congreesman Heeds denies the
right of Indian.tribes to assume jurisdiction over non-Indians on reser-
vations because that would constitute lack of consent of those governed,
he must also recognise that Indian tribes have been subjected to a long
historical process of exactly that kind of treatment. This point is not

necessarily to asset the specific right of Indian tribal jurisdiction over

I.
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non-Indians but to point out one of the seeming contradictions in Con -
grease= Mends' position. I feel that the Commission's report does an
excellent j b of pointout out the historical factots influencing past
Indian policy. If the influence on policy now can be the informed
opinions of.Indian people, then Indian tribee can begin to assert that
sovereignty that inheres to them a. the original inhabitants of this
country.

Sin erely yours,

5A4116414
Clara Sue Kidwell
Associate Professor

cs
V.
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KODIAK AREA NATIVE ASSOCIATION
BOX 172

IPC12240)8481-96121

April 15, 1977

The Honorable James S. Aboureek RE: AXPRC's tentativi Final Report
Chairman
American Indian Policy Review Commission
'Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2D 4 D Streets, SW-.
Washington, D. C. 20515.

Dear Senator Abouresk and Committee Members:

The following is a tentative report to be presented at the Kodiak
Area Native Association Annual Membership Meeting, April 27, 1977.
A final report shall follow after the Annual Meeting.

This document represents the list of recommendations developed by the
'Review Conmittee of The Kodiak Area Native Association (KANA) Boerd of
Directors, who mat on April 5-7, 1977. The Committee felt that the
peculiar concerns and problems of Alaskan Natives, resulting from their .

.Aeparate history and the recent enactment of the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act should be made known to the American Indian Policy Review
Commission, prior to the submission of its report to the United States
Congress.

It is the position of the Committee that the yindings and Recommendations
contained- in Chapter 12 of the Commission4 rewrt governing the special
circumstances of Alaskan Natives is on balance, a well considered and
appropriate statement. Additionally, the findings and recommendations
contained in the main body of the report are likewise accepted and sup-
ported. Accordingly the Board of Directors of KANA endorses the Commi-
ssion's findings and recommendations, subject to such further
qualificatiens and additions as hereafter set forth.

1. Because of the uncertainty regarding the construction of the Land
Claims.Legielation, it is now difficult to determine to what extent
Alaska Natives have the same status and relational problems as do
outside tribes. Certainly a number of those problems are the same
or similar. But there is no question that the problems of Native
status in Alaska and the relationship of Alaska Natives with the gov-
ernment and private persons will be shaped by the amendment, or lack
of amendment, to the Land Claims legislation, as well as its inter-
pretation.

2. In the Kodiak area private individuals, including Native Alaskans
themselves, do not clearly distinguish between the regional profit
making corporation, ()çoniag, Inc.), the non-profit association
(KANA), individual virlage corporations established by the Act,
and municipal governments associated with perticular rural areae.
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It is the Native People of the Kodiak
y
area and not the government

who can and should decide who comprise the various tribes associa
ted with the area, irrespective of any determinations to the

contrary by the Secretary of the Interior in conjunction with the

adminietration of the Land Claims Act.

4, The Land Clains Legieletion recognised groupings of Alaskan Natives

by geographic' area, but does not neeessarily overlap with the tra-

ditional ethnic groupings of Alaska Native people.

5. Federal and state law should generally, apPly equally to American

Indian people, irrespIctive of whether individuals reside in reser-

vations or An the general community, and irrespective of whether the

government deems certain tribes to have "adequately* developed govern-

mental structures. '

6. Both the'lack of'a Clear definition of tribemnd related words,in
the Indian Self Determination and Educational Assistance Act, and

similar acts, and the failure to develop.clear administrative eta*
arde for interpreting the acts have impeded their legislative intent.

and the distribuation gf benefits that Congress envisioned in passing

-the laws.

7. These definitional problems pertain to the questions "with what

entity should the federal government deal in transmitting benefits

.and reeporsibilitiee under the legisilationr .We recommend now that

XANA as a larger uMbrella organisation of the Kodiak tribes, as a

repositorX. of sovereign tribal power, (and because it has thus far

developed administrative expertiss), be the primary recipient of
federal flumle designed to he used for service end grant oriented

programs. Federal grants, such as money to construct community

halls or health clinics, because they are tied to a specific pur-

pose will often be channeled to village tribal entities by UNA

when village concerns and individuality can be Mete clearly expres-

sed through basic tribal structures. Decieiens as to when to involve

specific tribal entities in the control of a particular grant can be

made effectively by the KANA board because it is composed of a repro-

ientative !rem each of the tribal entities in the area, and each

'board member is directly accounteble to his or her specific tribe.

S. Municipal governments and Corporations (both regional and, village)

that have been set up under the land claims settlement.ant are inap-

propriate groups to be labeled °tribe° because of their potential

for non-Native control. If it is not recognized that village cor-

porations are not the same as sovereign tribal entities, there is a

substantial possibility that at tho end of the 20 year period of
°inalienability° of land claims stock, many persons will view Alaskan

Natives as terminated as a separate sovereign people through assimi-

lation into the corporate mainstream of American business affairs.

9. It is essential to recognize now-that the Land Claims'legislation may

have as a purpose the termination of Native peoPle as sovereign per-

03440 0 75 - VI
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sons in a larger society. Accordingly, we recognize oureelves as
being sovereign and the federal government must also recognize our
sovereignty..

10. The status of Alaska Natives is in reality tied to the interpretation
given the Land Claims Act, and to whether it is tlewed as a device to
effect termination of Alaska Natives as tribal memters.

11. There°.are a substantial number of Native Alaskans who do not view the
Land.Claims Settlement as terminating their aboriginal rights to the
land because the process by which the Land Claims Act was approved did
not involve the representative approval of Alaska's Native People
with full knowledge of the terms and potential effects of the act. No
matter what legislation is passed by Congress, the Alaskan Native
people remain in control of their land and their lives and thus their
sovereignty. To the extent that they accept the land, money, and
programs of the federal government, they accept them as a sovereign
equal in stature to the federal government.

12. Pindings.and Recommendations of the American Indian-Policy Review
Commission Repor. pertaining to the need for land claim& supplemental
legislation were affirmed in full as follows:

Pindingsr, 7, 0, 9, 10, 12, 13 a 14 through pages 12-29 through 12-30.

Recommendations: 3-7, 9, 5 12 on pages 12-31 through 12-34.

13.The federal government's "definition° of 14 Native blood to qualify
for federal social and welfare programs and to become enrolled under
the Land Claims Act, exemplifies its usurpation of Alaskan Natives'
sovereign right to determine their own status.

14. It is essential that provision be made for the government to reimburse
Native Alaskans when litigation is necessary to protect their rights:.
dtherwise a large portion of the settlement monies will continue to
end up with lawyers and other professionals, rather than with the in-
tended beneficiaries.

15. Whether or not attorney's fees are made recoverable by statute
through amendment bo the Land Claims legislation, it is generally in
.the. interest of Alaska Natives to resolve a .large number of the issues
presented by the AIPRC findings and these recommendations through
federal legislation, rather than through litigation.

16. Land Claims legislation purported to substitute established rights to
approximately 40 million acres of land for unliquidated eboriginal
title. But even viewing the legislation most favorable towards the
federal governmentOt was an- exchange of equal value. Thus it should
not and can not result in the diminution of social services which are
.traditionally the federal government's responsibility, and which re-
main desperately needed by Alaskan Natives. They must remain elegible
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' to redsive the benefits of existing and future legislation to promote

Indian development and welfare.

17. Even though Kodiak Area NetWes are not directly impacted by U. D-2

A issue, we feel it is critical to take ouzo-subsistence stand. It

is vital to the sUbsidtihce life style of Alaskan Natives who retain

it, that large areas ofland be undisturbed if subsistence hunting,
trapping. collecting and fishing are 'to remein viable. The federal
government and the,state government must recognize this in developing
legislation andbadministraeve regulations pertaining to the land not

conveyed directly to Alaskan Natives, or to the corporations under

the act.

,18. Federal legislation imPacting Native subsistence uses such as the
Merine Mammal Protection Act needs to be studied to duvelop a uniform
-policy-tocrotect Native Aubsietence uses as a fixot priority. Con-

gress should consider legislation to guarantee that states do not have

authority to infringe on Native hunting, fishing, and other 'subsis-

tence uses.

19. Various alternatives should now be considered with regard to the
eventual taxation of landi conveyed under the act. There is no

reason why all the lands - someof which will end up in individual
ownership - must have the same tax incidents. Similarly, various
alternatives must be considered as to when taxation should begin;
20 years after passage of the Act, 20 or more years after actual con-

veyance and Permanent exemptestatus ere all possibilities. In any

case, extension of the current exemption must be considered immedia-
tely to immure informed and orderly pleasing. The commission's rec-
ommendations that land which is not leased can regain such exempt

status if itois no longer productive of income, must be considered

seriously.

20. identical concerns are presented by the prospective alienability of,

stock under the Land Claims Act. It is our position that here too,
some extension of time past the 1991 deadline is necessary due to

A the delay in the conveyance of land to the village and regional cor-

.porations. Immediate`attention should be devoted to the study, of
reese probleme rather than delaying their consideration until not
later than 1989 (seerecommendation 11, page 12-34).

4Thank you for the opportunity to submit these recommendations on the'

. Final Report.

Sincerely,

KODIAK AREA NATIVE ASSOCIATION
Henry F. Baton, President

)04r.4.4,71A,
Frank R. Peterson

FRPslb Executive Director

dos Board of'Directore

S.
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KODiAK AREA NATIVg ASSOCIATION
-WW64.11.46,=0.11.1AA0WW6Aribma.

BOX 172
KODIAK,ALASKA 99615
MOM (907) 456-5726

May 2, 1977

The Honorable James S. Abouresk
Chairman
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States -

House Office Building Annex No. 2
2d & D Streets, SW
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Sefiator Abouresk:.

On behalf of the members, directors and staff of the Kodiak Area Native
Association, I wish to submit herewith KANA's Convention Resolution No.
77 C-7 and the final review comments to the Tentative Final Report of
.the American Indian Policy Review Commission. Please be apprised that
these comments were developed by review of the Tentative Final Report
in its entirety by the board of directors, a review committee of the
board and the Convention Resolutions Committee prior to consideration
by the membership in convention on April 27, 1977.

You are hereby respectfully requested to add the attached resolution,
Number 77 C-7, with the twenty enumerated comments to the Final Report
of the American Indian Policy Review Commission prior to its submission
to the U. S. Congress.

Thank you again for the opportunity to participate in the development
and refinement Of an historic document by the Commissioners, task force
groups and staff of the AIPRC.

Sincerely,

KODIAK AREA NAIiIVE ASSOCIATION
n, President

ran R. Peterson
Executive Director

FRP:lb
cc: Senator Ted Stevens

Senator Mike Gravel
Congressman Don Young
Commissioner John Borbridge, Jr.
Byron Mellott, Preside:It, AYN
Board of Directors
Tundra Times
Matt Jamin

End: As Stated
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KODIAK AREA NATIVG ASSOCIATION
BOX 172
KOD1AN,A1ASKA 99615
PHONE: (902) 486-5726

RESOLUTION NO. 77 C-7

Reeponse to the Amerioan Indian Policy Review Commission Report

WHEREAS.. the Kodiak Area Native Association has.been.aeked by the
American Indian Policy. Review Commission to review the Com-
mission's Tentative Report to Congress: and

WHEREAS. the Kodiak Area Native Association Board of DirectOrs has
met for three days to consider the Commission's report and

has developed its own findings and recommendations to sup-
plement.those of the Commission: and

;

WHEREW the SDard has generally accepted the recommendations of the

Cot:mission: and

WHEREAS, the Beard has presented iis own recommendations to the KARA

:
membership on April 26 & April 27 for final review at the

4
annual membership meeting and presented its tentative views
to tbe columission on April 151 and

WHEREAS, the meMbership has agreed that the following recommendations
are accepted as the findings and recommendations to, the

American Indian Policx_Reviewcomminions_

NOWTHEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the attached findings and recom-
mendation:: are adopted as the response of the Kodiak Area
Native Association to the Report of the American Indian

Policy Commission.

Dated this day of 1971.

April 27, 1977 Convention Resolution: Do EaSs
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KODIAK AREA NATIVE ASSOCI4TION
BOX 172
KODIAK.ALASKA 99615
PHONE: (907) 486-5726

FINAL COMMENTS fi RECOMMENDATIONS
ON THE

AMERICAN INDIAN POLiCY/REVIEW COMMISSION'S TENTATIVE FINAL REPORT
FROM THE

KODIAK AR4A NATIVE ASSOCIATION

April 27, 1977

The following ia the final, review comments considered ana adopted by.
the Kodiak Area Native Association Apnual Membership Meeting, April
27, 1977.

This document represents' the list of recommendations developed by the
Review Committee of tbe Kodiak Arpa Native Association (RANA) Board
of Directors, who met on April 4-7, 1977 and the membership in conven-
tion April 26 6 27, 1977. The Committee felt that the peculiar concerns
and problems of Alaskan Natives, resulting from their separate history
and the recent enactment of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
should be made known to the American Indian Policy Review Commission,
prior to the submission of its report to the United States Congress.

It is the position of the Kodiak Area Native Association that the Find-
ings and Recommendations contained in Chapter 12 of the Commission's
report governing the special circumstances of Alaskan Natives is on
balance, a well considered and appropriate statement. Additionally,
the findings and recommendations contained in the main body of the
report are likewise accepted and supported. Accordingly the YANA en-
dorses the Commission's findingp and recommendations with the following
additional CoMinents and. recoMMendations:

1. Because Of the uncertainty regarding the construction of the Land
Claims Legislation, it is now difficult'to detptmine to what extent
Alaska Natives have the same status and relational problems as do
outside tribes. Certainly a number of,thOse problems are the same
or similar. But there is no question that the problems of Native
status in Alaska.and the relatirnship of Alaska Natives with the
government and private persons will be shaped by the amendment, or
lack of amendment, to the Land Claims legislation, as well as its
interpretation.

2. In the Kodiak area private individuals, including Native Alaskans
themselves, do not clearly distinguish between the regional profit
making corporation, (Koniag, Inc.), the non-profit association
(KANA), individual village corporations established by the Act,
and municipal governments associated with particular rural areas.
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3. It is the Native PeOple of the Kodiak area and not the government
who can and hould decide who comprise the various tribes associa-

ted with the area,'irrespectise of any deierminations to the
contrary by the Secretary of tic* interior in conjunction with the
administration of the Land Claims Act.

4. The Land Cities Legislation recognized groupings of Alaskan natives
by geographic area, butdoes not necessarily overlap with the tra-
ditional ethnic groupings of Alaska Native people.

5. Federal and stater law' should generally apply equally to American
Indian people, irrespective of whether individuals reside in reser-

: vatiOns or in the general community, and irrespective of whether
the government deems certain tribes .to have "adequately" developed

tgovernmental tructures.

, 6. Both the lack Of a *leer definition of 'tribe' and related words in
the Indian Bali Determination and Education 4.8sist4488 Act, and
sisilar acts, and the failure to develop clear administrative stand-

ards for interpreting the acts have impeded their legislative intcnt

and the distribution of benefits that Congress envisioned ie passIsg

the laws.

7. 'Ttese definitional problems pertain to the questions "with what
entity should the federal government deal in transmitting benefits
and responsibilities under the legislation?" We recommend now that

'RANA as a larger umbrella organization of the Kodiak tribes, as a
repository of sovereigu tribal power, (and because it has'thus far
developed administrativs expertise), be the primary recipient of
federel funds designed to.be 'nod for service and grant oriented

progress. Federal grants, such 48 money to cunstruct community
halls Or health clinics, because they are tied to a specific pur

pose will often be channeled toltillage tribal entities by KAMA
when village concerns and individuality0 can be wore clearly expres-

sed through basio tribal structures. Decisions es to when to involve
specific tribal entities in the control of a particular grant can be
made effectively by the *ANA board because it is composed of a repre-

._.... aentetive-fram.each. of-the -tribal entities in the. area,. and-each. . .

board member is directly accountable to his or her speeifio tribe.

S. Municipal governments and Corporations (bOth regional and village)
that have been set up under the land claims settlement act are inapt-

peopriato groups to be labeled "tribe° because of their potential

for non-Native control. If it in not recognized that village cor-
porations are not the same as sovereign tribal entities, there in

.
a sdbetantial possibility that at the end of the 20 year period of
"inalienability' ci land claims stock, many'persons will view Alas-
kan Natives as terminated as a separate sovereign people through

h assimilation into the corporate mainstream of American business

' affairs.

39s
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9. It is essential to recognize now that the Land Claims legisliOion
\ may have as a purpose the termination of Native people as sovere!.gn

persons in a lager society. Accordingly, we recognize ourselves
as being sovereign and the federal government must also recognize
our sovereignty.

10. The status of Alaska Natives is in .reality tied to the interpretation
given the Land Claims Act, and to whether it is viewed as a device
to effect termination of Alaska Natives as tribal members. '

11. There are a substantial number of Native Alaskans who do not view
the Land Claims Settlement as terminating their aboriginal rights
to the land because the process by which the Land Claims Act was
approved did not involve the representative approval of Alaska's
Native People with full knowledge of the terns and potential effects
of the act. No matter what legislation in passed by Congress, the
Alaskan Native people remain in control of their land and their lives
and thus their sovereignty. To the extent that they accept the land,
money, and programs of the federal government, they emsgt them as
a sovereign equal in stature to the federal goverpment.

" 12. Findings and Recommendations of the American Indian Policy Review
Commission Report pertaining to the need for land claims supplemental
legislatAon were affirmed in full as follows,

Findings: 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 & 14 through pages 12-29 through 12-30.

Recommendations: 3-7, 9 & 12 on pages 12-31 through 12-34.

13. The federal government's "definition" of ig Native blood to qualify'
_for federal social_and welfare programs and to become enrolled under
the-Land Claims Act, exemplifies its usurpation of Alaskan Natives'
sovereign right te determine their own status.

14. It is essential that provision be made for the government to reimburse
Native Alaskans when litigation is necessary to protect their rights,
otherwise a leMge.P.OTOOP of. the eettlement.moniem willoontinue.to
and up 4ith lawyers and oiher professionals, rather than with the in-
tended beneficiaries.

16. Whether or not attorney's fees are made recoverable by statute through
amendment to the Land Claims legislation, it is generally in the
interest of Alaska Natives to resolve a large number of the issues'
presented by the AZPRC findings end these recommendations through
federal legislation, rathar than through litigation.

16. Land Claims legislation purported to substitute established rights
to approximately 40 million acres of land for unliquidated aboriginal
title. But even viewing the legielatIon most favorably towards the
federal government, it was an exchange of equal value. Thus it
should not and can not result in the diminution of social services

3 91)
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mhich are traditionally the federal government'. responeibility,
and which remain deeperately needed by Alaikan Native.. They
mut remain eligible to receive the benefits and future legiela-
tion to promote Indian development and welfare.

17. Even though Xediak Area Native. are not substantially impacted by
the 0-2 iesue, we feel it is critical to take a pro-eubeistence
stand. It i vital to the eubeixtence life style of Alaekan
Natives who retain it, that large area, of land be undieturbed if
eUbeietence hunting, trapping, collecting Ind fishing are to re-
tain 'viable. The federal governnent and tha state government muet

' recognise this in developing legielation and adminietrative regu-
latione.pertaining to the land not conveyed.directly to Alaskan
'1Nativek, or to the corporations under the act.

18. Federal legislatfbn impacting Native subsistence uees such as the
Marine Mammal Protection Act needs to bs studied to develop a uni-
form policy to protect Native eubsietence uses as a-first priority.
Congress should coneider legislation to guarantee that tatee do
not have authority to infringe on Native hunting, fishing, and
other subeietence uses.

19. Various alternative, should now be coneidered with regard to the
eventual-texitton of lands conveyed under the act. 'There ie no
reason why all the lande - n= cf which will end up in individual
cw,srship - must have the ame tax incidents. Similarly, various
alternative, must brconsidered as to when taxation ehould begin,
20 years after passage of the Act, 20 oralcie yeare atter actual
conveyance and permanent exemipt. etatus are all poseibilitiee. In
any case, extension of the current exemption must be considered
immediately to eesUte informed and orderly planning. The commie-
sion'iurecommendations that land which is not leased can regain
such exempt etatta if it is no longer productive of income, must
be considered serleusly.

20. Identical concerns are preeented by the proepective alienability of
stock un( .r the Land Claims Act. It is our position that here too,
40Me. eXteOgion,of tinp,peeethe 1991 deadline is necessary due to._
the delay in the conveyance 'cif /anti to the 4iliage end *regional
corporations. Immediate attention should be devoted to the study,
of these problems rather than delaying their consideration until
not later than 1989 (see recommendation 11, page 12.34).

4 0 o
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REffNLUTION NO. 21-77

WHEREAS, The Pueblo of Laguna has had a short briefing of the "Tentative
Final Report" of the American Indian Policy Review Commission and,

WHEREAS, The All Indian Pueblo Council has madei a special report to the
Commission citing long standing positions oft* Pueblo interests and
making specific Recommendations, and r.
WHEREAS, The American Indian Policy Review Commission was charged with the
responsibility of soliciting Indian Opinion throughout the Course of its
life.

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, that the Pueblo of Laguna is in complete accord
with the Commission Recommendations on the following Major elements.

1. That The Federal Government recognize its legal obligation as Trustee
for American Indian Tribes as long as any tribe determines the need
exists and that no unilateral action of the U.S. Congress would
terminate a Tribe.

2. That Tribal Self-Governments be recognized by Congress through legis-
lation to be sovereign governmental entities with rights,and powers
concommitant to those currently enjoyed by states and the Federal Gov-
ernment in all phases of American life; le, socially, economically,
and politically.

3. That Tribal Sovereignty be recognized to the mutual benefit of the ,

Tribe, the State and Federal.Government that equalite.of opportunity.,
may be as available to American.Indians as to the Non-In4lan.

4. That the Federal Government.recognize this special relation to American
Indian Tribes, and that a single Agency Prime Agent be designated as
Trustee recognizing that the Trust Responsibility is a Federal service
wide obligation.

. .

5.;>That the Prime Agent be provided a separate legal staff , apart from
the Interior Solicitors Office, which can represent the Prime Agent
and Indian Tribes without intergovernmental Conflicts of Interest.
Furthermore, that Congress appropriate funds for the hiring of private.
attorneys bysTribes.

6. That additional deleguted authority be provided the Agency Superinten-
dents to allow the decision making process to be accomplished at the
level where Tribal Government decisions are made.

7. That additional Agencies be provided to minimize the uncooperative
competition created among tribes of multi-Tribal Agencies when program
projects and funding priority problems must be jointly determined.

4
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That a zero based budget be.utilized to avoid perpetuation of un-

balanced priorities ttif using percentage adjustMents in the Band

Analysis.

9. That Banded and unbended line items be eliminated to permit freedom

of expression by Tribal Governments as to its own priorities of

work as well as Capital Improvements.

10. That Tribal long Range Plans be utifized in developing annual fund

requirements.

, 11. That Personnel Management and'Indian Preference be relised to establish

a fair and equitable Indian Career Service recognizing Indian Cultural

qualifications on a par with Non-Indian qualifications and equal pey

for equal work, and under Self-Determination allow flexibility and

provisions to permit selection of properly qualified employees, esp-

ecially when Tribes are the primary hiring authorities.

12. That Reservation Protection, enhancement and DevelopMent be a portion

of-the Trust Responsibility Contractable to the Tribes with only plan

review and approval reserved to the Trustee, where capabilities of

the local Tribe is JudgedgUfl ified according to mutually agreeable

criteria.

13. That Educational Opportunities be provided to the American Indians

equal to the Non-Indians including vo-tech, Crafts, Academie degrees -"

Including professional degreesthroUgh scholarship as an entitlement

rather-than at a supplemental provision to all other aids. ,

14. That Health Care Standards aVailable to Non-Indians be provided Indians

.
through P.L. 93-638 and P.L. 94-437 being applied strictly according

,----te-ttleAntent-of-torgressr-te.-to allow greater Tribal participation

in the programming and developing services equal to meet the needs

(08), and to meet the normal standards through adequate appropriation

prior to the use of special accelerated funds provided under (94-437),

IS. That Congressional Review treat significant major subjecti of Indian

.
Affairs separately.instead cf as a single omnibus action of Congress,

so Reports, Bills tearings and Tribal review can be specific, deliberate

with the capability of acting responsibly to support legislation

considered appropriate and oppote legislation considered inappropriate

and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT:

1. That the recommendations.regarding establishment of a separate Depart-

ment for Indian Affairs be held in abeyance until a complete report

of the Activities considered appropriate to consolidate therein and t

the Organizational effect ttn Tribal Governments and the Trust Respon-

sibility be made a separate subject for Tribal Review and recommendations.

2. That Internal Organizational changes.of the present BIA Organization

of Central Office, Area Offices, and Agencies be a process of evaluation

.
of need and periodic appraisal as to the proper and necessary role to

adequately serve Indian Tribes.
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'Done at a duly held meeting of the Council Pueblo of Laguna on
April 26, 1977.

Go ernor

em e o unc

CERTIFICATION
I hereby certify that at &duly called meeting of the Council of the

Pueblo of Laguna held on ,62614 day of 1977 at which a quorum
was present, the foregoing was adopted, voting f and /9
*Posed.

ATTEST:

. .

two

4 03
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March 23, 1977

Sen. dames Aboureaks

.This letter is in referenoe to Your membership on the American Indian Policy

Review Comm., from which you.are submitting a 100 point recommendation list to

Congress on May 16th. These recommendations include ,that indian reservations

..be coniadered a type of soverign nation and have the right to tax nonindians

& alao to try non.indians in tribal courts.

We own and farm 360 acres located one mile inside the boundaries of the"so

called" Leech Lake reservation in northern Minnesota, Our lands have federal

homestead deed titles and have never been owned hy Indians. We have no intention

whatsoever of ever pajring taxes to indians or of being soverned by their laws.

We are Merit:wins and these federal homestead
deeds were granted to ula as Americans...

no Where does it say the land is part of a reservation and subjeot to Indian law,

orbetng part of a soverign nation as you woeld have it.

Cur fathers and brothers have fought
for.Amerioa to protvt all of our rights

under the oonstitution whioh inqludes
ownership of land, are you now going to

spit in their faoes and tell ua all their fighting and dying was in vain; that

ou' are now going to surrender our rights and privileges as Amerionae, our land,

and everything else we value, and let the indiane deoide vhat we will do and not

do.

If you are going to set different laws for us, then the federal governuent is

guilty of issuing false or misrepresented deeds of which we purchased in good

faith of,their soundness, and that of living and being treated like any other

American, These deeds.state in no way whatsoever that this land would be part

of a soverigm nationi ahd be subject to
taxes set by indian law and that we, as

landomers, would have to be tryed in tribal courts. (In fact, they state the

land is ours forever)

If you prooeed with subjecting us to indian diotatorship, then the federal

government is.obligated to bay the land.that it granted homestead deeds too,

that it now says is a reservation. It would have to purohase the land at the

going rate, whioh in our area is $400. per acre plus buildings and improvements.

Wo do not Ash to move, when our fathers
and grandfathers have farmed this land

before us, when this land is legally ours; but if you take away our right to decide

our okn destiny and replace it with indian rule then we will have no choice but

to require the federal government to purchase the maw, many thousands of aores

of land at the 'rate today's land is selling for. four only alternative is ta make

federal homesteaded land exempt from being part of a reservation and part of your ,

. .

reoommendations.

An immediate reply is requested As to your decision on our federal homesteaded

deeds.

anoerely,

hiL / -Sr? C.-"4.4.

Dale & Bonnie Lembke
Route Ono
Cass Lake, Mn. 56633
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Jittste Pitioistut
6/11CCUTNE OEPARTMENt

lantent Xmas
EDWIN E viA140

Gann cm

reak

the ;MMULIA:
this report an

dum enclosing a copy of
I port. I have reviewed

comments..

The sections concern
nized Indians wee f
of Louisiana. '

ng o rese
und to be the

tion Indians and unrecog-
st relevant to Indians

Concerning off-reserva
With the recommendation
housing, and health.

I also agree with all of th
and policy needs determined by
to nonrecognized tribes (Chapter 1
support immediate federal recogniti

apter 9), I concur
ters, employment,

gs, :reco
Commiss

endations,
relevant

). o, however,, strongly
n of all authentic

native American tribes, especially t e four nonrecognized
groups in Louisiana: the Houma Allia ce, the Houma Tribe
Incorporated, the Jena Band of Choctaws and the Tunica-
Biloxi Tribe. .

Again, I appreciate the opportunity for inp in the Com-
mission's report.

Sincerely:

93-440 0 78 - 28

ga
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erotic Technologic Assistance Corporation
15825 I:MACY GROVE ROAD. ROCKVILLE. MARYLAND 20880 Telephone 301 948 7400

April 25, 1977

fir. Peter Taylor
Indian Policy Review Omission
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Taylor:

Thank you for Clewing us the opportunity to respond to the tentative

recommendations of the commission. In my opinion the commission has

done a spendid job.

In making the reamendations (attached) that the U.S. claim for
dominion over tKe Northern Eskimo people be examined in the light of A

historic fact, I realize that I have kicked at a hornet's nest,
4 potentially more significant than the claims of the Maine Indians.

While I have the title of "Scientific and Technical Advisor' to the
Mayonoof the North Slope Borough I have not had time to coordinate
these recommended changes with Mayor Hopson and it is offered to the
Commission from myself as a private citizen.

The sponsorshipli thinklis of-secondary-importance-to.the truth of -

the statements. In that the Omissions task is to reveal the true
nature of U.S. relations with native peoples this recommendation is
respectfully submitted for your consideration.

..11eHdk

4 09

cerely,

A. e, erCe

ames H. McAlear, Ph.D.
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erotic Technologic Assiscance Corporation
1151374ADY GROVE ROAM ROCKVILLE, MARVLANO SOBOC) Telephone 301 948 7400

RECOMMENDED CHANGE, Chapter 12.2 Paragraph 3 should read

The treaty under which the United States claimed dominion over Alaska . .

The basis-for this change is as follows:

1. Russia did not occupy all'of Alaska, only some coastal areas as far

north as Fort St. Michael. (See P.J. Anderson, Arctic Bulletin, 1973).

2. The Alaskan Arctic was a terra ipcoonite to the European plialers but

was occupied and-defended by a civilization related to thoie called

Mongolian in Asia. These people had no knoWledge of claims to their,

lend and recognized none other than themselves as soverign over it.

3. The United States knew that'Russie had no more claim to dominion over

' the Arctic then 'the U.S. recognition of the claim in an earlier treaty.

!h. .1he.United States did not_attempt-to ispose.its.dotainion-over-thir

Arctic until World War II and its claim was stale in the same sense

as Mr. Need! feels Indian claims to treaty rights are stale.

5. The Inupfat have continuously questioned U.S. claims to dominion and

withdrawal of all lands.

6. the assumption of sovereignity over the Arctic is a prerequisite for

all U.S. acts Pertaining to that region. Therefore, the validity of

acts creating a territory 1912, NPR-4 withdrawal 1923, Statehood 1957

end the.Alaeke Native Lend Claims in 1971 are challenged herewith.

RECONMENDATIONS:

The exploitation of the Arctic for oil and gas has created extreme

socie-econosic stress amongst the Inupiet. It has fueled an inflation

three times that of the lower 48. Energy related migration of outsiders
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will soon innundate the Inupiat making them and impoverished and misunderstood

minority in their own lands. The native land claims act has pit resolved

these problems. 'It is proper that they should be resolved by a treaty'

between the U.S. and the Arctic, properly represented by an elected

government, the North Slope Borough.

1. This treaty should resolve the ownership of natural resources so

that the Inupiatreceive a fair share by international standards for

their resources.

2. The treaty should provide and affirm all of those rights recognized

and accorded to Indian nations to govIrn, administer justice, tax,

restrict residence, regulate hunting and fishing and otherwise

determine their owm affairs according to their custom.

3. The North Slope Borough when considered as a tribal government

should be extended to include the Inupiat in the NANA and Bering

Straits regions.

4. The treaty should repair the cultural damage already inflicted on

the Inupiat in exchange for access to natural resources. 'This should

include a system of commodity and transportation subsidies and the

elimination or aleviation of all state and federal taxes including

income taxes.

5. This tready should not terminate any state and federal services

already accorded.to these people. It should include an inflation

compensation increment proportioned to the existing rate of inflation

for all state and federal payments.

4 1 1
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6. The United States should extend its international policy to

the development of relations with Canada and Greenland to permit 441)

unimpaired commerce along the Arctic amongst the Inupiat.

i .12
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MONTANA DEPARTMENT Of COMMUNITY AFFAIRS I Thomas L Judge
Capitol Station, Helena, Montana 59601 Governor

April 21, 1977

Mr. Ernest L. Stevens, Director
American Indian Policy Review Commission
House Office Building, Annex #2
Second & D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Stevens:

This office has reviewed the Economic Development chapter of
the ATPRC Tentative Final Report and would like to submit three
recommendations concerning sub-section B (AvailabiliZty of In-
vestment Capital) for commission consideration. Our three re-
commendations are as follows:

1. The President direct (by Executive Order) all
agencies of the Federal government providing
financial or technical assistance to Indian
tribes and Indian organizations to formulate a
unified policy with the authority to provide
funding for profit-orienLed organizations which
would enhance the economy of Indian people.

2, Financial assistance hould be provided to
tribes and Indian organisations to establish
and develop educational facilities to train
potential Indian businessmen in areas of market-
ing, financing, management, purchasing, and ac-
counting systems.

3. Financial and technical assistance should be
given to tribes: and Indian organizations in
efforts to establish and develop Indian controlled
financial'institutions to utilize Indian monies
currently being invested in non-Indian financial
institutions.

We strongly believe that if the above recommendations were im-
plemented, they would improve the economic status, 6conomic in-
dependence, and the economicrachievement rate of the Indian
people and compliment the overall economy of the nation.

93-440 477

Harold A Fryslie, Director 406/449-3494

4 I 3
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Mt. Ernest L. Stevens, Director
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Page 2

Q

we hope the Commission will give our recommendations serious
consideration in the process of developing national policies

affecting Indian Economic Development.

Sincere

Merle R. Lucas
Coordinator of Indian Affairs

Irc

CC: Judy Carlson, Governor's Office
Office of Commerce, Governor's Office
Tom Thompson, Director, Federal Programs
Harold FrysIie, Director, DCA

'1 I 4
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1735 ew york *venue. nay.. washington. d.o. 20006 (2021 755'9577

Helene, Montana
April 27, 1977

The Honorable James Aboureek
Chaisson, American Indian.Policz Review Commission

Congress of the United States
House Office Building, Annex i2

Weshington, b. C. 20515

Subject: NACo Comments on the
American Indian Policy Review

Commission Report.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

County governments have the capacity and willingness to represent and provide

services to all citisens within their boundaries..

Without-consultation with county governments the Americas. Indian Policy

Commission has made findings and recommendetions that raise serious questions

about the relationship of counties and tribal councils. NACo is especially

concerned about the principle proposed by the Commiesion for Federal policy that

states:

"The ultimate objective of Federal-Indian policy must be directed .

toward aiding the tribes in achievement of fully functioning govern-

ments exercising primary governmental authority within the boundaries

of the respective reservations. This authority would include the

power to adjudicate civil and criminal matters, to regulate land use.

to regulate natural resources such as fish and game and water rights,

to issue business licenses, to impose taxes, and to do any and all

of those things whiCh all local governments within the United States

aro presently doing."

The Commission report further states that:
"The growth and development of tribal

government into fully-functioning governments
necessarily encompasses the exercise

of some tribal jurisdiction over non-Indian people and property within reserva-

tion boundaries."

Conflict and changes in Federal Indian affairs and pol4cies have resulted in

a substantial number of non-Indians living or owning land on Indian reservations

41 5
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and since there exists in most of the same areas, county governments, the proposed

Commission policy raiaes the following questions:

1. How would a tribal government constitutionally represent all of the

citizens within its boundaries as now represented by county government

.
If only tribal.members are allowed a voice or vote in tribal government?

2.. How would theNitaxtent of tribal jurisdiction be determined where no

Federally recognized reservation boundaries now exist?

-3. How would due process of law be effectively and realistically
guaranteed to all citizens within a tribal court :system similar to n.

countratate court system?

4. How would land use -planning and zoning powers be administered on an

equitable basis to all citizens, Indian and.non-Indfan alike?

5. How would regulation of water rights and the distribution thereof be

fairly administered?

6. How would national, state and local air, water and other environmental

quality standards be administered and enforced?

7. How would all categories of taxes be imposed fairly and equitably upon

all citizens? Would non-tribal members be taxed without representation?
Would tribal members be taxed who are now exempt from state and local

taxation?

Although this task force has not had an adequate opportunity to review both

majority and dissenting reports, many of the questions and concerns of counties have

been expressed in the dissenting views of the Commission. Congress must provide

an equal vehicle for the expression of county views including on-site Congressional

hearings.

The potential impact of the Commission recommendations on county government

cannot be overstated. Before Federal Agency or Congressional action is contemplated
for implementation of any of the Commission's recommendations, county government must

be given an adequate opportunity to be heard. It is imperative that county govern-

ments be included as a full partner in any Federal-State-Indian efforts to resolve

these questions. These efforts would require cooperation, communication and educe-

elan at the local level.

This Task Force stands ready to assist in these efforts.

Sincerely,

eifeL Loriat.
Fred Jo:alson, Chairman
NACo Teak Force on Indian Affairs

LI 1
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William H. Veeder
Mons, -

$113 teth itere, N.V., Sake 920
Wuhingtro, D. C. 21:006

(202) 46E4890

imelarin

'The Honorable Jams Aboureak, Chairs= 27 May 1977
'Select Committee cm Indian Affairs
United States Renate
Washington, D.C. 20515

ATIENFIRis Ernest L. Stevens

bear Senator Abouresks

As requested by you, I have carefully reviewed the lentative Final
Report of the Arerican Irdisn Policy Review Coureissice, irseafter referred
to as *The Majority Report." Because of the vast array of crucial subject
matter erbraced within "The Majority Report," I have limited my =rents
to those thich I perceive bo be the. most crucial. iltsese topics under dis-
cussion relate to the inherent sovereign poser of the trikes datirej fran
tire isrenorials tribal warship of the lands from tire innumrials tribal
power under sovereign authority to administer thOse lands and appurtanoes;
and the trust obligation of the Unitel States of Anerica.

An in-depth review vas rade of the Separate Dissenting Views of con-
gressman Lloyd Fiends, Vice Chairman of the American Ind:an Policy
Reviera Commission, matter ieferred to as "The Dissent." As will te ob-
served in my cumenta, I tird no merit in the law which toes presented and
relied upon in "The Dissent." Cue to the sharp attack cm the Winans and
Winters cases, I tave attached, to my =meets entitled "'The Majority se-
Feet' Vis-a-Vis "Ile Dissent,'" a trerrorandsm entitled "An Analysis of Pro-
posed Secretarial Rules Respecting "Ite Use of Water on Indian Peservations'
and the Raconsended Rejection of then." This paper vas prepared for the
thtional Congrets of American /ndians. / believe that the Mlettta on "The
Majority Itport" and "Rtm Dissent" should be read on the background of that
"Analysis. Both,."Tte Dissent" and the "Analysis" are reflective of a con-
certed effort inside and outside of the Federal Goverment tog 1) denigrate
the inkerentjeryPseign power of the tribes tO administer their own properties;
and 2) attear the oznoepts of Wthana and Winters as entmciated by the Supreme
Court.

417
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You are to be greatly amended for the general excellence of "The
. Majority Report." I sincerely hope that my (=rents will be of assis-

' tanoe to you.

PaRiscar

Sincerely,

r)t Lkis--eedtt \-4461119

418
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MORAN=

'10

SENATOR JAMES ANXTEEZK, amiam

SELECT CONIC= ON IND/AN AWAIRS

RELATIVE '10

"THE PaJORITY REPORT"

VIS-A-VIS

"THE DISSENT"

4 1

e

William L Veeder.
May 1977
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TAME OF Cas711105

ININDUCZEN.
4

A. Conflicth of Interest have been Institutionalized in the Interior

Departhent and Lands -Division of. the Department of JUstice 2

E. Inzediate Emoutive Action Can aid blurt ke Taken 3

7. C. Sumnery of "The Majority. Report" ConclusiQns Respecting the

Inherent Sovereign Authority of American Indian Nations and

Ta;e2
7

D. Rejection by "The Dissent" of "%be Majority Report's" Evaluation

of Indian Sovereignty

Evaluation of "The Dissent's" Position Relative to Indian

Tribal Sovereignty -- It is uithout Merit 8

a. Mere is no, merit in the assertion, expressed by "The

Dissent," "... that American Indian tribes lost their

esvereignty through discovery. . "

b. There is nenexit to the assertion in "The! Dlisent"

"I.,. that Indian tribes lost their scmereignty..,

thrsugh... conquest. . "
16

c. There is no nerit in the assertion expressed by "The

Dissent" ".,. that American Indian tribes lost their

sovereignty by... cession. . "
18

d. There is no nerit in the assertion in "The Dissent"

"... that American Indian tribes lost their sover-

eignty by... statutes. . "
21

e. There is no merit in the assertion in "The Dissent"

",.. that American Indian tribes lost their sover-

eignty by... history "
.25

f. Mere is no merit separately or in'the aggregate, as

expressed in "The Dissent" "that American Indian tribes

lost their sovereignty through (1) discovery; (2) con-

quest; (3) cession; (4) treaties; (5) statutes; and

(6) history "
26

4:20
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E. "The Majority Report" Correctly Declares that the American
Indian Tribes, by their Treaties, Reserve to Themselves, '

Title to their Lands, Fights to the Use of Water, and Cther
Resources, uttchuere nct Conveyed by 7teaty, Agrements
or Otherwise 27

F. The American Indian Nations and Tribes, by their Treaties,
Retain -- in the EXercise of their Inherent Sovereign Powmrs
-- All of their Ancient,Homelands and Appurtenant Properties
They didleot nrant to the United States by their 7teaties 28

1. 'TherWinters Decisionliust Be Read with the WinansTecision
If t.14-.--nrelitule of the Etrorein"Tbe DisseariFeto be

RillyCoaprehend,ed 37

2. Reaffirmance and Reiteration of Concepts of Winans Lts-
pole Anylieritidlidmight otherwise by Attribinal to 'The
Ltssent" Relative to the Retention by the 7tibes of Prop-
erties hbt Granted to the United States 40

3. Attepte by "The Dissent" to Denbgrate the Supreme Iawof
the Landiesst Pail 42

4. A Non Sequitur in "The Dissent" remonstrates the Paucity
of Authority in Support of It 44

5. mrhis Nation's Trust Responsibility Rejected by "rhe
DiseentA" 48

G. Congress Cannot Do It All -- Plenary Power Has Its Limitations. . . 58.

1. Deficiencies in Executive Action 58

a. ExecutiveAbridgement of the Winans-Winters Concepts. . . 59

b. Vitiation of the Congressional Will as Enunciated in'
the "Self-Determination" Act, 25 U.S.C. 450 Et Seq 61

2. Immeliate Presidential Action Paralleling and implementing
mrhe Majority Report" is an inperative Necessity 63

* * * * * * * * * * * *

4 2i
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MEEI3RANDUM

W3
.4"

SENATOR MIES ABOUREEK, CIMIRMAN

mum crtiarrEs a amzAN AFFAIRS

RELATIVE 70

"TILE 1411.7C\RITY REPOre" .ty

"WE DISSENT" ty

H. Veeder

INTECILk.

"Tha nest basic of all Imlian rights, the right of self-
goverment, is the Indians' last defense against adminis-
trative oppression.... Self-goverment iS thus the Indians'
only alternative te rule by a government department." y

The American Indian Policy Review Coranissien nest le highly emended for

the "Tentative Final Anpart," hereinafter referral to as "The Majority Report.*

It %as suhnitted for review and ccement.

It is essential bare to enphasize that "The Majority Report" is an his-

toric event. Its content, background, and docmentetice effectively demon-
.

"The Tentative Final report" to the nujority of the Anerican Indian Policy
Review Ccamissice.

t_ty Separate Dissenting Views of Oangresmen Lloyd ',beds, D-Wash., I/Re-
f:20in= of the American Indian Policy Review Caanission.

liandb:ok of Federal Indian law, Felix S. Cohen, Ch. 7, "The Scope of
Tribal Self-Government,Wr22.

22
, ^
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strata the breadth and intensity of.the work which has been completed. It is

reflective, moreover, from the hearings held ty the Commission, that the Amex:-

9 Joan Indians have themselves set forthwith gpecificity their apOraisal of

Indian affairs in the United States as they perceive them in the closing years

of the TWentieth Century.

From ftThe Majority Report," there emerges these undemiable facts:

There exists today, formidable body of Constitutional,

legislative and isional law which is highly favorable,

to the PnericanTndian people. That broad area of jur-
isprudence Mould have been utilized for the gieat better-
ment of the Indians. It has, I:Never, been distorted and
me:pressed by an intransigent, deeply entrenched and sup-
pressive bureaucragy in the Departmental the interior.
Relative to that formidable body of favorable law, these
salient Emeteareapparent "lbw Majority Report ."

A. Conflicts of Interest have been Institutionalized in the
Interior Department and Lands Division of the Department

FraTiFice

Centained in 'The Majority Report" is the fact that conflicts of

interest in the Office of the Secretary of the Interior and the Attorney Gen-

eral of the United States, acting tnxIghthe Land and blatural Resources

Division of the Department of Jest:ice, have been institutionalized in a manner

that dhoCks the conscience.

angxess, predicated upon the inemenationomttained in "The Majority

R&auzeanttitts.6vast record upon which,reliance can be placed, can force rad-

ical changes within the Interior Department and Lands Division, whiCh agencies

very largely control the day-to-dayaAhanistration and the litigation involved

in Indian affairs.

423
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There can be gleaned from "The
Majority Report," not ally the recamen-

dAtions width it contains, but,
moreover, the tone and temper of the adMinie-

tretpon of Indian affairs whieh can best bed's-Seabed as grossly inadegUate.

.Dimally clear, moreover, are these facts:

1. Corrective action relative to Indian affairs is an

imperative necessity which can and mutt be taken

'without further legialation. .

2. Mat corrective action 4emands that the governing

bodies of the American Indian nmtions and tribes .

be fully implemented and utilized to eliminate

the westeful practices, both aato human rights

and fundstaiNfohnve trmsq4smi as amatter, appar-

ently, of policy.'

3. Equally clear is the fact that the institution-

alized conflicts cd intenest have been, and are

new resulting in vioLmtiori of the rights of the

American Indian, imlividually, and confiscating

their property rights, both collectively and in-

dividually.

4. Congress dhould proceed forthaithtodeveloP aMProlo-
riate legislmtion for the removal of Indimn affairs

from the Department a the Inberier and to estab,

lien an independeneagehey for Indian affairs.

B. Mmmediate Executive Action Cen and Mist be Taken

Mmmediate EWOUtiVe action to eliminate present practices in the

Interior Department and Lands Division cdthe Department of
JUetiCe must be

taken forthwith. Per example, the Bureau of Reclamation, working inclose

conjunction with special interests outside of the Federal Goverment and with

oc through the Solicitors
Office and Lands Division, has bean violating not

only the Indians' right for
representation by counsel of their own dhoosing,

93.440 0 78 - 29
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but likewise confiscating the Indian rights for the benefit of non-Indian pur-

poses and projects. It can be demonstrated, and an opportunity should be pro-

vided to denonetrate it, that federal reclamation projects are today being built

through tile presentation of grossly misleading hydraulic data and other tech:

nical information. Those data have been deliberately prepared to represent, to

Cionlress and to the Nation, that there are sufficient water supplies for recla-

mation projects, when, in truth and fact, the operation of those projects is

dependent upon the violation of Indian Winters rights to the use of water.

Those projects include, but are not limited to, the Central Arizona Federal

Reclamation Project, the San Juan-Chmsa Federal Reclamation Project, and.the

Central Utah Federal Reclamation Project. It is sUbmitted that the data re-

lied epon and the action taken in regard to the misrepresentation of facts by

officials in the Interior Department are correptive in character and demand full

exposure, antecedent to permitting those projects to go forward to completion.

Otherwise, the Indian tribes in the watersheds, where those projects are situ-

ated, will be sacrificed for the special interests that sponsor those projects,

which special interests are virtually inseparable from the Bureau of Reclamation.

Additionally, corrective action must be taken to preclude federal lawyers

in the Solicitors Office and Lands Division from acting without authorization

from the Indian nations and tribes. Frequently, lawyers from those agencies,

without Indian knowledge, acquiescence, consent cr approval, advocate legal

concepts which are contrary to Indian interests. Very cften, the actions taken

by thaselawyersare clearly at variance with the laws, either as ekpressed by

Cbmgmess or as set forth in the various decisions upon which those lawyers rely.
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Clearly, the Solicitors Office and the /ands Division are the cutting edge of

special interests, Who greatly enridh themselves ty either poor representation

by federal lawyers or actual omission of effective presentation ty them. Indeed,

it oan be saild, without serious challenge to the contrary, that,as in the Walton

and Bel Bay cases reviewed in the attadhed analysis, the Solicitors Office and

Lands Divieion are aggressive adVocates for non-Indian interests against the

Indian people.

There resides in the &waive Branch of the Government, at the present time,

both the power and the absolute obligation to take corrective action in regard to

the condUct of the Solicitors Offioe and Lands Division. President Carter, on

April 6, 1977, signed into law the broad powers conferred upon him by the Ciongress

cf the United States to reorganize the EXecutive Branchof the Government. BY

acting now, to protect the Indians against the invasions of their property and

human rights, as outlined above, he uould be implementing his program to protect

human rights. It is possible now to eliminate the shameful pattern that has

develwed down through the years in Which the Solicitors Office and Lands Divis-

ion have proceeded in disregard of the Constitutional and civil rights of.the

American Indian nations and tribes to have counsel of their own choosing.

There is attached to'this memoramdunland made a part of it "An Analysis

of Preposed Secretarial Rules Respecting the 'Use of Water on Indian Reservations'

and the Recomend& Rejection of them," uhich uas prepared for and distributed

by the National Congress of American Indians. Contained in that memorandum is a

clear exemplification of the pressing and inperative need for oorLeutive action in

the Solicitors Office of the Interior Department and in Lands Division to halt and

to prevent the suppressive and destructive conduct of those federal lawyers. Be-

im inersed in conflicts of interests, those lawyers are daily acting to the

4 26
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irreparable damage of the American Imlian people, all as spelled out with

specificity in the acccupwirglaammandun alluded to in this paragraph.

II. "THE MAJORITY REPORT" VIS-A-VIS "THE DISSENT"

Very markedly, this analysis turns upon the basic propositions expounded

in "The Majority Report" and the attacks upon those concepts which are espoused

by "The Dissent." That attadk won "The Majority Report," as set forth in "The

Dissent," has delineated the principal areas of conflict in the Indian and non-

Indian communities. In that regard, it is observed in passing that "The Dissent"

has performed a great servioe. It has squarely presented the question of whether

the predominant, non-Indian community views itself as a compering, suppressive

form intent upon destroying the American Indian natiens and tribes. It is res-

pectfully suggested that the large percentage of non-lndians do not subscribe to

the vindictive conqueror as outlined in "The Dissent." Rather, they proceed upon

the basis that all men are truly created equal. By reason of that fact and the

special circusetaroesuhich exist in regard to the American Indian nations and

tribes, the respact for humandignity will preserve, protect and nurture the

powers of inherent self-goverrment that the Indians have exercised since time

immemorial. Moreover, it is likewise respectfully subnitted that the average

non-lndian subscribes -- if he has knowledge of it -- to the concept that this

Nation awes to the American Indians a trust responsibility, which should and

must be performed within the concepts of the Constitution as it has been construed.

Due to the magnitude of mlbe Majority Report" and tWprincipal attacks

upon it, as set forth in "Tho Dissent," it has been determined that this commen-

tary will be limited to two (R) major aspects:

2 7
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1. The bile:rent sovereiget auttralty of the American Indians and

tribes to govern their own affairs extends far beyond the pres-

ent activities that are being performed by than in the agerciee

of those sonareign pcwers.

2. She American Indian tribes, whether "treaty" or non-treaty In-

dians, hold full, equitable title to
their reservations and to

their rights to the use of water and other appurtenances to

them resermation lands. Under their treaties, those lands and

appurtenanoes were reserved by the tribes. Those properties

were not granted by the tribes to the United States, but rather,

were reteineiby the tribes as part cl ell which they didnot

grant pursuant to their inherent sovereign wears.

C. Smeary of "The Verity rgsert" Osnclusions Respecting the

Itherent Sovereign Authority of American Indian Nations and

Tribes

Succinctly stated, the predonthant conclusions et "The Majority Report,"

redative to the inherent sovereign powers of the Ameriomn Wien nations
and tribes,

areasfollowss

1. The /ndian nations and tribes have inherent powers which spring

from time irmaterial, antedating
"discovery," and those powers

are not conferred upon the tribes by any grant of authority fran

the Federal Government. Mat power, moreover, extends not only

to Indians within tribal jurisdiction, their lands and ottexprop-

erties referred to in (2.) above, but of necessity, extends to

non-Inlians within that jurisdiction or the power of the tribes

to administer the lands within the reservation would be totally

vacmus.

2. Mimic= /naian nations and tribes are not "federal instrunan-

talities." The Federal Goverment has, sereover, historically

recognized the sovereignty of /ndian tribes and has historically

utilized the tribes in carrying out this Nation's policy rela-

tive to Indian affairs.

D. neinion by "The Dissent" of "The MajorttleRapores"Evaluation of

SovereicatE

with sharp vehemence, "The
Dissent", rejects, out of hand, the concepts

adopted by "The Majority ReFort" relative to sovereign authority of Indian tribes

4
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and to their,powers to govern. Explicitly and in unequivocal terms, "rha Disaent"

views the American Indian nations and tribes as conquered pepple without any authr

ority, absent that conferred upon them by the Congress. Remover, there is an

emontss :Nola and a caveat as to reprisal Shouldeongress admit tribal jurisdic-

tion over non-lndians. Similarly, "The Dissent" rejects any suggestion that the

Congrmosmight"confer" jurisdiction upon the tribes over non-Indiarat within the .

jurisdiction of the tribal governing body.

Evaluation of "The Dissent's" Position Relative to Indian
Tribal Sovereignty -- It is without Merit

Attention must be directed to the crucial contentions of "The

Dissent" for the purpose of refr ing the basic premise relied upon in that dissent

which challenges the concepts of "The Majority Report" relative to Indian tribal

sovereignty. Reference in that conmetion is nade to this initial and principal

headim in "The Dissent": "I. TRIBAL SELF-GOVEMIKENT V. TRIBAL BOVEREJGRY,

ITBE PORKER A LEGAL DOCTRINE, THE LATTER A POLITICAL SLOGAN." 3( There is thus

well-defined in capsule form the rationale of .The Dissent," wherein it is

explicitly stated in clear error.that: .

"The doctrine of inherent tribal sovereignty, adopted by the Maj-
ority Report, ignores the historical reality that American Indian
tribes lost their sovereignty through fi] discovery, (ii] conquest,
Mil cession, fiv] treaties, fv] statutes and history."

In suppwt of that conclurion, there are cited three sources. 2( As to the first

authority that is cited, extended comment is not required. Manifestly, the report

of the Arbitration Tribunal did not and could not constitute binding authority

3( The Dissent, pg. 1.

2( The Dissent, pgs. 4-5. Cayuga Indian Claims (GYeat Britain V. United
States), 20AM J. Int'l L. 574, 577 (1926) (American and British Claims
Arbitration Tribunal) And the cases of Johnson V. McIntosh, 21 U.S. 543,
574 (1923); Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. 1, 17 (1831).
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menvmme except those inuediately involved. Reliance cannot be placed upon

that reference as authority for which it is cited ty "The Dissent."

Ai:to McIntosh and Cherokee Mean, Syprene Court decisions, repeated

refellseceswill ke nede to them and their impplicability will te emphasized.

Irrespective of the absence of authority to support the declaration as to hew

the Mexican Indian nations and tribes allegedly "lost" their trital sover-

eignty, there follows, in "The Dissent," this state:lent:

"... TO the extent Arrerican Indian tribes aro permitted

to exist as political units at all, it is by virtue of

the laws of the United States and not any inherent right

to goverment, either of themeelves =of others." 1/

No further authorities are cited in "The Dissent" for the sweeping assertion

as to the loss cd savereign poser by the tribes.

The issue of Indian eovereignty is far from academic. CoIndian trikes

have authority which exists
indepeesdent of the National Gave:mom*, Shich

tribal authority ia derivative of the /ndian forebearers whe exercised those

powers of govern:emit frnm
time immemerial? It is a matter of crucial impor-

tanee. On the cukdect to those whoweald recognize tribal sovereignty over

mon-Indians, "The Dissent" has this to say, albeit the threatening caveat

is purportedly limited to Congress:

"... if Congress should ever think it wise to give

Indian people exterienoe in geverreent by letting

them practice en non-Indians,
lin-edict we would be

swiftly set straight by the vast majority of our con-

stituents." 5/

4/ Id.

5/ The Dissent, pg. 11.
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Basically -- and "The Dissent" says realistically -- it is essential for the

American Indian nations, tribes and peeple and those who supPort them to assess

thewisdan of adopting "The Majority Report" due to "The Dissent's" inplicit threat

of backlash by non-Indians, the dominating society. "The Dissent" presents the

United States as a cruel, harsh and suppressive conqueror. I reject that smrale

comment out of hand. The very welleprings of this Nation are human rights, dig-

nity and the right of property owners, such as the Indians, to be free from con-

fiscation of their properties. Nevertheless, the rationale, tone and temper of

"The Dissent," as sbabed,aretersh and cruel. It ignores the formidable and

highly favorable body of Law, to which reference has been made, that. supports and

continues to support, the Indian nations and tribes in their desire for an ex-

pending exercisecd the inherent powers of the tribes Indian sovereignty is, and

has keen frau time immemorial, imbued in the tribal history and the history of the

'National Govermnent. It nust berecalled that the tribes %ere of vast importance

during the War of Independence in which the thirteen colonies sught to achieve

their own sovereignty by throwirg off the oppressive power cd the Kama England.

It is inportant to bear in mird the fact that the leaders of the revolution

against King George were brave men, but they were not foolhardy. As stated in

Worcestert Me Continental Congress,

"Far franadvancing any claim to their (Indian) lands,
or asserting any dominion over them, Congress resolved,
'that the securing and preserving the friendship of the
Indian nations appears bo be a subject of utmost nreent
to these colonies." 6/

As pointed cut in Worcester, "... the ccdonists had great cause for apprehension,

6/ Worcester V. Georgia, 31 U.S. 515, 372, 572 (1832),

4 31
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that the Indian nations [during the Revolutiecary War]." would join Gteat

Britain as allies and "add their arms to hers." It was then emphasized, hyals-

tice Marshall, Who had personal knowledge of the matter, "far from advancing a

claim bo..." Indian lands or seeking to exercise jurisdiction over those lands

or the Indians whose ownership and eovereigntyweretecognized by the colonists,

the rebellious colonies were most anxious to secure the assistance in their war

wiAILGreat Britain. At this late date, whet, the darinant.party is now the non-

Indian, the role of the Indian natiens in the Revolutionary, War and the fact they

did not in the majority "add their arms" to Gteat Britain Should, in thanksgiving,

be remeMbered.

It would be well, also to remember, that the first treaty the embattled

colonists entered into with.the Indian tribes was while the Revolutionary War was

in progreasend, indeed, the outcome was very meth iMbalanoe. It was the Delaware

Indian' Nation that the colonistasought to negotiate with and did consummate a

treaty. A reading of that tneatywill evidence this fact: The colonists, exer-

cising their newly claimed eovereignty, treated the Delaware Indian Nation as an

equal, requesting that Nation to join them egainst the common enemy, Geozge II:.

Thus the first American Indian treaty came alout under circurmitances where there

was no bombast, no cruel and hareh suppression of the Delaware Mndian Nations suCh

as "The Dissent" would now recommend as a course of policy. Rather, it is his-

torioally true -- and vast important to this Nation -- that the sovereign Indian

.tribes could have joined with CUeat Britain and cculd have precipitated a disas-

ter to this Nationthat did not transpire. That predicate and the consideration

of itarecertainly the legal basis for asserting the trust relationship this

Nation owes to the Indian nations and tribes. It is suggestedin "The Dissent"

4132
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that ingratitude is the greatest sin of all and that is the sin committed by "The

Dissent," not only'againet the American Indian tribes, but against theme:pry of

those who founded this Nation. ,

It will be on that tackground that the coisideration will be given to the
Ole

basis upon whieh "The Dissent" declares that American Indian nations and tribesl
lost,their sovereignty and the predicate upon which that conclusion is eapressed

in "The Dissent."

a. There is no merit in the assertion expressed bY

"qacila-sseiurei--771:77--d517---ican Indian tribes

Reject out of hand that assertion in "The Dissent" that "discovery"

in some manner destroyed tribal sovereignty. At the outset, it would be well to

consider this question: Uhat is meant hy discs:way? History tells us thdt "dis-

covery" occurred in 1497 when Cabot sailed south down the Atlantic Coast nf the

North American Continent to the present State of Virginia. That adVenturer

viewed -- or said he did -- that he had behel4 the vast land mass, whiCh was

later to be determined tote the North American Continent. llaming done so --

loOked nt it -- he claimed it for Xing Henry the VII of England. History also

tells us that one hundred years mould elapse before a concerted effort would be

imadebyEngland to enter upon the Continent with the objectives& permanent res-

idenoe. 1/

In support of this fiction that "discovery" destroyed tribal sovereignty,

"The Dissent" cites Johnson V. Miantoth. 2/ Yet, that case does not state anywilere

7/ The Dissent, pga. 4-5.

8/ See 1 Bancroft, History of the United States, pg. 8 et 221.; see Wbrcester
v. Georgia, 31 U.S. 350, 368 (1831).

2( We Dissent, pg. 5, 21 U.S.C. 543, 574 (1823).
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that the Indians lost their tribal sovereignty. What it does say is that ancmg

the potentates of Europe, the Nation having discovered a tract of land on the

North American Continent -- due La its magnitude, there was enough for every-

one -- there would, be no violation of one potentate's "discovery" as against an-

other potentate's "discovery." Moreover, the potentates, amang,themeelves,

like the Solicitors Cffioe and Lands Division, did not consult the Indians --

but, decidedthat Indian nations and tribes could not sell their lands to any

potentAe but the one who had made discovery. It is difficult to perceive.how the

far off empires of EUrcpe could or did destroy the sovereignty of the Indian

tribes without the knowledge of the tribes. That there was an effect epan the

inherent and immemorial title that resided in the Indian natians and tribes, whieh

occupied the NOrth Anerinan Continent, is undeniable. There was not a destruction

of the inherent pomerof the tribes to gcmern themselves, whatever the consequences

were relative to title.
Throughout "The Dissent," there is a failure to compre-

hend the difference between the power cf self-goverment and the title to land.

"Owl:dement" flounders badly in its attempt to denigrate tribal sovereignty.

That issue will be subsequently reviewed, but at this point, it suffices to state

that sovereignty means the power to govern. It likewise means the power to own

property. But rest assured that sovereignty does not emanate from the ownership

of land, nor is there any.authorityWhichuould support the mistaken concept that,

in some nenner, sovereignty emerges from the land occupied by the tribes.

Rather than denying tribal sovereignty, the McIntosh decision repeatedly and

throughout makes reference to the continued existence of the tribal gcvernnents and

that existence was recognized by the great powers of Europe. Later, and damn to

3
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date, tribal sovereignty has been and is recognized by the United States of Amer-

ica Rear in iind the United States cultered into 408 treaties with the tribes and

many of those treaties are, in force and effect, a part of the Supreme Law of

the Land.

Reliance is likewise plaoed in "The Dissent" upon Cherokee Nation to support

the concepts that the fiction of "discovery" destroyed tribal sovereignty, as

urged by "The Dissent." Again, a reading of Cherokee Nation makes short shrift of

the contentions contained in "The Dissent." A.g/ Involved there was the question of

whether ths Cherokee Natinn came within the purviewof the provisions of the Con--

stitution width confers original juriediction upon the SUpreme Court involving

"... centroversies between a state... and foreign States...." 111.10 the Cherokee

Nation, the Supreme Court said, "no." It stated thg. Cherokee Nation did not come

within the category of "foreign States," as contempaated in the quoted excerpt

from the Constitution. It is instructive, however, to read the first pages of

-Cherokee Nation better to understand both the meaning of the term sovereignty as

\used in "The Majority Report" and the impaications flowing from that tomes there

Used. Similarly, it must be acknowledged hy whoever wrote "The Dissent" that Wor-

ceSiocar v Georgia was decided the year immediately follbwing the Cherokee Nation.

ln Nbreester, the full extent, nature and character of Indian tribal sovereigntyaxe
4

reviewed, in detail. AY It is also worthy of note that Wroester was rendered

eight (8) years subsequent to MeIntodh and most assuredly there was no attempt in

c

Worceeter to reverse McIntosh. Yet, as stated, Worcester defines, delineates and

10/ Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 31 U.S. 1 (1831).

11/ Constitution of the United States, 1787, Article 111, Section 2.

12/ See Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. 515, 558, 560-561 (1832).

35
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declares tbe vitality and existence of Indian inberent tribal sovereignty in terms,

which are today, viable and applied
by decisions rendered most recently by the

Nigbest Court. 13/ Let those who prepared "The Dissent" and.those Who empport it

bear in mind that Indian tribal umvereignty was recog9ized -- albeit =dined --

in Johnson v. MoIntoSh. That is the canoeist of mThe Majority Repart." Cherokee

Nation, is likewise relied ppon in declaring that "discovery" demtroyed Indian

tribal sovereignty. That is error. Reliance upon those cases, indeed, reliance

mon the concept that "discovery" in some manner destreyed Indian tribal sover-

eignty is gravely in error for these reasons of decisional precedents One year

after.Cherokee Rations nine years after Johnson v. MeIntosh,, the Sepreme Court

rendered the decision of Worcesterly. Geokgla. /n these terms,emplicitlyand un-

eqpivooally, the Rigbest Court decideidas fakes:

"The very term 'Nation,''so generally applied to then (Indian

Nations), means 'a pecple distinct from others.' The Consti-

tution by declaring treaties alreedy made, as well as those to

be made, to be the Supreme Law of the Land has adqpted and

sanctioned the prior treatieswith Indian Nations, and oonse

guently Meats their rank among those powers who are capable of

making treaties." ly

It is isreossible to perceive, with reason, how "The Dissent," cenfronted with

the 1832 decision in WOrcester, could sensibly advance the idea that "discovery,"

which had occurred 345 years antecedent to Worcester, could have, in some manner,

destroyed Indian sovereignty. I, moreover, reject the concepts found in "The

Dissent" that the American and British
Claims Arbitration Tribunal, a most limited

arrangement, could reverse Ubrcester and in some unemplicable manner effect the

13/ See McClanahan v. Arizona, 411 U.S. 164, particularly on pgs. 168 et son.

(1973).

Aa/ WUrcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. 515, 558, 560-561 (1832).

4 3 6'
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Indian solerceignty involying nations and tribes whith were in no Way involved in

that "arbitration." %bat the citation, in "The Dissent," does is this: There is

a dirth, a paucity of legal precedent to support the statement contained in "The

Dissent," tbat "discovery" oause.dthe Indian nations and tribes to lose their

severeigntY.

b. There is no merieto the assertian in "The Dissent"
'... that Indian tribaslost their sovereignte14...

The fiction of "discovery," as a factor in the alleged dostruc-

. time of Indian tribal eovereignty, based upon MeIntoSh and (herokee Nation, comes

_within the categery of the grave mistakes set out in "The Dissent." Equally clear

is the fact that "conquest" 'did not destroy Indian tribal sovereignty. It is

urged that the cases of McIntosh and Cherokee Nation be thoroughly considered by

anyone:Who relies upon "The Dissent" as authority. Rdpeatedly in MeIntosh, the

fact that the Indian natimswere exercising severeignty was recognized by the

Ebropean empires Who were inOading the North American Continent; it was a factor

that had great influence upon the United States in its formative years. Reasons

in Ntantosh are given why Indian tribal sovereignty was a reality. Among those

reasons, as stated in McIntosh, is this: The Indian nations and tribes were

"Fierce and warlike in character...." They were jealous of their freedom as

-nations and being "... Fierce... to govern than... was impossible... tfor) they

were ready to repel by arms every attempt at their independence." 16/ Indeed,

ly The Dissent, pgs. 5-6.

ly Jolinnscn v. MoIntoah, 21 U.S. 543, 590 (1823).
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to avoid clashes with the Indian nations and tribes, we eie instructed by

MOIntorh, that France, Spain, Great Britain, and later the United States, at

the time cf Mantolih and antecedent to that time, refrained front asserting

"... claims to their lands, to dominion ever their persons...." 17/ so it is

that conquest, at the time of Worcost0r, had not destroyed the Indian tribal

sovereigntY.

How Cherokee Nation could be relied upon to support the concept in "The

Dissent" t the tribes had lost their sovereignty by "conquest" is dif-

ficult to ln describing Cherokee Nbtban, correctly and

-- not chauvinistically -- Justice Story, in his famous Commentaries on

the 00 said this;

"Upon solemn argunint, it has been held, that such

a tribe is to be deemed politically a State; that
is, a dirhinct, political society, capable of self-
government; but is not to be deemed a foreign State,

in the sense of the Constitution...." Iv VD1Ohasis1

There amid be rejected ccd:of hand, the assertirrstpat "conquest"

destroyed Indian tribal sovereignty, by reason of any ruling in either McIntosh

ar.,t4
or Cherokee Nation, or indeed, the arbitration reference, the precedential

nature of which must of necessity be frost doubtful.

12/ %nix:ester IA Georgia, 31 U.S. 350, 571 C18821.

18/ 2 Story, On the Constitution, Fifth
Edition, Section 1101, pg, 44.

4 38
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c. Theme is no nerit in the asseation expressed by
"Tbe Dissent" "... that American Indian tribes
lost their sovereignty by... cession..._ .

A most careful consideraticn has been given to the treaties

entered into during and subsequent to the Revolutionary War and down to the time

that this Nation ceased, in 1871, to enter into treaties, substituting agreements

and other arrangements whidh are tantamount to treaties. Throughout those treat-

ies, theta were cessions of propWw made by the Indian nations and tribes to the

United States. Those treaties -- soma them uere shameful, others unfortunate --

all involved an exercise of Indian tribal authority. The United States, as a

party bo the treaties, of necessity reoognized tribal sovereignty. TO some, this

Nation perpetrated a gigantic hoax upon the Indian people by those treaties I

will not attribute sudh amorality to the United States of America. I reject that

concept. /t is impossible to believe that the"Chief EXecutive, in the exercise

of the powers invested in him by the Constitution and the Senate of the United

States, would sink to the level af invoking the Sppreae Law of the Land while per-

petrating a hoax, not only upon the Indian nations and tribes involved, but on the

citizenry of the United States, who are very serious about their fundamental law--

the Constitution. agf

Cession means, as it gust nean in the context of "The Dissent," the

assigmment of a right or claim, "a transfer usually evidenced by a treaty

19/ The Dissent, pgs. 4 and 5.

20/ In regard to the dignity of American Indi.an nations and tribes, it is
recommended that those who support "The Dissent," indeed, those who
wrote it, should consider these excerpts from our fundamental law: In

the Constituticn of the United States, Article II, Sec. 1, provision

is made as follows: "The Executive Power shall be vested in a President

of the United States of America...." Section 2: "The President ehall
be the Ccamander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States....

3
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of sovereignty over territory of one sovereign state to another, apparently

-willing to- accept -Throughout-this-Nation's history, cessions of

property have been made to it -- and it has indeed likewise ceded property.

Yet, thowcessionsall involving sovereignty, some of them being relprocal

in nature, did not in any sense impair the sovereignty of this Nation or those

with wham it covenanted. Neither did it impair the sovemignty of the

Indian nations which were the concessioners of lands to which they had

previously asserted a valid claim. That principle has been applied through-

out this Nation's history and tx1oughout the history of the Supreme Court.

Reference in that connection is hade to Mtlotoeh. It is emphasized, ir-

respective of the Shameful concepts imposed opmnIndianaby the potentates of

Europe,that they could not transfer title. It was, neveitheless, recognized,

by the Supreme Court in the case in question, that they could only be deprived

of their interest in the lands from time immemorial hy treaty, purchase or,

indeed, the brutality of conquest.

Suggested reading, to the authors of "The Dissent," is the first Indian

treaty enteied into between the United States and an Indian nation Wle the

22/ (continued) He shall have power, hy and with the Advise and Consent

of the Senate, to make Treaties, Provided two-thixds of the Senators

present concur...."

Cognizance aust be taken of the fact that cession did not, indeed, could

not, under the circumstances of the Indian treaties, destroy sovereignty

because sovereignty was invoked to make the cessions respecting terri-

tory. There is not a trnaty where the entire sovereign authority, as

stated by "The Dissent," was "lost."

21/ Webeter's Third International Unabridged Dictionary.
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colonists were in the bitter struggle for independence during the Revolutionary
_

her. That treaty, in wlicit terms, recognized the Delaware Nation and this

Nation as acting as equal sovereigns. 22/ It is reiterated that, prior to

the Ctinatitution, and now, this Nation recognizes the inherent sovereign power

of the Indian nations.

Stkeeguent Indian treaties did not obliterate the sovereignty of the

Indian tribes; rather, they established and recognized the Indians had the

sovereign rights to enter into the treaties. It is worthy of note that

when Congress declared -- uniLaterally that "No Indian nation or tribe

within the Territory of the United States shall be acknowledged or recog-

nized as an independent nation, tribe orpower with Wham the United States

may contract by treaty...." tharawas added this extremely important pro-

viso which_is effective today:

"But no obligatica of any treaty lawfully made and
ratified with any such Indian nation or-tribe prior
to March 3, 1871, shall be hereby invalidated or Jar-
paired." zy [Emphasis supplied]

By that proviso, there was continued recognition by the Congress of the United

States that the tribes had exercised their sovereign powers -- inherent fram time

Immemorial -- to enter into covenants and agreements with this Nation. Those

covenants and agreements were, and are, part of the Supreme Law of the Land.

22/ Treaty with the Delaware Natiol, Act of September 17, 1778, 7 Stat.
13.

23/ 25 U.S.C. 71.
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nal impact of that atatute has never been finally determined. But, there

is a finality to it: Therewere approximately 400 treaties in existence

in 1871, when the Congressional Act became law. Their sovereignty continues

as of this moment and it is a shocking concept advanced by 'The Dissent" to

say that the sovereignty of the tribes, who entered into treaties, could, in

some way,be destroyed by the cessions which were usually contained in those

covenants.

d. There is no merit in the assertion in 'The Dissent"
that AmericanIndian tribes lost their sover-

eignty by... statutes....' 24/

There has been review:dame, the fact that by explicit

terms the Congress of the United States has, in effect, ratified and approved

innumerable treaties signed by Indian nations and tribes with the National

Government. In so doing, there has been confirmed by the COngress the

fact that treaties, as recognized by the Supreme Court, are the Supreme Law

of the Land. A diligeneArrch has failed to reveal, as asserted in "The

Dissent," that in some manner the COngress has enacted "statutes" Vat re-

peal the quoted excerpt:which declared that treaties in existence in 1871

would continue valid and effective. Bence, it is erroneous to state that

Congress had, in some manner, destroyed the treaties pursuant to which, on

2y Me Dissent, pgs. 4-5.

I 2
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thousands of occasions eadh day, the EXecutive Branch of the National Government

and the Judicial Brandnof the National Goverment continue to function. Thus,

quite aside form Congress, tribal sovereignty is confirmed by the long-teem con-

dect cf the Executive and Jedilial Branches of the United States.

"The Dissent" ignores the fact that the pLanarypomer of the Congress re-

lates only to legislative functions. Amy dcat about that sebject is found in

the established authorities in uhich language of this character is used:

".11 the main.., that instrument (the (ianstitution)..: has
blocked out with singular precision and in bold lines, in
its three primary Articles, the allotment of power to the
Executive, the Legislative and the Jedicial Departments of

the Government. It remains also true, as a general rule,
that the powers that have been conferred by the Constitu-
tion to one of these Departreepts cannot be exercised hy

another." 22/

Regarding the division and separation of powers of government, as set forth in

the Constitution, Justice Story stated this:

"The object of the Constitution was to establish three great
departments of government.... The first to pass the laws,
the second to, approve and execute them, and the third to ex-
pound and enforoe them." 26/

Simplistically stated, Indian affairs and the day-to-day operation of

them, of necessity under our Constitution, are conducted by the Executive

Branch of the Federal Government. Daily, theFederal and other courts have

before them, for consideration, on-going cases initiated and prosecuted by

the.Indian nations and tribes pursuant to their treaties. Quite obviously,

25/ Kilicourn v. IlcuLson, 103 U.S. 168, 191 (1880).

26/ Martin v. Hunter, 14 U.s. 304, 328 (1816).
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both the Executive BranCh and the Judiciary recognize the sovereign status

of tribes upon whiCh Congress did not confer sovereignty. Equally clovicus,

in doing that, the Executive and JUdiciaryarereflecting the concepts

of "The Dissent." They are practically and pragmatically saying, 'las, the

Indian tribes have sovereignty and wy recognize that sovereignty, albeit the

1.

Congress did not confer that sovereignty much less destroy it." The state-

ment in %hi:Dissent" that,by statute, the Ccogress had destroyed sover-

eignty is an unfortunate, perhaps even frivolous, declaration. Itimust be

recognized by all that tribes today are exercising their inherent power over

land, water, tiMber.and minerals. They are likewise administering schools

and other public institutions. One must, of necessity, recoil from the

concept that those functions are ultra vires. /t is irresponsible to declare

tribes have no power indeeendent Of the plenary power of COngress. Congress,

bY confirming treaties and otherwise, has explicitly recognized the tribes

have power of the highest dignity. Cengrebs at no time destroyed sovereignty.

Congress well knows its daily and historic conduotheliesthat fact. The.

treaties take cognizance of the fact that the Indians, long prior te discov-

ery and down to this moment, have been and are now exercising their sover-

eignty.

Congress, rather than enacting statutes to destroy Indian sovereignty,

has wisely, and on numerous occasions, taken advantage of Indian sovereignty

and relied upon it as a modus operandi to accomplish its policies. Most

rocentlY, Congress, in good conscience, enacted the "Indian Self-Determina-

tion Act." In that 1975 Act of Congress, it.is declared that:

G.

4.1,1
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(2) The Indian people will never surrender their
desire to control.their relationthips both
among themselves and with non-Indian govurn-
aents, organizations, and pereons." zy

The"desire"whiohCongress recogrdaesutdch the Indians udll "never sur-

render" is their inherent authority too manage their oSal affairs.

Any doubt of present Congressional authority as to the continue:dem,

istence of Indian tribal authority is obliterated by this quotation from

the last cited Act:

"The,Oongrew declares its camnitment to the mainten-
ance of the Federal Goveroraant's unique and continuing
relationship with and reaponsibility to the Indian
people through the establishment of a reeningful Indian
self-deteradnationpolicy.uttiOudll permit an orderly
transition from Federal domination of programs fov and--
serrtges to Indians bo effective and meaningful r-
ticipati the Indian people sn the paanning, con-
duct and administration of those programs and services." 28

Thus it is, as recently as 1975, the COngress has,expressed,.in

ocal teams, that it does recognize that the Indian people have the rity

and are nod exercising the sovereign powers of self-goveynment. is exr

tremely important aleo to note that the Self-,Determination Act can

result in, to use the words of Franklin Roosevelt, destroying the

autocratic power of the Department of the Interior as it relates to Indian

nations and tribes. It mast be recognized that bureaucratic suppression of

Indian nations' and tribes' sovereignty does not obliterate that sovereignty.

27/ 25 U.S.C. 450(2), Pub. L. 96-638, Section 2, January 4, 1975, 88 Stat.

2203.

28/ 25 150(a), Pub. L. 96-638, SeCtion 3, January 4, 1975, 88 Stat.

2203.

01-
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Daily, an intransigent bureaucracy, going far beyond its vested auth,

ority, is imposing its hneaucratic will upon the /ndian people. Often, the In,

diansaum powerless in the.face of the entrendhed, and often vicious, bureauc-

rats, who will at all costs maintain their power Of suppression. That bureauc-

racy can be pierced only by the President himself.

e. There is no merit in the assertion in "The
that

lost their sovereignty by... history."

History, AV are told, is:

"3: A branch of knowledge that records and explains
past events and steps in the sequence of human ac,

tivities:" 32(

Amost careful review of Mantosh, Cherokee Nation and the other references,

relied upon by "The Dissint,".fails to.disclose in anyway that history could

be responsible for the alleged, erroneous statement that the Indians had lost

their sovereignty. What the statement does mean, is this: TO achieve a

predicate for a fallacious argument, a composite and a coalescence of words,

including history, were brought together with the ctdective of arriving '

at a conclusion that cannot be sustained. "The Dissent," therefore, must

be recognized as an embodiment of political hope that can engender an attadk

upon the Indian people which will suppress their Indian sovereignty. In-

dian tribes and people, and those who support them, are fully cognizant that

29/ Webster's Third New International Unabridged Dictionary.
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mis Dissent" is being utilized for'just the puxpose, to which reference'has

keen made, to inflaMe and engender attackii upon Indian people, who have had

the temerity to assert that non-Indians have no right to invade their reSer-

vations and to take from them their lands:their water, their timber and

other invaluable resources.

f. There item merit tel or in the a
The ssent t Amer-

can tribeslost their sovereignty through
O.) discovery; (2) conquest; (3) cession;
(4) treaties; (5) statutes; and (6) history."

Finally, let it be reaffimmad and reiterated that the quoted

statements that the sovereignty of the American Indians has been lost through

emchof the explicit words,set forth above, aregravely in error. It is equally,

clear that a coalescence of eadh of the terms, discovery through history, failed

to bring about the loss of sovereignty to the American Indians.

.rost explicitly, the auihorities relied upon and the subsequent cases

cited reject, out of hand, the concept that there is no Indien tribal sover-

eignty residing in the tribes. It is manifest that the conclusions in "The

Dissent" are, as stated above, intended to be utilized politically in attacks

epon the American.Indian nations and tribes. It partakes of a predicate that

can be utilized in attadke upon the Indian, but let this thought be advanced

here; The Indian tribes, and those who support them, in their desire to ex-
.

ercise self-government, have faith in the American people, have faith in the

institutions of America and the formidable body of law supporting Indian

people, which,in the long-run, will prove effective against the peLial in-

4 7
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terests who have so frequently endeavored, down through the long history

of Indian affairs, to destcoy the Indiantribes.

E. "The Majority Report" Correctly Declares that the American

Indian Tribes by their. Treaties, ileserve to Themselves

Title to thei; lands, ieghts to.the Use of Water, and 0;.her

Resouroesvhiclaware not Conveyed *Treaty, Agreements cc

-Othendee

Throughout "The Majority Deport," repeated references are made

to the concepts, expressed by the Supreme Court, in the cases of United

States v. Winans 22( and in the Winters decision. 21( ln both those de-

cisions, and decisionswhichwere.to follow them, the power, theauthoriti,

and the effectiveness of Indian nations and tribes, reserving to them-

selVe4 all that they did not convey to the states, are explicitly declared

?and explicitly upheld.

It is stated and reiterated in "The Majority Report,"tdet through

the exercise of their inherent power
cf self-goyernment, the tribes have

retained to themselves that which they did not grant; and the tribes have

the power to administer and control the properties which they retained pur-

suant to their treaties.

ln precisely the same manner as the existence of Indian tribal scmer-

eignty has been challenged in "The Dissent," there is further attack, in

"The Dissent," upon the rights and interests which the Indian nations and

tribes have reserved for themselves.

30/ 198 U.S. 371 (1905).

21/ 207 U.s. 564 (1908).
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F. Averican Indian Nati= and Tribes, bv their Treaties,
Retain -- ln the fterclee cd their Inherent Soverei Powers
-- A11 of

not GMan to t States Trea

There has been reviewed in detail by "The Majority Report," the

inherent sovereign powers of the American Indian nations and tribes. There

has been reviewed, moreover, in detail, that "The Dissent" is without merit.

-Regarding the most crucial sentence in that "Dissent": "... American Indian

tribes lost their sovereignty..." by discovery and other means, it continues

to assail Majority Report." This inquiry is presented under the

subheading, "II. Who Did the Reserving?" Continuing in ernor, "The Dissent"

hes this to ssys

"ln support of its argument that Indian tribes by treaty
have retained to themselves inherent power of self-goV-
ernment, (The Majority Report) relies upon United States
V. Winans, 198 U.S. 371, 25 S. Ct. 662 (1905).

:That quoted statement is gravely in error. "The Majority Report" relies

e.upon an abundance of authority -- in addition to the Winans case --Which

authorities were rendered by the SupreneCourt and other courts antecedent

toandsubseguent to Winans. Continuing in error, this additional statement

from mite Dissent" must be given particular attention by reason of its fun-
:-

damental error:

"It is true that there is dictum in that case (Winans)
to the effect that the treit-TE that case 'was not a
grant of rights to the Indians, but a grant of right
from them, --- a reservation of those not granted." 23/

Because of the crucial asp of Winans and the misrepresenation that the last

E/ The Dissent, pg. 23 et m.

419
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quoted exoerpt from itwes dictum, it ie essential to consider the basic issues

here to be moldered and to be supported by full and correct documentation:

1. Winans proves and is authority for the preposition beyond

Emocessful challenge, that the sovereign power of tribes

over theirpeeperties, held and occupied by them from time

immemorial were reserved to the extent that they were not

specifically granted by thiltir treaties;

2. Winans proves, beyond question, that the lndien nations and

tribes, when they exercise their sovereign powers to enter

into treaties, were proceeding at the highest dignity of

eovereignty when they executed the treaties, when they ceded

the lands described in the treatiee, and When they retained

all that they did not grant by their treaties.

Areview, in depth, of Winans ie thus fully warranted. ln explicit term.

whioh "The Dissent" cannot countenance, the Supreme Court of the United

States correctly held -- not dictum 7-.that the Yakima Indian Nation reserved

properties which it did not convey. It retained title to those properties.

Mere importantly, from the standpoint of those who support the Indian pepple,

the Clongress of the United States recognized full title in regard to those

reaerinXiplexperties which were not granted hy the Tribe. 33/ On that badk-

ground, referenoe is mode to this erroneous conclusion in "The Dissent":

"So, as I have rejected the broad asserticn of inher-

ent tribal sovereignty, I also reject the broad asser-

tion that tribal Laotians have resexved to themselves

inherent rights of self-government and property."

Properly to evaluate the specific and general errors centained under the

heading, in "The Dissent," "II. Who Did the Reserving?" it is manifest that a

21( See Tee-Hit-Ten Indians v. United States 348 U.S. 272, 279, 280 (1955).

w a r
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fall review of the Winans case mast be made. It is Important to observe,

however, that there ass we:sequiturs in "The Ddssent." Seemingly, it has

been written on the misconception that the tribes "reServed" salf-govern-

mart. That self-sovermaird: los not reserved. It was, as stated above,

passed on from generation unto gore:ration of the forebearers of the Amer-

ican Indiansof today. Although thattribaleovereignty is suppressed

in very ways, it has never been deatroyed. It is the objective of "The

Majority Report" to guarantee that the sovereign rights of these imlepen-

dent people will continue.

Relative to the facts and background of the Winans decision, the most

cracial feature of that decision is the posture of the United States of

America in negotiating and consuumating the treaty, thus recognizing, by

the treaty italelf, that not oily did the Yakama Indian Nation have the

'power toenter into that arrangenent of suCh great dignity, but it also

was the owner of the land and the appurtances to the land retained by the

Yedcama Indian Nation. It was on the 9th day of Jene, 1855, that the

Yakama Treaty was entered into. Tbe words that were used in the Treaty

partake of sovereignty. There, it is declared that the pasties entered

into:

"Articles of agreeuent and conventionmede and concluded
at the treatyground, Camp Stevens, Wella-Walla Valley...
by and between Isaac I. Stevens, governor and saperinten-
dent of lndian'affalrs foi the Territoryof8eshington,
on the part of the United States, and the undersigned
bead chiefs, chiefs, head-men, and delegates of the Yaka-
ues, Palouse, et al... confederated tribes and bands of
Indians, occupying lanes hereafter bounded and described
and lying in WWilidngeon Territory, who for the purpose

4 5
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of this treaty are to be considered asomenation, under

the hereof 'Yakarat,withEaroalakuneas its INTEILief on be-

half of and acting for said tribes and bands, and being

fully authorized thereto by them." 21, (Emphasis supplied]

Fallowing that initial recital --Which t.P.115 cocmdazurreofthe 03vereignty

of,the asseabled tribes -- the TreatylecN.Aomascornue: "It is declared

as follows:

Article 1. The aforesaid =federated tribes and bands

of Indians hereby cede, relinqpish, and convey to the

United States all their right, title, and interest in and

to the lands and country occupied and claimed by then,

and tcumded and described as follows...."

Following that declaratiin, there is set forth in the Treaty a descrip-

tion of a vast area of land in the central fortion of the present State

of Washington. It is essential to keep in the foreground, however, that

the United States, as a sovereign, accepted a conveyance from the eYekema"

Nation as,,a sovereign. Tbrcughout the covenant, the sovereignty of the .

Yakima Indian Nation vies repeated fully, explicitly and,hy the very terms

of the arrangement, the United States was proceeding on the basis that it

was invoking its sovereignty parallding the sovereignty of the Indian

Nation there involved. It is then provided in the Treaty between the sov-

ereigns as follows:

"Article 2. There is, however, reserved, from the

lands above ceold for the use and occupation of the

aforesaid confeLerated tribes and bends of Indians,

the tract of land included wfthin the following boun-

daries, towit...."

21( ,/ndien Treaties 1778-1883, Happier's, Third Print (1975).
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There is, following that Pronounceeent in the Treaty, a description of alor

preximately one and a half million acres of Land retained by the Yakima

Indian Nation at the time, and today title to that acmage resides in the

Yakima Indian Nation. Moreover, the Yakima Indian Nation, todaY, is exer-

cising its sovereignty ever those properties. Wtat exists today was con-

templated in 1855, for it is explicitly provided in the Treaty that the

lands that were retained -- not granted -- hy the Yakima Indian Nation

were, and azte, for the "... exclusive use and'tenefit..." for the tribes

"... at an Indian reservatit ,..:." "And the said confederated tribes and

bands agree to renme to, and settle upon, fhe same, within one year after

the ruAlieation of this treaty...." 35/ Following the specific language,

rAative to the lands cf the reservation which were retained, not granted

by the Treaty, this crucial proviso, in the Treaty, was set forth in the

Winans case with specificity:

"The excll-ive right of,taking fish in all the streams
where rtuming through or bordering said reservation, is
further secured to said confederated tribes and bands of
Indians, as also the right of taking fith at ail usual
and accustomed places...." [Emphasis supplied)

'the emphasized portion of the quotation, relative to the "usual and accus-

tomed places of fishing," is ct extreme inportance - hy reason of the fact that

those extensive fisheries were retained by the Tribe off of the reservation.

There, this comes into issue: Dees the sovereign power of the Yakima Indian

,Nation extend beyond the confines of the reservation? An affirmative answer,

35/ /d., pg. 669.

4 53
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relative to the subject, is set forth by the Supreme Court. Because of the

importance of the language of the Court in refutimg "The Dissent," that

language will be quoted and reviewed in some detail.

Challenges to the Yakima Treaty rights of fishery were the sternest.

Winaas, or their predecessors, claimed title to the lands on which were

looated some of the "places" where the Yakima had, from time immemorial,

usually and customarily fithed. Those patents were from the United States

of America, issued by the Secretary of the Interior. They were, moremer,

issued by that official without referenceto the Treaty provisos respecting

the off-reservation fishing so explicitly set forth in the Treaty. It is

most significant that Winans and theothers,who dhallenged the Treaty pre

visas, held licenses from the State of Wealth-Van respecting the shore,

lamit of the Columbia River, upon whiCh the patented lands fronted. That

is significant because the State of Washington, a pasty to the proceedings

in Winans, asserted ownership to the bed of the streamupon the oonoppt that,

upon admission into the Union, on an equal footing with all other states,

it had succeeded to the exclusive ownership of the bed of the ColuMbia River

which was navigable. Thus, we have two powerful sovereigns, the Nation and

the state, testing the propriety of the Yakima Indian Nation exercising its

inherent sovereign power to leave the reservation and to exercise its pro-

prietary interests in the ColuMbia Rives, which was miles away fram the

reservation. Adding to the sterness of the test of the Yakima's sover-

eignty and itsproprietary rights in the Columbia River, the State of
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Washington had issued\toWinans and the others licenses for the purpose of

installing and maintaining devices -- knadn as fishwheals -- for the taking

of salmon.

Men the Highest Court upheld the Treaty rights cd fishery off of the

Yakima Indian Reservation -- establishing beyond question the dignity of

the Treaty, and overriding both the patents issued by the National Covern-

went and licenses issued by the State of WashinglOxl, Which claimed title

to the bed of the stomm-- it said this:

"The right to resort to the fishing places in contro-
versy was a part of larger rights possessed by the
Indians, upon the exercise of which there was not a
shadow of impediment, and which were not much less
necessary to the existence of the Indians than the
atmosphere they breathed." ly

The Court continued, relative to the modification cf the title and interest

of the yak4ra Indian Nation stemming from the Treaty and the rights of ft:th-

ing that were reserved in that Treaty. It said this:

"New conditions came into existence [the advent]
of the whitemanl to which those rights had to be
accommodated. (nly a limitation of them [the rights
of fishery under the Treaty], tormamer,was necessarY
and intended, not a taking away."

It was then that the Court declared this crucial language -- the main and prin-

cipalthrustof the Winans decision and not "dictum," as "The Dissent" would

have us believe:

36/ united states v. Winans, 198 U.S. 371, 381 11905).

4 5 5
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"ln other words, the treaty was not a grant of rights

to the Indians, but a grant of rights from them -- a

reservation of those rights not granted." .42( (Emphasis]

It is worthy of note that the Court, having declared the nature of the Treaty

as it pertained to the conveyance and the retention of title by the Yekima

Indian Tribe, said this: "And the formbf the instrunent (the Treaty] and

its language was adopted to that purpose." PUrther, the Court described the

nature:of the entire proceedings betweed the sivereign United States and the

soversignyakima Nation in these terms:

"Reservations were not of particularparcels ofland,

and could not be expressed in deeds as dealings be-

tween private individuals. The reservations were in

large areas of territory and the negotiations were

with-the tribe." [EMphasis supplied]

Explicitly, recognizing that the Indian Nation %RS representing its citizenry,

the Ctuxt added this statement:
"They reserved rights, however, to every in-.

dividbal Indian, as though named herein." Itwas,morecver, of extreme impor-

,tance that the Cburt described themature of the rights cf fishery in terms

of real property law known as conveyancing. It said this: "They imposed a

servitude upon every piece of land as thoughdeperibed.herein." Thus, there

was a servitude imposed, not only upon the lands patented by the Secretary

of the Interior, but upon the claims of the State to the bed of the Cblumbia

River. ln aPsrribing the nature and dignity of the "servitude" imposed upon

the lands of the United States and its grantees and upon the interests of the.

State of Washington and its grantees, the Highest Court made this very impor-

tant statement:

37/ Id., 198 U.S. 371, 381-382 (1905).
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Mnd the right Irv:waved in the Treaty ty,the Indians
for themselves] was intended bo be conti4laing against
the United States and its grantees as well as against
the State and its grentees."

e

There has been reviewed the main thrust of the Winans decision. In that

Doctrine, the Supreme Court recognized and reaffirmed:

1. The inherent sovereignty of the Indian people and the breadth
of its application.

2. The Indian sovereigntycast the Indian people in the role of
grantor and the United States, grantee, under the Yakima Treaty
in the Winans case.

3. The Indians reserved, as sovereigne exercising inherent power,
all the properties that they did not grant, including their
reservation and off-reservation fisheries.

4. The three great branches of the Cbvernment of the United States
were directly and immediately involved, all of them recognizing
the inherent power of the Yakima Indian Nation and, indeed, all
otter Indian nations similarly situated as being sovereigns.

a. The Executive Branch of the Covernnent negotiated and
consummated the Treaty with the Yakima Indian Nation;

b. the Congress of the United States approved the Treaty;

c. the Judiciary upheld the Treaty;

d. the Secretary of the /nterior and the State of Wash-
ington were declared to be bound by that Treaty; and

e. the grantors and the grantees of the Secretary of the
interior and of the State of Washington were bound by
the servitude imposed by the Yakima Natir-. 'nen prop-
erties outside of the reservation.

3. "The Dissent" is in grave error in seeking to attack the con-
cepts of Winters and Winans, all of which have been reviewed
above.

457
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It is rev:amended that "The Dissent" reconsider its statement that it was the

United States and not the Yakima Nation that reserved the Yakima Indian/Reser.:

vaticn and the off-reservation fishing rights. It is further urged that

additional consideration be given to the various cases where identically the

same concepts as contained in Winans7have been reiterated and reaffirmed,

further demonstrating the error in "The Diesent."'

1. The Winters Decision MUst Be Read-with the Winans Decision

If the Magritude of the Errors in "The Dissent" are to be

FUlly Comprehended

There has keen reviewed, in some detail, the authority of the Yakima

Lmdian Nation to reserve, not grant, its reservation and appurtenant off-reserva-

tion fishing rights. Three years later, the Supreme Court was to render the

Winters decision. 38/ There, the nature, extent and character of the Treaty of

1855 with the Blackfoot Indians in Montanawereconsidered. President Pierce, on

April 25, 1856, signed and sealed that Treaty. This Presidential act affirmed

"Articles of Agreement and Convention made and concluded between the United

States and the Blackfoot and other tribes, at council on the Upper Missouri

a River..." whiCh had bean negotiated between the leaders of the /ndians and

those of the United States. 39/ That Treaty, it will be observed, retained for

the Blaedoot Tribes, did not grant to the United States, a vast area in the

Upper Missouri Basin. It is essential to emphasize that the 1855 Treaty of the

Blackfoot was a covenant which gave rise to what is known as the Winters Doctrine.

Following that Treaty, a covenant was entered into on May 1, 1888. The Court

38/ Winters v. united States, 207 U.S. 564 (1908).

39/ Treaty with the Blackfoot Indians, October 17, 1855, 11 Stat. 657

et sea. (Effective April 25, 1856).
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of Appeals for the Ninthi Circuit traced the unbroken thain of title of the

Blackfoot Nation dtmn to the date last mentioned. It is important in re-

ferring to the Winters opinion in the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit,

which opinioximes subseqwntly affirmed' by the Supreme Court, to note this

important assertion:

"By theterms and provisions of this treaty, the Ft. Belk-
nap Lhdiams [part of the group of Indians who signed the
1855 Treaty] reserved to themselves the 'uninterrupted
privileges of hunting, fishing, and gathering fruit, graz-
ing animals, curing meat, and dressing robes." 40/
[Emphasis graphed]

It is equally important to note that the area set aside for the tribes, not

granted by them, eabraced the Milk River, which had its souroe in Mbntana

but entered Canada and returned baCk into the United States. It is eqpally

important that down through the years the National Government recognized

the 1855 Treaty, albeit at timesithe National Government acted to limit the

area that was embraced within the Treaty. Negotiations, in that oonnection,

were entered into between the United States and the Ft. Belknap Indians, who

agreed to make changes in the area ',Web they were occppying.

On the subject raised by "The Dissent," as to "who did the reserving,"

this quotation from the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit -- later af-

firmed by the Sppreme Court -- is most Important:

"[W]hen the Indians mode the treaty granting rights to
the United States, they reserved the rights to use the
waters of Milk River at least to the extent reasonably
necessary to irrigate their lands. The right so reserved
continues to exist against the United States and its gran-
tees, as well as against the state [Montana] and its gran-
tees." [Emphasis supplied]

40/ Winters v. United States, 143 Fed. 740, 741 (C.A. 9, 1906).

159
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In the opinion of the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, the very essence

of the Winhns concepts was reviewed in d.epthand those concepts were taken to

the SUpreme COurt for review. They were affirmed. In affirming the decision,

the Supreme Court drew heavily upon the lower c6urt's rationale that (a) the

Indians were the cwners of the rights tothe use of water, which they retained

under the agreement of Nay 1, 1868; (b) the Indians were the grantors under

that agreement, retaining all of their right, title and interests in the res-

ervation which they did not convey to the United States; and W) those rights

vested in the Indians there involved and retained by them uere property in-

terests which were vital for their existence and which interests -- rights to

the use of water -- were immune from interference from the State of Montana

or the laws enacted by it pertaining to those rights to the use of water. It

is uorthy of note, to use the language of the Supreme Court, that Winters con-

tended to that Court:

... the means of irrigation uere deliberately given up
by the Indians and deliberately accepted by the Govern-

ment."

Saving emphasized that the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation was arid, the Cburt

analyzed, in some detail, the requirements to make the area "livable." 41/

It emphasized that the nbjective of the United Staten and the Indians entering

into the agreement was to have a place that vies habitable for the Indians. The

Supreme Court, on that badkground, made this crucial statement:

"The Indians had command of the lands and the waters --
command of all their beneficial use..." for all purpckes. 42/

(1908).41/ 207 U.S. 564, 576

42/ 207 U.S. 654, 576 (1908).
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Indeed, the Supreme °beet recounted the beeeficial uses for which the Indians had

retained, did not graq, theierights. Those Indian rights could be applied

to "beneficial use, whether the lands were kept for hinting, 'and grazing

raving herds of stodk,' or turned to agriculture and the arts of civiliza-

tion." 43/

As the Supreme Cburt had initially stated ih its opinion in Winters, the

issue was whether the May 1, 1888, agreement with the Indians and the United

Stateswas vitiated when MOntana was admitted into the Union in 1889. The Sup-

vane Court rejected that concept in these words: "... it wouId be extreme to

believe..." after the 1888 agreement was executed that "... Cbngress destroyed

the reservation and took fresethe Indians the consideration of their grant,

leaving theme barren waste -- took from them the means of continuing their old

habits, yet did not leave them the power to change to new ones." 5a/ There

follows a reviemwhich coalesces the concepts ofAhms and Winters.

2. Reaffirmance and Reiteration of Concepts of Winans
Dispel Any_Merit which Maght otherwise be Attributed
to "The Dissent" Relative to the Retention by the
TrikeL of Properties Not Granted to the United States

Rela,ive to the conclusions and the gravity of the error cam-

mitted by "The Dissent," reference is made to a case involving the precise issues

raised by "The Dissent." That decision remeves all merit from the position taken

by "The Dissent." It reaffirmsthatwhen the Indians executed their treaties, re-

serving lamds and appurtances to themselves, it was in the full exercise of their

43/ 207 U.S. 564, 577 (1908).

44/ 207 U.S. 564, 577 (1908).
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inherent sovereign powers. ay In that came and in precise terms, the issues

decided were these:

1. It was the Yakima Indian Nation under the Treaty ppheld in Winans --
that reserved rights to the use of water for the Yakima Indian Nation;

2, it wee not the United States of Anerica that retained the rights.to
the use of water, rather it was a grantee undea the Treaty;

3. the State of Washington had no jurisdiction in regard to the rights
to the use of water reserved by the Wima Indian Nation;

4. the Secretary of the interior did not grant auey the Yakima Indian
rights to the use of water, although he attempted to do that.

In declaring that it was the Yakima Indians Who reserved the rights to

the use of water involvd in the Ahtanum case and relying heavily upon Winans

and Winters, the COurt of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit said this, citing

Winters and quoting fronWinans:

"That the [Yakima) Treaty of 1855 reserved rights in and
td the waters of this stream for the Indians, is plain
from the decision in Winters v. United States, 207 U.S.
.564." ly

Continuing in its reliance upon Winters and Winans, the Court, in Ahtanum,

this:

"When the Indians agreed to change their nomadic habitg
and to become a pastoral and civilized people, using the
smaller reservation area, it must be borne in mind, as
the Supreme COurt said of this very (Yakima) treaty, that
tthe treaty was not a grant of rights to the Indians, but
a grant of rights fram them -- a reservation of those not
granted.' United States v. Winans, 198 U.S. 371, 381." 47.1

said

Irrigation District, et al., 236 F.2d. 321,
den. 256 U.S. 998 (1956); 330 F.2d. 897 (1965);

ay United States v. Ahtanum
(C.A. 9, 1956), cert.
338 F.2d. 307 (OW: cert. den. 381 U.S. 924 (1965).

46/ 236 F.2d. 321, 325.

47/ 236 F.2d. 321 U.S. 325-326 (C.A. 9, 1956).

.1 62
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There, the COurt continued in language that clearly identifies as error the

concepts of "The Dissent," relative to the statusof Indian natiens and tribes

when they signed treaties:

"Before the treaty the Indians had the right to the use
not only of Ahtanom Creek but of all otter streams in a
vast area. The Indians did not surrender any part of their

right to the use of Ahtanum creek regardless of whether the

Creek became the boundary cr whether it flowed entirely
within the reservation." 18/ (EMphasis supplied]

Explicitly and implicitly, the Ahtanum decision, like Winans and Winters,

stated that the Indians were the grantors and the United States, grantee. The

Indians, in bothWinters and Ahtrnum, reserved to themselves, in the exercise

of the inherent sovereign power, the invaluable rights, the title to which was

invested in them from time immemorial. It necessarily follows that the inves-

titure of title to those inemorial rights was not granted to them by the United

States. Rather, those rights had been part and parcel of the Yakima Indian

Nation antecedent to the "discovery" of the North AmericanSOntinent. On the

subject, the Supreme COurt recently made this comment:

"It must always be remembered that the various Indian tribes
were once independent and sovereign nations, and that their
claim to sovereignty long antedates that of our Government." 49/

That sovereignty continues to this moment -- albeit events have modified it.

3. Attempts by "The Dissent" to Lanigrate the Supreme Law

of the Land MUst Fail

There haveteen reviewed, in explicit detail, the dignity and the

merits of the inherent sovereign power of the Yakima Indian Nation to reserve,

48/ 236 Fad. 321, 326.
0

49/ McClanahan v. Arizona State Tax Commission, 411 U.S. 164, 172 (1973).

G3
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by its Treaty of Z.ane 9, 1855, its
reservation and Roperties off of the reser-

vation. The power in that Treaty steettiing from Indian sovereignty must be cam..

,prehended. When that is accomplished, the vacuity of "The Dissent" becomes mani-

\fest. Reference in that regard is made to our Nation's organic law-- the Con-

ktitution whichwas so fully invoked when the sovereign United States and the

telovereign Yakima Natico negotiated and ooncluded a treaty of peace. It must Lu

reOognized that initially the powers of the President of the United States uere

inVred and those powers axe explicit in the Constitution, which declares:

"Section. 1. Ite executive Power shall be vesbed in the

\
President of the United States." sot

Nature of the executive pmer is spelled out with specificity:

\"Section. 2. The President shall be Camender-in-Chief

of the Axmy and Navy of the United States...." 5V

It was iursuant ba that proviso that the Wel ENecutive of the United States, as

.Ccamander-in-Chief. Waged war against the s'eovreign nation Mown as the "Yakanas."

/t ues, Moreover, this power that brcught about the Iteaty, for it confers authority

co the President and declares that "He shall have Power, by and with the Advice

and Consent of the Senate to make treaties, provided two-thirds of the Senators

present ooneur...."

It isimost unfortunate that "The Dissent" fimds it obligatory, apparently,

to assail the powers vested in the President by the Cbnstitution, to the end that

there can be assailed the dignity of the Indian inherent tribal sovereignty.

Mat "lbe Dissent" fails in its attack, bath upon the dignity of this Nation

50/ Article AI, Section. 1, Constitution of the United States, 1787.

51/ Article II, Section. 2, Constitution.
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umder its Constitution and the Dignity of the "Yakama" Indian Nation, with whom

'the =want of peace was entered into by the Treaty in question, detracts very

greatly firan any weight that :night be ascribed to "The Dissent." That conolusion,

necessarily, stens from the Constitutim: j$lE, Whichprovides as follows:

"This Canstitution, and the Laws of the United States
which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all Trea-
ties made or which shall temade, under the authority
of the United States, Shall be the Supreme.Law of the
Land...."

Lest anyone would overlook that provision in our basic and fundamental Law, the

Cbnstitution continues in these words:

"And the JUdges in every State shall be bound thereby,
Anything in the Constitution or Laws of aoy State to
the Contrary nctuithstanding." sy

4. A Nonsequitur in "The Dissent" Demonstrates the
, Paucity cf Authority in Sbpport of It

ln the unsuooessful attadk upon the inherent sovereignpowarof the

tribes to retain to themmelves -- not grant to the United States -- their reser,-

vationsamd,appurtances, "The Edssent" seeks to bolster its conclusions by ref-

exence to the Akin decision. sy Ite sibstanoe of the Akin decision is this:

Ey What is referred to as the NbaunomlAct, sy the United States is said to

have waived its sovereign immunity from suit in state courts in regard to general

adjudications involving federal rightr to the use of weter. That determination --

it is believed in error -- was first declared in the Eagle River decision. 55/

In Eaole, this statement is made:

52/ Article VI, Clause 2, Constitution of the United States, 1787,

53/ COlorado River Water Conservaticn District, et al. v. United States,
74-940, 74-949, Alin, et al. v. United States, 424 U.S. 800 (1976).

51/ 43 U.S.C. 666.

55/ MI' v. District Court in and for the County of Eagle, 401 U.S. 520,
522-523 (1971),

fi5
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'As ue said in Arizona v. California, 373 U.S. 546, the
Federal Goverment hadfEhe authority loth before and after
a State is admitted into the Union 'to remrve waters for

the use and benefitof federally reserved lends.' Id. at

597. She federally reserved lands included any fereral
enclave. 1n ArizonaAh California, we uere primarily con-
cernedwil,41 Indiiutreservations. Id. at 598-601."

to its earlier statatent in Eagle, the Supreme Coutt declared that the

Act was applicable to the Southern Ute Tribe and subjected its riehts to the uae

of water to the jurisdiction of the state,caurt.

Predicated upon the NkCarren Act and its waiver of federal immunity from

suit, %he Dissent' seys this:

"Accordingly, since the McCerren Amendment provided the
consent necessary to nue the United States, and since the
Indian watervights were amcmg federal water rights subdect
to the MeCarren Amendnent, it followed that Indian water
rights could be litigated and determined in an action
against the United States." 56/ .

Errors pervade that last quated atateaent. Indian property rights -- in-

)/
cluding rights to the use of water -- are not "federal rights." They are not,

moreover, "public rights" as that tennis generally used. Bather, they are pri-

vate rights to the use of water, the invasion of which requires the payment of

just carpensation. 57.1

Is/ "The Majority Deport," pg. 24.

2/ "Padlock," pg. 67. Federal Eminent Domain, Department of JUstice Sec. 15.
What constitutes 'private property' under the Fifth Amendment. page 56.

N. Property of Indianwarda. - As guardian of the Indian wards, the-United

States has the power of management and control over lands occupied by the

tribes or Meilen allottees. Such lands prior to some division orallctrent
in severalty, are held by the tribe in common. while strict legal title

is often in the United States, under the treaties, statutes, or executive

orders creating their reservations, the Indian tribes usually have a full

beneficial interest, described as a 'right of perpetual uae and occupancy.'

Since this right is not to be narnmayconstrued, the tribal interest has

been treated for all practical purposes as equivalent to ownership of the

land itself. Thus when there is taking of the whole tribal interest within

l)
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It is essential to Sharply differentiate Indian rights from federal rights.

The failure to recognize the difference is one of the :lost serious deficiencies

in "The Dissent." Continuing in reliance upon theAN7arren Act and the Akin

decision, waiving the National Government's hnmunity from state court jurisdic-

tion involving general adjudications of rights to the use of water, "The Dissent"

says this:

"In short, the Court [in Akin ] was saying that there wes
no Indian reserved cights717117 rather, only federal rights
reserved for India%s."

Tbat statement is In error-. Reliance upon the Akin decision for that erron-

eouS proposition is a continuing error. liana:, when this sthtement is added,

it likewise adds exrer to Lhat alroXiymade in "The Dissent":

"I mike these remarks (that Indian rights are federal rights]
because, in my view, it is wholly erroneous to adopt, as this
r lnission has, the position that tribal Indians have reserved
t) herselves all rights not specifically extinguished by
trcAty." 58/

In regard L ii last quoted statemen%, it is essential vo emphasize that theme

is great con:uslcr. tn "The Dissent." Throughout that "Dissent," repeated ref-

erences are me,. so inherent sovereignty of the tribes and the ownership

of property. l!eit is, of course, incorrect. Tribal omnership of land and tribal

57/ (continued) the meaning of the Fifth AmendMent, the Government must in-
clude ac part of just caTensation to the tribe the value of the natural
reeceices cn the land sueh as timber or minerals. Certain profits A peen-
dre, such as the right to take fish nr gather herbs, cccasionally granted
to Indian tribes, are also egarded as property rights. Pages 76 6 77.

See page 66--E. Interests h. real property * * *.

See United States v. Gerlanh Li1,2 Stock Careany, 339 U.S. 725 (1950).

58/ The Dissent, pg. 25.

4,7
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sovereignty are not even remotely eynonomous. ln the exercise of tribal sover-

eignty, Indian tribes execute treaties. By those treaties, all of the lands not

granted are reserved by the tribes to themselves. Sovereignty does not flow 1..;

the tribes from ownership of land. Bather, the capacity of a tribe to own land

flows from sovereignty. The Winane and Winters decisions, reviewed above, are

precise and explicit authorities in support of the proposition that tribal own-

ership and tribal sovereignty axe separate and dietinct. ln other words, the

power to cwn a title is and must be separated from the title itself. Based upon

the erroneous concepts that, in same :tanner, the tribes reserved their title and

their properties hy a treaty, "TPe Dissent" concludes as follows:

"So, as I have rejected the broad assertions of inherent
tribal sovereignty, I also reject the broad assertion
that tribal Indiana have reserved to themselves inherent
rights to self-governnent and property rights." ky

In evaluating the lack of legal merit in "The Dissent," it is easential to

say this: Because the law, as it prevails in regard to (a) the inherent author-

ity of Indian tribes to exercise sovereign powers, including but not limited to

the negotiation and execution of treaties; and (b) in the exercise of the in-

herent powers, the Indian tribes were legally competent, among other things,

to retain all the lands they did not grant in full campliance with those treat-

ies, it necessarily follows that "The Dissent," while presenting an agressive

anti-Indian seltiment, nevertheless dees not offer substa-ce upon which that

aggressive anti-Indian sentiment can be successfully advocated, either legally

or morally.

59/ The Dissent, pg. 25.
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5. "This Nation's Trust Responsibilities Rejected by

'The Dissent" §52(

Throughout "The Dissent," there has been an attack upon the Nation's

relationship with the Indian nations,.tribes and people. The assault, in effect,

upon that relationship is summarized in that part of "The Dissent" called "Fed-

eral Indian Trust Relations and Social Welfare P4ugLans." It is sufficient to

say that the social welfare programs are not the only aspects of the trust res-

ponsibility to which refererkce is made under the heading in question. Rather,

it embraces all phases and aspects of that relationship.

In responding to "The Eissent's" attack upon the trust obligation of the

United Statesbothe Indian people, it is essential to refer to same basic his-

toric facts. Anyone who has considered the subject will agree that there has

been and is now an ambivalence in regard to Indian affairs since the Europeans

first enoaantered the Indians. "Love thy neighbor" -- the Christian ccncept --

was attendant at the first encounter of the Europeans in the "NeurWorld" with

thc Indian people. Another aspect of What the Europeans trou4ht without mercy

to the American Indians, tribes and people has been treachery, murder, confis-

cation and frequently genocide. Incredibly, the basic conflict between the

European society that fostered the United States of America remains today.

There is a strong morality which is constantly in conflict with bigotry and

greed which vie, one with the other, in the treatment of the Indian pecple.

It must, of course, he recognized that the savagery of the Europeans far ex-

ceeded that of the "savages" who were allegedly occupying the land. The skills

in treachery and armed warfare of the Europeans did, of course, overawe sub-

stantial Indian resistance. But, the fact remains thabwhile one contrasting

60/ The Dissent, pg. 71 et sel.
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group destroyed Indians, a powerful segment of the Etoropean society, at all times,

desired fairly to deal with the Indians and to preserve and protect them against

the leadership that, through bigotry and greed, demanded Indian annihilation.

In "The Dissent," this statement is glades

"It is clear that in most instances, the United States as
the victorious party, dictated the terms of the treaty and
reserved various parcels of land."%61/

Again, "The Dissent" hos overstated the historic facts which relate to the ear-

liest moments of this Nation's history of Indian'affairs, antecedent to the

Revolutionary War. It is essential to consider that hiaborptecause from it

emerges the basis upon which this Nation's trust obligation is predicated.

Mbreover, it directlycielates to the fiction of "discovery" and other fictions

which the Europeans have applied to the Indians.

In the light of the eircanstances whiCh prevailed, the fiction that

"discovery" had seized title to their lands tould have been brushed aside by

the /ndian nations had they been aware of them. Due to their warlike character-

istics and independent nature, neny tribes withstood the Diropean invaders from

discovery to the Revolutionary War. Because they were "powerful and brave,"

they were "dreaded as formidable enemies..." by the British. 62/ To preserve

the peace it was essential to placate these powerful tribes and Britain never

asserted "... claims to their lands," or acmerted "dominion over their per-

sons...." 63/ Because of the fighting powers of the Indians, it "did not entar

61/ The Dissent, pg. 25.

62/ Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. 350, 371 (6 Pet. 515, 546) (1832).

63/ Id.
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the mind of any gen" that the Crown charters issued by the King to land occupied

by Indian tribes envisioned that the colonists would govern those original owners

of the land. 64/ From the standpoint of the Indians, they readily accepted from

the Crown the price paid to them to maintain the peace "... SD Long as their

actual independence was untouched and their right of self-government acknowu

Iedged...." sy

Adamant refusal to accede to English dominance, in practical effect, won

for the Indian nations concessions from the Ctown. 66/ In the contemplation of

the English law, the /ndian nations "... were admitted to be the rightfua occu-

pants of the soil, with a legal as well as just claim to retain possession of

it, and to use it according to their own discretion...." 67/

There was no outside interference with the Indian national affairs, "fur-

ther than to keep out foreign powers who might seduce them into ioreign alli-

ances...." 68/

Internal seli-government was guaranteed to them and the treaties Britain

entered into were acknowledged as solemn obligations it was obliged to keep.

That was "the settled state of things when the war of our revolution was com-

menced." 69/

64/ Ibid., at 369 (at 545) (1832).

65/ Ibid., at 371 (at 547) (1832).

66/ F. Thompson on Real Property, 1967 Replacement, Sec. 2713, pgs. 1055--

1096.

67/ JOhnhon v. McIntosh, 21 U.S. 543, 574 (8 WheaL. 543, 574) (1823).

68/ 1 Kent's Commentaries, 23th Ed., pg. 384.

69/ Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U 3. 350, 372 (6 Pet. 515, 549)(1832).
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Throughout the war for independence, the colonists experienced great appre-

hension that the Indian nations would, as allies of Great Britain, "add their

arms to hers." 29/ As a consequenoe, the Congress "Far from adVancing a claim"

to Indian lands or asserting dominion over the Indians, resolved to foster and

preserve Indian friendship.

At the successful conclusion, of the Revolutionary War, the fragile Union

of sovereign states continued to desire most assiduously to maintain peace with

the pcmerful and warlike Indian tribes whose dominions bordered upon them. in-

deed, were interspersed among them. In furtherance of that policy, the National

Government entered into treaties both with the Indian tribes that had allied

themselves with Great Britain throughout the war of the revolution, and those

who were loyal to the colonists. 71/ NUtuality among nations was the postulate

of those treaties though they did reflect the pretenses of the British that

"protection" was being extended to the tribes by the United States. By those

covenants cf the highest dignity among nations, captives taken by both the In-

dian natians and the states were exchanged and peace with everlasting friend-

.ghip was agreed upon. Reference is warranted to the fact that throughout the

entire period When bloody wars were fought to conquer and suppress the Indian

tribes, the United States always adhered to the policy that Indians who were

captImedwere not apprehended in treasooable conduct but rather as being sub-

ject to the ordinary articles of war.

70/ Id.

71/ See, for example, Act of October 22, 1784 (1 Stat. 15).

23440 0 - 78 - 32
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In the interlude between peace with Great Britain and the adoption of the

ConstitutiOn, the United State.; firnctioned as best it could under the Articles

of COnfederation. Those Articles contained provisions respecting Indian affairs

which were inoperative -- indeed, beyond campreheasion. Nevertheless, there

was an invariable aspect as Go the conduct of those affairs and the treaties

whicht,ere entered into with the Indians. At all times, those original inhabi-

tants were recognized as being political communities of "national character"

and having inherent rights "of self-government." 12/

0

Hamilton, Jay and Madison, in their Federalist essays, expressed the im-

perative need to have Indian affairs conducted pursuant to the Cbnstitution

within the plenary jurisdiction of the Central Government they were propos-

/
ing. 73/ It was readily recognized that the states were unwilling or unable

to restrain the aggressions of their citizens against the Indians, with,the

attendant frequent and often dreadful wars. 74/ Mcmeover, the Indian nations

on the borders were a threat,to the Union as possible allies of European powers. iy
It was in the contemplation of those facts as reflected in part by The

Federalist that the Constitution of the United States, 1787, provides: "The

Congress shall have Power ...to regulate Caimrce with foreign nations, and wrong

the several states, and with the Indian tribes...." 26( Full power over Indian

72/ Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. 350, 379 (6 Pet. 515, 566).(l932).

73/ The Federalist, Hamilton, Jay, Madison.

74/ The rede-alist, No. 3, Jay, pg. 44.

75/ The Federalist, No. 25, Hamilton, pg. 163.

76/ COnstitution of the United States,
1787, Article I, Sec. 8, Cl. 3.

73
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affairs is thus the province of tbrigress. 77/ It is, as stated, elemental that

the Constituti n, the laws, and all treaties, "shall be the supreme Lawof the

lamd...." is/ Treaty-making resided with the President, acting "...by and with

the Consent of the Senate... provided two-thirds of the Senators present con-

cram...." 79/

It is,4ortant that the Constitution was initially applied to Indian

affairs by 4ivaces in the formative years, who were statemm.at the time of

its adoption. Respecting Indian treaties, those Justices declared, "... the

welds 'treaty' and 'nation'.., eadh have definite and well-understood meaning.

We have applied them to Indians and, as we have applied then to other nations

of the earth; they are applied to all in the same sense." 80/

Elemental precepts for the construction to be placed upon the Constitution

declare that contemporaneous writings are to have ascribed to theM sUbstantial

weight. 81/ For that reason, it is important to maintain in focus the fact that

the most crucial decisions of the Supreme Cburt were written by Justices who

weme fully cognizant of the inherent sovereignty of the Indian nations whiCh.

as McClanahan recently stated, predates that of this Nation.

It is also important in establishing the dignity, nature, and extent of

Indian sovereignty to consider legislation adopted at a time when Congress it-

self was groping to ascertain the true measure of its authority in the realm of

77/ Id.

78/ Ibid., Art. VI, cl. 2.

79/ Ibid., Art. II, Sec. 2, cl. 2.

80/ Wbrcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. 350, 379 (6 Pet. 515, 559-560) (1832).

81/ McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. 159, 211; (14 Wheat. 316, 433) (1819).

-
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Indian relations. In 1789, there was established the Department of War adminis-

tered by a Secretary of cabinet status. ay A prime responsibility of that Sec-

retary was Indian affairs. Peace, however, not war with the Indian nations was

an imperative necessity. Funds were provided by Cdngress to negotiate treaties

with those nations. 83/ Non-lndian violations of the Indian treaty rights

creating issues so great that President George Mshington urged in his Nov-

eMber 4, 1792, message that legislation be enacted to restrain crimes against

the Indian people.. Without it,.said the first President, the "pacific plans"

Which hadsbeen promulgated in the broad field of Indian affairs would be "nug-

gatory." 84/ Similar legislation was enacted on Mardh 1, 1793, to protect the

Indians. It presaged the full application of a federal policy affording -- in

theory at least -- the mantle of Constitutional protection for the dependent

Indian nations.

ln 1802, Congress gave Constitutional sanction and protection to the in-

herent right of Indians to exercise their powers of self-government. 85/ The

federal policy was trade with the Indian tribes and "to preserve the peace with

them." .86/

82/ Act of August 7, 1789 (1 Stat. 49).

122/ Act of August 20, 1789 (1 Stat. 54).

04/ Federal Encroachment On Indian Water Rights And The Impairment of Reser-.
vation Development, 91st Cong., 1st sess., * * * A Compendium of Papers
* * * Joint Economic Committee * * * Vol. 2, pg. 486, footnote 84.

85/ Act of March 30, 1802 (2 Stat. 139).

86/ Id.
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Rapid accession by the United Stat.es of vast tracts of former Crown lands

became a matter of transcendent importance. Under the Cbnstitution, the Con-

gress had exclusive and plenary power over them. 87/ In keeping with that power,

it had established a government to administer what was the Nbrthwest Territory. 88/

Indian nations under treaties with the United States occupied that vast wilder..

nems which subsequently would become the States of Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, Miehi-

gen and Wisconsin. 22( ThoughCbegress expressed a vague intent to protect

those Indian nations and their people, it proceeded on the basis that the ultimate

title to those former Crown lands resided with the United States.

In 1803, the United States acquired from France the vast area west of the

Mississippi River, referred to as the Louisiana Purchase. It "... is justly re-

garded as one of the most important events in American history," with far reacte.

in4'import "in the development of the United States Indian policy." 21(

For the.great Indian nations occupying Lmnds between the Atlantic coast

and the Mississippi River, the Louisiana Purchase was the death knell. It

uceld be the repository for those Indians.

Hence, the virtually unlimited lands west of the Mississippi River of-

fered an area for a forced exodus from the eastern states where the feared

87/ Constitution of the United States, 1787, Article rV, Sec. 3, Cl. 2.

88/ 1 Kent's Commentaries, 13th Ed., pg. 286, s. 259; 1 Story, On The

Constitution, 5th Ed., 1891, pg. 16, s. 33.

89/ 1 Kent's Commentaries, 13th Ed., pg. 286, s. 259.

90/ Johnson v. McIntosh, 21 U.S. 543, 576, 584 (8 Wheat. 543, 576, 584) (1823).

91/ 1 Annual Report of the American Historical Assn., 1906 Abel, Ch. 1,

pg. 241.
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amd often hated Indians could be removed. In 1803, the first seclicit official

statement was made to rid the lands east of the Mississippi of Indians. In

that year, President Jefferson, in a never-to-be-adopted amendment to the Con-

stitution, under prescribed circumstances, proposed the removal of "... Indians

within the U.S. on the east side of the Mississippi..." tothenewly acquired

"province of Louisiana" weet of the Mississippi.. It also provided Indian right

cf occupancy in the soil "... and of self-government, are confirmed in the

Indian inhabitants, as they now exist." 92/

On the background of the history of Indian affairs, down to and after the

Lcuisiat4 Purchase, it was abundantly clear that the Nation was making commit-
.\\

nents continuing in character, which commitments partook of solemn covenants:

At all times thereafter, the United States acknowledges desire to have the In-

dians reduce their land claims by treaties and other cessions. In return for

those concessions, covenants were spelled out between the Indians and this

Nation, both in treaties and otherwise. Thus, there was and is a continuing

covenant that the Indian people, residing on reservations, wquld have the full

suppoet then and in the future relative to their lives and their subsistence.

In due time, there evolved what wail referred bo at the trust relationship be-

tween the National Government and the Indians. Those were the circumstances

of lino-lien affairs and relationShips when the United States Supreme Court ren-

dered its opinions in 1831 and 1832 of the Cterokee Nation V. Georgia 93/

and worcester v. Georgia.

92/ 1 Annual Report of the American Historical Assn., 1906 Ahel, Ch. 1, pg. 241.

93/ Federal Encroachment of Indian Water Rights and the Inpainrent of Reservation
Development in SWaexnnittee on Economy in Government of the Joint Ecunomic
Ctmmittee, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., Comm. Towards Econcmic Development for
Native American Communities.Committee (Print. 1969) pages 460, 490-493;

,1 7 7
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ln emolicit terms, the Highest Court, with full infounation as to the cov-

enants and oonmitments made to the Indian people, enunciated the predicate for

the trust relationship. In those several decisions that were entered &own

tham4ithe years, there was clarified, and substantial advancements were made

in the responsibility of the trustee to the Indian people. It developed in a.c.

cordance with ordinary trust law that the National Government must act solely

and entirely for and on behalf and in furtherance of the Indian interests.

Moreover, the obligation of the trustee United States is always to perform its

functions with the highest degree of care, Skill anddiligence in performing

its,trust oblitation.

Different facts may vary from tribe to tribe as to the manner in whieh

the trust must be performed by the National Governinani and the agents. That

the trust obligation lay vary from reservation to reservation in newey

causes the obligation of the Nation to change in connection with its trust

obligation. Then it is thus concluded that the United States of America has

a Legal, equitable and moral obligation as trusteewhich is clear beyond ques-

tion, irrespective of the commentary contained in "The Dissent."

93/ (continued) Reprinted in Hearings on Administrative Practices and Proce&

uses Relating to Protection of Indian Natural Resouroes before the SWacomm.

on Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Sen. Cam. on the Judiciary,

93rd Cong., 1st Sess., Part 1 at 175, 191-192.

Chambers, Discharge of Federal Tru.t Responsibility to Enforce Claims cf

Indian Tribes: Case Studies of sereaucratic Conflicts of Interest Cemm.

in Suboomm. on AdMinistrative Practices and Procedures of the Senate Comm.

of the Judiciary, 91st coin., 2nd Sess., A Study of Adhinistrative Con-

flicts of Interest in the Protection of Indian Natural Resources, 11 Comm.

Print. 1971, Reprinted in the Rearing on Administrative Practices and Pro-

cedures Relating to the Protection of Indian Natural Resources before the

Suboom. onAdhinistrativePractices and Procedures of the Senate Comm. on

the Judiciary, 92nd Ceng., 1st Sess., Part 1 at 235, 238-248 (1971).
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It is on the background of the Supreme Law of the Land that reference

is row nude to the plenary power of Congnewand the failure of the EXecu-

tive Branch properly to perform its responsibilities relative to Indian

affairs.

G. Congress Cannot Do It All -- Plenary Power Has Its Limitations

1. Deficiencies in Meoutive Action

Congress has "plenary power" over "ndian affairs. That over-

worked terms stems from the Constitution whieh, among other things, provides

that the Congress has power to "Regulate Converce with FOreign Nations and among

the several States and with Indian Tribes." 94/ Adistortion of the meaning of

"plenary power" has given rise to misconceptions in both "The Majority Report"

and "The Dissent." Webster tells us that "plenary" means "complete, absolute,

perfect and unqualified." That full power, however, is limited to legislative

action. It is the breakdown in the ENecutive Branch of the Government that

has contribeted to mudh of the failure in Indian affairs. Had there been

progier Mecutive conduct, the history of Indian affairs would not have been

so bleak. The institutionalized conflicts of interest within the Office of

the Secretary of the Interior and the Attorw(Gemeral of the Unite4 States

underlie madh of the disastrous consequences that exeMplify the conduct of

Indian affairs.

Legislat:on, passed iy Congress, may be requisite to totally correct

the conflicts of interest in the Interior and Justice Departments. Yet, the

Executive Branch of the GovernmIt can, and must, act immediately to provide

94/ constitution of the United States, 1787, Art. I, Sec. 8, Cl. 3.
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protection for the IniLmns against those conflicts awaitingiONatever legisla-

tion Congress may decide to adopt.

TWo glaring emampleel of the mettals used to defeat the power of Congress

will suffice to demonstrate the otdurate actions of an intransigeht boreauc-

racrwithin both the Interior and JUstioe Departments.

a. Executive Abridgenent of the Winans-Winters Concepts

There has been reviewed, with 'specificity aud detail, the,:

fundamental concepts enunciated, recognized and reaffiemed by re Supreme

Courtas to both the inherent power of the Indian tribes to reServe and re-

tain to themselves their immemorial rights and to administer those rights

which they did not conry to the National GOvernment. 22/

Irrespective of 1 tke basic and all immortant concepts enunciated by the

Supreme Court in Winters )and Wanans, the bareancracy has steadfastly acted to

denigrate the concepttf those two keystone opinions. As stated above, there

is attached to this MemOiandum "An, Analysis of Proposed Secretarial Rules Re-,

gpecting "The Use. of Water on Indian Reservations' and the Recomrended Rejec-.

tion of Them." Main thrust of that analysis pertains to thedistortion of

tha Act 25 U.SX. 381, the Powers decision, 26/ and the Ratner case. 22/

In 25 U.S.C. 381, COngreSS UaSay provided that the Secretary of the

Interior would have power, under the Act, to formulate and enforce rules and

22( See, "':he Winters Decision MUst Be Read with the Winans Decision If the
hag 'tale of the Errors in '-issentr are to be Fully bomprehemireaW"'
pg. 37 of this Memorandum.

2§/ See attached "Analysis," pg. 18 et En.

27/ See attaehed "Analysis," pg. 21 et seq.
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regulations: 'To rake a just and equal distribution of the :fetter "axing Indians"

residing on those reservations. In the process of misccestruing the explIcit

language of that and related acts,' the bureaucracy did these 'things: 1) It

purported to ace for the Indians. In truth and fact, however, it gave, by

those rules and regulations vehich are attached, .a carte tatnnche to non-Indians

to seize and utiliznIndians rights to the use of water without recourse. out-

side. of the courts.' 2) IC violated the Winters rights to the use of water by

:warding parte of those rights to the use of ester to;non-Indian purchasers of

fortreely allotted lands; 3) it euppressed, bY the.140sed rules and regulations,

the inherent mars of Indiana to exercise self-goverment and to administer

thoss rights residing in the taibes as recognized in both Witters erd

Cbjeatives of the rules and regulatices, in the final analysis, vas in

furtherance Pf .P1P PaPPe %Allah 4Pa.CP9cing....... Itfay, are the Wall= case 22/ and

the Bel case: LON In both instances, the rules and regulaticas would

greatly benefit tie non-Indian detendents in those cases to the irreparable

damage of the Indian tribes. In both cases, although the Indians declare their

cemership to the rights to the use of water, the Interior antf Justice Depart-

rents assene ccetrary positions without ever having consulted, agreed or in

any *ay infonred the Indian tribes that the Justice Department vould align it-

self against Una. %boss teo cases are representative of the nethmis sawed to

in the aces-UtiVe Branch of the Goverment which result in irreparable damage

to the Indians. The rules and 4segulations, as prarulgated and fostered in

.92/ See, page 37 of this Nemorandun.

22/ See, attached "Analysis," United States v. Waltre, fn. 6, pg. 6.

1001 Fee, attached "Analy-ls," United States v. Sel say, fn. 6, pg. 9.

4 81
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fur dwarance of dose two cases, are likewise representative of the grave prob-

len that Ccegress is =fronted with %ohen it is dealing with the oh:him:it's; and

intransigent bureaucracies in both interior and Justice.

Quite Obviaply, the intenticms of Congress, to provide for Indians re-

sidthg on tkeir reservations by ne3dng a just and equal dietributice of water

aneng than, was violatel by tie misapplication of the law. Equally clear is

the feat that the formidable and favorable aspects of Winans and Winters pro-

v410q protection for the Indian people, all in keeping with the 'precepts

expressed by the Supreme Court, were abridged by the bureaucracy through the

formilation of the rules and regulations in question. It mmt never ke for-

gotten' that suppression of radian inherent power and authority provides means

and methods of perpetuation of an autocratic bureaucracy that has plagued the

Minis Of Xrilians since Ofd roéän eit-the Ilia

tie exercise of its broad powers, can legislate away the

instituticamlized ocnflicts of interest within the' Interior .ard Justice Depart-

ments. It can do so by tie establishomt of an independent agency to adminis-

ter indtan affairs. Yet constant vigilemce by the Onngress and try the Indian

people will be required if the new.agency is to carry ait the will of Ccegress

and to preserve and protect the interests of the Indians.

b. Vitiation of tie Omgzessional Will as Enunciated in
the "Self-Deteonina " JILL, 25 U.S.C. 450 Et Seq.

--------aother example of EXecutive action vielating thewill of the

Congress and the interests of the Indian nations, tribes and people is the re-

cently enacted "Self-Dehenninaticn" Act. ln explicit term's, Congress has under-

A 4 5 2
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taken to free the Indians from the autocratic control of the existing bureauc-

racy. 141( Homer, "The Majority Report" elphasizes that adninistrativi rules

and regulatices, as fornulated by the hureaucracy, have renderednochof the

Act as intendedbk Congress to be impotent. WtmermaCongress has explicitly

directed ties furtherance of tribal self-government;the Wren:a:racy les made

a contrary determination. There is thus, awe again, abropated thewiil ef

Congress and the rowarofthe Indians to administer their own affairs.

These excerpts from 'Ifhe Majority Report" clearly daronstrate what oc-

.curs to the best of planswhiCh Congress can form:bete. She liareaucracy is

determined to continue its rule andiftminationof Indians irrespective of the

"planers:rower" of Cengress. With regerence to the Act in question, "The

Majority Report," aaong other things, has this to say:

"III. Findings and Reoomendations:

Presently,,there is only one program whichprovides direct
support to the strengthening of tribal goverment. This
program is provided for in Section 104(a) of the Indian
Self-Debannisurtion and Educational Assistance "act, and is

titled the Self-Determinatim Grants Program.

The administrative remdations of the Self-Cetermination
Grants Progren arm: the soppe of Congressional intent
articulated in the Indiee Self-Determination and Educe-
tieral Assistance Act:4=v

.., the administrative regulations associabsiwith Self-
Determination Grants Programs specify 'allowable oast'
under the program which serves to limit the allowable
activities undertaken to strengthm: tribal governments."

There is thus manifested the weys andraums that the Cengressional will

and efforts are thwerbsi. As a matter of legislative intent, it appears to be

en JAPerative necessity that the Congress not only declare its intent, but es-

my See above, this tftroranitin, pg. 23 et s.

463
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tablish an agemcy that will, of necessity, perform the will of Congress. Simi-

larly, them/agency that should be created oust reflect the will of thelndian

people, rather than the autocratic department to:whichreference hap beeniolde.

2. 3:mediate Presidential Acqpn Paral3eling and Mgibmae*-bmt

"TheMajority Report" an 'operative NeoessitY

As reviewed above, theremust be action taken by the Dacutive

,Erandh of the Government with the objective cf assisting thaladians if the

comospts of "The Majority Report" are to be accomplished. ln award, Congress
7

canlegislate for Indian interests but the Eascutive Band% can -- and does --

atfuecate, procrastinate and deviate with destructive consequences for the

ln the venacular, COngress cannot do.it all. MUch that has been

dime for the Aaerican /ndian by the Congress is being dissipated by the bur-

eaucratic veto of Commessicred. will. Yet, it is manifest that the refusal

of the Executive Bram:loaf the
Government --Which has been hiatoric -- to

support the Aaelcan Indlaigs been accomplished at relatively low levels

of the bureaucracy.

It is of extreme importance, in that regard, to note"that this Nation's

brdanuntal law provides that: "The EXecutive power atoll be vested in a Preai-

dent cf the United States." my Moreover, and most inportantly here, the Con-

stitut4on declares that the President "... Shall take care that the Laws be .

faithfully emacuted...."

my Constitution of the United States, 1787, Article II, Section 1,

Ay Article /I, SeCtion 3.

45 4
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It cannot be urged too strongly that the full Presidential power be in-

voked to assure that in the period required to inplenent "The Majority Report"

that %ere" is taken to fulfill this Nation's trust obligations to the Indian

people.

4 is

Respectfully mini

. eeder,
May 1977
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=MIS.
OF

MEWED SECREIZR11%.1411ES

RESPECT=

"MiE USE Ce WATER Cti

IND= MINIMUMS" y

AND so
RECCWESDED =scam cr y

x. iiimaxxxlm SUMaRIZATICti

There *as published on March 17, 1977, in the Federal Register, pro-

posed Secretarial rules governing nliE USE Ce e E R Ct4 INDrAN lUESERVATICNS,"

*birth ate referred to throughout this carcentary as the "Proposed Rules." those

PreNo1es"-arwit tterpreduct-of- the- incodarent-Secretazy-of -tlawIntero- *-
ior or his staff. Moreover, the Honorable Teo 14. !traits, now Soliciisc of

the Department of the Tnterior, did not vprove the "Povosed Rules." lather,

wit will be reviewed, the "Proposed Rules" lore sponsored by former Secretary

0

y VOl. 42 Fed. Reg., No. 52, page 14865, 14686 citmq.; Thurelay, Parch 17,
1977. Al ccpy of these "Proposed Pules" are Aglaia to this recorantan
andmade a part et it by reference.

y This analysis relates directly to the case entitleds Colville Confed-
erated Trites v. Melton, et al., Civil No. 3421 in the United States
District Court for the Eastern District of itudaincOmn, Northern Divis-
ion, (see page 6, footnote 6).

S 9
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cf the Interior, Rogers C.B. Morton. The recently departed Solicitor is

primsrily responsible for the "ftecosed Miles," as publiabsol: That offic-

ial, working inclose cOnjunction with personnel from the Land and Natural

Resmurces Division, hereafter referred to asthe Lands Division, formilated

therooncepts andl determined the goals which wire to he adhieved bythose

'proixmedrulei and regilations. As will be reviewed andtmhaslzed: tbe

"Proposed Rules" are disastrous for the Western Indian 'nations, tribes and

people.'

An overriding factor relative to these "Proposed Rules".is that they

are premature. The Solicitor's Office and Lands Division are seeking to

achieve, hy.Secretarial fiat, the relief which they now desire to Obtain

in the Walton and Bel Bay cusses. Those eases are ineXtricably interrelated

to the "proposed Rules," all as evidenced by.the attached Solicitor's letter

dated Septa-Mbar 28, 1976, to the Lands Division.

The "Proposed Rules" Should be rejected because they are:

Deceptive, professing to protect the Indian Winters rights
to the use of water; whereas, in truth and fact, they axe

Violative of the Winters Doctrine rights to the use of
iiSTEETErva full equitableOMIT° whieh resides in the

tribes The 'Proposed Rules" result in the seizure of
Winters rights to the use of water for non-Indians.
They, moreover, result in a seizure of Indian priorities
for the benefit of non-Indians by declaring that the
ma-Indian purchaser of formerly allotted lands acquires
Wisters Doctrine rights and is entitled to the same

priority of the tribes. Those rules are, moreover.

Suppressive of the inherent power of the Indians to man-

age their own internal affairs within their reservations.

Those rules condition Secretarial approval of tribal water

codes upon the agreement hy the tribes that they will re-

linguith Winters Doctrine rights and priorities to non-

Indians.



'w
A. Withdrawal of "Prop:sled Rules!: alone will not Suffice; Changes with-

in the Solicitor's Office and-lends Division are alto Neceasary

Withdrawal of the ."Proposed Puree" should ensue because they are (11 aser

.tive,.failing on their face to disclose their adverse consequences to the In-

dians; Inviolative of the Indiantenters rights and the priority of those
4

rights; and 131 suinressiVe of Indian autharity and the dignity of the Ameriesn'

Indian Lona, tribss and people. Withdrawal of the "Proposed Rig. es" Wia

net.alone suffice; thsge nazi ke changes to correct the conflicts of interest

giving rise to than in the Solicitor's Office and lands Divisian. 'TheY are

.racist 'a usitent and charaater. They are the product of the conflict of

intieest in the Solicitor-to Office and lands Division.

B. A Vac= of BwamnaveAnthority is Created *the "Proposed Rules"

Ite "Proposed Rules," declaring that neither the tribes nor the Sec--

---..--------rertarrot-the-Interiortavulurilditticialiiii:-Iadliiiis, creates an

executive vacuum in regard to non-Indimmads, have greatlyexpanded their

s
irrigated acreage after Indian lands have teen purchased by non-Lndians.

ln effect, thectdectives of the "Proposed Rules" are to strip frau the

tribes ahd Secretary, exemutive authority over irrigated lands developed

by nce-Indians after the ant/as/tie:a of thosA landsrby them. That pos-

ture is legally.incoxrect aal adninistratively impossible.

C. "Proposed Rules" MOst De COnsidered in the Light of the Walton
and Bel Bay Cases and the Alstory of-Indian Water Codes

To comprehend the iorveosed Rules," whirl; declare that they have no appli-

cation to expanded irrigation developzent after non-Indiah acquisition, and

their adverse impact upon the Indian Winters rights and tribal authority con-

cept, a separate review is necessary. 'There is, in the footnotes and set

forth throughout the commentary, the history of the Walton and Bel Bay

OWS ankthe .1440Z.4/ Citt the tribalseter codes;

4 9 1.
1
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II. ALIGNMENT

OF THE

SOLICTiOR'S OFFICE

ANO

IAMS DIVISICN

AGAINST ME

Nem INDIAN NATIONS,

TRIBES AND MRS

aseption is the Hallmark of the "Premed_Relee

1. "Proposed killes" have wiasplication to non-Indian exsanded water

use upon forner Indian Land.

2be "Proposed Rules" are disastrous for the Indian people, all as

observekarove. They haVe no application to irrigated acreage developed by

= , .

non-Indians after theybave acquired fornerly allotted lands. %hose "Pro- .

powad Rules" are predicated prinarily uFon Section 7 of the.Ceneral Allot-

mami'Act. Thai sectiorcie codifiedas 25 U.S.C. 381 and 1. set'forth below. 21

Itscill be observed that 25 U.S.C. 381 authorizeithe Secretary to isswa

rules and regUlations for a just and equal distribdtion of water "among thd

Indians residing" upon reservations requir_ing "water" for agricultura.

attached "Proposed Rules," pg. 14885, 14886, Part 260, Sec. 260 et seg.

"IRRIGATED IANDI MUM= OF USE CE %%TER

In cases uhere the use of water for irrigation is neCessary to render

the lands within any Indian reservation available for agricultural pur-

poses, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to prescribe such

rules and regulatkals as he may dean necessary to secure a just And

equal distribution thereof anong the /name resiaing upon any such

reservations and no other apprcpriation or grant of water by any ripar-

ian paciprietor shall be authorined or permitted to the damage of any

other riparian proprietor."

4 32
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Relative to that section and the use of water by non-Indians upon ir-

'rigated lands developed by the non-Mtvlians subsequent to acquisition of

formerly allotted lands, the Solicit= says this in the attadhed letter

dated September 28, 1976, and dirwt.ed to Lands.Division:

"This (25 U.S.C. 3811 confers no arthority upon the
Secretary to deliver any water toncm-Dalians " y

Later in that letter, in regard to the "Proposed Rale.," the Solicitor

makes this statements

"*** the tepartrent will approve individUal tribal
water codes regulating the use of water reserved
under the Winters Doctrine on the tribe's reserva-
tion so long as the following conditioner-ern:it:

(4) The tribe seeks only to regulate the use of
resezvedigater rights, which includes (1) tribally
crammed water rights, (23 rights owned by allottees,
and (3) the 'firet component' of the rights des-
cribed in Witmer; ***"

' By the reference to the "first component" ofIlibner, the Solicitor has made

the determination! When a non-Indian acquires formerly allotted lands, he

Ha** willgeta Winters priority to the amount ofwater used when the land

%Os ***" held by an Indian. That statement, as applied to the "Proposed

Rules," is a clear violation of.the tribes' claimed full equitable title

, to all water rights. Moreover, the "Proposed Rules" exempts from the ap-

plication of them, the non-Indian exploiter, who acquires undeveloped land,

and after acquisition, vastly increases the irrigated acreage, seizing

Indian water without right for that purpose.

\
§/

See attaphed solicitor's letter September 28, 1976, pg. 6. This letter
is frequemtly referred to in this cconen'tary.

Solicitor's letter, pg. 7, para. (44.

493
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2. of the Wa limn and Bel Ea cases essential to can-
oe o the - Rules confused one

o rn tor s regard
Winters rights.

It will be observed that the attached letter frcm the Solicitor

pursuant to whicet the "Proposed Rules" were for:a:slated relates to United

States v. Walton and Witted States v. Eel Pay. y ilimse cases .are reviewed

belay. Hewer, it is essential briefly to refer to the fact that the case
(ccetrentary tontinues on pg. 22)

y 'United States v. Walton, Civil No. 3421, Isie), Eastern District of
Washington; United States v. WI Eay Canmity and Water Aenociation,
Civil No. 31)3-71-02, Western District of Washington.

The Solicitor's letter is in error. The case citedlivil No. 3831.

Civil No. 3421 is the case, ,Colville Ccelfederated Tribes v.' Walton, et
al. The two Walton cases Colvilie v. Yalta: and tho United States

-v. Walton were consolidated for turthei peoceedings.by court order,
dated Decanl:er 19, 1973.

&Amine Confederated Tribes V. Walton, et al. Civil No. 3421, in the
United States District Court in and for the Ea;atern District of Wash-
ington, Northern District.

Sireilistically, that case involved the following factual stataxent: .

No Name Creek is a small creek which rises in the southwestern portion

of the Colville Indian .Reservation. It flows its full length through

a deeply insized mountain valley, all within the Reservation and ter-
minates sten it enters a beautiful closed body of water known as Omak

Lake.

The lands tordering No Name Creek were allotted to renters of the Col-
ville Confederated Tribes. in the 1920's, the Indian allottecs, owning
three (3) adjoining allotments, sold than to nen-Indians. Probably be-

caude of its meager flew, the waters were never diverted and used to
irrigate the lands while they were in Indian 'ownership.

leneliately below thore three (3) allotments, which passed into the
hands of non-Indians, there was an allotment =vied by Colville -In-

dian people and their water was diverted from No Nere.Creek for the
,purposes of irrigotion,, dceestic, and otler uses. Moreover, members

of the Colville Confederated Tribes fished In No Mile Creek and other-
wise used it for recreational purposes. Further, the Colville Confed-
erated Traces own lands at the point of wtere No Name Creek enters
Cask lake and utilized it for tribal purposes.

4 9
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(continued) In the cicsing years of the 1940's, the Waltons purchased
the three (3) Indian allotments which had gone out of Indian ownership,.
a quarter of a century earlier. the pmevious non-Indian owners of those
allotrents never diverted and used the waters of hb Name Creek, antece-
dent to selling them to the Waltons.

In 1948, thaWaltons made a filing of an application with the State
of Washington for the purpose of appropriating the waters of No Name
Creek. That filing was to acquire frara the State of Washington a
certificate of water right.

During the ensuing years, the Waltons expanded their uses of water
frce:No Naze Creek, both from the surface and groumlwaters of that
stream.

During the summemmenths, the Waltons dried up No Name Creek. By
these acts of thaWaltons the Indian allotees and the Colville Con-

- __federated vribes were,.dep;iveo of the.watersoftwNarre_creek.,..InSeptenber of 1970, the Colville Confederated Tribesfiled it the
Federal Court in Spokane, the case of Colville v. Walton, to which ref-
erence is here nade. TWo years later, on September 27; 1972, that Court
entered a tevorary injunction both as to tdme and quantities of the
water whiCh theWaltons calld LIke amd divert from No Name Creek.

Men the Court enjoined the Waltons, the State of Washington inter-
vemed in Colville v. Walton. The Confederated Tribes then petitimed
the Solicitor's Office to request the intervention in Colville V.
Walton by the United States on behalf of the Tribes.. On February 2,

1973, the Solicitor requested the intervention by the Lands Division
in Colville v. Walton. Contrary to the pqsition of the Tribes, which
were as against Walton claindngcutership of the rights to the use of
water and the power to administer those rights to the use of water,
the &elicitor's Office said this to the Lands Division: "Please al-

lege that the Secretary of the Interior has the exclusive jurisdic-
tion to control and administer the allocation of water on tribal,
alloted and formerly allotted lands (the Waltons) of the Colville
Reservation pursuant to the authority of 25 U.S.C. 381." It is essen-
tial here to refer to the fact that the rules to which these ccurrenta,

o are: directedare predicated upon, and issued pursuant to 25 U.S.C.
381, the Act last cited.- As also reviewed aboVe, the Solicitor has
row carripletelY reversed the quoted positions.

Rather than intervening on behalf of the Colville Confederated Tribei,
the Lands Division initiated, on its cum volition, an entirely inde-
pemdent case United States v. Walton. This is the reason for re-
fusing to intervene in Colville v. Walton as stated in the Lands Di-
vision's letter dated March 3, 1973, to the U.S. Attorney in Spokane,
Washington: "By letter dated February 2, 1973 *** Interior requested
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(continued)we intervene in (Colville v. Walton) *** We have decided,
however, not to intervene because the complaint filed on behalf of

. e the Tribes. does not, in our opinion,

raise the issue which must be addressed to obtain a Julie-
ial determinatiOn in this controvPrsy, i.e. the authority
of the Secretary of the Interior todettva allocation of
water on Indian Lands."

lier in tint cso heneuniaatian from t Lands Divinion to the U.S.
Attorney in Spokane, it had adopted virtually identically the sore
language as los quoted above frail the February 2, 1973, letter fran
the Solicitor to the Lards Division. - In other words, both the Sol-
icitor's Office and the Lands Division insist that 25 U.S.C. 381
sought to confer won the Secretary of the Interior, "the exclusive
jurisdiction to.00ntrol and adtninister the el1o6atice of water on

tion ***"
There was filed at Muth 15, 1973, by the. LandaDivision, United States
Attorney in Spokane, the complaint in U.S. V. Welton. The lands Divis-
ion praynd that the Waltons be "enjoined frandiverting water *** in
any amount (sic) of excess of that autkorized by the Secretary of the
Interior. InctIngruously, the Secretary of tre Interior, then and nog,
had never authorized Mltons, nor anyone else, to divert faun No Nue
Creek, or any other stream for that matter, any quantity of water.
Quite clearly, the lends Division was acting ocotrary to the demands
of .he Colville Oonfederated Tribes in that the Trite had insisted
that: (1) Waltal had no right to the use of water in No Name Creel%
and (2) that Walton could take water coly upon the approval of the .

Tribe. It is essential to observe, moreover, as will. be fully re-
viewed, that the TA1dS DiviSial Ms repeatedly delayed arsd ocntin-
vas to delay the trial of the Waltons' . case on the merits. It is
also important to observe that the case of U.S. v. 'Altai, to %dad%
reference will ironnately te rade, has teen consolidated with the
Co)lrille v. Walton rade for the purpose of trial. .

_

United Statts v. Walton, et al., and tke State of Washington, in the
United States District Court for the &astern District of Washington,

Northern.Divisian jvil No. 3931.

Both the Solicitor's Office ard later tie Lands Division, in its letter
of March 6, 1973, asserted it: arse: that 25 U.S.C. 391 conferred

. "exclusive jurisdiction" ugcr. the Secretary ot the Interior to control,
administer and allocate the voter resources an the Colville Indian
Reservation.

4 9 6
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(continued) As revieUed in the uentioned letter of Marchi 6, 1973, to
the United States Attcmney in Spokane, Whshington, directing the initi-
atice of United States v. Walton, et al., having alluded to the reguest
that'it intervene in Colvilletv. %non, the Lands Division explains -

the reason for the rejectiongar the request: "We have decided not
to intervene,* because the case of Colville tr. Walton dbes not raise
the issue cf "*** the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to
determine the allocation of water'en Indian land."

Vbreover, the Lands Division firmly asserted *exclusive jurisdiction"
resided in thp,Secretaxy of the Interior to control, adninister and
allocate all of the water on the Cblville Indian Reservation: "This
allegation is the same as that made in.the case entitled, United States
v. Bel BE:ye:amenity, et al., Civil No. 303-71-C2, U.S.D.C., Western

,Oliatridt of Washington.

By reason cf the fact that the Lands Division and tho Solicitor's Office
have correlated the camp of United States v. Whlthn and the caee bf
United States v. Bel Bay Conamnity, Wis essential that a comprehensive
analysis ba made of that case.

. .

As observed above, the Solicitor's Office and Lands Divisiom have denied
the Secretary haspbuer over non-Indian Land.

-United states In Bel Bay ConruniV *** State of Washington, Civil No.
303-71-C2 in the United States, Diet:rift Cburt, Western District of
Whshington, at Seattle.

On November 23, 1971 -- subsegmalt to the initiation of the case of
Colville v. Walton; the Lands Division initiated the above entitled
pxoceedings, utich hereafter will be referred to as the Bel Bay case.
As in theiialton cases, theseand ether issues are presented:

1. Tte alleged "exclusive jurisdiction" of the Secretary of the Inter-
ior, under 25 U.S.C. 391, tO administer the rights to the use of
water on Indian reservaticas -- as reviewed above, the Solicitor's
Office has not reprised itself;

2. the issue of whether non-Indians acquire rights td'the use of water
uten title to fornerly allotted lands passed to them;

3. the nature and extent of the rights, if any, cf non-Indian whe ac-
quire formerly Jlletted lands; and

. .

4. the jurisdiction of states over rights to the use of water within
Indian reservations.

497
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6/ (continued) The salient facts of the Bel Bay case are these:

Situated on PUget Sound, a substantial portion of the Lummi /ndian Pes-

o ervation is surrounded by salt water. Fbrmerly allotted Luami /ndian
landwas purchased by the Bel Bay Community and those lands were sub-
divided for residential purposes. That community applied to the State
ofWashington fur a permit to drill a well and to pump ground water
for the purposes for which the Bel Bay Cornamity was organized. On
December 17, 1970, the State of Weshington issued the permit. Among

other things the State asserted that it had jurisdiction over the
"surplus" wa;ers within the Lanni IndianAtaservationt that there were
surplus waters within that reservation; and the permit to the Bel.Bay
Community extended to that surplus.

An investigation disclosed that the proposed well would be at a depth
of 40 feet below the level of-the surrounding salt water in Puget Sound.
The investigation further disclosed that by the Pumping at Bel Bay to
the extent that it was requested in the permit would result in a re-
duction in the groundwater table to a point where there would be salt
water intrusion into the fresh watar table, thereby contaminating the
freshwater underlying the Lund Indian Reservation causing the Luami
Tribe irreparable damage.

/n reporting those facts, and others, the Regional Solicitor, Robert
E. Ratcliffe, in a nereorandum dated June 7, 1971, said, among other

'things, that: "The Secretary of the interior has 'exclusivejurisdic-
tion to administer all water, surface and ground, within the Indian
reservation'; that if the state had jurisdiction to administer 'sur-
plus water' on the Indian reservation, the existence and extent of
that surplus would be a question solely for the United States to de-
cide; and that the permit issued by the state was an arbitrary and

a capricious act."

On September 14, 1971, the Solicitor's Office referred the Bel Bay

case to the Lands Division. The case was commenced by the United
States Attorney in the Federal District Cburt in Seattle.

Lunai Indian Tribe, Intervenor in Bel $ay Case

The Luami Indian Tribe intervened in the Bel Bay case. In its motion

dated April 21, 1972, the Lured Indian Tribe asserted, among other
things that the Lands Division's case, as initiated against the Bel

Bay Co:nrunity, and the statements made by the Lands Division's attor-
neys, revealed that the "interests and position *** differs materially

and prejudioally from the interest of the Lummi Indian Tribe."

It is urged that the case as initiated by the Lands Division involves

the authority of the State of Washington, the Secretary of the Inter-
ior and the Lund Indian Tribe. The Lumai Tribe then asserts that the

4 9
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6/ (continued) adjucation of those issues -- as asserted by the Lands
Division and the State of Washington "***will permanently impair ***
the Indian rights to the use of water "toth as owner of the natural
resources and as a sovereign goverreental body to regulate that nat-
ural resouroe." (See motion, April 21, 1972, pages 2-3, lines 20-23;
1-3.) It is likedee averred in the Lummi motion to intervene that
contrary to the Tribe's interest, the Lands Division had acknowledged
that the Eel Bay Community had rights to the use cd waterwithin the'
Lumni Imlian Reservation. Moreover, the Lumnis assert that the only
objection raised to the claim of water by the non-Indian Eel Bay Com-
amity by the Lands Divisimayouldbe to limit the Bel Bay's rights
to a stated amount."

The motion.avers, moreover, that contrary to the interest of.the Lummis.
tne Lands Division has suggested that the State of Washington nd.iftt
have jurisdiction over "surpluswater," which the Lummis denied. In

----_,Alierction.,..itia.also..atated...Vinally,..it.appears that the JUstice
Department is asserting the prinery interest of the Secretary of the
Interior in his functions withrespect to the allocation °faster. The
Justice Department will not assert as Slroibly plaintiff/intervenors
ther right, powers and authority of the Lummi Indian Tribe to manage and.
regulate its own resources as a sovereign governing body." °lotion.
April 21, 1972, pg. 4)

'Cn May 12, 1972, the 'Federal Cturt granted the Lummi notion to inter-
vene in the Bel Bay case.

Adversary Status of the Solicitor's Office and the Lands Division
against the Colville and Lummi Tribes

Anamolous though it ray be, both the Lummi Indian Tribe and the Col-
ville Confederated Tribes have been forced to protect themselves
against the Lands Division and the Solicitor's Office. The interven-
tion of the Luna Tribe in the Bel-Bay case to protect itself against
the Lands Division has been reviewed. It is equally important that
the Colville COnfederated Tribes have filed a motion with the court,
aaldng the court to align the /ands Division as an adversary to the
Colville Confederated. Tribes in the Walton cases.

That alignment in the Walton and Bel Bay cases comports fully with
the positions which it 'is believed the tribes should take in regard
to the "Proposed Mules."

91)
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of United States v. Walton was initiated on thebasis that the Secretary,

under 25 U.S.C. 381, bad "exclusive jurisdiction" over the water resources

on the COlvillg Indian ROSS.IVatiOn. Lands Division,' in its letter of

March 6, 1973, states the objective of this case is "*** to obtain a jud-

icial determination iri this controversy, i.e., the authority .of the Secre-

tary of the Interior to detenaine the allocation of water on Indian Lands."

Tn the attached Solicitor's letter, them is a cxxrplete reversal of the

position taken in the case of United States v. Natal. The Solicitor's

'does not-now-seek, the .Vroposed-RulesTr..to.control

water use as is contesplated in United States v. Walton. Reasons for the

reversals 'Ihe Solicitor Im states that 25 U.S.C. 381 does not confer

exclusive jurisdiction on tie Seocetary to control water resources on the

. Colville Indian Reservation. CM lege six (6) of the attached Solicitor's

letter, it is stated:
25 U.S.C. 381 "*** confers no authority wco the Secretary
to deliver any water to non-Indians."

Thrt =paste reversal by tha Solicitor and the inpact on tle ;Ialton and

Be, B. cases is reAewed belm. Corrective iteasaces within the Department.

of tbe Interior and the Lands DiViSiOn to protect the all inportant tribal

Winters Dcettirm rights and' thetribal authority to adMiniSter those rights

is an isperative necessity.
DSCanSe of the drastic reversal, as set forth above, in the "Proposed

Pules," fran the previous positicpmr-tilken bY the Solicitor and lands Divis-

ion, it nay te of assistance briefly to review the activities of the Indian

5
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people to kormulate their own rules and regulations whieh now, pursuant to

the "ftepeeed Rules," are sdbject to harsh limitations imposed epon the tribes

by those "Propesed Ru1es."

3. History ofwater codes

For ten (10) years, the Western Indians have acted to (a) protect,

preserve, conserve, utilize and exercise their invaluable Winters Doctrine 0

rights to the use of water; 7/ (14 to exercise ther inherent pewers of self-.

government in the administration, allocation, control and management of those

rights in the generally short, freguentlymmer supplies of water on their -

arid and semi-arid Western reservations.

it The Winters DoctLine - Lifeline for the Western Indians: Winters Doctrine
rights to the use of water are the nest valuable assets of the American
Ihdians particularly Indian people residing in the arid and semi-arid
West. 'To adopt the language of the Supreme Court in tbe famous 1908 -

decision, Winters v. United States, 207 U.S. 564 (1908), in regard to
Montana's Fort Belknap Mndian Reservation, "The lands were arid and with-
out irrigatimuere practically-valueless" (LEI. 207 U.S. 564, 576,
1908). When, in 1963, the Winters Doctrine was reiterated and reaffirmed
by the Supreme Court, these terms uere used: 1Most of the land in these
reservations is and always has been arid.. If the water necessary to
sustain life is to be had, it nust come from the Colorado River or its
tributaries...." Arizona V. California, 373 U.S. 546, 598 (1963).

30pm:tent here is the rational of the Winters Doctrine as expressed in
thp last cited decision, for it is the SecretalraTie Interior whose
Proposed Rules," if adepted, would abridge the Winters rights of the
Indians with the attendant irreparable damage to-Gilliitern /ndian
nations, tribes and people. That rationale is summarized in these words
by the Supreme Court: "It $s lijposih1 e to.believe that when the Con-
gress created the great Cclorado %ler Indian Reservation, and when the
EXecUtive Department of the Nation reated othe other reservations, they
uereunawarethat most'of the lands here of the desert kind -- hot, soor-
ching sands -- and that water from the river would be essential to the
life of the Indian people *** and the crops they raise." (373 U.S.
546, 598-599, 1963).
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Dnring that ten (10) year period, the Western Indians have acted to adopt

"Water Codes" designed to achieve the highest and best use of their water re-

sources. They have at alltinesproceeded upon the concept that full eqpit-

able title to the Winters Doctrine rights to the use of water resided in the

tribes. They have likewise promeded on tbe basis that the governing body of

the tribes, working in conjunctionwith appropriate agencies of the Department

- of Interior and the DePartment of Justice, could regulate the use of water,

both by Indirms -and by non-Indians, on their respective reservations.

In the year 1967, the Western tribes and those working with them under-

todk concerted efforts to develop "Water Ctdes" or ordinances to 'achieve the

ends so essential to the conservation and utilization of the water resources.

Briefly chronicled below are same of those activities relating the tribal

9Nater Codes" and the results of them. s/ (commentary continues On pg. 17)

. 2/ (continued) Vital tO the Indians is the additional fact that the Winters

Doctrine reserved rights to the use of water in the streams which arise

upon, border upon, traverse and underlie their arid and semi-arid --

again to use the language of the Supreme Court: "*** suffice 'to satis-

fy the future as well as the present needs of the Indian Reservations."

373 U.S. 546, 60 (1963). .

gi A. TheitirntSprings "Code": ln 1967,.the Warm $prings Indian Tribe in

the State of Oregon undertook and completed a comprehensive water re-

sources inventory. That Warm Springs' code defined the water resources,
declared the amount of water available for a variety of purposes, and
ameng other things, spelled out the water requirements. The %um Springs'

code has been sumo:easeful. I was advised on March 21, 1977, by mentors
Of the Warm Springs' tribal council that there is a need of updating

and perhaps implementing the code based upon current comditioria.

B. Yakima's .rohibition against parping_ground ueter and drilling uells

without pe ts fram the Yakima Tribal Council: In 1967, the Yakima

Nation demanded that.action be taken to protect itself and its trihal

members egainst the violation by non-Indians of their Winters rights to

5 2
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..1/ (continued) the use.of water within the reservation. Powerful nen-
Indian agri-business corporations Were paving large irrigation wells. .'
The effect of that piping had dried up, or greatly lodered. the ground
water tabl&causing severe damage to Individual Indians on the reserva-

tion, which after that date, . prohibited the "*** withdrawal of.ground
water in the Yakima Indian Reservation," and the drilling-of :ells or
other works for the withdrawal, of ground utter "unless an application

N,. to awn:I:Ha tt. such waters has keen made to the yakina tribal council
'And a pernit for conws:rootion or withdrawal has been granted." (Yak-

im Indian Nation Resolution 7-5-70, July 10, 1969) Concurrent with
tha resolution, the initial preparation of the Yakima water cede waa
undertaken. In 1971, there was tiansinitted to the Yakima tribal coun-

oil by the- regional Solicitor in Portland, Oregon, a draft of propesed .
-regulations "By the Secretary of Water Use CM Indian Reeervations." .

(Sae Nero dated April 16, 1971, fran Assistant Regional Solicitor to .

the Superintedent of the -Yakima Indian reservation Bureau of Indian
Affairs). Those proposed regulations vein without ;egad to the de-
sires of the takinas to adninister their .ain rights-to-the.-use-of---- .

water.. Moreover, those rules and regulations vere rudinentary in form

aid fell far short of being adequate to meet the tribal needs or those
of the tribe]. miters.

, Recently, the Yakima tribal'council has prepared a draft o f a Yakima
water code. . 'That code is wow under active review. It is very mach
at odie with the "Proposed Rules" that were published by the Seen-
tary of Interior, particularly in regard to the parers and authority
of the tribe to administer its an rights to the use of. water.

_ -.-

C. 1973 - testing Held in Spokane, Washington, to Pornulate Indian
PoliOt Relative to 'Mater Codes: Under pressure ran Indian leader-
ship, in a letter da October 5, 1973, Roy H. Senpsel, then Special

Assistant to the 'Secretary of the Interior, wrote to the Chairican of

the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians. He proposed a neeting in
Spokane, Washington, to be held on Cutoter 24th and 25th. He stated
thet the meting :mid be held wid: nenters of the Solicitor's Office
faun Washington and from mbar, of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
That meeting vas, duly convened. Tle churn which e:d.sts between the

SoliCitor's Office alja the trikes became aPparent fan. the norent that

the fleeting :es opened. There, the Affiliated Tribes and their res-

pective neentership demanded protection of their Winters rights and

the# authority to develop water codes. -

A resolution we adopted at that meeting providing, anong other

things4 as follows: -

0 3
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(=tinned) "Stetter* Of Principles Covering Water Right Regulationes
,The regulations of the rights to the use of %eater an the Indian reser-
vatirmst (I) scab proceed on a trike-by-tribe baSis because of the .

variety of circiestances and differences among the tribes; (2) there
must be recognition that the tribe is the owner of the full equitable
title to the rights Of the use of water, and the interest of the
United States is limited only to that of trustee 'for the sole bnd ex-
clusive !misfit of the Indian tribes; (3) the Secretary of the Inter-
ior, az the principle agent of the United States =mites, recognizes
the Indian sovereign power of pelf-governrrent by the tribes irchrling
the power to regulate the eee of cater by India% and non-Indians pri

the reservaticm.

D. Colville Water Code: In accordance with the concept of the,meet=
ing of Cototer 24th and 25th, 1973, as convened bY the SPeeiel ssis-
tant to the Secretary, there was great activity among the Indidm

't`'-------iXiberrizrattenptiosubc-forculate ,their ownNaterccdes......Callay
1974, the mut =reprehensive set of rules and regulations relative to
the control and use of water of any reservation was adopted by the
Colville Ccmfederated Trikes. Ibroughout, that code will he referred
to as the tolville Water Code. There the governing body of the
Colville Confederated Tribes Waived full equitable title to the rights
of the use of later -cm the Colville Indian Reservation and the right,
to administer those waters on Indian and nan-Indian land alike.

There has keen an Warrant refusal of the Solicitor's Office to approve
that Colville water code. Nevertheless, the Colville Business Coun-
cil is nag, and has been, issuing "water perpd.ts" pursuant 'to the "Ool-
vine Water Code" and otherwise to inplesent their claim to 'title to
the rights to the use of water within the Colville Indian Reservation

t- and to exercise tribal sovereignty in the. arininistration of those
/ rights. (Resolution No. 1974-334, daied May 6, 1974, (olVille Business

Comoil; wOolville Water Code.")

B. Lunt Pbter OAS: Tba governing body of tle Muni Indian Trite,
adhering to the contepts advanced in the October 24th and 25, 3.5n,

'ireeting, referred to above, adopted iti ."water code" by the enactsreht
of.an appropriate ordinance. Adhering to the 3.973 ocncepts, the Want
Trite claims full, equitable title to all of the rights to tbe use of
water on its reservatim and the trite's inherent Power to acktinister
those rights to the use of water an Indian and non-Indian land. (Or-
dinance No. 7..-41, dated October 7, 1974,.Lurcni Business council.)

9:100 0 !/II - 504
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Nay

4. Solicitor's: Refusal to Approve TribalWater Codes

The Colville Confederated Tribes, upon the adoptian of their water
. .

code, suktaitted it to the Solicitoria Office for approval. Confarencesioare

held ear)cmg. the OalvilleFrepresentatives and theSolic4tor's,Office. There .

was afi adamant refusal an the part of: the Soliator's Office to approve

that watei code.

Alia now apparent, as will'he r01/10403, that litigation was in prog-

ress in whicb tot.h the Solicitor's Office and4he Linde Division were AM-
,.

gently taking positions diametrically opposed to thit of tha COlville Con-

' In 1974, the Sioshone and Bannock Tribes, ocCupying the Ft. Hall Indian

Reservation, State of Idaho, Joined the =villa Confederated Tribes, the

Lanais and Others, seeking to have approval of their newly adopted %miter
. .

code.°

. . Like other Te*.ster:tribes, the Ft. Hall Tribes have suffered greatly

frail federal:tend non-Indian violation ct their Winters rights to the use.

of water. Rejection of the Ft. Hall water code by the Omentissiceer of

, Indies Affairs was directed to tismn by the Secretary of the Interior, Rogers

Morton..2/ It will be observed that the biorton memoramemnpresages

2/ On Jammulp15, 1975, Secretary Morton, by a remoranndutdated Janu-
ary 15, 1975, made the following statement and directive to the then
Conxesdoner of Indian Affairs: "SUIOECr: .Tribal Water Codes .

As you knim, the Department is currently considering regUlations piór
viding for the adoption of tribal codes to allocate the ese of water.
on Indian reservations is presently in litigation. I am informed,
however, that same tribes may be considering the enactment of water
use codes oftheir own. This could lead to confusion and a series of

.separate legal challenges Otichmight lead to undesirable results.

These may be avoided if our regulaticne couLd first be adopted.

5 05
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the "Pits:bed Rules" and the objeaives sought to be achteved through tnose

rules. ifedopted.

e. Seizure of Indian Winters rights fee nen-Indians

The Solicitor's "Prop:meal:miss" contain repeated references to4

°parsons and entities entitled to use resereed water rights; fole" Inquiry is

issamted as to %bp are the persons and entities.' The attached Solicitor's

.letbar is revealing, for it states: "There are beo basic questions"

1. Do Indian allottees and non-Indian strecessors in
Vitaxest to Indian allot 's hold aRy portion of

rights to the Ape
of,ester?

2. What is the respective extent of the authority of

-------- the Secretary, the state and the tribes to regu-

late the use awater on Indian reservations?"--

In answer to vestion one -- Do lndiamecquire Winters rights to the use

of watame -- the Solicitor says the falai/Uri, based upon United States v.

Powers:

2/ (continued) I ask, therefore, that you instruct all agency seperinten-

dents and axea directors to disapprove any tribal ordinance, resolution,

code, or other enact:ewe, ealich pulexwees to the use of water on Indian teat

reservations end Which by the terms of the tritel governrent document VW'

iS subject to such approval or review in order to beommebr to renein

edfective, ;ending ultimate deternenation of this natter.

(sed) Rogere'Cje. Morton

Ttatinemo from forner Secretary Yorton contains the concepts which are

.so violative of Indian rights. It will be observed that the water codes

axe to be for the purpose of governing,"reserved" water on Indian reser-

vations. until the distorted concepts of the Solicitor and Lands Divis-

ion are cceprehended, all as will te reviewed, the meaning of C.B. Merton's

nemo of January 15, 1975, VMS cryptic. It is no longer; for it is evident

that as directed by C.B. Morton, the "Proposed Rules' achieve the desired

0 end which he espoused and webelware issued an March 17, 1977.
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"We believe that the /ndian allottees and their non-
Indian successors in interest do hold some reserved
rights to the uie of uater."

saws, it is apparent that there is no intention under these "Proposed RuleS"

to protect "in perpetuity all rights to the use of uater reserved fer the

benefit of the Indians." 11/ Rather, it is imediatelyapparent that the

Solicitor is willing .to bargain away the Indian rights, and has usel.equiv-

ocal terms to achieve that end.

It is pertinent here to reView the Solicitor's letter, which is attached,

in an effort.to understand the opinion so dataging to the Indians that a non-

Inddan purchaser acquires "pose" of the Winters Doctrine rights to the USG

of water. /het conclusion was in error predicated upon a reading.ct the

case, thited States v. Pavers. mi. It suet be comprehended that Lands tivis-

ion initiated.the Pokers case in 1934. ln that case, Powers, a non-Indian,

was named a defendant. It is equally inportent to observe that the Land§

Division, in the Powers case,,denied that the Crow Indians,.upani4Nese res-

ervation the case arose, held Winters roctrine rights to the use of water.

Rather, the oantentionivas made that the United States of America acting

through the Secretary owned those rights to the use of water.

The trial cadre rejected 11/ the contention of the Lands Division, de-
.

claring that the Inge:ism-me the owners of the winters rights and not the

United States. From an adverse ruling by the lamer court, an appeal was

taken to the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. The Ninth Circuit

10/ Solicitor's letter, Pg. 5.

W See attached "Proposed Rules," pg. 14885, "Purposes"(a); 14886, Part 260,
sec. 260.2(a).

ly U.S. v. Powers, 305 U.S. 527 (1939).

13/ U.S. v. Powers, 16 Fed. 155 (U.S.D.C. Montana, 1934).
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sustainedthe poeition of the trial court that it was the Crow Indians who

owed the Winters rights and not the Dated States. The appellate court,

!swayer, reversed the lower a-Curt and dimbed the dismissal of the case.

It did so because the trial coUrt attempted to adjudicate rights to the use

ofwater, whin that trial court lacked jurisdiction due to the went of in-

dispensable pasties who had interests in the stream but %to were not before

the court. 11/ From that ruling of the Court of Appeals of the Ninth Cir-
.

cuit, the Lands Division presented the case for review before the Supreme

Court.' That Court made Short thrift of the matter. It made this suc-

circt rulings

"Thedecree of the CCurt of Appeals dismissing the bill
(in the Powers case) must be affirmed." ly

Tbus it is that the Solicitor's Office, in the attached letter to the

Lards Division, declares that the Western Indian tribes lose "some" of their

Winters rights to the vee of water predicated upon a case that was dismissed.

Toschieve the end, the Solicitor ignored ihe fact that nothing was deter-

mdned and nothing decided in Powers. It is estxemely important to observe

that the Solicitor's Office made no mention of the fact that the case was

dismissed and that no decision was made other than the want of jurisdiction.

*at does emerge from the erroneous reliance upon the Powers case.is an ag-
.

gmessive advocacy adopted by the Solicitor against the Indian tribes, all

as reflected in the "Proposedmiles."

11/ U.S. v. Powers, 94 F.2d. 783 (CA 9, 1939).

U.S. v. PoWers, 305 U.S. 527, 528 (1939).
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There has been reviewed the methods airlifted by the Solicitor's Office

in declaring that the tribes must Share their Winters rights to the use of

water with nonrIndians, as a condition to having the tribal code approved.

Itwill now be necessary to turn to the second questicn as to the extent

of the r4hts to the use of water, that the tribes will lose if they ac-

cept the "'Proposed Rules."

b. ExtethegintersRightstoUseofWatertheSol-
iCt7a-Oac-d-ft-----%woulrcetheTtitestoSharecithNon-
Indians as a Condition to Apopmeval of the Water Cedes

. .

Having declared that the tribes must &lane "some" of their Min-

ters Doctrine rights with nom-Indians, the Solicitor undertodk to detennine

how much is "some." It looked to the 1928 case of United States v. Hibner,

decided hy the United States District Cturt for the Eastern District of -

Idaho. ly

As it failed to tell the crucial facts as to the Powers case whichwas

dismissed, all as reviewed above, the Solicitor's Office, in citing the

Uhler cat, does not comment upon the most pertinent feature of the Hibner

case. That most pertinent fact is this; The formerly allotted lands there

involved were outside of any Indian Reservation. 12/

Another extremely important factor not mentioned hy the qdliciir's

Office in ciuing Hibwristhe "Agreement" forced upon the Ft. Hall-Indians

which were involved in the Hibner,..case. Uhdar the agresalent between Pt.

Hall Indian Tribes and the Uhited States, the FL Hall Indians "4303 hereby

cede, grant, and relinguiSh to the United States all right, title, and 7".\

16/ 27 F.2d. (U.S.D.C. Ida., E.D., 1928).

ly Solicitor's letter, pg. 4.
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interest ***" to the lands which were ceded and %%Idol included the allotments

in the }Ulmer case. 181 It is also provided that the Ft. Hall lands, which

vmrs 'ceded, granted and relinquished "*** shall remain part of the public

&main. Those lands vane no longer "reserved lands," they mere part of the

public detrain, title to tthich was.in the United States.- ly One of the most

wide1 proviaices of the "Agreenent" which existed in Hither, is as

follows: "Mere any Indians have taken lands and made holes an the res-

ervation and are now occupying and cultivating the same, under the sixth

section of the Port Bridger treaty Imreintefore referrea.to, they shall not

be removed therefrom without their consent, and they may receive allotments

on the land they now occwys ***" 20/

Another unique provision, in regard to Harter, is this quotation frail

the above mentioned 1898 agreerents

thrhe water from streams on that portion of the reser-
vation note sold which is necessary for irrigating on
land actually cultivated and in..use shall he reserved
for the Indians now using the sane, so long as said
Indians resain where they now live." .2y

As the court in Hibner gii,ognized, it was confronted_ with an unusual

set of cirometanoes. More importantly, howowr, in regard to forcing the

ly Vol. 1, Indian Affairs, laws and Treaties, Kappler, 2nd ed., pg 704,
Act of June 6, 1900, "An Act to ratify an agreerent of the Indians
of the Pt Hall Indian Reservation in Idaho, and making appropriations
to carry the sacs into effect," Article 1.

2.2/ Id., Article 'IV.

20/ Id., Article III, in. 706.

2.v Id., Article VIII, t pg. 706.

5 1
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tribes to share their rights to the use ofwater, is this fact: The tribes

had, by the arrangement of 1898, ceded, granted and relinquished all of their

claim In the Maltonand Sel Say cases, the tribes occupy thefr reservations

and in connection with.those reservations, are claiming all rights to the

use of water. It is atendantJarmanifest that.the Solicitor's attenpt to

apply Winer to those facts is grossly in error. Yet, the Solicitor declares,

on page 5, that thinon-lndian-Ourohaser nvibdia get a Winters priority to the

amount of water used when the land was in trust." Full im0Ort of both the

Powers and Hitner cases, as they relate to the "ftoposki Rules," will be set

forth.

c. The "Proposed Rules" are: Hut a "Demonstration of Gross
iftocriay ***"

ighen there was fully chronicled the attempts to justify, by the. .4.

Secretery, an effort to giveaway75% of the YaXimas' rights to the use of

water in AhtanuraCteek, the late Judge Pope described that reprehensible

conduct of the high official as tedng representative of "The numerous sane-
.

timonious expressions to be found in the acts ct Congress, the statement of

publicofficials, and the opinions of oaurts respecting 'the generous and

protective spirit Which the United States properly feels tomind its Indian

wards,' *** and the 'high standards in controlling Indian affairs' *** are

but demonstrations of a gross national hypocrisy." 22/

w United States v. Ahtanum /rrigation District et al., 236 F.2a. 321,
327-328, (CA. 9, 1956), cert. denied 352 U.S. 998 (1956); 330 F.2d.
897 (1965); 338 Fad. 307-7196377-Eiit. denied 381, 924 (1965).

5 1 1
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Those precise statements node in regard to the efforts of the Secretary

to supsort tte attempted give away
of the Yakima rights to the use of water

are equally as applimshle to the "Proposed Rules" W.:tithe Solicitor seeks to-

justify eh the fulfillment of the trust obligation. .In'that-ragard, ref.-

eremoe is nude to the fact that on two occasions, the "Propmed Rules" de-'

.obsre that there "purposes are" to fulfill the Eepartment'a truot responsi-

bility""*** to provide &method to preservesnd protecrt in perpetuity all

rights to the use of weter reserved for the benefit of the Indians." 22(

Reference israloosede to the definition of "reserved rights" which

the "Proposed Rules" state have this meaning:. "***ttose rights to the.ase

of water recopized as reserved'in accordance with the principles enunciated

in Winters v. United States *** and
sukeeguent cases, 'Attach rights have

either an in manorial priority or a priority date' ait cf the establishment

of the reservatico." /I/ It has keen reviewed akove, in regard to the

Winters Doctrine rights of the Indlens that they are sufficient to meet the

present and the future water requirements forthe Indian reservations. In

the "Proposed Rules," it is evident that the oLdective of the "Rules" axe

to seize and take from the Indians, rather than to protect and preserve in

perpetuity the invaluable Wiater ri4hte to the use of water. _That invasien

of the Indian Winters rights to the use 0 water is explicit when consider-

ation is givenito the full import of the "PropoSed Rules," as drafted.

/2( See attached "Proposed Rules," pg. 14885 "Indian Reservations' Use of

of Water." Pg. 14886, Part 260, sec. 260.2, nourposesNa).

21( Attached "Proposed Rules," Part 260, sec. 260.1 "Definitions"(b).

5 1 ,2
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Uhder the heading of "Purposes," it.is declared that the Secretaryof

the Interior is to delegate his powers under 25p.S.C.,38l to the Indian

tribes. It is host doubtful that the Secretary has that authority. However,
1

that ip aseparate issue.to those being now considered.. ln connection with

that delegation, it is.stated in the "Fawned Rules," that they axe:

"(c) TO provide for the delegation to Indian tribes of
the Secretary's authority to prescribe rules and reguLa-
tions distributing water on lmliarpreservations tcf per-
sons and entitiesentitlad to use reserved rights; *** 25/

Itat Toted Proviso from the "Proposed Rules," undersoores the Solicitor's

insistatoe -- albeit in error --that theIndian tribes,.pursuant to their

water codes, share,their Winters rightswith the non-Indians Reference

in that connection is made to the "Proposed Rules," under the heeding

.:1Approval of Tribal Water Codes." %tat approve/ is conditioned upon the

tribes' ackipting water codes wtlichwill "*** allocate and:regulate the use

.----of reserved water rights *** for a benefiCial use by any person or entity,

including non-Indian persons and entities, that may be 'entitled to exer-

cise such rass.7,04water rights." ay.

To guarantee the triWswill be forced by the Secretarial "'Proposed

Roles" to share their,Winters rights with.non-Indians, those "Rules"

declare:

/2( "Proposed Rules," Part 260, sec. 260.2, "Purposes"(c).

ay "Proposed Rules," Part 260, sec. 260.3(a), under the heading of
"Approval of Tribal Water Codes."

513
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1. "(b) illha Secretary shall approve the code if it sat-
isfies the following requirenents: ***(1) (ii)

proariures shall permit any pereon who claims a right
to the beneficial use 'of reserved waters to present
his claim by application to the tribe with any per-

. tinent evidence in support thereof." 37/

In light of that proviso, it is necessary to turn to the Solicitor'e let-

ter and to the proceedings of lands Division in the Walton and Eel Bay cases

to asertain and determine the inpact of alloolxv non-Indian persons and en-

tities, unde'r the "Propo' Sales," to kis awarded Winters Doctrine reserved

rights to the use of water mredicated upfn fabler.

d. Who, onde_r the *Proposed Rules," are the Don-Indian Persons
and Entities Entitled to Share with the Trites Their Winters

Vights? .

,

support of its untenable position, ths Solicitot quotes ex-

tensiWir Miner. 'the first quote, .28/ states that a non-Indian pur-

cha of Indian land and water "should be (warded *** the sane water right

with equal priority as those of the Indians." That statenent may te correct

relative to Hitter in regard to isolated Indian lands outside of the reser-

vation. It is incorrect vbere it contlictei with title .alaine within a res-

ervation as in the Waltcn and Eel Bay cases. The Solicitor's cmclusicn

is predicated upon issues rad being litigated in those cases, and for that

reason, is clearly premature.

In the next quotation, the Solicitor selects this language front Hitler:

Ey "Proposed Miles," Part 260, sec. 260.3(b)

atil Solicitor's letter, pg. 4.

,
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"*** the whitaran, as arch as he 'becomes the ovmer of Indian
lands, is subject to those general rules of law goVerning
the appropriation of the public waters of the state ***" 291

Quite clearly, predicated upcn the Organic Acts of thestates and decis-

ion, the Solicit= is in error. IIt both the States of Idaho, where the

Meer case aroie, and Washington, where the Walton and WI Bay cases are

an-going, the state law has no applicatice within Indian reservations,

vatic* are emplicitly exempt from state law.

Proceeding Flom the language quoted fraa Hither, the Solicitor Makes

this tequest"th the lands' Division*

"Ala ask you to take the position that the scope of the re-
served.right which passes to allottees and successors in
interest pursuant to Pagers is that set forth in Hither,
except that ue ask you ti:t argue that tth non-Indiali177e-
served rights should te limited to the water actually used
by the Indian predecessor." 2of

Refetrence is made back,to the earlier pcctice of these cortments in which

tile Solicitor is quoted as having declared, "that the,tribes would have the

authority to regulate *** the 'first ccepthent' of the rights described in

Hilmar." Ths "first omponent," in other %orris', as stated by'the Sol-

icitor, is the amount of water that the Indian was using at the time that

his allotment passed out of Indian ownership. It is reiterated and under-

scored, however, that Hither cannot be used in any genexal way as authority

for violating the tribal Winters rights to water. Under no circumstances

ay Solicitor's letter, pg. 5. [ote: This quotation, as set up by the
Solicitor, ends with a period. That is incorrect. And what is omitted
is very inportant if the tone'and temper of Hikner is to be understood.-

0 However, because Hikner has no application here, further comment in re-
gard to the Solicitor's misquotatiot will not barnacle.]

29( sol. Let., pg. 5.

. 21/ See above, pg. 6(d).
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should the Indian natiens, tribes and Fleople accept the legal concepts ad!..

yawed* the:Solicitor's Office ii reliance upon Powers and Mibner for the

reasons expressed above,. in is imperative, moreover, that all interested

'parties comprehend that the condition for Seorstarielepproval of Indian

water coles is an admission of loss of Winters Doctrine rights. 7dett: ad-

mission could and will be utilized against the Indians as declarations

against their interest if the "Preposed Rules" are not rejected along with

the Solicitor's concepts.

43. Deception in "Proposed Rules" FUrther Remealst The Solicitor's

"Proposed Miles" ezinita ExpandedLUae of Meter by Non-Indians

and that DT:ended Use of Water is Outside the Purview cf Tildes

likoroposed Rules"

Hare it is essential to refer to some of the facia in the Wel.-

.ton cases witich have been raViewed in detail. Walton purchased Indian lands

that had never been irrigated. He undertook, however, to acquire a right

to the use of water from the State of Washington. He, likewise, expanded

the irrigated acreage Cc his allotments from zero to approximateiy 100 acres.

In the process, Walton dried up the stream that was there involved, depriv-

ing the Indian allottees downstream from himwith the water that had pre-

viously been available to them. Quite obviously, the Walton case relates

specifically to the phase of the "Proposed Rules" which recognize that non-

Indians may expand their uses of miter and that the wpanded uses are not

within the purview of the "Proposed Rules." It is equally, clear that the

"Proposed Rules," now to be considered, am contrary in ever respect to tire..

Noolville Water Code:" and the "Lummi Weber axle," both of which are dis-

cussed.

I'
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In the reviewlatich precedes immediately above, the Solicitor has adop-

ted the view without any sound authority -- that a non-Indian purchaser

acquires a Winters Doctrine or a "reserved" right when he purchases lands

sts.

whichwere formerly allotted. %be measure of thoaa rights is the extent of

thewater that hiki'vxal used by the Indian antecedent to the title to the

allotted lands passing toncxkulians. %%us it is that a non-Indian becomes

an owner to "reserved",rights, all as.stated bysthe Solicitor in grave error.
1.1

--
Equally important is the fact that the "Proposed Rules" are strictly

limdted to "reserved rights." ln that connection, it is again necessary

to turnto the Soliatoira letter.to findthei'dinnevin whinh the Solicitor's

Offiee would interpret tbe "RroposM Rules," should they he adopted.

Continuing to rely.upon Hibner, the`Solicitor says this:

"A nonrIndianpuchaser, therefore, would get a Winters
roctrine priority to the amount ofWater used when the
landwas in.trust. gle successor in interest can ex-
pand his use thereafter, but we believe that principles
of state law (and the later priority date) should cover
this later use." 22/

By that statement, the Solicitor's letter agrees to the violation of

Winters rights and tothe expanded use by non-Indians of water to irrigate

lands above and beyond that irrigatedWien the lands went out of Indidn own-

ership, both grave losseil to the Indian tribes. The Solicitor refers to

the expanded use of water as the "second component" of Hibner:

"While the second component of Hibner,is derived from
federal Imw, and sUbject to fedagrjiurinaiction, we
do not believe it has any characteristics of a feder-
ally reserved water rights."

22/ Sol. Let., pg. 5, last sentences of first full paragraph.
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lbw that conclusion is reached is *possible to discern. Ttere is no sen-

%

sible authority for it. Quite obviously, the allotment outside of the Ft.

Hall *lien Reservation, and the rights to the use of water cLaimed there,

were not rights to tdridh the tribe was asserting title on its own behalf. .

Mast:assuredly, in Hibner the expanded use was predicated on state Law.

Nevertheless, the Solicitor says this: "*** we do not support tribal

jurisdiction over this use of water.! Thus it is that the tribal codes which

%ere formulatedwith the tremendous expenditure of time awl money'would have

no aPplicat;--7 *o the non-Indianexpanded ute utich the Solicitor refers to

as the seccnd corpokent of Hibner.

Predicated upOn those nastaken concepts of the Solicitor, the "Proposed

Rules" are a travesty. They are withoutimaaning, and, iwdeed, it is kelieved

theyare without utility. There is thua.presented the anamoly,ot the "Pro-

posed Rules":

1. The tribes, to secure Secretarial approval V3 their uater

codes, rust admiculedgethat a nan-Indian succeeds to a

part of the Winters rights to whiCh the tribe cLaimst

2. moreover, the tribe, in order to, obtain Secretarial approv-

al of a water code, rust agree to the expersicut of use by

a non-Indian, which is so destructive to Indian tribes zuxi

people, and that the codes would have no application to

those expanded non-Indian users, all as reviewed in same

detail with examples by the Solicitor in the attached

letter to Lands Division.

Not only does the Solicitorts letter and the "ProposedNpass," as drafted,

make-a travesty of the right of a tribe to administer the water resources

on the reservatlan, it actually renders bizarre -- even weird -- the posi-

f
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tion that the Lands Divsioatas taken in the Walton cases. 22/

f. Violation the Rules " If .ted o
ters ts to Use o Water

Pr or ty or Those ts

(1) Confiscation of Tribal Winters Rights and Primrities

Stere-his bean reviewed wAh specificity, the concepts

of the Solicitor's Office awl the Lands Division in repard to the Walton

and gel Say cases. It is to te obeerved, from the attached Solicitor's

letter; that thoep cases have proceeled basedbpon concepts vh.Vgare dia-

ins:chalky opposeeto'those that eir6 stated in the attached Solicitor's

letter. Irrespective of tie saltatory conduct ot the Solicitor's*Cffice

and Lands Division; the Colville Confederated Tribes and.the Lummi Tribe

the %alum and Sal Ssy cases continues to assert ownership to the full

table-title-to-aLL-water-rescuroes-on-their respective reservations.

likewise assert the violation of those rights by the,defendants in,

cases.sre adopting, in part, the positions espoused by bath

theSolioitor's Office and the Landsi Division, 21/ as to expanded usee afbar

acquisition of former Indian land. Similarly, in their respective water

codes, the Colville COnfederated Trikes and the Lummi Indian Tribeweee the

se:mama:Limns as to Ownership of their Winters rights as they do in the

cited cases.

22/ Seepabove analysis of Lands Division position as set forth in the =-
plaint filed by the Lands Division in the Walton cases and the assertions
contained in that conplaint relattve to the pmer to control the quanti1ty,
ofwater that Walton would te entitled to receive. Relative to the right
to control by Secretarial rules and regulations, the quantity ()twofer
thattieltonwalld be entitled to receive. See footnote, 6, pgs. 6-7.

kif See above, pg. 2%et gel.

0
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In tha event that the Sooretary of the Interior wad adopt the "Pro-

posedlailes," as formulated and interpreted by the Solicitor's Office, tbere

are toa immediate violations of the tribal rights whi.chwould transpires

1. The Secretary, of the Interior, through those "Pro-

posal Rules, mull in effect seize Indian Winters

Doctrine rights to the use of water for the-NW:-

fit of non-Indians;

2. vent to the non-Indians, for whomthe Winbars Doc-

trine rights are seized and taken frun the tribe.

RIBEities equal to that of the trite.

As will te eapliasized, the
seizure af a priority is, in effect, confi'Scationt

of an.invaluabde property
right 2§/ to which the trikes are entitled' bo hold

cuelwhich they should not koferced to share with nontanlians.

It is, of course, elemental, that Winters rights bo the use of water

,are interests in real properky. 2s/ It is equally elernental theta priority

for the Winters Doctrine rights is perhaps the most vaivable coneonent:cd

thoss rights. Thus it is that %ten the
Solicitor's Office -- albeit in

erre statOs, based upon Powers, the non-Indian owner of formerly allot-

kan,s aoquired "safe" reserved rights,
thoie "Proposed Rules" in effect

seize and take from the tribe "some of their Winters rights." 22/ Moreover,

11/ It has teen stated authoritively "Property rights in water consist not

alone in the amount of the
appropriation, but also in the priority of the

appropriation. It often halve:is that the chief value of an appropriation

consists in its priority over other appropriations from the same natural

stream. Hence, to deprive a person of his priority is to deprive him of

a most valuable property right ***" From the same source, it is declared,

"A priority right to the use of water, being property, is protected by our

Constitution eo that no person can be deprived of it without 'due process."

Ogichols v. McIntosh, 19 Colorado 22; 34 Papifio 27, 280 (1893).

2s/ 1 Wel, Water Rights in the Western States, 20, 21, 301 (2rd ed. 1911)7

Astwander v. 297 U.S. 288, 330 (1936); United States v. Chandler

Molter Company, 229 U.S. 63, 73 (1913).

22/ sae atove, 18 et Rm.
6

1-- ,,O

118-440 - 11 3111

.,
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%ben the Solicitor's Cffice, albeit in grave error, states, based upon Hibner,

that the "sore" cf Winters rights taken fronthe tribe ismoesured by "*** the

water actually used by the Indian predecessor," 22/ the Secretarial confis-

oation of the IndiahWinters rights is consumeted if the "Proposed Rules"

are permitted to become effected.

Mose "Proposed Rules" are equally clear and equally disastrous in error

in so far as the Western tribes are concerns:114nm the tribes are forced to

share their invaluable Winters rights with Lon-Indians. Yet, that is pre-

cisely the violation of Indian rights proposed by the Solicitor -- when again

in grave error it is stated: "Anon-Indian purchaser, therefore, gets a

Winters Doctrine priority to the amount used when the Lan:1%es in trust." 22/

It is indeed anomalous for the princiPle agent of the United States trustee

for the Indians -- the Secretary of the Interior -- to advocate the confisca-

tion of Winters riglMtsand the priority for those righte as the "Proposed

Rules" contenplate. On the subject of Secretarial confiscation of Indian

property, the Highest Court said this:

"The Secretary's power to control and manage the property
and affairs of Indians in good faith *** does not extend
so far as to enable the government 'to give away tribal
land to others'*** that 'would not be an exercise of guard-
ianship, but an act of confiscation." /

38/ Sol. Let., pg. 5. See above, pg. 29.

39/ See abov.e, pg. 18 et seq.; see solicitor's letter, pg. 5.

40/ Shoshone Tribe v. united States, 299 U.S. 476, 497 (1936).

5 21
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(2) Violation of Tribal Winters Rights by the Solicitor's
N... .ing" Nen-Indian Use after Acquisition of Indian

Land

Confiscation of tribal Winters rights and priorities pursu-

ant to the "Proposed Rules" has been reviewed. EVen more sinister is the

espousal by the Solicitor's Office in the formulation cf the "Proposed

Rules" that:

"ibe successor in interest fof formerly allotted)ands) can
encand the use thereof, but webelievethat principles of
state law (and a later priority date) Should cover this
later use." .41/

There is here reiterated, by reference, the review set forth above relative

to the mistaken concepts of the Solicitor's Office in applying the principles

of the Hibner case. 42/

The explande use -- the second component of Hibner -- by non-Indians

strikes at the very heart of the case of COlville v. Whlton. That concept,

as adVanced, constitutes one of the most grave injustices that the Solicitor's

Office, by the "Proposed Rules," could impose upon the tribes. Yet, as

stated aEbve, the Solicitor's Office says that it does "not support tribal

jurisdiction over this use of water." 43/ e'
Because the "Proposed Rules" do not relate to those eypanded non-Indian

uses -- by far the most serious problem confronting the Indian tribes -- the

tribes, and the Secretary alike, are stripped of jurisdiction over those

rights by the "Proposed Rules." 44/ Upon any reservation in the semi-arid

41/ Seo above, pg. 28 et seq.; attached Solicitor's letter, pg. 5.

42/ See above, pg. 29 et sfiv

43/ See above, pg. 30 : see Solicitcr's letter, pg. 9.

44/ Id.
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West, the most serlaus violations stem from the non-lndian expanded use of

water after the acquisition of formerly allotted lands.

Continuing, the Solicitor states, there is no remedy open to the tribes

over the expandednon-Indian use after acquisition of formerly allotted lands,

thus leaving the tribes with the sole remedy of goim.gtoFederal court. 45/

ln simple terms, the "Proposed Rules" are not only gravely in error and pro-

non-Indian, they are totally impotent:in regard to the greatest need of the

tribes -- the control cf mo-Indian expandeduse after acquisition of Indian

land within his reservation.

(3) Violation of Winters Rights kly_t.heLegrigle
Attempted Applicatia, of-gEaz Law
Western Reservations

ln straining to support the non-Indians against the claimed

title of the tribes to Winters Doctrine rights and tribal authority to ad-

minister those rights, the "Proposed Rules," as formulated, are predicated

upon nany misconcepuions. Hilmar, as the Solicitor recognizes in regard to

the non-Indian expanded use after purchase, i predicated on state law.

Prooeeding - arguendo - that Hitt= might have relevancy -- whieh is

denied -- the repeated reference to the state laws in the Solicitor's letter

must be uonsidered. The Solicitor's letter quotes this excerpt from Milner

and relies upon it: The non-Indian expanded use "*** is subject to those

gener4-4es of law governing the appropriation of use of the pUblic waters

of the state ***" 46, However, both in the State of Idaho where Ritner

45/ sol. Let., pg. 10.

46/ sol. Let, pg. 5.

523
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arose, and in the State of Washingten where the Walton and Bel Bay cases

are pending, the state law does not apply to Indian rights to the use of

water. ln Idaho, state law is inapplicable to Indian property. ly There,

the people of Idaho agreed that they would disclaim all right, title and

interest to Imilanproperty udthin the State. Moreover, the pepple of Idaho

recognized that Indian4roperty "*** Shall remain under the absolute juris-

diction and control of the Congress of 4he United States ***" Virtually

identical Language as that set forth from the fundamental laws of Idaho

appears in the Enabling Act and Constitution of the State of Washington.

ln Mentana, which has identical language in its Enabling Act and Constitu-

tion with that of the State of Washington, it was held that state law

respecting rights to the use of water had no application within the Flat-

head Indian Reservation. ly Of extreme importance, however, here, in re-

gard to the immunity of the Winters rights on Indian reservations fram

state law, is the Ahtammi decision.

In that case, the State of Wasthington, having intervened, was a party.

It sought to have the laws of that jurisdiction applied to the Yakima

Indian Reservation. ln rejecting the contention of the state, the Court

of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit had this to gay;

"Rights reserved by treaties [the Yakima, 1855 Treaty] such
as this are not subject to appropriation under state law,

nor has a state pcwer to dispose of them." 9(
S.

171 See Idaho Admission Bill, Act of July 3, 1890, Chpt. 656, sec. 1; 26
Stat. 215, Idaho Constitution, Article 21, sec..19.

12/ U.S. v. McIntire, 101 F.2d. 650, 653 (1939).

12/ U.S. v. Ahtanum Irrigation District, et al., 236 F.2d. 321, 328 (CA 9,
1956), cext. denied 352 U.S. 988 (1956); 330 F.2d. 897 (1965); 338 F.2d.

307 cert. denied 381 U.S. 924 (1965).

524
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It is, moreovereof extreme importance that those ooncepts were reiterated

and reaffirmed by the Supreme Court. On the sdbject, the &prate Court used

this larquage: "Arizona also argues, that in any event, water rights can-

not ke reserved hy EXecutive Order." Relative to that stateliest, the High-

est Cburt declared, "We can give but short shrift:at this late date to tl

argument that the reservations either of land or vat& are invalid because

they ware originally set apart by Ekecutive." 22/

In the light of the immunity cf the tribal Winters rights frau state

law, the Scaicitor's concepts must be rejected.

(4) Violati,. of Tribal Winters Rightd EaPoused by
EiFairlii.sici-E-fireLBay Case

Reviewed above and emphasized is the fact that the Walton

oases, the Bel Bay, case, the attached Solicitor's letter and the attached

"Proposed Rules" axe inextricably interrelated. ln a motion for partial

summary judgement filed in the Bel Bay case, the Lands Division espouses

the concepts and errors advanced by the Solicitor's Office in the attached

letter.

Begpusal of the Seizure of Tribal Winters
Rights by Lands Division in the Bel Pay Case

There is broad, general adherence by the Lands Divis-

ion to the misoonceptions and general attack epon the tribal Winters rights

reflected in the attached Solicitor's letter. In the Bel Bay case, the Lands

Division declares specifically that a non-Indian purchaser acquires Winters

rights to the use of water when he takes title to formerly allotted lands.

50/ Arizona v. California, 373 u.S. 546, 598 (1963).

5 :2 5
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In regard-to the Rel Bay Canrunity, and the other defendants in the pel Bay

case,,the Lands Edvision, in its motion for summary juelgement, says this:

"*** the defendants Bel Eey Cam:unity and heter Association,
*** and individual defendants named herein are entitled, as
a matter of law, to the use of whatever qvantity of water ues
being utilized by the previous Indian allotteeswien the lands
in question uere removed from trust status, suah water rights
having a Priority as of the date of the creation of the Immd
Indian Reservation." I_V

In that sentence, the Lands Division attadks, not only the tribal Winters

rights to the use of water cm behalf of mon-Indians, but it likeWise es-

pouses the concept that the non-Indian purchaser womdd be entitled to the

same priority as that of the Lummi Mndian.Tribe. In light of that attadk

upon the Lummi rights, it is incredible that Lands Division has the tem-

erity to assert in the complaint filed in Bel Bay that it is representing

the Lummi Indian Tribe. It is impossible to perceive of a more serious

violation of Indian Constitutional and civil rights than for Lands Divis,.

ion to "appear" to represent the Lummi Tirbe and then to attadk the Tribe's

righté. As reviewed, the Ulnas intervened in Bel Bay to protect themselves

from Lands Division.

Further following the lead of the Solicitor, the Lands Division es-

pouses the same erroneous concepts that the Solicitor has adopted relative

to the expamded Vse of water by a non-Indian subsequent to the acquisition

of formerly, allotted lands. . Reference is again made WO the motion of the

Lands Division for partial summary judgement in the Bel Bay case. There,

this statement is made:

51/ Motion for partial summary judgement dated October 14, 1976, by Lands

Division in the Bel Bay case, pg. 2, of the motion, lines 15-21.

5 6'
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'With respect to the defendants' rights to the use of water
en these lands following the transfer of Indian to non-
Indian ounerahlp, the right to the use of usterwill, an a
:natter of law, bedeteamdned on the basis of the' date upon
:Aid: waters Ner.e actually placed in beneficial use." 53/

In the uscorandum of Points and Authorities in support of Lands Divi-

*eon's notion for partial sunzary judgement, the Lands DiOision reviews in

detail the concepts which appear in the attached Solicitor's letter. In

differs* language, the same disastrous results are achieved against the

Luna Indian Tribe and all the Indians, aswill be achieved by the Solici-

tor's Office if the "Proposed Rules" are adopted.

Under the heading of "What is the Nature of the Water Eights cf the

Dafendants?" the Lands Division pursues the slam fallacious misunderstandimgs

of the Solicitor's Office, all as reviewed above. It then concludes, in

error, based on the Hibner CAW, that the defendants in the Bel Bay case,

"*** would succeed to a right to the use of utatever quan-
tity of water was being utilized ty the previous Indian
allotteewhen the lands uere removed from trust status.
Sucharightueuld have a priority date as of the date of
the creation of the reservation." 22(

In effect, the memorandum of Points and Authorities, filed by the Lands Divis-,

Ian is identical with the position taken by Solicitor's Office and that

stated in the notion. Com again, as reiterated and re-sqphasised, attacks

of that nature by the Lands Divialon upon the Lunmi Indian Tribe are uncon-

scionable Continuing with the misconceptions of the Solicitor as to mean-

ing of the Hibner case anditsinapplicability to the Bel Bay case, the Lands

Division says this:

sg/ Partial summary judg6ment, dated October 14, 1976, pg. 2, lines 23-27.

12( Memorandum in support of motion for partial sumnary judgement, Bel Bay
case, pg. 22, lines 14-19.
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"With respect to the rights to the use of water of these
lands font:ming the transfer tran Indian to non-Indiazi
ownership, the right to use water would I* predicated on
tie application of a given amount of water to beneficial
use, with a priority as:of the dateoof such use." W

Manifestly, the IAMB Division, while purporting to represent the Lanai Tribe,

is vigorously expOunding the right of the non-I9dians to rend their use

of veter, applying water title to theuse which resides in the Tribe, but

withcet authority fran the Tribe for that ;Alter use. The unconscionable nst-

are of this Oonduct must be considered in detail when the "Proposed Rules"

are Leing reviewed. Quite obviously, the tone and temper of the "Proposed

Fules," although deceptive in nature, are identical in ooncept with the

Solicitor and the Lands Division in the attack upon the Winters rights of

the Indian people. It is of interest that the lends Division, bavin3 no

authority to support its position in regard to the seizure of Indian rights

to the use of wetter for the benefit of nal-Indians, canes forth with this

policy pronouncement, which had to be fabricated for this particular motion

for partial smeary judgement. The Lands Division says this:4

"Such a right is in keeping with federal policy and the
local rules and custare relating to appropriation by non-
Indian settlers of waters in the arid West as evidenced
by the Desurt Capitalized Lands Act and its predecessor."

That statement is ridiculous in the light of the Pelton caee .55/ and other

cases on the subject. It is highly inappropriate far the Lands Division to

'announce false policy determinations diametrically opposed to the law as enun-

ciated by the courts koth as to Indian Winters rights or the vastly differ-

ent rights claimed by the National Government.

521/ Id., lines 20-24.

S5/ Federal Power Can:design v. Oregon, 349 U.S. 435, 448 (1955).
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III. SUPPRESSION OF %MEAL POWER

OF SELF-DEMIENATION AND

SELF-COVENZW2

caerranss ?MODS USED BY

SOLICEIOR AND LANDS DIVISICN

M VIOL= TRIBAL RIM'S

A. Solicitor's Arbitrary eMCizriciutl.__---ConductViolate Tribal Titles
and Maws

Reference has previously been made to the Congressional will that the

Secretary of the Interior may prescribe iules and regulations for the just

and egual distribation of water "among Indians residing" on reservations

requiring water for agriculture. Ay That Act, 25 U.S.C. 381, in the "Pro-
.

posed Rules," is :grossly misinterpreted to:

"require,the trites to accept Conditions to the approval of
their water codes which will force than to (a) share their
Winters rights with non-Iedian purchasers of allotted lands;
Thrirare their priorities with non-Indian purchisers of
allotted lands; and (c) restrict the tribes frcrn regulating,
under their water cedes the expanded use of water by non-
Indians after the acquilitice of formerly allotted lands." 2(

Arrogant suppression of ;qesteum Indian people and the confircation of

their water rights is the history of the Solicitor's Office and.Lands' Divis-

ion./

561/ See above, footnote 3, 25 U.S.C. 381: That Act is the predicate for
the "Prop( i3ed Rules."

2/ See atove, pg. 28, attached "Proposed Rules," pg. 14886, Part 260.3,

(i) (ii).
IEV_ See Federal Encroachnent on Indian Rights an lapel onent of Reservation

Development, pg. 460, 492 et in SubCcum. on Economy in Government
of the Joint Econanic Comn., net Cong. lst Sess., Tbwards EzCinczniC De-

veloprent for Native Amelican Carmunities Ulan. (1969). Rerrinted in
Hearings on Administrative Practices and Procedures relating to Protec-
tion of- Indian Natural Resources before the Subcann. on Achinistrative
Practice and Procedures ai Senate Calm. on the Jirliciary, 92nd Cong.,
1st Sess., Part 1 at 175, 191-92 (1971).

529
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.It is clear from the reliance by the Solicitor upon 25 U.S.C. 381 arml the

attempt-el delegation of Secretarial power pursuant to it to the tribes, that

.the Selicitor, in error, is in effect denying that the tribes have authority

to administer their own Ulnters rights. Tbat is contraiy to the law. Mani-

festly, the tribal authority to manage their awn affairs and their Winters

rights,is inherent. Long before the non-Indians "discovered" the North

Amrican Continent, the tribes had their property, their own laws, and in-

stitutions. They effectively maintained their jurisdiction aver theirdo-'

main by force of arms utere necessary. 59/ They could and did, by the exer-

cise of their sovereign power, wage uar and conclude treaties of peRoe anomg

thanselves and later with foreign pouers and the National Goverment. At

no time has the Congress stripped from the tribes their tftle to and their

power* to administer their Winters Doctrine rights to the use of water.

Hence, the attemptal utilization of the Secretarial power, under 25 U.S.C.

381, is an effort by the Solicitor's CIffice to restrict the tribal soVereign

power to administer those rights.

Under those circumstances, it is of imperative necessity that the tribes

reject the "Proposed Rules," for a different coursauouLd Dolicate by their ac-

ceptance of the Solicitor's erroneous concept that they do not have their own

power to administer their rights. It, of course, otould be interpreted that

the cmly umy the Solicitor's Cffice can effectively represent their prin-

ciple constituents, the non-Indians, is to limit the tribal authority in

the manner that /5 U.S.C. 361 has been interpreted by the Solicitor's office .

Nbroester v. Georgia, 31 U.S.C. 515; 6 Pet. 515, 557 (1932); McClanahan

V. Arizona, 411 U.S. 164, 169 (1973).
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in the foraulation of the "Proposed Rules.6 The latter., perhaps, is the

better interpretatitm and the test basis for conprehending the activities

of the Solicitor in developing those "Proposed Rules."

B. Restricti.onsRelaIrrtion Projects further Evidences Attack
upco..Tatal-Powers Rights

One of the'conditions of approval of Indian water codes ali contained

in the "Proposed Rules," is tribal agreement that "the code does not sedk

to regulate rights to the use of water granted or mvated by federal stat-

utes to purchasers of land within an irqjation project locatikiwithin any

Indian reservation and adninistered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs ***"

Again, the language used in the "Proposed Rules" is an'attack upon the titles

of the tribes to Winters Doctrine rights to the use of waterwithin irrigation

jects constructed on their reservations. The language utilized

stitutes an agreement by the tribes -- to their irreparable damage -- that °

titlato their Winters rights resides with the project. Equally Important

is the fact that the language used constitutes a harsh anti-Indian legal

interpretation that the tribes are without power and authority to administer

the invaluable rights used on those projects. Once again, the Solicitor,

violating the 'canons of legal ethics, actively supports nonIndians and

attempts to force legal concepts upon the Indians to their irrepalable damage.

Under no circumstances should the tribes agree that their tribal water

cedes, exempt fnox their operation.of the irrigation projects ubich have the

most valuable lands'and the most valuakae Winters rights to the use of water

within their reservations.

gy Attached "Proposed Rules," Part 260, sec. 260.3(5).
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C. Process Further es on Tribal hte and Tribal Authori

The appeals process, as set forth in the "Prwmped Rules," is totally un-

ganasable. It forms the tribal codes to contain provisions that appeals will

be "within the jurisdiction of the Board of Indian Appeals of the Office of

Bearings and Appeals, Office cf the Secretary of the Department of the Interior."

Mat provision is wholly unsatisfactory. By Quite obviously, it is the in-

tention of the Solicitor's Office to obtain and retain control to the greabast

extent possiblA -- of all aspects of the operations of the "Proposed Bales."

By forcing the appeals into the Office of Bearings and Appealswithin the

Department, the chance of a fair hearing would ter governed by the extent of

the Solicitor's participation in the appeals. Undaftedly, to the fullest ex-

tent possible, the spurious interpretation of PoP:,:ers, Hilmerend the other

distorticee of the law, which have been reviewed above, would be applied on an

appeal, if the Solicitor's participation was in any way permitted. Adherence

to those concepts are manife tsed with the grave threats to the Indian tribes

in both the Walton andl Bel Bay cases. It is impossible'to believe that the.

same course would not be followed in regard to administrative apFeals.

Quite aside frail the unconscionable conflicts of interest of the Solici-

0

tor's Office, the*outoome of appeals in regard to the tribes, the process pro-

posed is highly ctdectionable. Forcing appeals into the ponderous aml slow-

moving bureaucracy is completely unsatisfactory. When oonflicts occur over

rights to use of water during a period cf shortage, there is an imperative

necessity of expeditious resolution cf them if irreparable damage is to be

avoided. That expeditious disposition of matters is impossible in the Office

of Hearings and Appeals.

S/ Attached *Proposed Bales," pg. 14887, Part 260, sec. 260.6, "Appeals."

5
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Provisions have teen made in the colvilleigater Code for immediate appel-

late actimwithin the tribal areas with redress to the local federal court if

pesired. Itat is the only reasonable and sensible proceeding to which there

should.be adherence. Eveditious disposition of oonflicting claims to water

during periods of shortagovAll be the true measure of the value oi any tribal

4

water code. ..
O,

Reference is again made to the history of water codes, all as set forth above.

There is emphasized that the Colville Tribes and the other tribea diligently en-

deavored for the last decade to establidh water codes suited to their reser,

vatic= andreeds:. One of the imitable criterion was, and is, that control,

management and adtinistration of water reaources must be maintained on the res-

ervation. That circumstance ensues because the process of regulation or rotation
-

of meager water supplies is a day-to-play, even hourlyedecislon,making process.

Neither the Bureau pf Indian Affairs nor the solicitor's Office have -the

personnel or the funds to administer the water codes as prepared. Moreover, if

they were to control the water resources on the reservation as the "Preposed

Rules" contemplate, it.is manifest that the greatneed for local, immediate de,

cisions would be defeated. That is the primary reason, strictly from the stand-

point of administration that the "Proposed Rules" are inadequate. They are rep,-

resentative of why the tribes have universally resisted the intrustion into res-

ervation management of the curatersome bureaucratic concepts which are all per-

vasive,fri the "Proposed Rules." Quite obviously, the "Proposed Pules" would

pexntit a further building of an already unwieldy bureaucracy and would affond

an opportunity for further suppression of the tribal powers and the sUbstitu-

tion of those pouers by the bureaucratic attempts to usurp the inherent author-

ity of the tribes.

5.313
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ry. TRUSB VIOLATIONS

CWING TO THE

/NDIAN TRIBES

PREVADE ALL ASPECTS OF

THE "PROPOSED RULES"
-

A. "No Self-Respecting Law Firm ***would allow itself to occupy the
sitionof_theSolicitor and Lands Division respecting the- "Pro-

posid-141iite-117

Conflicts of interest within the Solicitor's Cffice are all pervasive.

Historically, the Solicitor's Cffice and Lands DiVision have espoused non-

Indian claims xo water and non-Indian waterprojects against the Indian

nations, tribes and people.' %Men the Secrebacy's interest conflicts with

Indian interest, they invariably support the Secretary. Their conduct, in

advocating the °Proposed Rules" and the anti-Indian rationale adhered to

4P
in the formuLation of the "Proposed Rules,' emarplify the disastrous oon-

seguenoaa of those all encanpassing conflicts of interest. That shameful

conflict, so destructive to the Indians, gave rise to the Presideutial

statement,that"no self-respecting law fins**" wmuldallow itself to te

in the position of the Solicitor and Landsavision. Officials of. the In-

terior Department have readily admitted their conflicts, of interest. 62(

That conflict f interest is theoverriding feature of the "Proposed Rules."

Clearly, the Solicitor's Cffice and clearly the Lands Division, in the

prosecution of the Walton and Bel Say,cases have aligned theiselves against

62/ Cong. Rec. Senate, JUly 9, 1970, pg. 10894 et fm., sec. 8, 10986.

§2/ Hearings before the Sukccom. on Indian Affairs, Count. on Interior and
Indian Affairs, United States,Senate, Sapbar 21, 25, 1970.

53 4
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the Indian tribes. Equally clear, those are studied violations of this

Nation's trust responsibility to the Indian people. It is an anamoly that

the unethical conduct would go to the extent that is found in the "Proposed

Rales."

B. Violation of the Trust Obligation Requires Rejection of "Proposed Rules"

ln the law of trust, there is an unvarying obligation: "The trustee

is under a dUty to administer the trust solely in the interest of the bene-

ficiary." 64/ That review of the trustee's obligation owing to the Indian

people and the Solicitor's violation of it was reemphasized by Reid ChaMbers,

forma Associate Solicitor, Indian Affairs, Department of the interiar. sy
ln regard to this Nation's trust obligation awing to the Indian tribes,

a court had this to say: The United States owes to the lndians "the most

exacting fiduciary standard." LW It is evident that the Solicitor's Office,

as an agent of the trustee United States, violated its obligation to pre-

pare the "Proposed Rules" in a manner that vests the highest standards of

61/ Federal Encroadhment on Indian Water Bights and the impairment of Reser-
vation Development in Subcomm. on Eoonomy in Government of the joint
Eommomdc Comm., 91st Cong., 1st Sess., Cann. TOwards Ebonomic Development
for Native American Canunities Comm. (Print. 1969) pgs. 460, 490-493; Re-
printed in Hearings on Adhdnistrative Practices and Procedures Relating
to Protection of Indian Netural Resources before the SUboomm. on Adhinis-
tnative Practice and ProcedUre of the Sen. Comm. on the Judiciary, 93rd
Cong., 18t Sess., Part 1 at 175, 191-192.

65/ ChaMbers, Discharge of Federal Trust Responsibility to Enforce Claims of
ImiLan Tribes: Caie Studies of Bureaucratic Conflicts of Interest Comm.
in Suboomm. on Administrative Practices and Procedures of the Senate Com.
of the Judiciary, 91st Cong., 2nd Sess., A Study of Administrative Con-
flicts of interest in the Protection of Indian Natural Resources, 11 Comm.

Print. 1971, Reprinted in the Hearing on Adtdnistrative Practices and Pro-
cedures Relating to the Protection of Indian Natural Resources before the
SWbcom. on Adhdnistrative Practices and Procedures of the Senate Comm. on
the Judiciary, 92nd Clong., 1st Sess., Part 1 at 235, 238-248 (1971).

66/ Navajo Tribe of Indians v. U.S., 364 F.2d. 320, 322 (Ct.'Cls. 1966).
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fidelity. They ehould be prepared with the objective of protecting the

Indian interest -- ratter than violating it. Performance by the Solicitor's

Cffioe of its responsibilities must be with-the highest care, skill and

diligence in the furtherance of the Indian interests. The "rrnposed Rules"

axe a frivolous violation of those standards.

Applying the standards of the trustee to the deceptive, violative, and

suppressive "Proposed Rules," it is apparent that the Solicitor has made a

travesty. of Che trust responsibility owing to the Indian people. As a con-

. sequence, thOse "Proposed Ruios" must be rejected out of hand. That con-

clusion is, cf course, squally applicable to Lands Division conduct of the

Walton and Bel Bay cases.

Tilexe can be no other iecommendation than that the 'Proposed Rules"

be withdrawn. That alone will not suffice. The "Proposed Rules" are but

manifestations of the arrogant violations of the trust obligations by the

Solicitor's Office and the Lands Division stemming from their all encomr

passing conflib-tff of interest. Corrective measures must immeoUltely be

taken to preoulde the Solicitor's Cffice and Lands Division from forcing

their concepts upon Indian nations, tribes and people against the will of

the Indian people.

83-440 0 - 78 -38

r.

National Congress
of American Indians

5 3 G
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mirrEDEnvcrEs
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF THE-SOLICITOR

211. 1276sEp.

t MIN ISILIWILif tis

glonorable Petir R. Taft
Assiitant Attorney General
Land and Natural Resources Division
tepartment of Justice
Washington. D.C. 20530

. . . .

Dear Mr. Vets'

Res United Statea v. Walton, Civil No. 3421,
R.D. Wash.; United States v. Del Bay
COmmunitv and Neter Association, Civil
Viti4 303-71C2. W.D. Wash.

Ma you know, by letters of September' 14, 1971 and February 2,
1973, we asked your Department to file the above.actions.
In those letters, we asked you to take the position "that
the Secretary of the Interior has the exclusive jurisdiction
to control and administer the allocation of waters on tribal,
allotted and former* allotted lands" on the Colville and
Lummi reservation's pursuant to 26 U.S.C. 6361. We also asked
yoU tor assert that the State of Washington has no authority
to issue water permits to non-Indians on these reservations.
-and ihat the state should be enjoined from issuing such
perMits.

These cases have been pending for several years. The United
States and the tribes have undertaken numerous studies.
From these studies and through discovery, the facts involved
in these cases have been clarified. Also, our views of .

the proper legal theories to be espoused have undergone
considerable refinement and some alteration. After much
deliberation, and after meetings with you and your staff,
we sent you a letter on July 2, 1976, proposing a different
legal position in these cases. You responded to that letter
with additional proposals on Jdly 19, and we havo since that
date had a number of further discussions. We now'propose
that the legal position to be asserted by the United States
should be modified as follows.

53 7
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There are two basic questions:

:(1) Do Indian.allottees and.non-Indian
successors in interest to Indian allottees

'hold any portion of the Winters Doctrine
reserved right to the use of water?

(2) What is the respective extent of the
authority of the Secretary, the state and
the tribes to regulate the use of waters
on.Indian reservations.?

DUX analysis of the legal questions follows.

On the first question, our views are unchanged from our
'Ouly 2 letter and we understand that you agree with them.
We believe that the Indian allottees and their non-Indian
successors in interest do hold some reserved rights to the

use of water. The only Supreme Court decision which speaks
to this question is United States v. Powers, 305 U.S. 527
(1939). In Powers, trig-Eited States brought suit to enjoin

ezthe
non-Indian successors in interest to certain Indian

allottees on the Crow Reservation in Montana "from using
or diverting any water from two streams on the Reservation."
The United States contended that Congress had given it
ownership and codtrol otall reservedtwaters on the Crow
Reservation. The Secfetary of the Interior had constructed
certain irrigation projects prior to making allotments of
reservation lands, and the United States argued that this
construction plus its ownership and control of the reserved.
waters "sufficed to dedicate and ieserve suffi.lient water
for full utilization of these projects." 305 U.S. at 532.

The Court rejected the governmeWs pacition, and appeared
to accept the arguments of the non-IndXan water users. It

said:

urespondents.maintain that under the
.Treaty of 1868 waters within the
reservation were reserved for the
.equal benefit of tribal members
(Winters v. United states, 207 U.S.
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564) and that when allotments of land
were duly made for exclusive use and
thereafter convelied.in fee, the right
to use some portion of tribal Waters
essential for cultivation passed to
the owners.

°The respondents' claim to.the extent
stated is well founded." (Id at 532)

The Court concluded:

"The petitioners have shown no right
to the injunction as:ed. we do not
consider the,extent or erecise nature
of res ondents' rights in the waxers.
The pres nt proceeding is notproperly
framed to that end." (Id. at'533)
(emphasis added).

The interpretation of Powers as holding that allottees and
their successors in interest succeed to some reserved water
right finds support in subtequent cases. .E.g., Preston v.
United States, 352 P.2d 352 (9th tdr. 1965); Segundo v. United

-States, 123 F. Supp. 554 (S.D. Cal.. 1954). This office has
been vigorously urged by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
supported by the Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs and,
the Colville andLummi tribes, to adopt a litigating position
'that Powtrs does not compel the'conclusion that allottees
and tWai-Encqessors in interest succeed to a reserved water
right. Their argument is that this question was not directly
contested or presented before the Court in Powers or in
subsequent cases like Se undo and Preston, and that the
holding in Powers was simp y that EFITTETtea States was
not entitled to the extraordinary relief of an injunction
on the theories it advanced in that case. Under,their view,
the language quoted above in Powers is mere dictum.
Moreover, they assert that under ordinary principles of
Indian law, the tribal ownership of Winters Doctrine water
rights has never been clearly and expressly transferred by
Congress, and mnst therefore remain in the tribe. We have
carefully considered and reflected on this argument, but
decided to reject it.

te'r f
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One district court )case, United States v. Hibner, 27.P.2d
909 (3. 1928), consiaFETTEiliEEFELEFropea by'

-
Powers--of the scope of the'ar:.pttees' right and that Jf
Iriarsuccessors in'interest. In Hibner, the court . .

extended an earlier case */--which7Earthat the leasing
of allotteed lands to a non-Indian did,constitute the
abandonment of the individual water right expressly.

.created by the 1898 agreement with the Shoshone-Bannock
Tribe of the Port Hall Reservation--.to hold that sale
Of an allotment did not extinguish the.allottee5' .
reserved water right. The Court first stated: . . .

. .

"a purchaser of such land and water
'rights acquires, as under other sales,
the title and rights held by the
Indians, and there should be awarded
to such purchaser the same character
of water right with equal priority
.as those of the Indians. (Id. at
.912).."

The court then held, however, that "the status of the water
.
right after it has passed to otherS by the IndianS seems
tO be somewhat different from while such right is retained

Id.) The court stated that the non-by the Indians." (

Indian is "entitled-E.() a water eight for the actual
acreage that was under irrigation at the time title
passed from the Indians, and such increased acreage as he
might with reasonable diligence place under irrigation,
which would give to him, under the doctrine of relatiOn,
the same priority as owned by the Indians." Thereafter,
the non-Indian can secure a state law right to appropriate
additional waters with a priority date as of the time
of commencing those later appropriations. The court
reasoned, plausibly, that when the water right passed out
of trust status, the purpose of the reservation no longer
required a reserved water right which expands to satisfy
future needs. The court gave as its reason that

*/ Skeem v. United States, 263 Fed. 93 (9th Cir. 1921).

5-1
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%lithe principle ihvoked by the courts for
the protection of:the Indian es.lofig as he
retains title to his lands does not prevail
and apply to the white ran, and the reason
for so holding is that there was reserved
Unto the Indians the absolute right to own .

and uSe in.their own way the water for their
lands, while the white man, as soon as he '

becomes owner of the Indians lands,'is
sUbject to those.general rules of law
governing the appropriation and use of the .

public waterp of the state."

We.ask you to take.the position that the scope of the
reserved right which passes to allottees and successors
in interest pursuant to'Powers ie that set.forth in.
Eibner except that we askjiiiiito argue that the'non-Indian's
reserved right'should be limited to the water actually used
by'the Indian px.idecessor. We think that--as the court
nOted",the federal purpOSe foren expandable Wifiters typek

. reserved right ceases when the lands pass out-R-EFUSty-Th
A non-Indian purchaser, therefore, would get a Winters
Doctrine priority to the amount of water used when the
land was in trust. The succeSsor in interest can dicpand
his use therezfter, but we believe that.principles of state
law (and a later priority date) should cover this later
use.

It remains to discuss the respective authority of the
'Secretary, the state and the tribe to regulate the use of
water on Indian reservations.

Section 7 of the General Allotment Act of 1887, 25 U.S.C. 3381,
iA the only provision conferring jurisdiction on the Secretary
to regulate use of reservation water rights. It reads:,

-"In cases where the useof water for
irrigation is necessary to render the
lands within any Indian reservation
available for agricultural puzposes,
the Secretary of the Interior is
authorized to prescribe rules and
.regulations as he may deem necessary
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to Secure a justand equitable
distribution thereof among Indiane .
residing upon any such reservations;
And no other approOriation or grant
of water by any riparian proprietor
shall be authorized or permitted
to the damage of any other riparian
proprietor.

We stated on July 2 that in our view Section 381 does not confer
jurisdiction on the Secretaryexclusive of tribes--to regulate
all tiles of water on Indian reservations- First, the statute
is limited t6 "water for irrigation." Secondly, the statute

authorizes the distribution of this water "among Indians .

residing upon (thel . . . reservation." This confers no
authority upon the Secretary to deliver any water to
non-Indians.. Moreover, the Secretary's authority to-regulate

any water use by non-Indians under this statute is very
doubtful; at most, it would ieem he could stop uses of water

by non-Indians that interfere with Indian uses.

/n your July 19 response, you indicated that a somewhat broader

view of Section 381 would be supportable.. Since it applies

to allotments, you suggest that it could extend to "patented
lands," and thus to non-Xndians. You also indicated that,

in your view, Section 381 would not prohibit the tribes from
exercising control over the reserved water rights (from

our discussions, "we have agreed that this means waters
used on trust lands and the first tomponent of the rights
described in Hibner) so long as the exercise of this tribal
authority was-Tairstent with the trust responsibility of

the United States.with respect to the lands.

Although we recognize that a more expansive interpretation
of Saction 381 could be argued to a court, we do not choose

to adopt that construction of the statute. However, we

have jointly formulated a proposal which will make
resolution of this issue, and the question of the precise

extent of tribal jurisdiction, unnecessary. Under Section

381, the Secretary has authority "to prescribe iules and
regulations deemed necessary to secure a just and equal

distribution of waters." We propose that this Department

5
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will adopt regulttions under Section 381 delegating
.substantial regulatory authority to the tribes to adopt
water codes on particulae reservations. These regulations
will state that the Department will approve individual
tribal water codes regulating the use of water reserved
under the Winters Doctrine on the tritie's reservation eo
1ong as the following conditions are met;

(1) The tribal code provides acceptable
due process procedures to protect the
rights of persons subject to them, . .

ultimately permitting judicial review of
determinationsin the federal courts;

(2) The tribe establishes institutions
that are adequate to administer the water
code;

'(3) The tribal cede provides thai it
depos not divest any valid rights Under
federal law as may be established by
.courts of competent jurisdiction;

(4)- The tribe seeks only to regulate
the-use of reserved water rights, which..
includes tribally owned water'rights.,
rights owned.by. allottees, and the
"first component" of the rights
described in Hibner;

(S) The tribal water codes'would not
regulate the use of. water within
statutory irrigation projects on the
reservation with Water ;ights created
by federal statutes.

It 4s our intention to proceed forthwith with the drafting
of such Departmental regulations and to publish them as
proposed rulemaking in the Federal Register for "public .

comment. As we prepare the precise regulations, the
general conditions suggested above will, of course, be
honed.in greater detail, we will do this in close

513
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'Consultation with
Myles Flint Of your offtee. Wo are

furnishidg you, lu;sever, with
this.outline Of the

tegulations at the presedt time to enable you to meet the

court deadline of October 8 in Bel Bay case.
.

.

This proposal obviates the necessity-of_adopting a position

as to the precise scope of Section'391;,"euthority and of

tribal
jurisdiction as far as now4rillians ate concerned.

By combining the governmental:powers of the Secretary

and the tribe, federal-tribal authorl.ty is exercised.

It does not matter, for example, whether the tribe in

its adoption of tribal water codes is exercising

delegated authority or inherent'tribal power. See

United States v. Razurie, 419 U.S. 544 (1975).
.;.

It remains to discuss the "second component" of'the Hibner

test.' In our July 2 letter, we asked that you take "ER

position that states have a limited authority to issue

pertits to non-Indian landowners omen Indian reservation

who claim.a.right
to use water pursuant to this "second

component;" that is, an dppropriative type right to the

use of water under state lat.;
principles with a priority .

date after their purchase of their former trust allotment.

We have carefully considered the conclusions iwyour

July 19 letter that-such questions are ones of.federal . -

(not state) law, that administration of such rights

should. not be subject to state jurisdiction, but that

federai'lew
may:incorporate state law concepts 'such as

.the prior appropriation.dectrine
for purposes.of

.

interrelating tha tights, of. non-Indianeunder the
Hibner

case io Winters Doctrine rights. As you reasoned,

letter, state jurisdiction over the use of water derives

from the Desert Lands Act of 1877, 19 Stat. 377, 43.U.S.C.

834, and its predecessors.
That Act confers plenary

.control on states overnonnavigable
wateks,en the public,

domain. See Cappaert v. united States, U.S.

44 L.W. 4756 (June 7, 1976); Fpc v. Oregon, 349 U.S. 435

448 (1955); Power Co. v. Cement-Co., 295 U.S. 142, 159,

163-164 (1935). Reserved lands held in trust for ah .

Indian tribe or withdrawn from the public domain for

other uses die obviously not public lands, and the state

has np power to regulate the exercise of reserved water

tights.
United States v.

14cIntire, 101 F.2d 650

(9th Cir. 1939).
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When lands within the exterior boundaries of an Indianreservation pass out of trust status and into. fee,. they do not become public.lands nor do they become a.portion of_the public domain in the sense that theyare subject to sale or other disposition under thegeneral land laws. See Union Pacific R.R. Co..v.Harris, 215 U.S. 386, 388 (1909); Ash Sheep Co. v. .Viira71.1 States, 252 U.S. 159, 166 (1920); Seymour v.srintendent, 368 U.S. 351, 38511961); Mattz v.rnett 2 U.S. 481, 497 (1973): Rights ETTEE7Imaaniaer on thdse lands, even when in fee ownership,would accordingly, be determined by federal lawrather than state law. See United States v. McIntire,101 Fad 650, 653-654 (9th Cir 1935); Tweedy v.Texas Company, 286 F. Supp. 383, 395 (D. Mont. 1968) .'nited States v. Ahtanum Irrigation
District, 236 P,2d3117(9ES7ffir.) cert. den.-352 U.S. 988 (1=91-7). Since inthese cases the State of Washington can only exercisejurisdiction over the use of water416 derived from the',... Desert Lands Act, this does nOt provide any basis forjurisdiction by the State on either reservation. We havedecided to concur in your analysis and conclusigns,-andtherefore'ask: you to .continue.to assert'that the

-1:
\regulation of the use of 1..iater.on tribal

lands, trust'--allotments and formerly allotted lands is exclusivelya matter of federal and/or tribal jurisdiction.
While,-the second'componeht of theAfibner right isderived-from federal law, and:Subject to federal--jurisdiction, we do not believe, it has anycharactekisticsOf a federalry

raserved'water right.Accordingly, we-do not support tribal jurisdictionover this use.of water. .Federal statutory law issilent on the
administrativeregulation of this useof water. As you point out in your July 9.1etter,federal law would apply, and incorporates state law.doctrines. If, a landowner were to exceed his rights'under this secpnd component, and interfere with reservedrights, um believe the proper remedy would be aninjunctive action in federal court against him (or,alternatively, a general quiet title adjudicationlooking toward a decree administered by a ,water-master). There would, in our view, be noproper tribal administrative remedies.

5 15
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At this juncture,. an ilbastrativa:example may be
lx4pful. If a tgieerati6 t0heke eStakaisheCia 1860,
and allotted in 1900, and an Indian allottee had
applied 5 acre feet Of wqter annually to his allotment
before it.passed out of,.truse in 1940, the non-Indian
successor of interest,*ould haVe.dMisters type
reServed water right to use 5, acre fee with an 1860
priority date (or an immemorial priority in appropriate
cireumstances). If he then applied a toter of 20 acrd

6 feet after 1940, he would have an additionalu 15 acre
feet\with a 1940 (orIater) pridrity. Thie second
component (with the 1940 or later priority)4,f the

'Hibde right.would b4 junior to all reserved rights.
T ese reserved rightl,(inbluding the 5 acre-foot
right which is the "Xirst component" of Hibner) would
be regulated'by an apOroved tribal water code. If the
aandowner excdeded his reserved rights, and the persons
entitled to reserved rights Gas determined pursuant
to the tribal code by, for example, the.issuahce of
.permits) were injured, their remedy or that of the
United States as trustee would be in federal court.

This letter in its entire,7 supplants my letter to you of
July2, 1976, which letter is hereby.withdrawn. We
appreciate the mutually frank and cooperative discussions
we have had with'your office concerning these cases within
the past few months, and hope that this produces a
mutually agreeable position for both our Departments.

,

Sincerely,

Ho Gregory Austia
polio/tor

.
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DEPARTMENT OF ME INTERIOR
Bureau of Indian Affairs

E25 CFR Part 2603
*ova RegERVATIONS

Use of Water
Notice is hereby given that It is pro-

posed to issue Part 260 of Title 25 of the
Code of Federal-Regulations. These-reg-
ulationsoreproposed pursuant. to theau-
thorny contained in Section T of the
Act of February 8, 1887 124 Stag. 390, 25
17.13.C. , Revised Statute-463 (8,54U.S.C.
2) and Revised Statute- 465 US U.S.C.

The purposesof these reg ions are:
(a) To Adilit the peps t's trust
responsibility to provide a me ed to pre-
serve and protect in perpetuity all rights
to theuse of water reserved for the bene-
fit of the Indians: (b) to recognize pro-
vide-ton:and. assist in the-exerefse of the
sovereign authority of Indian tribes
within- their- reservation* to -gOveitz.. the
ose of all reserved watervights titereirr:
(e) to provide- for tho- delegatton to
Indian tribes of the BeeretarY's authoritY
to praeribe rules and regulations dis-
tributing water on Indian reservations to,
persons and entities entitled to use re-
served water rights; and (d) to provide
for the presenkand future development
ot Indian reservations. including Indian
Pueblos, through the use of their reserved
water rights.

5 7
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1.1)).46 PROPOSED RULES

It le tho palm, of the Department of
the /Menu, ventuver Practice Me. to
adord the public an opportunity to par-
wipate in Ilhe rulernalang Proems Ac-
cordlogls ...Legated Derma May submit
nritten commenta. suegestions. or obJec.
(ions regarding tpe proposed reeulat'ons

. A CCtmbs0a1 of Indian Males.
) epartmeat of r. Interior. Wasteag-
.on, 20240, b Aprli 11, 1917;

It la premed Ihat Part 260 of 'Title
23 of the Cods4f Federal fegalattons
will reed se tOIVmDE

PART 260-1 USE OP Y TEROSI

Detlaitimag
Wig Purposes. s
260.3 Appiessul Mt tribal twee calm
230.4 Codas with teetrklusi water pentsuas
204 heesetarlai emu mdse.

Aeliesua
1,,crnsoa3m gee. 7; Act of rebress2 a, loos

(St atat. ark 25 vac. tol). act ot August
A. 1344 (60 Beat atis. 23 Vii.C. la) Rrtsod.
Statute 462 (22 VAC. 2) led Itavlsett 3tata**
so 06.0.0)-

260.1 Driinilkots.
(a) "Secretary' means the Secretary

of the interior or We delegated repre-
sentattn%

no 'Refereed water rights" means
:hose tight* tO the us* of waters recog-
nised as reserved in accordance with the
pr(nciples entueelarad in Winters V.
United Statee, WI S. 564 (19011),- and
:flet.equern CAM ohich rights hem
1...er en inunernonsi Priorief Or a

prionty date as at the mtablishment of
the raerration.

(e) "reenticial use" meane any use of
water, coosumeelve or onsensba, for
agricultural. domestic. municipal, com-
mercial. Industrial. aesthete. religious.
or recreatiocial Puree/me, or for the
maintenanee of adequate stream does
for fishery, eutronmental. or other
terencial manses on an Indian reser-
vatlon.

(d) "Just and equitable distribution
of reserved water rights)" Mean, a
method of allocatIne the available water
emcee those entit.ed thereto Waugh
manner that eh then* Similarly situate. 1
will be jaVe3:1 an equal ofleortanity I.
make benedelal use of the water, the
situation better In such a manner as to
nuevtato hardship where Possible-

(c) A "water code" or "code" shall
mean ordlnances. ries. and Te5alations
atiopted by the governtait body of an In-
dian tribe which provide far regulation
-.eel control of the me of reserved rater
Nista among thcse nUUed thereto in

nocordArt.te %nth the tribe's consUtutton.
bylaws, o: other applicabte laws.

"'ci.Lan tribe" or "tribe" means
'r:be, or identifiable green of In-

owniag viater tight() :or which the
tneed Mates aas a trust msponsibil.ty.

) A "twi-by-use basis" means that ft
seuarala permit shall be issued for each
seMnate use of water which shall ccazain
all pert.nent trilorMittort with respect to
that we. however Pro: ects "th es irrega-
tipn pridetts may tie a single ct.it-oll-
dated applteattOct dvscriblng the exact

land to be served. each use planned and
the amount. Period, and nature their.
9 240.1 Purpose%

The PurPoeles of thme regulattom are:
(a) 'To fultIll Um Departrames treat

responsibillty to provide a method to pre-
serve and Protect in Perutuiby all rights
to Meuse Of Water re-erred tor the belie-
At of the Indlaas:

(b) To recognise. elde for. and u-
ask In kir =erns* oi the sovereign nu-
!bulb 01 Indian tribee -villein their Ma-
Mate= tO govern the use of all reserved
water rights therein:

(0) To provide for the delegation to
Indian tribes of the Secretary's &Althorn:I

Preocriberulesilnd regulations dbtrib-
tiling water on Indian reserratiens to
persos and entitles entitled to use te"
toyed wete, right.; an

(d) To provide for the preseet and fu-
ture development of Indian reservations.
including Indian Piabloe. etwough the
use of their reserved water righte.
a 260.3 Approval of tribal water rodeo.

(a) Any Indian tribe may adopt, wtth
approval of the Seeretary. nnd enforce
a water code to control, distribute, allo-
cate and regulate the use of reserved
water rights on Ks reservation for a ben-
enctal use by any person or entity. in-
cluding non-Indlan Persons and entities.
thnt may be entitled to exerelse such re-
served water rights. Upen adoption, this
water code shall be submitted to the
Cornmis.sioner ot Lathan Maim who shall
review the code sr.d submit le eith his
recommendMmon to the Secretary .for
formal approval or dbapprbial,

( b The Secretary shall approve the
code if it sattsflee the following require-
ments:

(I) The code affords procedural due
proeme of law to all Persons ciatirltna
the right to exercise reserved water
rights, by prOviding the following:

CD A method for establishing the
amount, nature period, and place of use
of reserved waters. That methed shall be
baeed upon the principle of ft just and
equitable distributIon of water among
these enti" .ed to the beneficial u...e
thereof and may Inctude the order of
tribal priorities mg the tree of water
withen the rmervatIon.

(U) All procedures Shin Permit any
person who claims fs

I 113 o glee:mem . m 01-orecen-9r,
by application to the -tribe sVM.

any Pertinent evidence in support
thereof. AU Issues will be heard be an
impartial administrative onlicial or bode
duly coast tuted by the tribe. A written
decidon on such application u Ill be ren-
dered withtn us rea..onabi time and rea-
sons shall be riven far each des:Ulan.

(til) Notice of hearicp on all appli-
cations shall be given in a rea,-.:
manner such as to aftord'intereted
Sons the Opportunity to support or con-
test any claimed rights.

(Iv) A rr,tnpich.e record apish:o-
ttani+. actions tagrn ther. 1. and tny
termits issued te mintalr.ed by
the tribe and shall be open tor public In-
spect.:n on the re: ervation.

(2) The code aJjeTda anVieved per-
ilous the ',most ty to seek Judiciat re-
Slew Of administrative determinations..

(3) The tribe wasesses the capacity
tO administer the Ca) .

Cs) toe couelrthielieci to admintitraf
ton a d enforcement of reserved %vate ?
rights as deleted in this Part.

(h ) The code does not seek to regulate
rights to the use of water granted or
Created by federal statute to Purchasers
pf land within an Irrigation project lo-
cated within any Indian reservation and
administered by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs pursuant to 23 CFR 191-203. The
code recognizes the-continued existence
ot Such slots with the same Priorities
(relative to the reserved water rights
regulated by the code) that those rights
Would have had absent enactment of the
code.

(6) The Code 1.1 subject to pertinent
acts of Congress and to binding Judicial
decisions concerning reserved water
tights.

(7) Amendments tO the code require
approval by the Secretary.
9 260.4 (*Axle* whIt imlistioal %Ater

pfrrolls.
fa) At the option of the tribe, the code

may adopt an individual permit system
authorizing the diversion and use of
water ott a use-by-use bads, Where I.
permit 5Sterts Ls utilized:

and periods of use In terms of
(1) Pero.. may state BA=

and/or Consumptive use, specify by de-
scription Lhe tract where the use ls to
.oceur, and the nature of the use.

(2) Permita may be issued far existing
and potential U34.5 Including storage.

(3) A time Period nifty he set tor exer-
cise of each potential use mese which a
permit is issued, and changes In time.
place and tature of use may be per-
mitted.

(4) A permit May be issued for each
potential use established by mservation
land and water use Inventories.

(3) Extensions of time for exercise of
the right acquired in such Permit may
be given upon 20cd came shown.

(6) All permits may be subleet to auch
reasonable ebnditlens as the tribal gov-
eniing body or its desernated adminis-
trative. orlcials or boil shall determine
to be necessary to carry out the purpose
of the code.

(7) lira:eds.:Ms may be employed for
enfortement or permits and ancellat:on
of a permit in the event of substantial
violation of its cor.dittons.

Tempornr7 use Pcnnus way bo
rranted for limited pericds pending cc-
tian upon application for a teztilst'aa-
ter Permit.

(b) cadO_A5b1 _at2uo
permita_slialilie submitted to-trasuner-
iiiiciident. of tfiiliuiv iu arladi.ux_m-
r.oa.ngcncy hsvirx jurf.iiii:cla over the
reservatien for his approval. rneh other
Clocuntemis or- material as tre pertinent
to tho permit or necessary to enahll htm
prop.rli to tuil sienna blJO also

sibmilted to the srperintendent. The
siperintendent, after review tits-recd.
shall. within 30 tilys n"preve tile per- .

ItoCRAI. HOIS(flk VOL A). NO. 32.OlOoSIMV, MaltCH 17, 1977
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reit swarms the' perofft on condition
that modifications be made thereto. or
&approve the permit. If the Permit is
approved with inesiiiication.s or disap-
proved. the superintendent shall return
the permit to the governing body of the
tribe or its designated administrative
official Or body together with a statement
of the modificatians needed for ap-
proval or the reasons for disapproval.
Whin approved by the superintendent.
the permit panted by Vie governing
bads of the tribe or its designated ad-
=inlet:sties *Mal or body shall be a
federal permit and be enferced as it it
had been issued by the Secretary. Pail-
um to act on the permit within 30 days
of receipt by the superivendent ahall
Constitute approveL

Ce.) Tbe tribal aoverning body maLat.
its ellieeti call twn ihe field offices

W" 111 DA1 135 of tbe De-
Partineat of the-IateriOr Manual for an
Indian Affairs AdmintstrativeLaw Judge
to assist the tribe lathe conduct of,any
administrative hearing It may conduct
with respect le aPPlicatiOns for water
Permits under its wider code. The re-
quest shall be- addressed to the Chief
Admiaishat.4se Law Judge. Office of
Megrims and Aprmls. U.S. Department
of the Interior. 4015 Wilson Boulevard,
Arlingtcn, Virginia 22203 tilien receipt
of the request, an Indian Affairs Admin-
istrative Law Judge eaPable of conduct-
ing administrative water hearings shall
be assigned to ho)d hearings and issue
findings of fact and conclusions of taw to
assist the tribe in particular hearings at
the time and place-selected by the tribe.
Sint hearings shall be conducted pur-
suant to 111 DM 13 and 211 DM 13.7 of
the Department of the Interior Manual.

(d) The code nay. in addition to the
reqUirealentS in Part 260.3(b); contain
any other lawful provision.
6 260.5 Seesviaviel wafer cedes.

(a) If a tribe' fails to enact an ap-
proved water cede for its reservation and
the Secretary hada that such a code is
necessary te memo and protect the
reserved water rights of the Indians. the
Secretary shall notify the tribe in writ-
ing of such need and offer assistance in
the prenatation of an aceeptable water
cod,. It fruch tribe notifies the Sectetaly
that it elects not to enact a 'gator code
or if the tribe dom not respond within
40 days !ninths date of the request, the
Secretary ma* ',reliant and Publish awater code for such re:serration. The
water code shall cover at least the arms
set *rth in Part 260.3(b) above. and
Shan otherwise comply fully with these
regulations.

PROPOSED ROMS

(b) In this code. the Secretary may
set on behalf of thy tribe in the issuance
oPpeetnits and the regulation of the re-
served water rights of the reservation.

(c) When said water cede hate been
completed, it shall be submitted to the
governing body of the tribe of the rea-
ervation for its review and comment
thoreon and to make revisions thereto,
following which tit, water code ahall be
enforced by the Secretary as to the tea-
ervetion.covered by such code.

03 The code may be amenaed by the
Secretary from timego-time subject tO
AIMS under existing permits atter sub-
mitting such amendments to the govern-
ing body of the tribe tor its approval.
Provided. however. That any amend-
ment shall become effective ff the tribe
neither approves nor disapproves the
amendment Within (0 days.

(e) The tribe may replace such a code
with one adopted by it at any time, or
it may amend me code, with approval of
the Secretary.
5 2604 Appeah.

Where the provisions of 11 2130.4 and
20.5 have been utilized, appeals from the.
superintendent's approval of the permit'
or other determinations of the superin-
tendent or other Department officials
concerning any person's right to the use
of water shall be within the Jurisdiction
or the Board of Indian Almeida in the
Ofacc of Bearings and Appeals. Office of
the Secretary. Depariment'of the Inte-
rior. A hearing shall be held on the ap-
Peal by theBrard at which the tribe-and
the appealing party may appear and
preamt evtdence and argument. When
Practicable, this hearing shall -be held
On or nearthe reservation. A determina-
tion by the Board of Indiaa Appeals shall
be final and there shall be no further ad-
ministraUve remedy available. .

Diteek-Matel57. 1417.
- Cern. D. Amens.

Secretary of Intrrior.
Int Dsc77-785& nod 3-ta.47:11:46 am)
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Senator James Abourezk
Chairman, American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2

2nd and 0 Streets, 5.W.
Washington, D. C. 20515 `

Dear Senator Abourezk:

*f( oND WNW Soon,
lb i!)INCR HUH DIN
MINNI AM IS MN 55403

PMONI 1,12 133 `,34:

ANDREW P. 1,AWSON
Tum.diron

The National Indian Education Association, with the concurrence of

t!le Education Committees of the National Tribal Chairmen's Association

and the National Congress of American Indians, herewith submit to the

AIPRC a statement of comment and recommendations related to Indian educa-

tion.

We respectfully request that you accept and add our comments and

l'ecommendations as an addendum to the Task Force Five Final Report on

Indian Education of the American Indian Policy Review Commission and to

the Final Report under the heading of Social Services.

Sincerely,

Patricia Locki; President
Aational Indian Education Association

CC: Georgiana Tiger
Lawrence Snake
Ernie Stevens, Executive Director

Enclosure: Statement

PL:mjc
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STATEMENT

National Indian Education Association (NIEA)
Education Committee: National i:ongress

of AmericanIndians (NCAI)
Education Committee: National Tribal

Chairmen's Assbciation (NTCA)

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED LEGISLATION (p. 281-294)

In previous and separate letters and resolutions from each of the

above organizations, strong objections were voiced regarding the proposed

Indian Education Act of 1977 to establish a National Indian Education Com-

mission and to establish a National Trust Fund for Indian Education. While

we agree that consolidation and coordination of Indian education programs is

desirable, we continue to reject the particular,proposed plan for an Indian

Education Act of 1977 as described in Section VII - Proposed Legislation,

of the Task Force V Report.

Any such proposed legislation should have the prior approval and en-

dorsement of the National fribal Chairmen's Association, the National Congress

of American Indians and the National Indian Education Association.

We will propose alternative.recommendatione to strongthin Indian

education.

COMMENTS ON RECOMMENDATION THAT A SINGLE FEDERAL AGENCY SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED

FOR INDIAN EDUCATION

We recommend that policies be defined, programs initiated and strengthened

and reforms made within the Education Office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

DOI. Should the tribes agree that a new independent agency would strengthen

the Federal-Indian relationship and if, in the future, should such an agency

be created, then education should be a part of,and not separate from, the

whole. Tribes should design programs an, structure prior to establishment

of a coniolidated Indian Agency.

At present, the National'Indian education Association and the Education

Committees of NCAI and NTCA, cannot respond to AIPRC's recommendation that a

single federal agency be created for Indian education because we have not been

made aware of the structure, functions and authority of such an agency as it

pertains to Indian education. It is our concern that such an agency would

have,to tQure protection of the Indian Federal Trust Relationship.
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COMMENTS.ON THE NEED FOR CONSISTENCY IN TERMINOOGY AND USAGE THROUGHOUT

'THE SECTION ON EDUCATION (pps. 844throgh 8-130)

Throughout the report *there "-Should be a consistent focus toward the

education of Indians as benefitting members of tribes as controlled and

determined by tribes. Much of the existing terminology vaguely refers to

Indian "people", and "Indian" and "community" control. This is inconsistent

with AIPRC recommendations relating to the tribal control of education and

that education is clearly a jurisdictional right of the tribes. We strongly

recommend that all references to "community", "local" and "Indian" control

be deleted and that tribes or tribal control be inserted.

In the following section, issues or problems will be discussed briefly

and recommendations made pertinent to the issues.

ISSUE: Need for National Indian Education Councils (BIA) to Set Policies

and Priorities

Indian education policy is not now defined. There is ambiguity and

vagueness in defining the "special educational needs" of Indian children

in the context of the various areas of Indian education. The Office of

Education-BIA does not have an institutionalized system, to provide advice

relating to these educational policy areas. There are many qualified Indian

educatoes knowledgeable in specialized fields that can give advice to the

BIA relating to policy issues and program planning so that Indian education

could be more responsive to tribal needs. The Education Office within the

Bureau of Indian Affairs must heed the advice of a formalized body of Indian

educators. NIEA, NTCA and NCAI have repeatedly recommended by policy papers

and resolutions that the BIA Education must establish an All Indian Council

to set policy and give expert advice on programs. Such a Council should

also provide appropriate advice to education related functions of BIA Em-

ployment Assistance Office and continuing education functions of the BIA's

Division of Law and Order in order to support the training needs of law

enforcement related services.

93.440 0 78 37
552
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RECOMMENDATION

There must be established nine councils on Indian Education within

the BIA to develop comprehensive policy and program planning in various fields

Of Indian education and specifically in,the following areas:

1. Council on Early Childhood Education

2. Council on Elementary and Secondary Education

3. Council on Postsecondary Education (to include vocational,

career, and adult education)

4. Council on Education and the Media (to include library programs)

6. Council on Special Education (to include handicapped, learning

disabled, and gifted and talented)

6. Council on School and Plant Facilities/Operation

7. Council on Research and Development (to include development

of measurement, instrumentation and accreditation)

8. Council,on Teacher Training (to include the training of

administrators) -

9. Council on Bilingual and Multilingual Education (to include

curriculum development)

Council Representation: There shall be three American Indians on each

Commission. Representatives shall be recommended by the tribes and selected

according to depth of knowledge in each field. After three years, Council

will be composed of a total of nine members.

Terms of Service: The Council appointees shall serve 2 to 3 terms in

order that there will be a revolving cycle of new representatives.

Functions of Councils: The Councils shall establish policy, program

planning, and evaluation of Indian Educat4on programs rhey shall develop a

priority of goals annually; they shall propose long-range budget estimates

for Indian Education in the particular fields.

Each Council shall develop guidelines based on tribal recommendations

relative to the licensing and certification of educational personnel.

Each Council shall develop curricular alternatives in the particular

fields. Such policies shall be reflected in ihe BIA Manual.

553
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ISSUE: Need for Five Indian Education Service Centers

A majority of the tribes are geographically isolated and are poor.

Tribal Divisions of Education and education committees are thus denied access

to available educational.curricular and research materials nor,do they re-

ceive adequate training and technical assistance. .Tribes need these services

of program planning assistance. They need to have expert advice in the band.

Laalysis planning procedure related to budgetary priorities, in curricula

development, proposal writing and evaluation of prograts. They need to

know about exemplary Indian education programs that may be adapted and re-

plicated. All of this assistance should be more geographically accessible.

RECOMMENDATION

There shall be established by the BIA five Indian Education Service

Centers. The function of the Service Centers shall be to provide:

1. Data bank collection and retrieval and linkage

and dissemination functions.

2. Technical assistance including training programs.

3. Research and development (Knowledge production and utilization).

Such Service Centers shall be located in Anchorage, Alaska; San Francisco,

California; Denver, Colorado; Chicago, Illinois; and Washington, D. C. (to

coincide with commUnications systems sites asiproposed in Chapter C: Federal

Administration, page 46).

The Service Centers shall be placed under the authority of the BIA-DOI

but such line authority does not preclude future placement and structuring

within an independent and comprehensive Agency on Indian Affairs.

Staffing for the five Education Service Centers shall be selected

according to standards to be developed for the Indian Career Services' Divi-

sion of Recruitment and Training that would develop avenues for the recruit-

ment of qualified Indians as mandated by Section 12 of the Indian Reorganiza-

tion Act.

The five Service Centers shall be responsible for cooperating with and

assisting tribal councils and tribal Divisions or Dgpartments of Education

that have comprehensive and coordinative management of tribal education

programs.
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The nine National Indian Education Councils shall 'meet-regularly at the

five Service Centers in order to provide additional technical assistance and

research information.

ISSUE: Need for an Indian Career Service

A policy that Indians are to receive "absolute employment preference"

was first enunciated in 1882. This policy has been reaffirmed in the Indian

Reorganization Act of 1934, in a 1946 solioitor general's opinion, and in a

presidential policy staVament in 1970. Yet in the BIA, Indians predominantly

occupy Tow level positions and non-Indians disproportionately occupy high

policy making posts. Indians constitute fully 84.6% of BIA employees in the

four lowest G.S. brackets, but only 16.8% of the employees at G.S. levels 14 .

and above. These overall figures are similarly reflected in the BIA educa-

tional systems. Past attempts at providing inservice education training to

non-Indians has been discouraging. The present Civil Service system perpe-

tuates the situation where non-Indians are unsuccessfully teaching our Indian

children and administering education programs.

RECOMMENDATION

The Congre s should enact legislation establishing an Indian Career
--

Service, indepe ent of the Civil Service, throughout federal Indian programs

now operated by e various Offices and Agencies including the Oftice of Indian

Education 0E-DHEW and the Indian Public Health Service and as authorized by

Section 12 of the Indian Reorganization Act.

ISSUE: Inadequate Support for Tribally Chartered Colleges

At present, the financing of tribally chartered colleges serving members

of federally recognized tribes is inequitable and insufficient. Only three

tribally chartered colleges, the Navajo Commirity College, Rosebud's Sinte

Gleska and Pine Ridge's Lakota College, are rIceiving BIA support. There is

no comprehensi-e financing plan to provide basic support for the 20 tribes
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now operating colleges: Rosebud Sioux, Pine Ridge Sioux, Sisseton-Wahpeton

'Sioux, Cheyenne River Sioux, Standing Rock Sioux, Santee Sioux, Omaha,

Winnebago, Turtle Mountain Chippewa, Lummi, Blackfeet, Navajo, Tanana Chiefs,

Inupiat, Northern Cheyenne, Devil's Lake Sioux, Hualapai-Havasupai, Keweenaw

Bay Chippewa and Fort Berthold (Hidatsa, Mandan and Arikara). There is a

lack of fiscal projections for requests for appropriations for next year ando

the next five years for these tribes' postsecondary education college programs.

The tribally chartered colleges also need ongoing technical assistance after

they are established.

Flaming Rainbow at Tahlequah, Okl.;homa, the college serving the Cherokee,.

is also lacking BIA operational support. It is at present not tribally

chartered, but its student body is 60% Cherokee. Flaming Rainbow and Inupiat

are four-year institutions.

The BIA also has the responsibility to assist in the developmental

aspects of tribal postsecondary programs. The following tribes are currently

planning tribally chartered colleges: The Mississippi Band of Choctaw; the

Crow; the Fort Belknap; the Fort Peck Assiniboine and Sioux; and the White
4

Mountain Apache.

RECOMMENDATION

Legislation must be enacted to provide funding for the planning and

development of, and for basic operational support to the tribes for their

tribally chartered colleges. Support must be provided for tribes who wish

to establish four year and graduate institutions. The funding process must

not circumvent the tribal governments but must be consistent with P.L. 93-638.

ISSUE: Conflicting Education Decision Makers - Need for Tribal Education Divisio,

All tribes do not now have full authority in fiscal matters and other

policy decisions regarding education programs for their tribal members. These

authorities are frequently assumed by individuals am' organizations not re-

sponsible to the elected tribal governments. The result of this assumption of

authority has often been fiscal and decision-making circumvention of the tribal

governments. Another result' has been a proliferation of education committees,

t)
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boards and organizations that frequently have overlapping and confusing

Programs and priorities without true attenton to tribal- priorities.

RECOMMENDATION

In order to ensure tribal self-determination and decision-making in

all aspects of education, it is recommended that support be given to tribes

that wish to initiate tribal cilvisions or departments of education. Tribal

divisions of education would have the purpose of coordinatilib and consolidating

all education programs within the jurisdiction of the tribe, including early

childhood, elementary, secondary, postsecondary scholarship programs and career

education programs such as the BIA Employment Assistance Program. Such pro-

grams as Title I, Title IV, Title VII, JOM, tribal colleges, contract schools,

etc., could then be coordinated by the Tribal Division of Education in order to

avoid overlap and duplication of programs and to avoid fiscal decision-making

circumvention of the tribal authority. Parental involvement would continue to

be stressed but would be within the context of tribal control and authority.

ISSUE: Need for Preparatory Academies

Because of inadequate preparation, many Indian students are not suc-

cessful in college. Attrition rates between the first and second year of

college are above 50%. In addition, Indian 5tudents have difficulty in

entering graduate programs because of a lack of.ipecialized academic skills.

There is a critical need for both pre-college and graduate preparatory pro-

grams that would adfloultely prepare Indian students for success in areas of

study that are critical to tribal needs. Indian professionals are scarce

in the areas of medicine, law, natural Aesources, etc.

RECOMMENDATION

There must be established at least five regional American Indian

Preparatory Academies of high quality to meet the needs of students preparing

to enter college and special graduate programs. The Bureau of Indian Affairs

should give this charge to the appropriate National Indian Education Councils
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to develop a workable plan. The BIA should then request adequate appropriations
. .

from the Congress to support such Academies.

ISSUE: ',Needs for Indian Special Education

Indian children that are handicapped, learning disabled and gifted and

talented are the most educationally neglected of all children. These children

are miseducated and undereducated because the BIA, the Office of Education,

and state education agencies have failed to provide appropriate programs for

the Indien child with special education needs. These children have not been

identified adequately or adequately served. The responsible agencies have

not requested adequate amounts to serve these children, nor have they-planned

for quality educational services.

RECOMMENDATION

The BIA and the Office of Education-OHEW must reqUest sufficient monies

in order to provide appropriate programs for the Indian handicapped and learning

.disabled. Monies must also be requested and provided for the development of

appropriate instrumentation to identify Indian gifted and talented children

and to provide culturally appropriate programs for these children.

ISSUE: Bilingual and Multilingual Education Needs of Indians

Indian children speak appreximately 252 languages. These children have

been denied the right to obtain an education equal to the education afforded

English-speaking children.

The BIA's and OE's insistence in perpetuating the use of a monolingual

(English) educational system cannot be sustained. Through the emphasis on

existing monolingual curricula and the utilization of predominantely English

teachers, school systems promote a single-minded proficiency in English that

would replace any "foreign" language. Indians do not receive adequate monies

from the Bilingual Education Acts of 1968 and 1974.
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RECOMMENDATION

Title VII - The Bilingual Education Act should be amended to provide

for the bilingual and bicultural education needs of American Indian children

who speak 252 different languages. Tribes should be allowed to decide if

curricala should be in both the tribal language and in the English language.

Tribes, tribal education divisions and the family should also decide if

teachers should acquire competencies in the tribal language before attempting

to teach their children. Curriculum iwIndian languages would be a priority

of the Council on Indian Bilingual and Multilingual education.

tit
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NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S
ASSOCIATION

Sults 207 1701 Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W. Washington, D.C. 20000
202 34379484

Honorable James Aboureak
irman, American Indian
Policy Review Commission

20 & D Streets, S.W.
Room 3158
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Senator Abouremk:

Enclosed for review and consideration by the American
Ind' n POlicy Review Commission is a Statement to the Board of
Dir tors of the National Tribal Chairmen's Association by a
Spec al Committee of the Hoard delegated to review tho work.of
the 0pisuion. We thank the Commission for affording us the
oppor unity of commenting.

April 20, 1077

1
Sincerely yours,

William Youpe ,
Executive irector

WY/kb

cc: NTCA Board of Directors

Enclosure

56o
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NTCA SPECIAL COMMIT= FOR REVINN
OF Tie FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY
REVIEW COMMISSION:

STATEMENT ON THECOMAISSION'S
FINAL REPORT
APRIL Ws Z077

0 Merch 23, 1977, the American Indian Policy Review

Commission su itted its Tentetiveltinal Report to the Indian tribes

and people of th United States solioitins their comments on a

massivo volume el,' material which we must assume trom its authors'

intent will bear a profound impact on the Indian experience and the

tribal future. We find the Report as a whole strongly states an

Indian perspective of Indian history and aspirations. NTCA from the

beginning has questioned many of the premises Of the Commission

including its necessity, its manner of securing representation of

the Indian community in its processes, and am avowed oricntacion

toward change through the legislative proceSs. We should state at

the outset of this paper that there is much in the Final Report with

which we must agree, perhaps a majority or the Report is aligned with

what we believe to be tribal consensus on familiar issues or at

least logical extensions oraccepted views.

We cannot and do not, however, offer a blanket endorsement

of the Report. There is a certain exuberance in its narrative and

recomm,,ndations from which we derive skepticism only because we

detect at some points a discrepancy between what is possible and

what is desirable. Some within NTCA will discover a lack of wisdom

and toughmindedness in Commission statements with which they agree

in principle.
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-This Committee finds it impossible and unwise to attempt

a full scale critique of the Report. There arp simply too Many'

issues that will be resolved, even within the Indian community, only

after long debate and actual experience. We do know that_ we cannot

logically respond, as /the Commission has requested, by checking the

appropriate space on a preprinted form to indicate whether the report'

9

is "Excellent," "Good," "Poor," nor would this contribute significantly

to the historical weight of the Report.

This Committee thus suggests that N1CA resolve firmly to

reserve to itself the right to comment specifically and in full iu4

each recommendation of the Commission is brought before Congress.

Not only does this appreach accord with the realities of the American

political process but We believe it better allows for evolution amd

development oF the issues and principles governing Indian affairs.

While we juive adoptgl a policy herein of reserving comment

on specific issues, for.the most part, we recognize certain funda-

mental tenets of Indian law which underlie the whole of our relation-

ship to the United States and which are basically unalterable and not

evolving because they are based on historic fact. It is the intent

of the Committee in thib Statement to discuss some of these basic

concepts not in the context of criticism of the Commission but as an

expression of our views of the thrust of the law and of the most pro-

ductive restruCturing of the emphasis of Indian affairs.

6.2
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I. The Purpose of an Indian Policy

At a time when there is growing confusion among many

groups of American citizens and in state capitals concerning the mJaning

of tribal existence there is a need for restatement and publicatibn of

a purpose to the conduct of federal Indian affairs. Without some sense

of purpose there is no vitality to the Commission's analysis of existing

law or recommendations as to how the policy shou10.best be carried out.

That purpose, we believe, lies in a basic human right of

.the individual to seek fuLfillment of his maximum potential in the

political, social, and lalturnl sett%ng of his choice,1/ -.The individual

deriVes his identity from his cultum :nd, for the Indian, this

culture has been and cont,inues to bP defined by the realities of the

tribe, trt:ial membership, and the trib1.1 homeland and history. Thug,

as a cru,:ta. o:peet of their own Ir.intan rights, Indian people who choose

to live in t'w tribal context firmly believe in 411(1 seek to secure I4e

existence oi tribes into per,Jetuity as self-4overning political

entities. ThiF s a oeal fully contemplated in past and present Indien

policy. As r t I as 1975, in the Indian Sell-bet rmination Act, Con-

gress declared "its commitment to the maintenance of the Federal Govern-

ment's unique And continuing relationship with and responsibility to the

Indian people through the establishment of a meaninglul Indian self-
\

detirmination-policy . . . ." 25 U.S.C,A, 450a(b). The very straight-

forward congressional declarst.ion apparently was bssed in large measure

upon its finding of the fundamental Indian concerns we arc raisirrg

hero -- that "the Indian peonie will never surrender their desire to

1/ Article I if the United °Nations Covenant on Ee-symic, Social
Led Cultural Rights provides that:

All peoples have the right of self-determi4aiian, fly
virtue of that right they freely determ.i.o toeir poli-
tical status and ireely pursue their eceoemic, social
and cultural development,
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'control their relationships both among themselves and with non-

Indian governments, organizations, and persons." Id. § 450(a)(2).

Indian tribes possess the moral right to endure and they shall do

so as self-determining peoples.

Beyond the Indian's own purpose, however, we peeive in

the'maintenance of Indian tribes and culture a furtherance of the

precepts of Americanism. This country has believed that it draws

strength as a nation from the diversity of its included cultures,

from its tolerance of divergent societies, and from its commitment

to the protection of legitimate Minority aspirations. Likewise, there

is national strength in the fulfillment of nationvl commitment to

other nations of the wor:d and to its own citizens. On the contrary,

we believe the United States in modern times stnnds for the prinei, .%

that purposeful destruction oi societies and cultures is :,.soral and

2/
violative of humgn rights.

The Indian right to survive as Indian and the United States'

commitment to certain moral principles governing the fabric and

direction of national life must establish the underlying purpose of

any federal Indian policy.

II. The Legal Oasis of Tribal Existence and Authority

While all people possess the inherent moral right to main-

tain and develop their native cultures and social, political organiza-

tion, no people in American history has ever presented that issue in

2/ See p.g., The international Genocide Convention of December 9, 3948,

would outlaw the purposeful destruction ot a national, racial, or
religious group as such. U.N. Treaties No. 1021, p. 277, 45 Am.J.
Intel Law 1951 Supp. 7
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the federal context and been accorded that right as a matter of

Constitutional, international, and statutory law. Indian tribes

are unique in the American legal system. It must not be forgotten

that before the age of European discovery Indian Tribes enjoyed com-

plete mastery of the continent, Soverning their land and people as

fully sovereign, self-determinins polities. They weve independent

0 nations possessed oi unlimited powers of self-government controllin

both their external and internal relations.' Pony tribes, such as those

of the Iroquois Confederation, aOhieved levels of sophistication in poli-

tical organization still regarded as models of effective government.

In the post Revolutionary period, the reality ol ,the day

dictated that the uniqueness of Indian tribes be repOgnized in the

formation of the new federal system. Thus, the Constitution expressly

recognizes Indian tribes and identifies them as political entiti2s

separate from tilt states and foreign nations -- to be dealt with as

tribes. Art. I, § 8, cl. 3. Tne Constitution itself suggests that

Indian tribes were self-governing in fact.

The United States treated with Indian tribes on the same

basis as it did with the powers of Europe. Holdeu v. Igx, 84 U.S.

(17 Wall.) 211, 242-43 (1872). Treaty making is in fact an exercise

of mutual undertakings between co-equal sovereigns and the formulation

of treaties with Indian tribes a recognition by the United States of

their sovereign nature and capacity. The treaties entered into by

the United States constitute perr-knent agreements establishing

5 G5
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permanent relationships. In them the United States agreed to the

imposition of limitations on its own sovereignty and.both parties

have recognized the mutuality of their agreements through the years.

It.should tj noted,that in tkw colonial and post Revolutionary Ware,-

era the United State's often sought and received the assistance of

the tribes and, in concluding treaties of peace, that the United

as much in the'need of peace as did the tribes.

Indian.tribes and people paid dearl in lives, land and

_-
property as their part or-erceagre-einwirts-r The United States' fore-

most payment was the promise that the Indian would have his tribe

and his remainins land forever. The uncompromised duration of the

agreement termed the basis ot tribal conent. Indian tribes, the

courts, and the United States cannot, regard these treaties as mere

relies for the archivist. The assertion ot treaty rishts calls for

the fulfillment oF living agreements reaohed long ago between nations.

This view is part of American law,

The relationship of Indian triber to the United States waS

first considered comprehensively by the SLpreme Court in 1832, and the

analysis of Chief Justioe John Marshall in Worcester v. Georgia, 111 U.S.

(6 Pet.) 515 (1832) has never been repudiated. Worcester remains today

as the foundation of the existence ot Indian tribes and the source of

their vitality. In Worcester, the Court recognized that prior to the

European discovery of America Indians constituted a "distinct people,

divided into separate nations, independent.qf each other and of the
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rest of the.world, .having institutions of their own, and governing

themselves by their own laws." Id. at 542. Discovery by various

European powers did not annul the pre-existing rights of these nations,

including.their property and political rights. Id. at 543. As

matter of international agreement between European sovereagns, the

recognized principles of war, conquest, and discovery conferred

certain rights on the American continent, but only between those

nations which agreed to them. As to land, the rights of discovery

gave only an ex'61.usive right to purchase from the possessor. Id. at

543-44. Indian nations retained their sovereign discretion to cede

or not to cede their rights in land. Id. at 544.

Great Britain, from whom the obligations and understandipp

Of the United States were derived, conferred no power.of conquest

upon their colonies except the power to make defensive war for juSt

cause. The British colonies thuA had no power to destroy independent

nations, and, during their tenure, they did not in fact attempt to

interfere with Iodian self-government. Id. at 547 Tribes willingly

accepted from various European nations necessary supplies and pro-

tection against invasion so long as their actual independence was

untouched and their right to self-government was

at 547.

knowledged. 11.

The United States, following the Revolution and under the

Constitution, regarded the Indian nations, as had the British, as:

distinct, independent political communities
retaining their original natural rights, as
the undisputed possessors of the soil from
time immemorial, with the single exception
of that imposed by irresistable power . . .

The Constitution, by deciaring treaties al-
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ready made, as well as those to be made, to
be the supreme law of the land, has adopted
and sanctioned the previous treaties with the
Indian nations, and consequently admits their
rank among those powers who are capable of
making treaties . . .

* * *

The very fact of repeated treaties with.
them necognizes (their title to self-sovern-
ment); and the settled doctrine of the law of
nations is'that a power does not surrender its
independence -- its right to selF-government,
by associating with h stronger and taking its
protection.

Id. at 559, 561. In Worcester, the Court thus held the Cherokees

to,be a nation, a distinct community occupying its own territory

in which the laws of Georgia had no effect. The inherent right

Of self-government of America's Indian tribes identified and pre-

served in Worcester has never been surrendered by the tribes or

extinguished by the United States.

A. The Power of Consent

As political entities retaining inherent sovereign povers

Indian tribes possess the basic power of consent, i.e. , the power to

give or to withhold their consent to actions affecting them. The

consent power, we believe, is reserved to,the tribes ii. much the

same way as the states reserve aspects of their sovereignty under

the Constitution. U.S. Const., amend. x. The tribal power of

consent is recognized in specific provisions such as the consent

requirement for state assumption of jurisdiction in 25 U.S.C. §§

1321(a), 1322(a). There is clear reservation of tribal power of

568
9 3.440 0 - 7 8 38
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consent and self-government in the tribal government reorganizations

under the Indian Reorganization Act, 25 U.S.C. §§ 476 et 22g. (1970).

"The laws of an Indian'tribe owe their force to the will of the membsrs

of the tribe,".-Cohen, Handbook of Federal Indian Law, 122 (U.N. Mex.

ed.), and the constitutions of many tribes expressly provide that powers

not delegated to the tribe are reserved to the people. The I.R.A.

itself constitutes congressional recognition of the power of consent

retained by Indian people in matters of their self-governing authority.

See 25 U.S.C. § 476.

The power of consent forms the historical basis for the

special legal relationship between Indian tribes and the United States.

It was the essence of the treaty-making process and of the.many

agreements reduced to statutory form after 1871. Indian tribes,

possessed 01 vast land, mineral, and water resources in preceding

centuries consented to the cession of their land and certa in aucbority
.

but this was done in a context of contract, not of gift, for nutual

considerations including the obligations of the United State!;.

Trites did not consent tip surrender their rights of self-government

iind the United States explicitly And implicitLy obligated itself

to secure this right to the tribes with whom it dealt. Thils, it is

the position of th:s Committee that the special relationship between

Indian tribes and the federal government and the legal obligations of

the latter with regard to that relationship are founded ir specific

agreements and statutory commitments

569
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III. Tribal Government

The relationship between the Unitoe States and the Indian

tribes, founded in treaty and agreement, is essentially Political in

origin and exists between governmental entities. The continued

existence of the relationship and its manifest mutual obligations

thus implies the necessity of tribal governments. The Supreme Court

has recently cited the principle that tribal organization is essontinl

to the federal/Indian relationship:

If he tribal organivA th

1

tion of e Shawnee
is noserved intact, and recognized by the
po 1 tical department of the government as
existing, then they are a'people distinct
from others,' capable ot making treaties,
separated from the jurisdiction oi Kansas.
and to be governed exclusively by the Govern-
ment of the Union. le under the control oi
Congress, from necessity there can be no
divided authority.

McClanahan v. State Tax Commission of. Arizonao:1,11 U.S. 164, 169

(1973), nuoting. The Kansas Indians, 5 Wall. 737 (1867). IAkewiSel

the Court long ago held that Indian tribes

. . wero and always have been regarded as
having a semi-independent position when they
preserved their tribal relations; . . .

McClanahan v. State Tax Commission of Arizona, supra, quoting United

States v. Kagema, 118 U.S. at 381-82 (1886) (emphasis added).

It is the tribe to which the U.S. obligation is owed; there

is no general special legal relationship with individual Indians

except insofar as the individual has "maintained his tribal relations."

Moreover, the determination of who is to be considered a tribal member

it

5 7()
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has been treated Almost exclusively as a political function of the

tribe. Thus the individual Indian's special relationship to the

United.States4is by reason of his own legal/political affiliation with

a tribe which possesses a recognized political relationship with the

federal government. There is no unique obligation to Indians on the

basis of racial classification. See Morton.v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 515,

554, n. 24,and legal preferences accorded members of federally recog-

nil6od tribes are not racial discrimination hut are political in

nature. Id.

The exchanges of consent and commitments between tribal

and federal sovernments and the consequent political/legal relation-

ship which surviVes to the present day and continues to develop end

grow is nevertheless grounded in specific historical cireumstanCeS

Ond agreements. There were specific entrustments of land and

resources, specific promises and reservations made. These are

to be construed broadly, as the Indians would have understood them

when they bargained with, the United States; but the relationship does

not arise from an abstract duty to protect the Indian people. It is,

however, the intent of Indian people to hold the United States to

its contracts.

We conclude from the foregoing that the concept of federal

recognition is crucial to an understanding of the federal/Indian

relationship and to its development. It is a realistic-adjunct of

sovereignty for the sovereign to recognize-those entities with which

it has dealt politically in the past atwi..--lato34hich it will deal in

the future. It is our opinion that the federal recognition doctrine

is still vital to Indian tribes because it secures the essential
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political natur4a of our relationship to the federal government which,

was first established in the Ccystitution. We would object to any

recommendation of the Commissidn that subverts the sound political/

iegal basis of the relationship between Indian tribes and the federal

government 4nd thereby diminishes tribal government.

IV. The Trust Relationship

. We have purposely used the concept of trust sparingly in

this Statement because it is of such importance to Indian people that

it should not be used loosely or a;bitrarily. Much of the relationship

betweSii Indian tribes and the United States is founded in the

legal concept of trust. Indian tribal and individual assets

have been placed and accepted in trust by the United States for their

beneficial owners. The trust status of Indian law and property impose

upon the United States exacting duties of fiduciary care. Those

duties are broad and we would nklt attempt here to define them pre-

cisely. Nevertheless, we do not believe the trust authorizes general

domination and control by the federal government ever the full range

of tribal affairs or the daily lives of Indian people. On these

principles, we believe we are substantially in accord with the

Commission.

V. Specific Issues

A. Treaties

The Commission recommends that Congress enact legislation

directing federal agencies to administer the trust responsibility in

accord with, inter alia, the following principle:

57E
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The United States shall not abrogate or in any
way infringe any treaty rigbts, or non-treaty
rights which are protected by the trust respon-
sibility, without first seeking to obtain the
consent of the affected Indian or Indians. Such
rights Shall not be abroguted or infringed with-
out Such consent except under extraordinary cir-
cumstances where a compelling national interest
requires otherwise. With or without Indian con-
sent, such rights shall not be abrogated or in-
fringed in any wity except pursuant to a Congress-
ional act which identifies the Specific affected
Indian rights anti which states that it is the
intent of Congress to abrogate or infringe such
rightS.

We believe this to be one of the .most fundamental principles upon

which Indian affairs should be structured in the future and urge

that it he incorporated into legislatioti and accorded high priority

in this Congress.

B. Tribal Exercise of Jurisdiction

This committee le fully aware of the passions stirred by

the issue of tribal jurisdiction. We believe the issue should be

controlled by the principles of inherent sovereignty, flexibility

and cooperation, The decision of the Ninth Circuit in Oliphant v.

Schlie, 544 F.2d 1007 (1976), sets forth a sound analysis ol. the

nature of tribal authority.

In general, problems of conflicting and often chaotic 3iatterns

of jurisdiction involving tribal, federal, state, and local govern-

ments must be resold in accord with the status and needs of indi-

vidual Indian tribes. The law must recognize and restore the inherent

jurisdictional authority of all tribes buV must, at the same time;

recognize the varying resources, lapd base characteristics, population

sizes, choices concerning the scope of autonopy to be exercised, and

5 '73
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the cultures of the individual tribes. In particular we support the

well-planned, well-funded retrocession to the tribes and federal

government of all P.L. 280 jurisdiction on the basis of local *ribial

option.

Members of this Committee are firm believers in the

basic capacity of tribal governments to administer due process of

law to members and non-members alike. Theve is yet much work to

be done in this regard, however, and federal assistance is required.

Perhaps the most pressing need is for tribal development or redesign

of their criminal and civil codes. There is a continuing need to

upgrade the training of tribil ludges. Tribni appellate courts are

often inadequate or non-existent. There is a pressing need to extend

full faith and credit to the orders and Judgments of tribal courts.

Furthermore, looking to the futuve, there is need for

, tribes to make clear to all persons, whether living on the reserva-

tion or not, the scope of jurisdietIon they intend to exercise. The

concept in the law of the United States, spelled out in statute or

ordinance, of implied consent to jurisdiction by reason of entry into

a designated geographic area does not deny due process of law to

persons so consenting.

We suggest, however, with regard to this last point, that

serious consideration be given to the desirability and feasibility

of placing U.S. magistrates on Indian reservations to exercise juris-

diction over tribal non-members.
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C. Conflicts of Interest

Resolution of the conflict of interest problem pervading

the entire federal administration of Indian affairs is of utmost

importance. Indian tribes must have access to competent, inde-

pendent legal counsel if they are to protect their assets and

rights against incursions by federal, state, and private interests.

We will reserve comment on the many specific proposals directed to

this end by the Commission. WO would emphasize, however, that the

federal government has assumed its obligations as a unified entity

and no federal agency is free to disregard trust or other responSi-

bilities.

D. An Independent Agency'

One of the primary tenes of the Commission's Report is

that federal policy should be directed toward creation of en incle-

pendent agency or department to administer Indian affairs. There is

much difference of opinion in Indian country concerning this proposal,

but the Committee believes hrICA should support serious consideration

of the proposal as a long-term goal. We still have serious misgiv.ings

concerning the justification for,such an undertaking offered by the

Commission. The proposal suffers on many points from lack of clarity.

Further, it does not appear that,a new agejley necessarily would save

basic conflicts of interest.
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The Committee believes an independent department presents

tibe potential for more effective delivery Of funds to Indian people.

4legionaliztation and fragmentation of services could be reduced, the.

/ cost of bureaucracy cut. he goal of,ahy morgahization should be
s.

.

to deliver the federal dollar dearest the problem with the greatesC

possible impact.

Reorganization, whether in the 9IA cOntext Or in a-new

context, should also reconceptualize the present Ares Orifice. Such

offices should be transformed into Technical Assistance Centers With

the authority and capacity tO deliver the highest qualitY pi'ofessional

services possible -- through contracts with the private tvetor if

need be. The channels of political authority should be free to flow

directly between the /igen4icis and the Central Office. The Agency

Superintendent should be

1

iven more flexibility and more authority to

deliver what individualkt'ibes actually want and need.

E. Congressional Catmittee Structure

The Committee views with alarm the recent trend in Congress

to merge legislative jurisdiction over Indian affairs into a public

lands committee in the House and into two committees in the Senate.

The eventual resolution in the Senate creating a temporary select

committee was welcome, but Indian affairs demands greater expertise,
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-continuity, and security.than Congress has 'now provided. We support

the Commission recommendations calling far creation of permanent

standing or select committees in both houses of Congress or a Joint

Select Committee.

F. Federal Domestic Assistance Prvigrams

Indian tribes must be integrated into federal domeStic

assistance lelivery systems. The unintended subjection oF tribes..

to state jurisdiction interferes directly with the exercise of

tribal sovereignty .and fs inconsistent with federal policy recOg-

nizing the)self-governing status of Indian tribeS. Moreover, there

are far too many instances of state administration of programs for

reservation Indians resulting in inefficient, reduced, and SomettmeS

discriminatory delivery of services. These tribes which possess the

capability should be granted the option of electing to receive direct

-Tederal'funding And-te assUme-admintetrative control of.programee

CONCLUSION

We have Offered the foregoing views out of a deep sense of

our commitment to the soundness of the principles upon which Indian

law and the trust relationship are based. There is also a great" need

at this juncture in Indian history to be about our busipess with

.diligence, dedication and cOmpassion for our people.

- WENDELL CHINO
- bhUCE MILLER TOWNSEND

5 7 7
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NATIVE AMERICAN CENTER
1214 N. Hudson

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73103
Ansa Coda 405 232-2512

, May 2, 1977

American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 2015

<<

Dear Sir:

It is impossible to make'comment on these final 410port.

We waited for'the material to be sent under separate cover as

instructed.

We have not received them as of today's date May 2, 1977.

MAG/ob

Sincerely,

Millie A. Giago
Executive Director

5 78
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Ati46,NATIVE AMERICAN
COALITION OF TULSA

P.0.8ox2646 Tulmm74102

zikCT

TO:

FROM:

819 S. Denver Tuba. Oklahoma

Phone (918)883-3643

April 20, 1977

American Indian Policy Review Commission

Pamola E. Iron, Director
Indian Health Care Resource Center

RtC.4APR gg 1917

SUBJECT: Observations and Recommendations on "A Guide to the Final
Repert of the American Indian Policy Review Commission"

I. Chapter 5: Legal Status (page 5)
(Historical Overview and Jurisdictiop)

Before tribal governments are given the same powers as "local
governments" by the Executive Branch of government, the tribal
governmeni should:

(n) be found to have a fair and democratic constitution which was
-.passed by a simple majority (50% PluSI)._Of that tribe;_

(b) a tribe must accept any person who is on their tribal role as
a "voting member" of that tribe, and consider membership to
indiiiduals who are at least one-quarter (b) blood quantum
of that tribe regardless of location, head-rite status, or any
limiting factlr as c "voting member" of-that tribe.

It should be noted that many American Indians are not allowed
to vote because of location or some superficial restriction
and therefore arl deneid the right to vote, especially those
Indian people living off the reservation. Therefore, the
tribal government cannot be representative of a majority of
its membership if certain Indian people who are bonafide
descendants of that tribe are denied the right to vote;

(c) tribal officials must be elected by those members included in
section (6) by a simple majority with controls on ballot count-
ing being equal to any otuer national election, overseen by the
department of Interior;

(d) other areas which wOuld directly apply to the abeve recommend-
ations:

1. Chapter 6: Federal Administration p 17. Subject: "Tribal
governments as equal to state governments in the federal
0.'ivery system of federal domdstic assistance programs.
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2. Chapter 7: Economic Development- Taxation., the authOritY

- of a tribe to enact a tax on their tribe. (pi Me
-*

II. Chapter 6: Federal Administration (p. 19)

The current recommendation.of "The Indian Career Service" appointment.

system has some merits, however once the employee is appointod, he

should not give up pny Civil Service Commission laws protecting him

%from political "manuevpring" to remove him without due.process.

III. Chapter 8: Social Services - Health (p.35)

We stand in complete agreement with vie concept and reality of Indian

centers in urban areas providing health care and social services

(especially via P.L. Title V).

IV. Chapter 9: Off-Reservation Indians ,

C.

We fully support all issues dealing with off-reservation'Indians.
Hbwever, the urban Indian center who have a non-profit incorporated

status and ag Indian Board of Directors should be recognized by the

federal government to.contract directly with themlor health care

and social services. This view is supported by P.L. 94-437, Title

V. in that congress specifically, recognized unmet health care needs,

in urban areas containing a large population of:Indian people.

BEFORE granting tribes control over urban programs, "The Select
--------------Comnittee.on_Indian.Affeqe,should conduct a survey of the forty

major tribes of Oklahcea as to how
health, education, and welfare of Indians living in Tulsa and

Oklahoma City they have initiated and supported before P.L. 94-437

was passed. The response should be very revealing. ,

cc: Rep. James R. Jones
Rep. Theodere M. Risenhoover
Sen. Dewey Bartlett
Sen. Abourezk
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MIrch 31, 1977

NOCIRANDU4

'les M1 Tribes and Indian Organizations

Prams Native Anerican Rights. Raid and American Indian taw Center

Ras Final Report of the Aterican Indian Policy Review mernipsion

The final report of the krerican Indian Policy Review Omoissicin sea
issued to tribes and. Indian =imitations on March 23,. 1977 for their re-
view and =rents. Given the' relatively short tine for responses to the

Concnissicn report (all responses are to be submitted to tte Cormaissian no

later than April 23, 1977), the Native Mariam Rights Sod and the Kier-

ican Indian Lisa Center have prepared a wide to the Cannissiom report to

assist tribes and Indian organizaticas in the preparaticn of their res-

pollees to the report of the American Indian Policy letvi.ew Commission.

44 She attache6 guide is divided into bio sections. The first section

contains a smeary of reoamendatiens contained in each chapter of rle

majority report, as wall as the xeconnendaticns ccotained in the minority

rePort ",-SeParate-Dlasientist9.,VAWS Pf,9;119m48W!1 P-19.Y.cc.lq Eact.Etc"
amendation is presented with a designation ma to the reoamended action

to te taken by each party to the Federal-Indian relationship. She second

aection of the guide contains evaluations of each chapter of the Ccands-

sion rOart prepucklbythe staffs of the Native American Rights Fund amd

the Indian Lew Center. These evaluations do not represent either ah en-

dersenent or rejection of Commission reommandations, but rativ,r are in-

tended to highlight issues which each tribe and Indian organization must

'evaluate from their cwn perspective given the varbati of cironstances1
unique topach group. In some instances, the counents addressing certain

chapters of the Conmissice *report focus upon the omission of issues cm

reocenendations in a'given object area. in these areas, tribes will need

to evaluate the effect of an issue's mission, and to generate their posi-

tions relative to that issue, so that oodgress may be fully informed of

'the views of each tribe or Indian organization prior to acting upon Com-

udesion reccurrendations.

r
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f
The Policy Itaview °misdealt:a has held six hearings over the past

five months to review the findings and recamendatiats contained in the

final report of the COmmission. As a result, the arcificuceding and

eUbstance of eadh reameniation represents a ocnsensus vote of Indian

and non-Indian Conoissioners, and may vary from the recomendations

=attained in Task Fbroe reports. Thus, tribes and Indian organizatiOns

nust closely scrutinize all recaatendatims of the final report to de-

ternine the adequacy of eadh recommendation to accomplish its stated

goal, as well as the extent to which the recconendations represent the

Imdian position, and the degree of acceptance the recommendations nay

fimd among the group, evaluating the report.

The thi.w days scheduled 63r the receipt of respcitses to the

final reportuerk thelast opportunity for tribes and Indian organiza-

tions to convent upon the findings and reccenendations of the American

Indian Policy Revieo Commission. Tribal respommas ere critical to the

quality and credibility of the Omission report and the future of

Federal-Indian policy.

.
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AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION FINAL REPORT

Chapter 4 , Federai-Indian Trust Relations

Rec'mendetionsx Action to be

76)03rf)fing out itS 41ust obligations to American

Jr:Wiens (includlmOlaskaNatives) it shall be the poliey

te) faVeliate3 States to recognize and ect Consistent with

princip/es of 104:

/7- 1. The trust respoisibility to Merican Indians is an.
established' legal Obligation Whah requires the United
States to) prOteat anci a:thence Indian trust resources and

tribaJ self-govetnaent. Ilide'includes the duty to provide

services for trustprotection and enhance:rent. In carrying

out the trust respansibility,,the [tilted States shall be

hald tO the highest standards of care'and good faith

oonsistent with the principles of cam= law trust. Legal

end equitable remedies shall be available in Federal mutts

am:loath of such standards.

7. Although the trust responsibility is a legally binding duty

required of all UnitekStates agencies and instrumentalities

ana although Ccogness has the ultimate responsibility for
roe

insuring that *beauty is net, there shall te in the Executive
Branch ana independent prima agent which is charged with the.

ertnaipel tisponsDoility forfaithfully administering the trust.

3. The trust responsibility extends through tha tribe tO the Indian

*ember whether cn Groff the reservation. His or her rights

persumMtto this United States obligation are not affected by

services which he/she may receive on the same Weis as other

United States citizens or which the tribe may reoeive on the

Same basis as any other governmental unit;

4. The United States hold legal title to Indian trust property

but fell equitable title rests wdth the Indian cwners.

a

-1-
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Chapter 4: Federal-Indian Trust Relations

RecOmmendations: Action to be taken b

14

°Mmdian Trust Rights ImpaCt Statement. Before any agency takes o
0 rt

actionwhich may abrogateor in anyway infringe any /ndian
0

4 4 M
IA tr

treaty rights, or ncm-treaty rights *act: are pr3tected by the%2% o
a 4

trust respensibility, it shall prepare and submit to the appro,

priate carnittees ir. both houses of Congress an Indian Trust Rights

Inpect Statement. Such Impact Statorent shall include but not be

limited to the following information:

1. Nature eihe prcp3sod action.

2. Nature of the Indian rights which may te abrogated or in anyway

infringed by the pioposed action.

3. Mether =went of the affected Indians has teen sought and

obtained. /f such consent has not been obtained, then an explan-

ation of the extraordinary circusstances where a oosoellio;

national interest requiresthe takingr of such action without

Indian comment.

4. If the proposed action involves taking or otherwise ihfringing

Indian trust lailds, whether or not lieu lands have been offered

to the affecbmd Indianpr Indians.

!lbe United States shall not abrogate or in anyway infringe any

st.non-treaty rights which are protecbmd by the

trust responsibility, without first Siekinite-ciitalri-the Cement

of the affected Indian or Indians. Such rights shall not te

abrcgate or infringed witheut suchccasent except under extra-

twilit:ant circunstances where a omapalling national interest requires

otherwise. With or without Indian ccmsent, suah rights shall not

be abrcgated or infringed in anyway
except pursuant to a Congress-

ional act which identifies the specific
effected Indian rights

and which states thatit is the intent of Congress to abrogate

or infrincestxt: rights.
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Recommendations: Action to be taken by:

ta fl 1-1 0-3

Legal Mpresentatim for Indians. /n or3er to dirMalish the conflict .8
r

n
of interest prevalent when the'Departxrent of Justice and the Depart- m 11 ID

M h
tnant of the Interior provide legal services to Indians, to provide u: 0

< 11

for more efficient rendering of legal services to Indians, and to..

otherwise 'improve the'representation which Indians receive for pro-

tection and enforcerrent of their trust rights, a:Ingress should enact

legislation Which will Movide for the follcwing:
. ".

1. TheJe shall be establishede4ithin a neWy-created Department of

Lguian Affairs (See Chapter Wati Office of Trust Rights Protec-

tion. Its duties shall include, but not be limited to, inventory-

ing and assisting in the =mutant of Indian trust property.

advising Indians ant Indian tribes in legal matte:A and represen-

ting thiamin all litigation and adhdnistrative proceedings

ving IndUul trust rights. In apprtpriate field offices of the

Department of Indian Affairs there shall be a legal and profes-

sional staff under the supervision of the Officre of Trust Rights

Protection. X

2. The Office of Trust Idghte Protection shall be authorized to ren-

der all apprcpriate legal services which are now rendered by the

Department of Justice and the Cepartment of the Mnterior, provided

that the client-Indian agrees_to.accepteudh representatianand

services. X

3. The Office of Trust Bights Protection shall have the primary res-

pcnsibility of the Federal goverment hor protecting, enforcing,

and enhancing Indian trust rights but this shall not relieve any

Federal agency fran the duty to recognize anil act consistent with

the Federal trust responsibility for Indians.

4. Ihe Cffice of Trust Righte; Protection shall act in the nmne of the

United States as trustee,for the Indians in all legal matters and

proceedings, except those which it refers to the Department of

JUstice for litigation. It shall have the discretico to eo refer

those matters which it does not have the staff, resources, or '

erpertise to haldle. The Office also shall have the discretion

and.authority to engage private counsel to represent Indians,

tribes or groups in trust aatters. In such cases, the United

e>

58.7
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Chapter.4: Federal-.Indian Trust Relations

Recommendations: Action to

Governmentmay pay all fees and costs and the wishes of the

client-Indians shall be carraisdwith OS much as possitae in

selection of counsel. Where there is a conflict of interest

betweeh an irdividual Indian and a tribe involving treat isaueS,

the Office shall represent the tribe and it shall have .t.he dis-

'cretion to engage private counsel to represent the individual at

1. Me United States waives sovereign immunity for all actions

involving Xnian trust matters brooght by the Office of Trust

Rights Pzotectioxb or private counsel engagedby it to max:sent

. /ndians.

6. 7be, Office is authorized to.obtain whatever informaticm,,services

.and other assistancepdeemi necessary from other Federal agencies

'and such egencies shall ba,obligatid to cattily with such reguestse'

*Authorizaticm for Award of Attorney Fees and Other Litigation Costs.

Federal courts are authorized to award attorney's fees and expenses,

awl all reasonable costs incident tb litigation, including but not,

limited to evert:witness Ewa, in cases invAIL:31 an Indian or Indian

.
trite or grow engages palvate attozmeys and is successful in pro-

\Iacting or enfatrri-treaty, trustorother rights protected by Fede

statute. Federal courts shall have the discretion to order that all

such fees and costs te peid by the losing party or bi the United

States Government.

be

-4-

taken by.
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Chapter 5: Tribal Government - A. Legal Status Generally

Recommendations; Action to be- taken by

A. 1. Historic:el Overview and Jurisdiction Gere'rally o_
Ps

n
0 PI

°That tte long term objective Of Federal-Indian policy should be thpA

dsveltnnt
fD 0
IDflf tribal governments into fully operational governnents

exercising the sane paaeis and -ehouldering the sane iesponsibilities
as other lccal. governments. This cab- jective should be purslled in a
flexible manner which will respect and accumdate the ,Uniquu uu1' =at
ani social attributes of the individual Indian tribes. X X

°It is the rocamendation of this Cortmisiion that the Congress under-
take no legislative actica in relation to tribal jarisdiction Over
non-Indians at this tire. .

. . No

A. 3. Political Relationship and the Imlian Reorganizatlen Act of 1934

*Itiat Section 18 of tho `Indian ReO)ganization Act (25 7.S.C. 478) which
provides that no part of that Act shall apply to any reservation
Wherein a majority of the adult Indians vote against ite applicaticm
atpuld be repealed. In its place Congress should enact a savings
clause to provide that the rights of any tribe which' has organized
um5ter the thine of Go:tic:1m 16 of the Act or forned a corporation under
Section 17 of the Peewill'itot.rbe adversely affected. To acoonplish

this result the Carmissick: reccmsends the follnwing-apecific legisla-
tive acticms:,

1. Repeal Section 18 of-the IPA which reads as fOilds
This Act shall not apply to any reservation wherein a majority''
of the adult Indians voting at a special election duly called
by the, Secretary of tbe Interior, shall vote against its appli-
cation. It shall 1:e the duty of the Secretary of the Interior
within ore year after June 18, 1934, to call such an election, .

which election shall be held by secret ballot upon_thirty days'
notice. X

2. Insert in place of this Secti.on the follcwing ipanguage:
My Indian tribe which has chosen to organize under Sections 16
and 17 of the Indian Reorganization Act shall not be affected. X

czt o
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Chapter St Tribal Cbvenment -A. 'legal Status Genera114

Recommendationss

Mat Section 16 of the Indian Reorganization Act (25 U.S.C. 476)

which authorizes tribes to ouramize under the'provisions of that Act

should be amended to: (1) to specifically reflect the fact that tribes

have an inherent right to form "Mir own political organizations in

the form which they desire, and (2) to provide that notwithstanding

emy pm/181ms in existing tribal ozmstitutions which vest the Secre-

tAIi with authority to niview and disapprove ordinances enacted be
the tribal onvernment, the autherity of the Secretary over the actions

of the tribal genkmrsent shall only extend to those matters directly,

related to the trust responsibility, over the use and disposition of

trust assets. lb accceplish this remelt the Cbondssion rommiamids

-6-

Action to be taken

enendment of Secticn 16 of the xpA along

,.The right to choose their natural form
right of any Indien tribe. Amendmants
bywleas adopted pursuant to the Innen
ratified and approvedby th6 Sdcretary
and resources of the trikes.

the following lines:

of goverment is the inherent.
tp tribal constitutions and
Reorganization Act shall be
to proi-,xt the trust assets

1

In addition to all powers vested in any Indian tribe or tribal
council by existing lag, said Indian tribe shall also te recognized

bo have the following rights and powers: lb employ legal counsel,
to prevent the sale, dispositicn lease or encurtbrance of tribal

lands; interest in lands, or other tribll assets without the consent
v of the Secretary: and negotiate with the Federal, state and local

. governments...The Secretary of the Interior shall advise all Indian
tribei and/or their tribal councils of all appropriation estimates
of Federal projects for the benefit of the tribe prior to the sub,
mf_ssion of such estimates to the Office of Management and Budget
and the Congress. .

-

Notwithstanding the provisions of any existing tribal constitution
or similar ddormaltwhich vest authority in the Secretarysto review
and approve or disapprove proposed actions of said Indian tribes, or
Indian tribal governnents, the Secretary's au%hority over Indian
tribes can only extend or be directly relateeto the trust respon-

\SibilitNover the use and disposition of trust assets.

5
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Ctgpter SI Tribal Government - A. legal Status Generally ..4p

Recommandations: Action to be taken by:

°That Sevtion 2 of Title 25, U.S. Ctde, should he anended tn provide V
m

e:
o
o

H
o

le
n

n u3 2.
ithat the authority of the Secretary of the Interior over, tribes shall o n

re
i

w.

caly extend to actions ralating to Kotectica of tribal trust assets. ''''
o e

4 W 11

Within these limits, whenever'thet5ecretary finds it neeessarY to
m

,

disapprove a propeed tribal iniiiative, he nest file a written state-

nent with the tribe notifying them of the reason for his disappraval

of their proposed action and affor4theman °mortality Ear a hearing. X

°That Section 81 of Title 25, U.S. Cede, should he amended to acctnplish

a result similar to that rmvposed above, i.e., that whenever the Secre-

,tagy shall disapprove any proposed contract dealing with trust assets,

ile shall provide the affected tgiba-pr person with a written statement

-of-his. reWitS,* 4svi5p0-1, 444 loyiae thern.with an oppartunity

53ra hearing,' ToficeaMplish theSe-srets the &Emission recommds

artendatery languagli along the following lines: .

Teat 25 U.S.C. 2 it:nee:Wed to incle;e the following language: "The

authority of the tary of the Inkerior oVer Indian tribes shall
only extend to those actions dee*d necessary to protect tribal trust
assets and resources, In any a ion:whi,04.=the Secretary finds it

rcpcelinnecessary to disgpprove alp" tnibal goverment initiative,
the Secretary shall take such within 60 days of having been
°facially notified of tha proposed tribal action by'the /ndian
tribal government and any disappraval of the prcposed tribal action
shall be acompahied by an oppartunity for a hearing on the part of ,

the tribe, and the Secretary's decipion shall be based on written
Andings of factwhich shall specify the.reasais for his disapproval. X

iThat 25 U.S.C. 81 be amended in tte folk/air:gala:Inert The third .

paragraph begiudgva "second..." shall read:- It shall bear the
approval of the Secretary of the Interior aid Ommissioner of Indian
ffairs endorsed upon it. The Secretary of the Ihterior and the

goner of Indian Affairs shall disapprcme any such proposed
only after finding that the propose4 oontract shaIl endan-

eer the trust assets or resources of the tribe or individual Indian.

Such findings shall be submitted to the propceed trite and/or Indian
in written fprespecifying the exact reason for disapproval. X

5,9i
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Chwter 5: Tribal Governnent - A. legal Status Generally

Recommendations: , Action to be taken IA
N

HILII CI 1-

w 0
0 0

A 0 g 1
Additional legislation shcald be enacted to authorize tribes to over- N

-.ride Secretarial disapproval of their proposed me of trust assets. c m Pt I

P..
I

Suet: an override:motto coupledwith a waiver of liability cn the 4 611 K
ill

part of the United States to the limited extent that the override may

result in loss. Ihe Cumnissien ream:rends enactmant of legislition

alcmg the follordng lines to cmcdemeritthe preceding recorreiodation..

Whenever the Secrebary disapproves a tribal gOvernnent Initiative, a

contract or other triLel aztionirncaving the use or disposition of

a trust asset, the tribe shall be entitled to cmerride such Secretarial

disapproval won the'fallaWing terms:

Ihe Secretary shall supplythe tribe with a detailed statement of the
reason: for his disapproval-of their proposed use or disposition of
tits trust asset, 'elecIfically setting forth the loss he believes may

After due consultaticn behemoths representatives of the tribe and
the Secretary =his representative, the tribal council nay, by
formal resolution: elect tO overrideLthe dthapiroval of the Secre
buy. Such resolution mnat contain a specificwaiver of liabililty
at the part of the thitel States Sar lames whiah nay result as a
direct result of the tribal override.

-

In thepc Niltation process the Seoretevy shall be held to the high-
, est stand..cds of care and good faith mnsistentwith the principles
..-oof Mon:clew trust in advising the trikes of the potential cense-
queibRt ofthe proposed tribal decision.

'' A tribal override of a Secretarial disawroval shall not diminish
the trust character of the asset in question. Ihe trust resgon-
sibility of the United states to aid the-tribe in the implementation
of their decision-and to protect the future well-being of the asset
ehall continue undiministed.

In any case in which the Secretary has reasonable cause to believe
that the decision of the tribal goverment may not reflect the will
of the majority of the.neekers of a trits he shall (roy) require a
referendum of the tribal nembers, the expense of which shall be
borne by the United States and not the tribe.

In the event the Secretary determines that a tribal resolution
should be put to a referendern, he must notify the tribal council
within 30 days of the passage o! their reea,r-ion, and he must call
for such rearm:dun vote not more thar 45 days afbar tendering
such notificaticn. X

592
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Chapter 5: Tribal Government - A. legal *Status Generally

(,Recommenda t ions: Action to be tk b

: fl 0-4 0-3
A. 4. 1968 Civil Rights Act/Faith and Credit Afforded Tribal Laws 0 Pi

w-"Fhe Connission reclaim:ids the following amendnenth to Title II of the
th 0

1968 Civil Bights Act:

1. Congress should enact provisions to mike it-crystal clear that this

Act was not intended as a generaileitaer of sovereign immunity of
0

the tribes. Me holding in Lomas:don v. Leekity, 334 F. Supp.

170 (D., N.M., 1971) authoriziw; a nevey judgment against trites

should be specifically rejected by Congress. Itrile the courts

must have authority to enforce substantiveaspects of the Act (as

limibad by the recareendaticn above), Indian tribes, like any other

4avezatent, oust have sovereign inrmaity and sone protection for

their officers if they are to bkable to severn fairly. Equitable

actions such as mandaire againsttribai-officiala terylbperftia--

sible, but they ahould be immune froarnamey judgments when they

work within their some of duty. X

2. Me jurisdicticval provisions qf this Act should pevrewsmined.

Habeas corpus reVtew is the only jurisdictional proOtsion now in-

cluded in this Act, yet the courts hive assumed jurisdiction over

a broad range of actiens which do not involve detention. As the

situation-stands, the jurisdictional raach of Federal courts and

the remedial 'Orders utich they feel free to enter is virtually up-

linated. This is in complete ccutrast to all ether Federal civil

riihts legislation. X

-9-

3. Ite part of thin Act providing for a right to trial.by jury be

amended to specify that the rigbt guaranteed by this subsection

shall only be'applicable to offenses whict if charged in a Federal

court uvuldbe sUbject to a right to trial by jury. As Section

202(10) presentlY;reads, the right to trial by jury would theoret-

ically apply be ainakevery offense a personnight he charged

with, not matter haw slight the penalty.

4. Me previsions of thn Act Limiting tile penal authority of a tribe

to fines of $500 or.six months imprisomnant, or both, should be

amended to increase these figures tefines Of $1,000 or 1 year

imprisonment, or both.

593
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Chapter 5s ttitel Government - A. 1.41951 Status (ne.ruUy
-

Recommendations, Anti On

-10-

to be taken
m n 1.4

2 x
xx o

4
..0
01

g
01rt a i....r 5 o

4 IA 11
a

-5. That Section 1738 of Title 28, U.S. 'code, should be arraximi to

inCiade Indian tribes among thosa governments io whol.3) full faith

andcredit shall be given. gbe prupnse of this anmm*mau: would he

te place Indian tribes on the same footing as states and territories
with respect to the application of full faith and credit paingiples.

In the alternative, Congress should considers codificaticn of the

principles of oomitywhichwould allow for greater fleadb!lity of

both ihe tzihes and the states in determining the faith and credit

they will extend to each other's law and judgments.

6. Congress should arendi4tle.II of the 1968 Civil Rightis Act to pro-

vide am:ha:Wan for likied aipeals to United States Circuit Opurts

after exhaustion of all available tribal remedies. Iv needs for

;.eucha-proviaion,i0 direeklY_XeInted.te_il),theconaission reamer-

datial for according full faith and oredit to tribal laws and COSrt

juignentsr and (2) to the expanding role of tribes in civil and

criminal matters involving non-Indians. This. legislation should

adhere t6 the following priniples:

a. Existing Raderal-law permits Federal courts to review the judg-
rents of state courts for matters involving Questions arising
under the U.S. Constitution or Federal statutes. The limited
right of appeal proposed in this Part would authorize Federal
court review of tribal murt decisions in both civil and crim-
inal matters in extraordinary circosetances involving a prima

facie showing of a denial of due process (fundanental fairness)
or denial of equal protection, and/or when the amount in con-
troversy exceeds a specified amount. ($50,000)

le: Section 203 of Title II ef the 1968 Civil Rights Acb (25 U.S.C.

l3p3) which extends the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus
to test the legality of dete6iions by order of Indian tribes
should he mended to. provide a limited right of appeal from
final orders or judgments of the highest court system of the

respective tribe in hoth civil and criminal matters. 0

c. Appeal to the Federal court ahould not he allcwed until the
petitioner has exhausted all available tribal remedies. This

"exreakation" roquireeent shouldieclude all tribal appellate

rerftdies inolrxling appeals to regional inter-tribat courts of
appeal shluld the tribes elect to enter into such inter-tribal

coapects. The requirement for exhaustion should be4rigidly.
enforced by the courts.

594
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Chapter Ss Tribal Gavernuent -A. lompa Status6enerally

Recommendations: Action to be taken by

_ q. The review Should not turn on rigid procedural requirements
but rather Should be premisei on fundamental fairness based on
the entire record. Ibis amendment should follcw the rule laid
down in cases that this Act did not "blanket in" the entire body
of Federal case Lmo but provides for interpretation in a manner
consistent with the needs and customs of tribal institutions.

B. Constraints on Tribal GOvernment Sammie; Capacity - Administ:ation
of the Trust Responsibility by Federal Agencies - Status of Trikel
Governuents in the Eaderalllomestic Assistance Program Deliver/
Sys'Am

°Congress should enact legislation guaranteeing the permanency of tzibal

govern:rents within the Federal domestic assistance pmogram delivery

sysban.

°Ccmgress should enact legislation to resolve the inconsistencies of

Federal domestic assistance legislative and administrative prccedures

as they define the status of tribal governments within the Federal

domestic assistance prim:nondelivery system. The issplementatias of

principles whirlswould resolve such inconsistencies ahead establish a

clear definition of triabl gnernment eligibility for each Federal

domestic assistance program, and guarantee thelurisdictional indep-

endence of tribal govenrents as permanent political entities within

the Federal domestic assistance program delivery system.

°Congress should authorize thewaiver of administrative regulations of

Yeders1 dknestic assistance progransulhich condition eligibility on

population formulas. Allocation of funds, howeVer, should employ rase

population criteria such as that utilized Amder P.L. 93-638 to provide

adequate funding to tribes with smaller pzpultikias bases.

°Congress shouLi establish Federal policy recognizing the sovereign

right of a tribrl government to fcmm its cwn goverment. In accordance

with Federal policy, eligibility criteria of Federal domestic assis-

tance programs should not force tribal governnents to form consortiums

or inter-tribal affiliaticass in order to becase eligible for Federal

domestic assistance.
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Chapter Ss Tribal Government - B. .0onstraints cm Tribal Pomona* Goveraing Capacity

-12-

Recommendations: Action to

ICOngreax should Amend the Thtergovernmantal Cooperation Act of 1968

(40 U.S.C. S535 and 42 U.S.C. 51401) to include tribal governments in

the scope of intergovernmental activities and access to Federal program

o information provided Zor under the ACt:

-4114Ongress should amend the Law Enforcement Assistance Act (42 U.S.C.
53711, et pm.) to remove state jurisdiction over tribal Vovernmants
in the servica delivery system of Ia., ffecroarent Assistance Aftinis-
traticm programs, thereby allowing programs and monies to flow directly
to the tribal government.

licPub law 93-638.

°Congressional reoognitio: of the legal status of tribal governments
'should include the reoognition that tribal governmenta must have the
financial resources necessary to support the basic operations of tri-

l.governiremit, ,sothat_t411.*a..may effectively exercise their inherent
governmental pagers.

°Congreas ehould direct the Smeau of Indian Affairs to undertake a
needs assesment of each tribal goverment to determine tribal cepabil-
ity to finance the basic operations of tribal government.

°Congress should authorize the evaluatiornof-the adninistrative regula-
tions of the Self-Detennination Grants Program, and require the revis-
ion of the regulations where such regulations narrow the scope of
Omgressional intent articulated in the Indian Self-Determinaticn and
Educational Assistance Act.

°Cmgress should assure that in both administeative and judicial pro-
ceedings, Indians will be assured ccupetent, independent coimsel.
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Chapter 51 Tribal Goverxnent - C. Public Law 280

Recommendations:

°legislation shads:It's pamsedprcadding for retrccession adhering to

the follcwing princilgest

1. Retrocession shall be at tribal cptionwith a plan.

2. A fle:dble period of time for partial or total assumpticn of juris-

, diction, either irmediate or long term, should be provided.

. 3. There should be a significant Preparation period available for

those tribes desiri such, with a firm cartnitment of financial

Leeresources for p and transition.

4. There should be di financial assistance to tribee of tribally

designated organizations.

5. LEAA shot:Lite am:Med to premide for funding prior to retrocession

for planning, preparaticn or conc=ent jurisdiction operatiau..

6. Pxcmisions should be made forfederal corporate or charter status

for inter-tribal orgmizations (permissive, not mandatory).

. ,, ... 7. There should)* tribal consultaticciwith state and county govern-

ments (=teeming transition activities (no veto role, hamsver).

8. lbe Secretary of Interior should: .

' ----i..Aci41.1(hiii"Waii(s.dea pasti heft ie matematically accepted
------

b. base mckicceptance cnly on an inadequate plan:

c. delineate.specific reasons for any ncct-occeptance:

d. within 60 days after passage of the Act, the Secretary of the

Interior shall draft detailed standards for determining the

. adequacy or inadequacy of a tribal plan. Such standards shall

M. be sukmitted to Congress who shall have 60 days to approve or

disapprove such standards.

9. Any non-acceptance of retrocession by the Secretary of the Interior

shall be directly appealable to a Three Judge District Court in the

District of Coluabial and the repartnent of Interior should be ob-

ligated to. pay all reaeonable attorney fess as determined by the

federal ccurt, except where such appeal is dewed by the court to

be frivolous.- ..

10. Once partial or complete retrocession is acamplished, the Vderal

Gwertmant shouMbe under a mandatory obligation to defend tribal

jurisdiction assertims whenever any reasonable argurreht can be

made in support of them. '

Action to be taken
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Chapter St Tribal Governmant - D. Other JUstioe Symms

-14-

,.

Recommendations 3. AO t i OM tO be taken by:

Tribal jhatice Systems.. x o 0 "/
M 0 et

CD

0 PI 91' CD

rsgress should aPprcpriate significant additiccal. monies for the fp to e.

minterce and daveloprent of tribal jtstice systems: 0
1. Punths; amid:Ike direct V3 tribes.

2. Fending &Mad he specifioally provided to enable tribal oourts to
beoona courts of reoord. X

°congress 8te4dd provideaar the develaintent ._,1! tribal appellate oourt.

system.

1. Appellate oourt systems:will vary from tribe to tribe and region to
region. .

2. The developenot of tribal court system:will require tribal expari-
romtatice and time.

3. Congress should statutorily reccanize such appellate systems as
court systans separate ft:instate and Federal systers.

4. Senn trital oourt systems are firmlyoperative, Federal court re-
view of their decisians dhould be limited exclusively towrits of

Federal Justice Systems.

.4Hajam'CrUres Prosecution. The Departnent of Justice should issue

regulations or orders directing U.S. Attorneys to accept criminal

referrals framqualified tribal and/or BIA police or investigators.

Omagress should hold oversight hearings to see that this recamendation

is accerplished or recteiie an explanation why it should not be done.

°Major Criires - Double Jeopardy and Concurrency of Tribal Juriadiction

Congress should hold oversight hearings with representatives of the

Departneat ofaastice, BIA and tribal authorities, particularly police

and judges, to inquire into the jurisdictional relattonshiprof the

tribal and Federal oourts and ascertain what legislation, ifany,' is

nealai as a coranquenoe of this decision.

N."
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Chapter 5: Tribal Government ;- Other Justice Systems
0

Recommendat ions s Action to be txaken by:
no c.4 03

m

. Assimilative Crimes Act. RI 0 It
O 1 PI in o

4) . °Congress should hold oversight hearings with representatives of the 14. cis 0
4 II

Eepartnent of Justioa and Interior and with Indian tribal authorities o 0

to ascerb 'ethe scope of this problem. X

°Corrective legislation, if any is needsd, must be prentied on the con-
tinued protection of tribal aelf-governnent. Stri scope of the appli-
cation of the Assimilative Crines Act must be strictly limited. It

, must be recognized and aiXepted that the lags of the tribes will not
always conform to the leavs of the state in which their reservation lies

.
This is the meaning of self-government. X

593
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Chapter 6: Federal Arkninistration

Recommendations: Action to be taken b

-16-

It

°Congress should require the Depmrtment of the Interior tn provide an

'annual oorprehensive report and fiscal accounting of all feckral Indian

programs by departorent in order to make an accurabe assessment of the

federal_pregrara. RUChrePort

to include an evaluationef co-going pcograma. Suth ileVrtiici.includifi

a separate accounting of funds distribuiznidixectly 02 Indians from

those used fOr acbtinistration and salaries of federal employees.

slbe Secretary of the Interiordevelcp and implement a paaa to trans-

form the:Bum:Au of Indian Affairs inba a more efficient organization.

Suahalam: to provide for a transfer of management rasponsibiliiies

to tribes with aorstaphasis on technical and administrative elk:part

and:

1. A neo organizational structure be established to transfer adthority

and responsibility to the local levdl. Particularly, the present

area offices be divested of their line authority and established

as service centers.

2. To establish a. planhing and budget systanWhich will stimulate

"--F----Wian-erboallparticipation-andiolooa-mormsephasia Pr:tribal
fpoject priorities in the CongreBsional apraopriationprecess.
Tribes should participate in the budget process directly with the

Ceuntssioner or Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs and Cdogxess

to the greatest degree possible.

3. To establish and install a program to improve the communications

and mansgemant informal:10n systemthroughout Uhe RIA and eohtract

for access to an automatic data processing system whidh will also

be made available to trikal mug:tater tahninals.

4. To reorganize the pexsconel system to bxprove 11/A effectiveness

a, whilb, continuing to train, hire and upgrade Indians.

°The Peouti,...a Branch should ditookrthe.Secretaryof the Inbarior to

oalaile an appropriatemanual ceoperatiens which will define and

-publish minimum and standard threahold trust protectioas in management,

procedures, accauntina, monitortmq,, evaluation end repaiting which

shmild be provided as a standard for all Departments and their field

offices as %Kat as Tndian tribes.

93.4490..78-40 '
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Chapter 61 Federal gdzinistration
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Recostnendatiensz Action to be taken by
3 H

61tw Executive Branch direct and mordirotensajnnovativerrethcds for g 8 P.1

VI 0 tr
the delivery of technical assispince to Indians including provisions. fors 0 tv

M

0 0
1. A national Indian skills bank a
2. Amore direct'administration el: graut and,cogtract funda by.lindian

tribes and organizations
3. Ihe consideration of a model natbonal Indaff tedhnical assistance,
--center - coosatidating multi-.agmicy pereNmel withgrants and con-

tracts. lhis service center to.biet-the feasibility ofen.indepen-
dent agancy service Center. X

°The President Prepare and submitin progress a plan creating .a Depart-

ment of Indien Affairs-car 110E4=v:int agency to be comprised di appro-

prints ftmcikava nci adminisbared by theamosauof Indian Affairs; the

Iiidian Health Service; the Officeof Indian Education; the Dapartment

of Health, Eduipstion andiaspfara; awl agencies within the Interior and

Justir Departments; and.:

1. lb prepare a plan por a transfer of eppropriate programs and func-

tions to the not agemy!

2. lb designate the'Searetary of the Interior and the Secretary of

Health, Education and Welfare to coordinate efforts to accomplish
. , _ . _ X..

4
40:Ingress enact legislation esbablishing an Indian Career Service

inimpendent of the Civil.Service systemthroughout Paderal-Indian

programs.

°Congress establish permanent standing or special select cannittees

for Indian Affairs in each House of Oongress or piaoe all jurisdiction

or legislative authority intone Joint Select Committee 62r Indian

Affairs.

°The Executive Brandh promote a mere aggressive educational program of

publishing and distributing to tribal goimrnments copies of codes, reg-

ulations, standards, operational manuals, and other materials crucial

to management and adninistraticn.

°Congress enact affirmative legislation guaranteeing the permanence of

tribal gcverncents within the federal system.

°Congress enact legislation estWolishing tribal governnents as equal to

state governments in the federal delivery sysbmnof federal domestic

assistance.programs.
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Chapter 6* Federal tration

Recommendations.* 14`z Action_ to be taken hy
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°Congress authorize the arrendment of all enabling legislation, Program

acts, andadbdnistrative zegulations of federal domestic assistance

- Program which regeire tribal'goverrnents to came under state juris-

dictien in the delivery system cf federal domestio assistance programs.

.*Congress enact passage of the Federal Propun Information Aot (8. 3281)

to allow tribal guvernmentsmaaningfill access.to federal program infer-

cation.

______*Coorjress mandate the_Bureau of Indian Affairs or the independent Indian

agency to make available to all Indian 'tribes capies.c4ell operations

andrencedures manuals used by the Indian agency in its administration

of Indian affairs. Congress should further mandate the Bureau of Baia'

Affairs or the thdependenttndianegem to make *meltable to all India**

tribes oupies of Title 25 of the United States Clods.

°Congress appropriate such funds as are necessary to allaa the prepara-

tion of operations and procedures =Wale tote used by tribal ginern-'

rents in their adrdnistration of tribal government affairs. These

mmlualeeouLd include cperatialmodels presenting alternative systems

of financial nunagerent, accounting, perso6e1 policies and procedures,

mmegement infermatice and organizational structure.

°Congress authorize a managesent study of the Indian Health Service to
be conducted by the Goverment Accounting Office or to Le separately

'contracted uzilizingemperts from thepublic and private sector and

representatives fnum the Indian oommunity.

*Congress appropri4;to such funds as are necessary to effectively imple-

ment the Jointftnding Simplifioaltkel Aar.

Ccogress provide through gppropriate legislation for the retroval of

41 Indian education piugranw from the Office of Education in the De-

parbrent of Health, Education and Welfare and the Bureau of Indian

Affairs tea consolidated indeFendent Indian agency.

°Adaly elected Board of Regents be recoSpOred as a unit representing

tribes and tribal opinion to contract 5orand administer pOst-secondary
schools andnulti-tribal elatentary tad secondary schools.

6 ,2
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S.

Recommendations: ActiOn to be taken by:

eonagress enact Senate Bill S. 2715 - POblic Participation in GOVOZAr

sent Proceedings Act, of 1976.

*The Secretary of the Interior, under existing authority, should under-

taWthe asendrent of the rules of procedure of the Deparblent of the

Interior (43 (IPiSObtitle a, 1975) pursuant to Sec. 4(d) of the Adminr

istrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 553(a) and 43 CFR 14.1) to provide

orvesuation for certain participants in the ruleinekim; and adjudicar

tory proceedings conducted by the *art:Trent of the Interior, includ-

ing public informal hearings conducted in rule-maldng procedures.

°Congress appropriate sufficient funds to establial a separate Indian

Cana= Service as mandated by Section 12 of the Indian Reorganization

Act.

°The Executive Brandh direct the indian Service to develop "atandards

of health, age, Character, experience, knowledge and ability for

Indians Who nay be appoimbed, without regard to civil service laws,

to the various positions maintained now or hereafter," by any federal

agency "in the administration of functions or services affecting any

Indian tribe."

*The Indian Career Service standard be developed without regard to the

current standards being illegally imposed by the Civil Service COmmis-

sion and should be designed to take into account the "cultural environr

vent", and "life knowledge and akills".

°Ilie Indian CarserEW.rvice have a Division of Recruitnent and Training

which will be responsible for the following:

1. Identify training funds as an identifiable budget line item to be

sum that training is_provided.

.2. Develqp and operate an Indian intake and development program.

3. Institute a progrmn to educate managers, supervisors and euployees
cl their Equal Employment Cpportunity and Indian preference rights.

4. Place special enplasis on developing avenues for potential recruit-
ment of qualified Indians, projecting future manpower needs of the

Indian Service, and develcpment management and skills for develop-
ment training of Indians to insure that they have adegute epward
mobility.

5. Dmelop intern program with appropriate oolleges, universities,
training schools and other institutions of higher learning to
facilitate Indian career development and recruitment.

H.
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Chapter 6: ftiera/AftUdatration

Recommendations: Action to be taken by.

°The Indian Career Service establish standards for the appointment of

lndians.to be developed by a task Sorce crepased of personnel and con-

.sultants within the Federal government ft= existing hedependent sganoi

'opt govermod by Civil Service regulations."'

°The Executive Branch contract.indapmadently or under PUblie Law 93-638

for developing various aspeots.of Inotan Career Service.

°The Indian. Career Service shOuld, in addition to adoitistering the

Indian Career Service of the; Federal governsent, assist tribes uftidh,

desire it to develep tribal career service *atm. -

°The Indian Career Service.beoomee permanent and integral divisinn of

the Indian Service.

°Assuming a new Indian agency is established and all-106:110a programs are

transferred to this agancy, the Indian Career Service personnel system

should.apply to the appointaent of persconel to that agency.

°In the event agencies or departments other than the BIA, IBS or the new.

Indian agency oontinue to administer some Indian programs, Section 12

of the IRA should be clarified by anamdment or Executive Order to ins

its applicaticn to all agencies.

nhe Indian Career Service be responsible tor developing minUnon appoint

nest eta:dards in these agencies or.divisions and assist them in devel-

oping training and recruitment program; tmilored to their needs.

°The IRA should he anmvded to provide for the award of back pay, costs,

,and atborney's fees incurred by Indian8 as a result of violations of
9

the Indian preference enployaent rights.

°Congress should.hold oversight hearingSon a regular basis to determine

the\adeguacy Of implementation of the Indian CareerService and the

training, recruitment and advancement of Indians within the Indian

service.

Ibtlgress repeal appropriate pre-IRA preference laws duebo the oan-

fll:sion caused by the existence OP so neny.

604
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..thapter 6: Federal Administration

Re comma nd a t ion s Action to be taken by:

0'4
M 0

°congress amend Section 7(b) of the Indian Self-Determination and Educe:- m o

tional Assiltance Act (25 U.S.C. 5450e(b) (Sepp. 1976) to clarify its
11

applicability to all Federal agencies and further clarify the scope and e o n

in,Wt of the language of 7(b) "or any other Act autherising Federal

contracts withor grants to Indian organizations 'or tar the benefit of

Indians." X

°The Oongress should request the General Service Administratica to amend

the Federal Procurement Regulations to pecmide uniform goverment-wiee

directives for the isplerrentationof.P. L. 93-638 by all federal con-

tracting officers;

a. That this arentent specifioally state the fact that.an.rxecutive
Order omnnot modify an Act of Congreas and, for this reason alone,
P. L. 93-638 requiring Indiari Preference hap priority over any
racial nonnliscalndnftionclause dictated by Executive Or&r 11246.

lo. Rturt, in addition, Title VII, Section 703(i) of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act (whicp Exeiutive Order 11246 %es issued to sypport) does,
in itself, exertpt Indians and allow them permissible preferences;

n. Mat stmndard Indian Preference Lmnguage be included in the regu-
lations.

°congress request that the Office of Federal Contract Ccapliance within'

CFR offer a statement in support of the anal:died Federal Proctwommt

ReguLationa.

"The Interagency Procurement Policy Oxamittee coordinate the application

of the anandedAAeral Procurerreet Regulations.

°Congress request the BIA to develop a clear position on trust and

treaty responsibilities and formulate and coaremicate to all'agencdes

that any appropriate differentiation betmeem Indians and other minor-

ities shpuLd he included.

°The KA calpile and maintain'a listing of qualified Indian ccetractors;

that such a list incluae assessments of c;pability'and be Lvdated on a

routine basis; that the luA should notifY other agencies Of the list

and encourage them to utilize Indian ccetractors: and that procedures

for placmment on the list and standards for measuring coapetency he es-

tablishemland distributed to prospective contractors.

6 0
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Chapter et EmkumlAciainistration

Recommendations* AciOn to be

°A model set of less =bermes contracting regulations and procedures

be drafted anddistributed to allagenciest and that the model asvtrach-

ing process would be designed 53r the use of newly aoguired businesses

I and recognize their organirational shortcoming*.

*The President submit to Congress a reorganizatica plan-creating a De7

partmont of Indian Affairs or indeperekant agency andt

1. lb be valorised tf appropriate fury:tient' now mainly admimisbanbi

by thellwreauef IndieeAffairs, Mndian Health Service, and agencies

within the Interior and Justice Departnents. An Office of Trust

Rights Protection should be consolidated as set forth in thapter 4.

. lb prepare'a plan for.a transfer Of appropriate programa nnd bine-

tions to the new ageney. This should include a review,of those

mograms identified in Pert III of this chapter. In the interime

the President should establish a teaperary special (lotion office

within the Mite home which weld be charged with responsibility

for preparing a pine for the FTesident.

3. The President designate the Secretary of the Interior and the Secre-

tary of Health, Education andWelfare to implement and =ordinate
efforts to evaluate and plan the transfer of various agenciee in

the event of the establishment of a Departrent of Moil= Affairs

or an Inctperxient Indian agency.

CO 61
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Chapter 7: Ecenornic Develosuent - Natural Resources Develop:ea..: Land

Re commen d a t ion s Action to be taken

-23-

°Congress should apprcpriate sufficient' funds and tecihnical assistance

to the tsibes to insure the preservation, consolidation, and acquisi-

tion of Indian lands because an adequate land base is essential to

neaningful tribal development. This shpld include assisting tribes

in devising omprehensive land consolidation plans, and assisting land-

less trihes in establishing a land base. To encourage such land con-

solidaticn, CO:gross should enact legis tion, which will:

1. Increase the funds in the Revolvin Loan FUnd (Indian Financing
Act) administered by the Bureauof ndian Affairp, and create a
set-aside specifically for tribal lth acqpisitidfi. These loans
should carry lower interept rates and terms than now exist
for other eeterprises receiving loans unrg Fund. .Present .

requirenente ahould remeinutieh stipulate that there be a*reason-
able prospect of repayment and that the applicants must have ex-
hausted other avenues of reasonablelinancing, but there should
be lege rigid requirements relating to the

i
profitability of the

land. e

2. 'IMandate that the Revelving Loan FUnd maintain a limited standby
line of credit for tribes to use when inuediate accebs to funds is
neoessary to purchase key tracts of land which are for sale and
are essential to the tribe's acquisition or consolidation plans
but would probably otherwise be lost to the tribe during the loan
application process.

3. Permit tribes to have a "first right of perchase" option wten in-
dividUally held trust land or nop-Indian held land within a reser-
vation is offered for sale.

4. Amend Section 5 of the /ndian Reorganization Act to provide for an
increased appropriation of funds for Land acquisition, particularly
kir those tribes which are presently landless.

5. Amend secticms 1465 and 1495 of Title 25 of the U.S. Code to delete
tNeprovision which restricts the use of the Indian Financing Act
funds for purchase of lande outside the exterior boundaries of
reservations unless the purchaser wes the owner of trust or res-
tricted interests in ttte land prior to purchase.

6. Amend the "excess property" provisions of the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act (40 U.S.C. §471 et. seq.) to specifi-
cally provide for transfers of excess preperty, whether located
within or without the exterior boundaries of an Indian reservation,
to the Bureau of Indian Affairs for use by Indian tribes.

7. Mandate the Secretary of interior to ertablish and yoke public
specific criteria for accepting Indian lands in trust. Such
criteria should include a presumption that lands owned in fee by
a tribe or to be acquired in fee shall be accepted in trust unless
the Secretary sets forth in writing sufficient reason for refusal.

8. Mandate the Executive to examine and report to the COngress on the
feasibility of consolidating the Indian Land Acquisition Loan

607
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Action to be taken by:

".Pmprxnadninistered by the Department of Asricuiture and the
SIA loan programs into one federal Indian loan program designed
exclUsively for providing fUnds for tribal land consolidation pl

olb provide solutions for the dal:di/tad:mg problems presented by the

fracticnated ownership of heirship lands, Congress should great legis

1. Amend the U.S. Cede to enable tribal gaVerneents to adopt ompre-
hensive plans for resolving fracticnated Iand heirship prebleee.
,Such plena could include the following procedures:

a. guaranteeing that tribes have first right of purchase when

heirship lands are sold.

Authorizing %the holders of a majority of the ownership inter-
ests in a trust, or restricted allotmenE, to determine sale
(Atha land.

.

b.

C.

d.

Ehacting tribal lows governing desoentand distribution of
fractionated heirship lands to allow purchase, at the time of
prctete cd estates, undivided interest in allotments in heir-
ship status which have reached an unreasonably'small fraction;
restriction of inheritance of trusts or restricted allotments-
to members of the tribe; or restriction of inheritance to a
life estate with a ramainder in the tribe, but only upon pay-
mentof fair market value ccepensation to the would-be heir.

Oandemnatice with fair compensation by the tribe of lands in
heirship status which have reached an unreasonably small'frac-

tion. 0

2. Repeal 'statutes which are obstacles to exchanges and/or sales
between owners of allotment interests.

3. Reform partitioning laws to facilitate partitioning of allottmnt
interests held by heirs if partitioning is in the best interest

of the heirs and the tribe.

4. Transfer the probate authority over trust prepeety now held by
the Secretary of the Interior to the tribe.

5. Amend the special laws regarding the Five Civilized *ibes end
the Osage to merge them with the general laws governing the other.
tribes, at leddt with respect to Jurisdiction over ssull estates
($5,000 or len) and With respect to their capecity to wrib4,1aws
Twilling the descent and distribution of property.

°Congress should investigate the apparent disproportionate imaidence

of fedora.' odndemnation of Indian land for reclamation pro3ects si

Ounparisen Pa land owned by non-Indiana.

608
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Chapter 7: Ecarecnic Development -Natural Resources Development -Water Resources

Recommendations: Action to be taken bY

lhe Secretary of Interior should allow the tribes to develop their cagn

water codes that would be &Biped ba regulate all Z31118 amber usage

cm or adjacent to the rmaervation.

*Congress shOuld enact legislation to provide for an Indian trust impac4

statement (as outlined in Chapter 4) any time Federal or state projects

affect Indian water resources.

-*The Secretary and the Bureau of /ndiel Affairs should take the follow-
.

'ing actions or provide tribes with LI* financial capability to:

1. Inventory all tribal water resources.

2. Complete land use surveys particularly to determine lends which
are irrigable or which can use water ft" otherteneficial uses.

3. Conduct adequate engineerin; studies of the Indian water resources
necessary for litigatbon.

4. Make Available to the tribes Mswls to condart legal and engineer-

ing research regarding particular water remources and to propeed

with litigation where necessary.

*The Federal Goverment suet require the state to include the determi-

nation of Indian water rights in their water rightsoallocatial process.

Tribes must have the authority to insure that, when tribal property
0

. or tribal nesters are ooncerned, the tribe can require affirmative

actke on tribal , Ids before allocating its resouces to non-Indians.

/his would extend the Winters Doctrine, which already is a legal dem-

onstration of the differences in alba rights and Federal rights.

*Congress should investigate litigatban in the San JUan River Basin,,

the Rio Grande Basin, and the Coloracb River Basin, and it should

likewise investigate the Walton cases, the Bel Bay case, and the Big

Horn Case.

6 0
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Chapter 7: Economic Developrent - Natural !imams Davelcpaent - Mineral Resources

Recommendations: Action to be taken by.

°Indian tribes should not allcw any further exploitation of+ nca-renew-

able resources by private, non-Indiancorporations,enless specific

tribal aims neke.sw.hemploitation desirable.

°Tribes should examine their circumstances with the utnost seriousness

to determine if the present demalcreent strategies advance or impede

progress todards the goals ct self-detiamdnation and a high standard

of living fru. Indian people.

°If the'iribei'didkak-tirjatit uild'iekeagtrmo
with developers which keep adnershipand control of udnerals and

processing in Indian hands. Contracts-for-work tn.technology ;archaise

wouLA be exartples ct loch agrearents. Tribes should employ legal coun-

sel and geological experts to aid them in their mineral contract deci-

sions wheneverpossible.

'The Departrent of the interior mist-clarify the role Of the BIA in a

way that leaves no doUbt that the BIA's primary responsibility is to

the Indians caly aminot to the developers or even to American scciety

as a whole. 'this primary resrcnsibility clearly iniolies that the BIA

should ascertain and honor Indian interests at every state of the min-

eral leasing process. Less obviously, it also inplies that the BIA

should embourage and train Indiana to make leasing decisions on their

odn, since tribal .self-detecninaticn is in their ultimate best interest

°She U.S. Government nest Make available technical assistance and teach-

ing personnel la geoleginal fields solhat Indians can learn to be

.surveyors for their own tribes.

present laws should be amended to insure trIbal control of the

develcknent of Indian...owned natural resources includixn;water, coal,

oil, uranium, gravel and clay, and other hydroceetons.

°The laws, nnce amended, should be flexible enough ba allow the tribes

to determine fttr themselves the best form of organizAtion which wdll

enable thnn to control developtent and realize the auxin= financial

returns from the development Of their natural resources.
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Recommendations: 4 Action to be taken by:
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°Title 25, Sections 171 and 177 of the Cede of Federal Fegulations,

Wxxildrmdca clear that alternatives exist to the outdated lease agree-

ment foentractsf, mast imediatelywith regard to the develepent of

coal. Reclamaticn regulations also should be clarified.

*11143 Depattnant of.the Interior should he directed.to act immediately

to Make the technical capability of both the United States Ceological

Survey and the Bureau of Mines available to the tribes and the Bureau

Affaira for the purpose of coMpleting the acOmyelation of

critical technical data that are related to Indian natural resouice

develorvent. Specifically, a comprehensive natural resource inventory

that states the quantified arrount, quality, and market valee (both

current and projected for'at least ten years) should be prepared for

each reservation by the United States Geological Survey and the Bureau

of Mines.

TiMber.

°A positive solution to muyagement of Indian forest Lands is to insuna

that control over Indian resources rests in tribal hands. As Indian

tribes acquire the technical capability to menage their own resource:A,

with Federal financial assistance, the role of the BIA must Change

from manager pp teohnical assistant.

°Cmgreas should appropriate money directly to the tribes to endble them

to carry out surveys of their titberresources and to establiah devel-

opment programs in timber industries. This does not diminish the

trust responsibility of the Federal government.

°The trust responsiblity includes:securing the highest oossible royalty

or rental rates, guarantees of full regeneration, reasonable duration

of leases and the enforcement of the lease.

611
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Chgter 71 Fccmmntic Development - Natural Resource Development -Fish S Wildlife Resources

Recommendations: Action to be taken by.

°In,Order to create anatmeaphere of stability in which reasoied

egrearents and plans.for future ma:moment and allocation of fish

and wildlife resources may prevail, Congress shouldby.resolution

clearly si te that it is not the policy of congress to abrogate Wien

hunting, fishir4 or trapping rights.

°Federal fah and'game authorities must play an active roLa in the

effort tolitimwlate the oacperative efforts of bath the tribes and

°Oangress should appropriate funds necessary to support tribal and

Inter-tribal organizations in the developnant of fishery management

programs.

Other Factors in Indian Economic Deveiennent - Manpower peVelopment.

°Congress ihould enact legislation that will provide funding Dor the

,alumatinnof counselors in technical disciplines.

°Congress should enact legislatica that will provide Buuling for On-

the-job career orientation programs.

°Congress should enact legislation that will provide funding for the

developrent of °bridge" programa or prep schools.

°Congress should enact legislation that will provide funding for pro,

grams to recruit Indian students for college.

°Congress should enact legislaticn to pravide funding for counselors at

,colleges and universities with a significant Indian enrollnent.

°Congress should enact legislation that will provide funding Dar tutor-

ial and study assistance for Indian college and university students.

°Congrass should enact legislation that will provide funding for the

developrrent of a programa& paid sumer jobs in business and industry.

°Congress should enact legislation thst will provide Banding for schol-

arships for en Increased number of students.

°CongresS Should enact legislation that will provide funding to estab-

lish a placement agency to encourage Indians with training and exper-

tise to return to the reservation.

61,2
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Ctapter 71 t Socancrnth Developrent .5 Availability of Investrtent Capital

Recommendations!' Action to be' taken by:

1-1 li
°Congress should enact legielatioNthorizing tl

o
ist: g O
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1. The trust fUnds managed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and identift 2 n n tv
va

ri. 2
fied as Indian rervice Special Disbursing Agent (ISM) and Indian 1...

G
0
r.

-Mmies not Pro% ads of Labor (M) should become interest-bearing 4

-29-

'.accountrZten deposited in the U.S. Treasury.

2. The interest on the ISSDA "Special Deposits" should accrue to tri-
bal trust fund accounts, Or directly to the tribe, not to 'NFL
arcounts.

3. Interestihould be paid cn acctrulated interest in U.S. Tteasury
arcounts. This can'be done by changing the words "simple interest"
to "oorpound interest" in the regulations.

4. Tim current 48 simple interest rate should be increased to a 68
crepound interest rate.

5. Ito Branch of Investments of the Bureau of Indian Affairi should
invest all available Indian:n=1es wherever it is possible to earn
more than is earned in U.S. Treasury accounts.

6. Indian trust funds ramed from trust for tribal investment, and
then returned to U.S, Goverment accounts,cshould raturn to truet
status;

7. Tribal participatien in trust funds management should be encour-
aged and implemented.

8. Restrictions on the use of tribal trust funds for land purchase
should be lifted.

°The Cm:gross should enact legislation to:

- Amend 25 U.S.C. S1922 to increase the $50,000 limitation on non-
reinbureable grants to Indian-cwned ecznanic enterprises.

- Ensure that funds and technical assistance available through SRA's
"S(a) Program" (25 CFR S124.8 et. .)and "7(a) Program" (25 CFR
S122.1 et. El.) are extended to bIiesses which are chartered or
operatea-ky tribal governments.

- Ensure that the technical and manage-rent assistance available
through CHM is extended to Indian business enterprises cn the sane
basis and with the same priority as it is extended to other minority
business enterprises.

- Reaffirm, through enactment of appropriate legislation, the tribal
governmental power to waive its immunity from suit.

"JUdgment funds should earn interest from date of entry not from the

date they are appropriated by Congress.

°congress should pass appropriate legislation providing for the accrual

of interest at a stipulated rate from date of entry cd judgeant rather

Uurn frrn the date of Congressional appropriation.
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Chapter 7: Ecommdo Davelpant-JUmilsidlity of Invest:telt Capital

RecorrendationSI Action
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to be taken by:
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°All of the funde available thrOugh the means mentioned above should

be directed to tribal enterprises which will develop the reservaticn

...pommy rather than continue the dependency relatimulhip of Indian

tribee and the U.S. Government.

'In relearn:abet:own tribe:and coxporaticns, the BIA should represent

and dpfepd tinerptiNocally the 1.nterest of the tribes. Mhis should in-

clude reaningfel tribal participaticn in lemang decisions. Specifip-

:ally, congress :Opal direct the BIA to:

Create a kar...;. of Investrent COunseling in the Bureau of.Indian

Affairs.

- fnvestigate the advantlps and disadvantages of este,slishing either

"a'iloating interest rate geared to averngemaxket yield or a floor

rate with enslkpendity charges for Indian trust monies.

- Consider aPplying theaveraga dailybalsnce concept as used in many

constrner credit operations to provide an interest rate for the

rapidly changing balances in some Indian trust'funds asOpposed

to non-payperit of interest.

- Increase the staff of the BIA Branch of Investments.

61 4
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atapter 7: Econonic Developrant - Taxation

Recommendations:

°Congress should provide by approp

trust for an Indian tribe and as

ampt from Federal taxation and

exorpt, in the sane way that res

°Congress should prmiids by legis

advanced as evidencing Congressi

ation shall be construed broadly

Indians, ard that the Internal Re

1:0-..drintent.

°Congress should provide by

received from those programs adva

rant of Indians shall not be subj

001angreas should amend the Interea
visias of the Cede which apply t

appUd in a like manner and to t

men . Thls would include the sa

thoi relations to tribal govenx

'Conress should amend or rgpeal,

autorize state taxation which is

icy to foster economic develop:nen

tr1al self-gavernment. Specifi

ta4aticm of Indians with respect

st4ite taxation of mineral prodmet

reLaled or amended.

gress should provide bY APPreP

w thin reservations be invalidate
Does; prohibittaxation of then

t Lands leased from Indians

ices for tribal governments c

tenmining the validity of state

4hith provide for the burden of e
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ACtIOrt CO se taxen ay,
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riate legislation that lands held in

.gred to an individual Indian are ex-

tt the income from such lands is also

sicted and allotted.lands axe present-
,,,

alon that Federal lawa and treaties

tal intent to exempt Indians fron tax-

ind in'a light vast favordble to the

enue Service should be supportive of
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4
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late legislation that the benefits

toed in aid of the economic develop-

fct to Federal taxation.

. Revenue Code to provide that pro-

:non-Indian governnents are to be

e same extent to Indian tribal govern

le benefits enjoyed by individuals in

mts. .

Ls appropriate, those statutes which

in conflict with Federal-Indban pol-

of reservation Indians and enhance

tlly, the Buck Act provision for state

a gasoline on the reservation and

.on on leased Indian lands should be

late legislation that state taxation

las applied to non-Indians and Indian

In-Indian interest in cases of tax

md inoome of rem-Indians performing
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-Chapter Is Economic Dave loprent - Taxation

Recommendations I Action to be taken b

n H H
X 0 0

Vuvgress should provide by amendment of the limiian'iteorganization Act n Lel

that inome deriveefran developeent of tax exenpt lands located off n n
M Fa.

71
the.remarvation is exempt En:estate taxation for Indians and Indian

tribes. X

.°Congiess should enact legislation which pro:rides that where an Indian

tribal goverment emote a tax in furderance of ftderal-Indian policy

designed to enhance the tribe's 5elf.9overning capacity or to protect

or foster tribal emoordo develoment of Indian people or the tribe,

audh taxwill have the effect of excluding any inconsistent state tax

velich %mid the.m.m...atosp A.4vitY

.,

98-440 0 - 78 41
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Chapter Ss Social Services - Welfare Systems,

Recommendations s Action to be taken

m n
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°Congress should hoad oversight hearings with representatives of the

Bureau of Indian Affairs, and in the Departnent of Health, Education

'and Welfare, the Indian Health Service, the Office cd Civil Righb3,

and the Social and Rehabilitation Services to clarify the division

responsibilities between Federal and state agencies and establish the

fact that Indians are entitled not cnly to reservation social services,

but to the f41 range of other:el:Hare serviceeWhich are available be

all citizens, whether they live on or cdf of the reservation.

*Congress should direct the responsible Federal agencies to undertake

ineediate consultationwith state agencies to clarifythe causes far

the breakdcwn in delivery of assistance to Indians by the states.

These Federal agencies should be required to file a full and cceplete

repertwith the oversight cc:mattes:within sixmonths so that Colgress

mey enact medial legislations as may te indicabpd.

°Feders:1 funds under the Social Security Act and other Federal assis-

tance legit:laden should te withheld from states and counties which

unreasonably refuseto include Indians in Sccial Security and other

assistance programs co the grounds that Indians are solely and exclu-

sively a Federal respOnaibility. ,

.°Many state and countywelfare programs irtrcee as a cendition for eli-

gibility that a person te devoid of any assets. The ppesession of

trust money or land should nct be a factor in determining welfare eli-

gibility for oither state or Federal assistance.

°The Bureau of Indian Affairs should be required to publish in the Etd-

eral Register and in the Opde cf Federal Regulations their procedures

and guidelines for provision of general assistapae under the Snyder Act

°The proaedure and practices employed in the BIA's 64 local welfare

offices in providing general assastanoe should be made uniform.

- The application of state categorical-tenefit standards %ten applying

for B/A assistance (which isanere generous) should be discontinued.

- he practice of discreticnary action on the part of local BIA case-
uteimrs should be discontinued and sqgplanted with-the use of stan-
derd regulations.

61 7
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Chapter 13: Social Services - Child Plea:anent

Recommendations: Action to be taken by.
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°Congress should, by cowehensive legialation, directly address the

problems of Indian child placement. Ihe 'misled= should adhere

to the folloaingwinciplets;

1. 2he issue of custody of an Indian child domiciled on a reservation

is the subject:of the exalisive jurisdiction of the tribal court

where such exists.

2. Where ao, Indtsn child is not domicile-don a reservation and subject

to the julaidiction of non-Indian authorities, the trite of origin

of the child shall be given ream:able notice before any action

affecting his/her custody is taken.

3. 7he trite of origin shall have tile right to intervene as a party

in interest in child placerrent romedangs.

4. Non-Indian social service agencies, as a condition-to the Federal

funding they receive, shall have an affinnative obligation- by

specific programs - to:

a. provide training conoerntm Indian culture and traditions to

all its staff:

b. establish a prefer:nice for placement of Indian children in

ImItulhamest

c. evaluate and change all ecananically andiculturally inappro-

priate placarent criteria:

d. consult with Liam tribes in establishing a., b., and c.

5. Significant Federal financial resmirces should be appropriated for

the enhanoelrent or develop:Ent, and maintemance of nechanisms to

handle child custody issues, including but not limited to Indian

operated foster care homes and institutions:

a. in reservation axeas such resources shouad he made directly

available to the tribe:

61
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Chapter 8: Social Services - Health

Recommend a t ion s

0
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Action to be taken by:
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sCOIngreas stould appropriate sufficient funds for the acotimaance of

present Indian centers in'urban areas which assist Indians in obtain,

ing medical and other social services; and shculd encourage, with funds

and guidance, the establishmant of additional such centers in all urbar

areas where Indians live.

°Congress should, by legislation, create in the Office of Civil Rights

a monitoring and enforcing division targeted at discriminatory urban

health providers.

°Incian Health Service.should receive symplemental fundings for provid,

ing outreach medical care to isolated, rural Indians.

°Ccogress should appropriate funds in excesa of those authorized in

PUblic Law 94-437 in order to adequately meet ths needs ,:er the con,

struction of health care facilities and their on-goingnmintenance.

°Congress Should appropriate funds in MOSS of those authorized in

Public Law 93,437 in order to adequately meet the needs for properly

equipped health care facilities.

°Congress should, by legislation, create in the Office of Civil Rights,

an office charged with nonitoring all HIS contract providers.

°The use of mobile health vans at Navajo and Rosebud, and the television

satellits formerly used in Alaska, should be expanded to allOther

isolated, inaccessible areas.

°Congress should authorize funds to allay IHS to offer appropriate

monetary and other incentives and benefits which will make IHS work

more desirable to health professionals, both for purposes of retaining

existing personnel and attracting potential personnel.

°Congress in HEW or BIA a recruiting office charged

with exploring ve starf sources, and designing an intensive

recruiting campaign.

°Congress :Should create a medical paraprofessional corps modelled after

the Peace Clorps and VISTA.
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Chapter 8: Social Services - Health

Reaommendations:

-36-

_Action to be taken Ot.

4116shouldbe funded to allow the expansion of present training ploCr

9rams so that they axe located in individual services units andgeared

to specific staff shortages there.

°IHS should, throu01 a special training program, devalcp a cad% of the

indigenous paraprofessionals to work in the areas cd mental health and

alcchkism, the two areas in which cultural senAtivity and open com-

munication are especially crucial ba successful treatment.

*nose tribes which wish to incorporate traditional nedicine into the

health delivery system should cohiract for it under P.L. 93-638. In

such cases, the civil- serviceetandards required by IHS under P.L. 638

should be waived.

ngress should appropriate funds for on-going orientation programs t5

educate IBS employees in Indian culture, and to pravide for Indian

interpreter positions in all service units.

°Ihe IHS bodget and management system should be reviewed and revaaped

to insure optimal utilivation of Congressional funding. Congressional

oversight hearings are also warrantei. Auditing of all IHS services

should be carried out periodically, to correct the present lack of

accountability.

°Congress d authorize a Management study of the Indian Health

Service conductedby the dovernment Accounting Office or to be

separately, rontracted utilizing experts fral'a the public and private

sector and representatives frown the Indian ccerunity. This study

should be conducted within the context of evaluating the feasibility

of phasing the Indian Health Service into an independent Indian agency

at an appropriate'time. A management study of the Indian Health Ser-

vice should include the evaluation of personnel.management, budget,

management infcamation and the organizational structure of the Indian

Health Service.
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Chapter 8: Social Services - Health

a Recommendations: Action to be taken *vs

11,

-37-

°AnsExecutive Order should establish an overeightmechanim allowing for

tribal 'government input andmandating BIA, HUD, and IHS to coordinate

budget and planning cycles for the construction, repair, and mainten-

ance of roads, houses, water systems, newer system and sanitatia

facilities. ,
-

°Congress should appropriate to IHS sufficient funds for the purchase of

fully-equipped aMbulances for reservations presently without them, to::

gather with provisions for trained drivers and for mair*Amaance of ve-

- hicles.

°Congress should apprOpriate`to !Hs funds for the purchase of vehicles

to transport non-erergancy patients to and frontealth facilities.

°USDA should review ami revanp its ;.ad emvply system to insure ccosis-

tent deliyery of nutritious, healthiiving foods to the Indian pecpde,

with particular mphasis on high-riek gimps such as infants, children,

pregrent wimp the elderly, and the handicapped; and to insure th

omnbined, aim:item:cm use cd both food stave and donated foods for

those takes desiring it.

°MA should replace the ncropolistic trading postwith ita high prices

.and inferior stock, with as many efficiently-nunaged fcod stores as are

needed for amessibility by Igdien people wherever they live on the

reservation. These stores sharld eventually be transferred to Indian

management.

°Ommgress should approplriate funds on a tribe-wide basis for programs on

health eduuation, hygiene, erld nutrition.

°DIS should take up the challenge -recently given it in Senate bill S.

3184 ix; upgrade the demonstration projects heretofore administeredby

NIAAA.

Vcngress should appropriate funds in excess pf those authorized hy P.L.

94-437 to insure the achievement of the goals outlined in the Declare-

ticm; of Policy of the 1976 Indian Health Care Improvement Act.

621
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Chapter 81 'Social Services - Health -Education .

Recommendations: kctisn_to be

°Indian Health Service should establish a formalized mechanism through

which INS officials can work closeAr with Indian people toward the

. successful inplesentation of Public Law 94-437.

°Congress shouldnemdate the full =operation of the Indian Health

Service in the isuplemenUstice of the Indian Self-Determination and

Educational Asisistance Act (Public Law 93-638).

Education.

°Congress nest provide through appropriate legislation tor the transfer,

at the appropriate time, of4s11 Federal education program from their

present agencies to the consolidated Indian agency recamended in ear-

lier chapters of this report. This agency would be required to design,

in conjunction with Indian people, education programs it establishes

to respond to the needs of Indian people, to meet their distinct needs.

Such a program would require nore efficient administratice and an so-

curate fooling mechanism to assure that target nonies reached the tribü

°Oongmels will enact Legislation that would aid tribal govenments in

assuming the responsibility for control of edWcation in accordanos with

their desires. Precisely, such legislation should include:

1. Amendment to P.L. 874 and 815 suet: that: (a) the dollars directed

to aid schools educating Indian students would be funneled through
a tribal nonitoring system, then to the school; m a set-aside
provision is made to cover costs of tribal administration.

2. Anendrents to P.L. 638 such thats (a) a duly elected Hoard of Re-
gents maybe recognized as a unit representing tribes and tribal
opinion to contract for and administer pcet-secondary schools with
a multi-tribal populations (b) in the case of multi-tribal eleven-

taiy and secondary schools, a dUly elected Hoard of Regents, in-
cluding at least one rmprementative from each tribe, be reoognized
as a unit representing tribes and tribal opinion b0 contract for

and administer those schools.

3. Amendrents to P. L. 638 and JoM such that: (a) any dollars con-
tracted for the education of Indian children threugh P.L. 638 and

Xt.! would pass through a tribal nonitoring system. (b) in utilizing
this contract or monitoring power with P.L. 638 or JOM a tribe may
decide the extent to Which it wishes to control the educational
system affecting its children. This decision rums the gamut from

total tribal ownership and control to utilization of the tribal
goverment only as a monitoring system for Indian education vonies.

(c) /f the tribe opts to set up an organizational unit to monitor
funds, a set-aside provision ahould be made available to cover the

caste of tribal ackainistration.

622
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Chapter 8: Social Services - Education

Recommendations: Action to be taken by:

4. Arnandirents to all Thdian education legislation such that: (a) The H

state or local goverment not in compliance wiih agreements and
x o Ps

m 0 rt
n m tr

=tracts for Indian education programs can he sued by the tribe 0 PI PI CD

CD 14-
in a U.S. District Court or in a state court of general jurisdio- s o
tion. (b) Ihe court may grant to the plaintiff a temporary restra 5
ing order, preliminary or permanent injunction or other order in-
cludingthe suspension, termination or repayment of funds or plac-
ing any further payrents in escrow pending the outcome of the liti
qaticn. X

°Congress will initiate legislation for the funding and administration,

under a consolidated Indian agency for progrmns:

1. To study and establish standarda for Indian education and develcp
an accreditation system for Indian schools;

2. Tb train non-Indians who teach andwork with Indian children as an
interim measure until there are enough Indian educators;

3. Tb educate and prepare the tribes to org-..nize and operate their
own educational systems (to the extent they wish);

4. TO subsidize a long-range effort to train and certify Indian edu-

cators for Indian schools;

S. TO subsidize programs for curriculum development and library dev-

elopmmt for Indian schwas;

6. Tb prcmide for a professional clearinghouse to keep education in-

formation, i.e., teacher availability, new curricula, and special
information timing from school to school and tribe to tr

7. Tb give professional Indian educatbrs the cpportunity to give
ular input on new educational methods and resources to the tribe

The tribes in turn can utilize these sugaestions if they choose. X

*Congress shall provide, under the umbrella of the consolidated Indian

agency.appropriate legislation for the administra6on and fundiN of

inproaad off-reservation boarding schools. To achieve a restructuring

Of these schools this funding will be.utilized to:

Define thsgcelsand objectives for each off-reservation boarding
school.

Create an academic emphasis that fits the particular goals of each

school,

1. A vccational/techniCal schoal with an enOasis on producing

trained craftsren and technicians.
2. A school for the gifted with an amhasis on academic training.

3. A schoal for special learning difficulties with an emphasia on
basic Skills.

* Xt should be noted here that Juvenile corrections should be the

responsibility of the tribe and nct the off-reservation boarding
schcca.
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Chapter SI SMAaa Servioes -Education

-Recommendations:

-40-

Action to be taken by.

- Organize an admittance and transfer policy for off-reservation board-

ing school students.

Hire'sufficient diagnostic staff for each off-reservation boarding

school.

- Hire a program and development specialist for each off-reservation

bearding school.

- Write curriculum that ierespavaike to student needs both psycholog-

ically and academically.

--Moose teaching and guidance persamel on the basis of ability to
do the job rather than rank in civil service.

- Elve parents the °mortality to contribute ideas and participate in

school procedure.

- Give the amuunities from vthich the students come the opportunity to

contribute ideas and participate in the off-reservation boarding

school procedure.

- Give the school advisory boards real decision pcwer (as indicated by

the IRA).

4- Set up funding struotures to separate CMHS from other BIA funded

schools.

- Standardize accounting prccedures and fiscal report of all ORBS.

Finance the present sChools to do their 'designated job.

- Remove post-secondary schools run by the BIA from ORBS status so

they have the option to control:

1. staff

2. budget

3. programs

4, enrollment levels

5. student body

- Organize an elective process for advisory boards and boards ef re-

gents for all BIA schools (Haskell, LAIA, SIPI)

°Congress, through specific legislation will provide funding for schol-.

arships in three academic areas:

1. vocational education

2. traditiaial liberal arts educaticn.

3, graduate level education. Graduate level scholarship should take

into account extra expenses of more expensive bccks and supplies

and the greater possibility that the graduate student will be

married.

- Scholarship funding directed through both Indian organizations and

tribes which would distribute the money to eligible Indian students.

t'
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Chapter S: 9:,cial Services -Eftetion

Recommendations:

..... -

-41-

Action to be taken bys

- Each Indian studentiOho meets the reluirenents of Section 411(a) (1)

of the. Higher EducationAct of 1965 :shall be entitled to a grant in

an amount computed under subsection (a) of subsection 411.

caningressaustemaatlegislation whieh would, under the consolidated

Indian agency, carryout a program for funding and adkainistration of

Indian poet-secondary sehools. Specifically, suds legislation Should

include:

FUnds for rote Indian-owned and operated colleges such that higher
edUcation is availele to all Indians who desire it. '

- FUnds for researeh in the area of Indian higher education to deter-
rine the needs of students both academically and psychologically.

- FUnds to asmessthe needs of tribes and casurtities for certain types
of vocations and professions.

- Funds to establish vocational institutions on cc near reservations
with large populations.

- Funds to establiah liberal arts instituticms on or near reservatiova
with large populations.

- Funds to establieh a husber of institutions of higher learning for
interpreting and sustainibg thsculture, languages and traditions of
Indian people.

- FUndS for Indian higher education centers with a simple emphasis,
e.g., Center for Indian Law.

Fluids provided by the Federal goverment te any institution of high7,
er learnim; that is educating Indian students (similar to JOM funds).

- Accreditation for Indian post-secondary institutions shvl.d be pre,

vided by an Indian designed and organized board.

P3
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ampbmrY: Off-Reservation Indians

Recommendations: Action to be

°It is recomended that the delivery of services to off-reservation

Indians should be consistent with the Federal cbligation to all Indian.

Because the problema of Indians in udhma areas are unique in the Immune,

they are physically may from tribal society, Congress shmilddirect

that the Foacutive deliver appropriate services through umban Indian

centers.

°The EXecutimearandh should assure financial support for Indian center:

in ueban areas. This could be expedited by: (1) turning over BIA

Envloyment Assist.-nce Offices and their cantracting pcwers to the

umban centers; and (2) sawing Federal domestic assistance dollars

foraseparate progransandtargeting them to the ueban centers.

*The Executive Branch should place at the appropriate time adainistra-

tion of Federal funds targeted fer umban Indians under an Urban Indian

°Moe within the consolidated independent Indian agency.

°Congress should direct the ENECUtiVe Branch to adairdetratively assume

that urban Indian centere'receiv0firetestablished Federal domestic

assistance programs and BIA Employment Assistance Program appropriate

fumiing of programs for off-reservation Indians in empleyment ccunsel-

ing, employment assistance, vocational Skills development, an Indian

employment agency, and all appropriate administratiOn.

°The Department'of the Interior should direct the BIA to give its con-

tract powers, as a matter of policy, in all urban functions, now and

in the future, particularly employment placement, vocational training,

and its apprloriate administrative support, to urban Indian centers.

°The Executive Brand: shouldnendate that urban centers receive:

1. Priority rather than secondary status for the receipt of JOM funds

.2. Technical assistance in working with the regulations and expediting
the funding process.

3. Positive role in program and policy formation in the schools where
there are Indian dhildren, i.e., curriculum development, teaching
an:3 administrative staff hiring.

4. Funding for administrative and prouram costs.
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ChWer 9: Off-Resarvatice Indians

Recommendations: Actiqp to be taken by:

°Congress shoulddirect the Executive to mandate that urban Indian cen-

terswill te arded to provide:

1. A real estate. clearinghouse to provide information on available
living quarters;

2. Consuner eduartion programs in the areas of credit procedures,
lease informatAcr, gsneral advice on saving from the reservation
to an urban areas

3. Grants Dar initial movingoosts, irradiate eappert, rent st.cple-
nents, housing isprovenents; and

ze

4. Reestablish the program for:early funded by BLA providing equity
grants for down paytents to xelocatees wno have lived in th6city
for more than two-years ba all urban Indians. p

ss Should direct the Executive to mandate that appropriate act-ice

tektaken to premide urban Indians with health care facilities by pro-

viding the urban Indian centerwith funds to:

1. Jerve as a clearinghouse for health care information;

:. Lee:contracts for Maim health care;

3. Estahlish edUcational program

4. Establigh health care programs on its premises;

5. Serve an's liaison between Indian people and other health care
institutide;

6. Act as a monitor for funds designated Eor urban Indian health
carer and

7. Ackninister Ind:4n healthcare programs.

°The Executive Brand: Should oonduot a detailed exarnthation of assis-

tance programa and need'areas to deter:axe:which would be most exped-

itiously administered by tribal governments. X
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Chapter 10: Terminated Tribes

Recommendation's: he io to

-44-

e taken
t4

°Congress should by' joint resolution specifically repudiate H.C.R. 108

and the pcaicies of assindlation and terndnation that it represents,

and ccumit Federal Enlist policy specifically to Indian self-determin-

ation. '

°Congress should by appropriate legislation provide for an administra-

tive restoration process Whoring to the folloding principles:

1. Purpcee or the Act would be to establish standar& and procedures
by which terminated Indian tribee nay be restored to the statue of
sovereign, FederAly-recognized Indian tribes; ba restore to ter-
minated Indian tribes and tribal reMbers thcee Federal rights,
privileges and Services to which Pederally-reccgnized Indian tribea
and their embers are entitled.

2. ¶fhe rolicy of termination was wrong and Congress evressly recog-
nizes that fact. All reasonable steps ahmild be taken to fully
and quickiy restore kederal recognition La terminated tribes, re-
establish their land base, and restore tribal sovereignty. Aal
federal conies expended purstant to the Act should be "over and
Above existing appropriations far Indian affairs."

3. Any terminated trite nay file a "petiticn for restoration" with
the Secretary of the Interior. The Secretary shall grant the pet-
ition where: "the tribe is maintainbui a tribal identity, and (2)
restoration is faNtalal by a majority of the tribil nesters actually

voting in an election...." Ihe Secretary "shall literally construe
the petition inlavor of the tribe" and any "denials of petiticn
shall be without prejudice to the tribe's right to refile sUbse-
quent petitions." If a petition is granted, the Secretary and the
tribe shall negotiate a restoration plan, the tribe will be eligi-
ble for all Federal services and benefits and all rights of the
tribe ender "Federal treaty, statute, Exe;utive order, agavement,
or othenaise shall be reinstated."

4. The restoration plan shall provide for election of "interim tribal
ciouncil", adoption of a tribal.constitutlon and by-laws, revision
of the tribal roll, establiehment of reservation land in =est,
and other specifics. Congress retains the power to approve or dis-
approve any restoration plan.

S. Nothing in the Ast alters preexisting rights or obligations or
affects the status 0 any Fedarally-reocinized tribe.

6. The Act shall'be construed in favoral4rdans: the Secretary of
Interior shell cooperate with tribes seeking restoration; his ac-
tion is subject to review Ly a Federal court: and other specifics.

1. AuthOrisation tar whatever appmspriations arB neoessaly to igple-
ment the Act.

8. The secretary ct Interior is authorised b, adopt regulations nec-
essary ear oarryingout the Act,

F
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*Chapter 10: Terminated Tribes and Chapter 11: Unrecognized Indians

Recommendationn : ACtion to be taken bye

n el 14

Nexeiress as an interim:fel:sure, recognizing the hardships caused by o z e
o o
et 0

Ifterminaticms, should by legislation specifically exteeelappropriate M 4
M M.

Federal Indian services to "terminated" Indians. IS
0
e

Chapter 11: Unrecognized Indians

"De dispel achinistrative hesitetions and to clarify the intention of

Congress, Ocegress should adept in a ccmcurrent resolution a staterent

of policy affirmimita intention to recognize all Indian tribes as

eligible for the benefits and probectices of general Indian legisla-

tion and Indian pplicye and directing the Executive Branch to serve

all Indian tribes. The declaratiOn of policy could be adopted along

with Task Pores Nine's "Congressional Statement of Findings and Declar-

ations of Policy". In pertineet part, it reads:

The Congress recognizes that there -axe ntmerous trites and
groups of Indian pecple who have been denied Federal recognitine for

a labk of a treaty relationshipwith the United States or lack of

other laws. The Congress recegnizes that the contintwd velem:0.1 by

the Federal authorities to acoord Federal recognition to these tri-

bal entities or cotammities of Indian people is not premised cn

grounds of equity or justice but is prendsed cn the lack of adequate

apprepriation of funds to peceerly serve those tribes and people who

are already Federally recognized and because of the Lack of any clear

legislative guidelines to facilitate recognition. The Congress here-

with declares its ccrardtnent to provide a mechanise for recognition

of those Indian tribes or cormunity groups who have previously teen
Laumergeized and to couple this ceernitnent With a cenmitment to ap-
propriate suce additional funds in the future as are necessary to
provide services to these newly repcgnized entities without diminish-

rent of services to those tribes already recognized.

°To insure that the above declaration 'is carried out, Congress, by

legislation, should create a special office, for a specific period of

tine, such as 10 years, independent from the present Bureau of Indian

Affairs, entrusted with the respcnsibility of affirming tribes' rela-

tionships with the Federal Government. The Office should have a dual

functice: (1) Affirming the Federal relationship with the petitioring

tribes; and (2) negotiating the particular aspects of that relation-

ship within the context of general Indian legislatice and Indian Iaw,

but with the flexibility that meeting each tribe's specific needs re-

- quires. The first function should include the following procedures:

6 9
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Chapter 11: unremognizedIndiarm

Recommendations: Action to be

-Thepffice should contact all known so-celled unrecognized tribes ,

.and inform them of their rights to establish a facal relationship
with the Rederal'Grararnalt...

- lechnioal assistanoe shouldbe provided for tribes, ensuring that
they understand the Office's procedures, and that they acquire legal,
assistance and profesaional assistanoewhen they desire it for pre-
tenting their claims to this Office. With the assistance of the spe-
cial office, Or with the assistance of persons designated by the
tribe hut paid by the cdfioe, the tribeg should submit petitions for
recognition to the office.

- As socm as possible, but no Lster,than one year after receipt of a
tribe's petition, the office must decide on a grow's eligibility-as
a tribe for Federal-Indian programs and services.

- Mat decision myst be decided on the definitional factors enumerated
below, factors which are'intended to identify amy groupwlhich has its

- mots in the general historical circisetances all aboriginal peopled
.cn this osntinent have shared.

- At the end of one year, through appropriate hearings and investiga-
tion, the office Shall justify any rejection of a group's claim to
tribal status with a written report &crawling the group's failure
to establish its inclusion in,any cue of the seven definitional fac-
tors enumerated below..

- lbe group ney appea the offioe's ruling to a thre. judge Federal '44

District Court, as outlintnitelad.

Tbe second funaticm of the office, to negotiate the tribe's particular

status within the Federal-tribal system, is intencbd to place these

'newly reoognized trihes on a fin% footing so that their claire are

clear, their rights are affirmed, their special needs are assessed,

and so that ictions may he taken immediately to improve their health,

edwational, and economic conditions. This procedure will acknowledge

these tribes' different priorities, and will assist in expediting ac.

tions on tribal prioriiies. It is not intended to be a process for

lindting tribes' eligibility for any services or constraining the pew

ers, rights, and special privileges of these trihes. Ihe office will

be directed to exercise gcod faith and trust in delineating the tribes'

rights to services and protection of laws governing Indian affairs.

°Congress Should direct this office that for the purposes of fulfilling

the Federal Goverment's obligation for the pr3tection and well-being

cd American Indian tribes and aboriginal groups, and their resources,

and 6or the identification of those groups, the 6olloaing procedure

will be adopted.
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Chapter 11; Unrecognized Indians

Recommendationst

-47-

Action to be taken bY:

1. A tribe or group, or community claiming to be Indian or aboriginal

to the U.S. shall be recognized unless the United States, acting

through the special office created by Congress, can establish

through hearingu and investigations that the group does Rot neet

any one of the following definitional factors set forth bkoo:

a. The group exhibits evidence of historic continuance as an In-
dian tribal group from the time of European contact or frame
time predating EUropean contact. "Historic continuance" shall

include any subsegLent fragmentation or division of a specific

tribe or group, and any Confederation or amalgamaticm of spe-
cific tribes, band, or group and subdivisions.

b. The Indian group has had treaty relations with the Unitei
States, individual states, or pre-existing colonial and/or
territorial governments. "Treaty relations" shall include

any formal relationship based on a governnent's acknowledge-

nent of the Indian group's separate or distinct status.

c. The group has been denominated an Indian tribe or designated

as "Wien" by an Act of Congress or Executive Order of state

governments which provided for, or otherwise affected or idenT

tined the govermmntal structure, jurisdiction, or property
of the tribal gaoups in a special or unique relationship to

the state government.

d. The Indian group has held oollective rights in tribal Lands or

funds, utgther or not it was expressly designated a tribe.
"Lands" shall include lands reserved for the group's exclusive

use, occupancy ovrelated general purposes which have been ac-

quired by the group through Act of Congress Executive or ad-
ministrative action, or through sudh related acts by pre-exis-

ting ooloniil'and/or territorial governments, or by state goy,-
ernment, or through the purchase of sudh lands by the group.
"Funds" shall include =ley designated for the.group's exclu-
sive use,' possession or related general purposes by Act cf Con-

gress, Executive or adninistrative action or by sudh related

acts of pre-existing colonial and/or territorial governments,

or by state governments, or byjudgments awards of the U.S.

Court cl Claims; U.S. Indian Claims Commission, Federal or

State COurts.

e. The group has been treated as Indian by other Indian tribes or

groups. Sudh treatment can be evidenced byrelationships este-
bliShed for purposes connected with crafts, sports, political
affairs, social affairs, economic relations, or any inter-tri-

bal activity.

f. The Indian group has expressed political authority over its

matters through a tribal council or other sudh governmental

structures which the Indian group has determined and defined

as its own form of government.
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Chapter 11: Unrecognized Indians

Recommendations:

-48-

Action to be taken byl

g. The group has been officially designated as an Indian tribe,
greuP, or comeerity by the Federal Government or by a state
gamernment, county (or pariah) government, township, or local
municipality.

2. If the United States finds that the claimants do not meet any of

these definitional factors, such a determination Shall be made in

writing to the claimants and the deaision Shall be reviewable by

a three judge Federal Dis!..rict COurt with the burden remaining upr

on the United States to establidh that the claimants are not an

Indian tribal community.

3. If the Ueited States affirmet.ilough the special office that a

claimant tribe or groups meets any one of the standards set forth

Above, it shall premptly begin negotiations with the tribe or

group for purposes of extending all benefits and protections of

the laws of the United States directed toward Indians to the ex,

tent agreed to by the tribe or group. The agencies designated to

provide for the negotiation of protection and benefits Shall sub-

mit to the Cengress such additional requests for appropriations

as are necessary to fulfill these elongations.

4. Technical assistance shall be provided by the special office, or

by the prime agent of the trust, or by both, so that newly recog-

nized tribes can determine their members:hip rolls. The process of

determining the rolls will entail public notices, the formation of

tribal enrollment committees to hearindividuals' claims, and writ-

ten s'tateuents of enrollment verification which must be recorded

in duplicate by the prhnegmant of the trust. Tribes must set

their awn menbership standards. This enrollment procedure may be,

gin after the epecial office informs the group of its recognized

tribal status, and may continue after the special office is ter-

minated, althcugh the process should be expedited by the office

as fast as possible.
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Chapter 11: Unrecognized Indians a
Recommendations: Action to

°Congress should appropriate specific set-aside monies for American

Indian carramity governments and Orgenizattons currently not receiv-

ing Burematof Indian Affairs services and programs to be utilized for

program develoanant, planning and tommstity-based operations. These

funds should be in addition to the, usual appropriations for the Cffioe

of Native American Programs (CWAP) within the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare. Such funds should serve as an interim measure

vbileother Federal depealnents and agencies are isplenenting service

to all Indians. (It should be noted that there should be a specific

set-aside since Iess than 118 of the (RAP grantees during FY 1975

uere terminated or "non-federally recognized" Indian tribes and cc-

ganiZatimue.)

oDo insure the success of such Congressional directives and epecific

set-aside monies, the Congress should appropriate additional funds for

distribution through the Federal deparhvents and agencies co a grantee

and non-grantee basis, specifically designed to provide contractual

training and technical assistance for American /ndian communities at

state-udde and regional levels. Further, to provide for the contin-

uance of the self-dateimination without termination concepts surround-

ing the Indian Sel*Deterrninatico Act passed in the 93rd Ccmgress, in-

dividual American /ndian camonity govern:rents and organizations and

carbinatiois thereof within a state or regional area shouldbe encour-

aged to perform the contracival negotiaticos with individmal contrac-

tors, in a cooperative effort uith the respective Federal age:16y. Ad-

ditionally, to provide the necessary support for the development of

non-BIA programs and services, and for the cooperative efforts between

Federal agencies and Indian cuammities in policy-making and policy-

fo9faticn, the Congrese shouLd stipulate and .ncourage the utilization

./"d rmation of the Indian Task Force ooncept co the Federal Regional0,

Counci .level. (As such, the presence of an Indian Task Force at the

New England Federal Regional Council has proven over the past few

years to be highly effeatiVe in the areas nentioned above.)
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T
Chapter 11: Uhrecognized Indians

.Recommendations: Action to be taken bY

r:0 0 11

°Per the purposes of providing effective utilization and improvement of *
to
h h

human resmirceswithinAmerican Indian =unities and for the success m
m o

ful matinuanoe and ratianal development of cartalnity governments and to 4

organizations notcurrently receiving Bureau of Indian Affairs prograns

And services, the Congress should establish a national Indian scholar-

ehip and fellowship program specifically designed to i5romote the edUc-

&time:1 developent and training of the current Indian leadership with

in suet: ccemunities and those young Indian adilts who eXhibit future

leadership qualities and activities.

°Congress should direct the General Accounting Office to inuediately

proceed with full and complete investigations of the grant award pro-

cedimes involving: the OffiM of Indian Education - Title TV, Parte

A4 14 and C: the Office of Native American Pregrams - TrIbe and Urban;

and the Office of Indian Manpower PLuyzons - Sec. 302 of the Coapre

hensive EtpLoyment and Training Act.

nhe.Cangress should extend the statute of limitations as provided in

28 U.S.C. S2415()) m as to provide that actions whieh accrued an the

date of enactment of such Act in accordance with sbbsection (g) thereo

may be bmought within twenty-five years after the right of action ac-

crues, so as to provide time for Indian tribes, bands or groupswho

have not had access to Legal services, effective legal research and

.effective historical researdh to seek redress through actions brought

by the United States on their behalf under the'Act. X

°The Census Bureau should be directed to implement the reommendations
suggested by Task Force No. 10 on pages 1703-1704 of its final report,

so,that eo-called unrecognized Imiians wdll be identified in the 1980

Census.

634
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Chapter 12: Special Circtristances - Alaska

Reccmumendationst

c

-51-

Action to be taken by:
.

.°Congress should enact)legislation prescribing the order of preference

in whiCh applicationd for henefits under federal lams and programs

. will be received from the semral kinds of Alaska Native organizations

qualified as applicants.

°Congress should enact legislation confirming that the /lingii & Haida

Indians Constitute a single tribal entity okwhiOh the Central Council

is the general and svpreme governing body.

°Congress s!ould emit legislation =firming that the authority of the

Secretary of the Interior to reserve easements on lands to be conveyed

to Native corporations uncbr the Settlement Act is strictly limited to

&finitely defined easements across such lands and at periodic.poirts

along the courses of navigablowaterdays that are necessary to dis-

charge international treaty obligations and to provide access to re-

mathing public lands. Specifically,-Congress should make clear that

the Secretary is without authority to reserve any lineal easements

along shorelines, any non-specific, floating or blanket easements, or

any easements to provide others with any rights to enter upon any lands

(including water beds) to be conveyed tn the Native corporations for

any purpose other than to cross such lands by defined routes to reach

remaining public lands.

°Congress should enact legislation ccnfinning that the Secretary of the

Interior is not required, prior to oonveying Lands to Natives and Na-

tive corporations under the Settleuent Act, to prepare impact state-

ments pursuant to the National Envirmmental Policy Act.

°Congress Should enact legislation requiring the Secretary to ccnvey

all lands and estates and interests in lands that the Natives and the

Native corporations are entitled to receive under the Settlement Act

no later than December 31, 1978.

X
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Chapter 12: Special Circumstances - Alaska

Recommendations: Action to be taken by.

t4 0 P4 Pi
°Oxigress should increaae its oversight relative to the carrying out of a o

m o
rt

m

the Settlenent Act in general, and relative to the conveying of lands 'omm If
n 4 'M

rt M P"

to the Native corporations in particular. Cengress should require the
VI PI

a
Secretary to report to it not less frequently than once every three '

months until it is satisfied that all lands to whieh'the Native

ations are entitled under the Act have been conveyed.

°Congress should appropriate funds to provide the advarce paynents into

the Alaska Native FUnd that were authorized by Section 407(a) of the

Act of Novenber 16, 1973 (87 Stat.'591) to ameliorate the adverse imr

pact on the Alaska Natives of delay in construction of the Trans-

PiOeline.

°Congress should take no action in inplenenting the provisicns of Sec.

17(d),of the Settlement Act, or otherwise, that would have the effect

cf diminishing or impairirnpthe ability of Alaska. Natives to make use

of any lands or of the products thereof (including fish and animals),

-6or subsistence purposes; or that would have the effect of restricting

the uses that Native corporations night make of, or the actiVities the

night condect on, any land conveyed to them under the settlemadi Act.

°Congress should enact legislation permanently exempting lands conveyed

to Native corporations undertheSettlement Act from state and local

taxation, so long as they are not develpped or leased, and during per-

idda such lands are not productive of income, whether or not they were

previously developed or leased.

°Not later than &king the let session of the 101st Congress, or 1989,

Crongress should undertake a comprehensive examination of the condition

of the Alaska Natives and of the results of the Settlement Act, with a

view, particularly, to determining whether the tax exemptions and the

period of inalienability of stock currently provided by the Settlement

Act should be expanded or extended.

°Congress Should conduct hearings to examine the problems that have

arisen in interpreting and effectuating Section 7(1) of the Settlement

Act and to determine whether further legislation is desirable.

63 6
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Chapter 121 Special Cinametamaas- Oklahma

Recommendations:

-53-

Action to be taken by:

It is the conclusion of the AMerican Indian Policy Reviuw Oommission

that the findings and recounerdations applicable to Indiana generally,,

are part of the Federal Indian policy and Should be equally applicable

to the Indian tribes and people of Oklahoma without distinction and

that no tribe or crensinity of Indian people Should be denied tho bene-
e

fits or advantages o Federal Indian law or policy solely because they

are found within the boundaries of the State of Cklahoma.

°Cengress should provide by appropriate legidlation fer the repeal of

laws whidh presently restrict or remove from the,tribes of Oklahoma the

full measura of juitsOuctional and governmental powers enjoyed by those

tribes prior to the establishuent, or removed in contemplation of the

establishment, of the State of Oklahoma to the extent that such laws

restrict or remove such powers. TO the extent that the State of Okla-

homa lawfully exercises jurisdiction of Indians or Indian lands at pre-

sant that Nrisdiction should remain as ooncurrent with tribal powers.

°Congress Should provide by appropriate legfslation for the rewsmption

of federal jurisdiction and tribal jurisdiction to the exclusion of

state jurisdiction adhering to the follti.,thg principles:

a. Reaasumption of federal jurisdiction and tribal juristion to

the exclusion of state jurisdiction shall be to the sane extent as

are found on reservations in states not presently exercising PUbli

Law 83-280 jurisdiction or other jurisdiction pursuant to special

jurisdictional statutes for that state.

b. The extent and limitations, including any timetables for partial

or total assumption of jurisdiction shall be at the option of the

tribe whiCh shall prepare a-plan for same.

c. There should be direct financl assistance :rade available to the

tribe or inter-tribal:group which should include a Secretarial

designation necessary to qualify for LEAA discretionary funds.

LEAP. shorld also beamended and directed to make funds available

for plann:Ing and preparation prior to assuming law and order

functions.

63 7
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Chapter 12s Special Clammetmces - °kith= -California
f

Recommendations; Action to be taken by.

The plan presentedby the tribe or inter-tribal group should

reflect consultaticn with state and local governnents oxicerning

transition activities and to reflect ccoperatice or ladk thereof.

State.and local governments stall have no veto over the plan.

. The plan thall be presented to the Secretary who Shall:

1. Act within 120 days to approve or disapprove the plan, and

failure to act within that time shall be considered approval;

to
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2. Base disappmoval of the plan solely upon the basis of the in-

adequacy of the plan giving specific reasons and providing

technical assistance and resources necessary to meet the In-
auacies where possible.

3. Within 120 days aftei the Passage of the Act, the Secretary

shall draft standards for detanmbaing the adequacy or inade-

quacy of a tribal plan, which standards Shall be sent to the

individual tribes of Oklahoma who atoll have not less than 30

days to prepare cognemts on the standards proposed by the

Secretary. The Secretary'shall submit to Cbngress within 200

days after passage, of the Act the proposed standards with

tribal comments.

f. Rejection of a tribal plan by the Secretary Shall be appealable to

a three judge district court in the District of ColuMbia, and the

Department of the Interior shall pay all reasonable attorney's fees

and costs of the tribe or inter-tribal group as determined by the

federal court except where such appeal is deemed to be frivolous.

California.

Recamundations made through this Report are applicable to the Indian

tribes and Indian people of California. Reammiendaticca made in other

chapterswhichhave particular pertinence to California are as follows:

1. Special financial needs of small tribes. (Chpt. 5, Part B.)

2. Disparity in budget allocation. (Chpt. 6, Pasts rV 6 V.)

3. Terminated Indians. (apt. 10, All Reocurrendations.)

4. Public Law 280. (Chpt. 5, Part c.)

5. Off-Reservation Indians. (Chpt. 9, All Recommendations.)
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Chaptex 13: General -

Recommendations:

A. National Awanress Ommarning Indian Issues. I

Action tobe taken by:

°Congress should by appropriate legislation require mandatory training

concerning Indian history, legal status and cultures of all goverment

eqaloyees administerthg any naleral program or state or local program

funded in %bole cc in part*Raderal funds.

°Congress should by appropriate legisLstion appropriate funds to assist

school systems in developing echsaation programa in Indian affairs.

Such fueds shauld be rade amenable Bar:

1. An evaluation of the history and govenonrit curricula utilized by

elementary, secondary and higher educational institutions.

2. The identification:A-gaps and inaccuracies inlauch curricula.

3. The pkoviaion of urdel curricula, which accurately reflects Indian

history, tribal status and Indian culture. /n making this ream-

mmdation, it is not the intent:A the CommissiOn that such pro-.

gram should constitute an "official history". Rather, the intent

is merely to encourage scholarlywork to fill a recognized void in

current educational programs.

m.
4

B. Alternatim Elective Bodies fo resentin National Indian Interes .

nio Congressional action is appropriate at this time on any of the cur-

rent proposals for uulti-tribal input into the national political

arena.

C. Consolidation, Revision and Oodification of Federal Indian Law.

°Congress should refer the entire report of the Counission Task Force

on Consolidation,,Fevision and Codification of Federal Indian LW to

the appropriate Committee or Cormittees to bring the work to coupletion

1. Cptimally, referral should be to the appropriate Committees of the

House and Senate or the Select Committees in each House with suf-

ficient time aw3 funds to complete the task.

2. The connittee(s)' work should be conducted through a process of

consultation with Lmiiol people.
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ChmAer 132 Geleral

Recommendationst Action to be taken WI

D. Creation of Native American Studies Division in the Librarul

Corwess.

°Congress should authorize the Ldtcary of Oongress and, if necessary,

appropriate funds tot

: 1. Create a Native American Studies Division in the Libiary with a

central reference area and a research support staff ef Native Amer-

ican specialists. The.content of such a oollection, should be deter-

ndned by the Library staff, but it WuxIldecysist of at least the

basic reference works zest frequently used in Indian affairs re,

search by both scholars and those active in public affairs.

2. The Libraryehould compile far publication a collection ef Native

American studies resources consisting of; Atdbliography of basic

reference tools for researdh in all aspeits.ef Indian affairs, in-

dexed by subject matter; a bdbliography of-bibliographies relatim

to Indian affairs; ;tad a directory of researdh sources 6or Native

American studies, including but not limited to specialized collec-

tions sudh as those in the Department of the Interior Library, the

Naticmal Indian Law Library in foulder,'Colerado, and the Newberry

Library in Chicago,,Illinois. Such a researdh guide should con-

tain materials located in the Library of Congress or other depos-

itory libraries accessible to the public and should be made avail-

able for sale to the public and updated pericdically.

3. The Selected Dihseminaticn of Infornation System (SDI) maintained

by the Ccegressional Research Serrine of the Library ef Congress

should expand its coverage of publications containing Native Arer-

ican articles and should he rade available for sale to the public.

4. In respame to these reocamendations, the Librarian of Congress

stnuldbe directed to report to the congress the estimated cost of

these changes and projects and the estimated time for their comple-

tion. In addition, the Librarian should be directed to rake a

feasibility study to determine the mquirements for undertaking a

definitive retrospective bibliography of all Native American

jesearch materials, indexed by ;abject matter.

6'.10
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Action to be taken

I'reccereend that Congress enact comprehensive legislatbon which

clearly defines the nature and scope of tribal:aelf-government

and pekes it clear that the governmental powers granted tribes

by the Congresi axe limited to tho goverment of embers and

their internal affairs, and are not general povernmental powers.

I reccreend that Cc:egress enact legislation directly prohibiting

Indian courts from exercising criminal jurisdiction over any person,

whether Indian or non-Indian, who is not a merrier of the Indian trite

which operates the court in qusstion.

°I further recamend that Congress enact legislation prohibiting Indian

courts franemarcising civil jurisdiction over any person, whether

Indian or non-Indian, Who is not a meMber of the tribe which operates

the court in question, unless the ntm-Indian defemdruzt expressly

and voluntarily Barite to the jurisdiction of the tribal court after

the claim arises uipmlvitideheLdt is brought.

(tio infringement of tribal self-governrrent should be found unless-the

non-Indian activities cmer which state jurisdiction is sought are part

of a complex of activities which are mtstantially Indian in character.

°Thrnunity-motivated =induct of me-Indians should not be iname from

state law.

°In the absence of ultimate authority cover Indian land use gaanning

lyingwith federal officials, the fairest sysbmwoubd be to place

final authority in state planning authorities in which Indians would

participate equally with other affected Citizens.

°Ibe United States should tax all persons on Indian reservations the

same me it does persons elsewhere. States should tax non-indians and

their property. %likes should be able to taximeters and their pro-

party.
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Action to be taken b 1

r*I recommend that Cmgress enact legislation providing that states'

shall have the sane power to levy tames, the legal incidence of which

falls upon' non-Indian activities or property, an Indian reservations

,las they have off Indian reservations. Its only eneptians to this

blanket rem:ignition of State taxing ptwer aver non-Indians should be

in the rare sitenticas where CCrfnehenSiVe federal regulation of spec-'

ific subject Matters would indspandentlypreeppt state regulation, in-

cluding taxation, of non-Indian activities on Indian reservationi.

*I also recarrend that Congress expressly proecribe taxation of non-men-

bers or property of neernerters by Indian tribes.

*Congress should erect legislation allowing civil jurisdiction in state

manta against Indian defendsnts in all cases where therewouad be jur-

isdiction in the state courts uere it rilt For the /ndian status of the

defenlant andl where the tribal goverment of the Indian defendant does

not provide a judicial form to hear the claims against the Indian de-

fendant. Tribal interests in regulating tteir cwn cambers could be

protevted by providing that tribal rules of decision make given ap.

propriateueight in the state court prcceedings. In the alternative,

Congress shoubi bar actions by Indians against non-Indians in any

event for clabns arising on reservations utere tribes have not provi-

ded forum for similar actions by non-Indians against Indians.

octogress should trldertake to dafine "Indian country" for the various

porposes forutich the term is used.

**Cannes should uldertake a conprehensive reexandnation of Indian jur-

isdiction in lignt of federal Indian, policy and legitimate state inter-

ests and then legislate clear and purposeful divisions of ;ewer which

will allcw tribes and the states to generate more good goverment and

less litigation.

*Congress should adopt legislation which extinguishes for all time all

tribal or Indian claims to interests in real pronerty, possessory or

otherwise', grounded in aboriginal possession alone. To ensure that

smh legislation would extinguish claims such as the Passamaquoddy's

now assertalbutnotyet reduced tr3 julgment, I would resolve all doubt

by recarnending to the Congress the enact:rent of a statute of limits-
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Separate Dissenting Views of Ctongressman Lloyd tteds - Minority Report
Recommendations: Action to be takers, by:

m 0
X 0 5 X

time that all such claims not yet reduced to judgment shall be n
foreverbarred. 4

°I recommend to the Cengress the creation of a legislative framwork by

which Indians can be defined and tribes can be defined for purposes of

fe&ral relatigstswith them. I would also recamend a limitaticns per-

iod, such that after a reasonable date certain, no person or emIty

would be permitted to aasert that it is an /ndian or a tribe for feder-

al purposes. X

°I rearmaand to the Congress legislation whidh, at the least, grants to

all Indian tribes the power to waive their own immunity.

°/ would recommend, therefore, a torts claim act, similar to the Federal

Torts Claim Act, so that Indian tribes would not be above the law for

their tortious conduct.

°/ recommend to the Cregress appropriate legislation which makes it

clear that Indian tribes exercising poWers of self-government not only

have no authority over non-Indians, but also have no governmental or

regulatory authority outside of their reservation houndaries over their

own members.
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oar= 41 PSOISIML-INDIAtti TRUST RaLATICtIS

%his defter oyhe report atimpts i. give clarity and neeping siO the

often penplexing ounonytknewn ae the "trust responsibility". %lie °omis-

sion recomends that 'the trUst responsibility incbAka a legally binding

duty upon the United States tovrotect midi:Mance Indian.trust'resources

end tribal selflovernsenb, Theduty would include providing services re-

qutsul try protract and enhanua trust resources and tribal eelf-govenunent

es unial as social and emetic progress necessary to raise the standard of

livin) end social well:beim of Indian people whether on or off the reser-

` VetiOn.

While the mconnendation may reflectWhat the scnpe of the trust near

Pansibility dhouidirs, the legal analysis provided .in the narrative is in-

adequate to support Awe of the elenants or caconents of this recanrenda-

tics% specifically, it is 'imam-crate to say that thersis considerable'

legit authority fOr the proposition that the Uhibel.States trust duty is

nweibroadar than preteatthy lands., natural XVEKRUN*13, and trust assets.

Dave opinions cn the subject have ohly dealt With the trust obligation in
1-,

retaMacin to these three aces. This is not to Say that'the trust respon-

ability does not include a obty to protect tribal self-government and Kt,-

vide services, it merely points out that these issues have not yet teen

Litigated.

The Cbsonissicn further states that the trust Obligation extends not

ely bo tribes as governing units, but also to their reabcis wherever they

may ba, Again, this blanket proposition cannot be strported by case lea.

ishile this recrmarlation say be desired, It is ertrenely unlikely

that Congress would accept such wfar-reaching inbarpretation of the trust

reversibility.

6 ,1 4
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Other reconsendations in this section call for the forestial of an

Of nee of Trust Rights Protection indeptakkuot of the Department of the

interior and the Cepartsent of Justia3, and a Congressicnal policy that

treaty and non-treaty rights shall not be abzwaited exeept under extra-

ordinary circurretances where a =spelling national interest is at stake

and where Oongress first seeks to dotain the consent of the affected tribe.

f
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The first and secced sectices of this chWar (Historical Cvervbaw and

Sources nf Tribal PC*034 contain an excellent historical and legal overview

of the cmigins and dewalopmen: of the concept:of trikel sovereignty and the

inherent right of tribal self-government. No !Pacific recannandations are

contained in either of these two sections othei than a recturrandation that

Congress declare as a metbar of policy that tribal governments shvaldbe

developed into fully functioning gmerreents.

in light of the Ninth Circuit's opinion in Oliphant v. Schlie, 544

P. 2/1 1007 (9th oir. 1976), utiOh recognised
the jurisdiction of the Sur

quamith tribe CRier a non-indianydso assaulted a trikel police officer cn

tribal landwighin the =fines of the Port Madison Indian Reservation.

ths Ccemission declined to reammendOongressional
action with regard to

the issue of tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians. Thin is clearly a

sound policy decision an the part of theatre:linden. With a numlier of favor-

able court cisoisions regarding tribal
jurisdiction, it would be pmemature

and unwise to reocamend Ccegressional mnelvccent in sudh key issues.

Political 3aletienship and the Indian Reorgarisaticri Act.

This sentinel of the report &areas quite well the almost unlimited

authority the Secretaryof the Interior mey'now exercise over tribal gov-

ernment actions pursuant to: Sections 2, 9, and 81 cflTitle 25 United

States Codel'Section 16 of the Indian iterganization Act; the general

trust responsibility the guardian-ward
relaticnehim and the power of

review and approval of tribal ordinances vested in the Secretary of the

Interior by tribea.
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The recannandations are primerily designed to narrow or.limit the auth-

ority of the Secretary of the Interior over tribal government actions to only

those matters directly related to protecting trust assets and resources.

They are designed to prevent the Secretary from unilaterally withdrawing re-

cogniticn of tribal constituticos, rejecting tribal ordinances unrelated to

protecting trust assets or natural resources, and generally meddling in the

*day to day affairs of tribal governments. They further provide for written

findings and an opportunity for a hearimiwhen tribal ordinances or actions

are disapproved by the Secretary. Tribes would also be authorized to over-

ride a Secretarial disappraval.

An exception is takenwith the reaxammdation that nobdthstanding any

'provisions in existing tribal constitutims vesting the Secretarywith re-

view and approval authority over tribal ordinances, the Secretary's authority

is limited a) only thew matters directly related to trust assets and natural

resources protraction. Tribes preserly have the authority to amend their

tribal constitutions limiting Secretarial review of tribal ordinances and

resolutions. Same tribes may desire their review and approval pravisions

and it therefore should be a tribal decision as to the scope of Secretarial

readew theydesire.

The 1968 Civil Rights Act/Full Faith and Credit.

The first xecarmendation of this eaction acdresees perhaps the most

critical issue to surface as a result of the Indian Civil Rights Act. Was

the Act intended as a general waiver of tribal sovereign immunity? The de-

cision in loncassion V. Leekity, 334 F. Supp. 370 (0.N.M., 1971) authorizing

a mcney judgeurt against the Zuni Pueblo sets a dangerous precedent which

could potentially bankrupt Indian trites. The financial stability of tribal

governments is placed in serious jeopardy if the already limited tribal

coffers are opened to satisfy =ley judgments against the tribes. It is

6,17
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important that Congress clarify the Indian Civil Rights Act so that the

sovereign inamity of tribes is not waived.

It is farther recommended that tribal officials be inuune frommaway

judgrents when they are working within the scope of their duty. ibis is

inoonsistent with the Commission finding that tribal officials should be

subject to the same judicial restraints as are state officials. A state

LAN atforoarent officdr who beats up an individuallOhile placing It:an un-

der arrest is not Jams from suit for noney damages.. Waould a tribal

4
officer Who engages in the same =duct be immuma?

----)The cowdesion also recommends an anendifent to the. Indian Civil Rights

Act which would provide for limited appeals to the United States Courts of

Appeal. The purpose of this ammement is to make tribal courts courts of

remand and avoid relitigatitu; issues anew in district court, which have al-

ready been litigated in tribal court. Though clearly tribal courts Should

become courts of record, it is inpractioal to provide for direct appeals

boa circuit court. They are few in nobler and axe not geared to handle a

large nuMber of automatic appeals. The reamarendation should provide for

appeals to the district courts.

Ito reconmendatien also authorizes federal court review of tribal court

decisions where a showing is made of a denial of due process or denial of

equal protection and/or where the amount in contmersy exceeds 650,000.00.

Again, this is a more restrictive review than exists for state court judg-

nents. Is there a reason for a more limited review? The $50,000 is clearly

designed to cut off a numberof actiorowhich could otherwise be brought un-

der the Act, but it would appear to be excessive.

03440 0 18 43 648
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With regard to full faith and credit, the Convissice xeconeend that

on1738 of Title 28; U. S. Code, be emended to include Dalian tribes.

The of this aceruitzent is to require states to recognize tribal laws

and court milers. There are.two cases which have interpreted this section

an including Indian tribes, therefore, it shouLd be considered a clarifying

erne:Arent so that if Oingress takes no action on this reomaendatice, there

will be no inference that tribes are not includekiwithin the coverage of

this provision.

Stir= of Tribal Government in the Federal Dcaestic Assistance ProTram

Delivery System.

Tne recormendaticas found in this emetics% are designed to insure that

Indian tribal governeehts are not excluded from direct participation in

the more than 1,030 fecktral programa now available to state and local gov-

ernments. She narrative also discusses the potential of the jointFunding

Sinplification Act for resobringnany of the prOblems tribal governments

now face in applying for and operating federal dramatic assistance programs.

This Activald allow trites flexibility in developing long-range plans,

Waka4 er*WWK8 the opportunities for the realization of eccmonic self-suffio-

barcy, and would make the tribes less dependant on SIA progr tore they

93 Ch73843.

FUncUng and Pdblic Law 93-638.

Turk Force findinga indicated thatmany tribal govemurents db nc4:lurre

adevats tribal inoomato support their basic operations. Often tribes are

unable to salary theirtribal chaimen, council, or emplcy a business =agar

or tribal attorney. Broormandaticns call for a °reprehensive needs assess-

ment of trUoil governzents, more discretion in the use of Self-Determination

;rants, and aesurances that tribeswill haveaccess to coupetent independent

legal counsel.
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Ptblic Lao 83-280.
f ;

Comnisadon =amends that retrocession, either couplets or partial,

mestate crindnal and civil jurisdiction occur at tribal option. Tribes in

P.L. 280 states would have the responsibility for developing a plan,for the

rXiamption of tribal jurisdiction whichwould have tote approved by the

Secretary of the Interior. FUndWrwould be wade available during the planning,

preparation, and transition period.

Mere is no question that retrocession has almost maniac= support from

the Indian tribes. One cautionary note thougn is in order. Ihe cost of as-

suming criminal and civil jurisdiction responsibilities is no small amount.

Although tribmaulhich are currently exercising such jurisdiction receive fed-

eral assistsnce to defray some of these oasts, met, if not all trites, must

supplenent these finds with tribal revenues. In many situations, the tribal

share is far greeter than the amounts supplied by the BIA or LEW %bile

angress may be =noble to a retrocession kdll, it is not clear theywill

appropriate sufficient funds to cover the cost of tribal reasanmption of

jurisdiction. It is isportant that tribes be mare of the cost of retrocession.

Tribal anstice Systems.

As discussed above, the cast of operating a tribal justice win= and

lad endow:1er respcusibilities can be substantial. Ibis section of the report

focuses on the financial needs of tribal justice systens and recommends that

significant additional monies be apprcpriated for their dsveloptrent as well

as for the development of appellate court systems. Again, the need for ad-

ditional funds is critical to the successful operations of tribal courts.

if eekivoession is 'h3 become a reality and if tribal courts are ever to be-

cone courtOof record as envisioned by the Ccumission and Indian tribes, these

reoanmendaticns are essential.
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Federal JUstioe Systems.

Itis section =tains a discussion of the Major Crimes Act, the General

Crimes Act, and the Assimilative Crimes Act. Recommendations mutely call

for Congressional oversight hearings to ascertain the need for legislation.
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CHAP= 6 - FEDERAL ACHINISTRATION

The federal administration of Indian affairs is the reality test of

Federal-Indian policy. It enoompasses all three branches of the Federal

gOvernment, and is probebly the most important determinant of the future of

the Indian people. It in therefore, one-of the nost significant aspects of

Indian affairs to be investigated.

The vapr shortcoadrerof the Camassion's dhapter on Federal administra-

tion is the pervasive lack of documentation throughout the chapter. State,

males of fact supportine the need for recamiended Changes are unsubstintiated,

footnotes are indicated, but nct supplied. (Section VI. Indian Preference)

Gress misstatanents of fact such as the allegation that the Bureau of Indian

Affairs wcuId now liketo qdd 1400 federal Employees to train Indians (provide

technical assistance in the implementatice of P.L. 93-638) undermine the erode

ibility of the report. frhe Bureau intends to add 48 employees to its central

and area office staffs to implement self-determination.) In other areas, vague

references are made to serious tranegressions in the administration of Indian

affairs with no docuientation to support the validity of statements made. There

are without question nueerous actions promulgated on a daily basis which under-

mine the intent of Federal-Indian policy and result in'inefficient and ineffec,

tive federal administraticn. The Cbmmission would have done well to introduce

evidence of these facts as substantiated in the testimony taken in,Cdmaission

hearings-- such evidence appears in but a few sections of this chapter.

The major recommendation of this chapter calls for the creation of an

independent Indian agency and the transfar of programs now operated by the

Bureau of Indian Affaire, the Department of the Interior, and the Department of

Health, EdUcation and Welfare. The new agency would have an Office of Trusts

Rights Protection (as outlined in Chapter 4 of the report) which would perform

the legal functioms now carried out through the Solicitor's Office of the

Departnent of the Interior and the Depextmentof Justice. This recterrendation

is aimed at removing the conflict of interest both within the Departnent of

the rnterior as well as the conflict of interest between the Bureaus of the

Department of the Interior and the Department of Justice. .Preposed interim

measures cr alternative recomemdations to the creation ofanindeeendent Indian

agency, would transfer the fanctions now performed te the Solicitor's office

*fee Cepartment of the Interior to the Bureau of Lndian Affairs under' a
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proposed General dounsel's office. This measure would not remove the conflict

of interest involving the aUstice Department, but would remove the Associate

Solicitor for Indian Affairs office out from under the authority of the Soli-

citor's office of the Department of the Interior, and asstamedly,'Indians would

have greater access to legal representation by the federal government. Further,

the °omission recommends that to resolve the conflict.in.dieLlegal offices at

the Field andRegional levels, separate Indian desks Mould be established with-

in each of these offices under the direct line authority of the General Obunsel

of the BIA. This recommendation leads to some confusion when evaluated in con-

junction with the preceding reconnendation. If the functions of the Askiociate

Solicitor for Indian Affalis officeame to be transferred to a general counsel's

office in the Bureau of Indian Affairs, it would seem to follow logically that

the functions of the regional and field offices relative to Indian affairs would

also be transferred. However, °omission recommendations have the functicrs of

the central office being transferred to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, while those

employed at regional and field offices v.ctald answer both to the general counsel

of the B/A and the Solicitor of the Department of Interior. This recommendation

simply does not make sense.

In similar fashicn, the recomendation for the creation of an independent

Indian agency =tains certain provisions which are equally unclear. For instance,

the Commission report states, 'The legislation establiehing this department or

agency would contain certain elements as follows: a. Proviiions for tribal and

organizatienal freedomr Certainly the freedom of tribes and Indian organizations

is a desired goal of most Indian people, but it is unclear what the COmmission

wishes to accomplish by this proNision name4, freedom from what? A seoand

provision preposes a program and halgeting system in the new Indian agency which

wculd be independent of the Office of Management and Budget 04B). Given that

the federal goverment must be accountable to those citizens for whom it is per-

forming governmental functions -- including fiscal accountability, and"given that
P

no other agency or department of the federal government is independent of the

fiscal acccuntability to or the monitoring functions performed by the Office of

Management and Budget, this provision seems at least unrealistic. MOrecmer, the

experience of OMB in accounting and budgeting processes, as well as the consider

able influence wielded by OMB in the appropriations process and allocation of the

federal budget would seem to be valuable assets to be tag:aped upon by a new agency.

Centrary to the Commission rex:emendation, the degree of cooperation which nomei
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to exist between CMB and a np Indian agencymight prove to be a deteminant

of the =case of the new agency in maintaining its status in carcetition for

funding with other federal agencies, Aswan as influencing the degree of 03'''

cceraticm bordiich federal-Indian policy is imUnented across all agencies of

the federal gomarnmsnt. A third provision of the recommendation creating a

new Indian agency calls for a substantial decrease in administrative costs.

Rtis raises an interesting pointwbich the Comission discusses in mly cureory

fashion -- that is the staffing qf an independent Indian agency. If the new

agency wore to assume the fmotions re:amended by tba Ccamission, the Indian

Agency would be performing services far in excess of thcee nad provided by the

Berme of Indian Affairs. The Bureau now eMploys 18,000 peopae in its admin-

istraticn of Indian affairs. With increased fenctions, amaright assume that

there maybe a =relative increase in staff, and an associated increase in

administrative costs.

In the interim, the Ccreimcbm reammends a reorganization of the Bereauct

Indian Affairs and the creation ;Ca Management Improvement RevimeOffice to

facilitate this process. Among its other duties, the Ommission reommends that

this office be responsible for the preparation of "mission statements, position

desmeiptions and a list of eligible candidates for esch key office position of the

ned BIA organization". The reammendaticn does notmention hammer, tribal input

into this process, nor is there any indication (based cm the limok of tribal input)

that there will be any change in perscemel now in the Bureau, later in the ned

agenoy. Since present Bureau staffing is a consistent criticiem of the report,

it is curious that the Commission recommends 113 change in the present admthistra-

tive structure which would draw tribes and Indian organizaticns into the process

of nominating eaigible Indian candidates for key positions in the Bureau of Indian

Affairs.

The creation ofan inivexkumtIndian agency will do little to change the

problemewhich exist in the present administration of Indian Affairs if the input

,of tribes and Indian organizations is not given the highest priority consistent

with the spirit of aelf-determination.

A large portinn of the chapter discusses the delivery systems through which

fceeral prcgrams benefitting Indians:are delivered, and recamendations call for

the provision of direct funding to tribal governments by amenanent of federal

domestic assistance program legislation and regulations.
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The important point is made here that Indians are not receiving the sprvices

to which they are entitled either as citizens of the United States or as Indian

people, thereby refuting.the position of the minority rePort which alleges that

Indian people enjoy greater federal funding support than their non-Indian counter-

parts. Sudh is clearly not the case.

Another section addresses the Indian Reorganization Act and the Indian Self-

Determination and Educational Assistance Act requirements for Indian preferenoe-in

hiring and contracting as it affects the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian Health

Service and ether federal agencies providing services to Indian people. Recur,

mendations call for the establishment of an Indian Career Service (as provided for,

in the Indian Reorganization Act but never accomplished) which would parallel and

Obviate the application of Civil Service standards,and replace suCh standards with

meaningful standards relevant toIndian experience, cultural envilomrnent and life

knzwledge and skills.

Finally, the creation of an independent Indian agency requires the careful

coneideration of all tribes and Indian organizations particularly with respect to

programs now administered by other federal agencies which the COmmission has re,

=mended would be transferred to the Indian agency at an appropriatetime. EVal-

uation of the transfer of functions from one federal agenpy to the Indian agency..

Should include a cotiSideration of what can be gained by the transfer;' what may be

lost, where the program or programs would be best adMinistered, and a comparison

of the prOjected levels of funding within the Indian agency versus adhinistration

by another federal agency. Existing problems will not be resolved merely through

transfer of functions to a new agency. But the creation of an independent Indian

agency could mark arnew phase in federal administration of Indiam affairs, and

Indian people can play, an important role in determining its success.

The last section of the chapter addresses the creation of separate Indian

oommittees in both hiLlses of Congress. As most readers of the Commission report

will already know, agtioo-year Select Cemnittee on Indian Affairs has been estab,

lished fh the Senate, dhaired by SenatorJames Abourezk. Hemmer, there has been

a reverse trend in the UousewIth the placement of the Subccmmittee on Indian

Affairs under the Committeeon Public Lands. Given this trend, it can be antici-

pated that it will take a great deal of public expression on the part of every

Indian to effectuate the Commission reccumendation for Congress to establish

permanent standing or sPecial select ccmnUttees for Indian Affairs in each House

or place all jurisdiction, oversight and legislative authority in one Joint Select

COmmittee.
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The gosinission has presented the topic of eoonamic development broken

down into Sections ct naturel resource developrent (land, utter, minerals,

timber, fis ies an) wildlife), manpower development, investment of Indian

trust Emds the BIAand taxation. On thswhole, the chapter is disappointing -.-

failing to povide definitive statements on er of the most major issues in

Indian coun today.

The eect4n on land is one of the better'ones in the natural resources

developrent eei13n. Although the findings intrcduce facts which were not dis-

cussed in the t3ct, they lead to recamendations which are generally gobi. The

reccamendatims psetaIncd herein address Congressional action to enahle land

acquisition arxi cnsolidation ct checkertoarded areas, with specific provisions

addressing reaoll4Len cd fractionated heirship problems. These lattee,recom-

nendetions should closely scrutinized ty trites which would te affected ty

Comgressional actiOn in this area. The last recamendotion calla for Cmgres-

siaual investigatio of the diaproportimate incidence of federal condemnation

of Indian land Dor ic1aination projects vs. non-Iolian land. Givenwhat is

alreadylosson about ie scope of this prOblem, Camission recasnendaticns for

action in this area eklould he much stronger and shaild refer to the trust impact

statement recamended in Chapter 4.

The secticm on uter resources is perhaps themost disappointing -L apParently

the Ccumission did not *ye high enough paitrity to this topic to assure its

adequate coverage. The\secirmis surprisingly brief (3 pages) and in that space,

seeks only to explain the Winters docteirmcd water rights and to distinguish

Inlian water rights frau Federal property --- an inportent distinction, but cer-

tainly not all there is to be said about umber rights. There is only a brief

4N atteact to state the problem or frare the issues involved that are so critical to

)the survival of a great Mmter of tribes. Equally as important (though the

°emission report does not'even gentian) is the responsible and generous role

Indians have played in negOtiating with non-Indiam interests for non-Indian

access to Indian water rescurces. Nor is there any description Of the irpact

of water diversioq from resell/Aims cn the lives of reservation residents.

Moreover, there is no discussion Of the economic turden borne by trites in

litigating water rights. Many of these issues surrounding Indianwater rigHts

which the Commission report fails to raise, are highly relevant to the

toc
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recounerdationavalled forin the chiPter on ?mat Responsibility (Ttust

Probeotion Authority) and dhould logically be discussed in that chapter, as

there ism discussien in this chapter as to how-water resources relate to

monattiodentelopeent. The recormendations address the developnent of tribal

water codes, and BIA action tot inventory tribal water reacurces, Gondola

lend me surveys te determine irrigability and engineering studies of water

resources for litigation, and to make funds available forlegal and engineering

reseaunh precedent to litigation. In addition, the remmendations call fOr a

trust ispact statement (outlined in Chapter 4) and for an emtension of the "

Winters doctrine requiring affirmative action related to tribal needs before

allocation of tribal water resources to nonrIndians. The Cormission remands

that theft-derail goverment require states to determine Indian water rights in

:theirwater rights allocation process, based on an emtension of the Winters

dobrins. Finally, the Commission rearm:Inds a Congressional investigation

of litigation In the gen Jean River Basin, the Rio Grande Basin, the Colorado

River Basieand the oases of Walton, Bel Bay and Big Horn. Unfortunately, the

Commishim offers no guidance to the Congress in preeenting the hackground or

iseues involved in any cf them cases (although the reader may logically assume

they affect Inditut water rights), and thus, Congressional initiative based on no

substantive information becomes doutelbl.

The section on mineral resources seams to have been more nearly written

within the framework of eananic development thamthe two sections on land use

and water rights prevents; it. Early in the section, the rePart raises the

interesting question of state tax revenue derived from nen-Indientrining wars.

Litigate on reservations compared with tribal royalties derived from same, and

then dismissestthe topicuithout further exploration. Although there is d
emtionon taxatim whieh appears later in the chapter, taxation is diacussed

in that section in terms of the legal basis supporting cr defining a tribe's. '

power to tax, and how that tribal pewit° tax may conflict with state desires

to tax. But the concept of taxation as a tool of econcmic develcpnent is

seriously neglected in the discussion of either taxation or mineral resource

development.. In light of the reality that most states derive income not omly

from the sale of extracted minima's but from the taxation of mining operative

proceeds, and that the revenue derived-front:he latter is substantial; it seems

logical that the Comission wculd have explored the concept of tribal taxation

of tnining operations or the substantial loss of revenues borne by the tribq
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concanittant with state taxation in a more thorough manner. Also, given the

nature of the dissenting views expressed in the minority report to the °omis-

sion, it appears particularly important that prevalent non-Indian misconceptions

regarding the bemefits accruing to tribes Isom the location of nomandian business

operations on the reeervation be findlly dispelled, and that che true picture of

the loss in revenue to the tribe because of state taxation of mineral extraction

operations', and the associated gain in revenue accruing to the ,.ate be an im-

portant part of the record to be presented to Cengress. The recouiendations in

this section caution tribes to preceed with the mining of non-renewable resources

with oareful deliberation, ankadvise caution in pursuing joint ventures with

non-Indian corporations so that the ownership, control and processing of minerals

remains in the hands of the Indians. Recannendations also call for the clarifi-

cation of the BIA's role in supporting Indian interests throughout the mineral

leasing process. and the services of the United States Geological Survey and the

Bureau of Minas in curtailing technical data for a comprehensive natural resouroe

inventory for each reservaticn. Cther reomanendations wculd amend present laws '

to insele tribal control of the development of,Indian-owned natural resources,

although specific statutes are not cited, nor is there presented a discussion

of suob action as it affects the trust reeponsibility. Rea:me:Ida:1 anendeent

of 25 CFR 5171 and S177 would provide,alternatives to now outdated lease agreements.

The section on timber provides a more well-developed factual basis than the

preceding sections for the presentation of recommendations which'address tribal

control ever timber resources and direct funding to tribes to conduct timber

rescurcesurveys. The report advises tribes that full regeneration should be a

conditiOn of leasing, and that the Federal govemnent should reimburse tribes

affected by BD% mismanagement of reforestation. In addition, the report recomr

mends standards of Bureau fcrestry management which'includes securing the highest

possible royalty or rental rates, guarantees of full regeneration, reasonable

duration of leases and enforcement of the lease.

The major recarnendation in the section en fieheries and wildlife calls for

a COngressional resolution declaring that it is not the policy of Congress to

abrogate Indian hunting, fishing or trapping rightb.

There is however sericus emission of the role the courts have'played in

defining Indian hunting and fishing rights. That is, contrary to the views

expreesed in the minority report to the Cemmiesion, Indian rights to hunting

and fishing have been upheld by the ccuxts even where those rights are not
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specifically detailed in treaties. (Menominee Tribe of Indians v.Un:ted States,

391 U.S. 404, 88 S. Ct. 1705, 20 L.Ed. 2d 697, 1968) Moreover, in this case and

others, the Supreme °curt has indicated its extreme reluctance to find ConO.r.ir-

sional abrcgation of Indian treaty rights in the absence of explicit statutory .

language so directing. Given the posture of the Cburt thus far, reoommendation

foi Congressional action in this area would seem to be redundant of the prinoiples

already recognized by the ccurts, and may sUbject the legal rights of the Indians

to the political vagaries of COngressmen seeking re-election from their non-Iniian

constituencies who stand to benefit greatly from the abrogation of Indian hunting

and fishing rights.

In addition, the chapter fai'.s to discuss the grounds upon which a state may

exercise police power to regulate IndiAn fishing under the auspices of conserve- /
tion. Review of ernes in this Area shows that the courts have favored the Indian,/

nyik

entitlement in detrindrang regulaticn for the atup.ses of conservatith and hav

held that direct regulation of treaty Indian Eshifig bti_interests of co,

servaticn is perndssible only after the statE Yes proved unablie-topreee'At!-S

run by forbidding the catching of fish by other citizens under its ordinary police

po4Aa jerisdir*J61. (Antoine v. Washington, 420 U.S. 194, 95 S. Ct. 944, 952,

43 L. Fd.-2U 12F.: 1975)

Apportionmeir. -if the right to fish has been subject to state regulation for

purposes of comN:,,,.."irn on the basis of truty provisions whiCh state that Indians

nay fish "in common w.-h" other citizens at traditional ground! The legal effect

of this Clause has hPen Tuch disputed. The state argues that the term "in ou 1 I

with" wps intendea :als '.-o insure that the treaty Indians would not be treated

discriminatorily, ttat eatb Indian shoUld have access to the traditional fishing

grounds an the same iooting as each white settler. The Sepreme Cturt long ago

oonsidered this constmiction, however, and rejected it. United States v. Winans,

198 U.S. 371, 379-82, 25 S. Ct. 662, 49 L. Ed. 1089 (1905). thus, the concept

of equitable adjustment of accesa tr fiehing comes into play, and the courts have

upheld e..o. Indianeentitlement to catch 50% not simply of the fish passing the

traditional grounds, but also of thov. Jestined for those grounds but captured

downstream or in marine waters. Uritod ',tates v. Washington, 384 F. Supp. 312

at 343 04.D.W. 1974).

These points and others would improv .? the discessiv of fisheries and

wildlife as they relate to the develov-ent of.natura.: r :sources on Indian

reservations today
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' The section an aempower development addeesses
the need for education and

training of Indians in business, science and technical disciplines for.the oomr

preeensive eccriatic developeent of Indian reservations. Recermeedatiais address

the funding of preparatory and college eduoation in these fields, recruitmeee

and scholarship program, and development of cvetee-Job training program and

funding for paid summer Jobe ialbusiness and industry.

The section on availability 64 investment,capital discusses the mmagement

of tribal funds by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The narrative outlines the

various kinds of tribal funds and the mener in whieh they are presently being

invested by the Bureau. Recummendations address neterde ef investment whieh

wcued provide a greater return on the money invested and a maximleation of

acciee held in trust fund status. In addition, reoommendatione call for the

amenineet of 25 U.S.C. 51522 tie increase the $50,000 limitation on non-reimburs-

able grants to Indimeeeexed econatec enterprises.
Recommendations also address

the availability ofSmalleusiness
Administration program funds and technical

assistance to tribally-chartered businesses or
husinesses operated by te,_ al

governments. However, govexementerun businesses are expressly excluded from

-eligibility for Small Business Adeinistration programs.

The recognition of eligibility of triballyechartered businesses by the

Small Business Administration, and the
appropriate amendment of regulations to

provide for such, is consistent with the recognition of tribes as govemements,

exercising governmental pcmers, anxiclutich is the Pcmer to charter tribal

enterprises. The COurvission also recommends that the Congeess direct the BIA

to create a Brandi of Investment
Ccunseling in the B/A and to increase the

staff in the Branch of Investments.

For the most part, the taxation section is an excellent section of the

Commiesion report with an accurate legal treatment of Federal, state, and

tribal taxation. Of the eight recommendations, only three are troeblesome.

The Commission reeommends that
Congressional intent to exempt Indians

from taxation should be construed broadly and in a light mcst favorable to

the Indiane. A fair reading of the case law on Indian taxation would indicate

that the courts have, geed still are applying this principle. Congressional

actiun in this area is therefore unwarranted and probebly ill-advised.

Another reccauendation calls for legislation which would exempt from

tecieeft& teeatione benefits from programs advanced in aid of Indian economic

develoeuxeA. /his reecemendation is vague and overly bro in its scope.

fifio
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ln effect, it would exempt from taruMtion a tribal business concern loCated

anyWhere, on or off the reservation. PolitimIlly, the issue of Indian exemption

from taxation will always be a hotly contested one, and before a broad special

tax emorption is reocumended for Inibantribes, it is advisable that it have a

sound and rational basis. A discussion of the basis for this remmendation

is not found in the section on taxation.

Thee:mission further receenvands that state taxation within Indian reserva-

tions be invalidated as applied to Indian tribes and non-Indiams. With respect tn

Indian tribes, state tavation is already prohibited. with respect to non-Indians,

the recormandation attepts to codify the "infringement" test of Williams V. Lee

by prnhibiting state taxatim of nm-Indians if it mauld infringe upon the right

of a tribe to govern itself. It is difficult to understand how the infringement

test would be of any assistance in determining the validity of a state taxon a

non-Indian. It has tho fort= effect of prohibiting state taxation even when the

tribe is not attempting to regulate or tax non-Indians on the reservatioms.

to non-Indian governments, Indian reservations will have the appearance of being

tax'havens for non-Indians. NM-Indian exeaption from state taxation should be

based on tribal pro-taption. Maher words, once a tribe adopts and implements

4 taxing sobeme for its Indian and non-Indian residents, state atteapts at tax-

ation of non-Indians ahould be prohibited.
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CHAPTER 8: SOCIAL SERVICES
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The dhapter on social eervices contains four sections: welfare systems,

Child placement, health and education. All.four sections provide adequate

cowrage of the issues in each sUbject area, and reademmieWticos were feund

to be acceptable by those reviewing this chapter.

The section an welfare systems provides a clear, concise treatment of

the issues involved in Indian eligibility for welfare services, be they

federal welfare programs, federal-state programs, state-local programs or

BM general assistance. The description of the relationship between state

provision of welfare versus benefits available through BSA gemeral awl:s-

tar= frames the dillemma most Indians are con6ontedwith in seOCUxlwel-

Etre assistance, and the reccernendations addressing the resolution of these

prdblems is excellent.

The section on child placement is incarpleta,. Only one page of the

narrative is included, none of the footnotes axe contained herein, and what

seams to be only the first page of recommendations in this area have been

included. Reconeendations call for the involve(cent of the tribe of origin

as a party in interestIn all child placement proceedings, and exclusive

jurisdiction of the tribal court where such exists. Other recamendations

direct non-/ndian social service agencies to establish a preference for

placement of Indian children in Indian homes, and to evaluate and change

all economically and culturally inappropriate criteria. Another issue in-

volved in Child-placement which may be discussed in the missing narrative

and addressed by the missing recaunendations but not included in this copy

of the Commission report surrounds accreditation of Child placement facili-
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ties and foster hones or a reservation. State social Workers haw expressed

their rehrtance to apply standarda Of accreditation which are,not zelevant

to auny Indian settings. Weever in many states, as a omdition of federal

or state hxmling, social workers are required by law to apply accreditation

standards which act to disqualify Indian holding centers, child placenent

facilitiee, day Care facilities and fostaer hares on Indian reservations.

'The result is that Indian children axe taken off the reservation and placed

in nen-Indian hwes which meet accreditation standards, and subsequently

owe under state jurisdiction in final placement procee:dings. The Clouds-

sion reccnnendation which directs ncn-Indian social service agencies to

evaluate and change4.1.1 economically and culturally inappropriate ple9ament

criteria vmuld not resolve the situaticn where economically and cultural y

inappropriate placement criteria are statutorily required and the non-Indian

social service agency does not have the authority to change the law. 'Ihe

final reccanendation requests the appropriation of significant Federal finarr

cial resources for the enhancement or developnent and neintenanoe of necha-

aims to handle child custody issues including but not limited to Indian-

operated fOster care hones and institutions.

The section on Indian health provides an excellent kerview of the

status of Indian health and the problems which ocnfrCrit Indians in cbtainim

health care serv:ces from discriminatory health care providers or the under-

staffed and inadequately funded Indian Health Service. -^Ihe narrative effec-

tively dacurrents the current status of health care provided to Indian people

and the ina&Nuacy of heal th care systems to respond to the increasing inci-

dence of disease resulting from deplorable environmental disease-breeding

ocndit ions and poor nutrition. An evaluation of the recently enacted Indian

Heald-, Care Inprovenent Act leads to the concl_sion the.t finds authorized
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under the Act are not sufficient to respond to the health care needs of

Indian people, nor to realize the goal of bringing the status of Indian

health up to parity with that of the general population. Feconmendations

request funds in exams of those authorized under the Indian Health Care

Impnyament Act to adequately respomi to Indian health needs. Cther rec-

emendations call for Cangressional action in areas not addressed ty the

Act (Puolic Law 94-437) and full cooperaticn of the Indian Health Service

in the inplementation of the Indian Self-Deteandnation and Educaticaml As-

sistance Act. /n addition, the Counission recommends that a management

study of the Indian Health Service be canductaiwithin the context of eval-

uating the feasibility of phasing the Indian Health Service into an inde-

pendent Indian agency at an appropriate time.

Ihe section cn Indian education is a significant inprovement over the

final report of the Task Force on-education. There axe specifically three

reoomendaticos which must be emphasized, and one reconnendation which should

be.supplemsited. The three recommendations which mist be emphasized are

(1) the need for Indian control of education systems, (2) adequate financial

suppart for construction and operational support for Indian schools whether

they be public or tribally-controlled, and (3) reform of the BIA schools.

These three are the key recamendations in the report, and Congress' atten-

tion must be focused on thmn rather than diluting their effect by lumping

them in with other recommendations'.

The major area which the EdUcation section does not address is biling-

ual and renedial programs in BIA schools. There is some discussia5 of re-

form of the BIA srhools, and there is discussion at various parts of the

report on the need for bilingual and renedial programs in BIA schools. How-

ever, there is no clear definite recomendation that the BIA institute cam-
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prehensive bilingual and medial elucation programs in its sdhools whether

they be on cc off reservation, day cc boarding achcols.
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CHAPIER 9: OW-RESERVATICti INDIANS

-82-

The federal intention to provide services to off-reservation Indians

was firmly established,when Congress enacted the Snyder Act in 1921 pro-

viding awropriations for the benefit, care and assistance of Indians

throughout the thited Stet". Mere recently, Congress hears:Mixed its

intention to provide services to off-reservation Indians in enacting the

Indian Health Care Inprovehent Act, certain provisions of the Cceprehen-
,..,

sive Ehpaoynent and Training Aot, and propane under the Office of Native

Aherican Programs. In these pieces of legislation, the eligibility of

vibe: Indian ntoru to receive funds and administer services is clearly

stated.

The Oar:mission 16-A-tuld have provided this hackgrorti as the

basis Sorel:Um of off-reservaticn Indians that they areAentitled to

federal =vices. Hcwever, .the chapter is so poorly written and legally

confusing that it serves.to cbfuscate the issue of off-reservation Indian

entitlement. Instead, the chapter addresses a variety of mechanisms

throuc#1whildh urban Median Centers might provide servioas tooff-reserva-

tire tribal neuters. The two major alternatives presented would (1) prc,

vide funding directly to the urban Indian center, or (2) provide funding

direct to tribal govern:rents, whereupon tribal governments would allocate

funds to uebdn Indian centers cn the basis of population of their tribal

venters residing in the nrem: oentdr service area. It is assumed that the

last recommendation contained in the chapter spedks to the sectrui alterna-.

tire by reastnending that the "Executive Itrandh should conduct a detailed

examinatire of assiatance program end need areas to determine which would

be rest expedi tiously admire stared by tribal goer:I:rents.'
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Other recamendations request Congress to direct the Executive to

delivat'appropriate services through urban Indian centers. 'Mit; reoom-

nmistion elsuldipartehly be in the forni of a direct reponuendation to

the Executive, andimould probably be more reaningful ifipihat is neant

by "appropriate services" were explained. The reader may amuse that

the recomendati"mcs relative teencaoyment, edncation, housing and health

are those "appropriate services" olontained in the first reconnendation,

and if this assumption is true, then perhaps the first reoramendatice is

usmarrauted as being tiNo general to be mmairmfully implemented.

The second reoamendatice calls fol*Exectittive bramh assurance of

financial support for Indian-centers in urban areas by turning oVer BIA

laiplpyment Assistance Offices and their contracting ptwers to urban cen-

ters; and rennvire Federal domestic assistance dollars fram separate pro-

grams and targeting them to urban centers. The latter part of this recce&

!repletion is extrarely unclear and appears to be administatively infeas-

ible. That is, fraffighan would Federal dcmesticassistaram dollars be

removed? Frcm the tribal goverment? Or does the reommandation address

the splittimi:Xfladeral dramatic assistance programs? Since there is

presently no nichanien within the federal system to separate parts of pro-

grams and target them to epecific groups, it is doUbtful that this realm-

mendatinn could te accarplished Bather, if the intent of the rezamenda-

tion is to make utban centers eligible for federal programs, the rem:Emend-

aticm should call for the amEndrent of federal domestic assistance program

legislation and regulations in such a manner as to specify the eligibility

of urban Indian centers.
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A third recamendation is also unclear. It reams:axis that the Depart-

ment of the Interior should direct the BIA to give its =tract powers, as

anetter of Policy, in all urban functices, now and in the future, particu-
v

larly eaploymant placenent, vocational training, and its appropriate adnin-

istrative support, to uroan Indian centers. Because the BIA does not have

oontract rooms to give, the recarmendaticm woulO better accarplish its goal

by reccerrending a broad reading of Section 4(c) of the Indian Self-Determth-

ation and Zducational Assistance Act or aaenarent of the language almtained

in Section 41(c) to expressly include urban Indira centers as eligible for

contracting Bureau program under Public Law 93-638.

The recamundations addressing errploynent, housing, health and educa-

tion represent amstructive approaches to the problems of off-reservation

Indians.
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CHAPTER 10 - TERMINATED TRIBES

The recommendations address a restoration process adhering

to principles which favor restoration to Federally-recognized

status for terminated tribes. However, the recommendations do

not address the legal process to ba undertaken. That is, once

the Secretary of Interior receives a petition for restoration,

what is the process for implementdtion? What criterion would be

used by the Secretary to determine eligibility for restoration?

Will restoration allow terminated tribes to be eligible for spe-

cial Indian programs only, or will reseoration include the return

of tribal lands? If tribal lands are to be returned, what shall

be the criterion used to establish reservation boundaries? Will

fee patent land owned by terminated tribal members become trust

property?

Secondly, what is the role of Congress in the restoration

process? Is this a rubber stamp process on advice of the Secre- .

tary of Interior? Will restoration be determined by whether re-

turn of tribal lands is involved in restoration? Shall Congress

appropriate money and authorize a survey to establish reservation

boundaries? Who shall conduct this survey? Will Congress approve

restoration as an action separate from the return of tribal lands,

or will Congress make restoration contingent upon how much it costs?

What is the legal responsibility of Congress tdappropriate monies

for restoration? What criterion shill be used to evaluate the

costs of restoration?
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Terminated tribes must address questions relevant.to the

restoration of their Federally-recognized status. Some tribes

may wish restoration solely for their return to status of elig-

ibility for Indian programs, others may want the full restoration

of tribal trust land contained in original reservation boundaries,

while still other tribes may want not the restoration of tribal

lands,. but the restoration of tribal government jurisdiction with-

in the original exterior boundaries of the reservation.

Negotiations surrounding the return of tribal lands will no

doubt be lengthy and complex, and tribes entering into such nego-

tiations will have to determine their points of bargaining and

compromise. Political realities must be carefully evaluated -

particularly if ,there iS an absence of Executive endorsement of

restoration policy. Influencing Congress to fully accept and

endorse a policy of restoration will be an important determinant

of the success of restoration.

The Commission recommendations call for Congressional repu-

diation of the termination policy embodied in House Concurrent

Resolution 108, but does not address any action to be undertaken

by the Executive. In light of the new administration's plans for

reorganization and the potential ¶or a more enlightened Federal-

Indian policy, it seems critically important that terminated tribes

put the,ir efforts toward making the new administration aware of

their plight, and push for Executive endorsement of the restoration

of terminated tribes to their original Federally-recognized status.
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GMAPIER 11 - ISM-REOXINIZED INDIANS

-87-

This chapter of the final report is vastly superior in quality-than the

Task Force Report on non-recognized tribes. The recommendations go a long way

towards developing, once and far all, a uniform policy for considering appli-

cations for recognition of these lorsg-forgotten groups of Indian people. ThF

procidures outlined for considering applications for recogniggin appear to be

fair and equitable. The recatmendations do place a great deal of the legal and

financial burden of this recognitim process on the United States government.

Although this would be preferable, realistically, tribes may have to play a

greater role in this process than the reconnendations indicate.

Absent from this section is apy discussion of recognition in the context

of tribal self-4uvemnment. Although the extent to whidh a newly recognized

tribe is able to exercise governmental powers is directly related to whether

that tribe possesses a land base, it is importSnt to avoid creating second-

class tribes who are only recognized as being eligible for special federal

pp:grams designed for Indian people.

If a tribe see/cing reaxprition is alread4 in possession of land, then

clearly the federal govermaurt ahould_have an'Obligation to ;dace sudh land in

tryst for the benefit of the tribe. Once reCognition occurs the tribes should

then be able to exercise normal governmental respomuibilities and functions.

Many tribes seeking recognition have little or no Lend base and although it

would be unrealistic to require the United States to purchase lands for sudh

tribes, once a tribe has Obtained lands, whether by purchase or gift, the

Secretary of Interior should have an affirmative obligation to place ouch

lands in trust status, if that is the desire of the tribe.
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CHAPTEit 12 - SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES - ALASKA

Alaska Natives

A aska Native Claims Settlement Act

a

-88-

A substantial portion of this sectionlocuses on the impact,

both present and future, of the Alaska Native Claims Sett2.em9t Act

(ANCSA)., For the most part, its treatment is well done conta4ning

recommendations which, if adopted, could resolve some og the more

serious obstacles to the successful implemeptation of the ANCSA.,

However, serious exception must be taken with the basic

premise or finding that the ANS A did not intend eo,nor has it

affected the sovereign powers residing in the Alaska Native Com-
,

munities. Although the ANCSA ibid not terminate Alaska Natives

with respect tottheir eligibt4ty for federal services baeed on

,their status as natives, it iwholly inaccurate to say that the

Act did not alter, in any way, the legal nature or status of Alaska

Native tribes. The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act specifically:

1. expresses a policy against creating reservations,
wardships, or racially-defined institutions;

2. terminates all hunting and fishing rights;

3. unilaterally zevokes all reservations except
Metlakatla;

4. reArokes the Indian PllOment Act applicable
to Alaska Natives; and

provides for state taxation of Native lands
after 1991.

The Act, -in effeot. .'.1-emphasizes the role of Native Village

sovernmants by preventing their ownership or control of any sub-

staatial portion of tho AO milflon acre settlement,
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INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION ACT

The Indian .Self-Determination, Act (P.L. 93-638) defines

"Indian tribe" as "...any Indian tribe, band, nation, or other

organized grouplor community including any Alaska Native Village,

or regional or village corporation..." In trying to come to

terms with the uniqueness of Alaska Native institutions, Congress

unfortunately, created the problem of recognizing, for any one

village, up to three different native organizations as potentially

eligible to contract under the provisions of P.L. 13-638. The

Bureau of Indian Affairs is then left with the difficult respons-
)

ibility of deciding which institution, among those competing, should

be allowed to contract. This report recommends that Congress es-

tablish a priority whereby preference is given to larger organ-

izations over smaller. Where the organizations are of the same

size preference is to be given to the one most tribal in nature.

This recommendation, if adopted, would have the effect of not

only discriminating against the smaller more traditional Native

villages, but will completely undermine their role ir the community.

Because many Native villages are located in remote areas of Alaska

long distances from urban areas, they are generally in the best
11-

position to know the needs and desires of their people. Aa_ die-

;

cussed earlier,.the Native village governments must already play

a secondary role as a result of the ANCSA, they should not have to

do so with the Indian Self-Determination Act. It should be the

right and option of the Native villages to decide whether they want

to contract or allow another Native organization to contract on

their behalf. As a matter of practicality and economy of scale,

larger Native associations may be the best suited to deliver
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strvices to Native villages, but that decision should not rest

with the Bureau of Indian Affiars nor the legislatively created

. 'regional or village corporations.

It is recognized that there are Native people who are no

loager associated with Native villages, but are members of village

or regional corporations. Village and regional corporation!' should

be allowed to contract to provide services to those Native people,

but should not be allowed to unilaterally include Native villages

without their consent.

Tlingit-Haida Central Council

The report contends that the.Act of August 19, 1965, 79 Stat.543,

established the Tlingit-Haida Indians as a single sovereign tribal

entity and the Tlingit-Haida Central Council designated as the gen-

eral and supreme governing body of that entity. Theref4re, for

purposes of the Indian Self-Determination Act, the Central Council

need not obtain the consent t6 contritct from each and every Native

village represented by the Central Council. The Juneau Area Director

BUreattof Indian. Affatrsints.takon.the.position t4lat,the..

Central Council must obtairi the consent of each of the Native

villages.

The Act of August 19,1965 simply cannot be read to have con-

ferred on the Central Council all the powers of a sovereign

government. Nowhere in the Act is there such language. The Act

was an amendment to the Act of June 19,1935, 49 Stat. 388, which

authorized the Court of Claims to hear and determine claims of

the Tlingit-Haida Indians. The 1935 Act provided for the establish-

ment of a °Central Council" which could represent 411 Tlingit-Haida

indians in claims matters.
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In a letter to Wayne Asp inall, then Chairman of the Committee

on interior and Insular Affairs, the Under Secretary of the Interior,

John Carver reported on the bill which would eventually become the

Act of August 19, 1965. The letter states that the 1935 Act empha- -

sized the "separateness"of the NativeCommunities making it exceedingly

difficult to form an organization which could represent all the

Tlingit-Haida people in claims matters. 'Since the 1935 ACt, many.

Native people have moved from the villages to larger urban areas,

thus if claim funds were devoted entirely to village use those

Natives would not have an 'opportunity to benefit from the claims

award. For that reason, the Act of August 19,1965 was drafted. The

letter further states that, "Certainly, the intent of the 1935 Act

should be preserved with respect to the Tlingits and Haidas who

still dwell in the traditional villages."

The Act of August 19, 1965, was designed to facilitate the

preparation of a roll of all the ':lingit-Haida people. The Act

merely recognizes the Zentril Council as the "official" council

for "purposes of this Act" and authorized them to prepare plans

for the uses of the anticipated claims award.

With respect to the Native villages of the Tlingit-Haida

people it cannot be said that they have consented to such a

broad delegation of their individual sovereignty beyond what

authority was needed to disburse the claims award. Therefore,

tribal consent should be required before the Central Council is

authorized to contraut on behalf of a Native village.

With respe. to those Tlingit-Hailia people who no longer live

in the traditional villages, the Central Council should be treated

as a tribe and not be required to obtain any consent for purposes

of the Indian Self-Determination Act.
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MAKER 12 - SPECIAL CIRC(PISTANCES - MANNA

The Commision calls for the repeal of ell laws which prevent the tribes

of Oklahana fram exercising ccmplete jurisdictienal authority and goveranental

pokers and reel:wands the reasemptice of federal and tribal jurisdiction to

the exclusima of the state. It further recamtends that federal Indianiolicy

apply to the Indian tribes of Oklahoma without distinction.

The difficulty with these reocemendaticms is that not only are they quite

tread and sweeping, kut they ignore thecomp1eX legal4historical discussion

presented in the narrative. Wile the intent of Congress to disestablish

reservations and dismantle tribal governments is perhaps clearerwith respect

to the Five Civilized Tribes of eastern Ckdahoma, the same cannot be said for

the tribes of western Cklahota. Me effect of the allotment policy on the

ability of uestern OklWasna trikes to exercise powers of self-govelTinet and

the extent to which the state of Cklahoma is legally exercising criminal and

civil jurisdiction over tribal land and Indian allotments are still issues to

be litigated. It is till too premature, with respect to western Oklahoma

tribes, to assume that Ceogressicral action is necessary. The reommendation

implies that western Oklatmegkrites have already lost these important juris-

dicticnal issues.

lbe Caanission found that the myriad of leas passed by Congress with respect

to the tribes of Oklahata has resulted in confusion as to the relative pcuers

of the tribes and the state on almost a tribe by tribe basis. For this very

---reeemi.it is absolutelyessential that further etudy be oonducted on a tribe

by tribe basis to determine the extent to which the various treaties, statutes,

and allotment agreements affected the sovereign nature of the tribes of uestern

Oklabmma. The sweeping recoauendations suggebted ty the Commission are simply

not warranted by the discussion section of this chapter.

With regard *eastern Oklahome, specifically the Five Civilized Tribes,

legislation restoriAg reservation status and tribal powers of self-government

may be in order but aside frmu the testimony of the Creek Nation, the rateining

Civilized Tribes expressed no real interest or support in such a recamnendatice.
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There are four sections to chapter 13 WKWo address issues not related

to the.subject natter breakdewn contained in the rest of the Caraniesico report,

nor are the sections within this chapter related to one another.

The first section addresses the national awareness concerning Indian issues

and recreneedationscall fer the develoment of educatiocal programs in Indian :

affairs in school system throughout the ccuntry te be cffered on an cptional

basis, while mandatory training in Indian hisbory, culture and legal status is

no:wended for'all'OaVerreient enployeeeadministering any federal'preneeM or

state or local program funded in whole or pert by federal funds. While the

latter reoormendationehay seem unrealistic, it &es seem reasonable to require

such training of government enployees adminiateringpammemma whic4bemeit

Indians.

The second smticoof the chapter is in fulfillment of the mandate of

PUblic Law 93-580 which created the Amrican Indian Policy Review Commission

and directed the COmmiesion to eeplore the feasibility of creating some form

of alternative elective body for representing Indian interests at the national

level of goweement. The Cormiesion recommends that Cengress take no action in

this area at the present timer, and that no action be takoluithout consultatico

with each and every tribal government.,

ln the third sectiod, the Cmnission recommends that the wcrk begun by the

Task Force on COnsolidation, Revisit:in and Cedification of Federal-Milian Law be

referred to the appropriate Congressional committees in both Reuses with a

recommendation that the process continue in committee and that further input be

obtained before finalization.

The fourth section of the chaFter reommends the creation of a Native

American Studies Division in the Library Of Congress with a central reference

area and research support staff of Native American specialists. The expansion

in collection of pUblications whieh concern Native Americans and the compilation

of bibliographies would be added to the data base maintained by the Congressional

Fesearch Service to peovide automated infornation retrieval fram their Seaected

Dissemination of Information System.
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14120141T1 RaOPT - WARM =swim VIEWS OF CCNIXESaIAN =ID MIEDS

A

A. review and rebuttal to the minority report to the Mariam Indian

Policy !levied *minim is teing prepared by the Kativn Petrican Rights

Rind.

---:------luct-ladian4organirationa are urged to review the ndnority

report to thn poardssicri a,nd to generate their own =rents in response

to the views Gm:ceased in the minority mart.
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TAX STUOY
commissiop

April. 20,.1977

Phone: (605) 842-0950

American Indian Policy Review Commission
.House Office Building.Annex 42
2nd and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20515

RE: All /ndian Pueblo Council Policy Review Report

.Dear Mr. Stevens:

The comments by this Commission, which, works for the Nineteen
.(19) Pueblo Tribes of New Mexico, and the Mescalero Apache Tribes,
are to be included with the All Indian Pueblo Council's separate
policy report.

After reviewing your Commission's Report on Taxation, the New
Mexico /ndian Tax Study Commission finds itself in agreement with
your findings. The Commission also agrees generally with your re-
commendations, and would like to expand on the following points:

1) "Congress should provide by legislation that federal
raWs and treaties advanced as evidencing Corgressional
intent to exempt Indians from taxation shall be construed
broadly and in a light most favorab:e to the Indians, and

-the -internal- -Revenue -Service should. be- -support ive - --
such intent." c,

This would probably entail amendments to the Internal Revenue
Code such as are being contemplated in H.R. 8989, and S. 2664.
However, even the amendments found in this Bill fall short of meet-
ing tribal needs. For instance, the section dealing with the
Tribal /ssuance of Revenue Bonds should be expanded so as to allow
the .tribes more types of governmental bonds than are presently allow-
ed to other governmental bodies under the Federal Revenue Codes.
Also, a closer look should be taken to see what type of federal tax
breaks would prove mos advantageous to tribes economically, not
anly'at the tribal government level but at the individual tribal
enterprenuer as well. This is extremely important at the wholesale
and retail level, especailly in view of some states' limitation on
the issuance of non-taxable transaction certificates by individual
Indian retailers.
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American Indian Policy Review Commission
April 20, 1977

2) "Congress should amend or repeal, as appropriate,

those statutes which authorize state taxation which

is In confliot.with Pe4eral-Indian policy to foster

economic development of reservation Indians and enhance

tribal self-government..."

More specifically the federal government should repeal those

laws found at 25 U.S.C. 398 to 398(c) which allow the taxation on

the seVeranee of oil and gas from Indian lands. The present laws.

serve as a great economic restriction on tribal governments.

Another future hinderence may'be the effects of state ieasehold

tax on non-Indians operating businesses and living within tribal

boUnderies. Fresent case law is unclear in this area, and feddral

legislation may be necessary to sufficiently settle the matter.

3) "Congress should provide tlx appropriate legislation"

that state taxation-within reservation be invalidated as
applied to'non-Indians and Indian tribes; prohibit taxation
of the non-Indian interest in cases of tax.exempt lands

leased from Indians..."

The major concern with the tribes is the states' continueu

attempts to tax non-Indians found on Indian landa. A stand by the

federal government clarifying any such action to tax or license.

or regulate non-Indians on Indian lands without tribal consent as

amounting to non-allowable interference with tribal government would

go a long way to-alleviating tribal-state tensions. It would also

insure a future economic advantage to tribes, one that is presently,

being nullified by such attempt of state taxation on non-Indians.

We hope thesacomments will aid your Commission in better identi-

fying our local concerns.

If you need any rUrtherAtformation-in
taxation, please feel free to contact our offices.

Thank you.

JL/re

93-440 0 - 78 - 45

Sincerely.

Joseph 1JJttic .

Executive Director
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Eiwal3 OF ?NEW MEXICO
OFFICE OF THE GOvERNOR

SANTA FE
87503

April 12, 107

The.Honorable,Jamas S. Abourezk, Chairman
American Indian Policy Review Commission
United States Senate
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2d and 0 Streets, SW ,

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Se
0

The State of New Mexico does not dispute the existence of a special
trust relationship between the Federal Government and those Indian -

governmental entities located within-our State's boundaries. In fact,,
the Office of the Governor unequivocally pledged to theindian citizens
of the State of New Mexico to support the preservation Of Indian .

sovereignty within tribal jurisdictional boundaries. Furthermore, WO
are aware of the complex nature of the interrelationships at the

1.,............_federal,state-Ariba1 -level-and the far-reaching implications of
decisions which are made by any one or all of those three governmental
units, either singly or in concert.

In particular, we'believe that the arguments set forth in Chapter 38
regarding "A Statistical Profile on the Indian: The Lack of Numbers"
are crucial. Making available accurate data relevant to the subject.
of Indian affairs is necessarily the first step at any governmental
level, because without the facts, there is no way to estimate progress
towards a particular goal. Indeed, the very process of goal setting
is difficult to complete without an accurate representation ofthe
true conditions within the area of Indian affairs.

In addition, the Legislature of the State.of New Mexico,has authorized
a study into the conditions of the State's Indian tribes particularly
in those legal-jurisdictional areas Whfch are especially unclear.
'This study will naturally examine tribal-federal-state relationships

6 .1
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Senator James S. Abourezk
April 12, 1977
Page 2

as they appear in New Mexico with its large Indian population residing

on sizeable tracts of Indian land.. Hopefully, in the near future,

some of these problem areas will be mitigated or solved in the best

interests of all citizens of our fine State, including, of course,

our Indian citizens.

incerely,

RRY APODACA
overnor

JA:amd

6S2
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METZ OF nap mom)

111 OFFICE Or THU GENERAL COUNSEL

P. O. SOX 23 48. SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO 87501

May 13, 1977

Hon. James S. Aboureek, Chairman
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building. Annex 112
Wishington, D.C. 20515

Dear Senator Aboureek:

OCIAL
.ERVIUS

deparlimon

I am writing to comment upon the tentative final report of the American
Indian Policy Review eommission. In particular, I wish to raise certain .

issues not covered in the Commission's treatment of Indian health se:-ices
at pages 6-59 thru 6-63, nor in the discussion of the implementation of the
Indian Health Care Improvement Act (P.1. 94-437) at pages 8-13 thru 8-68,
specially 8-61 thru 8-68, nor in Congressman Need's dissenting views
at pages 71 and 72.

As we read Title IV of the Act, it does two things. First, it permits
the Secretary to process reimbursement for appropriate health serviceS
to eligible individuals under Titles XVIII and XIX of the Social Security
Act rendered at Indian Health Service Hospitals notwithstanding the prohibition
against such reimbursement to federal facilities. Second, it gives IHS
facilities twelve months to bring themselves into compliance with the
standards generally applicable to hospitarg and nureing homes under medicare
and medicaid.

The most obvious manner" for effectuating Title IV of P.1. 94-437 would be
for the Secretary to contcact directly with Indian Tribes pursuant to the
Indian Self Determination Act (P.L. 93-638).

The New Mexico state plan for Title XIX requires that before the Medical
Assistance Division of the state Welfare Agency, which processes medicaid
payments, can assign a provider number and enroll a facility in the reim-
bursement program, the facility must be licensed by the State Health Agency.
Thus, as presently contemplated, effectuation of P.L. 93-437 will require
the State through its employees to enter upon Indian Pueblos and Reserva-
tions for the pufpose of inspecting IHS facilities for compliance with the
state licensing regulations applicable to hospitals.
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Hon. James Si Abourezk May 13, 1977

In addition to.this purely state function with reference to medicaid,
participation in both medicare and medicaid in New Mexico requires the
.applicant facility to submit to federal certification teams and PSRO review.
While these functions are dictated in the federal regulations governing
medicare-medicaid ane inasmuch as it might be argbed that those funbtions
are qbasi-federal, the fact remains that the personnel involved are state
employees and agents. The question arises then of whether activity such as
this by the state on Indian lands would be an infringement of Indian rights
to tribal self government. We here believe that it might; and we are in the
process of attempting to develop agreements with the tribes in New Mexico
.upon whose lands are found IHS Hospitals, which would authorize this
activity. Our view is that agreements granting such authorization would re-
affirm tribal sovereignty. Similarly, such agreements reached prior to the
State's activity would avoid the untowc.d consequences of 1) working an
inadvertent waiver of tribal sovereiunty if the activity were permitted

"Unchallenged, or 2) the proliferatioa of litigation brought by tribes wishing
to challenge such activity.

P.L. 93-437 is relatively clear in its mandate to the secretary insofar as
he is required to consider IHS facilities eligible for reimbursement; but
it is totally silent In the State's authority to proceed with enrolling IHS
facilities located on Indian land in state programs. See, §XV, Report of

the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, U.S. Senate, Report #94-133 at
p. 159; and MI, Report of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,

House of Representatives, Report #94-1026, Part I, at p. 133.

My suLgestion is that the Commission add to its list of recommendations in this
area, 1) direction that the Secretary implement 93-437 by means of contracting

with Indian tribes pursuant to P.L. 93-638, or 2) direction that the states
ihould be required to obtain written authorization from the Tribal Councils
to be affected by proposed implementation of the medicare-medicaid program
requirements on Indian land prior to commencement of such activities, or

3) that P.L. 93-437 be amended to give an unambigious.method of implement-
ing the Act in non-P.L. 280 states.

I find the tentative draft most useful. It certainly reflects an enormous

amount of .iork. I would appreciate receiving further drafts of the
Commission's report as they become available.

GS/mam

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Sloan
Agency Attorfley
Officeof General Counsel
Health and. Social Services Department
P. 0, Box 2348
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

6 4
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Hon. James S. Aboureek May 13, 1977

cci Toney Anaya, Attorney General
Richard Beeson, Civil Div. - AG's Office
Robert L. Lovato, SHA
Nike Burkhart, SRA
Joe Flynn, Medical Assistance Div. - SWA

Sidney Edelman
Assistant General Counsel for Public Health
Department of Health, Education & Welfare
Office of the Secretary
Rockville, Maryland 20852

CU
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veil 26, 1977

Mk. Ernest L. Stevens, Director
Anarican Ieditn Policy Review Cartnitution
Souse Office Building Mum $2
2nd a D. Streets, S.W., anew 3199
Washingtat, D.C. 20915

1214 NORTH HUDSON

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73103

232-1520

232.1627

2324528

Dear Kr. Stevens:

2ht following are our comments an curtain cortices of the Repcet.

federal Administration: Page 77 - Other than Indian Health Scrvice

and maigiraliEWNEd7a, other Federal Prc4gleme menet accessible
nor available to Urban Indians. Mast programs are filtered cut to the

state aid local govanements iscel, with no datvekY to ~ie. Minn
Wien Programa when they atbsept tot eR91.Y. for federal prom= at this

time must apply through dhummola and are usually killed off in the

reviitv process. Theedorsi it is cur recansumlation that Urban Indian

trocimne and particularly health programs
tober nada eligilabs tar direct

grants and contracts for federal prograea.

Nacumetuttatialat RMaltht Chapter 9 - Make Orbs:Indian Health

Propane eligible
for-dniarkosservcrederal Health Propos,

in developing the National Health Inaurance Program incdude guaran-

teed benefit package for Indian people, which will aupplLment existing

Indian Heald:Service Programs.

Generalt Indian people in cities or urban mean should be eligible

for eccommiadevelcpment assistanon,
i.e., /M.A. Indian ilminaing

Waranteed Icons, eta.

Moan OM:terse Comment ta date, a great majority of Urban Centers

have bean rip offs. Pm/can shoo a poaitive traak record 40 services and

accountability.

Recaseindaticust Shoubl stress working toward accountability and

statdlity in management, personnel, and fitancrially.
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Mt. &nest L. Stevens
April 26, 1977,
Page

General: Wa cancer with several statements included in the Report;
Indians, regardless cl plaN of residence, would he eligible for all
sarvicesprovided by Indian Health Service and the Bureau Of-Indian
Affairs. Also; Indians should not he excluded for services by anY
Agency of Government, because of their special status. lin strcngly

reccnvend legislative changes, which will allow Indians to take full
advantage of all Federal Programs and not be filtered out by state and
local governments.

SLmoerely,

Hickory S:arr, Jr.
Director
CRC Urban IndLan Health Ptoject

6 S
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COMMISSION ON IN')IAN SERVICES
3 STATE CAPITOL.

SALEM. OREGON 97310
11:103 378.0481

April 18, 1977

Senator James S. Abourenk, Chairman
it'srican Indian Policy Review Commission
House Office Building Annex No. 2

20 and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Senator Abourezkt

I am enclosing for the Commission's consideration a

letter from the Lakota Oyate-Ki Indian Cultute Club at the
Oregon State Peaitentiary on the "tentative" Final Report.

Thank you for your assistance in bringing these concerns

to the Commission's dttention.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

Bruce A. Bishop
Executive Secretary
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LAX": OTA. OYATE-lia
CU:7:ZZ C14173

April 13, 2597

Caminito coo Indian Services
4% Flat* Capitol
Balm, Orogen 97310

APR i 3 177

,OREGONSTATEPENITENTIARY
003 STATE mum

'SALEM. OAEGOPT 17310

DearAret
-

VII, the members of the lekota Indian Culture Club, miffed and road
yaw latter of'April 4, 1577 asking for ocurosnts on the chapters of
tb, final report to Congrass caopiled Pram extenakte inveatigations
by the American Indian Polity RorviewCannissiak

After reading this letter it nmst te airlitted that the report is
quite thorough. However, we nee ne mention of the Indino people aho
are cannel in the Correctional facilities here in Oregah We fee%
that, perhaps, there should be a chapter entialeds n The Native tam.
ican, Drugs and the Orogen State Corrections System".

,Namy of the Indian People incarcerated In these institutians are here
/ because of alcohol the drug related problem directly related to the

difteronoes in our cultur17 and the lifestyles of tha dad:sant society
enin urban type setting The individual Ito admen tram a romervatiao

type eettinttoanUrloafehvireinient-ind'flivis tit.he dais net poems
the necessary skills to.aquire gainful employment and ado oannot,therem
fore,support his family lontariably tianatoalcohol and °Woad:age to
relieve hie frustration andleatings of anarthinass./His addiction to
alcohol and other &Alga, many times, leads 4pm to one_of these inatim.
tutions.

Wu feal that, 4th the high rate of alcoholism and addiction to other
drugs, among the Indian people, not only in the State of Oregon, but
in all the other states as tell, this is one of the principle problem
ammantered by our red brothers and sifters in this scoiety.

'Were there any investigations done in this itrea.by the Policy Review
Cipnissice? If so, *Tame they not inoluded in the final report to
Congress?

At this time, alDitre in the process of developing an Alcohol and Drug
Program for the Native American inmates of the three Correctional fac.
ilities here imSalen,i.A. the Orogen State, Penitentiary, The Cregon
Women. Correctional Center mod the Oregon State Corm:teasel Institut*.
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LAX...' TA OYATE-KI
Ct71,7722 C.1.7673

OREGON STATE PENITENTIARY
240$ STATE STREIT

1.111.1111. 041004 97310

Commississt at Tanen Girettru fls, Report tb &ogress April 13, 1777

This program will offer ;crewel ani group counseling servings to the
Indian lamates of these-institutions 0,both inside the institutions and

in Half-hray house tmsatting. aeamsatita serrigas-41112 also be
extenied to'intlmie the families of the inaate. Inaltaled in the zervinse
to be provided will bo enplorzent assiatenes, parole plan galling, help
in finling housing aid Spiritual guidenor. All of the se:vices gill be
band on the Indian cultUre and Xpinitual sev of life..

We Tirol that it would be helpful to oar program if va were to reeieve
a leitter of support from the Camoission co Indian Services and mad
appreCiate reoleving isse in the future. If sin feel 04 you need
further information before writing sah i letter, you may get this in-
formation by contacting me at this-addreess t

-. L*ota Lydian Callan Club ,

010 Jobs Nolan .
..* 2E05 State Strait

` Sala, Oregon 97310"

thank you. in adv ances,. far rax consideration you may give this letter
in erry further investigations coccerttbu Assess regard:be Native ksr .
lows ad Alcohol in it's role in the Tatiana' relationship to the crime
problem.

Nay the Grandfather watch over you...
.

Ghia, Labsta Gyats-il

/ '

.
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IMPOMANT
111:1111EME11111

71VED

; 6 1977

We recognize that you may not be4able to thoroughly read and evaluate all parts
of this Report within the time allowed for comment. However, in order to
include your =rents in our Final Report, this quastionnaire must be completed
and returned in the enclosed envelope postmarked no later than April 16, 1977.
Our Final Repottnuat be completed by May 15, 1977 for final Commission approval.

NAME Lincoln p. pilledeaux

ItRIBE/oRGANTIATioN P I eg.an/Blackfeet

A. PLEASE CIRCLE CNE TO INDICATE YOUR IDENTITY AS:

Tribal Chairman

MeMber of Congress

State Official

liams1125 W. Washington Blvd.
t.. CO. 90015
INDIAN CENTERS, INC.

Tribal Governing Body Individual Indian

`&7:/nizational Governi ngBoaid

Private Citizen

B. PLEASE EVALUATE THE SECTIONS BY CHOCKING THE BLANK WHICH MOST NEARLY
REPRESENTS YOUR OPINION.

The report as a whole i;

I. History

II. Legal Comcepts

III. COnditions

/V. Federal-Indian Relations

V. Tribal Goverment

VI. Federal Administration

-VII. Economic Developrent

VIII. Social Services

IX. Off-Reservation

X. Terminated Indians

XI. Non-Recognized Indians

. XII. Special Problem Areas

XIII. Gemeral

Excellent

V/
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Good
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C. HAVIM READ THE RITS 4ONENI) EACH sicrIa4 PLEASE AMER
THE FOLLCWINO =MONS.

1) *kith reoctraendetions shzuld be given priority statue? Why?

ReQc,r,r,-,ekst6 ,10,TtOr4 .r.v TO L./ ce,St AnJ

V-16 'Vs% (AL
1

2) Are.thare recomendations with which you disagree? Why?

tThrNe

3) Are there reernendations you would like to hive added?

V: I (-1A% 1-1. WI. (1\ L.Lc:

1.4,0 e.

4) Do you feel the content of the report provides an accurate, useful
picture of the situation? Ni - T 4, (:)tv.0.1.- CCr

L. .1. t- C.\ 1/4-"." 4".' ti r

5) Do you have any additional =rents?

6 V C3 HT L.0 T.+ 14-k (Na_

t-. \''.1te\ Vul:t r. It I 11 'LI 1.1-1. T1 ON.; 1". ir\6

W.0-- "3- 1,..-c
F. SPACE IS PROVIDED CtI FOLICWING PAGES FOR YOUR SPECIFIC RECCHMENDATICVS.
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Lincoln D. Billadeaux

<a:*

ADORES W. Washington Blvd.
Los An9c1c, twv-t601,--

"riUSEMIXPSIVUICN Plegan/Blackfeet INDIAN CENTERS. IN_C.

RIMIMENDATICNS

Chapter ( ) P&P ParagraPh )

In the section.teginning with the mrds "

it is suggested that the following addition,

deletim or changeoin wording be made, or the following concept expressed

differently:

Cr. c4
tt. I r IN1 ..t

0 it Mt

t- '. 't7.3 c

rt: etvt,r1A.I. 1 tN fe.
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IMPOICANTEmEnliE

We recmgnize that you may not be able to thoroughly read and evaluate all parts
of this Report within the time allowed for occannt. However, in order to
include your comments in cur Final Report, this questionnaire must be completed
and returned in the enclosed envelope posbnarked no later than April 16, 1977.
Our Final Report:mist be completed by May 15, 1977 for final COmmissioa apProval.

NAME Aaron Russell, President

TRIEWORGANIZATION Prescott Indian Center Board

A. PLEASE ClICIE C. so nom= YCUR IDENTITY AS:

Tribal Chainnua

imber of Ccmgress

State Official

ADDRESS 205 West Willis St,

Prescott4 Artzena 80301

Tribal Governing Body

Organizational Governing Board

Private Citizen

Individual Iiian

B. PLEASE EVALUATE THE sEcnoris BY CHECK1N3 THE BLINXIIMMCH MOST NEARLY
REPRESENTS YOUR OP1NICN.

Emcellent Good Poor

The report as a whole is X

I. History X

II. Legal ConceptS.

III. Conditions X

XV. Federal-Indian Relations X

V. Tribal Goverment X

VT. Federal Administration X

VI/. Emonmnic Development X

VIII. social Services X

IX. off-Reservation X

X. Terminated Indians X

XI. Non-Recognized-Indians X

X/I. 'Special PrOblem Areas X

XIII. General X
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C. HAVII.G READ THE EGTOIMENDATICtIS AT THE END CR EACH SECTICV, PLEASE AMER
THE =COM cataccts.

1) Mich reoopmendations should be given priority status? Why?

Centera_should hawk nomhOr Aft.AnittrilV leo

EIOPIXLW3PALJIL.LlLutiplt-tWa....then-EAucatio4-EaILSln9-

Fundini far Urban Centorlftqld he number ono prtoritY hecause

It Is the fecal pinto's} All actiultine far urban Indione,
. .

2) Are there recommendations with which you disagree? Why?

go-- All recommendations snLrelevent to tha needs of_Urhan

Indians.

3) Are there recommendations you w3uld like to have added?

Rinds for economic development should be provided to hetp build Urban

Indian Centers and other related facilities.

Grants should be awarded to Urban Indian Centers based on need and not

on population.

4) so you feel the content of the report provides an accurate, useful
picture cl the situation?
I believe the contents of the report is very accUrate and the recom-

mendations for alleviating the probldms, dm to earth and realistic.

a

5) bo you have any additional cements? lign.pee. yavanAi word moontn9.1'r,ight On")

The situations and conditions stated in the report are verv accurate and

fi and retomrendations to alleviate the problems should be initiated as,soon'7

as possible.

F. SPACE IS PROVIDED ON THE FOLILWING PAGES FOR YOUR SPECIFIC RECUMPENDATICNS.

1
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NIVIE_LAVI President ADDRESs 205 West Willis Street

)188131WORGANIZiTICN Prescott Indian Center Board. Prescott, Arizona 86301

RECCOMDATICSS

'Chapter ( PAW ) Paregz:aph( )

in the seetionbeginning with the :ords "

," it is suggested thet the following addition,

deletion or change in nzding herOade, or the folk:ming concept expressed

differently:

As an organization involved with problems of Urban Indians we. 'can only endorse

; whole heartedty the report and recommendations.

4.143,

93.440 0 - 43 696,
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The 'Brookings Institution III
NAV./ %WASHINGTON D.C. a0036/CAU111. 11110011INST HoNtl (aoA) 797.6000

Advanced Study Program

May 10, 1977.

Mr. Ernest L. Stevens, Director
American Indian Policy Review

Commission
Congresi of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2
Second and D Streets; S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Ernie:

I appreciate your having,sent me the "tentative final" report
of the American Indian Policy Review Commission and having invited
my comments. I have read some of the chapters carefully and don't
want to delay any longer so I will limit my comments to Chapters 1-6
and the Meeds dissent.

Sovereitntv and Jtirisdiction.

The debate set forth In the majority report vie a vie the
Meeds dissent -- lawyers arguing with lawyers -- tends to leave even
the informed reader pretty darn confused. The sharply conflicting
interpretations of Worcester and Cherokee Nation, Cohen, McClanahan,
Moe and Mazurie in effect set up a Hegelian polarity which badly needs
resolution. Perhaps the Supreme Court will do it in Oliphant but my
guess I. that they ought, and will try, to defer to the Congress on this
one, since basically the resolution of that question is a political task --
and the Constitution specifically loads that burden onto the Congress.
Perhaps the Commission is oven now sharpening or refining its Ian-
g4age or evee working with Mr. Meeds to aim at a synthesis.

But in preparing the country to get into this question, the
Commission itself (in its April draft) presents some blurriness. This
I. best illustrated by the inconsistent language on page 1 vs pago 29 of
your Chapter S. What Is the Commission asking the tribes to aim at?:
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asset ". "some tribal jurisdiction over non-Indian
ptople and property within reservation boundaries"

witted "must bear a reasonable relationship to
legitimate tribal interests such as the protection
of trust resources, maintenance of law and order,

'delivery of services and protection of tribal
government generally."

or . <.

develop inte"fully operational tovernments exer-
cising the same powers and shouldering the same
responsibilities* as other local governments."

These aee quite different objectives with quite different implies-
tions.and results for both Indlins and non-Indians.

My reading of the Meech dissent leads me to believe that if the
Commission't true pdsition.is (A) rather than (B) above the majority
and Mr. Maeda may not be so far apart on this issue after .all. For the
long-run benefit of unity in Ine!an.country and the prospect of beneficial..
legislation, I hope that the mhjortty and Mr.-Muds can gee togetlier- on
this point.

The Balance of the Report

While I think the CoMmission Report is notable "state
paper" on Indian policy as far as Indian people are concerned: I tend
to agree with Mr. Meads that contrasting and conflicting views have
not been well presented in It.

The report does tend to be advocacy -- and while it may be good
advocacy., what people in the White House, the Congress, the press,

4! writers, universities, schools and the public need is a sense of the
arguments on bath sides of some of these questions. The views of
State and lOcal governments, some of those anti-tribal-sovereignty
;groups, some scholars in government and in constitutional law --are
lacking. Perhaps, you will say, this was not the Commission's task.
Very well, but pomebody now has to do that job and just about the only
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Mr. Ernie L. Stevens
May 10, 1977
Page Three

action-forcing forum I can see is the Congressional Hearing room. Even
then, research and interviewing has to be done before productive hearings
can even be held. Perhaps you will be tackling this job in your new capa-
city.

Action Steng

I wish the. Commission had the time to do some legislative
drafting.

Nothing quite gives an action-push tO the recommendations
of any study group in public affairs as does the proposing of precisely
what "documents of action" ought to be the final result of the group's
work. Draft legislation, Executive Orders: those give the final momen-
tum to what a Commission really wants .to do. Your time has run out,
but I mention this because I know you all ideally would want to leave
behind on the record as focussed a statement as possible of what you
want to see happen In the future.

The New Indian Agency

Nine or ten pages at the end of Chapter VI was too limited
a treatment of the pros and cons, options, Issues, consequences and
alternative costs of the proposal for an independent agency for Indian
affairs. You and I know that OMB and its new reorganization task
forces will now be giving this idea some close scrutiny, but I wish the
Report had laid out more of the analysis which must take place before
the new Administration will come to any conclusions about it.

I look forward to seeing you often in turn, Ernie, as you
and many of the rest build on the work e done.

ally,

tea
radley H. Patterson, Jr.

Senior Staff Member

6 9
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mossIs ssfillggyyza, 1st
.

April 11, 1977

Ernie Stephens
Task Force 15 Education
Indian Policy 6 Review Commission
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streets, SW.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear'Sir:

In.response to Task Force 5's findings on Indian Educa-
tion, I would like to point out a particularly glaring

omission. In no way could I find Adult Education mentioned.
Indian Adult Educators from all over the Country have

been meeting this past year to identify issues and concerns.
One of those issues and concerns is that some other bodies
continually ignore both our existence and the needs of many
of our Indian Adults.

Indian leaders and politicians have concentrated for
many years on the education of our children wit0 no great
amount of success as born out by your report. Indian adult
education programs are trying to fill the gaps.(There are
thousands of Indian adults in literacy, GED and consumer
education programs. These programs are often their first or

last chance for preparing to cope with life.)
How strange it is that we are concerned about reading

and writing for Indian children but not for their parents
who must support and feed them.( Indian Adult Ed. programs
represent some of the finest examples of Indian Self-Deter-

mination.) We have existed on scraps of education funding

and have an overwhelming job. All of our undereducated
adults deserve better than the limbo status they are rele-
gated. We say our children are our future. Our Indian
adults from 16 to 30 are our immediate future. The 30 and

over group are our present. We can not continue to wait Zor
our very young children hoping their education will provide
our leadership. Our kids are still dropping lour, or receiv-

ing an inferior education. Adult Ed. programs have and can
continue to begin a turn around in education.

We are in the process of forming an Indian Adult Ed.
'Association. I would be happy to give you any number of

names of involved Indian people who could tell you about

issues and needs in the field.
I will look forward to seeing the final report submitted

to Congress. Please do not hesitate to contact me 14 I might

be of assistance in any way.

Sincerely,

Crd
Reva Crawford
Adult Education Director
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PIT RIVER HOME AND AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION

XL INDIAN RESERVATION
ALTURA8, CALIFOUNIA ISiSi

Mr. Ernest Stevens,
Director

American Policy Review Commission
House Office Building Annex #2
2nd and D Street, SW.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Stevens:

April 16, 1977

_As is. indicated in the Tentat.ive Final Report of the
Policy Review Commission, Califoinfe hae been groeeli 'underfunded
by comparison to other Areas of the Bureau of Indian Affairs

and Indian Health Service.

Understandably, the Report does not address itself to

corrective measures that might assure "catch-up" features or

even equity in the distribution of Federal funds.

Admittedly, the California Tribal Leadership has not

adequately expressed itself to the Commission relative to
desirable changes in the administration of Federal Programs

in this State.

I would apprise the Commission of two very pertinent
observations which, to a significant degree, has precluded a
collective effort to analyze the Report and develop

constructive responses.

A. The Area Director of the Sacramento Area Office
has continually refused to provide funds requested
for such a purpose. When you equate this to his
willingness to provide militants with several
thousand dollars for housing accomoda.ions just to

avoid their camping on the Federal Building
Premises, his priorities have obviously been
mis-directed to enhance his personal immage rather

than fulfil his primary responsibilitiqs.

B. There are numerous Indian and Non-Indian
organizations in California that are funded from

a variety of Federal sources to provide some
service to members of Tribal Governments. Travel

expenses for Tribal respresentatives is an
important component in most of these programs.
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The Tribal Governments are not directly funded, °A
prime example is the Inter Tribal Council funding
through ONAP. Acting also out of self-prapetuating
concepts, these program sponsors have blatently
refuseu to utilize travel budgets to assist Tribal
Governments to meet and exercise self-determination
on a preferred collective basis.

The possibility that Tribal Governments in California
might from a cohesive, effective political unit
apparently poses a threat to the free-wheeling
bureaucrats as well as non-reservation organizations
who control other Federal fundings.

Thus, the refusal to provide available funds for
purposes of developing a consensus among Tribal
Leaders in the State, can be viewed with justifiable
skepticism.

With this in mind, the following comments and recommenda-
--110116-a-m- marte-aa-arr-individuaT Tribiffiei con-beherlf....of- -

a small but vitally concerned constituency. .

It should be noted that the wide and isolated dispersion
of Indian Resorvations in California provide a situation that
makes adequate administration of Federal programs in California

a costly venture. The current allocations tO this State
prohibit both the BIA and IHS from addressing the needs of

each individual Indian Community. Thus, the majority of
Rancherias have been excluded from active participation in
programs that are taken for granted in other states.

Those that can afford planners, attorneys, and travel
necessary to negotiate for contract and grant funds are
showing reasonable indications of progress. Since the Federal
agencies are limited to travel and since the majority of
Rancherias cannot afford te,travel, there is only extremely
limited contact that mig4V'9vercome fundiig or program
considerations.

Federal agencies exclusive of BIA and IHS, exhibit a gross
lack of understanding of Tribal Institutions in California.
While there has been some recent improvement, in this regard
in the Regional Council, their meetings to solicit Tribal
cohcerns still lack significant Tribal Government participation.

Apparently, members of the Regional Council are neither
aware of their special responsibilities with the federally
recognized Tribes nor the necessity of dealing only with Tribal
representatives on matters related to Reservation and Rancheria

programs.

o 2
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The inability of Tribal representative to meet regularly
promotes their vulnerability to political manipulation not
only by federal agencies but non-tribal organizations as well.

In general, those Reservations and Rancherias that have
developed political skills are better served while those without
that capability are conveniently ignored. Such an arrangement
reduces decision rppking to an art of expediency, while ignoring
the equitable exefbise of over-all trust obligátions.

1. A GAO audit of the BIA and IHS in California. The
results would not only substanciate the foregoing
concerns but clearly identify problem areae that need
to be addressed.

2. Initiate a management evaluation of all the BIA
'and IHS operations in the State for the same purposes
above.

3. Re-alignment of the BIA and IHS staffing patterns as
may be indicated by a-GAO Audit and management
evaluation. Such a re-alignment should be designed
to reduce the Area Office to technical assistance
functions and bolster the various agency responsibilitiee
to more directly address the. needs of Tribal
constituencies.

4. Place both the IHS and BIA on a performance basis
annually. This would tend to assure maximum utilization
of specifically designated budgetary items and their
energetic exercise of Trust Responsibilities.

5. Review the program activities of the other federal
agencies providing programs to Indians for the purpose
of redesigning program activities that are provide
equity in distribution and coordination in the develop-
ment or Federally Recognized Indian Communities.

6. Condemn the Band Analysis proceedure as an instrument
for budgetary consideration to the well deserved junk
heap from which it was illegitimately conceived. In
lieu thereof, initiate a joint effort among the federal
agencies to inventory the human and physical resources
of each Reservation and Rancheria for purposes of
developing comprehensive individual community plans
and priorities with the local Tribal Governments. Base
the budgetary considerations on the reasonable priorities
of Tribal Governments thus eliminating the method of
incremental increases to the restrictive and inadequate
budget base. Such an effort could be funded and
implemented jointly among the federal agencies. ,
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7. Mobilize all the federal agency resources in a
coor.dinated collective effort with Tribal Governments

- to cooperatively administer programs that are consistent
--with. Tribal aspirations and to a degree that establishes
equity in the utilization of available funds. Some,
progress should be visably evidenced on each Rancheria
and Reservatvion each year.

8. Such a process would eliminate the haphazzard,
piecemeal, selective funding that now pervails and
reduce bitter antimosity among the Tribal Groupe who
compete for-limited funds or who have been unceremoniously
excluded.

9. Fund the Tribal Governments and Tribal Organizations
directly and eliminate the unconscionable "rip-offs"
by "middleman" MonlIndian and Non.dieservation organi
zations. This action woOld be consistent with the
Nation Policy of Indian Self-Determination.

10. A high priority should be given to the funding of
tr------------ uarterly meetings of elected Tribal Officals to
establish the communications necessary to provide
maximum understanding of, program potential and
performance reeponsibilities of Federal staff personnel.

*
Finally, these comments are made in great haste and are

obviously in need of expansion and broader collective considera-
tions. I would urge the Perroy Review Commission to encourage
the BIA and IHS to finance a meeting of Tribal Leaders in
California for the express purpose of providing a forum for more
adequate considerations.

I am deeply concerned about a positive program in California
that would restore respect and dignity to Tribal Institutions.

RespActfu

Erin Forrest

70 4
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Tot t4c etic4 qa-,ev eumvAt SsloP
cootirecs of +k (.;% : frt +4e-r

MEACTIONS TO POLICY REVIOW CoMMIZTOMIPPORT. -CHAPTER 9

My generakreaction to Chapter 9 of the report is that it propoiee

broad onanges in policy that would.be improVementa from the point of

view of justice and utility; bui: that it is net well informed about

urten Indian life, and fails to anticipate the complexities and

difficulties that would attend BOMO of its ;suggestions.

/ must applaud the commission's overdue recognition of three
. ...S. A .

important points of policy that will very much improve the situation

or urban Indians. Those are: the extension of the trust responsibility

to urban Indiana, the insistence that Indian programs be adminiatared

as much as possible by Thdian personnel, and the reoognition that

programa should be funded without the re:lament of exhaustive

statistioal 6w-wt. An eauitable federal palsy toward urban

Indians requirea the adoption of all-three points.

It must be,aaid, though, that the report seems generally

inadequate in its speoific knowledge and recommendations. The

great imtelanoe in aheer volume (32 pages out of some 800) indicates

a concemtral,!on Of attention almost exclusively on the reservation

00
situation that urban Indians cannotrvery happy about. The impresaion

created by chapter 9 is,that urban Indian life ie essentially an

abberation in the Indian pattern, and that it ia to be viewed

s vmorrass of government-created problere requiring some

immediate redress. The complexity and ocoassional richness of

urban Indian life is complete4 ignored. It is certainly true that

the largo urban Indian populations are primarily a result of government

polioy, and that we do have major problems is the areas outlined by

the report. It is also true that in a fairly short period of time

significant patterns
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significant variations in Indian life pattern have begun to energe in

the oities,.and that .aome fruitful and.intriguing.cultural_developments

are taking place. It is foolish to suggest that changes in lifestyle

teat are important to all Indians cannot take plmie in.the oities!..indeol

taw already are. It is trite that many urban Indiana have a strong

primary attachment to their tribal homelande, and indeed return to

the reservation at Intervale; for sooial and spiritual refreshment;

but it is also true that Indian migration patterns must be Understood

in the oentext of the general tranatenot of American life. A significant

veroentage of the urban Indian population has lived in one city for

at feaet a few yeare--has developed social patterns there, performed

ceremonies .ttAme, suffered and triumphed there, made crafts, drawn

picturea, written poetry ther e, and feels that their ltves in the

oity.are something more than the broken and unforturate ooniequences

of mistiken government policy. It would have been reassuring and

gritifytng to have seen some mention of the very real cultural needs

that urban Indians have struggled hard to satisfy, in the listing of

federallrfunded programs that might be adminiatered by Indians.

It is just as important to ua that we monitor and administer our

fair share of the federal endowment for the arta, as of Title V

health monies.

Two specific areas in which the fairly shallow treatment of

urban affairs threatens to create problems that the co%miesion nrobably

does not foresee require eommant. :The_report alludes frequently to

"Indian centara" as if that phrase were adequate to describe the

institutional complexity of urban Indian life. In fact, in Chicago

and probably in many other cities as well, a network of more than

twenty Indian organizations services the total population. Several

are very general and inclusive in the programs they offer; otheis
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concentrate on specific issuest All of the problem areaa discussed

-in the report..-emPloyient, Slueition, hiusingo'health and.One'additiOnal.

foster care...currently have discrete agencies of some capability

whose energies are directed toward them. The reasons for the multiplicity
3

df organizations are complex. -relating to administrative convenience,

tribal divergence, certain peculiaritiee in traditional Indian

modes of organization and'attitudes toward power, circumstances of

funding, and accidents of history. It is not clear whether a

single comprehensive agency handling Indian programs in a given

..To-designets-nIndian.oentersu as

.he recipient of funds *ithout considering the question is ;Amply

t.!. invite problems. Some mechanism for the validation of agencies

receiving funds and for-sin equitible distribution of funds will

have to be worked out..preferrably by the concerned Indians...-

before legislation is passed.

. The suggestion that a portion ...possibly oonsiderable--of

funding designated for urban Indians will be distributed through

tne tribal governments strikes me as fraught with potential hazard.

It presupposes a degree ofsophistioation in the bureaucracies of

both city and .:;ribe that I don't think exists, and am not sure

should eilst. In the absence of some very detailed knowledge of

the whereabouts of its members by both'reservation and urban

officials, I don't see how programs would me administered. I

tnink that-the distribution of funding through tribe; would have

the effect of disintegrating the major urban agencies, and breaking

down the intertribal communication that is such an exciting aspect

of urban Indian life. It Also seems likely that there is not a

sufficient sympathy for urban problems in the reservation governments
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to assure an equitable distribution of funde. Quarrels about whether

the cities were receiving their fair share would eurely arise, and

.ez would likely widei the already too wide gulf between city and retragon

Indians. And the withholding of fUnde sight even be used to exert

acme pressure on urban Indians to return to the reservati ,

this method of diebursEmelt seems so likely to create p lens butt

I could not support it unless very careful and exact guidelines

twee laid down.

si...009%; e. eo iiteco
ç:#o-

CtIft Ge144 0-

16'3V k0e54" ,.L.t)1(SCIA

ekktaC4 I 1.1 tZ tkois. 0440
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REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS .

TO THE
AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY aypnEw COMMISSION

I.FOR THE
NINETEEN (19) PUEBLO GOVERNMENTS

OF
NEW MEXICO

Submitted 'Sy:

THE ALL INDIAN PUEBLO COUNCIL
1015 Indian School Road, N.W.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107
BUS: - 505/247-0486
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. AU. INDIAN PUEBLO COUNCIL, INC.

Ma Of the CM !men

1018 Intern School Road, N.W. P.O. Box 8507 AtoowOust. New Mow* 81107
4

I ; INTRODUCTION

"

II SCOPE OP REPORT, PROBLEM & RECONSMATIONS
-

A. Indian Jurisdiction

B. Indian Education

Demmert Reorganisation Plan

C. Federal Funding of Indian Programs

Conflict of Interest

D. Indian Health

E.- Natural Resource Preservation
& Development

III !FEDERAL TRUST RESPONSIBILITY DEFINED.

IV REORGANIZATION & ESTABLISHMENT OF CABINET
LEVEL, SMAMMNT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

71

Phone: (505) 247.0488
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pg. 4
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pg. 35

pg. 39

pg. 51
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By a joint reeolution, Congress established the American

'Indian Policy Review Commission (AIPRC) to investigate and review

Indian policy and case law. The Commission consisted of three (3)

Senators and t.hree (3) Congressmen, appointed by the President of

the Senate and the Speaker of the House respectively and, in addition,

five (5) Indial Commissioners were appointed by the Congressional

*ambers of the Commission.

The five (5) Indian Commissioners appointed were:
4

1. John Barbridge, Tlingit-Raida;

2. Louis R. Bruce, Mohawk-Sioux;

3. Ada Deer, Menominee:

4. Adolph Dial, Lumbee; and

5. Jake Whitecrow, Quapav-Seneca-Cayuga.

These five (5) Indian Commissioners were not representatives

t of the United States' American Indian population. The Indians'of

the Southwest and the West were not represented at all in this

selection. This deficiency became the basis of a law suit, the

Natio.nal Tribal Chairmen's Association, et al. v. Abourezk, et 41.,

Civil No. 75-803 (D.D.C. Feb. 19, 1976), which was brought against

the American Indian Policy Review Commission.

In thie case, the plaintiffs sovght a declaratory judgment,

that the non-congressional members were improperly selected. That

complaint also alleged that the Executive Director, Ernest L. Stevens

(Oneida), and the General Counsel, Kirke Kickingbird (Kiowa), were

also improperly appointed. The complaint sought to enjoin the Com-

mission from further operations and contended that the establishment

Of the Commission violated the constitutional p;ecept of the separation
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of powers and the eppointment clauses. The last contention of the

Complaint was that the Indian members were inferior officers of the

United States Within the meaning of the appointments clause and,

therefore, could not be validly appointed bY Congress..

After argument on cross-motiOns for summary judgment, a thtee

(3) judge panel held thet the Commission's creation was constitutAonal,

and-that the powers vested in the Commissiodare exclusively legisla-

tive in nature. Therefore, neither thp.creation nor the appointments

violate the coestitetional precepts. The Court further held that the

Indian Commissioners, the Director, and Oeneral Counsel were properly

appointed. Accordingly, the Court granted the defendant's motion to

dissias.

Despite this judicial oonfirmetion, the Commission's member,

ship is still very questionable. Several of the Commission members

represent unique Indian situations. The Oklahoma tribes, as repre-

sented by General Counsel, have a completely unique historical

relationship with the United State*. One Commissioner is from a

tribe rocenhy restored to federal recognition, agal.n a unique re-

lationship. CommisiSioner Louis R. Bruce does come from a reservation

tribe in the Plains states, but in view of his past interest and

employment in the Coalition of Eastern Native Americans, it is ap-

parent he does not represent the Plains Indians. The remaining

representatives are from the Mit coast. This leaves the large

reservation tribes virtually unrepresented on a commission designed

to review and develop future Indian policy.

It is with that background in mind that the Pueblos Present

this separate document to the American Indian Policy Review Commission

and the United States Congress.

712
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The Pueblo Indians have not Itived an unchanging lifestyle

during the past two-hundred (200) years. These people have made

accommodations to the changing societies that have intruded on their

territorles. However, when the changes that have been made are con-

sidered, the amazing phenomenon of the Pueblos' desire to retain their

culture becomes clear. The Pueblos have developed a unique-mix of

European government structure, Christian formalities, and beliefs, and

legal forms which were all imposed by conquering foreign governments.

Nevertheless, always underlying these accommodations to the outside

influences has been the enduring foundation of the Pueblo tradition

t:;)in culture.

The changes wrought by time and foreign intrusion upon the

Pueblo society would have been insurmountable for most societies.

Therefore, it is little short of remarkable that even today most

Pueblos retain intact their language, religion and philosophy.
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II. THE SCOPE OF THIS REPORT WILL ENCOMPASS THE MAJOR PROBLEMS THAT

CONCERN THE PUEBLOS. THE REPORT WILL REVIEW THESE PROBLEMS AND
MAXE SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

To begin this analysis, it would be helpful to become oriented

generally with the nineteen (19) Pueblo Tribes and their problems.

Therefore, the following narrative will illustrate the scope of the

problems the Pueblos face and introduce the nineteen (19) Pueblo

Indian tribes.

This section will present as briefly as possible, the serious

concerns and needs of the nineteen (19) Pueblos as they pertain to

the Bureau of Indian Affairs (Interior), Indian Education (HEW), and

the Indian Health Service (HEW). (

The nineteen (19) New Mexico Pueblos are: Taos, Ficuris, San

Juan, Santa Clara, San Ildefonso, Pojoaque, Raabe, Tesuque, Cochiti,

Santo Domingo, San Felipe, James, Zia, Santa Ana, Sandia, Isleta,

Laguna, Atoms, and Zuni. Together they comprise an estimated popu-

latioe of 45,000 Indian people or approximately 111 of the total State

population. Their land base,ts in excess of two (2) million acres.

While there are similarities, it is important to note that each Pueblo

is a separate and distinct Tribe governed by an independent Tribal

Council reoponsible for the protection, preservation, and administra-

tion of land and resources within its reservation boundaries. Like .

any other Tribe, each Pueblo is responsible for developing its own

social-economic programs for the benefit of its people. Unlike many

Indian Tribes, the Pueblos have little or no tribal resources. Most

Pueblo Reservations contain little, if any, minerals or other natural

resources. In light of. this, the nineteen (19) Pueblos are, compara-

tively speaking, more dependent on the BIA, IHS, and the Federal
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Government.

The three (3) levels of the BIA bureaucracy are: the central

office in Washington, the eleven (11) area offices, located in the

field; and, the agencies which are located ontor adjacent to reser-

vations they service. For purposes of this report, the important

factors which have hampered the overall developmentof the nineteen (19)

Pueblos will be emphasized. The nineteen (19) Pueblos are located

along the 350 mile stretch of New Mexico. Yet, with the exception

of the Zuni Pueblo, which is the southern most Pueblo and who has its

own B/A Agency, the rest of the eighteen (18) Pueblo Tribes, whose

cOmbined population exceeds 35,000 are forced to gat all BIA services

and programs through two (2) BIA Agencies commonly known as the

Southern Pueblos Agency (SPA) which serves ten (10) Pueblo Tribes and

the Northern Pueblos Agency (NPS) which serves the eight (8) remaining

Pueblo Tribes.

Since the BIA's overall funding formula, for most programs, is

based on an agency-to-agency basis, those agencies who serve more than

one (1) Tribe are continually underfunded. For example, construction

projects for the two a) multi-tribal agencies are funded at the same

level or even lower than an agency serving one (1) reservation. This

meanm whereas other reservations being served by one (1) agency have

a road construction or irrigation construction program each year, each

of the Pueblos served by the multi-tribal agency only gets one (1) such

project every eight (8) to ten (1,0) years.

This ame inequity exists in the service programs. In virtually

every program at the two (2) multi-tribal agencies, one (1) or two (2)

technicians are required to serve eight (8) to ten (10) Tribes. In

short. the BIA funding method, funding inequity, and lack of personnel
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seriously hamper tribal self-determination and makes Public Law 93-

638 totally unworkable for eighteen (18) of the nineteen (19) Pueblos

of New Mexico. How can one (1) Tribe contract an agency program such

as credit or realty when that same program must serve seven (7) or

nine (V) other Tribes?

Unless the angress can assist the Pueblo Tribes in obtaining

earmarked funds or in providing special provisions in the BIA and/or

Interior budgets to increase funding at all multi-tribal agencies,

especially the three (3) Pueblo agencies, additional agencies will be

required to provide minimal but adequate services. Both alternatives

will require additional funding. However, an increase in the base

funding at the three (3) Pueblo agencies would be more practical and

less expensive.

In addition to the need for increasing the base funding levels

for the Pueblo agencies, the nineteen (19) Pueblos have other unmet

needs and priorities. Education has continually been a high priority

among the nineteen (19) Pueblos. Our greatest and most immediate need

is in the area of school construction. Nearly all existing BIA edu-

cational facilities are too old, too small, over-crowded, and beyond

major repair. In December, 1973, a fire destroyed the school in Jemez

Pueblo and since that time classes have been held in temporary build-

ings. The plan to replace this school, an obvious high priority, is

not progressing satisfactorily through established adminiatrative

channels. Schools at San Juan Pueblo, Taos, and Santa Clara Pueblo

were recently declared unsanitary and unsafe for children. However

since, there is no place else to send the children to school, we are

forced to use these same facilities, obsolete as they may be. San

Felipe Pueblo has planned and worked hard for a dew elementary school
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for the past fifteen (15) years. The school has continually been

high on the funding priorty of BIA; yet, to date, they are still

waiting. Their school has been condemned for a number of years.

The Office of Management and Budget has continually lowered the

priority of the San Felipe School. The design and all preliminary

work has been completed. We now need the $3.000,000 to construct

the building. A clear need for new school construction is also

.evident at Laguna. Islets. and Zia.

To add insult to injury; anticipated funding, in the President's

Budget for school operations, will be $1.1 million short of meeting

the program needs at the three (3) off-reservation schools in the

Albuquerque area. Currently, the nineteen (19) Pueblos, through the

All Indian Pueblo Cour (AIPC) are contracting the administrative

operation of the Albuquerque Indian School. Therefore, adequate

funding of that institutional program will be vital to the success

of our efforts in maintaining the quality education standards of this

Indian controlled school.

There is an ever increasing need for better educated.

professional Indian people to improve the general conditions of the

Pueblo penple. However, the funding level for scholarships in higher

education has not kept pace with student demands and the increasing

cost of tuition. Since 1969, the nineteen (19) Pueblos have contracted

the administratiln of the Pueblo Higher Education Program from the BIA.

To date, we have in excess of 600 full-time Pueblo students at various

colleges and universities.

The recent increase in tuition at all state colleges and

universities of 8-191 and the increasing number of potential applicants

means that at present.funding levels many °ueblo students will be
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turned away. The Higher Education Program for the nineteen (19)

Pueblos is in need of a $500,000 increase,ever FY 1976, to maintain

the status luo in FY 1977.

Law and order, aid to tribal governments, and road construction

follow in order of priority. Despite recent increases in law and

order budgets, the needs of the nineteen (19) Pueblos are not being

met.

The final priority to be summarized is the health care program

and the health needs of the nineteen (19) Pueblos. The recent decision

of Congress to fund two (2) such needed Indian health facilities in

New Mexico on a phase construction basis will go far in alleviating

the sub-standard health care of the Pueblo people.

Despite this welcomed news and recent action of Congress in

regards to the Comprehensive Health Bill, the Indian people of the

Albuquerque area are still many years behind the general population

of the United States with a high incidence of influenza-pneumonia,

digestive diseases, akin diseases, and an accumulated backlog of

conditions, such as, congential malformations, orthopedic conditions,

and mental disorders: In addition, there are a large number of sur-

geries required that have been postponed because of insufficient

funds and/or facilities. Finally, many patients require rehabilitative

services.

Due to inadequate facilitie4 and inadequate funding, the

majority of Indian Health Service programs are inadequate. As a

result, the ,Indian Health Service enterl into contracts for the pur-

chase of health services from private sources to meet the needs not

met through direct services. Funds for such contracts have never

been adequate to provide the full range of services needed by the
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Indian people. Only the construction of adequate facilities and

increase funding for services will alleviate the health problems of

the Pueblo people.

That is a brief review of the Pueblos and their problems.

Specific problems and recommendations will now be delineated in the

five (5) most critical problem areas. The most critical problems

have been grouped under the following five (5) areas:

1. Indian jurisdiction;

2. ;adieu education;

3. Federal funding of Indian programs and conflicts
of interests within the Fedargl Government;

4. Indian health and social services; and

5. Natural resources preservation and development.
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XI-A. Indian Jurisdiction.

Since the first Anglos entered Indian land, questions of

jurisdiction over that land and the activities on it have arisen.

This is still. a serious problem on the reservation today.

Early in America's history, this question was discussed in

the twin eases of Chernkee Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 1

(1831) and Worcester v. Csortia, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 515 (1632)r Justide

Marshall, in the Court's opinion, put the Supreme Court on the record

as recognising the sovereign rights of Indken tribes within the

boundacies of their own reservations. These two early cases esta-

blished the principle that a sovereign status for Indian tribes exists

and thet a state generally lacks jurisdiction over Indians on the

servation. However, since the 1830's, when the Cherokee Nation and

Worcester cases were decided by the Supreme COurt, other cases have

dealt in past or in whole with the same question of jurisdiction in

Indian country. As the cases after Slarokee Nation and Worcester il-

lustrate the broad view Justice Marshall presented in those tiro earlier

cases has been eroded and transformed over time and now there are at

least two lines of cases on the question of Indian jurisdiction.

In general, it .can be said thee the first line of cases, usually .

is relied on by the states. These cases assumed that a state has the

right to control, the right to regulate, and the right to tax un Indian

reservations if the Congress of the United States has sot specifically

forbidden a state to do so. Obviously, the states which have Indian

reservations within their borders are anxious to assert the right to

control, regulate, and tax in order to satisfy those segments of the

electorate that feel Indians and their lands should be taxed to insure

that State Treasury will be enriched by such taxation. The State of

Mew Mexico is among the states that argue that they have the right to
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control what goes on within Indian country unless the Congress of.

the United States has 'told them by a particular legislative act

that they have nO right to assert such jurisdiction. At the pre-

sent time, the State°Of New Mexico is still arguing this position,

by legislative, administrative, and judicial action. It should be

noted, however, that Now Mexico is Somewhat unique among the western

states in that jurisdictional responsibilities inherent.in Public

Law 93-280 (P.L. 280) have never been adopted. Therefore, many

casas which come from other state courts on the question of juris-

diction over Indian lands may be distinguished from New Mexico cases

because most of the other states in the west are P.L. 280 states.

The Pueblos of New Mexico disagree with the state's position

on jurisdiction over Indian lands and contend that a different and

stronger line of cases substantiates their belief that a state may

assert jurisdiction only when a treaty or act of Congress specifically

allows that the state jurisdiction over a particular act or over par-

ticular land. This second line of cases dates back to Cherokaa NAtion

and Worcester And does not conflict with the fundamental principles

found in those earlier decisions. Of course, the State of New Mexico's

presumption of its jurisdiction in particular situations over Indian

lands must be predicatsd on the departure from the Marshallian view-
,

point as expressed in the 1830's. Therefore, it can been seen that

the position of the nineteen (19) Pueblos with regard to legal juris-

diction on the Indian reservations is much closer to the pronouncement

of the Supreme Court 140 years ago. However, the Puebloi assert that

federal judic:*.al or legislailve action is mandated to Glear up this

conflict betw,en the state and tribe.

.The fundamental premise of the position held by the nineteen

(19) Pueblos in disagreement wioh the State of.Nesi Mexico and its
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presumption of jurisdiction is that the only legitimate way which a

state can claAs jurisdiction is through a specific act of Congress

which allows such jurildiction ot through the provision of a treaty.

The viewpoint of the nineteen (19) Pueblos is that there are no

treaties concerning the nineteen (19) Pueblos which allow the State

of Neu Mexico jurisdiction; therefore, any jurisdiction which the

State of Ne4 Mexico elmies over the nineteen (19) Pueblos must come

throueh a specific act of' Congress.' The specific acts of-Congress

which allow the state jurisdiction generally have been limited to

three (3) areas.

First, 'the states havelbeen allowedvarying degrees of criminal
1

and/oi cida.jurisdiction under-the provisiuns of P.L. 280. New Mexico

has never attempted to take on the responsibility which P.L. 280 re-

quires along with the grant of jurisdiction alloued under P.L. 280.

At this point, the jurisdiction over any Indian tribe.under.P.L. 280

by the State would require au affirmative vote of that tribe to agree

to such jurisdiccion. Such a political affirmation is very unlikely

and the extension of P.L. 280 to the State of Niw Mexico is essentially

a moot issue.

At this point, it should be noted that U.S. Senate Bill 2010

would repeal P.L. 280, if enacted into law. Therefore, the possibility

that P.L. 280 will be repealed or modified greatly d'oes exist end, if

it occurred, it would affect jurisdiction cases from other states and

and in the federal system. That repeal would strengthen the tribes'

argument that New Mexico has no right to ass.art jurisdiction.

The second category by which the State of New Mexico could

assert jurisdiction over Indians or Indian lands within an Indian

reservation would be through a specific act of Congress which allows
-
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auch contrOl by the State. The most important is the Congraional

Act that grants permission to the tate to tax the oil and gas pro-

duction on reservations. 25 U.S.C. I 398 allowe for the taxation of

the royalties paid to a tribe for oil and gas tiroduction by the state.

Thie kind of specific control.of a natural reources by a specific

fderal legislation is lacking lath regard to all other kinds of

Indian tax matters. Therefore, the category of specific acts of

Congress allowing assumption of jurisdiction by the State over Indian

land is a very narrow one indeed.

The third kind of jurisdiction granted by Congres is in a

pecific statute, 25 U.S.C. di 231. The jurisdictional grant concerns

what might be referred to as health and public welfare. The juris-

dictional grant for health is provided in vaguely worded stxtutes

which grants the State jurisdiction for purposes of the general

health ofthe community. These statute* allow states to go on Indian

reservations and assert some kind of jurisdiction in order to provide

\ 'greater protection from health problems for the oommunity. Until re-
\

cently, in New Mexico, there was the 1926 Pueblo Land Condemnation Act

which allowed the egregious use of state police power under the guise

of' public welfare to interfer with Indian jurisdiction over their

lands. Tho state assumed such jurisdiction in order to estabrish

rights.t.,4-ways for roads, utility lines and the like. However, re-

cently, the 1926 Pueblo Indian Land Condemnation Act was repealed by

Congress and signed by the President. Therefore, that specific

tatute allowing jurisdiction ofsome kinds over parts of Indian lAnds

in the name of public welfare is no longer on the books.

At times ven without a specific congressional statute granting

jurisdiction tw'the State of New Mexico, the State Legislature never-

theless continues to consider and, on occasion, even will pass laws
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which directly or indirectly asserts jurisdiction over Indian lands.

for example, in the current essions of the New Mexico State Legis-

lature, *a nuMber of bills have been considersahat are in this

category:

The State Legislature lacks basic understanding of the

principlis of the Indian tribes' right to assert jurisdiction. That

fact is exemplified by a review of some recant state legislation.

During the 1976 Session, a bill was enacted into law that would

allow the state to tax the leasehold interests of non-Indians on

Indian land. Any legislative attempt to establish legal jurisdiction

is very qurestionable. However, this back door meAhod of the State of

New Mexico forces tribes to use their limited funds co fight the state

in court. Also, in the current 1977 ession, the state has again of-

fered some weakt44ielative bills to assume jurisdiction on the Indian

reservation. The state is trying to halt the development of a race

track on Indigos lands. The Pueblos are working hard to prevent the

bills enactment. However, if a clear and concise statement would be

develops& by the federal government on Indian rights to control Indian

land, these kinds of back door jurisdiction bills would be eliminated.

The Puebloa strongly support and recommend that the federal government

live up to its trust responsibility obligations and formulate this de-

fiuitton.

A second, even more disturbing.bill, is in the State Legislature

now will interfere with tribal economic development and self-deterxin-

ation if passed. This bill prepares to remove the state license from

any individual who is doing business with any entity on the reservation

4 that is not controlled by the stets. thisbill would hamper any busi-

"ness or businessman whoOvented to start a reservation based business.
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Once ha stablisWed his business, his state license would be revoked.

The Pueblos content that the State of New Mexico is absolutely without

jurisdiction to carry out this legislation. The Pueblos further subuit

chat the federal government, by allowing sych legislation to be enacted,

has denied federal trust responsibility obligations entirely.
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There are a number of problems which confront the Pueblo

Indians at this particular time concerning jurisdiction. These

are not questions of a theorectical nature but truely practical.

ones.

A. alluded to before, there is the considerable question

of the conflict between thu State of New Mexico and the Pueblos

concerning the taxation of Indians And non-Indians on the reser-
..

,

vation. In the last few years, a number of cases in state and

federal courts hafts essentially decided the question of state

taxation of Indians. These cases held that Indians who live and '

work on the reservations are not subject to state taxes. In ad-

dition, the Courts held that Indian corporations are not subject

to state taxes and control. However, the problems concerning non-

Indian persons.orcorporations doing business on Pueblo lands still

remains, particularly, if those persons or corporations are licensed

and taxed by the Pueblo itself. At this point, the State of Nw

Mexico is continuin* in its efforts to tsx, license, and control

these activities on the reservation. The Puebldg balieve that such

interference with tribal self-government and int sion on tri'ml

lands by the state is not only undesirable, but .eibn_tial..ly illegal.
''''..-,-........,

The Haw Mexico Indian Tax Study Commission '04MITSC) has dodu

a study on state statutes, the federal law, and th practices among

the Pueblos that affect taxation and licensing. tpat study entitled,

"A Handbook on Tribal. State. and Federal Taxatilre, is incorporated
1

hersid by reference.

The next problem still confronting the Pueblos concerns

both the etas and federal government. There is continued confusion
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in the Pueblo community on the status of tribal jurisdiction over

non-Indians within their borders. This conflict concerning juris-

diction, plus those provisions of the Major Crimes ACt thit ivirely

limit the subject matter jurisdic-tion and penalties which a tribal

court say legally impose, almost totally eliminates the exercise

of tribal sovereignty rights on the reservation. The problem faced

by the Pueblcs of New Mexico with regard to civil and criminal juris-

diction over non-Indians on the reservation is crucial. Coupled

with that crucial issue is the issue of state acceptance through

comity of tribal court decisions and judgments. While the tribal

courts generally accept state court decisions and judgments, there

is no reciprocity on the part of the state. This issue is especially

crucial when Indians on the reservation are in need of services

which the state provides for its residents. The state does not

accept the final decisions of commitment proceedings from a tribal

court. Therefore, the state will not accept Indian citizens of New

Mexico into mental institutions, based on holding, found in tribal

courts. In this way, the State of New Mexico is denying services

to its Indian citizens by its failure to honor tnose tribal Court

decisions.

There are other areas of conflict regarding jurisdiction

between the Pueblo Indians and the State of New Mexico. Notable

among these are the control of non-Indian developments on Indian

lands and zoning on the reservation, particularly, if the reserva-

tion is contiguous to a metropolitan center in the State of New

Mexico. In both these cases, there has been continued attempts to

control Indian lands through legislating state statutes. It is ob-

viouu that soma sort of cooperation between the sovereign tribes
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and the State of New Mexico is necessary in order to adequately

control and govern these developments which are in proximity or
- - __ . - -

adjacent to cities but nevertheless are on Indian lands. It is

oleo obvious that only by sous cooperation and agreement can an

issue of this sort be resolved to the best interest of all parties

involved. There is no conceivable way the Puebloa vill Isle any

of kheir jurisdiction rights to the state. Nor will they allow

the sovereigniy of the tribes to be infringed upon under the guise

of county or city regulations which extend to the reservation by

use of police powers for the general welfare.

A further problam concerning jurisdiction is the affect of

the environmental protection act regulations required of the state

and federal governeents and their specific applicability to Indian

lands. Thus far, the provisions of the National Environmental

Portection Act (NEPA) have not been applied to the reservation.

Rowever, environmental protection is necessary on Indian reservations

especially as non-Indian developments are proposed and accepted by

tribes. The Pueblos of New Mexico do not wish to have the provisions

of NIPA applied to them if the restrictions contained in that Act

will also apply. It is essential that a mechanism for full, con-'

sidering the environmental, as well as social and economic, affects

of deveIopeent on Indian lands be developed. To accomplish such

environmental protection will take a different attitude on the part

of the state end federal governments in order to allow the tribes

the control over developments which their sovereignty deserves while

protecting es, land base .ron unreasonable incursions brought about

by non-Indian developeent.

In all these matters of jurisdiction, as well as in one other,

the U.S. Attorney for Hew Mexico has not been a particularly effective

3.440 0 18 48
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voice for the Indians and has offered only token help regarding

these jurisdictional questions. The help which the U.S. Attorney's

office has offered regarding jurisdiction, while sporadic, has been

more effective than the help from the U.S. Attorney's office for

New Mexico regarding crimes on the reservation which are outside

the jurisdiction of the tribal courts under federal law. There is

growing concern among the Pueblos that crimes committed on the re-

servation whether between Indians or between Indians or non-Indians

do not result in the proper dispokition of those cases. In a number

of cases, there has been no chart filo and thi confidence of the

tribal governments is considerably lessened on those cases in which

the U.S. Attorney is involved.
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11-15. Indian Education.

When Pueblos consider conditions that will in the future

transform their Society, the most prominent condition they consider

is the education of their children. Education was one promise to the

Pueblos of New Mexico when the United States made treaties with.them

which resulted in the loss of Indian lands and resources. In the

130 years that have passed since those agreements were made, the

United States has failed to fulfill that promise. One breach of that

trust responsibility resulted in inadequate, overcrowded boarding

schools far away frOg the Pueblo communities which forced assimilation

on the children, nearly destroying 'the Pueblo culture in the process.

These boarding schools were the sole means of Indian education be

yond the sixth (6th) grade until 1955 when Pueblo students began to

attend public schools near their homes. These schools still do not

meet the special needs of the Indian child. While these schools do

allow the child to live at home and remain in the family circle,

they do not provide adequate counseling in adjustment to the Anglo

society. The cultural history, language and philosophy of the Pueblos

sre totally ignored while behavior that indicates assimilation is re..

warded.

To exemplify the educational inadequacies involved in the

Indian education systems, the problems at one school will be developed.

The Albuquerque Indian School (AIS) faces immediate problems

related to the condition of the school facilities. The buildings on

the campus arc inadequate and of uninhabitable quality. The All

Indian Pueblo Council (AIPC) recommends that sufficient funds be made

available for total building modernization and renovation to provide

a satisfactory educational environment. Among the current problems
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are structural defects, poor lighting, and other interior design

problems. (IA..", drapes, paint, floor covering, plumbing, heating

facilities, and floor space arrangements).

Children leave this inadequate and deplorable educational

atmosphere totally unprepared to function in the Anglo society; yet,

they feel estranged (r.a their Pueblo community. Realising this de-

ficiency, the government has funded many advanced educatioeal and

vocational institutions. These itwtitutions have, however, been

entrenched with the same weaknesses of the secondary and elementary

echool pien. One such vocational school is now located in Albuquerque,

the Southwest Indian Polytechnleal Institute (SIPI). In 1975, there

was an enrollment of 900. At that time, the consensus of enrolled

Pueblo Students was.that the school does not serve the needs of Indian

students. The curriculum was planned without Pueblo consultation or

student involvement. Governmental investigation and analysis is ne-

cessary to establish guidelines for long-range higher education plans.

This should not be accomplished without consultation of Pueblo edu-

cators, pa eeeee and students. Also, a comprehensive youth counseling

program is needed to aid in developing career goals, preventing drop-

outs, and alleviating personal problems which have eliminated Indian

youth at an early stage of their education.

In addition, BIA college grants should be increased and not ba

cut off at the end of the second year. The college grant requirements

should be flexible enough to bend with Indian youth needs such as re-

laxation of required class-loads in certain situations.

A recent advancement in the Indian education process was the

headstart program. That program, however, fails to recognise the ex-
- e7

z,
tent of the Indian educational problemand it must be expanded to meet
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that need.

Some Pueblos now have "Meadsta.t" programs attended by cha.dren

ages three (3) to five (5). these programs' successes can at least

be partially gauged by the children's new fluency in English, which is

taught in bi-cultural classes as a second language. This now recog-

nise! at least some of the special culturarneeds of the Pueblo child.

Although,:the All Indian Pueblo Council (AIPC) Heedstart program has

been highly successful, the program could be greatly enhanced if ade-

quate funding for continuation and emOansion was provided. The Pueblo

headstart program suffers great losses of trained personnel because

the program salaries cannot compote with salaries in public schools

or even the salaries of other federal programs. Adequate funding must

be provided so that competent professional and staff members can be

retained. Until that funding is made available, the quality of head-

start programs will continUe to be affected by.the lack of trained

personnel.

The federal regulations that restrict headstart participation

by income eligibility requirements are not reasonable far Indian

children. This is a breach of the federal government's trust respon-

eibility to provide education for all Indian children. The Pueblo

Indian child has special educational needs. Since much of the Pueblo

culture is retained, many children do not speak English as their first

language. They need an early start so that they are ready to enter

public day schools. Moreover, the Indian parents are often not able

to help their children develop the skills they will need to cope with

white-oriented public day schools. This problem reflects la part the

past failure of ETA schools plus the parents' desire to retain their

Pueblo traditions and lifestyle.
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The Indian child who is removed from the secure life of his or

her Pueblo into the alien white world without adequate preparation

many times suffers academically the entire time of hi's or her education.

Often that child does so poorly on basic skills tests that he or she

is labeled as having a learning disability. It is well documented

that often a child who is unjustly labeled as slow or as having a

learning disability will in fact live up to the expectations of that

label despite actual ability.

The All Indian Pueblo Council (AIPC) advocates that hsadstart

programs must be provided to all Indian children regardless of income

eligallity. The Indian child has very special cultural and educa-

tional needs that tan be handled only by a preparatory education

program before actual schooling begins in white day school*. Tha

Congress should advocate a legislative change of headstart eligibility

requiremunts tr, meet this unique noel that falls within the special

trust responsibility of the federal government to the Indian child.

Another educational advancement of recent years has been

Computer Assisted Instruction pre?rams. This ailows the expertise

of an educational specialist to be transmitted to great number of

students.

The Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) program of the All

Indian Pueblo Council (AIPC) is now at a point where things are pro- -

grassing at a very intense but favorable rate.

The goal of this program is to assist Pueblo Indian people so

that they will have a better than average chance to compete with the

non-Indian on tbp very competitive basis now present in any vocation

or in higher education. There are many other possibilitieo that

computer ...fel tology will offer, not only in education, but also in
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management and health fields.

The.Computer Assisted Instruction Prograa (CAI) (Grant No.

000-76.44332) is currently most landicapped by severely limited fund-

ing. The long-range goal of this program is to expand the use of

Computes Assisted Instructed (CAI) to all the schools located on the

nineteen (19) Pueblo reservations. This goal was approved by the

Pueblo Governors at their No4emher meeting in 1973.

Congressioacl attention must turn to the valuable services

that the Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) programs perform in the

Pueblo communities. The All.Indian Pueblo Council:(AIPC) recommends

that adequste direct funding should he provided for the continuation

and expansion of this highly uccessful aod innovative program.

Coeputer program costs age increased dramatically hy the

expense of telephone transmission of data. Other methods must he

'found and explored to reduce this financiai outlay. In order to make

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAT) more accessible, the Council re-

cosmands further that Congress revives the 1974-1975 NASA/REW Satellite

Experiment Program, which was ueed to provide health care to remote

areas in Aleska. Once this 'Program is renewed, it should be expanded

to provide Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) co remote Indian schools,

Like those of the nineteen (19) .Pueblos in New Mexico, as well a; con-

tinuing to provide health care as it originally didin Alaska.

The major problem in Indian educational programs is acquiring

and retaining trained staff and professionals because of severe

limitations on funding for salaries. Quality education will only be

obtained once Congress recognises that problem and provides funding

for proper salaries.

The lack of trained professionals is intensified by the
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inadequate number of trained Indian professionals. A program that

educates Indian professionals in &II areas of /ndian services must

be planned and implemented. Vocational and technical training as

well as professional training are absolutely imperative. The need is

not for traditional white training but must be 'instead education

focused upon the special needa of the Pueblos.

As adult Indian parents, we realise ISIA schools have failed

in the past and we now want something better for our children. The

Pueblos must be allowed to create a bicultural educational system that

is meaningful to them.

To guarantee proper education, the control over tribal schools

suet be vested in the tribal government and that government should be

solely recognised as the community agent to deal with federal and

state agencies. To further this goal, Indian tribes must be supported

and assisted fully by the federal government in their attempt to gain

control over the education of their young people. Wherever cooperation

with state government is required, the federal government should sup-

port the tribal position even if it requires withholding of federal

funds for non-coMplianco with reasonable tribal requests.

The All Indian Pueblo Council (AIPC) advocates the establishment

of an Independent Pueblo Controlled Education Agency. It is only

through a biculture education that Puebroe will be in harmony with the

Anglo society while retaining respect for their own heritage and cul-

ture.

3
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THIS MATERIAL XS A DISCUSSION 0? THE PROPOSED
.4- DIM= REORGANIZATION PLAN AS IT RELATES TO

THE PUEBLO PEOPLE. TEIS IS A CRUCIAL CONCERN
OP THE PUEBLOS

I. INTRODUCTION LI

The All Indian Pueblo Council (AIPC) understands the

proposed Deamert raorganizational plan, as analyzed by our

office,,to contain two (2) phases as follows:
;

A. There will be immediate reorganization of

the central office. This action involves

re-assignment of existing perspnnel.

B. There will be recommendations for a more

comprehensive reorganization of education

programs involving:

I. Line authority relationships
between the Director, Education
Programs, and local schOols; and

Z. Direct funding to local.). schools.

/MPACIIIMPLICATION (AIPC)

A. AIPC. understands that the reorganization plan

allows, the central office to delegate control

of educational programs to the Local tribal

organizations, thus enhancing the concept of

Indian selfl-determination.

S. For too long. the Indian public has hoped for

and insisted that it assume
r

more control of

its programs. The current reorganisation plan

demonstrates initiative, by Dr. Dommert, to

finally put into practice what has been re-

commended for so long.
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B. For too long, the Indian public has hoped for

and insisted that it assume more control of its

programs. The current reorganization plan de-

monstrates initiative, by Dr. Demmert, to finally'

put into practice what has been recommend for so

long.

C. The £11. Indian Pueblo Council believes that the

plan must become operational to allow the Indian

community, as well as the Bureau of Indian Affairs

(BIA) to weight its merits on a mori objective

basis. However, we recommend the Education Com-

mittee, National Tribal Chairmen's Assocation

(NTCA), be given an opportunity to review all

recommendations and evaluate the implementation

of the direct fun-ding and line authority aspects

of the reorganization.

D. The immediate staff reorganization establishes

better capabilities for policy planning, per-

sonnel services, and other support activities

in the Education Program Office. Further, it

appears to specify and clarify accountability

for all education program functions; this is

particularly true for elementary, secondary and

post-secondary education activities. Thus, AIPC

views the plan as a tot.1 effort at streamlining

administrations and facilitates more efficient

program operations.
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E. AIPC believes that proper implementation of the

now education program does not jeopardize tribal

auihority but rather enhances and expedites tribal

local control. The reorganization offers another

option for. local control. For tribes, which choose',

not to contract, direct funding allows the local

tribal authority over budget allocation. To a

great extent, practicAl administrative experience .

can be gained through the direct funding; such ex-

parlance can be applied to a contract operation if

desired by the tribe.

P. The second issue of reorganization concerns an

expanded comprehensive progi'am development, spe-

cifically dealing with the manner by which schools

are funded and thcline-of authority relationship

between the Office of Education and the local

school(s), directly involving tribal governing

authority.

G. We view the reorganization dealing with direct

funding of schools as compatible with P.L. 93-638.

R. 'We understand the proposal ta lend itself to local.

school and tribal authority input with respect to

direct funding and line of authority. AIPC supports

the principles of the new reorganization of edu-

cation programs and the Office of the Director,

Education Programs, BIA. It is our observation

that the authority over education has moved closer

to local control through the proposed changes in
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In line authority and funding proposed by

Dr. Dessert. This move is consistent vith

our objective of maximum tribal authority in

education planning and development.

In the past, the Indian community has not been solicited

in the planning of "their" schools. A specific example of how

the Dessert Reorganisatian Plan would help to implement the

section on school construction and the intent of Public Law 93-

638 would be a* follows.

A. Simcelrorld War II, the Pueblo people have

waited impatiently for new school construc-

tion to meet the needs of the post war

generation lhildreu. These schools have

not been built.

8. What construction has been done, has been

of temporary nature (i.e., barrack like

dormitories, mobile classrooms).

C. It has been the continued position of the

cp, Pueblo people to value and keep the school

within the local community even when these

schools are operated by outside insiitutions.

Therefore, we recommend that:

A. Politics, external and internal, be removed

from the Bureau's setting of school construc-

tion priorities. As past victims of this

process, vs feel that construction must be

based on actual need with lone :singe planning.
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Frequently, smaller tribes, without the resources

andhor ability to become involved in direct

lobbying, have suffered sertous consequences to

their children's edu Lionel and social welfare.

B. Another aspect of the previous negative, political

influence of being small, is that "multi-tribal"

agencies must compete with those agencies serving

only one group. This leads to the smaller trtbes

cosipeting with one another for a minority portion

of costs.that have already been divided.

C. Too often, the Burr have set school construction

priorities withpUi actual field analyeLs and com-

munity input. lie recommend that this be stopped.

School construction, because of its immediate and

long-range impact, must reflect tribal member'in-

put from the initial setting of needs to the

final Congressional funding.request.

E. The Bureau must use the Indian community as a

resource in gaining a Congressional mandate in

developing a school contruction program,.thet is,

of, by, and for the Native Americans of this

generation and those children to come.

D.

7,1
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11.4 Federal Yundina of /ndian Programs and Conflicts of IntereststilithThi=r1=. Government.

The current process of equity funding within the Bureau of

Indian Affairs (B/A) is absolutely inequitable when compared between

all Albuquerque area agencies. The key factors used for distribution

of STA funds are totally in error. The population figures and school

pupil figures are not correct and, as such, these distort the entire

funding formula.

The Pueblo Indians are irreparably damaged by this funding

process. The Tribes feel that it is aandatory that the Bureau tom-

plate an accurate analysis of actual needs and the total number of

Tribes served bi the Albw.4erque Area Office.

Some preliminary analysis has been done in this area and based

upon that the current distribution indicates that there is inequitable

fimding in the Southern Pueblo Agency (SPA) programs. This can be

illuetteted by the distribution for the SPA Law and Order Program.

The Southern Pueblo Agency has one-half (1/2) of the Indian population

included in the Alb querque office's area. Despite that the Southern

Pueblo Agency. recuived lass than one-third (1/3) of the total funds

distributed, the actual funding level was 31.% of the total. The in-

equity becomes obvious when the total :Attribution ia broken down to

per capita figures. For the SPA, the per capita distribution is about

$39.72 whereat; other Tribes received $123.00 to $148.00 per parson.

The Southern Pueblo Agency is not a single Tribes agency, bqt

iu reality is an agency that serves tan (10) Pueblo Tribes. That

fact must be considered when funding allocations are made. In ad-

dition, census figures from 1964 or 1968 are currently being used to

base funding on. Those are far outdated. In 1968, for example, the
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Aeons, Pueblo census count was 1900, but at present, that Tribe's

population is 3200. These outdated statistics distorts all funding

by over 1300 persons who &re not included when base funding amounts

are determined for this Tribe.

The Pueblo Indiau Tribes recognize that much of the current

funding problem is based upon the failure of the federal government

to delineate funding guidelines for multi-tribal agencies. The

Pueblos submit that much more emphasis must be placed on the needs

and funding of the single tribal agency versus the needs and funding

of the multi-tribal agency unit.

The continued failure to recognize this problem will cause

severe handicaps to the Pueblos' progress toward self-determination.

The Pueblo Tribes are most seriously affected by the llmited funds

available for contracting under P.L. 93-638. Current funding is

based upon Agency units and not the number of tribes that any parti-

cular Agency unit serves. Unless there is federal recognition of

this problem and provisions for increased base funding, the benfits

from ea.. 93-638 will be non-existent for the eighteen (18) Pueblo

Tribes served by the Northern Pueblo Agency and the Southern Pueblo

Agency.

re equity funding today, the single agency gets more per

capita funding than the muIti-agency. There are alternatives avail-

able and Congress must consider at least the following:

1. Funding of all the Pueblo Tribes as single
tribal units. Thereby, creating eighteen
(18) separate tribal agency units. This
would provide equal per capita funding.

2. Current equity funding could be continued,
but money allocated to multi-tribal agency
units would be increased to the levels of
single trinal agency units.
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3. A fihal alternative would be for all Pueblos
to codract directly as Zuni is now doing.

A second problem area in funding is the subcontract through

eithertthe state or c4nty. The Pueblo Indians would recommend amend-

ments it.. this funding procedure so as to allow tribes to contract

directly with the federal government. Direct funding wouid allow

more money to funnel down to programs because of reduced administra-

tive overhead. Secondly, the day-to-day hassle with the prime

contractor would be eliminated. Finally, and most importantly, the

state and/or county imposed rules and regulations would be removed.

The Tribes realise that federal guidelines would still be in effect,

but many of the funding restrictions that they currently are strapped

by are state and county restrictions. For example, money received

from the primary contractor is often earmarked. The tribe or organ-

isation is then forced to spend the money for the program it is

earmarked for, regardless of actual need. If the funding was direct,

the money could be allocated on the basis of actual need.

To further illustrate the gross reduction in funding through

the subcontract method, consider the TY-76 State of New Mexico method

used to earmark funds for Manpower Indian Subgrants:

Step 1 - A percent of the total grant is earmarked
for Indian Wave:sta.

Stop 2 - A 20Z maximum deduction of the balance
from Step 1 for administration costs.

Stop 3 - Deduct 10Z of the balance from Step 2 for
state services tO welk-in Indian clients.

Step 4 - Available funds remaining must be divided
between the All Indian Pueblo Council (A/TC)
and the Navajos.

Step S - The state then develops pro-rata earmarks
for the seven (7) "AIPC Counties" using
1974 DIA reservation population figures.
The same is done for the Navajos.
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The original fund is reduced in Step 1. In the
1Y-76, the reduction was 102. Then, Seep 2 ie a
202 deduction for adninistration cost and, then,
the state deducted an additional 10% for the state
offices' service to Indians in Seep 3. At that
point, the available funds have been reduced by
402 of the original anount and have not reached
one (1) single Indian Tribe..

lased upon this evidence, it is apparent that direct funding

to Tribes and organisations as prise sponsors of the Manpower Program

is the only effective neehod available to efficiently utilise federal

funding.

m,
4 4

93-440 0 - 78 - 49
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CONFLICTS OF INTEREST WITH AND WITHIN THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT

A number of recent examples make the Pueblos of New Mexico

very aware of the conflicts of interest they have with the U.S.

-mv0 Government and, particularly, the Department of Interior. These

conflicts are inherent in having to deal with the Bureau of Indian

Affairs which is but one part of the Department of Interior. Often

due to internal conflicts, the Bureau will fail to meet its trust

responsibilities to Indians fully because the Department of Interior

also has under its jurisdiction agencies like the Bureau of Land

Management which often comes in direct conflict with the Indian

tribes. The resulting problem from that situation is that the

Bureau of Indian Affairs often breaches its trust responsibility

obligation to the tribes. A notable example of this breach is the

case of a non-Indian development on the land of the Pueblo of Tesuque.

ihe Bureau of Indian Affairs affirmed a ninety-nine (99) year

lease of 5,400 acres of the Tesuque Pueblo lands. That lease ap-

proval lad to the Davis v. Morton, 469 F.211 593 (10th Cir..1972)

decision. The Court held that such action required National En-

vironmental Protection Act (NEPA) compliance by the Department of

Interior and the development was enjoined in January, 1973 until an

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was prepared. The final EIS

was prepared, but the Tsauque Pueblo, at that p , asserted that

the lease vas invalid and that the Burrs had failed to meet its

trust obligation in allowing that least to be agreed to in the first

* place. The Tesuque Pueblo further sssss ted that the violations, sub

sequent to the lease transaction in RIA supervision of lease compliance,

are of such magnitude to invoke cancellation of the lease provis.ons.
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Other conflicts occur in funding of one Pueblo agency as

opposed to another. This is discussed in detail in Section II-C of

this report. The conflicts of interest with the Bureau of Indian

Affairs are not restricted to those discussed above. These cepflicts

occur on a day-tOday basis as the Pueblos of New Mexico assert that

the federal trust responsibility must be met in the many areas in

which Indians are entitled to fedeval services. Natural resource

development, the conflict with other federal agencies, the health

and welfare of Indians on a reservation, and the need for legal a5,4

sistance by the Indian tribes are only a few of the more overt

examples of the conflicts which the Pueblos of New Mexico have with

the Department of Interior concerning the trust responsibility of

the federal government.

The Wheeler-Howard Act or the Indian Reorganization Act of

1934 causes a number of unnecessary conflicts with the Bureau. The

problems with the Wheeler-Howard Act are even more obvious when the

number of statutes contained in 25 U.S.C. are examined. The laws

regarding Indians La this country and the trust responsibility of

the federal government to those Indians are long out of data and

needs a complete overhaul. Many of the laws are concerned with prob-

lems which have long since pact from the scene. At the same time,

other more serious problems have arisen and the antiquated laws of

25 U.S.C. are not usuable in these now contexts.

In the Wheeler-Howard Act, two particular problems annoy and

offend Pueblos of New Mexico. First, the requirement that the con-

stitutions and ordinances of the tribe, at least in most circumstances,

be submitted to the Secretary of Interior for approval and review.

The Pueblos of New Mexico contend that, if they want written consti-

tutione, they are quite capable of drafting them and, if they do
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draft constitutions, they are quite capable of filing s copy with

the Secretary of Interior, but they see absolutely no reason for

this approval power of the Secretory of Interior to be used to

make any changes or to delay any constitutional ordinance passed

by an Indian tribe. Secondly, the Pueblos of New Mexico see no

reason for Secretarial approval for legal counsel. The Pueblo

Tribes of New Mexico do not believe adequate legal assistance comes

from the U.S. Government in natters where there is no conflict be-

tween the federal governsent and the tribe. In addition, they

believe there are times when independent legal counsel is abso-

lutely necessary for the tribe to maintain its position of sovereignty.

The Secretary of the tnterior, by having the right to veto or approve

of independent legal counsel for a Pueblo tribe and by delaying that

decision for months, is a direct denial of tribal sovereignty and, 4

moreover, is not in keeping with the federal government's obligation

through trust responsibility.

In general, whether delaying the approval of legal counsel or

holding up a tribal constitution or any other activity, the continual

frustration of the Pueblos of New Mexico, with their trustee, is not

conducive to the settling of questions which the tribes have with

other entities in this country. Of all tha entities which impinge

on Indian tribes, the most helpful and least frustrating entity

shoult be the federal government. However, at this.point in time,

the continual problems with the SU at every level, whether petty or

very important, drain the energy resources of the Pueblos and make

it difficult for them to deal with other federal agencies effectively.

This constant conflict also prevents the tribes from protecting the

natural tecources found on their reservations. Ae a result, the
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tribes must often engage in discussion or litigation with the State

of New Mexico in order to settle jurisdictional questions. Therefore,

the conflicts with the BIA and the Department of Intsrio cause serious

handicaps. This conflicting xercise of the federal trust responsi

bility with the Indians must be settled in some better fashion. than

*.that now existing in order for the Pueblos to continue to exercise

their sovereignty and deal effectively with the forces outside the

reservation which would materially affect the health,.social and aro-

aegis welfare of the Pueblos.
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II-43. Indian Health.

The ninen (19) New Mexico Pueblos have continually expressed

serials concern over the failure and inability of the Indian Health

Service (IHS) to provide health care to the Indian people within the

.. Albuquerque area.

The health of Indiana in the Albuquerque area is still sign2-

ficently below the level of the general population. Many of the

problems with IRS were disclosed in an interview with Mr. Prosier of

the Albuquerque Area IHS office. He indicated the major health prob-

lems in Albuquerque were as listed below:

I.. Alcoholics;

I. Gall Bladder;

3. Hypertension; and

4.. Diabetes.

The above are listed in order of incidents.

Mr. Prazier indicated that the major problems.IHS encountered

in the provision of health care to his Pueblo clients were:

1. The cultural differences that affect provisions
of health care. This involves both the spiritual
and religious beliefs of the Indiana.

2. tnadequate funding for contract care.

3. The currant staff is not sufficient to provide
adequate health care. If adequate services were
to,bs provided, the current staff would have to
be doubled.

4. Need for more community health representatives
(CAR).

S. The ambulance shortage on the reservations.

6. Paramedic programs and on-reservation clinics
must be established.

7. Nutrition programs must be improved and expanded.
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B. Adequate community sanitation must be
provided.

9. Traditional Indian edicine practices must
be incorpo.ated into the health services
provided.

10. Mental health care must be improved.

11. Urban Indians' health care must be considered.

12. Transportation must be provided for clients
to get to health Care Centers.

Based upon past ezperienees of the Pueblo Indians with the

totally inadequate services provided by IRS, the totally inadequate

facilities of IRS and the ramifications that the recent Lewis case

will have on provision of services, it is apparent that a revamping

program is necessary. The National Health Insurance Plan, however,

is not the nswer and will be strongly opposed by the Indian people

as a denial of the federal trust responsibility thaft is owed to

them.

In order to illustrate the gravity of the current rug program

deficiencies, the crisis in contract health services will be outlined.

The provision of comprehensive health service for Indian people

within the Albuquerque area is accomplished in three (3) ways. One

is by means of "direct services" provided through Indian Health

Service facilities and staff. Another is through the identification

and use of "alternate resources" where the Indian people are entitled

to and receive care by virtue of their being a citizen of the com-

munity and state in which they reside. The third component of the

total program is the purchase of health services through "contracts"

to meet those health needs not met through direct services or alter-

nate resources.

Funds for contract Health Services in the Albuquerque area
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are not adequate to provide the full range of services needed by

the Indian people to supplement direct care and available alternate

resources. With present funding levels, the service units have

practically limited their contract health program activities to pro-

vision of emergency services and performance of a minimum of elective

'procedures. Service Unit and Area Indian Advisory Boards have re-

cosnised this gap in provision of services and have repeatedly requested

of the Indian Health Service and their Congressional delegations that

additional funds be provided for the program. In the past, annual al-

locations for contract Health Services have been made on previous

experience end do not reflect the current total needs of the program

as identified by Indian leadership, by registers of unmet needs and

deferred services, and the Resource Allocation Document. There are

severe limitations on,services provided thi'ough Indian Health Service

direct care facilities wad staff, necessitating an ever-expanding

utilisation of contract care resources. The present unmet needs for

contract Health Services in the Albuquerque area are identified as

follows:

1. The Albuquerque area in the first six (6)
soothe of FT 1976 experienced an increase
in average daily costa in contraci hospitals
of approximately 26 percent. The actual in-
=OW in available funds (1976 over 1975)
amounted to a 0.84 percent increase.

Z. Costs for physician services ,:ncreased 16
percent over the same period of time. The
actual increase for physician services was
also 4.84 percent.

3. A unique feature of the Albuquerque area is
the contract with the Sernalillo County Medical
Center wherein the IRS must reimburse the hos-
pital at the end of the year the difference
between what wae paid to the hospital during
the fiscal year and what their final average
daily cost figure was.
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\
Ordxr (March 29, 1976) requiring the Albuquerque Area IRS to include

Ill \ Indians in the State of Mew Mexico which includes off-reservation

Indi4ne under the contract Health Service program. This increase the

populttion to be served by at least 33 percent.

\The combination of all those factors dictates that the level

of erWlces will be reduced signifiCantly unless additional funds are

made av4ilable to the Albuquerque Area Contract Health Service Program.

fir dollar impact of the recent Court decision in the Lewis

case has \xot yet been determined. Wichout providing services to non-

reservation Indians, the additional money required to maimtain the

same level\of care La 1977 as in 1.976, is $250,000.00 This, however,

would be significantly increased if ell. urban Indians were to receive

health care.;

One excellent examPle of an Indian controlled program that

provides adequate services and treatment would be the All Indian

Pueblo Council (AIPC) Alcohol Program.

Indian problems with alcohol are a major concern to the Pueblos.

The Tribes, therefore, supported the development of the AIPC Alcoholism

Program. This 'program is well-organised and has made considerable
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4. The Albuquerque Area /RS has been unable to
4etermin a fiscal year per diem figure which
can be relied upon. ixamplet On July 1, 1975,
the per dies cost was 6223.00; on September. 30,
.1973, it was $257.00 (estimated); on January 31,
1976, the rate was $266.00 (estimated); and the
Yebruary, 1976 rate,wae $268.00 (estimated).

3. It may be aCtioipated that the per dies rate
at 8CMC could reach $275.00 by.the end of 1PY
1976. tf this rate is reached, there would be
an increase of $220,412.00 in 71 1976 over TT
1975, assuming that the days utilised would re-
main constant.

A further costs increase will result from the recent Court
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advanceaent in the short time it has existed.

The program's-designs and goals are outlined here to illustrate

the well run and efficient planning of this Indian controlled program.

The initial success of this Program reemphasises the importance of

continuing self-determination policies within all Indian programs.

Only through Indian controlled programs will innovative practical as-

sistance be provided to eliminate the governmental, social, and

cultural problems which confront the Pueblos and all American Indians.

The.Alcohn.ism Program consists of a Drop-In Center and Star

Lodge Rehabilitation Center. The Drop-In Center consists ofs Program

Director, Tvo Counselors, One Counselor Aide, and a Secretary. The

primary job is to help clients in courts, AIPC has established liaison,

within the court system, with our City, County Probation, Legal Aide,

and Centro Legal.

The Program assists clients in courts and transporting them to

Treatment Centers, within the Stata and, at times, out of State.

AIPC encourages and helps clients to continua their education. The

Program works closely with D.V.R. Division of Vocational Rehabilation,

to train the client for the job he or she is qualified for.

The Program also provides different types of therapy, One to

One Counseling, Group Therapy and Family Therapy, to include a follow

up. At this present time, AIPC is working very closed with D.W.I.,

Driving While Intoxicated School.

Also, the Program is utilising all resources available in order

to deliver satisfactory services tO Clients.

STAR LODGE REHABILITATION CENTER

The Center is located at 1010 - 1020 Tijeras,.N.W., in
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Albuquerque, New Mexico. It is staffed with a Program Coordinator,

Two Counselors, Four Cqunitelor Aides, Two Cooke, and a Secretary.

The basic philoslophy is that the alcoholic resident must assume re-

sponsibility for his own recovery. That he must bavepths desire to

live a life 'of sobriety. Sufficieuemotivation for this is indicated

when the alcoholic is willing to accept the guidance and assistance

which the staff and mesbers of his rehabilitation team think is bast

and doomed appropriate.

GOALS OF TREATMENT:

1. Interr4tion of the individual drinking pattern.

1. TO have clients communicate with one another
through group activities.

3. Motivate 'clients to seek support at their local
coumunities and become a respected member of
their communities.

4. Motivate clients to have positive attitudes
toward daily problems.

TREATMENT AT LODGE INCLUDES;

1. Alcohol education;

'Z. Isaivictual counseling;

3. Group counseling;

4. Introduction to a/cob-olio* Anonysous;

5. Indian culture and values;

6. Films, leCtures;
,

7. Education and vocational,cOunseling; end

8. Indian aseenbly meeting religion group.

ADMISSION PROCEDURE:

I. Clients admitted on a voluntary basis.
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2. Itsforrals frous

a. Civilian Courts;
b. Probation Departuant;
c. V.A. Nospital;
d. Alcoholic Tesateent Program;
S. Turquoise Lodge; and
t. Rofarrals from Pueblo Counselors.

3. Tha Lodgs should be italic; for adssission to
coatis. thAt a bad is availabls.

4. forward the individual to the Halfway Rouse,
accoupanisd by a Councillor.

3. Clients suet hav a physical scamination.

muslin! imps:

Individuals who ace aduitted tc the Lodge agres tos

I. attain at the Lodge for a iscild of thirty (30)
days. Ths thirty (30) day., -ay be sxtendsd to
forty-fivs (41) to sixty (614 days depsnding on
haw the client is progressing.

2. Obey tha rules and daily schsdules.

?. !nand all aocoholic ducation and group sessions
:t the Lodge.

S. Ae at laast sober throe (3) days or saventy-two
hours, through A.T.P. Dittoxification Cantr

or > Detoxification uAits.

The Prograu Directors have read and reviswod that

portion of ts, aste,::ram Indian Policy Ravioli Comuission's report that

couc.rus thin gad they oftcr thm followin& vecoustendationer

tecommendations dsveiopsd for the All Indian Pusblo
Council (AIPC) br their New Nsmico Indian Alcoholism
and tvmg Programs !or Task Forts HA of the Auerican
Indian Policy Review Comaission (AIPRC);

1. Thar alcolvflisa ic.,d alcohol abuse be rscognitod
'as the most siania-cant socio-cconomic health
program among Indien? and Alaskan Native, and
that it bs plateA 1sts chat priority on the list
ot Indian and Alaekan Native nesds.
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2. That drug abuse be recognized as a seriously
developing problem among Indian and Alaskan
Native populations.

3. That because alcoholism and alcohol abuse is
a major socio-economic health problem and drug
abuse is a growing problem, a separate admini-
stration for alcohol and drug abuse program .

oe.

services with line authority be established
within Indian Health Services for research,
prevention, training, treatment, and rebabil-
itation.

a. Adequate monies for drug program activites
in radian Health Services should either
be appropriated by Congresa or funds from
the National Institute on Drug Abuse be
transferred to Indian Health Services.

b. The consolidation of the alcohol and drug
edtivitivs be identifed within the Indlan
Health Service structure as Chemical De-
pendency Programs.

0. Chemical Dependency Program be established
in each ras area, as well as Service Units.

A.. Chemical Dependency Program Central Office
function be located in the field adjacent
to the major Indian populas - Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

e. To further enhance Indian involvement with
the Federal Government regarding alcohol
and drug programming, an Executive Board
comprised of various groups and organiza-
tions. be establiched and delegate& powers
for major policy making decisions and pro-
gram direction for INS that all decisions
pertaining to policies and vrogram direc7
tiona be made in consultation with Indian
*Immunities.

4. That a separate unit be established in the Bureau -
of Indian AfftIrs with Line authority to utilize
its aiready existing resources for thi- purposes of--<
early identification, research, education, and pA-
vention of alcoholism or alcohol abuse and drug
abuse problems.

a. Alcohol and Drug Program activities with
staff be established at each level of
Bureau oper4tions, Central Office, Area
and Agency with sidecial alprooriations
to establish such functions.
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b. That'Bureau research activities be
directed towards this problem area
and assurances that Indian communities
be involved in the design and imple-
mentation of such research.

c. Preventive alcohol and drug education
be developed snd implemented in all
BIA schools. Development and imple-
mentation must involve the Indian
commuLlty.

d. That tha SIA utilize or develop an
executive board as recommended for
IRS (3-0.

S. That present funding be recognized as insufficient
in seating the needs of the magnitude of the prob-
lem and, therefore, there is a definite need to
increase funds for implementation of both new and
existing programs.

a. It is recommended that adequate
appropriations be given to the
Indian Health Service for the
treatment and control of alcoholism
in the initial amount $3,960,000.00
for FT 1978. This is prompted by the
fact that thirty-four (34) projects
are reaching their six (6) year ma-
turity date and arq, tentatively to be
transferred from NIAAA to the Indian
Health Serv#ce.

In addition to the $3,960,000.00, it
ie recommended to continue funding of
the thirteen (13) Alcoholism Training
Centers and to reduce the backlog of
NIAAA approved but unfunded Indian Al-
coholism Projects. Included is
$1,833.000.00":equired to continuer the
thirteen (I3) training centers which
are essenti4i to the future operation
of Indian alcoholism programs. No pro-
visions has been made for funding these
training centers by NIAAA. Additionally,
there are presently forty-two (4Z) NIAAA
approved but unfunded backlog of Indian
alcoholism projects total.J.ng $4,800,000.00.

Furthermore, let it be reiterated that
the alcoholism programs have been pri-
marily developed for the'male population
and have not delved into the female and
youth programs. Therefore, it is also
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recommnded that $1,400,000.00 be
solicited and appropriated to ex-
pand proaraus to meet the needs of
the female alcohol proarams and, in
addition, $2,500,000.00 for preventive
youth alcohol and drug programs. With
the cost of inflation and increased
workload as well as administrative costs
associated with existing projects, we
hereby recommend that this be adhered
to in behalf of Indian Alcohol Programs
for TY 78 and succeeding years.

6. To recognise and support alcoholism and alcohol
abuse and drug abuse programs which include
Alaskan Native and American Indian traditional,
spiritual and cultural alternatives as a viable
treatment and prevention modality.

(NOTEt Although national statiatice'are not available, some data

pertaining to areas are attached as data indicating the mag-

nitude of the problem within the Albuquerque area.I

The Pueblo Indians feel that the mandate for future federal

Indian policy must encourage Indian self-determination and Indian

control of their governmental programs and social services. Under

the policy of self-dotormination, the All. Indian Pueblo Council, on

behalf of the nineteen (19) Pueblo Tribes, has attempted to contract

under P.L. 93-638 a portion of tho Albuquerqu IRS Programs. This

contract was a way to insure that both quality sqd quantity health

services would be provided to all Puethloa of New Mexico. The contract,

however, has been denied and AIPC ia currently requesting a formal

hearing, on that denial.

Health is a major concern of the nineteen (19) Pueblos and it

is an area in which much federal reorganization is necessary. One

(1) major advancemest would be to allow further self-determination

policies to go into effect. The Indians are most aware of and con-

cerned by their specific health needs. It, therefore, makes sense
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to encourage and facilitate tribal requests to contract these services.

It is ridiculous to refuse adequate proposals that vill improve Indian

health care.

The concern over the reduction of health care that the Court

Order in the Lewis case will cause is emphasised by resolution No. 19

of the AIPC. It is attached here to illustrate the strong feelings

thin decision has created.

The Pueblo people feel that current INS policy denies them the

right to self-dstermination. They submit that at this time, they are

not only willing, but era also able to contract that portion of the

INS porgram in the Albuquerque Area Office that provides health care

for the nineteen (19) Pueblos. The nineteen (19) Pueblos further

assert that such denial is in direct derogation of the announced

federal Indian self-determimition policies.
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ALLNWHANPUIELOCOUNCLOWft
mees one 51t09,49

P.O. 109007 ArAvogyaw Ni, 5959935 17181 Phew (506)247.09111

. RESOLUTION 19
-

WHEREAS, tha All Indian Pueblo Council, representing the Nineteen New
Mexico Pueblos, have continually expressed serious concern over
the failure and inability of the Indian Health Service to provide
heaLth.care to the LudiaapeopIe within the Albuquerque Area; and,

WHEREAS, the Nineteen Pueblo GOvernors are well aware of the limited
funding and health resources presently availabli7tdt-EVAlbuquer-

, que Area Tribes which is totally inadequate to meet the health
care needs of the Nineteen New Mexico Pueblos; and,

WHEREAS, the recent decision in the case of Lewis V. Weinberger filed
in the Federal District Court of New Mexico, WhiCh further deplete
the already limited inadequate health services of the Indian people
of New Mexico;

.

NOW THERWORE DE IT RESOLVED, that the All Indian Pueblo Council strongly
rejects the decision handed down by the Federal District Court in
Lewis V. Weinberser and request the Indian Health Service to do
wnatever necessary to safeguard and give priority to Albuquerque
Area Indians in the planning, programming, and implementatimi of
all Albuquerque,Area Indian Health Service funds and/or resources;

BR rr FURTHER RESOLVED, that any position contrary to that of the Nine-
teen Pueblo Governors or-to fdrther deplete the limited health
services for New Mexico Indians win be met with whate"er actions
available to the All Indian Pueblo Council.

CERTIFICATION . T
. '

....*....t...,.1.
I, the undersigned, as Chairman: of the ALI IndLan Pueblo Council, do

meeting of the All Indian Pueblo Council, beld on the ,1Z
hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was passai duly called

ay of ,

1976, at which a quorum was present, with alvoting for and votin
against said Resolution.

ATTEST:
. ovato, mom, AIPG

Franz Tenorio, Secr tary teasurer, gllst

;760
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NATURAL RESOURCE PRESERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT

As the need for the energy resources, water, and minerals

on Indian lands becomes even more important to the nation as a

whoa, the need for preservation and development of these natural

resources on Pueblo lands will become an increasingly crucial is

sue. Ihe Indians' entitlement to these resources must be main

tained as programs are developed to bast utilize the limited

quantities available. In addition, the problems concerning

natural resource preservation are more complicated by the fact

that the Pueblos hold choir land in fee simple or common tenancy

rather than by allotment as most tribes do.

The problem of environmental protection on Indian reser

vations and the trust responsibility of the U.S. Government

through tha Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) in accomplishing that

environmental protection has been discussed to some extent.

Ho eeeee , there aro other issues involved in the preservation and

development of natural resources on Pueblo lands in New Mexico.

One of the problems has been discussed under the section

on jurisdiction that concerned the control and taxation of those

who would develop natural resources on the reservation. Until

the State of New Mexico urderstands that Indian lands in New

Mexico is not sublcct to the juirsdiction of the state, the de

velopment of natural resources, especially energy resources, on

Indian lands will remain a peerless question. The question of

energy resources and minerals Are vey important. Nevertheless,

the question of water a. this time is most crucial. The U.S.

Supreme Court declined consideration on the Aamondt case late

las week. Other conflicts beLween the State of New Mexico's
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State Engineer's office and the Pqnblos continues. While it

is understandable that the State of Now Mexico hes vital interest

in water resources and the allocation of those resources, it has

not been t e practice of the qtate to honor the commitments made

under federal treaties to the Pueblo Indians nf New Mexico?'

Water is the essential ingredient to the agricultural nature of

most of the New Mexico Pueblos, and is significant in the develop

ment of preservation of natural resources.

There are federal agencies which also impingeA on the

right of the Pueblo Indians to develop their own natural resources.

A prime conflict between the federal agency and Indian tribe is

exemplified by the Corps of Engineers. Their projects are often ,

on Indian lands. It is often the case that plans are made by the

Corps of Engineers and other agencies without the participation

of the tribes affected by the plans being made. While the Corps

of Engineers is not the only agency of the federal govern..ent in

volved in planning for Indian land without the consent of the

tribe, the Corps in the past has presented the most egregious

examples of this ignorance 'of tribal sovereignty in juirsdiction.

In questions involving the Bureau of Land Management and Corps of

Engineers, there are generally natural, resources also involved

in the planning which those agencies do and which infringes on

Indian sovereignty and rights.

The problems caused by federal agencies planning for Indian

lands without consent by Indian tribes points out another problem

in the trust relationship between the tribes and the federal

government. This is particularly true with regard to natural

resources of any kind found on Indian lands. It is a mandate
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that long-range planning for utilisation of those resources

take place and that the Indian tribes be directly and inti-

mately involved in that process. That kind of long-range

planning and resources inventory is only in introductory

stages. In New Mexico, the long-range planning ie non-existent

while the resources inventory has only been talked about. For

tha Pueblos to fully benefit from the natural resources found

on the reservations, it is of niceseity that the tribes be granted

the money and expertise to do this kind of long-range planning.

In many cases, the Pueblos would rather preserve those resources,

at least for tbe tine being, than eiploit them. Certainly, the

conosic climate of the times has prevented the tribes from ex-

tracting or exploiting their own resources to putaxy benefit

of the Indian tribe. At this point, the prima benefit goes

to the non-Indian developer rather than the Itedisn tribe. Until

better arrangements can be worked out, there is a need for the

11/A to extend its trust responsibilities efforts in the direction

ot long-ranga planning for preservation and development of natural

resources on the Land& of Pueblo Indians of New Mexico.

7 R 3
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Another concern of the Pueblo people Is the abuse of one of

their most basic resources, the Indian artinan and his products.

The Indian artisan's work is actually the most basic culminative

use of the raw natural resources found around him, and is also the

source of livelihood for many Pueblo people. Not only are the Pueblo

artisans often exploited by non-Indian retailers, but the market is

actually shifting away from such native artisans because of the in-

flux of non-Indian made articles which are advertised as Indian made

products. The imitations are being imported into this country is

well as being reproduced locally.

The Pueblo people seek to have federal legislation enacted

which would aid in the regulation and identification of such imitation

products. Through Pueblo efforts, such legislation has been enacted

C,)at the local state level, but a more comprehensive form of legislation

is needed at the federal level in light of the growing sale of such

products at the interstate commerce level.
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III. FEDERAL TRUST RESPONSIBILITY DETINED

As trust responsibility is the most crucial element involved

in Indian affairs, the Pueblos' definition of that concept will be

developed.

The federal gover meat is historically obligated to the

American Indians. The obligation is derived from the United States'

Constitution, the India Treaties made with the United States, Govern-

sent, and U.S. Statutes.' These recognize the political relationship

between the tyiaral government and the tribal governments.

As a kesult of that political relationship, the American Indian

Tribes der 4* inalienable vested rights. Based upon the federal

governs* 's obligation to Indian people, through federal trust re-

sponsibil'tty, the American Indian is guaranteed the following vested

rights:

The United States shall guarantee to every Indian tribe in the

United States the right to a. sovereign but dependent form of,govern7

meat and shall protect the tribes against further erosion of tribal

sovereignty and further prOtect Indian interest from outside interests,

including, when necessary, the federal government itself.

The United States shall guarantee the protection of Indian

assets and lands from unjust takings or misappropriations. The

government shall vest major roles for the development and management

of Indian funds and natural resources in the Indian tribes and Indian

people.

The United States shall, as continuing consideration for the

bargain offered to Indian tribes when Indian lands were taken by

treaty agreement, provide for the education, health, and welfare of

the people who are members of the now dependent Indian tribes. These

7 1 )
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services are the entitlement right of each Indian because of the

sovereign rights that their forefathers surrendered vhen treaties

of peace-vere signed with the United States.

The definition of trust responsibility is the axle that holds

ag. Indian rights and privileges in place. Therefore; it is impera

tive that this concept be analysed in depth and be clearly and

concisely delineated for utilisation in all Indian programs.
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The Pueblo radians recognise the immediate need for reorgani-
,

sation of the federal level of Indian Affairs. The cost effective

reorganisation would be the establishment of a Cabinet level,

Department of Indian Affairs. However, the current trends in federal

goverment would not favor such a Departsent being established.

spite of that limitation, the Pueblos remain hopeful that eajor- re-

organisational actions will still be taken.

The Pueblos feel the aost crucial rt:., that can be taken

immediately ie to establish consistent, cohesive and cosprehensive

federal Indian policy. 'The Indian committee feel that a general

policy mandate to all federal agencies and programa that serve Indians

is long overdue.

This national policy sust be based upon the sovereign rights

of Indian tribes and the obligation sf the federal government to

Indian tribes through trust responsiNility.
et

The American Indian Policy Review Cossiasion's (AXPRC)

recomendations are directed specifically to the Department of

Interior and Health &Lunation and Wslfare. That focus is a good be-

ginning, hut if there is to be no expansion to other federal agencies

and prograsa, a many portion of fadersi Tavel. Indian Affairs and

activities will go unevaluated. This. is a significantlailurs of

the Policy Review Comission.

Indians today are affected by many different Washington agencies.

in order to establish a consistenefederal pelicy caudate for Indian

Affairs, 1 other Departments ;of the federal government would

have to be considered. The Department ot Interior, the National Energy

Commission, Rousing and Urban Daveinpsent, Health, Education and
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Welfare, and the Departsent of Labor are all significantly involved
La policysabing decisions that affect th reservations.

As a practical approach, the Pueblos recoasond that DEW and

Interior be reorganised first. A separate office of Indian Affairs
directed by an Undersecretary Should be stablished in both Depart

sante. Deyond any reasonable doubt, the research and analysis of

the Aewrican Indian Policy Review Coasission (A/PIC) has stablished
ufficient evidence that sigutflcant probIssa do now esist and that a
consistent federal Indian ptaicy suet be developed to liSilate the
current shoes in %dies Affeirs. Once these two (2) Depaitsents

have isplesented a new federal Indian policy, it would be\desirsble
that this !misdate be isplesented throughout every Departsest level
of the federal sovernseat that deals with tudians

0

Only through the d velopsent and isplesentstion of a federal
Indian policy *mutate kr consistent and cosprehensive Indies pro7

erase be established. is amidst* La the first 4tep on the road to
self-Hieteritlitation.
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Ade lphi Unieireity Garden City, Long hdand; New York 11580

MINT Ot cONOVsU

April 12. 1977

Hon. James Aboureal(
U.S. Senate
Dirkson Building
Washington, D.C.

. . .

Dear Senator Abouresak:

Thank you for giving us an opportunity to comment on
the Tentative Final Report of the American .Indign Policy Review
.ommission. We wish to direct our remarks to Chap. 7 Economic
Development since we served as consultants to' Task Force #7
during its existence.

(In brief, we examined Chap. 7 and found that it suf-
fers from serious misconceptions, inadequate documentation for
its source material, and substantive omissions.) We would like
to draw your attention to the most serious defects so that they
can be remedied before the'Final Report is sUbmitted to Congress.

r, Part III.D. Tintber

The 'Section on Indian timber is a good example of a
misunderstanding of the crucial issue. While it is true that
Indian timber revenues are diminished'because the DIA does not
attain the annual allowable cut, this is not the issue. More
Serious is the fact that the BIA has a backlog of 738,593 acres
needing timber stand improvement and 173,365'acres needing re-
forestation. This backlog impedes the growth of the fdrest.
Therefore, the predicted rate of forest growth,used by the BIA
to determine the annual allowable cut (AAC) is too high and
the figure for the AAC is also too high. If Congress accepts
the Commission recommendation to allocate more money to the B/A
Ao help them attain the AAC without first caRpleting reforesta-
tion and stand improvement, the timber,will be seriously da-

, pleted. This issue as well as others were.discussed in detail
in TF #7 Final Repoit PP50-61. The entire timber section is
vaguely documented at the beginning by a footnote, "This sec-
tion is based on thswork of Ouinault foresters and on Rick
Nafziger's "Violation of Trust: Federal Management of Indian
Timber Lands, "The Indian Historian, Fall 1976, v. 9 pp. 15-23."
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This is not acceptable documentation. Readers should be able

to locate every figura and quote.

Part rv.p. Availability of Capital

This section is limited to a discussion of trust funds,

which for the record, are not invested in /ndian reservations,

but in the non-/ndian banking sector. No explanation is offered

for this phenomenon. Other sources of /ndian capital such as
federal loans dnd grants are not discussed. No evaluation is

maqe of the.lndian Finance Act of 1974. These were treated in

TP #7 Final Report. No estimate Is made of Indian financing
needs. .The recommendations are confusing. For example, the
Commission first recommends that "the current 4% simple interest

rate should be increased to a 6% compound interest rate and

then also says "investigatathe advantages and disadvantages of

establishing.sither a floating interest rate geared to average
market yield or a floor rate with Mall penalty charges for

Indian trust monielf."

Part III.C. M4nerals

The minerals section is very weak because it contains

so little quantitative evidence. There is a wealth of collected

data on the Navajo and Crow experiences. The Chapter mentions

joint ventures and service contracts as alternatives to royalty

agreements but does not explain them or give their advantages

and distdvantages. How can they be recommended without-spelling
---ciut'thert-pkiababliiiiiiiiiatthiii.EieätiChniakei'ioo little use

of the paper American Indian Mineral Agreements: Literature

Search and Reform proposals especially prepared for the Commis-

sion. Where it does use this material, it is not footnoted.

Part W.A. Manpower

The manpower section discusses how technical experts

may be developed within the Indian community. /t contains many

interesting suggestions. However, skilled labor is also needed.

There should be an evaluation of past and present manpower train-

ing programs such as AVT, OJT, CETA, and Indian Action teams.

These were evaluated in TF #7 Final Report.

Part IV.C. Taxation

This section should probably be renamed "F.Iscal Powersv

The contribution of fiscal policy to economic development should

be made explicit.
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Infrastructure ?

A factor long recognized as necessary for development
ls social overhead cepitaI or transport, power, water and com-
munications systems. There iv no analysis of the federal govern-
ment's unsuccessful attempt to provide this essential factor. ,

Again this was dealt with in IF #7 Final Report. Lack of infra-
structuredeters investment, particularly in the commercial and
manufacturing sectors which are extremely underdeveloped on
Indian reservations. As a result most reservation economies
have very low multipliere, -a fact documented-by thzee excellent
studies* two of which are in the Commission files.

Indian housing ?

There is no detailed discussion of Indian housing any-
where in the reporteven though lp #6 and wore requested by.
you to study this. issue. The report they producedkadsummary
of the latest housing statistics as well as a thorough discus-
sion of the iseues. At least these could have been utilized
even if the Commission disagreed with the TV's recommendations.

In addition to the two'instances already cited, the
Water section is without a single footnote. It quotes William
Veeder without giving the exact source.

Lorraine T. RufYin4)
Ausistant Professor

$ incerely,

4.41 74--ear"--
Ronald Trooper
Assistant P:ofessor
University of.Washington
Seattle
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Rural Al 6sha
Community Action Piogram, Inc.1

.Espitazumn

ENTIT1414. RECIUEST1NG THE AIPRC TO CONSIDER THE SOCIO-EC3NOMIC NEEDS
OF VILLAGE ALASKANS ,s-

. r.
the American Indian Policy Review Committee was established 1, A.:-

recommend policy options for the federal government to 4i
positively assist thOndian and Alaska Native peoples, and4

... .. i
WHEREAS, the AIPRC has essentially completed its work, reconnending

major revision& in the existing system of federal assistance,.
end .

. . . .

'WHEREAS, the work of the AIORC essentially concerned itself with the
federal role in assisting with the implementing of the 4

' Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, and

WHEREAS, 6 volume of data pertaining to the Health, Social, and Economic
status of Alaskan Natives was developed in'the federal "2-C"
study, but was apparently not considered to be relevant to
the AIPRC, or its work in Alaska; now therefore, be it

RESOLVED, that the Executive Committee of the Rural Alaska Community
Action Program urges the A1PRC to review tht status of the
Health and Welfare of Alaska Natives, as pfesented in the
"2-C" study, and to append_to their findings policy recommen
dations for federal policy which would positively impact On
those concerns. ,

Adopted at a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Boaid of Directors of
Rural Alaska Community Action Program, Inc. on April 2l, 197Y, in Anchorage
Alaska.

Signed; S/Gordon Jackson

Signed:

. Philip J. Smit , Executive Director
Rural Alaska Community Action Program

Gordon Jackson, President
RurAL CAP Board of Directors

.V.Iministroilt liox :3.3908. Anchorage. Ii%skit 4)9301 007) 270-2441
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11302 East Riverside Drive
.Bothell, Wa. 18011
Nhrdh 19, 1977

American Indian Policy Review Commission
Washington D.C. 20515

Gentlemen:

I am a;non-indian property owner owning property on an
Indian Reservation.

I can't believe the article in the Seattle Times 3/16/77

on your r000!sranci44t.9A8..9 Congress... Is .t44.4..rtigly....true

The Government gave us the right to buy out property on
the reservation with our hard earned money. The Government
gives us the right to pay taxes on this property. Wby,
are you taking our rights to Use and enjoy this.property
away fromus?

For the past 7 years, the Indians have teen harassing and
'hreatening all of us nonp-indian property owners to the
extetthat we are afraid to Use our property. We were
sure that legislation wee being worked an to stop this.

I can't believe the Government (or the Constitution of the
U.S.) would willfully give one American group the power
.to control and hurt another like this.

It appears the Government is talking out of both sides of
their mouth. They want to integrate the Negroes and
segregate the Indians. Why can't we do away with the
reservations and all be Americans with equal.rights.

Please, can you give me my information, so I may understand
what you are trying to do to us and accomplish by this
kind of recommendation to Congress.

Respectfully yours,

Lue A. Seil
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Honorable James Abourazk, Chairman
American Indit-n Policy Review Commission
Congress of The Unitedltatee
House Office IWilding Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streets S. W.
Washington D. C. ,20,15

_

iocas, ie fames*

RO. eat 9O.ICPO, Alaska 99112,!
SO/$20-Sisi

April'22, 1977

Deur Senator,

Shaan-Seet Incorporated received a letter from Commissioner
Borbridge in regard to the Final Report of the Policy Review
Commission. We received_thm_guide, but the Final Report and
the questionnaire referred to in his letter did not reach this
office. We find the guide very informative and we were happy
to see some of our concerns listed. We would therefore, like

..ta.offer.A.taw-aassents-thstough-thie.letteri----- ..... ..... .....

Chapter 12 Special Circumstances-Alaska-

1. Paragraph three-Easements. Considering the amount
of coastline involved in our land selection, we
feel the twenty five foot lineal shoreline asement
is unfair and would cause a hardship in managing
our lands.

2. Paragraph five-Conveyance deadline. We support this
request. Over two years have passed since submitting
our /and selection and we are not past the Bureau of
Land Management.

3. Paragraph mine- Taxation. We feel Undeveloped or
non-productive land should remain in a tax exempt
status. It will take years to develop some of our
lands and wre should not have that tax burden.

6-440 839

l'41 14.-4
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American Indian Policy Review Commission Page 2

4. Paragraph ten-Alienation of stock. We favor an
extension beyond 1991 of the restriction on the
sale of stock. If this were allowed to happen,
it could cause untold problems for the villages.
We would hardly know the value for one thing and
we can forsee non-native participation and perhaps
control in many areas. This section Should have
special investigation and consideration.

5. Referring to Chapter 7-Economic Development.
Paragraph three, reservation lands, first "right
of purchase".

We feel this first right of purchase should also
be given the village corporations under the Alaska
Natives Claims Settlement Act, Our villages have
been termed reservations for the purposes of the
Indian Financing Act by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Municipalities have baen known to sell lands for
operating capital and we feel we should have this
option tO TUrOhaSe. The acreage in Craig at the
present time is less than 200. We do not foresee
expansion very far into the 1280 re-conveyance
and are fearful of its disposition if there are no
restrictions. This is the case in most of our
villages sin Sotitheast Alaska.

The other topics not specifically mentioned are of equal
importance to our corporation and our region. We commend
the Commission for their concerns and recommendations.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond and we look forward
to receiving a copy of the Final Report.

cc: Commissioner John Borbridge

93-440 0 18 51

Sincerely,

"Aktt.
President
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SHINNECOCK TRIBE
Shinnecock Indian Reservation

OW OR

SOUTHAMPTON, LONG ISLAND
NEW YORK 11968

Apr/1 21, 1977

WI CLOUT
IlleLLOOVIR)1040

1111., 0/1, INDIA/CI
11,1 WI

MOIL, ITATO

-.Dear M. Senators

We enclose the following comments and question-
naire for inclusion in your finafreport. .

0

'Our comments.are postmarked'pre-April 21,. 1977 as
per instructions by a commission representative.
In light of the brief period of time allotted for
review and comments, it was not possible to attempt
completion of the questionnaire before'now.. We

. regret that the Commission and perhaps the entire
Congress did not provide more information to the
Shinnecooks and other tribes about the Commission

--so-that-we-could Wm pirtie1200 in its work with
a better understanding of its purl:Wile-WM-the
of issues about which we were asked to comment.

Maintaining our self-government over clearly
defined lands and waterways ts 4 major concern to usi
providing better homes, jobi, education and health
oare is aa important. We do not comment now.on whether
we want to "recognitslon" if it means control by the
BIA under its present structure. We do assert that we
are Indian people who deaire the rights, benefits and
privileges givea.Indian people throughout the United
States.
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COMMENTS FROM THE SHINNECOCK.TRIBE

The Shinnecocks have not had ample time nor redources to
analyze the A/PRC Final Draft to our satisfaction. NeVertheless
we offer the following comments on the sections we did examine:

We do.'not comment upon the legal and 'factual accuracy of Chapters
I & II but we do support what seems to be emphasis on sovereignty
of Indian governments as political and social rPality, and the
determination of Indian people to maintain cultural as well as
racial'identity. However, the chapter skims too quickly over the
treatment of.tribes in. the Eastern portion of, the United States,
tending to leave the ippression that removal policies of the
1800's affected all existing.tribes. The triath is that many

' .tribes east of the Mississippi River remain inhabitants Of their
ancestral' homelands. In the years prior to the formation of
the-United States their leaders were known to the white settlers.
Eventually state governments dealt with many of these tribes
and nations and although no federal treaties were signed for
.many, "recognition" was accorded to and assumed by these tribes.
For some, federal recognition never seemed to be a need or was
tnot understood, only later has it surfaced that the non-federally
recognized tribes have been denied services and'political status
accorded to other tribes.

. .

We recommend that the report would be substantially improved
if this issue is set forth at the beginning of the report in
somewhat more detail that at present. We are not certain whether
statistids given throughout the report showing"numbers of Indians"
include the non-federally recognized Indians as well as those
presently eligible for BIA services; We want to be counted.

Economic development is a major concern among our people. We
note-that the discussion of water resources fails to, discuss
problems of tribes with great bodies of water on our boundaries.
We have legra and environmental problems that must be addressed.

As earlier stated, we are concerned that all readers of the report
understand that "unrecognized" tribes are as much Indians au
"recognized" tribes, and that the distinction does not signify
any lesser degree of political and cultural identity and contin-
uity. We want these issues dealt with in the final report, and
considered in any future planning and federal actions.

1

Note the correct information on the Shinnecocks.

7 78
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We recognize that your:v*1ot be able to thorouffily read and evaluate all parts
of this Report within the time allowsi, for cement. However, in order to
include your consents in cur Final Report, this questionnaire must ha complete:1
and returned in the enclosod envelcse postmarked no later than April 16, 1977.
Cur Final Report crust ke completed by May 15, 1977for final Commissice espy:Nal.

NAME Harry K. Williams* President =REM

TRDEVONNINIZATION Shinnelmeek indian_RAAA,mition
4 soutAaaPton,-46-11-r-

A. PLEASE CXRCLE ONE TOIND/CATE YOUR IDENTITY AS:

Chairb Tribal Governing Body: Individual Indian

timber of Congress Organizational Governing Board . . .

State Official Private Citizen

B. FUME EVALUATE THE socrIONS EY CHB:KING THE ralaciarauter NEARLY
RaRESENI'S YOUR OPINION.

The report as a whale is

I. . Rietory

II. Legal Concepts

III. Conditions

rv. Felaral-Indian Relatices

V. Tribal Government

VI. Federal Administration

VII. Ecomatdc Davelopment

VIII. Social Services

LX Off-Reservation

X. Terminated Indians

XI. Non-Recognized Indians

XII. Special Problem Areas

XIII. Ganeral

_-

Excellent Poor

We decline to rate the sections at this time but will do so if

4iven additional time,

7 7!) 17
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C. WAG ROD VCR RIECONENDATICHS AT THE END OE' EACH SECTICV. =WE ANSWER
WE =LW= Ivzsmacs. z

_

1) Which recassend,ations should be given priority status? Why?

e attftCheck_gommenta

IS

2) 'Are there mayor-Mations with.which you disagree? Why?

Corroatinnt pg- 11..1.11a

Shinnecook Tribe Number of mg/alarm 3n3

3) Are there reccerwmdaticns you would like to have added?

am*

4) Do you feel the content of the report pruvides an accurate, useful
pdoture of the situation?

5) Do you halm any additional =meats?

Shinnecock has bee 11.1 0'. : other

repgrts_pf the ConAress and pApirALAgengiguLALmaerning_andians
We will provide citations if requested.

Is =MUD Cel TODIsigns.4 PPM FOR YOUR smarm: RECCIOENDATIGNIS.
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NAM ADDRESS

TRIBE/ORGANIZATICN

-V ,,V <it Rito3IIMEATICNS

'd)apter ( . Page ( .) Paragraph ( )

In the section beginning wdth the words "

it is suggested that the following addition,-

deletion or dhange in wording be nada, or the following =cep. expressed

cif ferently:

4.?

10
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C'We-M

MOT NALL INDIAN
108181111YATION
PACINC 237-0403 RD. 42

\411

4
1/' 4) 4e),i4 1 it

s

$ t4,

Senator James Abouresb
United.lieteS Sonfite
Suite 9321 Diritaen Building
Washington, D.C. 20910

Dear Senator Abouresht

TAIDAL CDUCIATION commirret
C. 0. BOX 308

PORT HAW.. IDAHO 23503

April 10. 1977

,

"The Shoshone-Bannock Tribes are very concerned about the Bducetien
of Indian people, especially the youth who represent the future and
destiny of our people. If We are Aver te have self dotorainstion
teems self Sustaining petrple re must have quality education."

The followins are comments which reflect the view of ur lend based
tribe, the SheshoneBenneells, concerning the temporary final report
ef the Task Force $ Deport en Indian.Edutation.

FirSt of ell, nur concern is that the Bureau of Indian Aftaire .

ether federal. ageacies-pissev tut rowan that' We ie a treaty tribe
',that has been federally recognised since the signing of the Fort
Oridger Treaty. WO believe that funding should Continue to he channeled
throush the brew of Indict Affnirs in an elevated agitation, pre-
terribly a Department of Indian Affairs.

On page 8-128 f the tentative final report the recommendation was to
shift sit federal education programs from OE and SLR to one adminis-
trative agency. WO disagree with the recommendation to shift education
aux of the DIA. The education services provided by BIA should be
expaadet to provide quality education t all levels of education from
the cradle ta tho grave because Indians feel that education is a life
long learning experience.

?hors .ahould be vigorous enforcsuent of Indian treaty rights as they
relate to land, water, education and other resources. Seth at the

-Central Office.and Area Office level.

Federal regionnl offices and state government offolcos should be re-
lieved of their role in serving as a channel for funds to Indian tribes.
Their adainistrative costs do not allow for adequate funds to reach
tribes. We are counted, but never receive the services t the local .
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We agree with recommendation Number 2.to shift control of fun4s
for Indian education from state and local governients to the,trital
governments okpigs'1+1;8. .

z: 1; 3 w , 4

Federal dollars for 1n4ian tribes should be consolidated in one
agency for Indian prOgrams, prior to disbursgment to Indian tribes.
The reason for this is because many of the other agencies such as
P.U.D., H.E.W., and D.O.L., etc., have primary functions that seem to
uisregard our needs and the Bureau of Indian Affairs has been mendated
to iook out for Indian interests.

In the summary report of AIPRC Task Force V Report by Andy Anderson
on page 13 a National Indian Education Commission is recommended. We
disagree with this recommendation. Instead, each area office should
have an Indian Education Advisory Board on education and a Northwest
Indian Education Service Center should be established in s central area
for technical assistance to reservation land based tribes.

Educational Service Centers should be developed and implemented by
"user" tribes. The centers would be developed in concurrence with and
responsive to the local regional tribal representative i.e., Affiliated
Tribes of Northwest Indians. . , -

On page 8-91 of the report entitled "The Delivery System." The Bureau
of Indian .Affairs needs to develop a better system of communication on
education matters from the central office to the local tribal Level._

----Currently,. the Information is.channeled"throUgh VitiOuslevili and
way take from three weeks to two months before a tribal receives the
information. The recommended Indian Education Service Centers in the
Northwest Should be utilized to provide immediate communication to
the reservation level.

The present communication process is cumbersome and not totally effective
in passing the volume of information necessary for educational services
development or tribal input on critical education issues.

To help overcome the organizational and communication irregularities
as expressed on 8-91-and 8-92, it may be desirable to establish more
effective communications centers or outlets, e.g., National Training
Center, the proposed Education Service Centers, etc., that could uni-
laterally pass information.

On Policy Issues in Education:

The elected tribal governing bodies should be recognized as the sole
authorities determining tribal membership. The National government
must recognize the inherent right of tribes to determine their member-
ship. On education matters, tribal governing bodies and their repre-
sentatives should be allowed to make the determination of the policies
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needed and provide direction on National Indian education issues.

At the present tine the elecied officials are overlooked on policy
matters that effect the future of Indian people. The administration
and staff needs to be educated concerning tribal sovereignty.

Research points out the need for each reservation to define education

according to its own particular and unique value system. The need

on one reservation may ba fishing and aquaculture and another may be
far different than the needs of the farming and ranching needs of a

reservation like ours at Fort Hall. This points up the need for a
meaningful control of education and direction by tribal governing

bodies.

The Snyder Act was not mentioned anywhere in the education report. We

feel that the Snyder Act-should not be changed in anyway. The federal
responsibility should be reaffirmed as it is, with no changes made in

thin act.

On page 8-116 and 8-117 of the education section of the report, refer-
ence is made to Indien Controlled schools.

We agree with the need for tribally controlled schools, which is
natural and inherent right. We have our own school at Fort Hall but
the physical facilities are inadequate and funds far On going adminis-
trative and educational functions are needed. Soft monies.create

'problems in continuity. Adequate and long range base operating funds
--art-needed.' Cohitruetioh-funds are needed for these schools immediately.

ler these students, the public school systems have failed to meet

educational needs. We feel that Indian controlled schools are restoring

self-image and interest among our young people. We have students that

will be graduating with solid basic skills and a positive self image.
Certain BIA and HEW policies, federal rules and regulations.are re-

strictive t. Inditn controlled schools. These need to be modified.

We need consistent realistic and stable administrative policy and
program regulations and guidelines in the BIA and USOB.

On page 8-94 entitled "Off Reservation Boarding Schools", we stress

'the following: Current boarding schools should be retained and up-
graded to offer the highest quality of education. Teachers and adminis-

trative staff should be hirad on a contract basis thereby provided for
elimination'of incompetent and undesirable ntaff who have no empathy,
understanding, pv concern for Indian youth. These people can quickly,
destroy the self image of youth when they should be bolstered.

The responsibility for the administration of boarding schools should lie

with the duly elected school board appointed by tribal governing bodies.
The boards should have real authority and power. It should be a policy

board with recruiting and hizing authority.
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No mention was made in the teetative final report of the need for
the Bureau of Indian AffaireNational Indian Training Center. We
feel that tribes have the need for short term relevant training
sessions as provided by the National Indian Training Center. The
staff needs to be expanded and travel expenses need to be available
at all Limos with no cut back of funds from the BIA or OMB. This
program needs to be placed under the direction of the Central Office
and remain at the current location at Brigham City, Utah, where re-
servation tribes hay. access to the center.

On page 8-91 of the Education report refers to the Indian Education
Resourcep Center in Albuquerque, New Mexico. We feel that this center
should be evaluated because many tribes have no idea.of what is offered
from this agency. The personnel, budget and function of this office
should be transferred to the area office where InOian people from all
areas would have access to the services. Tribes need aasistance in
curriculum development, research, career eduiation planning, etc. The
BIA should be a service organization delivering to Indian tribes the
appropriate and requested services and support, concerning education
and legislation proposed by Indian tribes. Input should be sough from
federally recognized tribes on selection of people to be transferred.
Duties of these BIA people should be clearly defined so-thatItribes
know who can be contacted on a specific subject.

Additional personnel be made available at the local BIA area office
rather than increasing central office staff. Communication frowthe ,

central office to tribes is painfully slow.

,Lines of fiscal and educational accountability need to be clearly
drawn on federal programs and administration. We need more control
and authority over federal programs by the Indians themselves.

AIPRC education recommendations reflect most clearly the interest and
educational backgrounds of the commission in that they have placed too
much emphasis upon meeting needs in higher education without considering
other needs also. This position is not compatible with traditional
Indian belief that education must include learning experience from
the cradleboard to the grave. Higher education is important, but more
important yet to tribes are critical needs to be met at the pre-school,
elementary and secondary levels where Indian children fail more often
than thay meet success. Only those who are successful can be considered
potential consumers of the high education programs.

For all practical purposes, Indian education programs and funding
levels should represent a pyramid with more programs, funds and atten-
tion directed to the base or foundation which begins at the nursery
school level. Higher education efforts should be in balance with other
education programs.
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Available resources should be matched to the direct and immediate
needs of the Indian communities, which necessitates a process that
allows real local community input. A.I.R.P.C., in its recommendations,
proposes process that do not adequate4y reflect the basic concerns in
Indian Education.

It is therefore recommended that AIRPC reverse their priorities and
place strong emphasis upon pre-school through secondary education for
programs, services end funding.

Higher Education Needst

There has been a gradual misalignment of needs and resources of higher
education funds of BIA to the Education Office of H.E.W. We are
concerned with the way OMB has put limitations on DIA higher education
funds. The responsibility for Indian education lies with the Bureau
of Indian Affairs.- It is a trust responsibility. Indian tribes have
a unique relationship with the Federal government which is mandated
by the treaties, the government signed with the tribes. Education then
is our Luke not a privilege or a gift, but a right granted to us
based on our treaties. It must be upheld'by.the Bureau of Indian
Affairs as a trust responsibility. It can not be gradually shifted to
Department of H.E.W., and we strongly resist the effort being made by

, OMB to do it now. We are aware of thiP move based on the gradual de-
----crease in-funds-available-in-higher education over the last few years,

even thoLgh our Tribe placed education as a high priority on the band
analysis. -

Therefore, BIA higher education funds need to be increased, due to the
Bureau's Trust Responsibility, along with the other education programs
of early childhood education, elementary and secondary education and
adult education. BIA higher education funds should not be used as
supplementary grants to-.. Indian students, but as the footstone of a
financial'aid package for Indian students. DIA funds should fund the
total scholarship for Indian students. Many times Indian students are
thrown in to'keen competition with other college students for a handful
of financial &id money. The BIA higher education funds should be made
available first so as to insure a greater number of successful students.
It is very frustrating to students to be considered as just another
number in getting financial aid from colleges without concern by a
financial aid officer for the students spe:ial needs. Improved proce-
dures for distributing higher education grants to Indian students are
needed. Local BIA education specialists and' Tribal education committee&
have more knowledge on the special individual needs of the Indian
students and therefore should be given more authority to distribute funds
rather than through the financial aides officer at the colleges. Many
times there are special needs and circumstances which arise that call

-for immediate action to keep our students in college. Often the
....
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financial nide officers have the power to send supplemental monies
back to thl BIA and Tribes, stating the students needs have been met,

on paper, but in reality have not been. Students are in college to
learn and not to worry about financial problems for each quarter or
semester. Learning can not take place when there is frustration over
financial aids or money to live.

Many times oui students are not successful in college because the
schools ire not preparing them adequately with the basic skills for

college. And many tines the colleges provide courses that have very
little in regards to Indian problems on reservations. Therefore, we
see a strong need for establishment of a Northwest Indian four year
college that would provide curriculum relevant to Indian tribes in the

areas of college skills reading, writing, and math, tribal government
and administration, Indian history ind culture, Indian leadership,
devolopment and educational curriculum development based on Indian
culture for public schools. We strongly recommend that funds be made
available to the Portland Area Office to have an investigation,done
immediately to determine the need and feasibility of establishing a
four year Northwest Indian.college in a central area to the Northwest
Tribes.

, .

These concerns are just the highlights that we felt should be considered
in the final report on Education of the AIPRC prior to the submission
to Congress. We are concerned because this is the destiny of our peo-
ple that is being discussed. We urge that the aforementioned be
adopted in the education section of the report.

Yours truly, .

Maxine Edmo, Chairperson
Shoshone-Bannock Tribal
Education Coamittee

ME.lpb

cc: Senator Prank Church
Senator James McClure
Representative George Hanson
Representative Steve Simms,
Pile..
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SIOUX INDIAN CENTER, INC.

4851 REDMAN AVENUE

OMAHA, NE 68104

"NLVORANDUM TO ?HE AN/RICAN INDIAN POLICY Rulaw
COMMISSION'S "TENTATIVE" FINAL RLPORT"

FROM! SIOUX INDIAN CENTER, OMAHA NEBRASKA

(402) 101 - 5527

We, as free people, of the Sioux Nation, who .have honored
the Solemn Soverign Treaties of ourjlations, inheritors
of the indigeous rights of the original inhabitants of
this Continent and god loving beings of the Peaee Pipe,
saki .

WUICH LAWS RANK ABSOLUTELY FIRST IN THE UNITED STATES?

Those contained in your Constitution. Next in rank come
_the United.States-statute, and-"YRKATIES" and then the
state constitutions; and then the state statutes. After
those laws come the county, city and town statutes and
finally, the by-laws and ordinancei.

We, nsk the world, that people of all races, Nations
and thought,,LISTEN TO OUR TEOPT,E.

We Have Spoken,

eirtece- I.

James Hogner
Headspokesman

Spiritual Advisor
Sam Moves Camp

emdavia."
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American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Anhex No. 2
2nd and D Streets, SN
Washington, D.C. 20515

April 22. 1977

Dear Sirs:
0 4

The following are Some Of our comments on the final reportS .9.f ..0c.A.Tet.im...1.0dteeleticy.Review..Coeunission,._ We hive .

restricted comments to Chapter 12 on special circumstances in
Alaska since this concerns us immediately. Additionally,
throughout Our4disertation we ask you to keep Section 2 (b)
of PL-92.203 in mind which States in part:

"the settlement should be accomplished
rapidly, with certainty, in conformity
with the real economic and social needS
of Natives. Without litigation, with
maximum participation by Natives in
decisions affecting their ?ights and

We recommend that Congress clarify the authority of the
Secretary of the Interior to reserve easements on lands to
be conveyed to Native Corporations under the Settlement Act.
This authority must not exceed authority in previous land
conveyances to other private land owners to protect our rights
under the 5th Amendment of the United States Constitution.
Uncertainty and litigation regarding easements on these land
conveyances have needlessly impeded the land conveyance
process. We urge Congress to clarify their intent to the
Department of Interior to clear this uncertainty regarding
public easements on Native lands.

We support the recommendation that Congress require the
Secretary to convey all lands to Natives and Native Corporation
not later than December 31, 1978. We feel that Ws is not
unreasonable considering tte times and effort that other
Departments such as the Bureau of Sports Fish and Wildlife.
U.S. Wildlife Service. The National Park Service and ethers

N
0 6
NI 2
E 9

A

A
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A

9
9
7
6
2
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American Indian Policy Review Commission
April 22. 1977
Page 2

along with the Federal State Land Use Planning Commisiion have
devoted in preparing for Section 17 0-2 of the Act.

We find that many parts of the Settlement Act are unclear or
open to Interpretation so that continued oversight hearings by
Congress and reports by the Secretary would accelerate implement-
ation of the intent of Congress.

The recommendation that Congress enact legistation to exempt
lands conveyed to NatIve,CorporatIons under the Settlement Act -

from State and Local taxation bears careful consideration by
Congress. Alaska is undeveloped such that any stateLor local
tax on undeveloped lands would, in our opinion, force Native
Corporations to make land transaction without proper planning,
without just return and could cause lands to be developed pre-
maturely. Since the Act is primarily to Settle claims by
Natives it is recommended that this tax shelter be applicable
only so long as a majority of the outstanding share are Native
owned. In any case it is extremely important that Congress
review the implementation and effect of the Settlement Act in
1989 as recommended by the American Indian Policy Review .
Commission.

It is our asiumption that impact statements pursuant to
the National Policy Act are not required of the Secretary of
the Interior prior to conveying lands to Natives and Native
Corporation. In the event that the Secretary considers this
necessary. We urge Congress to confirm that these Statements
are not required. Our reasoning is that Congress can not know
how the Natives and Native Corporations will manage these
lands after conveyance, and that some prqjects undertaken by
the Natives and Native Corporations will require Statements
at the time of the proposed action.

79 0
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American Indian Policy Review Commission
April 22, 1977
Page 3

Congress, through the AlasksiNative Claims Settlement-Act,
requires exceedingly demanding actions of Natives and Native
Corporations in order to qualify for lands and monies. It is -

our opinion that additional excessive demands should not be
placed upon Natives and Native Corporations by the Secretary of
the Interior.

We humbly ask that you consider our comments for their merits
and we would be glad to clarify any opinion at your convenience.

Thank you for the opportunity to provide this response.

Sincerely,

SITNASUAK NATIVE CORPORATION

RN,RA:rb

cc: .Congressman Nike Gravel
Congressman Ted Stevens
Representative-Don Young
AFN
BSNC

tP

rd Killer, President

Richard K. Atuk, Executive Director
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SOUTH BAY INDIAN SERVICES, INC.

3646 Loos Beech Blvd. Suite B

Long Beach, Calif. 90807

424-0941

6 April 1977

American Indian Policy Review Commission
Task Force Hight
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2D and D Streets, SW.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dir.ector.

Dear Nt. Stevens:

have recently reviewed a copy of the Task.Porce, !silt: Final Report...2a

Urban and Renal Non-Reservation Indians to-the American Indian Policy Review

Commission. I have found the report to be, in general, well done and ex-

tremely comprehensive. I do, however, have on comment to make regarding

Appendix 3.2 on Urban Organization Questionaires. In the California Section,

'.'your task force, included an answer from the American Indian Claims Associ-

ation to which I WOUld like to reply and add some additional and vital infor-

mation. a

In 1961, I was instrumental in forming the Aierican Indian Claims Association.

This association is and has been for some time, defunct for all intents and

purposes. Mk. Roberts, the "executive director" runs the organization out of

his own home but in name only. The organization receives no funding at all,

neither federal, state, or local. According to your rIport, the American

Indian Claims Association portends to service the Long Beach and South Bay

area; however I have not, in many years, had knowledge of this organization

aiding anyone. South Bay Indian Services, of which I am the executive direc-

tor (Ur the past 7 years) is the only Native American urban organization

which services the Long.Beach and South Say area (which includes 23 cities of

Los Angeles County).

in addition, the information from the American Indian Claims Aasociation in

the report states "not enough Indiana at tho time to warrant funding." South_

Bay Indian Services estimates some 100,000 Native Americana in the greater

Los Angeles area with at least 25-30,000 of them in the South Bay area. Also,

the South Bay Indian Services has been the recipient of federal funding for

the past 7 years. Our funding sources recognize the Indian population of

this area and I cannot believe that they would say the opposite to the Claims

Association. Federal, state, and local funds are all needed urgently by ur-

ban organizations such as South Bay Indian Services; what funds we do receive

are appreciated and efficiently utilized for the betteruant of the urban Se-

tive American even though insufficient.

793
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I apOrtiate the 'efforts of the Review Commission and hope that now and
enlight ned.le slatton will result.fram thuse efforts. Thank you for

taking the t to review my comments. If there it anything lase that I
or my organisation can do to aid in yogr efforts, please do not hesitate
to left mm knoW.

Wishing yOu the beet i yoin endeavors.

4t,Sincerely,

. .... .

,"/
! I '

Weenie Pura --
*until". Director

cot Senator James Abouretk, Chairman
Ameiican Indian Policy Review Commission

WP/kls

. -
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RICNARD F KNEIP

GOV5RNOR

;;;" May 11, 1977

802

STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
EXECUTIVE OFFICE

PIERRE
57501

The Honorable James Aboureak , Chairman
'American Indian Policy Review Commission
House Office Building, Annex #2
2nd and D Streets. S.W.
Washington., D.C. 20515

_

"Attention: Chuck Downs,

Dear Jim:

Tliis letter is in response to your request for comments on the American
Incl4an Policy Review Commission's draft report.

I asked the Human Resources Sub-group of my Cabinet to discuss this
matter and I am enclosing a copy of a report from Dan Bucks, Commis-
sioner of the State Planning Bureau, following several meetings of the
sub-group members and scores of hours of work by the staff of the sub-
group. The sub-group is comprised of the following individuals: Ms.
Judith Call, Secretary of the Department of Health and Chairperson:
Dr. Don Dahlin, Secretary of the Department of Public Safety; Mr. Dennis
Finch, Secretary of the Department of Labor; Dr. Ronald Reed, Secretary
of the Department of Education and Cultural Affairs; Ms. Rochelle Ducheneaux,
Coordinator of Indian Affairs; Mr. John Johnston, Director of the State
Economic Opportunity Office; and Dr. Orval Westby, Secretary of the
Department of Social Services.

I hope that this report will receive your careful review. I want you to
know that I have personally reviewed each recommendation with the entire
cabinet sub-group membership.

79 5
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The Honorable James Abouresk, Chairman
May 11, 1977
Page two

Thank you for the opportunity te be heard oa this matter and I hope these
comments will be of assistance to you as you prepare your final report to
all of the Members of Congress. With every best wish, I remain

Sincerely,
.

RICHARD F. KNEIP
GOVERNOR

RFK: cbc

Enclosure

cc: Senator George McGovern
Representative Janies Abdnor
Representative Larry Pressler
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.)td le "PI" p IarA'aA. Office of
Pierre. South Dakota 57501

605/224.3661 Executive monageMent

May 3, 1977

'MEMORANDUM

TO: Governor Richi) d F. Kneip

4,04 / 0FROM: Dan R. Buck

6

RE: , Bureau Reco endations Concerning American Indian
Policy Review Commission Report

The following are the recommendatiohs of the Bureau concerning
comments you might make on the Amerfban Indian Pol.icy Review
Commission's Report. These recommendations are based on the
discussion with the Department Secretaries on April 26, 1977.

1. Creation of a Departmen,t of Indian Affairs.

We recommend endorsement'of the concept of this
department. Such a department is likely to provide
an effective focal point for Indian problems and
Indian services. Moreover, existence of such a
department might contribute to a more successful
resolution of conflict over Indian Policy. Comment
should be reserved, however, on the detailed powers,
duties And structure of such a Department. Endorsement

it should be limited to the concept.

2. The Long-Term Objective of Tribal Governments Exercising
the Same Powers as Other Local Governments.

We recommend that you express reservations concerning
this objective. This objective carries with it many
implications for implementation. The objective cannot
be considered without also considering the steps
nelessary to bring it to completion. The resultant
confusion concerning relationships "ith other local
governments and the jurisdiction of non-Indian
residents on reservations by tribal governments are
two major concerns. Such circumstance is unacceptable
unless the following conditiond can be met:

a. Non-Indian residents are able to vote in tribal
elections. This is in keeping with the funda-
mental principle of full representation of all
peoples withiA a democratic country. Tte
Indian people are citizens of the state and
country. Any government established and
controlled by the tribes must allow voice in
their decision-making process to any non-
members it governs. To do less would deny
United States citizens participatory rights in
a government that has the power to influence
their lives.

79 7
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b. An orderly and phased program should be adopted
for federal or tribal assumption of financing
the services now provided by the state. In
other reckmmendations, the Commission contemplates
the continuation of services to reservations
even if they exercise fdll and sovereign govern-
mental powers. It is our xecommendation that
if a transfer of governmental powers is to come
about, the responsibilities in the provision
of services and benefits should also be trans-
ferred. Such arrangements, however, should not
result in any net reduction in services to Indian
citizens, so that governmental change does not
result it adverse economic or social effects
for Indiim citizens.,

c. In essence then, we rec mend the establishment
.of Indian reservations Ls separate federal
entities. The Digtrict of Columbia serves as
a model of a separate federal entity already in
existence. It would be hoped that the establish-
ment of such a separate federal entity might
alleviate the many problems eminating from
fhe combined federal and state jurisdiction
in existence now. The reservations and tribal
governments have long existed within state boun-
daries and jurisdiction. If entities would be
created separate from the state, sovereignty
could become a reality for Indian people. The

' state would no longer be an added burden for
the tribes ln dealing with the federal government.
The state and reservation/tribal governments
could deal with one another as equals. State and
tribal governments would not answer to each
other; however, bothliould still answer to the
federal government.4P

n

However, before any actions are taken the question
of becoming a separate federal entity should be
put io the people of the effected jurisdiction.
Without expressedoapproval and support by
residents, the creation of a separate entity could
not be implemented.

d. Should Indian reservations become separate federal
entities, there would be a need for federal con-
trol and assistance in certain matters of state-
reservation sovareignty. Federal legislation
would have to be forthcoming to define state-
reservation jurisdictions and limits of power.
To avoid disregard for the law, extradition
problems and full faith and credit agreements .

would be necessary. The federal government would
have to provide assurances to both the tribal
reservations and the state that such agreements
would be reached before the sepv.i.ate federal
entity status could be attained.
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0. Consideration should also be given to potential
jurisdiction problems with other local units
of government Currently having jurisdiction
.in the relevant areas. Under the federal entity
status a single unit of government would have
to accept responsibility for jurisdiction. This

would mean other political subdivisions would
come under the main jurisdiction. Another
possibility might be-the phasing out of other
units of local government to avoid duplication of
responsibilities and conflict.

part of the implementation might be the purchase
of non-Indian owned land on the reservation
if the owners wanted to leave the reservation

boundaries. This wouild alleviate jurisdiction
problems encountered in tribal control of
Indian lands deeded to non-tribal members. Non-
tribal members electing to stay within Indian.
land boundaries would come under tribal Juris-
diction without a voice in tribal government.

f. Should the Indian reservations become separate
federal entities, provisions would have to be
arranged for adequate congressional representation.

3. Increasing limits of penal powers of tribes from $500/

6 months jail sentence to $1000/1 year jail sentence.
We recommend that you'concur in this recommendation.

4. Allowing Federal Money and Programs to Flow to the

Tribes Directly. We recommend endorsement of this
proposal.

5. Tribal Power to Tax on Reservations. We recommend that
you express the view that if all of the individuals
subject to taxation by tribal governments are equitably
represented in that government, then the power to

tax should not be withheld. Taxation should only
apply to those having a voice in tribal government.

6. Control of Waterways, Fishing and Hunting on the

Reservation.

It is difficult to assess the impact of this recom-
mendation because the limits of tribal and state
jurisdiction are not clearly defined. While we
recognize the Indian peoples rights to these natural

resources through treaty, executive order and case
law interpretation, we must also recognize the
inherent potential for dispute. The long-term
boundaries and limits of the natural resources control

would have to be clearly defined, avoiding state-
tribal overlap while providing flexibility to both.
Specific delimiting factors would have to be clarified
before any evaluation could be completed.

9 9
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7. The shifting of Indian education control from state

and local government to the tribal governments. .

We recommend the increasing of control by Indian
people over any federal or tribal educational systems.

These systems.are primarily operated'by the Bureau
of Indian Affiirs and should be responsive to Indian

needs. The state educational system, however, is

for the benefit of all citizens of the state and as

such must be responsive to all citizens, -Indians and

non-Indians alike.

It is suggested.that there be expanded Indian parti-
cipation in educational systems'ili two ways. The
first way would be to use the election of local school
board members as an opportunity tojgain membership
on the local school board. Electing a school board
member to represent them would provide direct repre-
sentation for Indian people. The second alternative
might'be the'fOrmation of Indian-staffed advisory
groups to provide local school boards with input.
This input should concern issues that in general
fhpact Indian people, and in particular impact Indian

students. The advisory groups might also encourage
other Indian citizens to run for and participate
in local school boards. This advisory group would
be asked for recommendations when questions pertaining
to Indian affairs arise. Both of these alternatives
would provide more control over education utilizing
the system and methods now available.
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nedarlandse actiegroep roord-ornerikaanse indiaren
contrast kontektaidree:M.v.Kinte-Kooke

Karngree 23
Rotterdam
tarmo ereatki
gromeosoo
dark60.2319.35£3 abh

OUrCh eammooNtion, promoting the interests& the North-America, INDIANS

rot Report marn. April 25, '77

Senator annals Aboureak, ohairman
Amerioan Indian Policy Review Commiseion
New Senate Offics Building
Washington DO

Dear Mr. Abouresk,

On behalf of the RANAI, a Dutch foundation to support the

NorthAmeriosn IndianscI. want to make you a coMpliment. for

the firm stand yOu use to take in defending the rights of the

Indian.people in the United States.

Reoently we learned about ths report whioh has.beon released

by ybur Commission, and we wondr, specially now ihst it is

said to be very controversial, if it would be posoible for us

to obtain a oopy.

Puthermore we 'want to.aak you if you feel sure that the revision

vf the nosition.of the tribal governments does not create a

possibility for the State and/or. Federal Overnment to justify

their own neglecting bac:muse they do not any longer consider

'things to be their duty (like.the Federal Orivertmenr d14 in

the poc4 after several of its commitmento were tranon.itted to

the State!). WL think about situatiens like on Pine Ridge

during the administration of Dick Wileon, when none of the

higher authorities seemed to bother that Wilson woe in fact'

turning a demoorstic form of government into a dictatorial one.

We hope that after the revisions ao suggested by your

Commission this will and can not be the ease. Thank you.

Faithfully yours.

Margreet Anceaux,
seoretary of the NANAI.

oi
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=SOD° Rz W. TAILOR
TO* N. 1171312)12101 ITMIXT

ARLINOTON. MOM& IMO*

April 18, 1977

Ernest L. Stevens, Director
American Indian Policy Review Commission
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Ernie:

Thank you for sending me i copy of "Tentative Final
Report" and telated papers.

I regret the necessity for a critical response.

Time constraints prevented ma from following the
suggested procedure; I would have had to attenpt to rewrite
every chapter.

Since you wmre kind enough to offer me an opportunity
to comment I have set down some thoughts about policy issues
I believe to be crucial.

I understand that these comments will become a part
of the formal record of the Commission.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

Theodore W. Taylor

8 02
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Theodore W. Taylor, Professorial Lecturer, Camp Wtshington University;
Consultant; Former Deputy Commissioner, Bureau of Indian
Affairs; Author the States and Their Indian Citizens, 1972.

Commentary on "Tentative Final Report" of the American Indian Policy

Review COmmission (no date on report but transmitted to mm

under cover letter dated April 5, 1977)

Date of comments: April 18, 1977

The American Indian Policy Review Commission had a golden opportunity

to set forth an objective statement of the Indian condition in relation to

the rest of society in the United States. Had such a review been made,

various policy options, Analysis and evaluation thereof, end well reasoned

recomzendations could have been put forward for consideration. This would

have provided.* sound basia'for decision.

-: This opportunity was missed ln'ths Commiasion's "Tentative Final Report."

Hopefully the "Final Report" will be improved, but the time schedule

probably will not permit the complete reorientation, new research, and rewrite

that would be required. All those dedicated to an honorable and'workable

O Indian polici cannot help but be saddened by this result.

The one bright light was the recognition by Congressman Lloyd Meads,

Vice Chairman, of the broader context of Indian policy considerations. In
;

'view of the incomplete, one sided, poorly organized, poorly written, and poorly

edited text of the tentative report, Congressman Deeds' wall written dissenting

views were valuable in calling attention to some of the basic issues that need

analysis and attention. 3ome of these wore not considered by the tentative

report and others wore treated in a one sided and inadequate manner.

My comments follow on what I consider to be some of tho important issues:

803
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My statement on some aspects of Indian history may be found in The States

and Their Indian Citizens, 1972, PP 1.-73. Many related considerations and facts

are pointed out that ire not mentioned in chapter 1 of the "Tentative Final

Report." The "deathwatch" prose of Chapter ; presents a particular elev. It

does not present other views. The presentation is not objective.

Certainly there were sins of commission and omission, on both sides. Many

things happened that most people regret. The Iroquois decimated the Hurons. The'

Europeans invaded North America. No one alive today was responsible for either

event. We do not have to accept the fanits or virtues of our ancestors. A

review of the history of Indian affairs by the Commission should not be for the

purpose of establishing emotional anguish and guilt, but to understand how things

. cAMO.to be as they are now. Chapter 1 does net do a scholarly job of'tracing the

change of Indians from Sovereign groups, to dependent groups, to becoming citizens

of the United States. I do not find an analysis in chapter 1 of the implications

of United States and state citizenship for Indiana; Indian participation in WW I

and II; Indian.participation in school boards, state and national legislatures,

and in executive appointments; Indian participation and leaiirship in industry;

state Indian commissions; the Governor's Interstate Indian Council; the change

in Indian culture bothoon and off the reservation; the divisions of viewpoint in

Indian communities between traditionalists and others; the wvement of many indians

to metropolitan areas and its significance;.the impact of Indian population Pressure

on Indian resources; the responsibility, in part, of the Indian for lard sales that

he (the Indian) insisted on; the political realities surrounding the Allotment Act

(see pp 224-225, The States...); and tho increasing involvement over time of states

in services to Indians.

Self-government provisions of the Indian Reorganization Act (INA) for

incorporaion and taking over of many responsibilAties from the Secretary of

s 4
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Interior, including Indian resources, were only exercised by three small tribes

(The SOU) p. 24). The'Opportunity was there. It was not exercised.

Commissioner Myst offered multiple options to tribes; few took advantage of

them (The States... pp 60, 160).

Progress results from involvement and desire. The Indians control their

involvement, accep.ance and pace of change. This has been true for most of this

century and is certainly true today. This aspect of Indian responsibility, at

least in Bart, for their current condition is ignored in the report.

Ths promotion of increased subsidy and services without corresponding

responsibilities in the report does not live up to the goal of self-sufficiency

stated by tribel.leaders (The States... p. 256), and perhaps best stated inL1879

.by Chief Joseph of the Nez Perce Indians;

Treat all men akike. Give them all the same law. Give..
them all an even chance to live and grow.

All men were made.by the same asset Spirit Chief. They
are all brothers.'

The Mather Earth is the Mother of all people, and people
should have equal rights upon it.

Wa only ask an even chance to live 88 othnr men live. We
ask to be recognized as men.

Leese be a free man . . . Free to work, free to trade, free to
choose mY teachers, free to follow the religion of my fathers,
free to thinX.and talk and act for myself--and I will obey
every law or Tubmit to the penalty.

Sovereignty

It is reparted that sore foreigners were visiting the Commissioner of

Indian Affairs and asked: "How can tribes)avs a separate sovereignty when all

Indians are citizens of the United States?"

The tribeseat one time had sovereignty. But they moved from that Statea

to dependent groups. Treaty making ceased in 1871. Citizenship for all Indians

was effected in 1924. Indians are also citizens of the states wherein they

reside.

Statutes and court decisions over the years reflect this changing status.

4.

605
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!

ILS of theM are analyzed in the report (ch. 2) and Congressman Heeds' comments.

The court cases and the law leave a foggy area. It shOuld be cleared up.

To me it is not consistent with the constitution to believe that a citizen

of the United States can have a sovereignty that derives from some other source
el

.than the federal or state governments as representatives of the people. It is

4asy to understand how the myth of a separate "Indian seizereignty" came about.

It used to be true.

The "Tentative Final Report" attempts to enshrine this myth. It would thus

provide a basis for perpetuation of a license to have all of the advantages of the

greater society, including a considerable subsidy, without the accompanying

., responsibilities, any special interest gtoup would go for finaucial underwriting

by the general taxpayer and at the same time complete freedom as to their actions.

.-One cannot blame some Indian zealots for trying. However, one can be aghast at

the acieptanCe of this view by an official governmental commission.

Congress should state bluntly that, as citizens of the United States, Indians

have no separate sovereignty. The act should mike clear that such governmental

authorities as tribes exercise are on the basis of federal statutes. For those

tribes not under the IRA or other federalstatutesaegislative provisions should

be provided. Everyone agrees, even the authors of the "Tentative Final Report,"

that Congress has power to legislate on all Indian matters.

Federal Trust ResponsibilitY

Federal trust responsibility for Indian land was establisd to protect that

land. It was adopted on the assumption that Indians were not competent to manage

the laud themselves in the context of the larger society by which they had been

engulfed. The trust responsibility extends only to the land and related resources

such as minerals, range, and timber.

Other services such ea education, welfare, health, and tribal assistance are

voluntary governmental actions and not of a trust nature. However, in the main,
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they are provided to groups with trust land. Of course, the goveroment offi-.

"dials administering such voluntary services home a fiduciary.reaponsibility

to the Congress.and the taxpayer to see that public funds are spent in an

affective mennei for the purioies for which appropriated.

The trustee directs the use of that for which he le responsible, in this

case, the use of indien land. The Indians.chafs under this direction.

The "Tentative Final Report" wants it both says: it wants tribal control

over tribal resources (land, timber, minerals) but wants t,e federal govern-

ment to continue to ba responsiblWAses 7-49 and 7-37). -

Thie means, the Indians are to control Ilse, but if the use results in

adverve affects the trustee (the federal government) is responsible and subject

to suit in court and payment of money damages (funded, by general taxpayer.).

TWo dramatic examples (not mentioned in the report) exist today: papago.

and Navajo rangelands are heavily overgrazed. As trustee, the Secretary of

Inl1srior, through the DIA, is responsible for apPropriate management of these

l dr to maximiwthe income to the Indian owners consistent with maintaining

productivitymf the land. This is not being done. Since at least the

30s, when the Department tried to restrict Navajo grazing, the trustee has

ot carried out his responsibility. U. has yielded to Indian demands. Over-

rasing continues. Top soil from the Navajo reiervation is fillins up Colorado

River reservoirs. Continuation of present policy will be disastrous to the

land on both reservations. The Secretary will be responsible. Not only will

the Indians and the nation have lost an irreplaceable resource, but the govern-

went will be subject to a court judgment for monetary damages.

This issue of proper exorcise of the trusteeship is treated only from a

one sided view in the report. Its relationship ta the broader society is

Savored. The trustee should exercise his trusteeship. If the Indians. backed

by the general public, will not lot him exercise his trusteeship responsibil-

ities, the trusteeship should cease. The Indians should have the responsibility

80 7
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No ,,,/ . .

if tbay>fIave the control. To do otherwise mesas that ws subsidise them "eat-

,.
,

I

. inirtheir cake and,having it, too." .

Z-7/
Self-determiostion, even if not defloed ae to its msening,%s certainly

inconsistsne with mints:mace of trust responsibility.

So called "termination" (oh. 10) weal:laically elimination of the trust

. 1
s

responsilibity Of the federal government and turning over the respoisibility

to the Indians themselves or the states. in ibis sense, everyone in the United

States is "terminated" except the Indians. Removal of trust does not affect

Indian ownsitship of land or other resources. It merely removes the federal

supervision of such reeources. So tribes were never "terminated." They con-

tinued as entities if they desired to do so. The federal trust responsibility

was "terminated."

Self-Determination

Very few individuals or groups have self -determiestion in the fullest

sense. Those with adequate resources have maximum freedom to determine their

own destiny. Sut even they are limited by socially imposed controls such as

statutes relating to crimes, traffic regulations, or informal community mores.

When an individual or alroup is economically dependent, then the degree of

self-determination ielriessened. Those under the supervision,of a trustee are

likely to beSves sore circumscribed.

"Self-determination" panned with Indians has not been defined. I believe

it is completely misleading. As some Indians suspect, if carried very far it

may lead to
"self-termination" --that is, the cutting off of the trust reap= -

sibility of the federal government end perhaps a threat to continued special

subsidies-of other kinds.

The DIA thoroughly confused Indians with this slogan of "self-determination."

It led Indians to believe that advisory school boards would have final authority

in s DU operated school, even though
the =was responsible for the school.

93-440 0 78 - 53,
()8
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Ehe Indians were led to believe that they could_select superintendents and

ether BLA employees on the reservation, even though such were employees of the

Bureau and responsible as members of a federal agency to the general public as

mell as to the Indians. In fact, the Indians have largely followed up this

belief, and the Bureau has capitulated. So we have one or more area directors

(in charge of BIA regional offices) and some Superintendents (in charge of

agencies) and heade of Real Estate Management and other programs whose primary

loyalty is to their tribe or tribes, and only secondarily to the commissioner

or his representative. This would be applauded if public tax revenues and

trunt responsibilities were not involved. But they are.

Indian policy makers must "fish or cut bait." Either the Secretary and

BLA must carry out their responsibilities, or these responsibilities must be

transferred to the /adieus themselves. The present situation is aaalogous to

giving a fox the key to the hen house, whore the fox is the Indian group and

the hen house is 01 public treasury.. Congress must act.

Shrinkage of Indian Land Base

Much Indian acreage has changed hands. Indians used to have freedom to

roam the North, Central and South American continents. Depending on the date

selected, there has been erosion of the base, and it is vividly outlined in

chapter 1 and chapter 7 (pp 7-20 to 7-22) of the "Tentative Final Report."

The Indians have played a vital part in this shrinkage since the General

Allotment Act of 1887. Allottees were not forced to sell their land. They

vented to sell it for cash. Few reservations were allotted without the consent

of the tribe. In general land ceded"was done by agreement with the tribe. The

proceeds of the sale of ceded land went to the tribe. If the tribe wanted the

land more than the money, it need not have ceded; if it changed its mind after

cession, the tribe would have taken the proceeds of the sale and purchased land.

Did they? No.
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The report states:

Indian opinion is overwhelming that the importance of
a stable .and adequate tribal land base cannot be over-

emphasised. Their economic security and development of
tribal economics depend on it; the very aurvival of Indian
cultures and the permanency of Indian tribes as goVernmental
units depend on it (p. 7-20).

This statement may be a statement of belief, but it is not supportable.

The Indian land base, under present use, is inadequate to provide "economic

security." Tribal investment for eeonomic gain may be squandered in non-

economic ictivities on a reservation. Investment outside of tribal lands may

in SOCA instances, prove to be more profitable. With tribal population growing

at over twice the national average, population pressure will increase. There

is no possibility of providing an agricultural or mineral land base for all

Indians. This is why voluntary relocation of Indians has taken place. They

go where the economy provides jobs. They go to live permanently, or just to

obtain cash and return to the reservation.

Why is the tribal land base necessary for the"survival of Indian culture"

and the "permanency of /ndian tribes as governmental units?" Those portions of

Indian culture considered valid by Indians will survive, regardless of the size

of a tribal land base. Indian communities could arrange for local government .

under state law with all land being individually and/or tribally owned.

Menominee was a Wisconsin county for a while.

Many Indian groups and Indian individuals have come into large sums of

money from time to time, from mineral royalties, judgments of Indian claims,

and sale of other assets. If the compulsion for increasing the land base was

fk overwhelming (especially the tribal land base) one would think that the

majority of such funds would have been invested in land purchases. Has this

been"the case? No. More likely it was expended in per capita payments to

members. The individual Indians are more interested in the csh. Crow and

Navajo have purchased acidities+ lands, but they represent the exceptions;
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even in these two instances the greats* rtion of their cash income has not

been invested in land.

Sometimes there is ia difference between rhetoric and fact. The ."Tenta-

tive Final Report" should Mee Weed the difference.

States

The states are largely ignored by the tentative report. In chapter 6

dealing vith federal administration there is no mention of themes a possible

vehicle for the adndnistration of Indian matters except to question the deaiv-

ery of federal domestic ansistance programs through the states (p. 6-70 and

6-71). Unavoidably, too, the states are mentioned in chapters 5 and 8 since

many vital services to Indian communities are provided by the states. Welfare

(p. 8-1), health care (p. 8-35), and education (p. 8-111), law and order

(p. 5-100 ff.), and child placement (p. 8-10) involve state services.

Nearly 70 percent of Indian students attend public elementary and second-

ary schools (p. 8-111) operated under state etatutes.

My analysis of state potential in Indian affairs ia covered in The States

chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6. These chapters cover information that certainly should

be considered in any review of the current Indian situation and options for

dealing with it.

Our federal system is vary flimable. States can legislate for local

jurisdictions in infinite variety. Perhaps this option deserves a hard look.

The "Tentative Final Report" ignores this option.

Changing_National Polic es

Population locatioa pol cy, popul e, inc strategy approach to

welfare, revenue sharing, an job crea ion are e of areas where federal

actions may have considerable imp on the ecology of the Indian situation.

I wrote about them in 1972 (The States... pp 110-112). There may be other key
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. policies the commission staff skeuldsconeider i&1977, five years later, in

oonnectionwith its overview of th Indimprelationship to the larger society.

I aste* with th "Teetst WO. Report" that the federal government has

obligations t,1ana with reiaining federal connection. But these obligations

aro limited in scope. They determination of reservation boundaries and the

u accnkate description Of trust determination of Indian watecrights; resolu-

tion of the heirship land Atuatio , unilaterally if the Indians cannot collaborate

on an acceptable formula; payments to states in lieu of taxes as
/
long as Indian

land is non-taxable; settlement of Indian claims; help in developing effective

tribal government (The States... pp 115-120).

Self-sufficiency to the same extent as. other groups and individuals is the

goal. Without Indian desire and involvement it will not be obtained. But I think

there is a desire and there will be involvement if a clear-cut sensible Indian

policy is legislated by the Congress.
ms,

In any event,.I do not believe there is a perpetual obligation by the rest

of us to the Indian minority (The States... p. 125). This view is not mentioned

in the tentative report.

The policy issues discussed above are important to Indians and non-Indians alike.

Other issues that / have not mentioned are presented by Congressman Meade.

The Congress needs to address these iSeues.

Perhaps a topical list of issues could be developed by House and Senate

committee staffs from the tentative report and related comments. Hearings could

be held. If there were sufficient consensus, specific legislation could be

considered.
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CENTRAL COUNCIL

a/ Se

tiara anb haiba melians o alaska

130 iswattl kata/ Rs. 412 Mos% Asks 011101

(E07) 1444204 31441101 at 5164293

Nampow DPItions 10071 2163404

April 23, 1977

Senator James S. Abourezk
Chairman
'American Indian Policy Review Commission
House Office Building Annex No. 2
Second and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear P. Chairmen:

On behalf of the "'limit & Heide Indian Tribes of Alaska and our
Central Council, I wok. first express our deep appreciation to you, the
other members, and the stiff of the Commission for the momentous job
you have done in reviewing the Indian policy of the United States. I

am sure the hope of the Tlingit & Maids Indians that the report and
recommendations of the Commission will guide the course of the Indian
policy of the Nation for years to core, is shared by moat Native
.Americans. To all who contributed we say: well done!

We, of course, are most especially interested in the Commission's

finding (No. 6, p. 12-28) that; "The Tlingit & Heide Indiana constitute
a mingle tribal entity of which the Central COuncil is the general and

supreme governing body," and in its recommendation (No. 2, p. 12-32)

that: "Congress should enact legislation confirming that the Tlingit
& Raids Indians constitute a single tribal entity of which the Central
Council is the general and supreme governing body."

We endorse and support this findfhg and the companion recommendation

wholeheartedly. Indeed, at its last meeting in Juneau, after thorough
consideration by the delegates, the Central Council on April 7, 1977
unanimously resolved -

that the President of the Central Council is
authorized and directed to seek the eneelvent by
Congress of legislation reaffirming the status of the
Tlingit & Heide Indian Tribes as a sovereign and single
tribal entity and reaffirming the status of the Central
Council as the general and supreme governing body of
such entity: provided that nothing in such legislation
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should,eliminate the eligibility of any other
qualified Native village or community organisation
within or under the jurisdiction ofthe Central
ecrincil to reeeive benefits under"P.L. 93-638,
the Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act, 88 Stat. 2203. 1/

A bill that we believe would implement the recommendation of the

Commission and the resolution of the Central Council is attached hereto

se appendix B. We respectfully urge its early consideration and
enactment.

Although it is disturbing to us, in light of what Congress has
done in the pest, to have now to seek such legialation the reasons
why we feel it is necessary are suggeated in the tentative final report
of the Commission (pp. 12-5, 12-14 & 15, 12-17 thru 19). In a nutshell
they are that certain officers of the BIA simply refuse to recognize
that Congress has confederated the Tlingit.& Heide Indians into a
single tribal entity and constituted the Central Council as the general
and supreme governing body thereof.

Since 1935, Congress has addressed the status of the Tlingit &
Heide Indian Tribes and the Central Council in connection with several
acts, most iMportantly those of June 19, 1935 (40 Stat. 388), August
19, 1965 (79 Stat. 543), July 13, 1970 (84 Stat. 431; 25 U.S.C. 1211)
and December 18, 1971 (85 Stat. 688; 43 U.S.C. 1601

1935 Act

In this act, by which the Court of Claims was invested with juris-
diction to determine our historic claims against the United States,
Congress referred to the "Tlingit and Heide Tribes" (sec. 1); dealt

with them as an entity (passim); and assigned to the central council
the task of compiling a roll of their members (sec. 7). See also Tlingit
& Haida Indians of Alaska, et al. v. United States, 147 Ct. Cl. 315,

177 F. Supp. 452 (1959); 182 Ct. Cl. 130, 389 F.2d 778 (1968). 2/

1/ Resolution No. 77-78-2 of the Central Council. A copy of the
complete resolution is attached hereto as appendix A.

2/ For example, in the second paragraph of the last cited opinion
the court states:

By our decision of October 7, 1959 . . . we held
that.the Indians, as a tribe, had established aboriginal
Indian title to six designated areas on the Alaskan
(footnote cont'd. over)
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1965_,Act

'Reporting, by letters of March 16 and March 10, 1965, to the
Chairmen of the Senate and House Interior Committees, respectively,
on the need for the 1965 legislation, the,Undersecretary of the Interior
acid in part:

We feel that the aubstitution of the proposed new
language for sections 1, 7 and 8 of the 1935 act will
provide much greater administrative flexibility'.for this
Department end for the Indians in programming a Tlingit
and Heide award. yurthermore, it will create a repmen-

. tative t o ernin bod with a 1 the aut orit neces-

sary to WorkwthteBureaufifindianfairsa wtte
smaller o zed rou s of ts nd Haida7-117-17671FRen

the Indians during t e_nast 30 veers. (Emphasis supplied)l

At the hearings before the House Subcommittee on Indian Affairs
on the bill that eventuated in the 1965 act, Congressmen Haley, chair-
man of the subcommittee, asked the following question of Interior's
principal witness, Mr. Graham E. Holmes (then Assistant Commissioner
for Legislation, BIA), and received the following answee:

Mr. HALEY. I want to know, Mt. Holmes, the urgency of
this matter. Is there some overriding urgency involved here?
wont to know is this an organized tribe? Is there somebody

we can deal with here.

822

I understand there are about 15 different clans or what-.
ever you have here and as far'ss I have been able to find out,
there is no legal organization [with] which the Bureau of
Indian Affairs may deal. I want to hear something along that
line.

(cont'd.)

archipelag" by their exclusive use and occupancy
of that territory from time immemorial. In redress
for the uncompensated and uncontested taking by the
United States, equitable and just compensation, as
provided for in the Act, was held owed to the Tlingit
And Haida tribes. (Emphasis supplied)

* *

1/ Letters reprinted in Hearings on H.R. 874 Before the Subcomm. on
/ndian Affairs of the House Comm. on Interior and Insular AfYiEs,
Elnh Cong., lst Sess., ser. 4, at ancalun. AspinafTria
110 (to chm. Jackson) (1965).
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Mr. HOLMES. That is one of the problems involved. Now,

under the present law, in the 1935 act, there is a provision
for a central committee but there is no provision in the act
for arriving st or determining how the central committee is
to be mule up.

of Indians time a group

of these people band together they call themselves the central
, committee and they apparantly can speak and have as good a
claim to being the central committee as the group that we feel
in more representative. jropose4 bill cures this situation
because it sets uo a method ogAplecting a representative group
which can Ise -kilt Withxylpan-he recognized as representing
the Tlingit and Raids peogil_zenerallv, w ereas under the present
law there is not any way in determine how the central committee

--is to be selected and there is really no official organization
that is organised under any of the statutes of the United States
with a recognisable organisation. (Emphasis supplied) k

The Senate Report (S. Rept. No. 159, 89th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1965)), 1/ which accompanied the bill that eventuated in the 1965
act, describes the need for the legislation in part as follows:

Because the 1935 law did not specify how the central
council would be estab4ishCd and function, to recognized
representative tribal geverning bodv has ex ate , and t is
rirriers severe handicap to the tribe and to the Bureau
of Indian Affairs in arriving at a consensus of how the
judgment should be used. (Emphasis supplied)

The House Report (H. Rept. No. 521, 89th Cong., lst Sess. (1965)) 1/
notes that the 1965 legislation was intended to amend the 1935 act in
three principal respects:

* *

2. The existing Central Counc.,l'of the Tlingit and
Heide Indians is reco nlzed, provide' its future members are
elected Øurauant re ru es and regulations found by the Secretary

1/ Hearinas, cited in preceding note, at 16.

2/ Reprinted in Hearings., earl, at 108 et sea.

1/ Reprinted in Hearings, supra, at 115 et leg,
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of the Interior-adequate to assure fair representation of
the Tlingits and Holds@ wherever they may live in the United
States or Canada. (Enchasis supplied)

. 3. The council is authorized to prepare plans for the
use of the judgment money, including per capita distribu-
tion, and .the Secretary of the Interior la authorized to
prepare a roll of persons of Tlingit.or.lizids blpod
residing In various communities or areas of the United

- States or Canada on the date of the act. Actual use tit
distribution of the .fUnde will, however, await a further
set of Congress, except for those needed for organiza-
tional, administrative and litigation expenses, and the
like.

While it la undisputed that a principal focus of the Congress
and the Department of the Interior in 1965 was on enhancing the
organisational capacity of the Tlingit anS Heide Indians to prosecute
their claims against the Government and to administer the anticipated
proceeds, it is equally clear that it was intended and contemplated
that the Central Council provided for by the 1963 act, when organized
in accordance with the requirements thereof, watt to be recognized as
the general and supreme governing body of the Tlingit and Heide Indiana
fer all purposes, and not jUst for those related to their claims.

No other conclusion can be squared with the history of the 1965 act.

That history also demonstrates beyond cavil that the act ws under-
stood and intended 1) to superimpose the Central Council as a reg:onal
governing body over Tlingit and Heide villages and communities without
regard to whether they had-previously organized under the Indian Re-
organization Act..!And 2) to settle, once and for all, the issue of what.
organization would be recognized as representative of the.Tlingit &
Hilda Tribes as a whole.

Following enactment of the 1965 act, the Central Council organized
under the rules of election approved b9 the Secretory of the Interior
and a conatitution. Copies of these documents are attached hereto as
appendices C and D,respectively.

As can be seen from the rules of election, the Central Council is
a democratically elected body, truly representative of all 9p Tlingit
and Holds Indians.

Article I of the constitution of the central Council provides:

4
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The functione of the Central Council of the Tlingit and
-Raids Indians of ALMA shall be to serve as the general
governing body of.thellingit and Heide Indians of Alaska,
to promote their welfare, and to exercise the powers granted

by the Act of June 19, 1935 (49 Stat. 388), as amended by
the Act .of August 19, 1965 (79 Stat. 543), and such other

powers as It may lawfulo exercise.or be granted.

Section 1 of Article V in part provides:

.
Subject to spilleable laws and regulations of the United

. States, the Central Council shall have full powers to govern,
conduct and manage the affairs and property of the Tlingit
and Heide Indians of Alaska, including, without limitation,
the following:

* *

b. To negotiate and enter into contracts with persons
and entities of every kind and description, public
and private;

'a a a

f. To coneult with and advise sny end all persons,
officers, and entities, public and private, con-
cerning subjects end matters affecting the
interests of the Tlingit and Saida Indians of
Alaska.

S. To charter or otherwise authorize and provide for
the organization of enbordinate groups or entities
to perform governmental or proprietary functions
for the Tlingit and Saida Indians of Alaska, and
to delegate to such subordinate groups or entities
such powers as it shall decide under such rules
and regulations and subject to such limitations
and conditions as it shall prescribe;

* a

The Central Council has been operating under these organic docu-

ments for more than a decade with the full knowledge and approval of the

Congress and the Department of the Interior.
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1970 Act

The 1965 act stipulated, should the Tlingit & Heide Tribes recover a
judgment against the United Strtes, that the funds appropriated to pay
the same should'"not be available for advances, except for such amounts
as may be necessary to pay attorney fees, expenses of litigation, organi-
zational, operating and administrative expenses of the official Central
Council, and expenses of program planning, until'after legislation has
been enacted that sets forth the purposes for which said funds shall
be used."

In January 1968, the Tribes recovered a judgment against the
United States in the totl amount of $7,546,053.80, and Congress appro-
priated funds to pay this judgment in July of that year.

Bills providing for the use and disposition of the judgment funds
were introduced in both houses of Congress in 1969, and extensive
hearings were held, particularly by the Senate Subcommittee on Indian
Affairs, in 1970. 1/

By testimony, written communications, and the subbission of exhib-
its for the record, the President of the Central Council thoroughly
informed both the Senate and House subcommittees about the organization,
operations, and accomplishments of the Central Council.

Writing on March 6, 1970, to Senator McGovern, chairman of the
Senate subcommittee, he pointed out:

The Centre]. Council functions as the general governing
.clit.dan_boyofthenin,itanlcuans.Thecoupenwasrecogniesta.lisan officia:*ofox the

governance of the Tiingit and Heide Indians by an act of
Congress approved in 1965. This act required the Co4ncil

, to prepare and submit for approval to the Secretary ON e
Interior a set of rules for the election of delegates tha

1/ Hearings on S. 2628 and S. 2650 Before Senate Subcommittee on
Indian Affairs of Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs, 91st Cong.,
2nd Sess. (1970).
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would insure that the Council would be representative and
democratic. The Rules of Election formulated by tfie Council
and approved by the Secretary in 1966. together with the
Emetitution of the Counell. are the principal organic docu-
ments of the Tfingit nd-Haida xndlens. . . .

The Rules, aMong other things, designate the communi-
ties eligible to elect delegates to the Central Council
(there are le such communities at the present time), and
prescribe the terms of delegates, the qualifications of
electors, the representational formula, and the duties of
local election officials. They also set out the procedures
for the nomination of candidates, for the registration of
voters, for the conduct of pleotions, and for the casting
of absentee ballots.

The Constitution eatablishes the Central Council as
dc_Iir_k_a_theleiralloverni:boi-tndHaidaIndians

at,olesthat,eieiglytethelawsarldingreldregulationsof
the United States, it shill have, among others, the powers to
acquire and dispose of property; to enter into contracts; to
borrow and raise money; to employ persons to render profes-
sional, technical and other services; to authorize the use and
expenditure of funds belonging to the Tlingit and Heide Indians;
and to authorize and provide for the organization of subordi-
nate entities to perform governmental and proprietary functions.
(Emphasis supplied) 9.../

Commenting on the Senate bills, as Acting Secretary of the Interior,
Russell E. Train observed that:

lhe 1935 Act . . . was further amended by the Act of
August 19, 1965 (79 Stat. 543), to provide for a Central
Council to represent the Tlingit and Heide Indians.

*

1/ Letter is reprinted in pearines cited in last previous note,
at 53-55.
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The Central Council of the Tlingit and Heide
Indians,Of Alaska islmesently Composed of delegate6
from 18 communities with representative population of-
Tlingit kind Heide Indians. a,

And ihe Department of the Interior itself inpplied Congress,
among the material sUbmitted with the Acting Secretary's comments,
Resolution NO. 68-69 - 2 of the Central Council, calling for the
organization or reorganization of the Tlingit and Haida communities
as constituent parts of the tentral Council, and the model community
constitution suggested for this purpose by the Central Council% i/

Constitutions along the lines of the model have since been
adopted by most; if not all, of the communities represented on
the Central Council. It is the Community Councils organized in
this manner, as conetituent and'aubordinate parts of theXentral
Council, that are now fUnctioning as the general governing bodies
of these cOmMunities.

Having thoroughly reviewed the organic documents, structures,
operations and achievements of the Central Council, the Interior
Committees of both houses of Congress filed reports to accompany
the judgment fund distribution bills that unequivocally set forth
their,understandings ofothe etatus of the Central CounciA.

The Senate reporA7states, without qnalification:

A 1965 statute authorized a Central Council Al
Ihe aovernine body of the Tlingit and_Haida Indians.
(Emphasis supplied) 1/

V Letter of Deeember 19, 1969, to Senator Jackson reprinted in
Xearinea, Auvra, at 2-4.

1/ Hearines'ouvre, at 33-36.

k S. Rep. No. 91848, 91st Cong., 2d Seas., 1, (1970).

It is noteworthy that the Senate eamittee was so impressed by the
organization and achievements of the Central Council that it con-
cluded the Council was fully capable of managing the funds and
(footnote cont'd. over)
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et

The HoUse report states, without limitation:

IkIder a 1965 statute a Central Council was
organized ss the governing_ bodv of the Tlincit anct
Heide Indians, and it has.been functioning effec-
tively since then. '(Emphasis supplied) k
In light of what preceded the filing of these reports, the use

of the definite (and exclusive) article "the," in the phrases "the
governing body," used therein was clearly considered and intentional. .

(cont'd.)

affairs of the Tingit & Haida Indian Tribes without supervision
by any outside agency, and reported a bill'authorizing use cif the
judgment funds by the Council from which the conventival require-
ments of the Secretarial oversight had been purposefully omitted.
The Committee stated:

The general pattern that has been used for most tithes in
reLent years when per capita distributions were not contem-
plated is to authorize the money to be used for any purpose
authorized by the tribe and approved by the Secretary of the
Interior after the Congress is satisfied that the tribe's
general plans are sound. However, in the case of the Tlingit
aad Haidaa,the Committee has stricken the language which would
make the tribal plans subject to being "approved by the Secretary
of the Interior." These Indians have demonstrated that they are
capable of managing their own-affairs. They have developed
sound plans for the use of their juu'iment,funds and the Committee
believes they can carry out those plans Without any oversight by
the Secretary. S. Rep., suora4 2.

1/ H.R. Rep. No. 91-881, 91st Cong., 2d Sess., 1 (1970).
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1171Act.

Again and again, in connection with its consideration of pro-
posals to settle the overall claims of the Alaska Natives (which
culminated in the Alaska Native Claims SettleMent Act of December
18, 1971), the attention of Congress was called to the structure
and activities of the Central Council as the general governing
body of the Tlingit and Haida Tribes. 1/

Testifying before the Senate Interior Committee on Alien 29,
1971, the President of the Central Council referred again to the
fact that the Central Council is the general governing body of the
Tlingit and Haida Indians, and was granted leave by the chairman
to submit a sketch of the organization and accomplishments of the
Council for the record. Thereafter, he advised the chairman by
letter of May 7, 1971, that the additional material he desired to
present was contained in a document entitled; "Alaska Native Land
Claims and Post Settlement Planning," already a part of the record.

The document referred to is printed in Hearings on S: 35, et al.
Before Sen. Comm. on Interior and Insular Affs 92d Cong., let Sess.,
pt. 1, 357-361 (1971) and canvasses the organization and activities
of the Central Council as the general vverning body of the Tlingit &
Heide Tribes.

Sectipn 7 of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of December
18, 1971, in part provides:

For purposes of this Act, the State of Alaska shall
be divided by the Secretary within one yeae after the date
of enactment of this Act into twelve geographic regiOns,
with each region composed as far as practicable of Natives
having a common heritege and sharing common interetits. In
the absence of good cause shown to the contrary, such regions
shall approximate the areas covered by the operations of the
following existing Native associations:

* * *

(10) Tlingit-Haida Central Council (southeastern
Alaska, including Metlakatla);

* * *

c:

1/, See, e.g., Hearings on S. 1830 Before Senate Comm. on Interior and
Insular Affs., 91st Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 2, at 333 (1969) Hearings
on H.A. 13142, et al., Before House Subcomm. on Indian Affairs of the
Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., pt. II,
at 510 (1969); Hearings on S. 35 and S. 835 Before Sen, Comm. on In-
terior and Insular Ans. sena Cong., 1st Sess., pt. I, at .15/-5b1.(1971).
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The act specifically desigaated the Central Council as the
existing organization having exclusive authority and responsibility
on behalf of the Nativesof Southeast Alaska to implement its pro-
visions, including, among other things, to secure the organization
of the regional corporation for the Natives of southeastern Alaska
(Sealaska Corporation).

Three times since 1965 Congress has addressed issues involving
the organization for purposes of self government of the Tlingit &
Heide Indian Tribes.

In 1965, it was advised by the Department of the Interior of
the need to provide for the organization and recognigition of a
tribal governing body, truly representative of these Tribes, with
which the Department (wild deal, not just in connection with matters .

relating to their claims against the Government, but generally.

Congress responded by passing the 1965 Act, which it had been
informed by the Department would accomplish this purpose. The reports
of the Interior ComMittees which underlie that act show beyond cavil
that this is what Congress understood and intended to.be its effect.

Thereafter the Central Council was organized in accordance with
the requirements of the 1965 act under rules of election and a consti-
tution which expressly established it as the general and supreme
governing body of the Tlingit & Haida Tribes.

These documents and the operations of the Central Council since
its organization have subsequently been laid before and considered by
Congress in connection with the enactment of the Tlingit & Heide
judgment fund distribution act of 1970, and the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement_Act of 1971.

In their reports accompanying the bills that became the 1970
act, the Interior Committees of both houses of Congress unequivocally
stated their understandings that the Central Council organized unuer
the 1965 act is .".the governing body of the Tlingit and Haida Indians."

And, in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971, Congress
assigned the implementive and organizational responsibilities for the
Natives of,Southeast Alaska exclusively to the Central Council.

524
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In light of these acts of Congress and of their histories, there
can be no legitimate doubt that the Tlingit & Heide Indian Tribes have been
recognized by Congresa as a single tribal entity or that the Central Council

has been constituted as the general and supreme governing body thereof.

The legislation we seek is not intended to change the status mf

the Tlingit & Heide Tribes or the Central Council but simply to confirm
them in terms too clear to be evaded by the Bureau of /ndian Affairs.

It took the Tlingit and. Heide people many years to evolve a strong
central government that could speak and act for the Tribes as a whole.
As the history of the 1.965 act shows, until that time at least, the
Bureau actively assistrd us in par'efforts to constitute a Central
Council that, taking precedence.tver our numerous smaller clan, village
and community organizations, could function as the supreme governing
body of the Tlingit & Haida Tribes as a whole. The Central Council
is not the aggregate of smaller Tlingit and Haida organizations, rather
the latter are now subdivisions of the Council. The constituents of
the Central Council are all of the Tlingit and Heide Indians as indi-
viduals.

As the Commission remarks, for over six years the Central Council
has been managing the BIA's Southeast Alaska Agency and administering
Native affairs in that area under contract with the Department of the
Interior. The continuation of thia highly successful contract, one of
the first of.its ktnd, is presently threatened by the area directom's
misunderstanding of the legal nature of the Central Council ihd mis-
construction of the Indian Self Determination Act. His insistence on
the primacy, for purposes of the Self Determination Act, of such entities
as village councils organized under the Indian Reorganization Act, if
unchecked, will refractionalize the Tlingit & Haida Tribes - will restore
the very condition that the Congress, the Tlingit and Heide people, and
the Secretary of the Interior struggled so long to remedy. While he
arrays his undertaking to redivide our people end debilitate our strong
central government in the garments of idyllic democracy and the rhetoric
of local option, it still stinks of paternaliam and .of the bureaucrat's
hoary tactic uf "divide and dictate."

The legislation we propose to reaffirm the status of the Tlingit
& Heide Tribes and the Central Council would not eliminate the eligibility
of any of the otherwise qualified smaller organizations of Tlingit and
Haida Indians to apply for or receive benefits under the Self Determination
Act or any other act or program. It would simply confirm, as is the case
under existing law, that they are subordinate to the Central Council and
that, for purposes of federal laws and programs making benefits available
to Indian group's, the Central Council. is superior and takes precedence
over such smaller organizations where they -..ome into competition.
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We generally agree with and endorse the Commission's findings and

recommendations relative to Alaska.

Other than the Tlingit & Maids Tribes and the Central Council, we
know of no Native entity or governing body embracing the whole of an
ethnic group and/or the whole of a geographic region that has been
recognized as a tribal entity or governing body by the United States.

Provision should be made to permit other Native groups to organize

and be recognized along larger ethnic and/or regional lines so as to be
better equipped to receive and utilize the benefits-made available by
federal laws and programs for Native tribes and peoples.

We agree with the Commission's conclusion that, for purposes of

such .laws and programs, larger groups should generally be given precedence

over smaller, and tribal type organizations should generally be given pre-
cedence over other types (2,11., Native business corporations organized
under the Settlement Act).

The Central Council has had considerable experience in administering
the benefits made available under a variety of federal programs. .Such
administration requires.infrastructure, trained staff, and maney. The

experience of the CounCil is that it usually takes about the same amount
of these things to operate a program in one community as it does on a

region wide basis. Where a regional organization has the will and
capacity 'to provide a service to all or several of the Native communities

within its area, it quite simply offends the first principles of economics

and equity to permit one or more community organizations to attempt to

provide that service in a Single community. The people to be served are

no less constituents of the regional organization than they are of the
community organization and to permit one or more of the latter to tap

a resource that the regional organization propoaes to use for tne benefit
of all of its constituents is grossly inequitable to those.in other

communities.
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With respect to chapters 6, 7 and 8 of the Commissions tentative
final report we would offer the following comments.

Chapter 6

. The Central Council has a number of contracts with the state and
federal governments pursuant'to which it provides a variety of services
to the Natives of southeast Alaska. A few of these contracts are self
supporting but most require contributions in money or in kind from
the Council. Several of the current programs the Council is operating
under contracts, such as our housing, electrification and manpower
training programs, could not have succeeded had the Council not been
willing and able to defray the rather substantial front end coats of
procuring them. Other of our programa, for example our ACTION program
and our development planning program funded,in part by grants from the
Economic Development Administration, require continuous subsidization by
the Council.

At its laut meeting held earlier this month, the Council adopted
a budget that eliminates such subsidies beginning in fiscal year 1978.
The taking of this action was a traumatic experience for the delegates
for our communities have benefited greatly from assistance given by
the Council's planning staff and ACTION volunteers. But the.fact of
life is, if the Council is to remain solvent, it can no longer afford
to invade its modest capital resources (trust funds amounting to about
$5.5 million) to support programs that do not carry their own adminis-
trative burdens. Further, it is doubtful that the Council can long
continue to underwrite the front end costs of obtaining major new
programs to promote the social and economic development of our people.

Accordingly, we wholly support the recommendations contained in
Chapter 6 of the Commission's report that, if implemented, would result
in more complete and predictable funding of federal programs for
Native peoples.

While the Tlingit & Heide Tribes compose the third largest recognized
tribal entity in the United States in terms of population, our income
is modest. Currently, it consists largely of the interest earned on
our trust funds in the Treasury and of the "profits" we make on such of
the contracts we have that provide for the payment of part of the Council's
overhead expenses. Inflation ahd other factors are seriously impairing
'our ability to serve. 1/

I/ We would welcome an opportunity to expand on the need for more
complete funding of programs designed for the benefit of Native
tribes and peoples before the Congressional committees on Indian
Affairs.

2 7
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The Council is in the process of Preparing an analysis of the
Indian Financing Act that we hope.to pinsent to Congress on an appr -
priate occasion.. In summary,-hqwever, we have concluded that as
currently'interpreted and administered its benefits are Leing made
available in an unbalanced and inequitable fashion. The Tlingit & Heide
Tribes have found it of no benefit to them whatsoever. In fact, because
of MA's interpretetion of certain provisions, our members, on an in-
dividual basis, hive been denied eligibility.because the Central Council
had a small business loan program of its own. Ironically, we had to
terminate thid program in order to lift this chaqualification which the
BIA.gratuitously laid on our people.

Chapter 7

This chapter is somewhat disappointing to the Tlingit & Heide Tribes.
Wale the recommendations relative to economic development address several
specific problems, they do not focua on the most important of all, the
means 4y which tribes, particularly those with modest resources, can
assure their economic survival.

The programs of the Central Council are' top heavy In attempting
'to improve the social and economic conditions of our people. They
are designed to deal with'such things as the problems df our elderly,
of civil rights, of alcoholism, of cultural preservation and of inadequate
housing, health care, education and welfare. Needless to say these are
all of tremendous importance to our people but they all cost rather than
make money. The survival of a tribe as an entity requires that it be able
to make as well as to spend money and that it keep its income and outgo
fn balahce. An Indian tribe, no more than any other entity, can survive
if it continuously dips into its capital to finance current operations.
We feel the report is deficient in not addressing this most basic problem
and recommending means by which tribes without large non-wasting assets
or resources might secure an economic base to sustain itself as an entity.

One federal agency that is basically staffed and equipped to
assist a great deal in connection wi,th devloping the economic base and
viability of tribes is the Economic Development Administration in the
Department of Commerce. The omission of consideration of what more might
be done through EDA to financially undergird Indian tribes is, in our
view, a substantial oversight in chapter 7 that should be corrected. We
believe a recommendation should be made for legislation that would signif-
icantly upgrade the Indian programs of EDA, broaden its authority to
assist with the development of tribes as economic entities, end increase,
the funding available for such purposes.
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Chapter 8

We generally agree with the findings nd recotmendations contained
in chapter 8 but Would offer some comments.based on our experience
in contracting.

In undertaking to deal, for example, with probleme of education,
unemployment, alcoholism and health care, we have found that programs
under which we might-obtain funds to address certain limited aspects
of the total problems are offered by several agencies, for example by
BIA, CETA and NIAAA. /n the area of higher education, pro6rams available
from BIA overlap those available under the Comprehensive Employment
Training Act. In the area of health care, overlapping programs to train
people for.health careers ere offered by the Indian Health Service, BIA
and HEW.

We have encountered great difficulty in integrating the resources
apparently available from theselfarious sources into a comprehensive
program to deal with problems we have identified. We know for example
that a problem of alco ol abuse is frequently seated in unemployment
which in turn is seated in want of training. But when we design a
program that addresses the total problem of our people who'are caught
up in this syndrome, we find we can't get it funded because it is too
broad gauged to fit the structurei of the programs offered by the federal
gencies. Greater flexibility is needed in these programs, or in the
.way they are dministered, so that tribes can combine and pool resources
from several sourePs to fund comprehensive programs to solve the problems
of their people.

We are repeatedly fruetrated in attempts to fund innovative programs
from federal sources because the administrators tell us that what we
propose doesn't fit their mold. Usually, we wind up accepting a con-
tract or a grant on terms dictated by eureaucrats - under which the
programs or services we can provide are substantiaily less sound and
beneficial than those we proposed, while costing as muds or more -
because this is simpler by a wide margin than trying to educate the
mdnions of the federel agenciea.

Again, I would express the appreciation of the Tlingit & Haida
Tribes to the Commission for the momentous job it has done.

Sincerely yours,

/e7-1/
Raymond E. Paddock, Jr.
President
Central Council of the
Tlingit & Haida Indians
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APPENDIX A

CENTRAL COUNCI L
TLINGIT AND HAIDA INDIN.IS OF ALASRA

12th ANNUAL CONVENTION
APRIL 5..6, & 7, 1977
unenu ,. ALASKA

THCC RESOLUTION 77 - 78 - 2

TIME: TO DIRECT THE PRESIDENT OF THE CENTRAL COUNCIL TO SEEK LEGISLATION

REAFFIRMING THE STATUS OF THE TLINGIT AND HAIDA INDIAN TRIBES AS A SOVEREIGN
AND SINGLE INDIAN TRIBAL ENTITY AND THE STATUS OF THE CENTRAL COUNCIL AS THE

SUBMIT'TED BY: GOVERNING BODY THEREOF.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTION #2
DAV/D KATZEEK, CHAIRMAN

WHEREAS, the Tlingit and Raids Indian Tribes of Alaska are historic Indian
tribes that have been consolidated and recognized by the United States as a

single tribal entity;

WHEREAS, by the Act of June 19, 1935, 49 Stat. 388, as amended by the Act of
August 19, 1965, 79 Stat. 543, and other Acts, Congress constituted the
Central Council as the general and supreme governing body of the consolidated

Tlingit and Raids Indian.Tribes; and

WHEREAS, it would be desirable and in the best interests of the tribes and
the Central Council to obtain legislation reaffirming their respective statuses;

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the President of the Central Council is
authorized and directed to seek the enactment by Congress of legislation
reaffirming the status of the Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes as a sovereign
and single tribal entity and reaffirming the status of the Central Council
as the general and supreme governing body of such entity: provided that

nothing in such legislation should eliminate the eligibility of any other
qualified Native village or community organization within or under the
jurisdiction of the Central Council to receive benefits under P.L. 93-638,
the Indian.Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act, 88 Stat. 2203.

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE RECOMMEADATIONS DO 144 S5

REFERRED: SELECT CON1/11 ACTION: 4 nfe AIDED
. AND ssouse

PA SS E ONA N/1190l/ 1/7/77CONVENTION ACTION:

630
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APPENDIX B

A BILL

To amend the Act of July 13, 1970, 84 Stat. 431
(25 U.S.C. 1211), relating to the Tlingit &
Haida Indian Tribes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Act of July

13, 1970, 84 Stat. 431 (25 U.S.C. 1211) is amended by adding at the end

.
thereof the following: "The confederated Tlingit & Raids Indian Tribes

constitute a single recognized tribal entity of which the Central

Council, organized as provided by the Act of June 19, 1935, 49 Stat.

388, as amended by the Act of August 19, 1955, 79 Stat. 543, is the

-
OTSral and supreme governing body."
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APPENDIX C

RULES POR THE ELECTION OF DELEGATES TO 7NE OFF/MAL
CENTRAL COUNCIL OF TLINGIT M. NAIDA INDIANS

2. 'Delegates to the Central
follOwing Commmnitiess

Anchorage, Alaska
Angoon, Alaska
Craig, Alaska
Raines, Alaska
Hoonah, Alaska
Hydaburg, Alaska
Juneau, Alaska
Kiska, Alaska
Kasaan, Alaska
KetChikaw, Alaska
Klawock, Alaska

Council shall bet elected by each of the

-Klukwan, Alaska
Metlakatla, Alaska
Velican, Alaska
Iltersburq, Alaska
Saxman, Alaska
Sitka, Alaska
Wrangell, Alaska
Yakutat, Alaska
San Francisco, California
Seattle, Washington

The Central Council may,.from time to time, by duly adopted

resolutions, designate additional Communities from which

delegates shall be elected in accordance with the provisions

of these Rules. From time to time the Central Council may also

delete from the,list of ComMunities and merge two or more

Communities into one. .

2. Each Community shall elect one delegate to the Central Council for

each 100 persons or fraction thereof registered on the official

voting list of that Community. A Community may also elect

alternate delegates who may at meetings of the Central Council sit

in place of regular delegates not in.attendance.

3. Delegates shall be elected for terms of two (2) years and shall

serve until their successors.are elected and qualified to the

Central Council. Vacancies in the offices of delegates from any

'Community shall be filled as provided by the Constitution of the

Central Council.
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4. Voting by proxy wfll not.be permitted. ".

S. Each eligible person of Tlingit and Heide blood, as defined in

-. Rule 21 (a) of these Rules, who is at least 10 years old on or

before the date of.any iegular election held under these Rules,

shall be entitled to register on an official Community voting

list as follows:

(a) the roll of theCommunity where he resides as defined in

Rule 21 (h) of these Rules.

(b) if he does not reside within a Community, the roll.of the

Community nearest to the place§where he resides; provided,

that it is'within 100 miles of the place of his residence.

(es) if he does not reside within a Community or within 100 miles

of a Community, the roll of any Community of his choice.

6. Registration to vote shall be accomplished by completing and filing

with the Registrar of the appropriate Community the regictration

form prescribed by the Central Council. The Waal Election Committee

shall publish, in accordance with Rule 21 (f) of these Rules, not

less than 50 days in advance of the final date for registering, a

notice setting forth (a) the period and final date for registering

to vote which final date shall be not less than ten days prior to

the election, and (b) the place for obtaining and for filing the

registration form.
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Registration forms shall bedelivered by the Registrar to all

culling in 14617aon, and, upon request, shall bamailed or.otherwise

'delivered to persona desiring to register who will be temporarily

ibsent.from the.Community throughout the period of registration, Or

who, by reason of illnest; or disability, are unable to call in

person for them.

7. The Registrar of each Community shall prepare an alpbactical list

of All persbns registering to vote in that Community... This offieial

voting list shall be open to inspection by local membership, and any .

person eligible to appear thereon may Challenge the inclusion a the

name of any person onthe official voting list.of.the temmunity by

filing a written protest with the Local Election Committee no.later

than seven dayeprior to the Weetion date. The Locel Election'

Committee shall dispose of such protests no later than five days

preceding the'election date. The decision of the Local Election

Comnittee shall be final, except that the registration and election

-. procedures and the rolls of Communities may be reviewed by the Central

Council to assure that they conform to these Rules, and the Constitu-

tion and resolutions of the Central Council. The-registrar of each

Community shall work closely with the Central Council and provide

the Central Council,with a copy of the official voting list of his

CeenWmity. If any protest is upheld, the protested nume shell be

stricken frOm the list.

S. Subject to the provisions or these Rules, end the Constitution and

any spplicible resolutions of the Central Council, nominations of

,candidatesfor the offices of delegates from each Connmnity shall

be made in accordance with procedures prescribed by the Local

3 4
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Election Committee, in accordancerwith Robert's Rules of Order. The

name of each qUalified nUminaeaholl be placed on an official ballot.

In order to qualify as a candidate or nominee for election as a

delegate from any Community, a person must be registered on the

official voting list of that Community.

9. The Local ElectiOn Committee Chairman of each Community shall arrange

to publish, in acco.rdance-with Rule 21(f) of these Rules, not leis

than 30 days before an election, a notice setting fortha

(a) the date of election;

(b) the names of the.qualified nominees;

(a) the place and hours the polls will remain open; and

(d) the procedures to be followed for voting, including

those for absentee voting.

10. The Local Election Committee of each Comunity shall'conduct elections

by:

(a) preparing and having available at each polling place on

election day a sufficient number of Official. ballots;

(b) seeing that no person whose name does not appear on the

official Community voting /ist receivee a ballot;

CO seeing that the ballot is cast by the voter and that the

voting list is checked to.show such person has voted;

(d) making and keeping a record of the absentee ballots mailed

or delivered, showing to whom mailed or delivered, the date

thereof, the address of the absentee voter, and the date of

return of the ballot and from whom received;

(e) keeping the ballot boxes locked at all times except when

the ballots are being counted;
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(1) counting themulerly cast ballots and ebiento ballots

.inmediata1 4 siker the'close of the polli on the duy of

(g) cortifting.prmeptly the *lotion returns to the,Contral

Council following all (denim

.(h) returning sll ballots cast and all.mnused and spoiled ballots

to lie ballot box, which box *Lupe narked and sealed and

retained by the Chairman of the Local Eleetion.Committee

'until the tenaofthe Loal Election Committee expires, at

!which time the ballots shall be destroyed.

11."ftetrogistrant on-thelofficial Voting-list-ea a Community may vote

16 the number of delegates that the Community is'entitled to.elece.

The corresponding number of candidates in each Commumity receiving

the highest nmeber ofvotes shall be declared elected.

12. local Election Committees and Registrars shall be aeleetedimersuant

to the Constitution or resolutions of the Central Council. No person

shall serve as a Ccmanmity Registrar or as an eleetion official If he

is a candidate in an eleetion.

13. The polls shall remain open in each Community during the iMAIrs fixed

by the Loeal Election Committee. The Local Election Committee shall

be represented at each polling place..

14. Voting shall be by secret.ballot. Any registrant on the official

voting list may votehy presenting himself at the pollaof the Com-

siniti in which he is registered, within the prescribed voting hours,

annoOrwirig to tho.offio141 hia none mei address, marking and placing

in 01914otbox_thckpAot mh40 shall be handed registrant

whole:a-permanent non-resident of the Community where he Is registered,

3 6
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or who expects to'be absent from the Commtusity on election day, or who

is ill or disabled, and duly causes tbe Local Election Committee to

be notified of such circumstance, shall be entitled to vote by

obsentec ballot as. provided by Rule 15 of these Rules.

-1S. The Local Election Comnittee shall give or mail ballots.for absentee

voting to registrants who :mike requests therefore in sufficient time

to permit such registrants to execute ana return the same on or before

the close of the polls on the date of election. Together with t1;e

ballot, there shall be delivered to such absentee voter:

(a) an inner onvc,ope bearing on the outside the words

"Absentee Ballot;"

(4) an outer envelope addressed to the Local Election

Committee; and

(c) a certificate in form as follows:

, do certify that I cannot

appeai at the polling place on the dateof election

because (here Indicate one of the following reasons):

zi I am a permanent non-resident

a I expect to be absent from the Community

of illness

a of physical disability

I understand that if I do not return by ballot betore

the polls close on election day, or do not return the

completed and signed certificate along with my ballot,

my ballot will not be counted. I further certify that I

have marked the accompanying ballot in secret.

(signed)
Votur
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The voter shall mark the ballot, place it in the envelope. marked

"Absentee Ballot," seal the envelope and place it and the

eompleted and signed certificate in the outer envelope, and seal

and mail it'or cause it to be timely delivered to tht Local Election

Committee.

16. Any registrant may challenge the election results of :his Commun4ty

within three days of the announcement otsuch results by filing,

with the President of the Central Council er the Chaii;man of a duly

constituted committee of the Central Council, a written challenge

including therein his grounds therefore and substantiating evidence.

If, in the opinion of the Central Council or the duly constituted

committee of the Central Council, as the case may be, the objections

are valid and are of the nature to so warrant, it shall order a

re-count of all ballots cast in the Community or a new Community

election. Should a new election be ordered, the previous nominees

who qualify shall be the candidates and the notice of election and

election procedure shall be as above provided.

17. The Central Council shall, pursuant to its Constitution, or by

resolutions, prescribe the period for holding general elections of

delegates. Provisions and procedures for general elections shall

conform to the election provisions and procedures of these Rules.

,18. The official voting list of each Community shall continue in effect

from year to year. Prior to the holding of any genera election of

...delegates who shall take office upon or following the expiration of

the term of office of thedr predecessors in office, and during a

period which shall be prescribed or approved by the Central
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Council, the Regi6trar of each Convnunity shall publish a notice in
.

accordance with Rule q of these Rules that the official voting list

shall be opened to receive new registrations for a specified.period

ok not.less thav 20 days. Upon the completion of the official roll

of the Tlingit and Heide Indians called for in'thé Act of June 19,

1935, as amended, each Registrar shall adjust the offiCial voting

list of his Community by striking therefrom the name of any registrant

whose name is not on such official roll. The Registrar shall delete

from the official Community voting list the names of mll deceased

persons and persons no longer eligible to remain as voters of,that

Community. Written notice sent by first-class mail to his last known

address shall be given to any living person whose name is deleted. Any

.person eligible to appear on an official voting list of a CommUnity as

providcl by these Rules may challenge the addition or deletion of any

names or the'list of that Conununity in a like manner as proVided in

Rule 7 of these Rules.

19. The expenses incurred in complying with these Rules which may be

allowable for payment or reimbursement under the provisions of the

Act of June 19, 1935 ((19 Stat. 388), as amended, shall he supported

by appropriate records and certified to the Central Council.

20. These Rules may be amended from time .1) time, subject to the approval

of the secretary of the Interior, by the Central Council.

21. Definitions - As used in these Rules:

(a) "Central Council" means the official Central Council of Tlingit

and Halda Indians as defined in Section 7 of the Act of June 10, 1935

(49 Stat. US), as amended..by the Act of August 19, 1965 (79 Stat. 543).

S 3 9
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(9) 'Eligible person ofTlingit or Heide blood" neans only 4 person

of Tlingit or Raids blood residing in the United States or Canada

who was a legal resident of ths Territory of Alaska on Juno 19, 1925.

Or prior thereto, or who is a descendant.ofli person of Tlingit or

Saida blood who was a legal resident of the Territory of Alaska on

June 19, 1935, or prier thereto.

(0) "Community" moans a Community included on the list sot forth in

Ale 1 of these Rules as amended from time to'time by the Central

Council pursuant to Rule 1 of these Rules.

'14cal Election-Committee° mums a Local Election Committee whose

members are seleoted for a Community pursuant to Rule 12 of these Rules.

(e) "Registrar" means a Registrar selected for a Community pursuant

to Rule 12 of these Rules.

(f) 'publish" means to give notice by newnpapen, radio television,

continuous pubiic poiting of notices, any other news media, or by any

one or more of these methods as designated by the local Election

Committee.

wy "Re, him, or his" means he or she, him or her, his or hers.

(h) "ThesCommunity where he residesu means the Community in which

he makes his home, owns real property, or votes in state elections;

.encept that a person who resides in ketchikan who is formerly a resi-

dent of Sermon may elect te,be regarded at a mombor of4Saxman for

purposes of these Rules, and exceptlhat a person who resides in

Nainsw:who is-fornorly a-resident of Klukwan may elect to be.regarded

. as a seabor ofAllukwan for pUrposos of these Rules.

-
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ftpvErvm

feksuant to Section. 7 of the Act of June 19, le35 (49 Stat.. 3811),

as Amended by the Act of August 19, 1965 (79 Stat: 544), and to

Authority delegated to the Area Director, OUDOIMi by letter.of
m.

September 15, 1970, from Harrison Wesel', Assistant.Seeretary.of
- .

the Interior, the foregoing Rules for the Election of Deleaates to

the Official Contrel_Euncil of Tlingit and Heide Intm, incorporating

.mmonSeents adopted by appropriate actions of the Central Couneil anA

the Executive tommittee At meetings held in Wrangell, Alaska on

Hardt 26727i 1971, axe 1;ereby apiroved this day of.'

, 1971.

arecEOr
Juneau Area Office
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CENTRA L CO U NCI L

tlinglt anti haltm inbans of alaska

CONSTITUTION OF THE

CENTRAL COUNCIL OF THE

TLINGIT AND HAIDA INDIANS
OF ALASKA

ADOPTED APRIL 17, W73

AMENDED APRIL 14, 1976
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ARTICLE I

FUNCTIONS

The functions of the Central Council of the Tlingit
and Hoick* Indians of Alaska shall be to serve as the
general governing body of the Tlingit and Haida
Indians of Alaska, to promote their welfare, and to
exercise the powers granted by the Act of June 19,
1935 (49 Stat. 388), as amended by the Act of Au-
gust 19, 1965 (79 Stat. 543), and such other powers
as it may lawfully exercise or be granted.

ARTICLE II

COMPOSITION

The Central Council shall be composed of dele-
gates from designated local communities of the
Tlingit and Heide Indians of Alaska who shall be
.thosen in accordance with Rules of Election adopted
and approved as provided in section 7 of the Act of
June 19, 1935, as amended.

ARTICLE III

ELECTIONS

Section 1. General elections for selection of dele-
gates to the Central Council shall be held every even
numbered year on the first Tuesday in March, unless
for compelling reasons the Central Council by reso-
lution shall designate a different day for a particular
general election.

843\
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Section 2. Unless a Community entitled' to elect
delegates to the Central Council shall prescribe a
different method approved by the Central Council.

a. The Central Council shall appoint the mem-
bers of the Local Election Committee and
the local Registrar for each Community
from the names appearing on the current
list of eligible voters of the Community; and

b. A vacancy occurring during a term in the
position of delegate to the Central Council
shall be filled by holding a special election
in that Community where a vacancy occurs.
The election shall be conducted in accord-
ance with Rules of Election adopted and
approved as provided in Section 7 of the
Act of June 19, 1935, as amended, except
that, prior to such election, the voting roll
of the Community need not be opened to
receive applications for registration.

ARTICLE IV .

MEETINGS

Section P. The Central Council shall meet annually
at a time and place set by the Central Council, pro-
vided, that if the Central Council does not fix a time
and place for such meeting then it shall be held at
the call of the President; be it further provided that
the Central Council, unless for some compelling rea-
son, meet annually on the first Thursday in April at
a place designated by the Central Council, or the
President, if not so designated, at Juneau.
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Section 2. Special meetings may be called by the
President, or by one-fourth,of the delegates provided
that the call is sanctioned by the majority of deist-
gates from their local communities. Be it further
provided, that the call is in fact a bonafide action
complying with the request of the chapter, or chap-
ters, petitioning for the special convention. Resolu-
tion of the problematic area, presented by the call,
will be the initial order of business with the conduct
of other business, as time permits, at the conclusion
of the special order of business.
Section 3. At all meetings of the Central Council o
quorum shall consist of a majority of the delegates,
no business shall be transacted unless a quorum is
present. All meetings shall be conducted in conform-
ance with the Constitution and By-Laws of the Tlingit
and Hoicks Indians of Alaska and Robert's Rules of
Order.

ARTICLE V

POWERS OF THE CENTRAL COUNCIL

Section I. Subject to applicable laws and regulations
of the United States, the Control Council shall have
full powers to govern, conduct and manage the af-
fairs and property of the Tlingit and Heide Indians of
Alaska, including, without limitation, the following:

a. To acquire and dispose of property, real
and personal, by any and all means, far,
such consideration and upon such tern s as
it shall decide;

b. To negotiate and enter into contracts with



persons and entities of every kind and de-
scription, public and private;

c. To borrow and raise money by all lawful
means, ond to pledge the credit of the
Tlint jit and Heide Indians of Alaska;

d. To employ lawyers and other persons to
render professional, technical, and other
services of every kind and description;

sr. To authorize the advance, expenditure, use,
investment and reinvestment of funds on
deposit in the Treasury of the United States
to the credit of the Tlingit and Heide In-
dians of Alaska in such manner and for
such purposes as may be authorized by
Congress;

I. To consult with and advise any and all per-
sons, officers, and entities, public and
private, concerning subjects and matters
affecting the interests of the Tlingit and
Heide Indians of Alaska;

g. To designate communities which may elect
delegatei to the Central Council, to pre-
scribe the qualifications for delegates, as
defined in the Rules of Election, and to
determine Its membership.

Section 2. The Central Council shall possess such
powers as are incident or necessary to the execution
of the powers set forth above, and such further
powers as it may from time to time be granted.
Section 3. The Central Council shall promulgate By-
laws for the purpose of governing, regulating and
guiding the conduct of business. S 4 5

Section 4. The Central Council may charter or other-
wise authorize and provide for the organization of
subordinate groups or entities to perform govern-
mental or proprietory functions of the Tlingit and
Heide Indians of Alaska, and to delegate to such
subordinate groups or entities such powers as shall
enable the charter group or entities to function guid-
ed by the same limitations as the Central Council.

ARTICLE VI

OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Section 1. At its first regular meeting after each
general election of delegates, the Central Council
shall elect from Its members the following officers:
President, First Vice President, Second Vice President,
Third Vice President, Fourth Vice President, Fifth Vice
President, and Sixth Vice President, which officers
shall serve until their successors are elected and
qualified.
Section 2. Upon the death, resignation or removol of
an officer, the Central Council shall .elect one of its
members to serve the remainder of the term.
Section 3. An executive officer who is charged in
writing subsiribed by not less than onaourth.af the
delegates to the Central Council with neglect of duty
or gross misconduct may be removed from office by
vote of a majority of the delegates; provided, that
before a vote on his removal may be taken, the ex-
ecutive officer concerned must have been supplied
with the written statement of the charges against him
at least ten days before the day of the meeting of the



Central Council at which the vote is taken and given
a fair opportunity to be heard in answer to such
charges. Other officers shall serve at the pleasure of
the Central Council, and actions of the Central Coun-
cil concerning the removal of officers shall be final.
Sction 4. Offictrs of znd delegates to the Central
Council shall receive such compensation and allow- -
ances, if any, as shall be prescribed by the Central
Council, subject to the availability of funds.

ARTICLE VII

FUNCTIONS OF OFFICERS

'Section I. The President of the Central Council shall
be its chief executive officer and the chief executive
officer of the general government of the Tlingit and
Haido Indians of Alaska. He shall preside over all
meetings of the Central Council and, subject to its
direction, he shall conduct and mandge the business
of the general government, execute documents and
otherwise act for and on behalf of the Centro' Coun-
cil and the Tlingit and Heide Indicos of Alaska, shall
be an ex-officio member of all committees and com-
missions, and exercise such other powers as may be
delegated to him. He may delegate authority to
others to perform functions and exercise powers of
his office, and appoint committees to assist the Cen-
tral Council or the President in the performance of
their functions. As a member of the Central Council,
he is entitled to vote.
Section 2. The Vice Presidents of the Central Council
shall assist the President when called upon to do so.
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In the order of their designation they shall succeed to
the office of President upon the death, resignation or
.removal of the incumbent and serve in that office for
the remainder of that term. In the absence of the
President from a meeting of the Central Council the
Vice Presidents shall preside in order of their desig-
nation.

Section 3. The President and the six Vice Presidents
of the Central Council shall elect one of the Vice
Presidents to act in the capacity of Secretary to the
Central Council. It shall be the responsibility of the
Secretary to see that an accurate record be kept of
all action token and of business conducted by the
Central Cou.lcil or its officers. He shall promptly
transmit copies of ail minutes of meetings and reso-
lutions of thetentral Council and its officers, to all
local Tlingit and Hoida Community Councils, and to
any Tlingit or Heide upon request. Any other records
of the Central Council shall be avaliable for inspec-
tion ot the main office of the Council during business
hours. The Secretary shall also attest the signature
of the President or other authorized officor on legal
documents executed for or on behalf of the Central
Council as the general government of the Tlingit and
Heide Indians of Alaska.

Section 4. The six Vice Presidents of the Central
Council shall elect one of their members to act in the
capacity of the Treasurer to the Central Council, who
shall act in that capacity only to conduct ordinary
Central Council business.



ARTICLE VIII

FUNCTIONS OF THE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

When the Central Council Is not in session the
Executive Committee whether assembled or not shall
possess all of the powers of the Central Council and
shall be able to do all things and take all actions
which the Central Council could without limitation,
except that the Executive Committee shall not have
the power to take any action which would constitute
a repudiation or negotion of action taken by the
Central rouncil at its last Meeting. The Executive
Committee shall act by a malority of its members.

ADOPTION AND AMENDMENT

Section 1. This constitution shall be in force and
effect from the time of its adoption by vote of a
majority of the delegates elected to the Central
Council.
Section 2. Amendments to the constitution shall be
submitted to delegates thirty days prior to the con-
vention. A majority vote will be required to amend.
If there is no prior notice, a two-thirds vote of dele-
gates will be requirad.
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April 29, 1977

Senator James Atourrmk
Chairmen Merit= Indian
Policy Review Canisaice
Congress of United States
ticuse Office Building Annex 2
2nd D. Street South hbet
Washington, D.C. 20515

4 pear Senator Atourezks

Me are urequivocally %posed to the reoanumndation made by the AllariCen
Indian Policy Review Cormisesion in regard to the tetednated Ute Citizens

of Utah. This oppositicittus strongly voiced by the Ute Tribal*Business

Committee by Resolution 75-223 (copy attached). Cur current BaSineS8
OPmnittee holds firmly to the same opinion on this matter.

The Affilattd Ute Citizens were terminated at their own realest and took
with thon their proportionate share of the Ute Tribal assets.

\\We do not accept the American InLikelPolicy Review Ccerission report
that infers that the Affilatod Ube Citizens should te restored as

meters of the Ute Trite. In fact, our Tribe has never teen oonsulbad

with in regard bp this proposed a:tion.

May I conclude by saying that cur Tribe has put forth great effort to
protect and develcp the Uto Reservation and we do not intend to allow'

Affilated Ute Citizens to sazinbeomna treaters of our Tribe.

Birmperely,

egate-46-
, Chairperson

Ute Tribal BUDinElss Committee

RAR/pr

Attachment

648
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Resolution No. 75-223

Uintah and Ouray Agency
Fort Duchesne, Utah

Augusi 22, 1975

WHEREAS, the Business Committee of the Ute Indian Tribe of the Uintah and Ouray
Reservation, Utah, is the duly .authorised governing body of said tribo, and

WIIEREAS, it has come to the attention of the BusineseCommittee that there is
now under active consideration by Congress a request of mixed-blood terminated
Utes to be reinstated as members of the tribe, and

WHEREAS, said mixed-bloods were terminated pursuant to Public Law 83-671 upon
their own initiative and request, snit

WHEREAS, PL 83-671 was used by said mixed-bloods as a vehicle for partitioning
the Uintah and Ouray Reservation between the mixed-bloods and full-blood members
entitling said mixed-bloods to an equitable distribution of the reservation
assets, and

WHEREAS, said mixed-bloods pursuant to PL 83-671 received a distribution of
said assets without the restrictions of trust title for their own personal use
and benefit, and

WHEREAS, the share of the Utc Indian Tribe of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation
has remained in trust for the collective benefit of all remaining members, and

WHEREAS, a great number of mixed-bloods have sold their individuAl shares, and

WHEREAS, said mixed-bloods now desire to gain membership in Cae tribe to share
in the assets of the reservation which were reserved for the exclusive dse and
benefit of the full-blood members, and

WHEREA3, the members of the tribe who remained under trust status have never
sold their shares and have carefully conserved the resources of the reserva-
tion for the benefit of its remaining tribal members, and

WHEREAS, the request of the mixed-bloods to be reinstated as members of the
tribe is totally repugnant to the principles of justice'a0 equality;

NOW, THEREFORE, BF. IT RESOLVED BY THE U1NTAH AND OURAY TRIBAL BUSINESS COMMITTEE
OF THE urE INDIAN TRIBE that said Business Committee on behali of all tribal
members vigorously opposes any proposed request which would purport to give
any mixed-bloods any interest whatsoever in the assets of,the Uintah and Ouray
Reservation, Utah, and will do all in its power to insure that said terminated
mixed-bloodsvill never gain membership in the Ute Indian Tribe of the Uintah
and Ouray Reservation.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Business Committee in recognizing its duty to
protect the property and interests of all its members will take whatever steps
are necessary to inform members of the United States Senate and United States
House of Representatives of its position in opposition to the request of the
terminated mixed-bloods.

4 9
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BE IT FURTUER RESOLVED that copies of this resolution be sent to all members
qf the United States Sena;e and Rouse of Representatives.

M. Chapoose, Uhairtyi

(not present)
Dolma F. Wopsock, Member

Myr . AL,atoroop, Vice- hairman

I 61

Elwyn L. Du Shane,

Charles Redfoot, M mber

CERT 1 FICAT 1 ON

I, hereby certify-that the above resoluqon was adopted hy the Uintah and Ouray
Tribal Business Conmittee under auihority of the Constitution and.By-Laws or
Corporate Charter of the Ute Indian Tribe and at a 1--eeting held in Fort Puchesne,
Utah, on the 22nd day of August, 1975, at which time a quorum was present and

by a vote of four for and none against.

/,,
.

Frances M. roowegup, Secretary

Resolution No. 75-223

Uintah and Ooray Tribal Business
Committee

850
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Resolution No. 77-57.

"intnh and Ouray Apanicy

Fort Duehesne, Utah

Anril 20, 1977

UHEREAS, the Tribal flintiness Committee or the Ute Indian Tribe of the

Uintah and Ouray Reservation 'las receritly liven re-organized, and

WHEREAS. qutstions have arisen regardkug the status of the Terminated

mix-blood former members, and

WHEW.AS, !..he prior Business Committey has by Resolution 75-121 formally
declared the tribes opposition to ory attemnt to 'allow the Tyrminated
individuals to obtain romhc&ship in the Pte Indian Tribe.

THEREVOI1E, BE.IT Irsomn BY THE UINTAH AND OURAY TRIBAL BUSINESS
COMITTEE PP nir UTF INDIAN MIRE that the present Business Committee
Merbers does hereb- formally ratif, and adopt the posit:on taken in
Vosolut'on 75-?1 declaring their i'll9ned opp.,,Illoa to any attempt
to allow mix-blood individuals to se!..in the Tribe.

J
1

.--- ./. .... ,
... Lz../s..-... (4.. ./,-,..,/e(

411,, : MyAck, Chairperson

4,11,-,:.::... 7. uL t o rc;17, '1,..A;o-r-il:::

Charles Redfoot, "tee-chairman

(not Tro;ont
Ouray lut,o4, Sr., Monilivr

.

. .

ii,71;;; e Member Antony Anpnwoo, Momber

CFRTIFICATIoN,
I, Oerony certify that tin- abuve resolution waa adontvd by the Vlutidi and

Ouray rlh.ul Ate:lnvss Comm.ttev under authority 01 thy Conntitution and

By-Laas or Corporate Chortvr of thv Uty Indian Tribe at a meeting held in

Fort Duuhysny, Utah, on thv 29th day of April, 1977, at whivb time a nuorum
was present and by a vote of

*s- L tc.
rtanvoq Pnoweety, Svervtary,'Ulntab
and Ouray Tribal linsinvss Committye
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April 29, 1977

40151oldi oattieir

tin f0111.6.11111a

orn'n MAY 0 1 1977

Senator James Aboureak, Chairman
American Indian Policy Review Commission
Congreus of United States
House Office Building, Annex 112
2nd D. Street South West
Washington, D. C. 29515

Dear Spnator wreak:

I am sending you h completed copy of Resolution Ro.

4pparent1y. I did not put down the number of votes for and

against this resolutlon at the very bottom, Please destroy

the other copy, and retain this completed copy in your

nt 1,e.

Thank you.

raniViefro
inntah and Ouray Reservation, Utah

Attachment (1)
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Resolution No, 77-57

Ilintah and nuray Agency
Fort 1)uchesne, Utah

Anril 29, 1977

WHEREAS, the Trihal ItuAiness Committee of the Oto Indian Tribe of the
Hintah and (Wray Reservation has recently been ry-organived, and

WVEREA. questions ha arisen rogarding thy status or the Terminatod
mix-blood homer members, and

WHEREAS, the prior Business Committee has by Resolution 75-.171 forTMally
,declared thv trihys opposition to an.; aticmpt to allow the Terminated
individuals te obtain mymbership in the Ote Indian Tribe.

Now, 7nm:rot:I:, BE IT Imiumn BY THE oINTAN ANn ouRAY TRIBAL 8l:S1:Y.5c
COMITTEE nr THE UTE FIDIAN TRIBE that the present nusinegs Comnittvo
Members does hereby formally rattly and adopt tho position taken in
Resolution 75-2:3 declaring thoir continued opp..itina to any attkr-M
to allow mix-blood intli...idnals to rejoin the Tribe.

)

_.),..
,.- ..,/

,;-4..i-e:-..,..... l i,,'
Ruh A. litAck, Chairperson'

4

Y/1;

/11? .,,..t, .21,12),,,_fic .:,:._...._ ...._......... . ... ..___....._.00, pres,...)
on L. Accuttoroop, ivedow - Ouray ,ieCook, Sr., !oember

'rZC-2:21L-
, (-* /

t
Charles qedfoot, VLev-chairr,An

(not_are!tont)
_ . e "..""r":"

Delna Floyd gepsoelc, Member Antony Annawoo, sivral,eg

CERTIFICATI(IN
I, hereby certify that the above resolution was adopted by tit:, rintah and
Ouray Tribal Business comnittec under .ioth.mitv or the Cole.titutlon and
By-Laws or Corporate Charter ot thy Pt, Indian Tribe at a meeting hold in
Fort Duchesne, Ptah, on the 24th dal, of April, 1977, at which time a quorum
was present :Ind by i vote of four for and none against.

/7'
-

-

Fr..1;ires Poowegup, Secrotarv,'Ilintah
and foray Tribal Business Committee
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION
REGARDING EDUCATION TASK FORCE NUMBER V.

by Washington State Native American Education Advisory Committee
to State of Washington Superintendent of Public Instruction

It is the considered opinion of this group gathered to review and appraise the

education recommendations of the final draft of the A1PRC Report to Congress

that two of the three major recommendations warrant a deliberate and

scholarly analysis. As relative laypersons in a very esoteric area, we

feel that tribes with the dounsel of their legal staff are the only entities

of standing to support or reject the following:

1) "Shift all Federal education programs from Office of Education
and Bureau of Indian Affairs to one administrative agency."

2) "Shift control of Federal funds for Indian education from state
and local governments to the tribal governments..."

Unquestionably the proposals warrant consideration because of the disjointed

and uncoordinated array of programs emanating out of Washington, D. C., but

the nature of the U.S.'s trust responsibility to Indians is crucial to their

future and founded in a legal framework not easily coherent to any except

legal scholars. Therefore, we can only comment to request that all tribes

have equal opportunity to articulate their formal position whether for or

against.

The third major area "establishment of training programs for Indian teachers,

administrators, counselors and tribal advisors on education..." is a topic

which we can support. However, it should be noted that we withhold comment

on a "consolidated Indian agency" for funding and administration of these

programs. Training and technical assistance programs which will enable the

growth and development of Indian education ptograms and services which are

sanctioned by tribal government and fostered by local Indian leadership are

8 54
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desirable. It is conceivablethat such training and technical assistance

could be available through.existing BIA structures. The major reorganization

and realignment o. the entire BIA infrastructure is not likely to be carried

out in very short order; therefore, immediate capabilVy to deliver and

provide for sucyzaining and technical assistance is desirable and requested.

Several Federal and domestic programs are presently being implemented which

are designed to meet such needs as curriculum development, teacher training

and information clearing houses. Unfortunately, these are not designed

specifically to meet the special needs of Indian education. Efforts by legiti-

mate Indian tribes, organizations and agencies to take advantage of these

programs are often stifled by unrealistic and/or irrelevant program priorities.

Therefore, we support the categorical delineation of programs and Aetyices to

meet Indian needs. Too often the delivery of such programs is directly

proportional to the organizational ability to be knowledgeable of program

rules and regulations de.adline priorities. The presence of such learned

persons as available resources to the less sophisticated tribes is uncommon

if not expensive. The existence of national organizations has done very

little to enhance the state of the art in the Northwest states, particularly

in teacher training and teacher education. Regional agencies are recommended

as opposed to national organizations to meet these needs. Accountability

to Indian tribes in all these institutions must be incorporated as a matter

of policy. "Advisory" roles by Indian persons are discouraged since this

runs contrary to "self-determination".
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As a corollary to these efforts toward self-determination, a "long-range

effort to train and certify Indian educators..." is mandatory. Such

training must be pursuant to express Indian needs articulated.as priorities

in regional and national forums. In the-past, program priorities established

on a national basis have precluded the involvement of adequate numbers of

Indian particiliants.

WSNAEAC Su'ocommittee: Ron Halfmoon., Acting Subcommittee Chairman
Thelma Marchand
Elmer Schuster
Dan Iyall
Dawn Simpson

Address correspondence c/o Indian Education
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Old Capitol Building
Olympia, WA 98504

93.440 0 . 78 . 56
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DIPCMIlr

recognise that you nay not be able to thorcmAlly read and evaluate all ports

of this Wart within the iine &slowed for comment. Hoeever, in order to

incise% your coments in our Final Report, this questionnaire cunt be oongsleted

ard retambed in'the enclosed envelope postaarked no later than April 16, 1977.

Our Final Report must be cesplestal Whey 15, 1977 tor final Ccsanismion apprnal.

NM 413 OLIO C. ei ta% p MOSIa3

movcavainatacs 1,211,aguia_Ltet. .kLtagAd_ok.1101-il

A. PLEPASS CTROW ONO TO =MOB MGR =ENT= ASs

Tribal chairmen Tribal Governing Vody lrylividhial Indian

Number of Cowes. qsaticsal Governing Soares

State Official Privets Citizen

5. PIZASS MIMS Tias maws EN ammo zs au= mai ten taws
maim urn mum.

The report as a whole is

I. History

Imgal Oncepte

III. Conditions

Federal-Indinn Relations

V. Tribal Goverment

VI. Federal Administration

VII. !canonic Devalccretnt

VIII. Social Services

IX. Oil-Reservation

X. Twenimated Tatham,'

XI. lion-Nacognized Indians

ftecial PrJalgeaAseas

axI. General

Sicellant

85
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C. WIN_ C_n3coimwREADVC AT ISE IltiD Cr Mat SBCTICti PLIMSE AMER
THi3 .

1) Mich reommundatione $hould be given priority statue? ICy?

Cvo...1.04.41',..... dot 1.e._11...4.4y 506..4
g

ef
.

2.

84614

2) Are there reocorrendations with wilich you disagree? Why? C 1 arf.t..

e #70.-41 LJJ L re "moue. 611 - w're

cO 11 e.9ii et- io ca .,o1 A d.Sm I "i d

tto v411154

3) Are there reocasendetione you would like to have added? /gs_rAckcif6,4s

o. tat e.4,, 4,-.0./.19 40 %!) *Sul, e 0 1 pi

2 14 5:1 c') j J II. 1.1,tio +he

r (61.4s it. LA; sionS I ye 4_.41... 44, .1.1,4 v 0%44 4-.1.3ses,

f 1.1 ." V CA 111A 91. LC. LL±C,
pikv# \elms*. 2.0 (ce.te Gek 10.1...00;po! (A; e. Lki. 54.4,4)

4) Do you feel the =tent of the report proviws an accurate, useful
picture of the situatice? '4"-tft "VS1 0 Sri' clikaLvl,

*Le V 'tem.

5) Do you have any edditionsl coments?fI.a.- to..elopy-t 15 et LA 71.e

c,CelvipoP utS
,

/ cir tce

91-o0d %0,1 La S,Jk ciLe ,140,4
IS ISPIVIX6 CV THE IMO= RP= 10R =UR SPECIFIC RECOmmalais.
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annivoRmuuspinai

(Mixer Parls ( )

FECOSENDATICtiS

ParagraPh C )

In the section beginning with the lords

it is suggested that the following addition,

deleticn or dome in warding be made, or the following concept expressed

differently: t,L.9.,t1;.._s_112Lt_s1.41a.eL2
4 oL-Tio124,-.o. f 0

4441... 0: ta# rje t'eoc, St' 14,4aAjmysi:

C 00+6- 5 1, 7- " c+%/ZeitL-
ea

tAia Cott eh ell DIV " 1 Atli kir Cike I

oAT h4 LCzik) "C ek.,....2ture.c- S. 4 Inea...6)

..., 401.114 go v.

cçQ. t - p taisa.4

cr;
4 " 4_,A, t1EótQP

eJ

V. a4 . A ex;.....s in.01.,.(al V)",,- 6.4ce.P

C e"41 ls4 e"....ra cc, a/

s

(4 pe4 s aus tactLJ
.2.00 61 4- hatd--/

.1%.: - "i 4 e.G OP a% AA, f2-4A. OriCi

1 tS. ",,
k,,tv tokv, cc.%Ae vs Co.yt.4 (SCI 0L. 1.1 a y
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Aknst L. Stevens, Director

April 25, 117

American Indian Policy Review Commiosion

Congress of the Dated States

house Office Building, Annex R4.2

Washington, D. O. 20515.

Dear Sires les Indian reservation the Plathead

We would aflame and certainly hope that you are getting a lot of corr-

espondence in referrenoe to the apparently unequal set of standards

governing-the Indians and the whites. We have corresponded with other

representatives before and very well may do so again, as we cannot afford

to be pacified with a form letter of reassurance from you people in

Washington. We white tax payers and iand owners haVe been reassured

beforeaccepted the feeling of security aud then have watched isone

after issue be deoided in favor of the Indians.

The Tainary issue, we feel, is that some standard should be set as to

what in an Indian. Hare on the Plathead Reservation there are very.

few people who are over half Indian blood. Literally everyone we have

talked to is in favor of giving the real Indians whatever they need

to live decently in this society.. But we aro fed Up with supporting

their predominantly white relatives. It should not be very difficult

for governement people to find.out the pereentage of Indian blood of

ths people who are promoting.their so called cause..and..testing the laws of th

the,lanimutthe oldiald treaties. .

It would appear-that most of the cases-taken-to-court are being decided

in favor of the so called Indian, and each 4is a precedent ( which is,

Ukeleles, a questionable arrangenent). Practically all of these oases

are highly detriaental to the majority of.the citisenry but they do

set'aprecedent. Obv4ously, the trrbe is supporting a number of lawyers

in a manner to which they hope to grow acouetemed.. But who in the

world is representing the people--the poor majority/1

It.is being said that bhs so called Indians want to establish a nation

within ear nationTrUesimiler, we understand, to the Uzi* cause of-tht-

Civil War. Mow, assuming they do thishow would it work? Saab of us
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good many easy going farmers and business mon in the area have gone

about as tar as they can afford to go. Now we ask the advice of and

help from our elected officials. Before making deoisions that effeot so

many people, such as the reservation water issue, please do a little

AO homework, Find out the actual percentage of Indian blood of the agitators

who ere pushing for more and moreLadvantages; find out bow the plan

mill effect the majority of the people; find out percentage-wise how

mem Indians are being supported by Welfare and such; how many are

being treated for alcoholism; how many are afoul of the law; what kind

of work record they maintain; bow much taxes they provide for our area-
.

and.Federally.

Please, before such momentoua decisions are made--learn what you are

dealing with. \

Respectfully,

Arlene Wolfe 0.4.6rA
Rt. I Box 100

Polson, !battens 59860
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:7113, 17, 1997

) /APHINIOAN INDIO POLIO! HUM commas=

/
Dongreee of the United Btabes

House Building, Annex No. 2

117 Washington, D.O. .

/
Dear Odbmisekan Members;

Res Indian reservationsthe ilathsad

How far do we go, the aiddle and low income familia an the tlathead

Resarvetion, who hum purchassd land, improved on it and strOggle tc .

pay the tax load because so much of thaland is not or the tan rolls?

'How tar do we gnto help the "poor" Indian who, ai a general'rule of

thumb, is not prone to manual labor, many of whoa we aupport on various

welfareq1Aans, all of whom aa the roads and schools paid for by our 0

taxes, aT'high percentage o whom ars alcoholic and/or prolific (asOnizie

additional problems)? Saw far do we go to teach our children to avoid

alleys whore Indian chil n may be just looking for trouble ( an art

they learn at home)? H4. ar do we go in allowing tribal officers to

fire guns in the air'anat,skout "halt"--to people on private land, border-

..ing what.is oalled Tribal:tend? How fax do we go to avoid the tribal

lend, the mountains, lakes and the very reason mut of us live her in

the first place; do we buy a "use permit" from the Tribe to.entar this!,

landwhy not, then, a use permit on the roads that lead to the land?

Row far do we go in carrying extra iesurance On our vehicles because

the Indian does not 'wry any on his? Now tar do wit go in knowing we

oannot proeeoute an Indian to any avail for damage or theivery he may

ohoose to do to us or our property? Row far do we go with the possibility

that the Indian may be taking over the law enforcement on the reservation--

when they cannot control their own people to any extent. How far do

we go in letting them take over the water-rthe very souros of life any-

where? How far do We go to help the Indian be more corrupt than he,

already is, by killing him with kindnees?

How far do we go with the feeling of discomfort between ourselves and

anir good Indian neighbor& -because of the greediness of a few of their

people who smell government Imlay and more easy livingthe very things

that have made them the dependots of eociety that they aro todaY?

6 4
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.sigming this letter owns property of values from probably $20,000 to

$100,000. Is the govarnement going to ttike our tax.dollars, buy our

land already ,urohised from the Indians and give it back to the Indians?

Could the Indian nation be self supporting or would the U.S. government

support it with the tax dollars we contribute while living elsewhere?'

If the so called radians were cut off :rola the Welfare, Medicaid, Social

Security disability and:such that they rely so heavily on at this time--

could he aurvive? They have repeatedly gone "belly up" on mall business

venturJs ln our areausually due to poor management and corruption

within their management.

Aside from the monetary values of our property here on the reservation,

we all have invested many yearn of labor mad pride'in ,tilellsmprftvemelite

we'have made, and the businesses we haVe established,. and neehless to'

say, if we are forced, by discrimination, to leaire tbis areliVitbouts.

being completely reimbursed that same pridavill not let us leave:the,

property in the condition we have built it up to. Aloit'm);4 thhie'sigials

will it take to attract the attention of our government?!

Do not be led to &mime that we are so short sighted that we see onlY

our immediate area and its little frictions and inevilities. We see

the money talking in the lawyers and lobbyists. We realise that dis-

ruption and antagonism within our nation is to the advantage of and

promoted by, foroes alien to our American ideals. Whit V* cannot 1\

visualise is pxeoisely what to do, in a civilised and dtguifie!!Lmapner,

about the many problems. So we turn to our elected representatives

'to lead ande,.toppruresont
.

=4, 1144 Ird4.44

8ine:x*461v,
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AMYRICAN INDIAN POLICY MUM COMMISSION
Congress of the United States
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2nd snd D Streets S. W.
WASHINGTON D. C. 20818

NNW Sirt

These comments On the Tentative final Draft of the american Indian Policy
Review Commission are submitted by the Yakima Indian Nation. '

OlOmnAL cOVMCII.
TRMAL 001/X00.

A.I.P.R.C. TOMTITS ?MAL MORT

The Yakima Tribe strongly supporta.the recommendation of the Commisaion re-

garding legislation providing for retrocession of P. L. 83-280. Chapter 5,

page 115.

There are other discussions, conclusion and recommendations in Chapter 5

that meld appear to conflict with the recommendation for retroommira

as follows:.

But it is the COASOnsullof this commission that any attempt to impose

a broad legislation solution at the time would mm ill-advised and

premature. page 1:

That the maltiplicity of circumstances and variance in resources and

capabilities of the tribe sakes in undesirable that Congress attempt
to impose a traitors solution to the iuriddiction authority of Indian

Tribes. page 28;

That the administrative eimisions, the judicial opinions and the

authorities of tribes thus far asserted reflect a conservative
approach to defining the parameters of jurisdiction and authority

is preferable to attsmpting any legislative solution. page 28;

If thee quoted statements regarding jurisdiction on Pages 1 and 28 are

the same as the jurisdiction discussed antler P. L. 83-280 there is

conflict in the recommendatiors.

These quoted statements regarding jurisdiction on pages 1 and 28 maybe

different then the jurisdiction under P. L. 83-280. If this is the case,

the discussion should clarify this:4

8 6 7
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THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISS'ION

April 22, 1977

Further the cases, discussing the jurisdiction of an Indian Tri!e often
refer to lhas that prohibit certain acts by a tribe or laws that specif-
ically authorize certain acts by a tribe. These laws should be reviewed
and analyzed and if the jurisdiction of an Indian tribe is adversely
affected, the laws should be amended or repealed.

In conclusion, the Yakima Tribe supports legislation allowing retrocession
of P. L. 83-280.

Sincerely yciurs,

Totus, ChM.
Tribal Counc
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ZIONTE. PIRTLE. MORISSE'''. ERNSTOFFE. CHESTNUT
AT? tt AT LAW
.1J,D.P4a. too ,01, AytHut

SCATTLE. WASHINOTON 90,0.

May 17, 1977

American Indian Policy Review Commission
House Office Building Annex No. 2
2nd and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Attention: Senator James S. Abourezk

Dear Senator Abourezk:

A.:CA CC.C., :CZ
.7155

I was deeply disappilinted by the assertions contained
in Congressman Meed's dissent to the final report of the
American Indian Policy Review Commission. I felt compelled
to respond to some of the most obvious errors.

Unfortunately, travel and other commitments have
prevented me from completing my response prior to the
Commission's deadline. I am enclosing it herewith in the
hope that it might not be too late to include the response.

I extend my sincere regards to you and wish to expresa
my appreciation for your courageous action in defending the

work of the Commission.

AJZ/mb
Encl.

Sincerely,

ZIONTZ, PIRTLE, MORISSET,
ERNSTOFF & CHES,TNUT

IA!,

'Alvin J. Ziohtz

cc: Congressman Lloyd Meeds

8 69
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COMMENT ON DISSENTING VIEWS OF CONGRESSMAN LLOY1) MEEDS

TO THE DRAFT REPORT OF THE
AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION

TO: The American Indian Policy Review Commission

.May 17, 1977 Alvin J. Ziontz
Ziontz, Pirtle, Morisset,

Ernstoff & Chestnut
208 Pioneer Building
600 First Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104
(206) 623-1255

8 70
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As Congressman Meeds is aware, I have been involved in

the legal and political affairs of American Indian tribes for

many years. I and my film represent a number of tribes, both

in the stat. of Washington and elsewhere. I have some

ofamiliarity, therefore, with the principles and concepts of

law and government applicable to American Indians. I was,

therefore, surprised, and I must say, disappointed when I

read the dissent of Congressman Meeds to the Review Commission

report.

While I respect the right of Congressman Meeds to take

a position opposed to tribal governmental authority as a

matter of policy, I do not believe it is helpful to misstate

the nature and extent of tribal governmental authority under

pr'Jsent law.

The dissent is based on an attack against the concept

of Indian tribal sovereignty -- an attack which is misleading

because of its distortion of the actual state of American law

on the subject, and its fallacious reasoning about the

position of American Indian tribes in our nation's political

system. The legal reasoning and discussion of principle

sounds very much like the polemic which Mr. Meeds consultant,

Mr. Ortderick J. Martone, launched in his article in the

Notre Dame Lawyer in 1976, entitled "American Indian Triba.:1.

Self-Government in the Federal System: Inherent Right or

Congressional License?"

S
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Because of the importance of this report to the Congress,

I feel compelled to comment on what I believe to be some of

the most serious errors contained in the dissent, as it pertains

to the subject of Indian Tribal Sovereignty.

This comment will enumerate some of the assertions

contained in the dissent.

1. ASSERTION: An American Indian tribe is ". . . a

body politic which the United States, through its sovereign

power, permits to govern itself and order its internal affairs,

but not the affairs of others." (Page 1)

FACT: The right of Indian tribes to govern others

has been redognized by the courts and by the United States

government through its Depaltments of Justice and Interior in

the following areas:

(1) Taxation and licensing. Upheld as an inherent

sovereign power of Indian tribes in Morris v. Hitchcock,

194 U.S. 384 (1903); Buster v. Wright, 135 F. 947

(1904); Berta v. Oglala Sioux Tribe, 259 F.2d 553

(C.A. 8th, 1958); Iron Crow v. Oglala Sioux Tribe,

231 F.2d 99 (C.A. 8th, 1956). See also, decisions of

the Department of Interthr, 55 I.D. 14 (October 25,

1934) stating:

83-440 0 - 78 - 57

among the powers of sovereignty
vested in an Indian tribe is
the power to tax members of the
trIbe and non-members accepting
privileges of trade or residence,
to which taxes may be attached
as conditions (I.D., p. 48).

872
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See also the numerous tribal constitutions containing

express authority to tax non-members, adopted under

the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 and approved

by the Secretary of Interior.

Contrast this with the assertion on Page 54 of the

dissent:

It may be seriously doubted whether
Indian tribes enjoy the power to
tax. A few old, lower court cases,
none leap than 70 years old,
recognize that power.

(2) Police power. The authority of Indian tribes

to subject non-Indians to law enforcement authority of

the tribe has been upheld in at least two cases:

Oliphant v. Schlie, 544 F.2d 1007 (1977) and Ortiz-

Barraza v. United States, 512 P.2d 1176 (9th Cir. 1975).

(3) Exclusion. Exclusion of non-members has long

been recognized as an inherent power of an Indian tribe.

See 55 I.b. 14 at 50.

2. ASSERTION: The United States federal aysteM precludes

the idea of tribal covereignty. (Page 1)

The assertion rests on two premises:

(a) "In our federal system", under the U. S.

Constitution there are only two sovereign entities: the United

States and the states. (Page 1) This is supposedly demonstrated

by the Tenth Amendment:

The powers not delegated to the
United States by the Constitution
nor prohibited by it to the states,
are reserved to the states respectively,
or,to the people.

8 73
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(b) Under the Fourteenth Amendment, all citizens

of the United States or residents of a particular state are

also citizens of that state.

FACT: (1) The United States Constitution recognizei

Indian Tribes as a third entity. Article 1, 98 sets

forth the Commerce Clause power as follows: "to regulate

commerce with foreign nations, and among the several

states, and with the Indian tribes . . ."

The Indian Commerce Clause has long been recognized

as the principle source of authority of the federal

government over Indian tribes. It clearly recognizes

Indian tribes as entities wholly outside the federal

system, as entities with which the United States

federal government must deal, and indeed specifically

_empowers the Congress to deal.
. .

(2) The Fourteenth Ameniment was held by the

United States Supreme Court not to make Indian citizens

of the states within which they. reside. Elk v. Wilkins,

112 U.S. 94 (11384).ca

(3) Tribal governments do not have their

.origin in either the Constitution or Acts of Congress.

Since they do not derive from the Constitution or laws

of tae United States, and certainly not by the states,

what then is their origin? Clearly, their original

674
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sovereignty. Indian tribes always have been and

remain recognized governmental entities with whom

the United States has political relationships. On

the most recent occasion when the United States Supreme

Court examined the nature of trlbal gOvernment,

United States v. Mazurie, 419 U.S. 544 (1975), it

rejected the argument that Indian tribes are merely

associations of persons having common interests by

virtue of the status of their landi, and upheld a

Congressional delegation of governmental power to

Indian tribes as wholly proper under the United States

Constitution.

3. ASSERTION: American Indian tribal self-government

is not territorial in nature, ". . . on the contrary, American

Indian tribal self-government is purposive.

This argument proceeds from the premise that self-govern---
ment is "permitted" to Indian tribes "for the purpose of main-

taining tribal integrity and identity". (Page 2)

FACT: This assertion grandly ignores almost all of

the statutory and decisional law dealing with Indian

government. For example, the Indian Reorganization

Act (25 U.S.C. S476, et seq.) and all of the federal

regulations and actions taken thereunder are aimed at

the strengthening of tribal government, and assisting

tribes to conduct governmental and proprietary functions

in a form recognized and chartered by the U. S. law.

we"'
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Public Law 98-638, IndienSelf-Determination and

Education Assistance Act of 1975 made Congressional find-

ings that "the Indian people will never surrender their

desire to control their relationships both among them-

selves and non-Indian governments, organizations and

persons" and went on to find and provide for self-

determination by authorization ofIndian tribes to take

, over governmental services previously provided by federal

agencies, under contract with those same agencies.

Significantly, this Act contains in two separate places

authorizations for waiver by Indian tribes of their

sovereign immunity, a governmental doctrine.

The Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968, (25 U.S.C.

S1301, et gn,) imposed federal restraints on Indian

tribes in exercising powers of self-government as to

"any person" and defined powers of self-government in

S1301 as including "all governmental powers possessed by

an Indian tribe, executive, legislative, and judicial

and all offices, bodies, and tribunals by and through

which they are executed, including Courts of Indian

offenses: . ."

All of the foregoing legislation has at its core, a

clear understanding that Indian tribes are indeed

governments which act for the broad purpose of all

governments, not for the limited purpose of maintenance

of tribal identity and integrity."

8 76
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The assertion is incredible in the face of principles

of law *nunciated in decisions cited in the dissent

itself. If self-government is "permitted" by Congress '

solely for the purpose of maintaining tribal identity

and integrity, why then is state power excluded in.the

absence of Congressional authority? Such is the rule.

See Williams v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217 (19F.;; Moe v.

Curfederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes, 18 L.Ed.2d 96

(1976); Bryan v. Itasca County, 48 L.Ed.2d 710 (1976).

If Indian self-government is permitted only for the

purpose of maintaining tribal identity and integrity,

there would be no intellectual or legal justification

for exclusion of state jurisdiction over these people,

and their tribal governments.

4. ASSERTION: ". . . If Indian tribal self-government

were territorial rather than purposive, the states could not

have jurisdiction over non-Indians within the reservation.

(Page 4)

FACT: The argument ignores the principle of dual

sovereignty, a phenomenon which is .:ommon in our system

of government. Clearly federal and state governmental

power may be exercised within the same territorial limits

and state and municipal government may also exercise con-

current authority over the same territory. The mere

fact then, that state government asserts authority

over non-Indians on the reservation is in no way

8 7 7
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inconsistent with Indian tribal self-government

being territorial.

5. ASSERTION: "American Indian tribes lost their

sovereignty through discovery, conquest, cession, treaties,

statutes and history." (Page 5)

FACT: It has long been settled that by these

events tribes may have lost their exterral sovereignty,

but retained their internal sovereignty and havu become

"dependent domestic nstions." Worcester v. Georgia,

6 Pct. 515 (1832); Cherokee Nation v. Georgia,

30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 1 (1831).

6. ASSERTION: Treaties with Indian tribes "generally

permitted Indian tribes to go7ern their own members but not

others". (Page 6)

FACT:' Most Indian treaties say nothing whatever

about the authority to govern, though many contain a

clause which requires tribes to turn over to the United

States authorities white men who commit crimes or do

harm to the Indians. The fact that treaties say 1.ittle

about tribal authority over persons within their territory

should not be surprising. The treaties were, after all,

drafted by the United States and were primarily conce-ned

with land cessions.

BASIC FALLACY OF THE ATTACK ON TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY

The atiack on tribal sovereignty contdined in the

dissent is fallacious because it confuses federal supremacy over

878
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Indian tribes with tribal sovereignty. This is wholly mis-

leading since there is no dispute about. whether tribes arc

subject to United States federal power. They are. (Though

some argue that this is so more as a matter of power than law.)

But in any event, it is wholly fallacious to argue that

since the federal government has supremacy over Indian tribes,

the tribes cannot be sovereign. If this were so, then the states

would not be sovereign either, since the federal government clearly

has supremacy over them by virtue of the United State,

Const4tution. But we all recognize that under our system of

government, unless we insist that "sovereignty" means absolute

power, sovereignty is in fact divided, so that state governments

are recognized as having law making and governing authority over

their territory though in fact the federal government may also

have law making and governing power over the same territory.

It is erroneous to claim that Indian tribes do not have

governmental status -- they do, though Mr. Meeds may not like

this. It is worse than mischievou. to suggest, as the dissent

does, that Indian tribal governments exist only t the whim or

caprice of Congress. To strip away from Indian tribes the

power of government that all otner political entities have

would be a grave step for the Congress to take. Indeed a step

of questionable constitutionality. For while Congress may have

plenary authority over Indians, it does not follow that such

authority is wholly unlimited. The constitution of the

United States itself contains limitations. The Fifth Amendment's

879
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Due Process Clause mai well protect the political liberty of

Indian tribal governm^nts. Further, the restraints in the

Ninth and Tenth Amendments reserve to the "people" powers not

expressly delegated nor ennumerateU in the constitution.

CONCLUSION

While it cannot be denied that there ale serious questions

raised by the assertion of tribal authority over non-Indians,

these questions cannot bi intelligently resolved by a polemic

against tribal sovereignty. Tribal sovereignty exists. The

real question is whether Indians and non-Indians on the

r,servations are better off or worse off under a system of

divided authority, or no authority where local government abstains

from extendinc4 services. I believe this question must be

examined carefully and perhaps on a subject by subject basis.

I am attaching a copy of a recent article of mine dealing

with Civil Rights implications of tribal authority over non-

Indians within the reservation (published in the Indian Law

Reporter, April 1977 issue.) elaborating on some of the

questions involved in the conflict between tribal authority

and the Constitutional rights of non-Indians subject to such

authority. I :lope this may prove to be of some usefulness.

Respectfully submitted,

PIRTLE, MORISSET,
ERNS,z,-OFF & CHaTNUT

// ( c-V

*Alvin J. Ziontl'
T.-7ibal Attorneys foil the
Colville, Lummi, Makah, Metlakatla,
Suquamish and Northern Cheyenne Tribes.

S S
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4/20/77 INDIAN LAW REPORTER
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SURVEY AND ANALYSIS OP INDIAN LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS

CIVIL R1GUTs IMPLICATIONS OF
TRIBAL AUTHORITY OVER NON-INDIANS

' WITHIN THE RESERVATION

Sy Alvin J. Ziontz4

Thousands of non-Indians in the western states live on or near Indian

reservations. Many drive through Indian reservations almost daily. There are

numerous farms and ranches owned by non-Indians on reservations and many towns

and cities are located within the boundaries of reservations. Such incursions

by non-Indian populations have resulted from the opening of Indian lands by the

Indian Allotment Acts which declared many lands within the Indian reservations to

be Surplus to the Indians' needs and allowed them to be sold to non-Indiann; by

homestead acts which opened Indian lands for settlement by non-Indians, and by

Indian lands going out of trust by Indian action and being sold to non-Indians.

Many non.-Indians are now deeply disturbed by the prospect of Indian
tribal government imposing tribal authority over them in many areas of conauct.

Such tribal regulation includes law and order codes, building and zoning cedes,

water codes and taxing and licensisg ordinances.

Generally, these codes occupy no different position than the codes and

ordinances promulgated by the local states, cities and counties.

The attack on such tribal authority is made on a number of grounds. The

principal ground, however, is that non-Indians should not be subjected to tribal

government because they are barred from membership in the tribe and, therefore,

from participation in voting and holding office. They are in effect "non-

citizens" insofar as tribal government is concerned.

This claim deserves serious analysis. It is certainly true that a non-
Indian may not participate as a matter of right in the affairs of tribal govern-

ment merely because of his residence within the boundaries of a reservation. He

has no voice in the selection of tribal officials or in the establishment of

tribal policies. Non-Indians who reside outside the reservation but who may
frequently pass through the reservation cahnot rest their protest on such grounds

since they have the same relationship to tribal government as any transient has

with respect to the government of the community through which he is passing.

However, with respect to residents and land owners on the retervation, a careful

examination of their claim is merited. Such an examination must begin with a

review of .he law as it has heretofore been enunciated by the courts.

The first major decision to deal with the challenge of tribal authority

over non-Indians on the reservation was Morris v. Hitchcock, 194 U.S. 384 (1903).

This was a suit brought by the non-indiaiii-Fa-enjoin federal officials from

interfering with their cattle grazing on lands of the Chickasaw Nation in

Indian territory. Such action was threatened by virtue of the plaintiff's

refusal to comply with an ordinance of the Chickasaw Nation which assessed a

permit tax on livestock owned by non-citizens within the limits of the Chickasaw

Nation. The plaintiffs challenged the tribal ordinance au being repugnant ro the

Fourth and Fifth Amendments to the United States Constitution.

Mr. Ziontz is a partner in the law firm of Ziontz, Pirtle, Merrisset,

Ernstoff 6 Chestnut, Seattle, Washington. The firm acts as counsel for the
Colville, Lummi, Makah, Metlakatla, Suquamish and Northern Cheyenne Indian Tribes.
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The Supreme Court looked first to the treatiee oade with the Tribe which '

gave the Tribe the right to control the presence of non members in its territory,
and concluded that under these treaties, the Chickaqaw nation had the pgwet to
atta.'h conditions to the presence ot non-eitizens wOtAn.its borders. While

Congress had expressly provided in a sehsequent Art that oWners of town lots

within Indian country could not be removeo or deported, the Act eontained no
prohibition against enforcement of tribal taxation logiviation, which was opera-
tive at the time of this enactment.

The Court therefore concluded that the act of the legislature ot the

Chickasaw Nation was valid, and that the regulatione of the Secietary ot the

Interior carrying into rffe.:.t this enactment was n't violative of the plaintiff's
rights under the Fourth and Fifth Amendments.

Perhaps the most frequently cited decision in this area is Hent'r V.
Wright decided by the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circit in

1905 (135 Fed. 947). This case held that Indian tribes had the power to impose a
tax on those white persons who conducted businesses within the reservatinn even
though they were conducting such businesses on lands owned by them in fee simple.

The court there held that the Creek Nation had the inherent sovereign power of

taxation and this was not affrcted by the taxpayer's oweership or nonownership
of his land, nor by the existence of cities or towns within the resereation. The

court found that euch persona were "noncitizens" of the CrePk Nation and that the
Nation had the power to fix the terms on which "noncitizens' may conduct business

within the reservation. Such power of the tribe to tax all persons within its
boundaries has been repeatedly upheld in subsequent court decisions Harta V.
taelala Sioux Tribe, 259 F.2d 553 (C.A. 8th, 1958); .fron_Crnw: v. (39.1!I1a ylinix Tribe,

n1 F7n-01.7C70:78th 1956).

In Herta V. oilata Sioux, the non-Indians urged Nat the tribal tax

violated their righ n constituted "taxation without repreqentation".
The court rejected this contention, pointing out that taxability of property is

not dependent upon the residence of the owner and that p:ryerty rights of an akjen

or non-resident are taxable the same an property of residents who nay be said to

have representation.

THE INDIAN CIVIL RICHTS ACT

Indian tribes are not subject to restraints on eovernmental action

contained in the United Statcs Constitution, Court decisions dealing wi'h the
issue have pointed out that tribes are not to be considered as states, nor are

they ems of the United States, and therefore not within the coverage of the

language of the Bill of Rights. Talton v. Mayen, 163 U.S. 376 (1896). In 1968,

h'sweeer, Congress passed the Indiiiii-treit RiWiT Act (25 U.S.C. 551301-41) which
i.re-.esed upnn 7-Alan tribes the duty to aco.ord all the sa-1. blq:- consti-
tutional rights which are guaranteed by the Bill of Righre, with certain neecttic

exceptions and changes due to the enigee character of Indian tribes. That Act

has been held to provide federal courts with jurisdiction to grant relief to any

person claiming denial of queh rights as dee procoesn. enill protection and taking

of property without compensation. DoOgp V. 298 r.Supp. 17 (D. Arizona.

1958).

It is significant, however, that Conqrc.s explicitly omitted !tom the Act

the language of the Fctteenth Amendment which nrohiLir,d abridgment of the right

to vote on accouet of rare. The exclusion of Fifteenth Amendrent guarantees
was otivio.,li dr.siened to protect the integrity ot Inv tribe as a groin) which

restricts its membership to Indian ancestry. Such action by the Cenerreg;

represents a determination that opening particleation in tribal government to all
persons would destroy the identity of an Indian tribe as !ndian in character and
wculd affect Ole basis upon which the treaty and other relitieal relationships
between Indian tribes and the United State.. rests.
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While the Indian Civil Rights Amt is highly vontreversial and is ohiected
to by many Indian groups, nevertheless, it daes function as the guarantor of the
civil rights of non-Indians who are subject to tribal aotion. In fatt the
decision of Conares, to rile the Act annItz'ahle to al! peisons, retgesents the

Congressional understanding that non-Indians, as well as Indi -., may be the

subject of governmental authority of Indian tribes.

.INDIAN FRETERENCr
NOT UNCONSTITUTIONAL .

The character of legislation which sinlles out the Indian fur special and
beneficial treat&ent was challenged in Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535 (1974).

This was an action brought by non-Indiar-e3laToyeegcirThe Bureau of Indian Affairs
claiming that the preference given Indians in employment by the Bureau o' Indian

Affairs pursuant to the 1934 Indian Meorganization Act denied them valuable

property rights and was an infringement of their Fifth Amendment right to due

process.

The court upheld the Indian preference provision of the 1934 Act. The

court first found that the unique legal status of Indian tribes is well-

established in American law and is based upon the relationship between the federel

government and Indian tribes and involves treaties, guardianship, and unique
plenary authority of Congress provided for in the United States Constitution.
The constitution singles out Indians as a proper subject for separate legislation.

The "solemn Commitment of the government towards the Inkians" mandated

special concern and Special legislative treatment and it was well within the

powers of Congress to afford Indians greater representation in employment with the
Bureau of Indian'Affairs, an agency which had great power over Indian reservations.
The court viewed Indians in this context "not as a discrete racial group, but,

rather, as members of quasi-sovereign tribal entities whose lives and activities

are governed by the BIA in a unique fashion." In this respeet, the court found
this statute similar in principle to statutes requiring that office holders
reside within their districts for specified periods of time. It was, in other
words, a matter of the tribe as a political entity being entitled to representa-

tion in this special branch of the government. The non-Indian employee of thr
Bureau of Indian Affairs, was held not to have been deprived of any constitutional

right by this Act of Congress which was rationally directed at fulfillment of

Congress' unique obligation toward the Indians.

It waS upheld as a measure which was reasonably and rationally designed to

"further Indian self-government".

In U.S. v. Mazurie in 1975, the Supreme Court was presented with a claim
by non-ladians-resiErFilt on the Wind River Indian Reservation, that thy

tribe could not constitutionally bar them from conducting a liquor business on the

reservation. The non-Indians had been convicted of sale of ligenr in violation

of a federal law which gave Indian tribes the right to requlate thy sale and use

of liquor on the reservation. The Shoshone-Arapaho government hda estdhltshed
by ordinance the requirement of a tribal liquor license and the defendants had

applied for such license but were denied on the ground that the evideney adduced
4i a hearing established that the defendants' tavern was a source of a great deal

of disorderly conduct. When the defendants parceeded with their liquor bustness
in defianoe of the tribal ordinance, they were arrested and prosecuted by federal

authorities.

The defendants first challenged the status of the tribe as a goirnmental

body which could exercise nowers Jelegated hy Cosgress. The coutt held that the
tribe Fossessed sover.:,Ignty over hoth its members and it% territory and that
Congrets could therefore wrop.riv delegate te the ttihe the peser to regulate the
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se And sale of liquor nn the reservation.

The defendants, who owned the land on which their tavern was located
claimed the imposition of this tribal authority was a denial of their right to
equal protection and due process. The court rejected this claim on the ground
that Indian tribes have full governmental authority over their reservations and
this authority extends to non-Indians. The defendants did not clatm that the
tribe's denial of their license in itself constituted a denial of equal protection
or that they were denied due process in the hearing. The court pointed out'lhat
a remedy was afforded to them under the Indian Civil Rights Act in the event the
tribe did act in a manner which deprived them of such rights. But the mere
imposition of tribal authority did not constitute such denial. The court seemed
to take it as self-evident and requiring no analysis that these defendants could
not participate in tribal government, but that such fact could not operate to
deprive tribes of authority over their reservations.

Perhaps the most far reaching decision affirming thc power of Indian
tribes over non-Indians Was the decision of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in
1976 in the case of Oliphant v. Schlie, 544 F.2d 1007 (1977). There the Court of
Appeals upheld the j5i-garelinn 61-171-Indian tribal court to try a non-Indian for
a violation of a tribal ordinance and impose criminal sanctions for an act which
occurred on the rerervation. The act in question was a misdemeanor, namely,
resisting arrest and assaulting an officer. This decision was grounded on the
same principle as Mazurie: the power to preserve order is basic to the sovereignty
of an Indlan tribe-Wffriiich authority resides in the tribe.

Many tribal governments throughout the West have enacted tribal codes
establishing authority over all persons on the reservation. In this respect the
tribes perform the same function as all local governments do. Police protection
is basic to the security of every community regardless of its composition. The
defendant in Oliphant raised a challenge to trial by tribal court since non-
Indians would be excluded from participating on the jury. However the court said
this did not invalidate the jurisdiction of the tribal court since defendant's
rights to a fair trial were protected by the Indian Civil Rights Act and a remedy
was available to him if he were in any way denied a fair trial.

Apart then, from the question of participation in triLal government, ron-
Indians who complain of Indian police carrying out law enforcement functions over
all persons on the reservation do not raise questions of constitutional rights
deprivation- If the officPrs act in an improper of unlawful manner, remedies are
available under the Indian Civil Rights Act. No doubt cases of abusive conduct
will occur. However, we are all familiar with abusive conduct by law enforcoment
officers throughout America, including some of our most sophisticated law enforce-
ment groups. The remedy obviously lies in better control of police conduct. If

Indian police conduct proves to be racially discriminatory against non-Indians,
the federal courts are available to give relief.

THE DILEMMA OP A NON-INDIAN PESIDENT
OF AN INDIAN RESERVATION

It is clear that under present law non-Indians residing on Indian reserva-
tions arc noncitizens with respect to the tribe which governs the reservation.
This does not affect their status as citizens of the states and counties within
which they reside nor as citizens of the United States. They are full citizens
of those governments and have full rights of participation. But as to the local
tribal governmont, their position is comparable to the position of nonresidents
or aliens. Such persons are generally unable to vote, hold office, serve on
juries or qualify for a variety of activities reserved for residents by state and
local laws. In addltion, numerous benefits are dvallsble to residents which are
denied non-residents, such as differentials in fees for tuition in state institu-
tions of higher learning. That the nonresident is denied the right to participate
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in the decisions of the local government, or is subjected to differential treat-

ment is not in itself a denial of civil rights.

However, his subjection to taxation and other powers of government without

an, right to participate in that government appears to collide with fundamental
notions of democracy and duo process of 1 m. The Supreme Court has resolved the

problem by applying two basic principles, Indian tribes have authority over their
reservations and non-Indians have no right to membership in Indian tribes.

Any attempt to give non-Indian reservatien residents the same standing

as they would have if they resided off the reservation presents a basic dilemma:
either tribal government must be open to non-Indian participation or tribal
government must be stripped of governmental authority over the reservation.
Either solution would be destructive.

If tribal government is opened to non-Indian participation, if will mean
the end of Indian tribes as tribes. Their identity will bo lost and the political.
relationship between the United States and the political entities which have made
treaties and agreements with it will be destroyed. Such a proposal is actually
on. to end Indian tribe's and their existence.

Alternatively, destruction of tribal authority by legislative fiat would
mean turning the 'Meek backward. It would prevent tribes from controlling law-
lessness on reservations resulting from the unwillingness or inability or local
governments to extend adequate law enforcement to the reservations. In some
cases, governmental authority of non-tribal governments has been chaotic and
confusing as a result of the differing status of land parcels within the reserva-
tions. As the United States Supreme Court recently said in Moe v. Confederated
Salish and Kootenai Tribes, 425 U.S. 463, (1976):

Congress by its more modern legislation has evinced a
clear intent to eschew any such 'checkerboard' approach
within an existing Indian reservation. . .

The Court also cites Seymour v. Superintendent, 368 U.S. 351 (1962) and United
States v. Mazurie, 419 U.S. 544 (1975).

Impairment of tribal authority would, in the long run, benefit no one. It

would, on the other hand, strip away those aspects of tribal government which the
courts have found to be an inherent aspect oi sovereignty which all governments
must have to carry out the basic function of maintaining an orderly and peaceful

community.

CONCLUSION

The efforts of groups opposing Indian rights and seeking legislation to
assist them is based on a fundamental misunderstanding of the netre of those

Indian rights. There is no constitutional right for a non-Indian to be a member

of an Indian tribe. That Indian tribes have authority over their reservations
and are entitled to rights, privileges and immunities not granted to non-Indians

is a product of their original occupancy of this continent and the commitments

made by the United States of America to them on that account. While specific
adjustments may have to be made legislatively, basic principles must remain
inviolatt. We Cannot agree that Indian rights are inconsistent with our system of
constitutional law. Indian tribes appear to be in a state of'transition at the
present time and undoubtedly many problems will be encountered an they exercise

their authority. Tolerance, cooperation and good will are required of Indians
and non-/ndians alike. Hut in the long run, we all must recognize that the
principle of self-government is as dear to the Indian tribes an it was to our
colonial forefathers. In the long run, it is in the best interests of our

political and social system for Indian tribes to exercise that self-government

responsibly and effectively. It is difficult for Indians to escape the feeling
that the opposition to such efforts by non-Indians, not matter how phrased, is

ultimately racist. Perhaps it is even now too late for words of moderation.
But lawyers have a special responsibility to avoid worsening the already serious
conflicts between tribal governments and their non-Indian residents and neighbors.
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Legislative proposals 544-545
Litigation 542-544
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